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PREFACE
The 19th International Cosmic Ray Conference,under the auspices of the Cosmic Ray
Commission of the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, is being held on
the campus of the University of California, San Diego, on 11 through 23 August 1985
In keeping with the tradition begun in 1971 by the Australian organizers of the l_th
ICRC, the Proceedings of this conference are appearing in two sets of volumes. The
first set, consisting of volumes 1 through 8, is being distributed to all
participants at the beginning of the conference. This set contains the contributed
papers. The second set, distributed after the conference, contains invited,
rapporteur,and highlight papers. The papers are reproducedhere exactly as they were
received from the authors, without refereeing.
For the 19th ICRC, the scientific program was organized according to three major
divisions-- GO (cosmic rays and gamma rays of Galactic Origin), SH (Solar and
Heliosphere), and HE (High Energy). Technical papers are included in each of the
three divisions.
This conference depended on funds from several agencies of the United States
government, including major financial support from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and support from the National Science Foundation, the Department of
Energy, and the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory. Important financial support also
came from the Center for Astrophysics and Space Sciences of the University of
California, San Diego, from the California Space Institute of the University of
California, from the Department of Physics and Astronomy of the University of
Maryland, College park, from the International Union for Pure and Applied Physics,
and from several corporate sponsors who will be acknowledgedby name in the post-
conference volumes.
We appreciate the confidence placed in the conference organizers by the Cosmic Ray
Commission, and acknowledge with thanks the role of the Commission members in
setting up the rules for the conferenceand in advising the organizersduring its planning.
We are grateful to all of the members of the various organizing committees listed at
the front of this volume. The three Program Committees went to great effort to
organize a coherent scientific program and to schedule four parallel sessions with a
minimum of conflicts. The Local OrganizingCommittee has worked long and hard to
ensure efficient and hospitable accommodations for all the participants, both in the
scientific sessions and outside them. The Publications Committee not only took great
pains to assemble these volumes but also maintained an orderly data base of papers
and authors which was extremely helpful to the program committees. The General
Organizing Committee made important contributions of ideas and efforts to make the
conference possible; this committee included international representation from all of
North America, thus the departure from the traditional name of National Organizing
Committee. And the entire effort was coordinated by the dedicated members of the
Steering Committee.
Martin H. Israel,Chairman August, 1965
General OrganizingCommittee
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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
This conference marks a departure from previous conferences in this series m that
the publication of the Conference Papers was carried out an entire continent away
from the activities of Local Organizing Committee. This posed some problems but, to
the considerable surprise of the Publications Committee members, the one that was
expected to be the most trouble turned out not to be mgnificant. The overwhelming
majority of those submitting papers and abstracts sent them to the correct address,
not to La Jolla as was feared. We wish to thank our many authors for their alertness
and commendthem for handling a complicatedsituation so well.
There are eight volumes to be distributed to the conference participants in addition
to the ConferenceProgram and Author Index: three volumes for OG, two for SH and
three for HE. the detailed makeup of these volumes is described in the prefaces
written by the Scientific Program chairmen for their respective volumes. Out of some
1100 abstracts that were accepted by the Scientific Program Committees for inclusion
in the conference some 929 papers were finally received in time for inclusion in the
Conference Papers. This represents a response of approximately 84 percent, a modest
improvement. Even if one excludes the 42 one page papers that should be considered
as 'confirming abstracts', even though there was no such formal category, the
response was somewhat higher than that of recent years. We attribute this to the
carrot of s later deadline than before coupled with the stick of there being no
printing of post deadline contributed papers. We believe that this decision of the
General Organizing Committee was a wise one. Of course invited, rapporteur, and
highlight talks will be printed in volumes to be distributed to the participants
after the conferenceasusual.
The Publications Committee had much generous help in performingits duties: from
Goddard Space Flight Center we had the help of B. Glssser, L. Harris, E. Schronce,
N. Smith, J. Esposito and T. Smith. From the Naval Research Laboratory we were
helped by T. Mas_tta, and at the University of Maryland M. L. Snidow and J. Mucha
gave much needed assistance. Special thanks are due to Caryl Short, the lone staff
member of the Publications Committee. She maintained the computer data base,
organized the abstracts as they arrived, and kept track of the papers themselves to
see that the finally arrived in the right place at the right time. Without her help
the job would have been far more difficult than it was.
PUBLICATIONSCOMMITTEE August, 1985
Frank C. Jones, Chin.
Jim Adams
Glen M. Mason
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PREFACE TO THE VOLUMES 4 AND 5 (SH)
The category SH includes all papers on solar and
heliospheric energetic particle phenomena. SH combines the
MG (modulation of galactic) and SP (solar particles)
categories used in previous conferences, with papers on
particles accelerated in the solar wind. Papers about
techniques and instrumentation for science in the SH category
are now included in SH. Cosmogenic nuclide studies, formerly
in OG (origin and galactic) are also in the new SH category.
Papers on particles of strictly magnetospheric origin were
not included in this conference.
The SH heading numbers are :
SHI. Particle Acceleration on the Sun and in the Heliosphere
SH2. Composition, Spectra and Anisotropy
SH3. Propagation of Solar and Interplanetary Energetic
Particles
SH4. Solar-Cycle Modulation and Propagation of Galactic
Particles in the Heliosphere
SH5. Transient Modulations
SH6. Geomagnetic and Atomospheric Effects and Response
Functions
SH7. Cosmogenic Nuclides
SH8. Solar Neutrinos
SH9. Techniques
SHIO. Others
Papers appear in this volume in a numerical sequence
determined primarily by this numbering system. For example,
paper number SH2.1-8 is the eighth paper in the first session
formed of papers in category SH2.
We thank the SH program committee for devising this
numbering system, for reading every abstract submitted and
for organizing on the basis of their content coherent
sessions with reasonable length for presentation. We thank
them also for selecting the rapporteurs and for advice in the
selection of invited and highlight speakers. The committee
members are: Hugh Hudson (UCSD), Bruce McKibben (U. of
Chicago), Glenn Mason (U. of Maryland), Martin Pomerantz
(Bartol Res. Foundation, U. of Delaware) and alternate Walker
Fillius (UCSD).
These contributed papers are reviewed in plenary session
by a team of expert rapporteurs at the end of the Conference.
These extremely useful reports can only be prepared during
the Conference, and so their written versions will be
included in a later volume. We thank the rapporteurs in
advance for their willing service.
Miriam A. Forman, Chairman
Solar - Heliospheric Program Committee
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I SH 1.1-3
THE PROPOGATIONOF SOLARFLAREPARTICLESIN A TURBULENTCORONALLOOP
J. M. Ryan
Space Sclence Center, Universlty of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire 03824 USA
ABSTRACT
Energetic solar flare partacles, both electrons and protons, must
survave the turbulent envaronment of a flaring loop and propogate to
the lower corona or chromosphere in order to produce hard X-ray and
y-ray bursts. Thas plasma turbulence, often observed an soft x-ray
line widths to be an excess of i00 km/s, as presumably capable of
efficiently scatterang the fast flare partlcles. Thls prevents to some
degree the free streamang of accelerated partlcles and depending on the
amplitude of the turbulence, restricts the partlcles to diffusive
propogation along the length of the loop to the target chromosphere.
In addition this turbulence is capable of performlng additlonal
acceleration of the fast partacles by the second order Fermi mechanasm.
For compact flares with rise tlmes < 10s, the acceleration effect is
small and the propogat_on of the particles is governed by spatlal
diffusion and energy loss in the ambaent medium.
The solutaon of the tame dependent diffusaon equation wath
velocity dependent daffusaon and energy loss coeffacients yaelds for
the case of non-relativistic protons particle precapatataon rates whach
are necessary for calculatlng thick target y-ray emassaon and also
yaelds the total thin target emassivaty. The thick target emlssaon is
necessaraly delayed wath respect to the particle accelerataon or
injection by more than the mere travel time of the particle over the
loop length. Equivalent numbers are calculated for the case of
relatavistic electrons where in addataon the t_me-dependent electron
populataon at the top of the loop is calculated. This is useful in
estimatang the resulting _-wave emassaon. The results show relatlve
timing dafferences in the different emlssion processes whach are
functaons of particle species and energy and the poant of an3ectaon of
the particles into the coronal loop.
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STOCHASTIC PARTICLE ACCELERATION IN SOLAR FLARES
W. DrSge, R. Schlickeiser
Max-Planck-lnstitut f_r Radioastronomie
Auf dem HHgel 69, 5300 Bonn I, FRG
ABSTRACT
We propose that particles during the second phase of solar
flares are accelerated by stochastic resonant scattering
off hydromagnetic waves and first-order Fermi acceleration
in shock waves generated in the impulsive phase of the
flare. Our solutions allow arbitrary power law momentum
dependences of the momentum diffusion coefficient as well
as the momentum loss time. The acceleration time scale to
a characteristic energy _ 100 keV for protons can be as short
as 5 s. The resulting electron spectra show a characteristic
double power law with a transition around 200 keV and are
correlated to the proton spectra evaluated under equal
boundary conditions, indicating that electrons and protons
are accelerated by the same mechanism. The correlation
between the different spectral indices in the electron
double power law and between electron and proton spectra
are governed by the ratio of first-to second-order accel-
eration and therefore allow a determination of the Alfv_n
Mach number of the shock wave.
I. Introduction. We propose that the combination of first- and second-
order Fermi acceleration is the mechanism responsible for second-phase
acceleration in solar flares. This model has a number of distinct advan-
tages over previous models, in that it gives a natural explanation for
the various observed time delays between first and second phase as well
as for the dependence of the particle spectra to the strength of the flare
and the correlation between electron and proton spectral indices.
2. Theory. Parker and Tidman (1958) have pointed out that Fermi accel-
eration is an zntrinsic property of any sufficiently agitated plasma of
energetic particles. The effects of second-order Fermi acceleration due
to irregularly moving magnetlzed fluid elements, first-order Fermi ac-
celeration off strong shocks as well as loss and escape processes can be
incorporated into a transport equation in phase space (Ramaty 1979)
_f I _ _f I _ f
[p2 D(p) _] -_-_ _p [p2 (_G+ _L) f] + T--_ = Q(p,t) (I),_t p2
where p is the particle momentum, N(p) = 4_ p2 f(p,t) the number of par-
ticles per unit momentum and unit volume, and Q(p,t) represents sources
and sinks of particles. Using the concept of the age distribution
(Schlickeiser and Lerche 1985) the effects of spatial diffusion, convec-
tion and catastrophic losses have been combined in a momentum-dependent
escape time T(p) = To p-b.
In a plasma with a strong MHD turbulence both the momentum diffusion
coefficient D(p) and the spatial diffusion coefficient along the mean
magnetic field K,(p) are governed by the turbulence simultaneously. By
using quasi-linear theory K.(p) can be related rigorously to the spectrum
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tion and catastrophic losses have been co bined in a omentum-dependent 
escape time T(p) = To p-b. 
I  a plas a it  a str  HD t r le ce oth t e o entu  iff si n 
coefficient (p) and the spatial diffusion coefficient along the ean 
agnetic field K .. (p) are governed by the turbulence si ultaneously. By 
using quasi-linear theory II(p) can be related rigorously to the spectru  
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of the magnetic field fluctuations (Jokipii 1977). Assuming a power law
spectrum for the magnetic irregularities W(k) = Wo k-q we may write
K,,(p) = 6 v(p) p2-q = Kpq (2)
(6,K = const.) and
V_ p2 (3)D(p) = _2
(VA: Alfv&n speed, _2: constant). As galn process, we consider quasi-
continuous momentum gain by acceleration at a shock wave moving through
the plasma with speed VS. The momentum gain by first-order Fermi accel-
eration at a single shock wave has been determined by Drury (1983)
PG = _I _ p (4)
(_z: constant). Mbbius et al. (1982) pointed out that for condltions in
the flare site the rate of systematic acceleration exceeds the rate of
momentum loss. Thus we assume that PG >> PL at least at all momenta of
interest. Using (2), (3) and (4) in equation (I) and consldering the
steady-state case (_f/_t = 0) yields
I d [p4-q df 3-q] b
7 _ d-_- a p - Xp = Q(p) (5)
(a_ =_.V_/K, a_ =_V_/K, a=a_/a_, % = I/a2T_). We assume that the in-
jection _akes piace_a_ some momentum Q(p) = qo _(P-Po ) and we find for the
steady-state particle number density N(p) =4_p2 f(p) (see DrSge and
Schlickeiser (1985) for details):
q-a+1 q+a+l K ]q+b I ) I -'_"_ p
P<Po
8_ qo 2 2
a2 [q+b[ 2_112
I lq+bI Po )K_;_lq+bl p 2 P>Po
_)= l(3+a-q)/(q+b)l. In the limit q+b+0 solution (6) approaches a power
law distribution
)_ (3+a_Q)2 I4 +XQ-a+1 Q+a+l (P/Po P < Po
2_ qo 2 2
N(p) = 41 ! (7)
_ (3+a_N) 2 , Po P (3+ q)2--'_ _---- +_a2 4 + % (P/Po) P > Po
Equations (6) and (7) are generalizations of the solutions of Ramaty
(1979; b =0, a =0, q =0,1), Barbosa (1979; a =0), Pikel'ner and Tsytovich
(1976; a =0, b =0). The solutions (6) and (7) allow arbitrary momentum
power law dependences of the spatial diffusion coefficient (q) and the
escape time (b). The parameter a = (_l/_2)(V$/V_) = (_l/_2)M_ is of the
order of the square of the shock's Mach number and describes the ratio of
first- to second-order Fermi acceleration. In the case of no Fermi ac-
3 
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P  = a - P (4) 1 KII 
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1 d [4-n df 3-n] , b 
--r- - p --ap -I\P P dp dp Q(p) (5) 
(a l =alv~/K, a 2 =a2 vl/K, a=al /a2 , jection takes place at some momentum 
steady-state particle number density 
chlickeiser ( ) f r tail ): 
A = 1/ a  T ). We assume that the in-Q(p) = qo g (p-po) and we find for the 
N(p) = 4'TT p2 f(p) (see Droge and 
N(p) 
8'TT q n-a+1 n+a+1 
o -2- -2-
------- Po p 
a2ln+b I 
(
21..1/2 n;b) (21.. 1/2 n;b) K --p I --p 
V In+bl 0 V In+bl 
(
1.. /  n;b) (21.. 112 n;b) I --p K --p 
V In+bl 0 V In+bl 
p<p 
o 
p>p 
o 
(6) 
V = 1 (3+a-n) / (n+b) I. In the li it n+b + 0 solution (6) approaches a power 
la  i tri ti  
j(3+a- n)2 +1..1 
p<p 
2'TT q n-a  n+a+1 
(p/po  0 
N(p) 0 
-2- -2-
(7) = Po p 
_1 (3+~-n) 2 + AI 
a 21 (3+a-n) 2 + A I 4 (p/po) p>p 
0 
Equations (6) and (7) are generalizations of the solutions of Ra aty 
(1979; b=O, a=O, n=O,1), Barbosa (1979; a=O), Pikel'ner and Tsytovich 
(1976; a=O, b=O). The solutions (6) and (7) allow arbitrary momentum 
po er law dependences of the spatial diffusion coefficient (n) and the 
escape time (b). The parameter a = (al /a ) (V~/Vl) = (al /a?) Ml is of the 
order of the square of the shock's ach nu ber and descr1bes the ratio of 
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Fig. 1: Normalized steady-state Fig. 2: Normalized steady-state
electron number density. Parti- proton number density. Particles
cles are injected at Eo =50keV. are injected at Eo = 10 keV.
At ET=200 keV a transition
from solution (6) to (7) occurs.
celeration at shock waves (a =0) (6) and (7) reduce to the solutions of
previous models as quoted above.
3. Discussion. The energy spectra of electrons accelerated in large
flares exhibit a characteristic double power law with a break around ET
200keV (Lin et al. 1982). From this we conclude that for nonrelativistic
kinetic energies (E<E T) the Bessel function solution (6) holds, which
for small arguments is approximately a power law, whereas for E > ET the
particles are relativistzc (p =mc _E=200 keV for electrons) and the
distribution function approaches the power law solution (7) (cf. Fig. I).
We take spatial diffusion along the mean magnetic field as the relevant
escape process. The escape time then is T(p) =L2/K,, = (LZ/K) p-n, whereL
is the length scale of the system and q=b =0 in the relativistic and
n =b = I in the nonrelativistic case. Thus we may consider the evolution
of the particle spectra in the hard-sphere approximation (cf. MSbius et
al. 1982), which gives us
_ I
K,,(p) 3 v(p) _ (8)
v(p) is the velocity and _ the momentum independent mean free path of the
particles. For comparison with data we transform (6) and (7) into energy
space where N(E) =N(p) (I/v) and E= (pZc2+mac_)ZZZ-mc 2 is the particle
kinetic energy. An "effective power law" exponent can be calculated (E>Eo)
a a+2 _I 4xz 2E |
d IgN(E) - _ + _ Vl + (a+2)2 mc 2 p < mc (9)
Yeff(E) d Ig E
a+l a+3 _1 4x 2 |
--2"-+T V I + (a+3)2 p > mc (10)
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a a  1/1 2  I _ (9) 
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Fig. 3: Correlation between elec- Fig. 4: Correlation between YI
tron spectral exponent below 200 and proton spectral exponent
keV YI and exponent above 200 keV above 10 MeV as a function of a
YII as a function of a
x = %c/L VA is a free parameter which may have different values for elec-
trons and protons and for different flares. Equations (9) and (10) allow
us to determine the correlation between the mean spectral index below 200
keV YI and above 200 keV YII for electrons (Fig. 3) as well as the cor-
relation between YI and the proton spectral exponent above 10 MeV YD
(Fig. 4) as a function of a. The curves obtained from (9) and (10)-are
in excellent agreement with the measurements of Lin et al. (1982), indi-
cating that the strongest shock waves have an Alfv_n Math number MA _ 4,
corresponding to a_30 (see DrSge and Schlickeiser (1985) for details).
4. Conclusions. Combzning first- and second-order Fermi mechanism in
solar flare second-phase acceleration successfully explains the observed
ion and electron energy spectra. The model correctly accounts for the
sometimes very short delay times, and reproduces quantitatively the cor-
relations of nonrelativistic with relativistic electron spectral indices,
and the correlation of nonrelativistic electron with proton indices.
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x = 9vc /L VA is a free parameter which may have different values for elec-
trons and protons and for different flares. Equations (9) and (10) allow 
us to determine the correlation between the mean spectral index below 200 
keV YI and above 200 keV YII for electrons (Fig. 3) as well as the cor-
relation between YI and the proton spectral exponent above 10 MeV Yp 
(Fig. 4) as a function of a. The curves obtained from (9) and (10) are 
in excellent agreement with the measurements of Lin etal. (1982), indi-
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4. Conclusions. CombLning first- and second-order Fermi mechanism in 
solar flare second-phase acceleration successfully explains the observed 
ion and electron energy spectra. The model correctly accounts for the 
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FIRST-ORDER FERMI SHOCK ACCELERATION IN SOLAR FLARES
Donald C. Elllson
Astronomy Program, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
and
Reuven Ramaty
LHEA, Code 665, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771
ABSTRACT. We compare the simultaneous flrst-order Fermi shock
acceleration of electrons, protons, and alpha particles to solar
energetic particle events. For each event, a unique shock compression
ratio in the range, r _1.5 to 3 produces spectra in good agreement with
observation. The range in r predicts that the wide spread in e/p ratios
observed at MeV energies is considerably reduced at an assumed injection
energy of i00 keV. The model predicts that the acceleration time to a
given energy will be approximately equal for electrons and protons and
can be on the order of I second to _i00 MeV.
I. Introduction. We model the simultaneous acceleration of protons, alpha
particles, and relativistic electrons by flrst-order Fermi shock
acceleration (e.g. Axford et al. 1977). Shock acceleration in solar
flares has been considered previously (e.g. Achterberg and Norman 1980;
Lee and Fisk 1982; Balet al. 1983; Lee and Ryan 1984). Here, we compare
the predictions of Fermi shock acceleration to solar energetic particle
events where interplanetary electron, proton and, in some cases, alpha-
particle spectra are available (Linet al. 1982; Evenson et al. 1984;
McDonald and Van Hollebeke 1985; R. McGulre private communication) (see
also Elllson and Ramaty 1985). In all cases examined, we find that for
any given event_a singleshockcompressionratio in the range _1.5 to 3
simultaneouslyproducesreasonablygood fits to the electron,proton,and
alpha-partlclespectra.
We also determinethe effectsof the shock strengthand injection
conditionson the electronto proton(e/p)intensityratio.Thisratio is
sensitiveto the injectionconditionsand large variations in the e/p
ratio at MeV energiesresultfrom variationsin shock strength.We find
that these results are in good agreement with the observations.
The acceleration time for shock acceleration is estimated for
typical solar conditions. We find that for scattering mean free paths
that scale as the gyroradius, shocks can produce rapid acceleration with
equal acceleration times for electrons and protons. This result is
consistent with the gamma-ray observations (Chupp 1984).
2. Model. In the test particle limit of shock acceleration with no
losses, wherein particles gain energy by scattering freely between the
converging upstream and downstream plasmas, the accelerated distribution
function (at the shock) is a power law in momentum (Blandford and
Ostrlker 1978). The spectral index depends only on the compression ratio,
r = Ul/U2, where Ul(U2) is the upstream (downstream) bulk plasma flow
velocity. The corresponding differential particle intensity is given by
dJ 2 2 3/[2(r-I)] -i/2(r+2)/(r-i )
(_-_-)_ nlnj(Ei + 2EimoC ) (E2 + 2Emoc2) , (i)o
where nln j is the density of seed particles injected far upstream and
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moc2 is the rest mass energy. Equation (i) assumes that the partlcles are
injected at kinetic energy, El, where Ei is much greater than thermal
energy. This expression holds, however, for any injected distribution
which is steeper, at a given energy, than the resultant power law. For
flatter injected distributions, the shock will boost the intensity of the
injected spectrum while maintaining its slope. The limiting non-
relativistic and ultra-relatlvistic spectral indexes are FN_R = 1/2
(r+2)/(r-l) and ru_R = (r+2)/(r-l), respectively. The differential
intensity steepens in going from the non-relativistic to the ultra-
relativistic regime and the spectral index doubles. If, as is normally
the case for solar flare events, non-relativistlc proton and relativistic
electron spectra are observed, acceleration by a single shock of a given
r produces an electron spectrum steeper than the proton spectrum
(Achterberg and Norman 1980).
The compression ratio can be determined from the Rankine-Hugoniot
conservation relations. We find that for typical solar conditions, r lies
inlthe range _ 1.5 to 3. For example, a coronal sh_ck with uI = I000 km
s- , temperature TI = 106 K, density nI = i0_ cm-_, and magnetic field
perpendicular to the shock normal BI = i0 Gauss, yields r = 1.54. If uI
is increased to 2000 km s-I, r = 2.7.
To model effects such as adiabatic deceleration (Lee and Fisk 1982;
Lee and Ryan 1984), finite shock lifetimes (Forman 1981), and finite
shock sizes (e.g. Ellison 1984), we assume the spectra will turnover
approxlmately exponentially such that, dJ/dE = (dJ/dE)oexp(-E/Eo) , where
E and Eo are energy for electrons and protons and energy per nucleon for
ions.
For concreteness,we assume the diffusion coefficient of all
energetic particles to be, K = < (v/v)(R/R ), where R = pc/(Ze) iso o
rigidity, v is velocity measured In the local plasma frame, and <o' Vo'
and Ro are constant.
We also assume that the high energy turnover is produced by a shock
of finite spatial extent. This implies that the electron turnover energy
will be twice that of the protons and that the alpha particle turnover
energy will be i/2that of the protons.
If spectra that are power laws in momentum are plotted as a function
of energy, the ratio e/p will decrease with increasing energy as the
electrons become relativistic. The decrease in the e/p ratio will be
greater for smaller r. If shocks of different strengths produce a range
of particle spectra, as observed for solar flare accelerated particles, a
wide range in e/p will result at MeV energies even if the injection
conditions are similar (see Fig. 3).
Estimates of the acceleration time (Ellison and Ramaty 1985) suggest
that the solar environmentshould allow accelerationof electronsand
ions to lO0"s of MeV in times on the order of I see. These estimates
assume, of course, that the background turbulence has sufficient power to
scatter both electrons and protons from injection energies to lO0"s of
MeV.
3. Comparlson with Observations. We have compared the model, using a
single set of parameters to simultaneously describe electron, proton, and
alpha-partlcle spectra, to spectra observed in space (see Figs. I and 2).
In all cases we choose, for each event, a single compression ratio
and Eo that produces the best combined fits to the electron, proton, and
alpha-particle spectra. We find that: (i) In all cases, the model
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hat he ar vironment ould low leration  ectrons d 
  10 's f e   i    r  1 c  es  i at s 
assu e, of course, t at the background turbulence has s fficient po er t  
s tt r t  l tr s a  r t s from i j ti  r i s t  10 "'s f 
e  
3. Comparison wi th Observations. We have compared the model, using a 
single set of para eters to si ultaneously describe electr , proton, and 
l a-particle s ectra, t  s ctr  ser e  1n s ace (see i s. 1 and ). 
I  ll cases e c ose, f r eac  e ent, a si l  c pression r ti  
and Eo that produces the best combined fits to the electron, proton, and 
l a-particle s ctr . e fin  t t: (1) I  ll s s, t  odel 
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provides an excellent fit to the electron spectra above the assumed
injection energy of _I00 keY. (2) In all events where multiple species
are observed, a single set of parameters (apart from the normalization)
provides a fair description of all spectra. (3) The model provides a
natural explanation for events wlth very flat proton spectra such as 3
_ne 1982 and can be applied over a wide energy range (see Elllson and
_maty 1985).
I -\E :\
-4FEo'_ _.2_oVl_ ,_._ _ _._ _ Eo-_ h
r=177 I\
0 -5
B , I?, ,/ .
-6_ 2 3 2 _ 2 3 2 3 4 2 3 4
LOG ELECTRONENERGY(keV)
Fig. i. Electron intensity vs. energy. _e llne is the spectrum expected
from shock acceleration and is calculated for the r and E_ shown. Ei is
the injection energy of i00 keY. Data is from Linet al. (i_82).
I I I I
3 N_ 73
r-177
-t 0 I 2 2 1 2 2 3 2
t_ E_E_GY(MW/ N_
Fig. 2. Proton (crosses) and alpha-partlcle (diamonds) intensities vs.
energy. _e data is from _P 7 and 8 (R. McGulre private communication).
_e essential point of the spectral fits is that a single model with
a single set of shock parameters produces a reasonable fit to all
species. In some cases, In fact, all spectra are fit by a single
parameter, r.
A wide range in e/p ratios is observed at _V energies (Linet al.
1982; Evenson et al. 1984). Shock acceleration can produce a spread in
e/p in two ways. First, steep spectra produce a smaller e/p ratio at high
energies than flat spectra assuming the same In_ectlon conditions.
Second, the injection conditions may vary for electrons and protons.
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The essential point of the spectral fits is that a single model with 
a single set of shock p rameters produces a reasonable fit to all 
species. In some ca es, in fact, all spectra are fit by a single 
p rameter, r. 
A wide range in e/p ratios is observed at MeV energies (Lin et ale 
1982; Evenson et a1. 1984). Shock acc leration can produce a spread in 
e/p in two ways. First, steep spectra produce a smaller e/p ratio at high 
nergies than flat spectra assuming the same injection conditions. 
Second, the injection conditions may vary for lectrons and pr tons. 
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Using the data of Evenson etal. (1984), we have plotted in Fig. 3 the
e/p ratio measured in the energy interval 25-45 MeV (crosses) versus the
relativistic electron spectral index, re • There is a very clear
correlation showing that flatter spectra generally produce higher e/p
ratios. We also show with the lower solid lines, the predicted
correlation between e/p and spectra index or, equivalently, r. The two
lines indicate a factor of i0 spread in injection conditions.
COMPRESSION RA_O, r The solid dots in Fig. 3
4 3 2.5 2 1.75 1.6 1.5 show the e/p ratios measured at
2 I, I • I i l _ 33 MeV extrapolated to the
• . ,Q assumed injection energy of i00
I _O . _ ,_0,_ keV. A strong reduction in the
0 _1 m _1 spread of e/p results. Gamma-ray
- events are identified in Fig. 3
+ 0,,
--••g• • with a "G" and it is clear that
-I they tend to have the largest
• injection e/p ratios and theeL
-2 largestcompressionratios.® +
o
O, -_ 4. Conclusions.We find that
-4 shock acceleration can model
many solar flare energetic
-5 particle spectrawith a single
set of parameters for both
+
-6 electrons and protons • The
production of power laws in
-7 I I I momentum by shocks provides a
2 5 4 5 6 7 naturalexplanationfor much of
ELECTRON SPECTRALINDEX,25-45 MeV the large spread in the observed
Fig. 3. Crosses are e/p ratios as e/p ratios at MeV energles.
observed by Evenson et al. (1984). Events that produce gamma rays
June_ 7 and 21 1980 and 3 June 1982 can be accommodated in this
are indicated by open circles and model and do not need to be
number. These ratios projected to i00 treated as a distinct class of
keV are indicated by open squares, events. We also find that shocks
Gamma-ray events are indicated by should allow the acceleration of
"G". The lower solid lines are the both electrons and protons to
relationship between e/p and r 100"s of MeV in seconds.
predicted by shock acceleration.
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PROMPT ACCELERATION OF IONS BY OBLIQUE TURBULENT SHOCKS
IN SOLAR FLARES
R. B. Decker and L. Vlahos
The Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory
Laurel, MD 20707
USA
I. Introduction. Solar flares often accelerate ions and electrons to
relativistic energies. The details of the acceleration process are not
well understood, but until recently the main trend was to divide the
acceleration process into two phases (I). During the first phase elec-
trons and ions are heated and accelerated up to several hundreds of keV
simultaneously with the energy release. These mildly relativistic elec-
trons interact with the ambient plasma and magnetic fields and generate
hard X-ray and radio radiation. The second phase, usually delayed from
the first by several minutes, is responsible for accelerating ions and
electrons to relativistic energles. Relativistic electrons and ions
interact with the solar atmosphere or escape from the sun and generate
gamma-ray continuum, gamma-ray llne emission, neutron emission or are
detected in space by spacecraft. In several flares the second phase is
coincident with the start of a type II radio burst that is believed to
be the signature of a shock wave (2). Observations from the Solar
Maximum Mission spacecraft have shown, for the first time, that several
flares accelerate particles to all energies nearly simultaneously (3).
These results posed a new theoretical problem: How fast are shocks and
MHD turbulence formed and how quickly can they accelerate ions to 50 MeV
in the lower corona? We address this problem in this brief report.
2. Model. We consider the following model for shock formation during a
solar flare. During the flare's impulsive phase, magnetic energy is
transferred to plasma particles inside the energy release volume by
increasing the random mean square velocity (i.e., heating the bulk
plasma) and by accelerating the tall of the velocity distribution. The
high plasma pressure inside the energy release expands against the
external magnetic field and forms a shock nearly instantaneously (4).
The angle _ between the mean upstream magnetic field and the mean
n^
shock norma_ n and the level of magnetic fluctuations in the shock
vicinity play a crucial role in accelerating particles to high ener-
gles. Since the detailed evolution of energetic ions in a generally
oblique turbulent shock is a complex process, we have designed a
numerical code that integrates along energetic (i.e., > I00 keV) test
ion orbits in such an environment (5).
We define K[X, Y, Z] as a system fixed with the shock, with
the unit vector _ = -_, such that the shock discontinuity coincides with
the Y-Z plane and separates the upstream (X < O, subscript I) from
downstream (X > 0, su_scrlpt 2) regions. The quantities _I = U1
(cos 61, O, sin 61) and _nl = Bn! (cos 01, 0, sin G I) denote, respec-
tlvely: the upstream pl_sma _low velocity and mean magnetic field
(where 8_ = @Bn ). Then, in K the mean electric field on either side of
the shoc_ is _I x _01/c. Given values of the upstream Alfv_n Math
number MAI and the plasma beta _I' the mean downstream conditions are
10 
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the unit vector X = -n, such that the shock disco tinuity coincides with 
the Y-Z plane and separates the upstream (X < 0, subscript 1) from 
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calculated by solving the MHD jump equations (for a ratio of specific
heats of 5/3).
or 2) a _r:°dme_an_mag_mfl_:;_:t_i:n_i_dSU_:__'-_:) _wOhii_ =1, in
either the upstream or downstream plasma _frame, varies _only with the
coordinate z along _0_' is transverse to _0i' and is static, so that
scattering is elastic _n either plasma frame. We assumed for this study
that 5i(z) is a superposition of 4096 circularly polarized, parallel-
propagating Alfv_n waves, each with a random phase, and with the
amplitude of each such Fourier component with wave number k derived from
a power spectrum P(k) usin_ a technique described by Owens (6). For
synthesized realizations of5i(z), the Lorentz force equation was solved
for a particle orbit using the field _(z) = _0_ + %_(z) in the
appropriate plasma frame, and Lorentz trans_ormation_ were performed
between plasma frames at shock crossings. Each particle orbit was
followed until a pre-set boundary (spatial or temporal) was crossed.
The source(s) and spectral form of Alfv_nic turbulence are, of
course, largely unknown in the vicinity of lower coronal shocks.
Possible sources upstream include the turbulent pre-flare plasma and
Alfv_n waves driven by energetic (~ i00 keV) ion beams streaming
upstream from the shock following reflection at the shock and/or leakage
from the hot downstream plasma. Possible sources downstream include the
upstream MHD turbulence convected through and amplified by the shock as
well as turbulence excited by the flare release mechanism. We assumed
the spectral form P(k) of Alfv_n waves shown in Figure I. The spectrum
extends from k_ to k., with cor-
relation length_ zc = _I05 cm, and Resonantpro one ergy(MeV)
slope -5/3 for k >> z_-I. _ The 104 1o3 lo2_0_100i01u Z I I I I I I
integrated po_er or variance _ as- 1°4 ........i .....I .....I .....I ...
sumed 2was _.-- =2 0.19 B01 upstream
and _2 = 0._8 B02 downstream. Fig- Spectrumoftran_erse magneticfield fluctuations
ure I is the upstream spectrum for 103 (upstream)
B0 = B01 = 50 G. This spectral form
was chosen because it provides power
for resonant scattering (gyro- 1°2
radius _ k- ) of protons (top scale) l
with energies spanning the range of % 101
flare-associated energies from I00
keV to 10 GeV. _ 100 B -5/3
3. Results. Figures 2 and 3 sho_ zc = loacm \
_sult---S--_-{6. = 0°, UI = 3.3 x I0° 02 = O_B_
am/s, B01 = 5_ G, MAI = 3, _, = 0.I, 10-10 _ 0
various values of e. from 0 to 75 ,
and protons injecte_ upstream of the ks Zc-1 kL
shock with energy E0 = I00 keY. We I0= ''......I ........I .....I .....I ..
define the sca_e time _01 = eB01/m0c i0-7 i06 i05 i04 i03 i02
= 1.3 x lO-Jsec (no6_elativistic Wavenumberk(cm-1)
upstream proton gyropertod). Figure
2 shows the energy E versus accel- Fig. 1 Power spectrum P(k)
eration time t/zOl after a total
 1 
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66m_c elapsed time of 500 _^. = 6.6
1o4 ,,,,,,i_,,,,|,,[li_,,_I03 msec for each of 2200 pr_ons in-
jected at shocks with = 15°,@i_1 = 75° \q
103 ;; : i02 45° and 75° (all other parameters
held fixed). Plotted is the
total energy of each particle
102 101 against the time taken to reach
that energy, or equivalently, the
101 100 time of the particle's last shock
crossing. Points with t/_0] <
500 imply that these particles
100 10-1
spent the time 500 - t/_01 dif-
fusing without net energy change
in the upstream or downstream
103 102_ regions.
A
O
w i02 IoIm Particles injected into
_ our turbulent oblique shock model
<
w - gain energy through both the
101 1°° shock drift and diffusive accel-
eration processes. Shock drift
_o' lo-_ acceleration, relatively fast and
!l=jl,l,,I l,,..,I l,ls,,_ most effective at quasi-perpen-
81=15 o : dlcular (45° _ O 1 _ 90°) shocks,
;03 ...................--___;02 results as particles undergo an
effe_tiv_ grad-B drift along
the U x B electric field during
102 101 shock encounters (7). Diffusive
acceleration,relativelyslow and
10, 10o most effectiveat quasi-parallel
(0 < 8, < 45°) shocks, results as
100 , partic_e_ diffuse back and forth
io0 ;0_ ;02 103 across the shock and are com-
Acceleratlontlme(_01) pressed between the converging
upstream and downstream flows
Fig. 2 Energy versus (8). Reference (5) shows a
acceleration time sample orbit.
Figure 2 reveals the following. (a) An increase in 8. from
15° to 75° increases the fraction of protons above I0 MeV within 6.6
msec. This results from the increasing contribution from the drift
acceleration with increasing 0I. (b) For O 1 = 15° most particles are
still available for further acceleration (note the high density of
points near the 6.6 msec cutoff), whereas for 8. = 75° most particles1
have been convected far downstream and will undergo no further accel-
eration. (c) For eI = 75° and, to some extent, for 8 1 = 45° the shock
drift process produces a spectrum extending from I00 +keV to + I0 MeV
during a super-prompt acceleration phase lasting + 0.l msec, with an
apparent upper energy limit indicated by the dashed diagonal lines.
Particles in this separate population are those that, through an inter-
play between pitch angle scattering and drift, remain at the shock and
undergo an intensive period of drift acceleration.
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eration. (c) For 01 = 75° and, to some extent, for 01 = 45° the shock 
drift process produces a spectrum extending from 100 keV to ~ 10 MeV 
during a super-prompt acceleration phase lasting ~ 0.1 msec, with an 
apparent upper nergy l mit indicated by the dashed diagonal lines. 
Particles in this separate opulation are those that, through an inter-
play between pitch angle scattering and drift, remain a  the shock and 
undergo an intensive period of drift acceleration. 
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I0s In Figure 3 we show
energy spectra for values
of 0! from 0° to 75° (all other
I°4 quan[itles held fixed), again for
a total elapsed time of 6.6 msec.
i03 The quantity Af(E)/AE is the
fraction of particles with energy
E within AE centered at the loga-
I°2 rlthmlcally spaced plot points.
The spectra are separated for
i01 clarity and statistical standard
deviations are within twice the
size of the plot points. Because
100 the drift process produces rela-
tlvely large and fast energy
i_i gains, quasl-perpendlcular shoGks
are clearly most effective in
producing power law spectra
i02 above _ 2 MeV (spectral slope N
2.1 for 75° and N 1.9 for 60°)
within _ 7 msec. Because of the
i0s decrease in the drift contribu-
tion as well as the slowness of
I0_4 the diffusive acceleration
1_ 1 100 101 102 process with decreasing e.,
Energy(MeV) quasl-parallel shocks yield
spectra that are steeper and
Fig. 3 Energy spectra for extend to successively lower
various 01 energies as 0 1 decreases.
4. Conclusions. We have shown that in solar flares oblique turbulent
shocks can accelerate an initial population of 100 keV protons to 50,MeV
in less than 7 msec (well below the instrumental resolution of existing
instruments) through a combination of diffusion and the shock drift
acceleration process. The implication of this prompt acceleration for
the overall flare problem is beyond the scope of thls brief report.
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ABSTRACT
Wepresent lnltial results of a comparative study of major
fast-drlft k_lometric bursts and solar proton events from
Sep 1978 - Feb 1983. Wefind that only about half of all
intense, long duration () 40 min above 500 sfu) I MHz
bursts can be assoclated wlth E > 20 MeVproton events. How-
ever, for the subset of such fast-drlft bursts accompanied
by metric Type II and/or IV activlty (~40 % of the total),
the degree of association with > 20 MeVevents is 80 %. For
the reverse associatlon, we found that proton events with
J(> 20 MeV) ) 10-2 pr cm"2 s"I sr -I MeV-I were typically
(~80 % of the time) preceded by Intense I MHzbursts that
exceeded the 500 sfu level for times ) 20 min (median dura-
tlon ~35 min).
I. Introductlon For both scientific and practical reasons, it is useful
to identlfy solar phenomenathat typlcally accompanyenergetic proton
events. Radlo slgnatures identifled thus far include metric Type II and
Type IV bursts (cf., Cliver et al________.,1985) Cane et al. (1981) drew at-
tention to a class of Intense, long duration, fast-drift kllometric
bursts observed by the low frequency radio experiment on ISEE-3 that oc-
curred in conjunction wlth metrlc Type II emission. They suggested that
the electrons exciting the fast-drlft k11ometric emission were accelera-
ted by a coronal shock; subsequently these events were referred to as
"shock associated" or SA events. Cane et al. reported that all of the
SA events they identifled wer_ associated with solar energetic particle
(SEP) events while more than half of the proton events detected at I AU
during the perlod of their study were assoclated with possible SA
events. Cliver et al. (1983) and Kahler et al. (1985) have recently
used the SA signa-al_-u-r-6and the positlon ang-_ta from the ISEE-3 low
frequency experiment to trace SEPevents back to atypical origins -- in
one case > 500 MeVprotons to a weak impulsive phase flare and in the
other prompt > 50 MeVprotons to a disappearing f11ament. Thus there is
reason to belleve that the SA event may serve as an indicator of ener-
getic proton acceleration/escape in flares. To date, however, no de-
talled comparison of low frequency (< 2 MHz) radio events and SEPevents
has been made. Thus we do not know whether all major fast-drlft kilo-
metric bursts signal the occurrence of a solar proton event or if, con-
versely, all significant SEPevents are preceded by large low frequency
*Also: University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742 USA
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ABSTRACT 
We present lnltial results of a comp rative study of maJor 
fast-drlft kllometric bursts and solar pr ton events from 
Sep 1978 - Feb 1983. We find that only about half of all 
lntense, long duration () 40 min above 5 0 sfu) 1 MHz 
bur ts can be assoclated wlth E > 20 Me  pr ton events. How-
ever, for the subset of such fast-drlft bur ts a companied 
by met ri c Type I I and/or IV act i Vl ty ( ..... 40 % of the total), 
the degr e of association with> 20 MeV events is 80 %. For 
the reverse associatlon, we found that pr ton events with 
J(> 20 MeV) ) 10-2 pr cm-Z s-l sr-1 MeV-1 were typically 
( ..... 80 % of the time) preceded by 1 ntense 1 MHz bur ts that 
exc eded the 5 0 sfu level for times ) 20 min (median dura-
t 1 on ..... 35 mi n) • 
1. Introductlon For both scientiflc and pra tical reasons, it is useful 
to identlfy solar pheno e  that tYP cally a compa  energetic pr ton 
events. Radlo slgnatures identifled thus far include metric Type II and 
Type IV bur ts (cf., Cliver et al., 1985). Cane et ale (1981) drew at-
tention to a class of lntense, long duration, fast-drift kllometric 
bur ts observed by the low frequency radio experiment on IS E-3 that oc-
curred in conJunction wlth metrlc Type II emission. They su gested that 
the lectrons exciting the fast-drlft kllometric emission were a c lera-
ted by a coronal shock; subsequently these events were r ferred to as 
"shock a sociated" or SA events. Cane et ale reported that all of the 
SA events they ldentifled were a sociated with solar energetic particle 
(SEP) events while more than half of the pr ton events d tected at 1 AU 
during the perlod of their study were a soclated with possible SA 
events. Cliver et ale (1983) and Kahler et ale (1985) have recently 
used the SA sign ture and the positlon angle data from the IS E-3 low 
frequency experiment to trace SEP events back to atypical or gins -- in 
one case> 5 0 Me  pr tons to a weak lmpulsive phase flare and in the 
other prompt> 50 Me  pr tons to a disappearing fllament. Thus th re is 
reason to bell ve that the SA event may serve as an indicator of ener-
getlc pr ton a c leration/escape in flares. To date, however, no de-
tal led comparlson of low frequency « 2 MHz) radio events and SEP events 
has b en made. Thus we do not know whether all major fast-drlft kilo-
metric bur ts signal the o currence of a solar pr ton event or if, con-
versely, all significant SEP events are preceded by large low frequency 
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bursts. It is also unclear at present if the so-called SA events can be
dlstlngulshed from the kllometrlc extenslon of long metrlc Type III
bursts (Kundu et al., 1985). In this study, we address such questions.
2. Data Analysis A descriptlon of the Meudon/GSFCkllometrlc radio as-
tronomy experiment on ISEE-3 is given in Knoll et al. (1978). The > 20
MeV proton data were obtained by the GSFCdetectors on IMP-8 and ISEE-3.
To do the study, we began with a sample of large kilometric bursts and
examlned their proton associations and then reversed the procedure.
A computer generated list of 658 candidate SAs occurring from Sep
1978 - Feb 1983 was provided by R. MacDowall. This list consisted of
all I MHz bursts with durations, defined to be the tlme interval that
the intensity (after background subtraction) remained above 500 solar
flux units (sfu), of ) 20 mln. From thls llst we selected the subset of
ii0 events with durations )40 mln. We divided these events into two
classes: those assoclated with metric Type II and/or IV bursts and those
unaccompanied by such activity. We made the meter-_ associations using
data reported only by Ft. Davls, Culgoora, or Welssenau in Solar Geo-
physical Data (data unavailable for two events). Approximately 40 %
(46/108) of the candidate SAs were associated with metrlc Type II and/or
Type IV bursts. For 15 of these 46 cases, either no fresh injection of
protons was observed during a time that the > 20 MeV background was en-
hanced (> 10-4 pr cm-2 s"I sr -I MeV-I) due to an event in progress (pos-
sibly masked event) or an apparently related proton event is more likely
to have originated in another solar flare (ambiguous cases). No proton
data were available for one low frequency event. Eighty percent (24/30)
of the remaining events, orlglnating anywhere on the sun, were assocla-
ted with a > 20 MeV event at I AU. For the non-Type ll/IV-assoclated
events (62/108 cases), approxlmately 30 % (ii of 35 events with "clean"
p,_oton circumstances) could have been associated with a > 20 MeV proton
event at Earth. Only three of the eleven flare assoclations are of high
confldence and two of these flares had accompanying continuum (but not
Type II or IV) metric emission. The non-ll/IV events were assoclated in
most cases with groups of metrlc Type III bursts. There is no marked
dlfference between the durations of the I MHz bursts in our sample that
were associated with metric Type II/IV bursts and those unaccompanied by
such activlty. The ll/IV-assoclated events tend to be slightly longer
with a median duratlon ~50 mn vs. 46 mln for the non-ll/IV events. A
significant dlfference does exist between the dlstrlbutions of the time
averages of the logarithm of the I MHz flux-denslties (sfu) for the two
groups of events. Obtalnlng a mean-flux-denslty value by thls procedure
reduces the effect of short but intense peaks in the burst tlme profile.
The median value of this parameter is 4.16 for the ll/IV-assoclated
events and 3.85 for the non-ll/IV group. Thus, for the big events with
durations ) 40 mln, the mean-flux-densities, as defined here, of the
ll/IV-assoclated events are statistically higher by a factor of two.
For the reverse association -- beginning with the proton events --
we examined the ISEE-3 low frequency data at the times of the parent
flares of all proton events with J(> 20 MeV) > 10-2 prcm -2 s-I sr -1
MeV-I occurring during this period that could be reasonably well associ-
ated with a solar event. Flare associations were made wlthout reference
to the low frequency data. For each of the 48 events with available 1
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electrons responsible for the 1 MHz I MHZDURATIONABOVE500 _FULEVEL
emission in these proton flares
were accelerated by shocks or im- Fig. I Histogram of I MHzdurations
pulslvely accelerated in associa- (min) for 48 proton events.
tion wlth metric Type III bursts,
we determined the composite fraction of time that the 1 MHzbursts had
concomitant metmc Type II and Type III emission, respectively. Type II
emission covered ~45 % of the total combined durations of the 1 MHz
bursts while Type III bursts covered anywhere from 32 - 65 %, depending
on how weak intermittent activity and storms that may begin well before
the kilometric event are treated. An example of good time correspon-
dence between a metrlc Type II burst and intense i MHzemission ob-
served In a major proton flare is glven in Fig. 2, Even for thls event,
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however,for which no Type III emisslonwas observed,the 1MHz event
startsearlier(arrowindicatestimeat which 500 sfu levelcrossed)
than the metricType II and the possibilityof a Type Ill burstwith
startingfrequencyin the 2 - 20 MHz gap betweenground-basedand ISEE-3
observatlonscannotbe ruledout.
3. Discussion Our prelimlnaryresultsfrom this studyof the relatlon-
ship betweenmajor fast-driftkilometricburstsand SEP eventsare as
follows:(1)only abouthalf (35 of 65 "clean"cases)of all intense,
long duration()40 min above500 sfu)1MHz burstsare associated
with E > 20 MeV protonevents,(2) for the subsetof suchfast-drift
burstsaccompaniedby metricType II and/orIV activity(~40 % of the
total),the degreeof associationwith > 20 MeV eventsis 80 %,land (3)
~ 80 % of protoneventswithJ(> 20 MeV) ) 10.2 pr cm-2 s"_ sr"_ MeV-_
are assoclatedwith 1MHz burstswith durationsof _ 20 min abovethe
500 sfu level (medlanduration~35 min).
In termsof the well-establishedimpulsive/secondphaseparadigm
for particleacceleratlonin solarflares(Wildet al.,1963;Lin, 1970;
Svestkaand Fritzova-Svestkova,1974),it seemsog'_l to ascribeat
leastsomeof the intense1MHz emissionthattypicallyaccompanlesslg-
nificantprotonflaresto escapingshock-acceleratedelectrons. At the
same time, it appearsthat the majorityof the longdurationkilometric
eventsare simplylow frequencyextensionsof "impulsivephase"Type Ill
bursts (cf.,Kundu et al., 1985). The 1MHz burstsassociatedwith pro-
ton eventswere accompaniedby metrlcType II burstsfor ~ 45 % of their
compositedurationsand by metricType Ills for 32 - 65 %. The contrlb-
ution of impulsivelyacceleratedelectronsto the kilometricburstsac-
companyingprotonflareswill haveto be clarifiedusingactualmeter-
sweep frequencyrecordsinsteadof the SGD compllationswe have relied
on thus far. It remainsto be seen if_frequency burstsdue to Im-
pulsivelyacceleratedelectronscan be distinguishedfromkilometricac-
tlvityexcitedby SA electronson the basisof differencesin such pa-
rametersas bqrFttime-pKof_les,spectra,or drift-rates,noneof which
were aaaresseonereln, we navenotedthat the Type II/IV-assoclated
eventswith durations> 40 min had significantlyhigher(factorof two)
mean-flux-densitiesthan non-II/IV-associatedvents. Whllethis may
indicatethe presenceof an additionalaccelerationmechanism,i.e.,a
coronalshockwave, it may alsobe a Big FlareSyndrome(Kahler,1982)
resultin that the largerflaresthat generateType IIs and IVs might be
expectedto havestrongerimpulsivephasesand thushighermean-flux-
densitiesat 1MHz.
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follows: (1) only about half (35 of 65 "clean" cases) of all intense, 
long duration () 40 min above 500 sfu) 1 MHz bursts are associated 
with E > 20 MeV proton events, (2) for the subset of such fast-drift 
bursts accompanied by metric Type II and/or IV activity (~40 % of the 
total), the degree of association with> 20 MeV events is 80 %, a~d (3) 
~ 80 % of proton events with J(> 20 MeV) ) 10-2 pr cm-2 s-1 sr-1 MeV-1 
are assoclated with 1 MHz bursts with durations of ) 20 min above the 
500 sfu level (medlan duration ~ 35 min). 
In terms of the well-established 1mpulsive/second phase paradigm 
for particle acce1erat1on in solar flares (Wild et a1., 1963; Lin, 1970; 
Svestka and Fritzova-Svestkova, 1974), it seems logical to ascribe at 
least some of the intense 1 MHz em1ssion that typically accompan1es Slg-
nificant proton flares to escaping shock-accelerated electrons. At the 
same time, it appears that the majority of the long duration ki10metric 
events are simply low frequency extensions of lIimpulsive phase II Type III 
bursts (cf., Kundu et al., 1985). The 1 MHz bursts associated with pro-
ton events were accompanied by metr1c Type II bursts for ~ 45 % of their 
composite durations and by metric Type Ills for 32 - 65 %. The contr1b-
ution of impulsively accelerated electrons to the ki10metric bursts ac-
companying proton flares will have to be clarif1ed using actual meter-A 
sweep frequency records instead of the SGD comp1lations we have relied 
on thus far. It remains to be seen if low frequency bursts due to lm-
pu1sive1y accelerated electrons can be distinguished from ki10metric ac-
tlvity excited by SA electrons on the basis of differences 1n such pa-
rameters as burst time-profiles, spectra, or drift-rates.~ none of which 
were addressed herein. We have noted that the Type II/Iv-ass c1ated 
events with durations ) 40 min had significantly higher (factor of two) 
mean-flux-densities than non-II/IV-associated events. Whl1e this may 
indicate the presence of an additional acceleration mechanism, i.e., a 
coronal shock wave, it may also be a Big Flare Syndrome (Kahler, 1982) 
result in that the larger flares that generate Type lIs and IVs might be 
expected to have stronger impulsive phases and thus higher mean-f1ux-
densities at 1 MHz. 
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I. INTRODUCTION. The study of charge-changing cross-sections of fast
ions col]iding with matter provides the fundamental basis for the ana}y-
sls of the charge states produced in such interactions. Given the high
degree of comp]exity of the phenomena, there is no theoretical treatment
able to give a comprehensive description. In fact, the involved processes
are very dependent on the basic parameters of the pro]ecti], such as velo-
city v, charge state q and atomic number £, and on the target parameters
£t' qt' the physical state (molecular, atomic or ionized matter) and
density. The target velocity, vt may have also incidence on the process,
through the temperature T of the traversed medium. In addition_ multi-
p]e-e]ectron transfer in single collisions intrincates more the phenomena.
Though, in slmp]ified cases, such as protons moving through atomic hydro-
gen, considerabie agreement has been obtained between theory and experi-
ments, however, in genera] the available theoretica] approaches have only
limited valldlty In restricted regions of the basic parameters. Since most
measurements of charge-changing cross-sections are performed in atomic
matter at ambient T, models are commonly based on the assumption of targets
at rest (TEO); however at Astrophysical scales, T dasplays a wide range in
atomic and Ionized matter. Therefore, due to the ]ack of experimental data we
attempt here to quantify T-dependent cross-sectlons on basls to somewhat
arbitrary, but physically reasonable assumptions.
II.- CHARGETRANSFERT IN FINITE-TEMPERATURE MATTER. Let introduce the re-
]atlve veloclty
VR = v + vt [I]
in the kinematics of the collision, where the target ve]ocity, vt, is the
most probable therma] velocity of free electrons or hydrogen atoms in
ionized or atomic matter respective]y. If.vt is fixed in (I), for instan-
ce at vt=O , the dependence of charqe-chang{ng cross sections on the pro-
yectil velocity behaves as ws shown in panne1-1, for hydrogenic Ions in
atomic hydrogen, where q =loss cross-section, o =Coulomb capture
pc cc
cross-section and _cr=radiative capture cross-section. A rough interpre-
tation of that velocity-dependence may be seen In terms of the Idealized
"free-collision approximation" (though the Born approximation wich allows
for screening effects g_ves qualitatively the same description): electrons
are preferentially captured Into states of orbital ve]ocitles u_v and
preferentially lost at v>u. Since the impact parameter behaves as
qqt/Mv2, where M is the reduced mass, qpc at v>u decreases with v, whereas
at v_u, Opc increases with v because the adiabatic nature of the col]ision.
Sim_larly, since the capture radius R _I/v 2, electron capture dec]ines
w C
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I. INTRODUCTION. The study of charge~changing cross-sections of fast 
ions colliding with matter provides the fundamental basis for the analy-
SIS of the charge states produced in such interactions. Given the high 
degree of complexity of the phenomena, there is no theoretical treatment 
able to give a comprehensive description. In fact, the involved processes 
are very dependent on the basic parameters of the proJectil, such as velo-
city v, charge state q and atomic number l, and on the target parameters 
Zt' qt' the physical ,state (molecular, atomic or ionized matter) and 
density. The target velocity, v may have also incidence on the process, 
through the temperature T of thettraversed medium. In addition, multi-
ple-electron transfer in single colI isions intrincates more the phenomena. 
Though, In simpl ified cases, such as protons moving through atomic hydro-
gen, considerable agreement has been obtained between theory and experi-
ments, however, in general the available theoretical approaches have only 
limited validity In restricted regions of the basic parameters. Since most 
measurements of charge-changing cross-sections are performed in atomic 
matter t ambient T, models are c mmonly based on the assumpti n of targets 
at rest (T=O); however at Astrophysical scales, T displays a wide range in 
atomic and Ionized matter. Therefore, due to the lack of experimental dd~a we 
attempt here to quantify T-dependent cross-sections on basis t  somewhat 
arbitrary, but physically reasonable assumptions. 
11.- CHARGE TRANSFERT IN FINITE-TEMPERATURE MATTER. Let introduce the re-
lative velocity 
[1] 
in the kinematics of the colI ision, where the target velocity, vtl is the 
most probable thermal velocity of fr e electrons or hydrogen atoms in 
ionized or atomic matter respectively. If vt is fixed in (1), for instan-
ce at vt=O, th  dependence of charqe-changing cro s sections on the pro-
yectil velocity b haves a  IS show  in pannel-1, for hydrogenic ions in 
atomic hydrogen, where a =loss cross-section, a =Coulomb capture pc cc 
cross-section and a =radiative capture cross-section. A rough interpre-cr . 
tat ion of that velocity-dependence may be seen in terms of the ideal ized 
"free-collision approximation ll (though the Born approximation wich allows 
for screening effects gives qual itatively the same description): electrons 
are p ferentially captured into states f orbital velocities u~v and 
preferentially lost at v>u. Since the impact parameter behaves as 
qq /Mv 2, where M is the reduced mass, a at v>u decreases with v, whereas 
t pc 
at v~u, a increases with v because the adiabatic nature of the colI ision. pc 
Similarly, since the capture radius R ~1/v2, electron capture decl ines 
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with the projectil velocity. At relatively low v when R is large_ elec-
tronsare readily captured far from the nucleus, where t_e energetic
levels are very closed among them, fatting much probably in an allowed
state. So, there is photon emission because the electron brakina in the cap s
lure; this is called Coulomb Capture. When v is relatively high, electron
binding takes place at small Rc, where the energetic states are widely se-
parated: the probability is high for the electron to fall in a forb[den
state, such that a photon is emitted for the electron to be placed _n an
allowed orbit" this is known as Radiative Capture. Obviously, a at lowcr
V and o at high v are not null. According to [I], at Kinetic EnergiesCC
E_9MeV/n a becomes predominant over o . It can be seen in (1)jfrom VR,' cr cc
that Coulomb capture in plasmas (T>>O) becomes a rare process, even at low
v, because the electron thermal vt is quite siqnificant. Now let fix v in
(I) to analyze the temperature behavior of cross-sections: for electron
caoture in atomic gas (T<T.=ionization temperature of the target medium)
I
it is expected that cross-sectlons increase with the increase of the tar-
get T, because the binding energy of the atomic target electrons decline
with T, so that when the electronic clusters of the projectil and target
come close, it is easier to pick-up a tarqet electron. At T>T. when the
"free-collision approximation" is near to occur,the T-dependenCe of
cross-sections is similar to the v-dependence, because the increase of Vo
with the subsequent decrease in R . In the limit of high energy partlcleE
is significant. The point o =o is reached atin high-T plasmas only Ocr cc cr
+E =gMeV/n)
lower ion energies than 9MeV/n as T increases (Eimpact=Eion t
For electron loss, the effect of T on o may be seen as a shift in energy,pc
in the sense that, a given value of o is reached at lower ion velocities
pc
as T increases. Although it is not expected a noticeable change in o in
pc
ionized with respect to atomic H, because the electronic screening of the
target nuclei is negligeable relative to the ionization protentials in
the projecti] ions, however, the increase of the medium-T increase the
impact energy, and so o is affected: for a fixed v in the range v>u,pc
o decreases with T because collisions take place at smaller impact para-
pc
meters, while in the range of adiabatic collisions (v_u), apc at a fixed
v increases with T. This is rather seen in atomic media, since a relati-
vely high T the Thermal velocities are high, such that VR_u , in which case,
as we said before the T-deoendence show the same behavior as the v-depen-
dence.
Ill. METHODS AND RESULTS. Our analyzis here is limited to the case for
which projectil ions are accelerated from the background thermal matter,
so that their initial velocities and initial charge states correspond to
thermal temperatures. For the local charge states, Q., we are mainly based
on the Solar-System ionization fractions in [2]. WeLarbitrarely assume
that the accelerated ions undergo charge equilibrium in the source (solar
flare matter), such that the charge evolves according to the effective
charge q*=_[1-_exp(-130B/E°'66)], with B=v/c and _=exp[-130(kT/mc2)]
k=Boltzman constant and m the hydrogen or the electron mass depending on
whether T_T i or T>T..INormalization of QL with q* is made by means of
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trons are readily captured far from the nucleus, where the energetic 
levels are very closed among them, falling much probably in an allowed 
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that Coulomb capture in plasmas (T>>O) becomes a rare process, eVen at low 
v, because the electron thermal vt is quite siqnificant. Now let fix v in 
(1) to analyze the temperature behavior of cross-sections: for electron 
caoture in atomic gas (T<T.=ionization temperature of the tar~et medium) 
it is expected that cross-~ections increase with the increase of the tar-
get T, because the binding energy of the atomic target electrons decl ine 
with T, so that when the electronic clusters of the projectil and target 
come close, it is easier to pick-up a tarqet electron. At T>T. when the 
"free-colI ision approximation" is near to occur,the T-dependente of 
cross-sections is similar to the v-dependence, because the increase of VR With the subsequent decrease in R • In the limit of high energy particles 
in high-T plasmas only a is sigffificant. The point a =a is reached at 
cr cc cr 
lower ion energies than 9MeV/n as T increases (E. =E. +E =9MeV/n). Impact Ion t 
For electron loss, the effect of T on a may be seen as a shift in energy, pc 
in the sense that, a given value of a pc is reached at lower ion velocities 
as T increases. Although it is not expected a noticeable change in a pc in 
ionized with respect to atomic H, because the electronic screening of the 
target nuclei is neg1 igeable relative to the ionization protentials in 
the projectil ions, however, the increase of the medium-T increase the 
impact energy, and so a is affected: for a fixed v in the range v>u, pc 
a decreases with T because colI isions take place at smaller impact para-pc 
meters, while in the range of adiabatic colI isions (v~u), ape at a fixed 
v increases with T. This is rather seen in atomic media, since a relati-
vely high T the Thermal velocities are high, such that VR~u, in which case, 
as We said before the T-deoendence show the same behavior as the v~depen­
dence. 
III. METHODS AND RESULTS. Our analyzis here is I imited to the case for 
which proJectil ions are accelerated from the background thermal matter, 
so that their initial velocities and initial charge states correspond to 
thermal temperatures. For the local charge states, QL' We are mainly based 
on the Solar-System ionization fractions in [2]. We arbitrarely assume 
that the accelerated ions undergo charge equil ibrium in the source (solar 
flare matter), such that the charge evolves according to the effective 
charge q;~=z[11-~cxp(-130BnO.66)], with B=v/c and t,;=exp[-130(kT/mc 2 )] 
k=Boltzman constant and m the hydrogen or the electron mass depending on 
whether T~Ti or T>T i • Normal ization of QL with q* is made by means of 
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q=[(2-QL)(q*-q*th)/E-q*th]+qL, where q*th is the effectLve charge of the
accelerated ions where they are at thermal velocities, For the electron
binding in atomic H we assume that the attractive potential is of the form
Uc_(T), where Uc is the Coulomb Potential and _(T)=1-exp(1-Tl/T ). To ac-
count for the increase of capture cross-sections with T we divided the
prevailing cross-sections in atomic media (T£O) by _(T), with Ti=2.5XIO"°K.
At T>Ti there is an abrupt fall in the capture cross sections because the
drastic change in vt from atomic to electron thermal velocity. For T_T i in
panels 2-3 we plotted ac_/_(T) at E. < 9MeV/n and o__/_(T) at hlgher e-
r " . impac£, i
ne gles. Due to the preaomlnance of acr in plasmas, _or T>T i we p!otted
Ocr/_(T) with T fixed at 2XIO_°K. The cross o =o is indicated by a
transversal solid line. For o we introduce§ c cr., as in electron canturepc
cross-sections, the normalized charge and VR instead of v, and we ran it
for any T value (panels 4-5). Vie employed the conventional temperature-in
dependet cross-sections for atomic matter: so, for atomic sources of so-
lar particles we have according to [3] that, for highly charged nuclei
(q_-1) qccl=¶a_q2_tz_s2Z°(vo/v)9(1+4_2v_/v2)-4 and according [4] Opcl =
3 4 3 2/3 2 apc2=¶a_qZ/3 Z¶aoq- _ / Zt (v/vo) if v_v1, or accord=ng to [5] _(vo/v) _
if v>v1, where v 1 corresponds to opcl=Opc2 . For very high ve]ocities, when
nuclei become hydrogenics, according to [5] we have o _=4¶a_ZZ/3Z2(Vo/V)3,
(v>Zvo), and according [3] Occ2=¶a_S_S(2vo/V)Z2(l+4_v_/v2) -_. tThe case
of low velocity hydrogenic heavy ions in atomic media has only a meaning
when particles are injected Into the acceleration reglon from a prellmt-
nary acceleration stage, so it is excluded within the present context.
At high T, in sources of ionized H, we used °pcl"and Opc2 with q instead
of £, and according to [6], Ocrl=6.15q_q4(vo/c)3(vo/v)2(Vo/V2+q2v_) if
v_3qvo and _cr=9.1XlO -21(q2V_/v2+q2v_)2(q2V_/V2)exp[-(4qVo/V)arcTg(V/2vo)]/
1-exp(-2¶qvo/v) if v>3qvo; fo E hydrogenic ions (very high T or v) we used
according to (5) Opc4=¶a_Z-s/_/3(v/vo)2_ if v_v 2 and Opc3 if v>v2, where
v2 correspond to Opc3=Opc4. Obviously, at E=mpact>gMeV/n in sources of
atomic H, we used Oct instead of °ccl or acc 2. It can be noted that due
to continuos changes of the normalized o, there are oscilations =n the
cross-secteon values, that for reason of scale can not be smoothed at
high energies as easy as in low energies.
IV. CONCLUSIONS. Under the arbitrary assumption that electronic scre-
ening of the target I| is not very important compared with the screening
of the projectil ions, we extrapolate charge-changing cross sections in
atomic matter at TEO to finite temperature media, by introducing the
target velocities. Nevertheless,for atomic media we have considered the
effect of the target electronic screenlng on capture cross-sections, as
T increases. We feel that the obtained results are of more reallstic na-
ture, for astrophyslcal goals, that the mere extrapolation of the con-
ventlonal T-independent cross-sections.
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STUDYOFPHOTONEMISSIONBY ELECTRONCAPTUREDURINGSOLARNUCLEI
ACCELERATION.II.DELIMITATIONOFCONDITIONSFORCHARGETRANSFERT
ESTABLISHMENT.
J. P6rez-Peraza*and M. Alvarez *
Instltuto de Geof_slca, UNAM,04510, C.U. M@xlco20, D.F.
A. Gallegos
UPICSA,08400, M_xlco, D.F.
I. INTRODUCTION.In preceedlngworks 1 , 2 , we have examned the condi-
tlonsfor the establlshmentof chargetransfertof solarparticlesduring
thelracceleratlon_n the densemediumof theirsources:In I , we re-
strictedour analyslsto the case of hydrogenicprojectllions,and in 2
we studledthe case of highlychargedions (effectivecharge= q*<z=atomic
number). But in bothcases,we did not take intoaccountthe charge
transfercross-sectiondependenceon the targetveloclty,i.e.we Ignored
the effectof the flnltetemperatureof matter. A more occurateevaluation
of the chargetransfercrlteriadevelopedIn the previous papersneedsof
the resultsderivedin SH.1.1-8. With thls goal in mnd let us remindthat
the condltlonsfor the passageof fast ions throughmatterat laboratory
scaleand in astrophyslcalsourcesof energeticparticlesare tosomeextent
of opposednature. In the firstcase a monoenergetlcflux of highenergy
partlclesis injectedintothe matter,whereby partlcleslose energy
throughenergytransfertto the electronsand nucleiof the targetmedium.
When the amountof traversedmatterIs greaterthan the mean free path for
chargechanglngprocesses,the chargeequillbrlumIS established;if the
particlevelocltyis hlgherthanthe orbltalvelocitiesof its electrons
the 1on is rapidlystrlpped,however,as the particlevelocityis degraded
by colllsionallossesto a lowervelocltythanthe orbitalvelocityof the
flrstcapturedelectron,the electroncapturecross-sectiongraduallydom-
Inatesover the electronloss cross-sectlon.As particlesslow down and
electroncaptureleadsthem towardthe neutralizatlon, they may be stopped
by thermallzatlonwlth a low effectivecharge,or even in the neutral
state. On the otherhand,in astrophysicalsourcesinsteadof that tenden
cy towardthermalizatlon,particlesare acceleratedfrom thermalenergies
up to high energies,beglnlngwlth theirlocalchargestateQL, whlchis
determinedby Ionizationequilibriumat the peculiarsourcetemperature.
In order to elucidatewhetherpartlcleskeeptheirthermalchargestate
duringthat accelerationstageor not, the condltlonsfor the establishment
of chargetransferthavebeen investigated.The behaviorof partlcle
chargedurlngaccelerationis very importantdue to severalimpllcat_ons
relatedto the mass and chargespectraof particles,the acceleration
efflclencyand secondaryelectromagneticradiatlon.
II. CRITERIAFOR THE ESTABLISHMENTOF CHARGECHANGINGPROCESSES.As we
explainedin 1 the crlteriafor establishmentof charge-changingproc-
essesmay be seen as an evaluatlonof the relative_mportancebetweenthe
mean free path for chargetransfertand the characteristlclengthof the
acceleratlonstep, prowded that the laterone be shorterthan the mean
free path for Coulomb inelastlc collisions. In order to avoid masking
the effects of concurrence between the processes of charge interchange and
acceleratlon, on the behawor of partlcle charge, it is convenlent for the
task of simpllclty to conslder those acceleration mechanismswhose rates
are independent of charge: stochastic acceleration (Fcrm mechanlsm) ana
acceleratlon by secularly varying magnetic flelds (Betatron mechanism),
On leave for the INAOE, Tonanzzntla,A.P.51, 72000-Puebla
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I. INTRODUCTION. In preceed1ng works 1, 2, we have examlned the condi-
tlons for the establ1sh ent of charge transfert of solar particles during 
thelr accelerat10n ln the dense medlum of thelr sources: In 1, we re-
stricted our analys1s to the case of hydrogenic project1l lons, and in 2 
we studled the case of h1ghly charged lons (effective charge = q*<z=atomic 
number). But 1n both cases, we did not take into account the charge 
transfer cross-section dependence on the target veloclty, i.e. we 19nored 
the effect of the f1n1te temperature of matter. A more occurate evaluation 
of the charge transfer crlteria developed ln the preVlOUS papers needs of 
the results derived 1n SH.1.1-8. W1th th1S goal in m1nd let us remind that 
the cond1t10ns for the passage of fast 10ns through matter at laboratory 
scale and 1n astrophys1cal sources of energetic part1cles are to some extent 
of opposed nature. In the first case a monoenerget1c flux of high energy 
part1cles is 1njected 1nto the matter, whereby part1cles lose energy 
through energy transfert to the electrons and nuclei of the target medium. 
When the amount of traversed matter 1S greater than the mean free path for 
charge chang1ng processes, the charge equil1br1u  lS established; if the 
part1cle veloc1ty is h1gher than the orb1tal velocities of its electrons 
the 10n is rapldly strlpped, however, as the particle veloclty is degraded 
by coll1sional losses to a lower veloc1ty than the orb1tal velocity of the 
flrst captured electron, the electron capture cross-section gradually dom-
1nates over the electron loss cross-sect1on. As particles slow down and 
electron capture leads them toward the neutral;zatlon, they may be stopped 
by thermal1zat1on w1th a low effective charge, or even in the neutral 
state. On the other hand, ln astrophysical sources instead of that tend en 
cy toward thermalizat1on,particles are accelerated from thermal energies -
up to high energies, beg1n1ng w1th the1r local charge state QL' Wh1Ch is 
determlned by 10nization equilibrlu  at the peculiar source temperature. 
In order to eluc1date whether part1cles keep their thermal charge state 
dur1ng that acceleration stage or not, the condltlons for the establish ent 
of charge transfert have been investigated. The behavior of part1cle 
charge durlng acceleration lS very lmportant due to several lmpl1cat1ons 
related to the mass and charge spectra of particles, the acceleration 
eff1c1ency and secondary electro agnetic radiat1on. 
II. CRITERIA FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CHARGE CHANGING PROCESSES. As we 
explained 1n 1 the crlteria for establishment of charge-changing proc-
esses may be seen as an evaluat10n of the relative lmportance between the 
mean free path for charge transfert and the characterist1c length of the 
accelerat10n step, prov1ded that the later one be shorter than the mean 
free path for Coulomb 1nelast1c collisions. In order to avold masking 
the effects of concurrence between the processes of charge 1nterchanqe and 
accelerat1on, on the behav10r of part1cle charge, it is conven1ent for the 
task of simpl1c1ty to conslder those acceleration mechanisms whose rates 
are independent of charge: stochastic acceleratlon (Ferml mechanlsm) ana 
accelerat10n by secularly varY1ng magnetic f1elds (Betatron mechanism), 
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which ratesin the non-relativisticrangemay be expressedas (dE/dt)=_En,
wlth n = 1/2,_ = _f(2_C2)°-5 andn = 1, _ = 2_b for the Fermiand Betatron
mechanismsrespectively,E = _v2/2,_ = atomicmass unitand _f_ _b the
hydromagnetlcaccelerationefficiencies.Using (d/dt)= v(d/dx)the above
rate becomesv2(1-n)dv= (_/2)(_/2)n-ldx.Now let definea cross-velocity
Vc where both cross-sectionsfor electroncaptureand lossare equated.So,
integratingthe accelerationrate fromv to Vc in the domainof electron
capture(V_Vc)throughthe thicknessL of the traveledmatter,and fromvc
to v in the domainof electronloss,and introducingthe conditionof
establishmentof chargetransfert,that the correspondingmean freerath
(x) must be shorterthan the amountof traversedmatter (X = 1/na< L),
where n and o are the numberdensityand the correspondingcross-section,
we obtainthe followingexpressions_<2(v_-2n-v3-2n)n_/(3-2n)(_/2)n-1 and
m<2(v3-2n-vc3-2n)no/(3-2n)(_/2)n-1 for the establishmentof capture and
loss at V<Vcand V>Vc respectively,when an accelerationprocessof effi-
ciency_ is modulatingthe velocityof the traversingparticlethroughthe
sourcematter. However,suchan accelerationefficiencymust overcomethe
decelerationefficiencyfrom the rateof inelasticlossesin order to
producesuprathermalparticles. That is, the condition_/_¢>1must be
satisfied,where mc is the thresholdvalueof the accelerationefficiency
above the which the accelerationdominatesenergylosses. Valuesof _c(n)
were given in [1]as _c=3.38x lO-13nq°'S/Aand _c=4.5x 109nq°.16/T°'27A°_e
for the Fermiand Betatronprocessesin atomicH, and _c=3.89x 10-7n°'98
qI.92/T°.9GA°-88and mc=O.28n°-97q1.BT/T1"45A°-G7inplasmas.So,ourcriteria
are reducedto 4 evaluationsof (_f/(2_c2)°'Smc)>l,two for electroncap-
ture(in atomicand ionizedH) and two for electronloss,and similarly
other 4 evaluationswith (_b/2_c)>1.On the next figureswe haveomitted
the subfixesf and b, but indicatedthe consideredaccelerationmechanism.
It must be emphasizedthat thesecrlteriabecomeindependentof number
densitybut stronglydependenton cross-sectionsand the cross-velocityVc.
Valuesof vc for the particularcaseof targetsat rest (TmO)were given in
[2]. Herewe use the o valuesof SH1.1-8and so the correspondingvc values
were numerlcallyobtained. For the evolutionof the chargeq appearing in
the _ and vc values,we normalizedto the thermalQL valuesas explainedin
SH1.1-8,when chargeequilibriumwas found. In the casethat the shortness
of the characteristicaccelerationsteponlyallowsfor electroncapture
but not electronloss,we arbitrarelyemployedin the normalization_* =
Qiexp{-130(B-B_h)°'33/Z°'66},whereasin the oppositecasewe usedg_'=Z_1-_exp(-130B"33/Z°'66)}where B and Bth are the projectilvelocityand
its thermalvelocityrespectivelyand _ as given in SHI.1-8. The results
discusedbelowmay be consideredas a lower limitin the amountof electron
captureand loss,becausethe main consideredtargetis H. If heavier
elementsare considered,electroncapturebecomesmuch more important,
becausethe employedcross-sectionscaleas ZtQ_ for Coulombcapture and
~ Zt for radiativecapture;so in evaluatingelectionpick-upwith heavy
targetswe multiplied OcrlandOcr in SH1.1-8by Zt.
Ill.RESULTSAND CONCLUSIONS.We exploredthe conditionsfor establishment
of chargetransfertduringaccelerationof nucleiup to Fe, for typical
conditionsof solarflareregionsT = 5 x 103 - 2.5 x 108°K. Our results
show that such conditionsare widelyassorted,dependingon the acceleration
mechanism,the kindof projectilionsand their velocity,the target
elements,the sourcetemperatureand consecuentlyon the degreeof ioni-
zationof matterand the localchargestateof the acceleratedions.
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for the Fermi and etatron processes in atomic , and ac 3.89 x lO-7nO.98 
ql.92/To.96Ao.88 and ac=O.28no.97ql.87/Tl.45Ao.67in plasmas. So,our criteria 
are reduced to 4 evaluations of (af/(2]1c2)o.sac»1, two for electron cap-
ture (in tomic a d ionized ) a d two f r lectron loss, a d si ilarly 
other 4 evaluations with (ab/2ac»1. On the next figures we have omitted 
the s fixes f d , t indicated the sidered leration e nism. 
It ust be e phasized that these crlteria become independent of nu ber 
density but strongly dependent on cross-sections and the cross-velocity Vc. 
Values of Vc for the particular case of targets at rest (T=O) were given in 
[2]. Here we use the ° values of SH1.1-8 and so the corresponding Vc values 
were nu erlcally obtained. For the evolution of the charge q appearing in 
the ° and vc values, we normalized to the thermal QL values as explained in 
S l.1-8, when charge equilibrium was found. In the case that the shortness 
of the characteristic acceleration step only allows for electron capture 
t t electron l ss, e ar itrarely e ployed in the r alization 9t  
QLexp{-130(S-Sth)o.33/Z0.66}, whereas in the opposite case we used q; = 
Z{1-~exp(-130s0.33/Z0.66)} here Sand Sth are the projectil velocity and 
its thermal velocity respectlvely and ~ as given in SH1.1-8. The results 
iscused elow ay be c sidered as a lower limit in the a nt f electron 
capture and loss, because the main considered target is H. If heavier 
elements are c sidered, electron ca ture becomes uch ore im rtant, 
because the e ployed cross-sections scale as tQ[ for oulomb capture and 
_ Zt for radiative capture; so in evaluating election pick-up with heavy 
targets we multiplied 0crl and Ocr in SHl.1-8 by Zt. 
III. ESULTS AND LUSIONS. e e lored the c itions for establishment 
of charge transfert during acceleration of nuclei up to Fe, for typical 
conditions of solar flare regions T = 5 X 103 - 2.5 x l08°K. Our results 
show that such conditions are idely assorted, depending on the acceleration 
echanism, the kind of proJectil ions and their velocity, the target 
elements, the source temperature and consecuently on the degree of ioni-
zation of atter and the local charge state of the accelerated ions. 
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Nevertheless,in spiteof thatassortedbehavior,thereare some general
tendenciesthat can be sumarizedas follows. In atomicH electroncapture
is systematicallyestablishedfromthermalenergiesup to highenergles,
whatheverthe elementand for bothaccelerationprocess. For a glvenele-
ment and fixedT, the probabilityand energydomainof electroncaptureand
losswith Fermiare higherthan wlthBetatronacceleration.For a given
accelerationprocessthe heavierthe ion the higherthe probabllityand the
widerthe energyrangefor electroncaptureand loss. For a glvenacceler-
ationmechanismand fixedelementthe importanceand energydomalnof cap-
ture and loss increasewith T: for thosereasons,the energyrangeof char-
ge equillbrium(illustratedwith solidlineson the next figs.)is wider
with Fermiand increaseswith temperatureand atomicnumberof projectils.
For the same reasons,electronloss is smallerwhllethe lighterthe ele-
ment,the lowerthe temperatureand the Betatronprocess,such that there
are conditionsfor whichelectronlossIs not allowedat low energies,but
only electroncaptureis established.Consecuently,the energydomalnfor
pure electroncapture(illustratedwith crosses)is wider the lighter,the
element,the lowerT and with the Betatronmechanism. On the otherhand,
at highenergieselectroncaptureis not allowedand only electronlossis
established{illustratedwith smallsquares)up to hlgh energles,whilethe
heavierthe elementand the higherthe temperature.Theseresults,illus-
tratedthroughfigures([)z(4)show hlgherimportanceof electroncapture
than that foundIn [13, L2J,becausethe increaseof the cross-sectlonwith
T in atomicmatterdescribed_n SHI.1-8. Obviously,the employementof
the conventionaleffectivechargeexpresslonfor chargeequillbrium_s not
adequate when only electroncaptureis establlshedand particlestendto
neutralization,or when pure electronloss _s establishedand particles
stripfaster. In ionizedH electroncaptureis only establlshedwithFermi
accelerationforT>2xIOB°Kand Z>IO providedthey are at thermalhydrogenic
state (QL=Z).Under theseconditionsthe heavierthe ion the higherthe prob
abilityand energydomainfor electroncapture.Electronloss is more impo{
tant with Fermi than with Betatron and the higher the temperature the hlgh z
er the probabilityand the widerthe energydomain.At low energieselectron
loss is more importantwhile the lighterthe elementand at highenergles
electronloss becomesmore importantwhile the heavierthe elementas canbe
understoodfrom the q-dependenceof cross-sectionsin SH1.1-8.We haveillus
tratedtheseeffectson Figs. (5)-(7).An interestlngeffectthatappears
with the considerationof the targettemperature,lncontrapositionof the
conventionalpicturedescribedin panel-1of SHI.1-8,is that in low-T
plasmas(T>Ti)and low velocities(V<Vc),_pc may becomehigherthan_crl
becausethe shiftto low velocitiesof the _Dc-pickand the decreaseOf_crl
with the increaseof relativevelocityvR. On the other hand,although_crl
decreaseswlth T roughlyas v_2, howeverthe reasonfor whlchelectroncap-
ture is establishedonlyat highT (>2xlOB°K)and that electronlossat low
velocitiesincreaseswith T, is due to the fact that vc increaseswith T,
in sucha way thatat high T in our crlteriaexpressionswe have,for in-
stancein the Fermicase,that (v_-v2) increasesfasterwith T thanthe
decreaseof OcrI. Finally,in Fig. 8, we haveillustratedthe energydo-
main of chargeequilibriumin ionizedmatterfor dlfferentions,when
insteadof H we considerheavytargets:beyondthe end of thosecurves,at
higherenergies,only electronloss is established.Thesecasesare very
importantsin evaluatingphotonemissionfromelectroncapture,slnceour
criterlafor charge-transfertestablishmentare density-independent,and so,
only a and Vc determinethe electroncapturedomain.
REFERENCES
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wider the energy range for electron capture and loss. For a glven acceler-
ation mechanism and fix d element the importance and energy doma1n of cap-
ture and loss increase with T: for thos  reasons, the energy range of char-
ge equil1brium (illustrated with solid lines on th  next figs.) is wider 
with Fermi and increa es with t mperature and atomic number of projecti's. 
For the same reasons, electron loss is smaller wh11e the lighter the ele-
ment, the lower th  temperature and th  Betatron proce s, suc  that there 
are conditions for which electron loss 1S not allowed at low energies, but 
only electron capture i  established. Cons cuently, the energy doma1n for 
pure electron capture (illustrated with crosses) is wider the lighter, the 
element, the lower T and wit  the Betatron mechanism. On the other hand, 
at igh energies electron capture is not allowed and only electron loss is 
established (illustrated with small squares) up to 1gh energ1es, while the 
heavier the eleme t and t e 1gher the temperature. These results, ,llus-
rated through figures (1}-(4) show 1gher importance of electron capture 
than hat found 1n CIJ, [2J, because the increase of the cross-sect10n with 
T in atomic matter described 1n SH1.1-8. Obviously, the employement of 
the co ventional effective charge expreSS10n for charge equil1brium 's not 
adequate when only electron capture i  establ1shed and particles tend to 
neutralization, or when pure electron los  is established and particles 
strip faster. In onized H electron capture is only establ1shed with Fermi 
acceleration for T>2xlOBoK and Z>10 provi ed they are at thermal hydrogenic 
state (QL=Z), Under these condit10ns t  heavier the 10n t e igher the prob 
ability and energy domain for electron capture. Electron los  1S more impor 
tant with Ferml than with Betatron and t e higher the temperature t e h1gh: 
er the probability and the wider the energy domain. At low energies electron 
los  15 more important while the lighter the eleme t and at igh energ1es 
electron loss becomes more important while t  heavier the element as can be 
understood from the q-dependence of cross-sections in SH1.1-8. We haveillus 
rated these ffects on F1gS. (5)-(7). An interest1ng ffect hat appears -
wit  the considerat10n of the target temperature,ln contrapositi n of the 
co ventional picture described 1n panel-l of SHl.1-8, is hat in low-T 
plasmas (T>Ti) and low velocities (v<vc), 0pc may become igher than 0crl because the shift t  low velocities of the 0Bc-PiCk and th  d crease ofoCrl 
wit  the increase of relati  velocity vR' n the other hand, althoughocr1 d creases w1th T roughly as vR2, however th  reason for Wh1Ch electron cap-
ture i  established only at igh T (>2xl08°K) and hat electron loss at low 
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stance in th  Fermi case, hat ( ~-v2) increa es faster with T than the 
d crease of 0crl' Finally, in F1g. 8, we have illustrated the energy do-
main of charge equilibrium in ionized matter for d1fferent ions, when 
instead of H we consider heavy targets: beyond the end of those curves, at 
igher energies, only electron los  1S established. These cases ar  very 
impor ants in ev luating photon emission from electron capture, Slnce our 
criter1a for charge-transf rt establishment are density-independent, and so, 
only ° and Vc determine the electron capture doma1n. 
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STUDY OF PHOTON EHISSION BY ELECTRON CAPTURE DURING SOLAR NUCLEI
ACCELERATION: III. PHOTON PRODUCTION EVALUATIONS.
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Instituto de Goeflsica, UNAM, 04510- C. U., M6xico, D. F., MEXICO
A. Gallegos
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1. Introduction. Electromagnetic emission from the interaction of hydrogenic nuclei
with atomic media has been widely studied in Laboratory. At astrophysical scale a
similar scenario has been studied: high energy Cosmic Rays (bare nuclei)traversing
a certain amount of interestellar matter while loosing energy by Coulomb Interac-
tions. Here we study to some extent the opposite scenario, In the sense that
particle interaction and emission takes place as particles are being accelerated
from the source thermal energies up to high energies. As particle sources we have
chosen the Solar chromosphere and corona, where local ions are generally not bare
nuclei, and there are often situations for which the amount of traversed matter is
enough for the establishment of electron pick-up during acceleration, as was shown
in paper SH 1.1-9. Here we limit our calculations to photon emission followFng
electron capture and do not consider emissions following de-excitations. According
to SH 1.1.-9 results electron capture Is systematically established In atomic H
conditions, but in ionized H it is established only at T>2xlOe°K for nuclei of
E>IO and E<30 MeV/n; however, since Ocr In Ionized matter scales as Et= target
atomic number, electron pick-up is established at T>2xlO6°Kwhen the contribution of
heavy targets is considered. Actually, slnce the criteria for charge transfer
establishment (SH I.I-9) are practically independent of matter density, most of the
electromagnetic _ission expected here appears in this form. It should be noted
that such criteria are limited in validity for the condition that the particle
flight time within the acceleration volume be enough long for the amoung of traver-
sed matter iX) be higher than the corresponding mean free path iX) of the charge
transfer process (pvt>M/o): it can be seen that given a density (p) and particle
velocity iv), since the cross-section (0) decreases with T, the behavior of the
time it) is fundamental In determining whether iX>X) or n?t:.Thls can be tested
from the employed acceleration time tf-[2/(2pc2) °.s _f](E*-E[h) in the Fermi process,
and the betatron acceleration time tb=(1/2_b)En(E/Eth) , where Etll_Js the thermal
energy per nucleon of the accelerated ions. For the evaluation of the acceleration
efficiencies we recurred to the results of the criteria (_f/_c), (_b/_c)in
SH 1.1-9, such that _f=(criterium value) ac(fermi), _b=(criterlum value) _c
(betatron), The general tendency in Ionized matter is the Increase of the ac-
celeration time with T because _ decreases with T, so, the above inequality is
satisfied easily while the highe_ T. in atomic matter tf decreases with T
because Uc(Ferml) is T-Independent, but the etectron capture cross-section
increases with T, as we shown in SH t,_-8, so the inequality is satisfied. With
betatron, t b increases slowly with T as _c(be_atron) decreases with T, however,
conditions are such that the inequality is systematically conserved, Similarly,
though the electron loss cross-section decreases with T, as t e does, much of
conditions satisfy that inegality, Therefore, even if the dehsity is very low the
inegality is conserved because _ decreases with density and the acceleration times
becomes proportiona|ly longer, c
2, Method for Photon Production Evaluatton, Once we have determined the energy range
where electron capture is established, we know the initial charge state q_i at the
corresponding lower energy value according to the normalization descrlben in SH 1,1-8
of the effective charge for charge equilibrium to the thermal charge state, when
charge equilibrium was established at that particle energy level, or, the arbitrary
expresion q_ for pure capture given in SH 1.1-9 (if electron loss does not establish).
if electron capture begins from thermal energies q$ = QL" Since acceleration Is
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STUDY OF PHOTON EHISSION BY ELECTRON CAPTURE DURING SOLAR NUCLEI 
ACCELERATION: III. PHOTON PRODUCTION EVALUATIONS. 
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Instituto de Goeffsica, UNAH, 04510- C. U., H6xico, D. F., HEXICO 
A. Gallegos 
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I. Introduction. Electromagnetic emission from the interaction of hydrogenic nuclei 
with atomic media has been widely stu ied in Laboratory. At astrophysical scale a 
similar scenario has been studied: high energy Cosmic Rays (bare nuclei)traversing 
a certain amount of interestellar matter while loosing energy by Coulomb interac-
tions. Here we study to some extent the opposite scenario, In the sense that 
particle interaction and emission takes place as particles are being accelerated 
from the source thermal energies up to igh energies. As partIcle sources we have 
chosen the Solar chromosphere and corona, where local Ions are generally not bare 
nuclei, and there are often situations for w ic  the amount of traversed matter is 
enough for the establishment of electron pIck-up during acceleration, as was shown 
in paper SH 1.1-9. Here we limit our alculations to photon emission followrng 
electron capture and do not consider emissions following de-excitations. AccordIng 
to SH 1.1.-9 results electron capture is system tically establIshed in atomic H 
conditions, but in Ionized H it is established only at T>2xt0 8 °K for nuclei of 
i>10 and E<30 HeV/n; however, since ocr In Ionized matter scales as it- target 
atomic number, electron pick-up is established at T>2xl06 °K when the contribution of 
heavy targets is considered. Actually, since the criteria for charge transfer 
establishment (SH 1.1-9) are practically independent of matter density, most of the 
electromagnetic ~~Ission expected here appears in this form. It should be noted 
that such c iteri  are limited in validity for the condItion that the particle 
flight time within the acceleration volume be enough long for the amoung of traver-
sed matter (X) be higher than the corresponding mean free path (A) of the charge 
transfer process (pvt>M/o): it can be seen hat gIven a density (p) and particle 
velocity (v), since the cross-section (a) d cr ases with T, the behavIor of the 
time (t) is fundamental In detenmintng whether (X>~) or not: This can be tested 
from the employed acceleration time tf-[2/(2~C2)O.5 af](Et-Eth) In the Fermi process, 
and the betatron acceleration time tb-(1/2ab)tn(E/Eth)' where Et~S the thermal 
energy per nucleon of the accelerated ions. for the evaluation of the acceleration 
efficiencies we recurred to the results of the criteria (af/a ), (ab/a ) in c c . 
SH 1.1-9, such that af=(criterium value) ac(fermi), ab-(criterium value) ac 
(betatron). The general tendency in ionized matter is the Increase of the ac-
celeration time with T because a decreases with T, so, the above Inequality is 
satisfied easily while the highe~ T. rn atomic matter t f decreases with T 
because a (Fermi) is T-tndependent, but the electron capture cross-section 
c 
incr ases with T, as we show  in SH t .t-8, so the inequal ity Is satisfied. \1lth 
betatron, tb Incr ases slowly with T as ac(be~atron) d creases wIth T, however, 
conditions are such hat the inequality is system tically cons rved. Similarly, 
thoug  the electron loss cro s-section d cr ases with T, as t does, much of 
conditions satisfy that inegality. The for , even if the de~sity is very low the 
inegallty is conserved because a d cr ases with density and the acceleration times 
becomes rop rtionally longer. c 
2. Method for Photon Production Ev luatton. Once we,have determined the energy range 
where electron capture is established, we know the initial charge state q*1 at the 
correspo ding low r energy value according to the norm lization describen in SH 1.1-8 
of the effective charge for charge equil ibrium to the thermal charge state, when 
charge equilibrium was established at that particle energy level. or, the a bitrary 
expresion q* for pure capture given In SH 1.t-9 (if electron loss does not establish). 
c 
If electron capture begins from thermal energies qf • QL' Stnce acceleratton is 
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increasing particle energy, we test at each energy value whether q_-q_P1 if charge
equilibrium is established, or, QL-q_I if only pure electron loss is established;
if not,we iterate to the next energy value with the corresponding q_ and q_ values
in the former case, or QL-q;, with q; evaluated at the new energy in the 2nd case.
When we find that an electron is captured, we evaluate the number of electrons
retained by the ion Ne=_-q_. Furhter, we fit this number to the degeneracy condition
2n2: if the n-orbit is not still filled, we begin calculating orbit radius
r =n2h2/Ee2m [but, i'f it is filled we begin to evaluate orbit radius from (n+l)]n e
in order to compare them with the capture radius (rc=q_e2/meV_), and in this way to
determine at which energy level the electron will be captured; if rn+i<rc<rn+i+l we
infer that the capture orbit is at rn+i=rf. When rc<r n (n-l), we recur to the
Sommerfeld eliptic orbits r_ = Kn 2/m E2 where K is the quantic number determininge e '
the angular moment, and so, we proceed the evaluation from K_n-1 till K=I. In the
<r (K-l) we fall in the domain of relativistic mechanics that we have
cases that rc K
not studied in this preliminar work: this is the case at T>Sxl07°K, when VR
becomes extremely high. Therefore, at each energy value we imposed 3 conditions
for making possible the evolution of photon emission: (1) electron capture is
established, (2) we find q_ _q_-I (3) rc_rK(K=I). Once these conditions are
remplished we evaluate the photon energy hv=E(rc)-E(rf)_q_e2/rf-q_e2/r c, and the
photon flux at 1. A.U., F/nt=N(E)Oc/4¶R2 (photons/eV st/target atom), For our
calculations we took the energy spectrum of protons demodulated for interplanetary
propagation of the 4-VIII-72 event [1], N(E)=8xl03s E"3, and typica! solar particle
abundances [2], such that under the assumption (O/H)^=0.77_we built the heavy iqns
soectra For radiatL_e canture we did no; evaluate photon emission from electron bra-
king as'we have done in _Ee case ot Cou|on_ capture.
3. Results and Discussions. As is shown in the next series of pictures, our
results are widely assorted depending on T, _t' Z, N(E, _) and the acceleration
orocess. The general tendencies show a frecuency drift toward high photon
energies as particles increase their energy during acceleration, because h_l/r c
and rc_I/VR: oscilations are due to charge changes and the separation between rc
and the quantic level at rf which is very sensitive to VR. Typical drifts in atomic
matter produces continum radiation from IR to X-ray (10 -3- 5xlO3)eV in _t_ ls,
whereas in ionized matter we obtained emission lines from UV to X-rays
(50 eV-6.2KeV), with a finite width covered in _t _ 0.Ss. It can be appreciated
on the drift figures (hv-E) that the heavy the projectil the emission drifts to
higher energies, because hv _ q_/r_Z2o The range of energy drift widens with
T, because the particle energy range for electron capture increases with T. Also
the photon energy increase with T because the increase of VR with T, but with
oscilations due to the VR-sensivity of the separation between rc and the nearest
orbit rf. On the figures of energy spectra (Flux-hv) it can be noted that the
heavier the target and the projectil the higher the intensity of the emission
spectrrum. This follows from the fact that F/nt_OcN(E, 2) and 0c increases with
and _t" However, this tendency may also show oscilations because N(E, _) does
not increase always monotonically with _o Also, the emission intensity increases
with T in atomic matter and decreases with T in Ionized matter, because the
corresponding 0 increases and decreases with T respectively. Photon fluxes in atomic andc
iontzedmatter are in the range 10"7-!0 _ ph,/eVst/target-atom and lO'Z2-1oeph./eVst/
target-atom, On the time profiles figures (Flux - t) the t-axis refers to tf and tb,
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increasing particle energy, we test at each energy value whether qt-q~~l If charge 
equilibrium is established, or, QL-q~~l if only pure electron loss is established; 
if not,we iterate to the next energy value with the corresponding qi and q~ values 
in the former case, or QL-q*, with q* evaluated at the new energy in the 2nd case. 
c c 
When we find that an electron is captured, we evaluate the nu ber of electrons 
retained by the ion N =~-q*. Furhter, we fit this number to the degeneracy condition 
 c 
2n2: if the n-orbit is not still filled, We begin calculating orbit radius 
r an2h~/le2m [but, j'f it Is filled we begin to evaluate orbit radius from (n+l)] 
n e 
in order to compare them with the capture radius (r =q*e2 /m VR
2), and in this way to 
c e 
determine at which energy level the electron will be captured; if r~+i<rc<rn+i+l we 
infer that the capture orbit is at r .=rf • When r <r (n=l), we recur to the n+1 c n 
Sommerfeld eliptic orbits rK~= Kn 21m l2 , where K is the quantic number determining 
e e 
the angular o ent, and so, we proceed the evaluation fro  K=n-l till K=1. In the 
cases that r r ( =I) e fall in the do ain f relativistic echanics that e have 
c K 
not studied in this preliminar work: this is the case at T>5xl0 7°K, when V  
becomes extremely high. Therefore, at each energy value we imposed 3 conditions 
for making possible the evolution of photon emission: (1) electron capture is 
established, (2) we find q* ~q~-l (3) r ~r (K=l). Once these conditions are 
c 1 c K 
remplished we evaluate the photon energy hV=E(rc)-E(rf)~*e2/rf-q*e2/rc' and the 
photon flux at 1. A.U., FIn =N(E)cr 14~R2 (photons/eV st/target atom). For our 
t c 
calculations we took the energy spectrum of protons deMOdulated for interplanetary 
propagation of the 4-VIII-72 event [1], N(E}=8xl0 35 E- 3 , and typical solar particle 
abundances [2], such that under the assu ption (O/H)o=0.77% we built the heavy IQns 
spectra. for radiatl~e capture we did no~ evaluate p~oton emission from electron bra-
king as we have done in the case ot Coulomb capture. 
. esults  iscussions. s is s  i  t e t s ries f ictures, r 
results are widely assorted depending on T, it' Z, N(E, i) and the acceleration 
orocess. The general tendencies sho  a frecuency drift to ard high photon 
energies as particles increase their energy during acceleration, because h~l/r 
c 
and r ~l/VR: oscilations are due to charge changes and the separation between r 
  
and the quantic level at r  which is very sensitive to YR' Typical drifts In atomic 
atter produces continu  radiation fro  IR to X-ray (10-3- 5xl03)eV in 6t~ ls, 
ereas i  i ized atter  tained ission ines    -rays 
(50 eV-6.2KeV), with a finite width covered in 6t ~ 0.5s. It can be appreciated 
on the drift figures (hv-E) that the heavy the projectll the emission drifts to 
higher energies, because hv ~ q*/r~~2. The range of energy drift widens with 
c 
T, because the particle energy range for electron capture increases with T. Also 
the photon energy increase with T because the increase of V  with T, but with 
oscilations due to the VR-sensivity of the separation between rc and the nearest 
orbit r • On the figures of energy spectra (Flux-hv) it can be noted that the 
heavier the target and the proJectil the higher the Intensity of the emission 
spectrrum. This follows from the fact that F/nt~ N(E, ~) and 0 increases with 
c  
i and ~t' However, this tendency may also show oscilations because N(E, l) foes 
not increase always monotonically with l. Also, the e~ission intensity increases 
ith T in ato ic atter and decreases ith T in Ionized atter, because the 
corresponding 0 Increases and decreases with T respectively. Photon fluxes In at~ic and 
 
ionized matter are in the range 10- 7-10 7 ph./eVst/target-atom and 10-12_10 8ph./eVstl 
target-atom. On the time profiles figures (flux - t) the t-axis refers to t  and t , 
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which are increasing functions of particle energy E, Since N(E, i_) is a
decreasing function with E, therefore, phothon fluxes decrease with time during
acceleration. Photon emission begins faster after acceleration onset with Fermi
than with betatron acceleration, and more faster, in atomic than in ionized media,
since acceleration efficiencies are higher in atomic matter: for instance, with
Fermi acceleration begins (lO'S-lO'S)s after acceleration onset, while with
betatron begins (10-s-10"2)s after acceleration onset, whereas in ionized matter
corresponding time delays are (0.5-3.5)s and _ 2.3s respectively. From the values
c_f_(4xlO-S-lOW)s "z and c_b _ (3.5 _ lOS)s "1 in atomic matter, it is reallzed that
acceleration from thermal energies in deep chromospheric layers is restricted to
extremely constrained conditions of strong turbulence with extremely short length
scales and very high magnetic field gradients_ that might only occur in association
with fast magnetic field annhilation in active neutral current sheets. On the other
hand _f _ (3x10 -2-0,2)s "I, _b _ 2'4s'1 in coronal ionized matter is quite reasona-ble.
4. Conclusions. We have evaluated lower limits of photon fluxes from electron
capture during acceleration in solar flares, because the arbitrary q* assumed in
this work evolves very slow with velocity, probably much more siowlyCthan the
physical actual situation: in fact, more emission is expected toward the IR
region. Nevertheless, we claim to have shown the factibility of sounding ac-
celeration processes, charge-evolution processes and physical parameters of the
source itself, by the observational analysis of this kind of emissions. For
instance, it would be interesting to search observationallly, for the predicted
flux and energy drift of Fe ions interacting with the atomic 0 and Fe of the
source matter, or, even more feasible for the X-ray lines at 4,2 KeV and
2.624 + 0.003 KeV from Fe and S ions in ionized Fe at T = 107°K respectively,
the 418 + 2 eV and 20 + 4 eV lines of Fe and S in ionized Fe at 5xlOS°K, which
are predicted from Fermi acceleration.
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STUDY OF NON-THERMAL PHOTON PRODUCTION UNDER DIFFERENT
SCENARIOS IN SOLAR FLARES: I. SCENARIOS AND FORMULATIONS,
J. P_rez Peraza* and M. Alvarez-M,*
Instituto de Geoftsica, UNAM, 04510, M_xico, D. F. MEXICO
A. Gallegos
Depto. de Frsica, UPICSA, 08400, M_xico, D. F.,MEXICO
I. INTRODUCTION. In order to study the overall phenomenology involved
in solar flares, it is necessary to understand their individual manifes-
tation before building a corresponding description of the global pheno-
menon. Here we are concerned with the production of X and y-rays in
solar flares. Following the model in (I), flares are initiated very often
within the closed magnetic field configurations of active centers. Ac-
cording (2) when B = kinetic energy density/magnetic energy density
0.2, the magnetic trap configuration is destructed within the time
scale of the impulsive phase of flares (< 100 s). A first particle ac-
celeration stage occurs during this phase as indicated by impulsive
microwave and hard-X-rays bursts. In some flare events, when the field
strenght B is very high, the broken field lines may close again, such
that later, in the course of the flash and main phases more hot plasma of
very high conductivity is created, and so, the field and frozen plasma
expand outward, as the kinetic pressure inside the closed loops increases.
The magnetically trapped particles excite strong Alfv_n wave turbulence
of small transverse scale. According to (3), small scale turbulence of
linear dimensions _ (I - 10) Km may account for effective stochastic
acceleration up to relativistic energies. In addition, according to (4)
a high pressure piston with drives a shock within the closed configura-
tion may be formed: magnetized turbulent cells remain bounded in the
wake of the "botlle up" shock wave. Since the shock moves faster than
the expanding bottle, the stochastic acceleration overcomes the Ist. order
Fermi process (adiabatic losses) due to the expansion of the bottle. As
discussed in (4) the expanding bottle opens or not depending on whether
the duration of the flare induced shock is larger or not than the
Raleigh-Taylor instability grow time. Therefore, when the conditions of
the opening are satisfied we expect a definite slope change in the
energy spectrum, indicating two different particle populations. In the
case that the magnetic trap is not destructed during the impulsive phase,
because B < 0.2, the populat.ton of the Ist. acceleration stage mix within
the expanding bottle with that of the second stage, in which case not a
noticeable change in the spectrum slope is expected. On the other hand,
in the case that the conditions for the opening of the expanding bottle
are not remplished, but the magnetic loop of the impulsive phase was
broken (B _ O.2), only the component of the first acceleration stage will
be observed. Obviously if the closed magnetic structures do not open
during the impulsive phase (_ < 0.2) neither during the subsequent
expantion in the main phase, no particle event is expected. Finally, if
the flare does not occur within a closed magnetic field configuration,
only one main acceleration stage is expected.
II. SCENARIOS FOR X AND y-RAYS PRODUCTION. Within this contex t four sce-
narios have been examined: (a) Production of the radiation in the source
of particle acceleration during the impulsive phase, in a tick geometry
context (high amount of traversed matter: high density n and/or long time
t); (b) Production of the radiation in the source of secondary particle
(*) On leave for the INAOE, Tonanzintla, 72000 Puebla, MEXICO
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scale of the impulsive phase of flares « 100 s).  first article ac-
celeration stage occurs during this phase as indicated by impulsive 
icro ave and hard- -rays bursts. In some flare events, hen the field 
strenght  is very high, the broken field I ines ay close again, such 
that later, In the course of the flash and main phases more hot plasma of 
very high conductivity is created, and so, the field and frozen plasma 
expand out ard, as the kinetic pressure inside the closed loops increases. 
he agnetically trapped articles e cite stron  lfven ave t r le ce 
f s all tra s rs  s l . ccor i  to ( ), s all s l  tur l  f 
n  ensi ns ~ 1   a  t  t  asti  
acceleration up to relativistic energies. In addition, according to (4) 
a high ress re ist  ich ri es a shock it i  t e cl se  c fi ra-
io  a   : agnetize  l t ll  ai   in t  
a  f  otll    ave. i    oves  h  
 i  o tl ,  asti  elerati  es  1 t. r 
er i process (a ia atic l sses) due to the expansion f the ttle. s 
discussed in (4) the expanding bottle opens or not depending on hether 
the duration of the flare induced shock is larger or not than the 
aleigh-Taylor instabil ity gro  ti e. Therefore, hen the conditions of 
the opening are satisfie  e expect a efi ite slope change in the 
energy spectru , indicating t o different particle populations. In the 
case that the magnetic trap is not destructed during the impulsive phase, 
because 8 < 0.2, the populadon of the 1st. acceleration stage ix ithin 
the expanding bottle ith that of the second stage, in hich case not a 
noticeable change in the spectrum slope is expected. On the other hand, 
in the case that the conditions for the opening of the expanding bottle 
are not re plished, but the agnetic loop of the i pulsive phase as 
broken (B ~ 0.2), only the component of the first acceleration stage will 
be observed. Obviously if the closed agnetic structures do not open 
during the impulsive phase (8 < 0.2) neither during the subsequent 
expantion in the main phase, no particle event is exoected. Finally, if 
the flare does not occur within a closed magnetic field configuration, 
only one ain acceleration stage is expected. 
II. SCENARIOS FOR X AND y-RAYS PRODUCTION. ithin this context, four sce-
ari s ave been e a ined: ( ) Production f t  r diati n i  t  urce 
of particle acceleration during the impulsive phase, in a tick geometry 
context (high amount of traversed atter: high density n and/or long time 
t); (b) Production of the radiation in the source of secondary particle 
(7,) On leave for the INAOE, Tonanzintla, 72000 Puebla, EXICO 
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acceleration (tick geometry)_ (c) Production of the radiation during se-
condary acceleration by the superposition, of particles of that stage
mixed with the component of the Ist. acceleration stage when B < 0.2 (tick
geometry), and (d) Production of the radiation out of the source of
impulsively accelerated particles in a thin geometry context (low amount
of traversed matter in the source), either in coexistence or absence of
closed field structures. Though particles do not lose energy in the
source, they are decelerated by Coulomb collisional losses during trans-
port to the emission volume (dense chromosphere or coronal condensations).
Ill. ENERGY LOSSES OF SOLAR FLARE ELECTRONS. The main energy losses
are: Coulomb-Collisional losses (CC), Bremssthralung (BR), Inverse
Compton Effect (IC), Syncrotron Losses (SY) and Adiabatic Losses (AD).The
later are negligeable at low energies, becoming gradually important at
high energies, however, since the acceleration rates also increase with
energy, the predominance of acceleration is conserved. Therefore we have
only considered (AD) losses within the frame of scenario (c), with a rate
given as (dE/dt)AD = - (2/3)(Vr/R) 8W(eV/s), where 8 = v/c is the particle
velocity in terms of the light velocity c, W is the total energy,
Vr = 2000 Km/s the expansion velocity and R = 0.7 R8 is the exoanded dis-
tance, with R0 = the solar radius. For (SY) losses we used the next
formula (dE/dt)sy = -0.98 X IO'3B2(82/I-B2)(eV/s), however, they are only
important at relatively high energies and strong magnetic fields (Fig. I);
since for the field strength prevailing in flares the electromagnetic
radiation produced by syncrotron effects falls very far from the X-ray
domain, for the task of simplicity we ignore them in a first approximation.
Though (CC) effects do not contribute to X-ray production, energy losses
are very important at low energies in determining whether or not the
acceleration rate is enough high to generate energetic particles from the
thermal solar plasma. Therefore the considered prevailing processes are:
_X2
(dE/dt)c C = _ "_KIIn A {K2 [0.88 erf (Xp) - 1.84 X 103 Xp e P] +
_ 2
K3 [0.88 erf (Xe) - 2Xe e Xe] } (eV/s) [I]
where Kl = 1.57 X 10-3Sn, A = 4.47 X 10_6 82 (T/n)°'S, K2 = 5.98 X 1023,
K3 = 1.1 X 1027 X = 2.33 X 10_ 8T-°'s and X = 5.44 X 104 8T-°'s, where
, p e
T is the temperature (°K). For non-Relativistic (BR) we used
= - 4.74 X 10-11nB [2](dE/dt)BR
whereas in the relativistlc range we have
(dE/dt)BR = - 1.37 X 10-16n [ln W/meC2 + 0.36] W (eV/s) [3]
where m c 2 is the electron rest energy. For (IC) we have
e
(dE/dt)l C = - 1.02 X 10-25 _phW2 (eV/s) [4]
where _ph (eV/cm3) is the mean photon energy density: for the photon field
we have employed the local field in the flare volume due to the flare
phenomenon itself, instead of the back ground photospheric field. In fact,
if the photon field is computed from the black body low integrated over
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are very important at low energies in determining whether or not the 
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[1] 
here l  1.57  10- 35n,   4.47  10 16 62 ( /n)0.5, K2  5.98  10 23 , 
K3 = 1.1 X 10 27 , X = 2.33 X 10 6 6T-o. 5 and X = 5.44 X 10 4 6T-o. 5, where p e 
T is the temperature (OK). For non-Relativistic (BR) we used 
hereas in the relativistic range we have 
(dE/dt) =-BR 1.37 X 10- 16 n [1 n H/m c 2 + e 0.36] W (eV/s) [ 3) 
here  c 2 is the electron rest energy. For ( I C) e have 
e 
(dE/dt) IC = - 1.02 X 10- 25 W W2 (eV/s) [4 ] 
where wph (eV/cm 3) is the mean photon energy density: for the photon field 
we have employed the local field in the flare volume due to the flare 
phenomenon itself, instead of the back ground photospheric field. In fact, 
if the photon field is computed from the black body low integrated over 
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all frecuencies for a T _ 6000 °K, therefore, _ph = 2,7 akT s
= 5.5 X 10_2 eV/cm 3 where a and k are the Radiation Density and Boltzman
constants; however when this photon field reaches . a distance of
2 X 109 cm where flares occur, that value falls to _ph_ 2X1012eV/cm 3
due to absorption, mainly from dispersion by electrons. On the other hand,
if we considered observed radiative output at flare maximum as a lower
limit of the total photon field generated in flare regions, we have ac-
cording to (5) that for a typical subflare (5/IX/1973) is 1027 erg/s, so
that adopting as typical time that of 400s for the rise and fall of X-ray
data in that event, the radiative output becomes 4 X 1029 erg. Therefore
following (6), volumes of this kind of flares are (0.3-2) X 1026 cm3, so
that _ph _ 1.2 X 1015 eV/cm 3. On the other extreme, class 3 flares show
radiative outputs of _ 1032 erg, so that for V _ 6 X 1032 cm-3 we obtain
_ph >° 1016 eV/cm3" It can b4 appreciated from Fig. I, that the preponderant
energy loss process are (CC), at least up to I MeV, whereas syncrotron
losses for B < 100 gauss are weaker in relation to the other processes.
Also it may be noted that if the photospheric photon field is considered
the (BR) process is predominant over the (IC) orocess for n ? I011cm"3.
If the flare radiation field is considered the (IC) process dominates over
the (BR) process for n _ I0z2 cm-3, however, in the case of small flares
in very high density media n _ 1013 cm-3 (BR) may become dominant over
(IC), (Fig. 1).
IV. ENERGY SPECTRA OF THE FLARE ELECTRONS. Source energy spectra may be
derived from a steady-state continuity equation of the Fokker Planck form,
d (N dE/dt) + N/T = q (E) [5]dE
for scenarios (a) to (c) we assume that particles are accelerated from the
thermal background, so that the injection spectrum q (E) = O; in addition,
if N is the number of particles per unit energy, the solution of [5] may
be reduced to the well known relation of the age-energy analogy for the
differential flux
N(E) = No e-t/T/T (dE/dt) (particles/energy-cm2sr s) [6]
where T may be identified with a characteristic remain time in the ac-
celeration volume and No the number of local particles that participate
to the acceleration process. For computation of the thermal flux we in-
tegrated the Maxwell velocity distribution from the arbitrary value
Va B2/(4¶p)0 s up to m, where p is the mass-density:
No=1.63X10-7nT-°'s(4.79 X 1022B4/n + 3 X IOIIT) exp (-1.58 X 10ZZB"/nT)
(particles/cm2sr s). For solving ea. [6] the following equilibrium
equations have been employed
(dE/dt) = (dE/dt)acc - (dE/dt)c C (dE/dt)lc [7]
(dE/dt) = (dE/dt)acc - (dE/dt)cC (dE/dt)B R [8]
with the exception of scenario (b) where (AD) losses have been included.
Within the frame of scenario (a) two different acceleration mechanisms
have been worked out: impulsive acceleration may be provided by the
betatron process (dE/dt)acc = _bB2\.l(eV/s) and electric field acceleration
processes (dE/dt)acc = ce_ (eV/s), where _b is the betatron hydromaqne-
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tic acceleration efficiency_ E the ENERGY LOSSESOFRGETIC ELECTRONS
e]ectric field_ and e the electron _d / Fro.
charge, For scenario (b) we emp]o- _ ,, , '4
yed the stochastic Fermi-type process ,d ,o'
dE/dt) acc=0_fl3 _ f/
( (eV/s). In scenario K_
(c) we use the same acce)eration rate .€ , /
IO N=lO'cms /,,_
7 /I ,d
that in scenario (b), and for No we _dLO_m_ Io_,_,__
considered the composition of two -id ./ _'_/
components, those of scenario (a) o1 .__" ___-/ _" ,,/
with spectrum N(E)_and the thermal _id / _,
spectrum No(th), in the site of se- _Id_'°_"I / ..--._./ /conda y accelerat on. For scenario /?;S _"/
(d), the general solution of eq.[5], ,0' .. . ,
with dE/dr = - (dE/dt)ccgives ,0._/___JL- ;f ,,'/ i
.....-/ i
1(9!_>°.I'_II/\(_/ / -- CQOLCOLLN(E) e't/T Emax et/TdE / /= (dE/dt)c C {f q(E) + 1(_ / O> / ..... :::M::T::HLUNG
/ U
I_II)' I0= I0 s €I0s I0c I0' I0'
No(th) (dE/dt) th } [9] K,N_,,cEN_ROY(,V)
within the frame of this scenario, the 2nd term refers to thermal parti-
cles, and so we neglected it because only the imDulsive]y accelerated par-
ticles with injection spectrum q(E) travel to the emission region. For
q(E) we considered the spectrum of neutral current sheet acceleration de-
rived in (7) , per interval time _ ,qCE) = N(E)/%'.
N(E)--(9.1X10"2nVd/Eo)(_)-¼exp[-1.12(E/Eo)B/4](part./eVcm2sr s) [I0]
where the characteristic energy value Eo and the plasma diffusion veloci-
ty Vd depend on the adopted model for neutral current sheet acceleration:
for the PriestLs model Vd = 0.057 Va (cm/s) and Eo=(2.75X10Zem½eeLVd¢)2/3(eV),
where L is the scale ]ength of the neutral sheet. The deconvo]ution of
particle spectra in photon spectra and resu]ts are discussed in paper
SH 1.2-3.
V. CONCLUSIONS. The considerationof the local photonic field of the
flare instead of the conventional photospheric field,gives rise the
importanceof the Inverse Compton effect for the production of electromag-
netic radiation by accelerated particles.
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STUDY OF NON-THERMAL PHOTON PRODUCTION UNDER DIFFERENT SCENARIOS IN
SOLAR FLARES. II. THE COMPTONIN_ERS£ AND BREMSSTRAHLUNGMODELS AND
FITTINGS.
J. P_rez-Peraza* and M. Alvarez*;A, Lavi!le**
Instituto de Geoffsica UNAM, 04510-C.U., M6xico, D. F,, MEXICO
A.Gallegos
Depto. de FTsica, UPICSA, 08400 - M_xico, D. F., MEXICO
1. Introduction. Energy spectra of photons emitted from Bremsstrahlung
(BR) of energetic electrons with matter, is obtained from the deconvolu-
tion of the electron energy spectra derived in _H 1,2,-2, According to
Kane and Anderson (1970), the differential photon flux at the earth
level is
Em
dJ(h_) _ 3.53x10"28E.M. f do(E,hv) N(E)dE (photons/s KeV cm 2) [I]
d(h_) n E dE
where do(E,hv)/dE is the differential cross-section for electron_proton
(BR), given in the non-relativistic range by the Bethe-Heitler formula
(Jackson, 1962) and in the relativistic domain by the Koch and MQtz
formula (Bai and Ramaty, 1976); E.M. = n2V is the emission measure, with
n and V the number density and volume respectively. For Inverse Compton
(IC) we followed Sheng (1972), introducing o(W,h_) = ot_[h_-(4/3)_
(W/m c2) 2] in eq.(1) for W<(m c2)2/4_m 290 MeV, where W=total electrone e
energy, o.=6.65xi0 -25 cm2=Thompson cross-section and _=2.7kT=mean
thermal p_oton energy, and we obtained at I Astronomical Unit.
dJ (h_)/d(h_)= (4.39xi0-31 E.M"_ph(hv)½/n2T3/2) N(E=meC2{ (3h_/4_)½-I })
(photons/s KeY cm2) [2]
For the evaluation of the electron energy spectra we have explored dif-
ferent combinations of the source physical parameter in the scenarios
displayed in SH 1.2-2= n=lOl°-lO 13 cm-3 with T=lOS-lO 7 °K in scenario
(a), n=101°-1012 cm-3 with T=lOS-107°K in scenario (b). For scenario (c)
we used the combination of the two previous parameter sets. Values of
B were delimited from the thermal flux No in SH 1.2-2, for every couple
(n,T), by normalization of No with the point of maximum flux and minimum
energy in the observational photon spectra. For the evaluation of the
spectrum [10] of scenario (d) we sweped n=101°-1013cm -3, L=108-109cm,
B=102-103 gauss and £=10"3-10 V/cm; in this case two assumptions were
worked out for the transport and photon emission regions respectively,
first n=101°-1011 cm'3,T=lOS-lO 6 °K with n=109-101° cm"3, T=106-108 °K,
and on the other hand n=101°-1012 cm-3 , T=lOS-lO 6 oK with n=I012-1013
cm-3 , T=104-10 s °K. For the acceleration efficiencies of the Fermi,
Betatron and electric field acceleration processes in scenarios (a)-(c)
we have required that the net energy change rate dE/dt>O in eqs. [7] and
[8] of paper SH 1.2-2. The mean acceleration time T in eq. [6] is the
free parameter of our analysis, however, we have restricted it to physi-
cally reasonably values quoted in the literature. Similarly we have
proceeded for the selection of the three characteristic times of scenario
(d): the characteristic time _ of the injection rate in eq. [5] of
SH 1.2-2, and the mean remain times T1 and T2 of particles in the trans-
**INAOE
* On leave for the Instituto Naciona! de Astrof[sica, Opt[ca y Electr6nica_
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f r l  ( i  at , ); . .  2  is th  issi  easure, it  
n and V the nu ber density and volu e respectively. For Inverse Co pton 
(IC) we followed Sheng (1972), Jntroducing a(W,hv) = a 6[hv-(4/3)i 
( /m C 2) ] in e . ( ) f r «m C 2) /4E'V  e , here t \·/=total l tr  
  
r , a 6. 10- 25 c 2 pson r - ti   € .  mean 
l ~  r y,   t   1 st ical nit  
dJ(hv)/d(hv)=(4.39x10- 31 E.M.w h(hv)~/n2T3/2)N(E=m c2{(3hv/4£)~-1})   
( hotons/s eV c 2) [ ] 
or the evaluation of the electron energy spectra e have explored if-
ferent binations f t e s urce hysical rameter i  t e enarios 
isplayed i  S  .2-2: 10 10-10 13 - 3 ith 105-107 O  i  enario 
(a), n=10 10-10 12 c - 3 ith T=106-107°K in scenario (b). For scenario (c) 
e used t e co bination f the t o previous parameter s ts. alues of 
B ere del imited fro  the thermal flux No in SH 1.2-2, for p.very couple 
(n,T),  r al ization f o ith the int f i  flux  i i u  
energy in the bservational photon s ectra. or the e aluation f the 
spectrum [10] of scenario (d) we sweped n=1010-1013cm-3, L=10 B-10 9cm, 
B=10 2-10 3 gauss and E=10- 3 -10 V/cm; in this case two assumptions were 
worked out for the transport and photon emission regions respectively, 
first n=10 10-10 11 CM- 3 ,T=10 5-10 6 OK with n=10 9-10 10 cm- 3, T=10 6-10 B OK, 
and on the other hand n=1010-1012 c - 3, T=10 5-10 6 OK ith n=10 12-10 13 
cm- 3, T=104_105 OK. For the acceleration efficiencies of the Fermi, 
Betatron and electric field acceleration processes in scenarios (a)-(c) 
we have required that the net energy change rate dE/dt>O in eqs. [71 and 
[8] of paper SH 1.2-2. The mean acceleration time l in eq. [6] is the 
free parameter of our analysis, however, we have restricted it to physi-
cally reasonably values quoted in the I iterature. Similarly we have 
proc eded for the selection f the thr e haracteristic times f cenario 
(d): the characteristic time ~ of the injection rate in eq. [5] of 
SH 1.2-2, and the mean remain times II and l2 of particles in the trans-
;',;~ I NAOE 
* On leave for the Instituto Nacional de Astroftsica, Optica y Electr6nica, 
.P. 1, .P. 00 - Puebla, ~1exico. 
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port and emission regions respectively. It should be noted that,although
electric field acceleration in scenario (a) and neutral sheet accelera-
tion in scenario (d) is basically the same process_in the former case we
are adopting a thick geometry, while in the later energy losses in the
acceleration volume are neglected (thin geometry_ and the spectrum is
derived in a quite a different form, by following particle trajectories
in the electromagnetic field of the sheet is diffusion region, for the
photon field we sweped from _ph = 1012"1018 eV/cm3'
2. Results. Low energy events and the impulsive phase of high energy
events are better described within the frame of scenario (a) rather than
with (d)(Figs.1-3). Acceleration in those events is better described by
impulsive electric field acceleration in the context of thick geometries,
while the dominant radiation process is the (IC) effect, even whithin the
frame of the thin geometry of scenario (d). The range of accelerating e-
lectrid fields falls between 6.5xi0"3-I0 "2 V/cm, whereas in scenario (d)
higher fields are required (I-15) V/cm. Similarly, the adequate magnetic
field strengths are 50-100 gauss, whereas in scenario (d) it is needed
400-500 gauss. Typical number densities are I0II cm-_, but 10I° cm"3 in
the acceleration region with !013 cm"3 in the emission region in scena-
rio (d). Temperatures of 106 °K and photon fields > 1017eV/cm 3 prevail
in the source. Characteristic acceleration times are 0.03-0.06 s and
much higher (30-50)s in scenario (d), where corresponding emission times
are _80-I00 s. Non-impulsive energy spectra of low and high energy events
(usually associated to 2nd acceleration stage) are better described by
stochastic acceleration from thermal energies, scenario (b), and radia-
tion from (IC) than with injection from a preliminar acceleration phase
within the volume of secondary _tochastlc acceleration scenario (c), in
which case radiation appears from (BR). The acceleration efficiency in
this kind of events must be very high (_=I0-20 s'1), while the corres-
ponding acceleration times are quite shorter m 0.002 s, but if the con-
tribution of a first acceleration step is considered the acceleration
efficiency turns to be lower. Typical parameters involved in these events
are n=10_Icm "3, T_IO 6 °K, Bm50 gauss, while _ph values (1016-1017)eV/cm3
are lower than in impulsive events. On the other hand, the global des-
cription of energy spectra composed of two different components (usually
associated with two acceleration phases) is better assuming scenario
(c) than with (b), in which case radiation from (IC) is dominant, with
_ph_1017eV/cm3 I T:O 02S n=1011cm "3 T=IO6 °K and B=50 gauss, _ _ I s" , . , ,
Optimum fits to the observational spectra are sumarized in table I.
3. Conclusions. From this study it can be infered that the scenario for
the production of (X'T) rays continum in solar flares may vary from
event to event, however, it is possible in many cases to associate low
energy events to impulsive acceleration, and the high energy phase of
some events to stochastic acceleration. In both cases, flare particles
seems to be strongly modulated by local energy losses, Electric field
acceleration, associated for instance to neutral current sheets is a
suitable candidat for impulsive acceleration, Finally we claim that the
predominant radiation process of this radiation is the (IC) effect due
to the local flare photon field.
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port and emission regions respectively. It should be noted that,although 
electric fi l  acceleration i  scenario ( ) a  eutral sheet ccelera-
tion in scenario (d) is asically the sa e process) in the for er case e 
are adopting a thick geometry, hile in the later energy losses in the 
acceleration ol e r  eglected (t i  e etrYh a  t e s ectr  is 
derived in a uite a ifferent for , by follo ing article traject ries 
in the electr agnetic fiel  of the sheet is iff si n region. f r the 
photon field we sweped from wph = 10
12
_10 18 eV/cm 3. 
. esults. o  energy events a  t  i pulsi e hase f i  e er y 
ents r  e ter escri d ithin t  a  f enario  t r t  
ith ( )( igs.I-3). cceleration in those events is etter described by 
i pulsive electric field acceleration in the context of thick geometries, 
hile the do inant radiation process is the (I ) effect, even hithin the 
fr e f t  t i  etry f s nari  ( ). he r  f ccelerati g -
l tri  i l  ll  t e  . xl0- 3-10- 2 / , hereas i  nari  ( ) 
higher fields are required (1-15) V/c . Si ilarly, the adequate agnetic 
field strengths are 50~100 gauss, hereas in scenario (d) it is needed 
400-500 gauss. Typical number densities are 1011 cm- 3, but 1010 cm- 3 in 
t e accelerati n region ith 10 13 c - 3 in t e e ission region in sce a-
rio (d). Temperatures of 10 6 oK and photon fields> 10 17eV/cm 3 prevail 
  rce. haracteristic celerati n t s  . - .  an  
uch i er ( - )s in sce ari  ( ), here c rres di g e issi n ti es 
are ~0-1  s. on-i pulsive energy spectra of low and high energy events 
(usually associated to 2nd acceleration stage) are better described by 
hastic celerati n o  t l ergies, ari  ,  i -
ti  fro  (I ) t a  it  i j ti  from a rel i inar celerati n ase 
ithin the volu e of secondary £tochastic acceleration scenario (c), in 
which case radiation appears from (BR). The acceleration efficiency in 
this kind of events ust be very high (a=10-20 S-l), hile the corres-
ponding acceleration times are quite shorter ~ 0.002 s, but if the con-
tribution of a first acceleration step is considered the acceleration 
efficiency turns to be lo er. Typical para eters involved in these events 
are n=10 11cm- 3, T~106 oK, B~50 gauss, while woh values (1016-10 17 )eV/cm 3 
are lo er t a  i  i ulsi e e ents. n t e t er a , t e l al es-
cription of energy spectra composed of two different components (usually 
associated with two acceleration phases) is better assu ing scenario 
(c) th,C'1n with (b), in which case radiation from (IC) is dominant, with 
wph~1017eV/cm3, a ~ 1 S-l, T=0.02s, n=10 11 cm- 3, T=10 6 oK and B=50 gauss. 
Optimum fits to the observational spectra are sumarized in table 1. 
3. Conclusions. From this study it can be infered that the scenario for 
the production of (X-y) rays continu  in solar flares may vary from 
event to event, however, it is possible in many cases to associate low 
energy events to impulsive acceleration, and the high energy phase of 
some events to st c astic accelerati . In both cases, flare articles 
seems to be strongly odulated by local energy losses. lectric field 
acceleration, associated for instance to neutral current sheets is a 
suitable candidat for impulsive acceleration. Finally we claim that the 
predo inant radiation process of this radiation is the (lC) effect due 
to the local flare photon field. 
TABLE 1 SH 1.2-3
ACCEL. PARAHETERS FLAREPARAMETERS BEST FITTING
BEST
EVENT SCENA- ACCEL. & LOSSES P_O. Wph _(V/cm) T(s) n(cm"_) T(_K) B(gauss) (FIGS.I-6)
RIO PROCESSES PROC. (eV/cm s) _(s "z) T',Xl,T2(S)
1-111- 970 (a) EFA=electrzc £_eldlC 5xlO 17 E=I0 -2 6xlO -s 1011 106 90 EFA-IC
acceleratzon
X-PAYS (a) BETA= betatron IC 3xi0IG _-I 0,3 1011 107 10035-16oKeV
... neutrBl sheet 101o.101 $ONEPHASE (d) 8_a= accelera_lon BR E-IO 50,500,100 106 500
30-111-1969 (a) EFA IC 10 z; €-6 5xlO-s 6x10 -s 1011 10s 50 EFA-IC
X-RAYS (a) EFA BR €-2 10 101_ 2x10 s 10028-25_ KeY
ONEPHASE (d) NSA IC 3x1017 €-15 5Ot200Ot100 101°-1.0 is 10s 400
4-111-1972 (a) EFA IC 10 z_ E-SxlO "2 3x10"2 10zz 106 50 EFA-tC
y-RAYS (a) BETA IC 1016 u-i 0.2 10zz I0 T 1200.4-0.7 MeV
1st PHASE (a) BETA BR _-10 I. 10_1 10_ 50
(d) NSA IC 2.511017 _-_ 30,400,80 lOZ°-tO 12 _06 _00 _10
¢D
4-111-1972 (b) FERHI IC 1017 _-20 2x10 -s 10zz 106 50 FERHI-IC
y-RAYS (b) FERHI BR _-1 1. 1011 10s 500.8-7HeV
2nd. PHASE (c) (BETA-IC)-FERHI BR I0 z_ Q-1 5x10"2 10_z 107 160
30-111-1969 (b) FERHI IC 10_6 u-lO 2x10 -_ 10_x 106 45 FERNI-IC
X-RAYS (b) FERHI BR - _-0.5 0.5 I0 sl 106 4028-254 KeY
2nd. PHASE (c) (EFA-IC)-FERHI BR 1017 €-10 2x10 "2 1012 106 100
_-Vtit-1972 (b) FERH! IC I016 _-10 1,5x10 "s 109 107 _5
y-RAYS (b) FERHI BR - _-1 0.3 10 z° 106 500.4-7 HeV
1st. _ 2nd. (c) (EFA-IC)-FER IC 101_ 5xiO -_ 2.5x10 -_ 10z_ 106 50
PHASE (c) (BETA-IC)-FERHI IC 2x10z? I. 0.02 10 zz 106 50 (BETA-IC)-FERHI-IC
(c) (BETA-IC)-FERHI BR 3xI0 z¢ _-10 7x10"z 1011 107 100
09
I,o
i
TABLE 1 SH 1.2-3 
ACCEL. PARAMETERS FLARE PARAMETERS BEST FITTING 
BEST wph EVENT SCENA- ACCEL. & LOSSES RAD. £lV/em) T(S) n(em-') T(OK) B(gauss) (FIGS.I-6) 
RIO PROCES ES PROC. (eV/em') ~(S-l) T',Tl'T2(S) 
1-1" - 970 (a) EFA=el ec tn.c fl.eld IC 5xl017 £_10. 2 6xI0-' loll 106 90 EFA-IC 
X-RAYS acceleratl.on 
35-160 KeV (a) BETA = betatron IC 3xl016 a-I 0.3 1011 10
7 100 
ONE PHASE (d) NSA=n~g~~f~r~€r8~ BR £-10 50,500,100 lOU-lOU 106 500 
30- " 1-1969 (a) EFA IC 1017 £-6 5x10- s 6xl0-' lOll 106 50 EFA-IC 
X-RAYS (a) EFA BR £-2 10 1019 2xl0s 100 28-251t KeV 
ONE PHASE (d) NSA IC 3xl017 £-15 50 12000 1100 1010-10lS 106 Itoo 
It-" 1-1972 (a) EFA IC 1017 £-5xI0- 2 3xl0- 2 lOll 106 50 EFA-IC 
y-RAYS (a) BETA IC 1016 a-I 0.2 lOll 107 120 0.It-0.7 MeV 
1st PHASE (a) BETA BR 0-10 1. lOll 106 50 
(d) NSA IC 2.5xl0P £-1 30,400,80 1010 -1012 106 400 fit 
4-111-1972 (b) FERMI IC 1017 a-20 2x10- 3 loll 106 50 FERMI-IC C. 
y-RAYS (b) FERMI BR a-I 1. lOll 106 50 0.8-7MeV 
2nd. PHASE (e) (BETA-IC)-FERMI BR IOu a-I 5xl0- 2 lOll 107 160 
'" 
30-111-1969 (b) FERMI IC 1016 a-IO 2x10-s lOll 106 45 FERMI-IC 
X-RAYS (b) FERMI BR a-0.5 0.5 lOll 106 40 28-254 KeV 
2nd. PHASE (e) (EFA-IC)-FERMI BR 1017 e:-l0 2x10-2 IOU 106 100 
'" 
4-VIIl-1972 (b) FERMI IC 1016 a-l0 1.5xl0- s 10 9 107 45 
'" y-RAYS (b) FERMI BR a-I 0.3 1010 106 50 0.4-7 MeV 
1st. & 2nd. (e) (EFA-IC)-FER IC 1017 5xl0- 2 2.5xl0- 2 1011 106 50 
PHASE (e) (BETA-IC)-FERMI IC 2xl017 1. 0.02 lOll 106 50 (BETA-IC)-FERMI-IC 
(e) (BETA-IC)-FERMI BR 3xl016 a-IO 7xl0- 2 1011 107 100 
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SPECTRALAND SPATIALPROPERTIESOF SOLARMICROFLARES
G.M. S1mnett B.R.Dennis
Departmentof Space Research GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
Universityof Birmingham Code 684,Greenbelt,
England MD 20771 USA
ABSTRACT
Solarmcroflares are studiedusingboth hard
(> 28 keV)and soft (3.5-8.0keV)X-rayobserv-
atlons.The soft X-rayeventshavedurations
< 3 m at O.Ixmaxlmumintensity,and typlcally
have slmllarriseand decay times.The fastest
decay observedwas < 15 s (Ve).Soft and hard
X-ray intensitiesare uncorrelated.The events
are very compact,conslstentwith a projected
area_ 8"x8".They are normallynot assoclated
with Ha or type Ill emlssionsand their tlme
profllessuggesta thermaloriginat the top
of the chromosphere.If the primaryenergyre-
leaseslte is in the corona,an energytransfer
agentconslstentwith the observationsis a non-
thermalprotonbeam.
I. IntroductlonStudlesof the s_mplestenergeticphenomenawhlch can
be identifiedon the Sun shouldleadto importantboundaryconditionson
the natureof the prlmaryenergyreleaseat the onsetof flares,the
energytransfermechanlsm,and the locatlonof the energytransferto
the X-rayemlttingplasma.In simpleeventsthe interpretationIs not
confusedby secondaryeffectswhich are inevitablein largeflares.
Short,simplesoftX-rayspikesmay be closeto providlnganswersto
these fundamentalpoints.
2. The Observatlons
Figurel shows threeexamplesof fast,soft X-rayspikesobservedby the
Hard X-ray ImaglngSpectrometer(HXIS)(1) on SMM dumng 1980.The event
on June 27, 19:50UT was seenonly in the HXIS coarsefieldof vlew
(resolutlon32")and duringthe peakwas consistentwith a source<< 32",
but > 8", in dlmension.The spectrumwas soft,consistentwith a two-
componentthermalsourcecorrespondingto 26 x lO6 K, emissionmeasure
1.7 x lO46 cm"3, and 6.6 x I06 K, emissionmeasure5.7 x lO48 cm-3.
Therewas no hard X-rayburstobserved,no radioemission,and no Ha
flare.The rapiddecaysuggestsa chromosphericorigln.Ifwe assumea
densltyof 5 x lOlO cm-3, consistentwith the top of the chromosphere
in model F of Vernazzaet al. (2),and an areaI04 x I04 km2,thiswould
correspondto a depthof 230 km belowthe transitionzone.
The eventof July 7, 07:08UT was qualitativelyvery slmilar,only
sllghtlyweaker.Agaln,therewere no reportsof any other coincident
actlvltyon the Sun.The eventwas confinedalmosttotallyto two HXIS
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Flgure 1 shows three examples of fast, soft X-ray spikes observed by the 
ard -ray I aglng Spectrometer (H IS) (1) on SMM durlng 1980. The event 
on J ne , :50 T as s en ly in the IS rse field f Vlew 
(resolutlon ") a d ring the eak as sistent ith  s rce « ", 
t> , in l ion. e ctrum as ft, istent ith  tw -
c ent thermal s rce rresponding to 26  106 , ission eas re 
7  1046 -3• d 6  1 6 , i sion e re 7  1048 3  
h re as  rd -ray r t rved,  r dio i ion, d  a 
flare. The rapld decay suggests a chromospheric origln. If we assume a 
denslty of 5 x 1010 c -3, consistent ith the top of the chromosphere 
ln odel F of ernazza et al. (2), and an area 104 x 104 k 2, this ould 
respond o  th  0  low he ransition . 
The event of July 7, 07:08 UT as qualitatively very sl ilar, only 
Sllghtly eaker. galn, there ere no reports of any other coincldent 
tlvlty on t e . he e e t as c fined alm st t tally t  two IS 
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FIg. 1 The 3.5 - 8.0 keY intenslty tlme hlstorles for three events
in 1980
flne fleld of vlew plxels (resolutlon 8"), so allowlng for the polnt
spread function of the Instrument it _s deduced that the projected area
was < 8" x 8". The spectrum was even softer than the June 27 event, and
both events had an e-folding decay tlme _ 40 s.
The thlrd event, on July 9, 01:45 UT was much stronger and started
from an already enhanced background assoclated with a SF flare at
01:40 UT, peak 01:42 UT. The Hard X-ray Burst Spectrometer (HXRBS) (3)
on SMMobserved an X-ray spike starting at 01:45:35 UT, wlth a width
35 s. Thls is slmultaneous within the resolutlon of the data, with the
soft X-ray and mlcrowave onsets. However, the hard X-ray and mlcrowave
events ceased at _ 01:46 UT, the tlme of the soft X-ray maximum. If the
event has a thermal orlgln, it would appear that the extremely hlgh temp-
erature requlred fo_ the hard X-rays cools a factor of 2 or 3 tlmes
faster than that required for the soft X-rays. The event is seen close
to the solar llmb as a compact, < 8" x 8" bright polnt. The decay tlme
In soft X-rays Is _ 24 s.
If these events are due to energy deposltlon from the corona, then
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flne fleld of Vle  plxels (resolut1on 8"), so allowlng for the pOlnt 
s rea  f nction f t e 1nstrument it 1S e ce  t at t e roJected area 
as  "  ". e s tru  as  s fter t  t e J  27 ent, a  
t  ents a  a  -folding  t1me ~  s. 
The th1rd event, on July 9,01:45 UT as uch stronger and started 
ro   ready  ground 1ated ith   lare t 
01 :40 UT, peak 01:42 UT. The Hard X-ray Burst Spectrometer (HXRBS) (3) 
on SMM observed an -ray spike starting at 01:45:35 T, lth a idth 
~ 35 s. h1S is sl ultaneous ithin t e res lut1on f t e ata, ith t e 
s ft -ray and 1crowave nsets. o ever, t e ar  -ray and 1crowave 
e ents cease  at ~ :46 T, t e t1me f t e s ft -ray axi u . If t e 
e ent has a t er al r1g1n, 1t ould a ear that t e e tremely h1gh te p-
erature re u1red fo~ the ar  -rays c ls a factor f  r  t1mes 
faster t an that required for t e s ft -rays. e ent 1S s  lose 
to the s lar 11mb as a c pact, < 8"  8" right 01nt. he eca  t1me 
1n ft -rays 1S ~  . 
If these ents re  to r y 1t1on fro  t e rona, t en 
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' it might be expectedthat the more3 5-8.0 HXlS
energetlceventsdeposltenergyat
keV a higherdensity,and therefore
3 havea fasterdecay.This is con-
O0 sistent with the observations, but
09 is only one of a number of possible
2 interpretations.
Not all events are as long as
0 thatshown in Figure1 Figure20 i is an exampleon July lO, 01:50 UT
I n n---_ _-3os which lasted < 30 s. HXIS data
o_L_FLF_LJLLso-_r_rl61' _LiillJ sampling times are shown in black>- " 55 on the hard X-ray enlargement. The
I-- I I _ _ dataare consistentwith a slmult-
150 "_ I , , , ,
Z 28-490 HXRBS aneous start of the hard and soft
IJJ keV X-rays, in which case the soft X-
F- ray peak flux would be enhanced;
Z _oe- thereis a smallresidualsoft X-
ray flux from 01:50:30- 01:50:38
UT. The eventwas compactand on
the limb;therewas a type III
burst,but no opticalor microwave
report.
o15ooo o15ozo 015040 An almostidentlcalsoftX-
UT JULY 10 1980 ray event occurred on June 27,
Fig. 2 In the event on July 10,1980 15:24:20 UT, except wlthout any
other radiation signatures. Such
the hard X-ray intenslty is events occur In isolation, but
shown expanded, others are seen on the decay of a
normal flare event. Examples are on April 27, 02:23 UTand July 7,
10:17 UT; the latter seen by HXRBS.Wesuspect that there are many other
examples of these events, but a systematic data search has not yet been
made.
3. Discusslon. From the lackof any consistentcorrelationw_th hard
X-rays,microwaves,Ha or type Ill emissionsit seemsunlikelythatthe
soft X-rayspikesorlginatein a simpleaccelerationand impulsiveinject-
ion of electronsfrom the corona.The eventsare all very compact,consist-
entwith a projected dimension _ 8". The rapld decay of the soft X-rays
suggests that the emission is from a high denslty thermal plasma, at least
of chromospheric densities. However, it does not produce an Ha response,
so this suggests the events are confined to the top of the chromosphere.
The July I0 event showed that a notable hard X-ray burst could be
assoclated wlth a very weak soft X-ray burst (Figure 2). It is posslble
that thls arises because the hard X-rays come from a simultaneous event
beyond the HXIS field of view. However, there was no substantial event
seen by the GOESfull-Sun soft X-ray instrument at this time, so we
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it might be expecte  tha  the more 
energetlc events deposlt energy at 
a higher density, and therefore 
have a faster decay. ThlS is con-
sistent wlth the observations, but 
is only one of a number of possible 
lnterpretations . 
Not all vents are as long as 
that shown in Flgure 1. Figure 2 
lS an example on July 10,01:50 UT 
WhlCh lasted < 30 s. HXIS d ta 
sampling times are shown in black 
on the hard X- ay enlargement. The 
data are consistent with a slmu1t-
aneous start of the hard and soft 
X-rays, ln which case the soft X-
ray peak flux would b  enhanced; 
there lS a small resldua1 soft X-
ray flux from 01:50:3  - 01:50:38 
UTe Th  event was compact and on 
the limb; there was a type III 
burst, but n  optical or microwave 
report. 
An almost ldentlcal soft X-
U.T. JULY 10 1980 ray vent occurred on June 27, 
Flg. 2 In th  vent on July 10,1980 15:24:20 UT, except \,Ilthout any 
the hard X-ray lntenslty lS other radiation signatures. Such 
shown expanded. events occur ln isolation, but 
others are seen on the decay of a 
normal flar  vent. Examples are on April 27, 0 :23 UT and July 7, 
10:17 UT; the latter seen by HXRBS. We uspec  tha  there are many other 
examples of th s  vents, but a ystematic d ta search has not yet been 
made. 
3. Discusslon. From the lack of any con istent correlati  wlth hard 
X-rays, microwaves, Ha or type III emissions it s ems unlikely tha  the 
soft X-ray spikes orlginate ln a simple accelerati  and impu1s1ve inJect-
ion of electrons from the corona. Th  events are all very compact, con ist-
ent wlth a proJ cte  dimenslon ~ 8". The rapld decay of the soft X-rays 
suggests tha  th  emission is from a high denslty thermal plasma, at least 
of chromospheric densitles. How ver, it does not produce an Ha response, 
so thi  suggests th  vents are co fined to the top of the chromosph re. 
The July 10 vent showed that a notable hard X-ray burst could be 
assoclated wlth a very weak soft X-ray burst (Figure 2). It is posslb1e 
that thlS arises because the hard X-rays come from a simultaneous vent 
beyond the HXIS field of view. However, there was no substantial vent 
seen by the GOES full-Sun soft X-ray instrument at this time, so we 
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believe this interpretation is unlikely. It is then significant that
events where the soft X-ray intensity is higher by almost an order of
magnitude have no observed hard X-rays. This would reinforce the above
conclusion that these events did not originate as non-thermal brems-
strahlung from an electron beamaccelerated in the corona for the follow-
ing reason. If the explanation for the lack of hard X-rays Is that the
accelerated electron spectrum is very soft, it would also mean that the
bulk of the energy would be deposited in the corona. The heated coronal
plasma would then be expected to have a much longer decay time than that
observed (4). Note that the threshold energy for electrons to reach the
chromosphere from the corona (e.g. an altitude of _ 104 km) is > 30 keV
for any reasonable atmospheric model.
As an electron beamis an unattractive explanation for the spikes,
a possible alternative is that the events are multithermal, with the
energy transfer by means of a non-thermal proton beam. Such a mechanism
has recently been suggested as an important feature of the impulsive phase
of flares in general (5). The lack of a long decay for these events in-
dicates that there had been no ablation of hot chromospheric plasma into
the corona. This is consistent with a recent theoretical model (6) which
argues that for a substantial amount of material to be ablated the depos-
ited energy flux should exceed a threshold value. (6) speciflcally dealt
with electron fluxes, but this conclusion should not be significantly
different for protons. If the energy flux is below the threshold, most of
the power is radiated away by the dense chromosphere with only a small
temperature increase. If the events are due to non-thermal protons, they
should be in the energy region 102 - 103 (5). Such protons will produce
none of the radio radlation signatures expected from electrons, and not
seen in most of our events, but would produce intense heatlng at the en-
ergy deposition site if it were sufficiently compact. If the heating is
sufficiently high and rapid, thermal hard X-rays and microwaves will be
observed. The occasional type III burst may arise from run-away electrons
from the very hot thermal plasma.
4. Acknowledgements. This work has benefitted from discussions wlth
Dr. A.O. Benz. The author thanks the Institute of Astronomy, ETH, Zurlch
for their kind hospitality while the paper was completed.
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believe this interpretation is unlikely. It is then significant that 
events where the soft X-ray intensity 1S higher by almost an order of 
magnitude have no observed hard X-rays. This would reinforce the above 
conclusion that these events did not originate as non-thermal brems-
strahlung from an electron beam accelerated in the corona for the follow-
ing reason. If the explanation for the lack of hard X-rays 1S that the 
accelerated electron spectrum is very soft, it would also mean that the 
bulk of the energy would be deposited in the corona. The heated coronal 
plasma would then be expected to have a much longer decay time than that 
observed (4). Note that the threshold energy for electrons to reach the 
chromosphere from the corona (e.g. an altitude of ~ 104 km) is > 30 keV 
for any reasonable atmospheric model. 
As an electron beam is an unattractive explanation for the spikes, 
a possible alternative is that the events are multithermal, with the 
energy transfer by means of a non-thermal proton beam. Such a mechanism 
has recently been suggested as an important feature of the impuls1ve phase 
of flares in general (5). The lack of a long decay for these events 1n-
dicates that there had been no ablation of hot chromospheric plasma into 
the corona. This is consistent with a recent theoretical model (6) which 
argues that for a substantial amount of material to be ablated the depos-
ited energy flux should exceed a threshold value. (6) speciflcally dealt 
with electron fluxes, but this conclusion should not be significantly 
different for protons. If the energy flux is below the threshold, most of 
the power is radiated away by the dense chromosphere with only a small 
temperature increase. If the events are due to non-thermal protons, they 
should be in the energy region 102 - 103 (5). Such protons will produce 
none of the radio rad1ation signatures expected from electrons, and not 
seen in most of our events, but would produce lntense heatlng at the en-
ergy deposition site if it were sufficiently compact. If the heating is 
sufficiently high and rapid, thermal hard X-rays and microwaves will be 
observed. The occasional type III burst may arise from run-away electrons 
from the very hot thermal plasma. 
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TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF AN ENERGETIC ELECTRON
POPULATION IN AN INHOMDGENEOUSMEDIUM.
APPLICATION TO SOLAR HARD X-RAY BURSTS.
N. Vllmer*, A.L. MacKlnnon**, G. Trottet*
* UA 324, Observatolre de Paris, Sectlon d'Astrophysique de Meudon,
DASOP, F 92195 Meudon CEDEX, France.
** Department of Astronomy, The Unlverslty, Glasgow GI28QQ, UK
i. Introductlon.Energeticelectronsaccelerated uringsolar flarescan
be studiedthroughthe hardX-ray emissiontheyproducewhen interacting
with the solaramblentatmosphere.In the caseof the non thermalhard X-
ray emission,the InstantaneousX-ray flux emittedat one point of the
atmosphereis relatedto the instantaneousfastelectronspectrumat that
point.A hard X-ray sourcemodel then requiresthe understandingof the
evolutlonin spaceand timeof the fastparticledistribution.The physical
processesinvolvedhere are energylossesdue to Coulombcollisionsand
pitchanglescatteringduetobothcollisionsandmagneticfieldgradients.
The evolutionof the distributionis properlydescribedby a
Fokker-Planckequatlon(1) whach has been solvednumericallyfor steady
state or impulsive(8 function)electroninjections(2,3).However,its
applicationin caseswheretheelectroncollisionalifetimeand injectlon
durationare of similarmagnltudeshas notyetbeenconsidered.Suchcases
are relevantfor long-durationeventswhereelectronsare injectedover a
finiteperiod.As a firstapproximation,a simplermathematicalapproachis
the use of a first order, non dispersivecontinuityequationin phase
space, taking into accountmean rates of change of the'-phasespace
variables.Suchan equationrelatesthe numberof electronsof a specified
energy and mean pitch angle at a given point to an arbitrarysource
function.The angulardlstributionof the electronsis not correctly
describedin thlstreatment,exceptin a mean sense.However,it includes
pltch angle scattering_dequatlyfor purposes of hard X-ray spatial
dlstributioncalculationsand it has the great advantageof giving
analytic,time dependantsolutionsfor arbitrarysource functionsand
ambientdensltystructures.In thlscontribution,the main propertiesof
the analytlcsolutionsare presentedfor slmple situationsin order to
111ustratethepotentialuseof suchcalculationsin the interpretationof
coronal propagatlonof energeticelectronsand of hard X-ray spatial
distribution.
2. Basic characteristlcs.Energetic electrons are injected into an
inhomogeneous,planeparallelatmospheredefinedby a densityn(z) and a
magneticfieldB(z)wherez is thedepthfromsomearbitrarypoint.B(z) is
assumedto be purelyin the z-directionand the electronpitch-angle8 is
the angle between the z-axis and the electronvelocity(_ = cos e _s
positive,resp.negativefor an electronmovingdownwards,resp.upwards.)
Electronsare injectedfor t >i0 at a rateq(E,t,z,_)(numberof electrons
in3ectedper secondbetweenz and z + dz,withenergiesbetweenE andE + dE
andwithcos e between_ and_ + d_).The electronpopulationevolvesin the
mediumthroughdifferentprocessessuchas energylosses(meanratedE/dr)
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1. Intr,)duct10n. nergetic electrons accelerated during solar flares can 
be studied through the hard X-ray e ission they produce when interacting 
ith the ar 1ent tmosphere. n he ase  the on hermal rd 
ray e ission, the 1nstantaneous -ray flux e itted t one int f the 
atmosphere is related to the instantaneous fast lectron spectrum t th t 
point.  hard -ray source odel then requires the understanding of the 
evolut1on in space and time of the fast particle distribution. The physical 
rocesses involved re re rgy losses  to O lomb llisions nd 
itch angle scattering due t  both c llisions and agnetic field radients. 
The evolution of the distribution is properly described by a 
Fokker-Planck equat10n (l) wh1ch has been solved nu erically for steady 
state r i puls1ve (8 function) electron injections ( ,3). o ever, its 
application in cases where the electron collisional lifetime and l.njectl.on 
tion   im lar a 1tudes  t  n Sidered. h es 
re r levant f r long-duration ts h re lectrons re injected r a 
finite period. s a first apprOximation, a simpler athe atical approach is 
Lhe use of a first order, non dispersive continuity equation in phase 
space, taking into account mean rates of change of the-phase space 
variables. SUch an equation relates the nu ber f electrons f a specified 
energy and ~ pitch angle at a given point to an arbitrary source 
function. The angular dl.stribution of the electrons is not correctly 
escribed i  thl.s treatment, e ce t i  a ean se se. o ever, it includes 
pl.tch angle scattering tJoequatly for purposes of hard -ray spatial 
d1strl.bution calculations and 1t has the great advantage of giving 
lytiC, time e e dant s lutions f r r itrary s rce f tions a  
a bient dens1ty structures. In th1s contribution, the ain properties of 
the analyt1c solutions are presented for ~le situations in order t  
ll strate t e te tial use f such calc lations i  t e i terpretation f 
coronal propagat10n of energetiC electrons and of hard -ray spatial 
i trl.bution. 
2. asic c aracterist1cs. nergetiC electrons are i jected i to an 
inhomogeneous, plane parallel at osphere defined by a density n( z) and a 
agnetic field B( z) here z is t e depth from so e ar itrary oi t. ( z) l.S 
assumed to be purely in the z-direction and the electron pitch-angle e is 
the angle bet een the z-axis and the electron velOCity (IJ. ... cos e 1S 
positive, resp. negative for an electron moving downwards, resp. upwards~ 
lectrons are i jected f r t >,. 0 t a r t  q( , t, z, IJ.) (nu ber f electrons 
i J ted er s nd bet n z a  z  z, it  r ies bet n E a    d  
and ith cos e bet een IJ. and IJ. + dlJ.). The electron population evolves i  the 
edium through different processes such as energy losses ( ean rate dE/dt) 
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and scattering(mean rate d_/dt).The continuityequationis then given
by.
ot + N(E,t,z,r)
(i)[ °"1_ N(E,t,z,r) _-_ -- q(E,t,z,r)
. or
where dE/dr is 'theenergy loss-ratethroughelectron-electronCoulomb
collisions(4) and dr/dr is the sum of pitch angle scatteringdue to
Coulomb collisions (5) and to magnetic field gradient (adiabatic
invariance of the magnetlc moment). Equation I has been solved
analytically.The solutions and their physical interpretationare
discussedin (6)and (7).The mostcriticalapproximationwhichconsiststo
omit the velocitydispersiondue to Coulombcollisionshas also been
discussedin (6).It hasbeenshownthatformildlyrelatlvisticelectrons
(initialenergybelow 200 keV), the mean behaviourof the electronsis
fairlywell describedby the analytictreatment.
3. Evolutionof the energeticelectron_opulationin somes_eclficcases.
We willexaminetwo extremecaseswhere eitherpltchanglescatteringdue
to the magneticfieldgradlentor to Coulombcolllsionsis negliglble.In
bothcases,a nonthermalelectrondlstributioniscontinuouslyinjectedat
an arbitrarydepthz = 0 in a stratlfledmediumwltha densityscalehelght
H [ n(z)= no eZ/HIand a magneticfieldB(z).We then compute:
1
N(E,t,z)- I dr N(E,t,z,r)for E _ 160 keV (II)
O
For simpliclty,q(E,t,z,r)is chosenas :
q(E,t,z,r)= S E-y F(t)G(z) H(_)o
where : F(t) = t (2t - t) for 0 _ t _ 2t
o o (III)
0 elsewhere
G(z)= 8(z)where 8(z)is the Diracdelta function
Two extremecasesare consideredforH(_) : a beamdistribution[8(r-_o)]
and an isotropicone [H(_)_ I for _ > 0].
Figurei showselectronspectraas a functionof depthat t = to
(maximumof thein3ection)andat t = 2to (endof the injection)forbotha
beamedinjectionand an isotropicone,when the magneticfieldis assumed
to be uniform.
/i
Figure2 is similarto flgureI, inthecasewhereB(z)isgiven
by : (e.g.8) :
2
B(Z)= ZT
B° Rm z ) zT
whereRm is the mlrrorratioat z = zT.
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and scattering (mean rate d~/dt). The continuity equation 1S then given 
by : 
aN( E, t , z, IJ.) + a [ dE ] a [ dz ] 
at aE N(E,t,z,~) dt + az N(E,t,z,~) dt ' 
+ a: [ N(E,t,z,~) :~ ] = q(E,t,z,~) ( I) 
where dE/dt is 'the energy loss-rate through electron-electron Coulomb 
collisions (4) and d~/dt is the sum of pitch angle scattering due to 
Coulomb collisions ( 5 ) and to magnetic field gradient ( adiabatic 
invariance of the magnetl.c moment). Equation I has been solved 
analytically. The solutions and their physical interpretation are 
discussed in (6) and (7). The most critical approximation which consists to 
omi t the velocity dispersion due to Coulomb collisions has also been 
discussed in (6). It has been shown that for mildly relatl.vistic electrons 
(initial energy below 200 keV), the mean behaviour of the electrons is 
fairly well described by the analytic treatment. 
3. Evolution of the energetic electron population in some specl.fic cases. 
We will examine two extreme cases where either p1tch angle scattering due 
to the magnetic field grad1ent or to Coulomb coll1sions is neglig1ble. In 
both cases, a non thermal electron d1stribution is continuously injected at 
an arbitrary depth z ... 0 in a strat1f1ed medium w1th a density scale he1ght 
H [ n( z) - no e Z/ H ] and a magnetic field B( z). we then compute : 
1 
N(E,t,Z) - J d~ N(E,t,z,~) for E < 160 keV (II) 
o 
For simp1ic1ty, q(E,t,z,~) is chosen as : 
q(E,t,z,~) - S E-Y F(t) G(z) H(~) 
o 
where: P(t) t (2t - t) for 0 < t < 2t 
o 0 
... 0 elsewhere 
G(Z) = B(Z) where B(z) is the Dirac delta function 
(III) 
Two extreme cases are considered for B( ~) : a beam distribution [B( ~-~o ) ] 
and an isotropic one (B(~) - 1 for ~ > OJ. 
Figure 1 shows electron spectra as a function of depth at t = to 
(maximum of the inJection) and at t = 2to (end of the injection) for both a 
beamed injection and an isotropic one, when the magnetic field is assumed 
to be uniform. 
Figure 2 1.S similar to f1gure 1, in the case where B( z) is given 
by (e.g. 8) 
[ 2 ] z { B 1 + 
Z (R -1) 
0 2 m < ZT 
B(z) = zT 
B R z ~ zT 0 m 
whereRm is the mJ.rror ratio at z = ~. 
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10._ k_ I (b)_ Fig. 1 .'
10"1'. ec Evolution wzth depth and
tlmeof N(E,t,z)/SO whenthe
pitch angle scatteringis
10.': due to colllsions alone.
_ _E Figures2aand 2bcorrespondu
'}1_" - \_ tO a beamedinjection(_o =o='I°" _ i O.5). Curves i, 2, 3, 4, 5
loo _. lo 100 correspondrespectivelyto10 Energy E (keV) _ Energy E (keV)
-" " z = 5 107cm 108cm 2 108cm
• l i i i iii_ I _, • •
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are less pronouncedbecauseof the combined effectsof the temporal
behavlourof the injectionand of the electronpropagationand energy
losses.For an isotropicinjection,the hardeningof the spectrumis less
importantand "humps"are no longervlslble.At t = 2to, contraryto the
case of a beam, the spectraare harder than for t = to at each depth.
However,"humps"may developin thatcaseafterthe end of the injection.
These differencesare due to the presencehere of electronswith large
pitchangles.The resultspresentedhere are similarto the onesobtained
with steady-statetreatmentswhlch also predict"humps"in the electron
spectraat largedepthsfor both a beamed(8) and an isotropicinjection
(2).The presenttreatmentgeneralizesthen previousresultsand allows
moreoverto study the time appearanceof "humps"at each depth. Such a
behaviour("humps")indlcatesthe breakdownof the purely collisional
treatmentof the evolutionof the electronpopulatlon.
Pitch an@le scatterln@due to magneticfleldgradients• The
hardeningof the electronspectrais smallerwithdepthand "humps"do not
developduringthe injection,evenfora beam.Thesedifferencesaredue to
the combinedeffects of the scatteringprocess and of the magnetic
mirroring.An increasein the magneticfieldgradientstillenhancesthis
effectand harderspectraare generallyobtainedat leastat low depths.
Calculationsmade for an extendedinjectionregion lead to
resultssimilarto the onespresentedherefor largedepthsas comparedto
the source extent.Of course, for both cases, at a given depth, the
electronspectrum,as well as the hardnessdifferencebetweendifferent
depths,stronglydependon the injectionheight.
4.DiscussionandConclusions.The modelpresentedhereallowsto studythe
temporal,spatialand spectralevolutionof non thermalelectronsinjected
continuouslyin an inhomogeneousmedlum and to estimatethe X-ray flux
producedat each depth.This evolutiondependson the characteristicsof
the electroninjectionand of the ambientmedlum.In these conditi6ns,
variousevolutionswithdepthof electronspectramay be obtained.Thisis
consistentwith stereoscopicobservatlonsof partiallyoccultedX-ray
flares. Indeed, for coronallyocculted events with similar occulting
heights,differentfluxratiosand spectralhardnessdifferencesbetween
occulted(observedby the instrumentdetectingthe higher part of the
flare) and unoccultedfluxes are observed (9). Finally, the present
calculatlonscan provide a powerfuland convenientframeworkfor the
interpretationof spatiallyresolvedhard X-ray observationsand the
understandingof electroncoronalpropagationtowardsthe interplanetary
medlum.
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are less pronounced because of the combined effects of the temporal 
behavl.our of the injection and of the electron propagation and energy 
losses. For an isotropic injection, the hardening of the spectrum l.S less 
important and "humps" are no longer vl.sl.ble. At t = 2to' contrary to the 
case of a beam, the spectra are harder than for t = to at each depth. 
However, "humps" may develop in that case after the end of the injection. 
These differences are due to the presence here of electrons with large 
pitch angles. The results presented here are similar to the ones obtained 
with steady-state treatments whl.ch also predict "humps" in the electron 
spectra at large depths for both a beamed (8) and an isotropic injection 
(2). The present treatment generalizes then previous results and allows 
moreover to study the time appearance of "humps" at each depth. Such a 
behaviour ("humps") indl.cates the breakdown of the purely collisional 
treatment of the evolution of the electron populatl.on. 
Pitch angle scatterl.ng due to magnetic fl.eld gradients : The 
hardening of the electron spectra is smaller with depth and "humps" do not 
develop during the injection, even for a beam. These differences are due to 
the combined effects of the scattering process and of the magnetiC 
mirroring. An increase in the magnetiC field gradient still enhances this 
effect and harder spectra are generally obtained at least at low depths. 
Calculations made for an extended inJection region lead to 
results similar to the ones presented here for large depths as compared to 
the source extent. Of course, for both cases, at a given depth, the 
electron spectrum, as well as the hardness difference between different 
depths, strongly depend on the injection height. 
4. Discussion and Conclusions. The model presented here allows to study the 
temporal, spatial and spectral evolution of non thermal electrons injected 
continuously in an inhomogeneous medl.um and to estimate the X-ray flux 
produced at each depth. This evolution depends on the characteristics of 
the electron injection and of the ambient medl.um. In these conditions, 
various evolutions with depth of electron spectra may be obtained. This is 
consistent with stereoscopic observatl.ons of partially occulted X-ray 
flares. Indeed, for coronally occulted events with similar occulting 
heights, different flux ratios and spectral hardness differences between 
occulted (observed by the instrument detecting the higher part of the 
flare) and unocculted fluxes are observed (9) . Finally, the present 
calculatl.ons can provide a powerful and convenient framework for the 
interpretation of spatially resolved hard X-ray observations and the 
understanding of electron coronal propagation towards the interplanetary 
medl.um. 
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF FLARE ACCELERATED ELECTRONS
THROUGH THEIR HARD X-RAYAND MICROWAVE RADIATION
K.-L. Klein and G. Trottet
UA 324, Observatoire de Paris, Section d'Astrophysique de Meudon,
DASOP, F-92195 Meudon C_dex, France
I. Introduction. A key question of particle acceleration during solar
flares is whether electrons and ions are accelerated by a single physi-
cal process, or whether a second, distinct step of acceleration must be
invoked for the high particle energies attained in some flares. Infor-
mation on the particles can be inferred from an analysis of their elec-
tromagnetic radiation by means of model computations. As far as elec-
trons are concerned, the most direct information is furnished by their
hard x-ray (hv > 30 keV) emission (electron-ion bremsstrahlung), which
has been shown /l, 2, 3/ to vary in close temporal correlation with
microwaves, although these are produced by a different mechanism (gyro-
synchrotron radiation). This correlation is generally interpreted in
terms of a common electron distribution /I, 2, 4/ continuously injected
into sources at different heights (e.g. /5/). It gives the possibility
to test, if the results inferred from hard x-rays are consistent. Gyro-
synchrotron radiation does, however, not directly reflect the electron
distribution because of various processes of suppression and absorption
at low frequencies /6/. Quantitative investigations of the correlation
have been carried out by many authors (e.g. /2, 4, 7, 8, 9/). However,
on the one hand the radio radiation was often treated in a homogeneous
configuration, whereas the gyrosynchrotron mechanism depends strongly
on variations of the magnetic field. Furthermore, analytical simplifi-
cation has often been used, by which the low frequency effects cannot
be treated consistently. On the other hand, the analyses were mostly
restricted to the instant of peak flux, and no information on the tem-
poral evolution of the injected electrons could be inferred.
Our purpose is to present hard x-ray and microwave modelling .
that takes into account the temporal evolution of the elctron spectrum
as well as the inhomogeneity Of the magnetic field and the ambient
medium in the radio source. We illustrate this method for the June 2g
1980 10:41UT event and discuss briefly the implication on the process
of acceleration/injection.
2. Method of analysis. The model of the x-ray source has been described
by Trotter and Vilmer (/10/ and references therein). The radiation is
assumed to be produced by non thermal electrons injected continuously
with an injection function
q(E,t) = qo E-Y f(t) (0 < t _< to, O elsewhere), (I)
with y being kept constant during each injection. Precipitation is con-
sidered in the limits of weak (collisions) and strong (waves) diffusion.
Electrons are assumed to loose energy through collisions with ambient
electrons. From this model, the injection function, the source density
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1. Introduction. A key question of particle acceleration during solar 
flares is wheth r electrons and ions are accelerated by a single physi-
cal process, or w ether a second, d stinct step of acceleration must be 
invoked for the igh particle energies attained in some flares. Infor-
mation on the particles can be inferred from an analysis of their elec-
tromagnetic rad ation by means of model computations. As far as elec-
trons are conc rned, the most direct information is furnished by their 
hard x-ray (hv > 30 keV) emission (electron-ion bremsstrahlung), w ich 
has been shown /1, 2, 3/ to vary in close temporal correlation with 
microwaves, although these are produced by a different mechanism (gyro-
synchr tron rad ation). This correlation is generally interpreted in 
terms of a common electron distribution /1, 2, 4/ co tinuously injected 
into sources at different heights (e.g. /5/). It gives the possibility 
to test, if the results inferred from hard x-rays are consistent. Gyro-
synchr tron radiation does, however, not directly reflect the electron 
distribution because of various proc ses of suppression and absorption 
at low frequencies /6/. Quantitative investigations of the correlation 
have been carried out by many authors (e.g. /2, 4, 7, 8, 9/). However, 
on the one hand the radio radiation was often treated in a homogeneous 
configuration, whereas the gyrosynchrotron mechanism depends strongly 
on v r ations of the magnetic field. Furthermore, analytical simplifi-
cation has often been used, by w ich the low frequency effects cannot 
be treated consistently. On the other hand, the analyses were mostly 
restricted to the ins ant of peak flux, and no information on the tem-
poral evolution of the injected electrons could be inferred. 
Our urpose is to present hard x-ray and microwave modelling 
that takes into account the temporal evolution of the elctron spectrum 
as well as the inhomogeneity af the magnetic field and the ambient 
medium in the radio source. We illustrate this method for the June 29 
1980 10:41 UT event and discuss briefly the implication on the process 
of acceleratio /injection. 
2. Method of analysis. The model of the x-ray source has been described 
by Trottet and Vilmer (/10/ and references therein). The rad ation is 
assumed to be produced by non thermal electrons injected co tinuously 
with an injection function 
q(E,t) = q E-Y f(t) 
o 
(0 < t < t, 0 elsewhere), 
- 0 
(1) 
with Y being kept cons ant during each injection. Precipitation is con-
sidered in the limits of weak (collisions) and strong (waves) diffusion. 
Electrons are assumed to loose energy through collisions with ambient 
electrons. From this model, the injection function, the source density 
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and the total number of energetic electrons are deduced.
The microwve source is represented by a collection of dipolar
field lines in an ambient medium with a hydrostatic density model /II/.
The electron distribution is composed of a Maxwellian and a non thermal
part resulting from the injection function (]).
3. Analysis of the 29 June 1980 flare. The flare has been observed with
several SMM and ground-based instruments /12, 13/. Its temporal evolu-
tion is shown for a high-energy x-ray
['_/'/_Hx.ss_s_ channel and one radio frequency in fig. ].
It has been shown in /10/ that the ener-
,02 getic phase of the event between ]O4130 UT
I°3 and 1043 UT can be decomposed into five
[ successive electron injections, whose para-
_ iIfill meters are listed in table 1 of /IO/. The
4 hard x-ray source is found to be a high
" density medium, from which most of the
radio frequencies cannot escape. The micro-
_02 wave and hard x-ray sources are then notcospatial. We assume the structure of the
_I/ microwavesourceto be identicalwith the
_I/. spatially resolved x-ray source below_2 '_ 30 keV (HXIS bs rvations, /12/). Two
uT_9_/_,_9 magnetic loops of different sizes are ob-
Fig. ! : Temporal evolution served. The geometric parameters of the
of the observed hard x-ray loops, the x-ray inferred density /12/
and microwave fluxes and the assumed magnetic field strengths
at the top and in the feet of the loop
are listed in table 1. In the following we assume the temperature to be
identical in both loops, although slightTable !
differences are reported in /12/. As
Loop A Lopp B the event is a limb flare, we consider
height (hm) 6-108 5.!09 in the following magnetic loops in the
plane of the sky. They are supposed
volume (cm3) 1.1-1027 2.1.1028 homogeneous along the line of sight.
temp. (K) 5.]O7 5.107 Following the hypothesis of /!2/, we
suppose that a quarter of the electron
dens. (cm3) 7.10lO 2.109 number inferred from hard x-rays is
Btop (G) 175 21 injected into each of the two arches.We compute he micr wave spectrum from
Bfeet (G) 240 240 a simplified form of (|), considering
a parabolic f(t) (t =2 tmax). Further-o
more, the electrons are assumed to be perfectly trapped during each
injection, but no particles from previous injections are retained.
4. Results. Fig. 2 shows gyrosynchrotron spectra computed at two
instants during the injection where the fluxes are greatest, together
with microwave observations at four discrete frequencies (5.2 GHz,
8.4 GHz, I1.8 GHz, 19.6 GHz; Bern University, courtesy A.Magun), inte-
grated over 2 s. Because of absorption in the terrestrial atmosphere
the measured 19.6 GHz flux represents a lower limit.Both the low and
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and the total number of energetic electrons are deduced. 
The microwve source is represented by a collection of dipolar 
field lines in an ambient medium with a hydrostatic density model /11/. 
The electron distribution is composed of a Maxwellian and a non thermal 
part resulting from the injection function (1). 
3. Analysis of the 29 June 1980 flare. The flare has been observed with 
several SMM and ground-based instruments /12, 13/. Its temporal evolu-
1042 
tion is shown for a high-energy x-ray 
channel and one radio frequency in fig. 1. 
It has been shown in /10/ that the ener-
getic phase of the event between 104130 UT 
and 1043 UT can be decomposed into five 
successive electron injections, whose para-
meters are listed in table 1 of /10/. The 
hard x-ray source is found to be a high 
density medium, from which most of the 
radio frequencies cannot escape. The micro-
wave and hard x-ray sources are then not 
cospatial. We assume the structure of the 
microwave source to be identical with the 
spatially resolved x-ray source below 
1~ 30 keV (HXIS observations, /12/). Two 
~~=-~~~~~~~-L 
UT on 1910 June 29 magnetic loops of different sizes are ob-
Fig. 1 : Temporal evolution 
of the observed hard x-ray 
and microwave fluxes 
served. The geometric parameters of the 
loops, the x-ray inferred density /12/ 
and the assumed magnetic field strengths 
at the top and in the feet of the loop 
are listed in table 1. In the following we assume the temperature to be 
height 
volume 
temp. 
dens. 
B top 
B feet 
Table 1 
(em) 
3 (cm ) 
(K) 
3 (cm ) 
(G) 
(G) 
Loo Loo B 
6-108 5-109 
1.1_1027 2.1_1028 
5_107 5-107 
7-10 10 2-109 
175 21 
240 240 
identical in both loops, although slight 
differences are reported in /12/. As 
the event is a limb flare, we consider 
in the following magnetic loops in the 
plane of the sky. They are upposed 
homogeneous along the line of sight .• 
Following the hypothesis of /12/, we 
suppose that a quarter of the el ctron 
number inferred from hard x-rays is 
injected into each of the two arches. 
We compute the microwave spectrum from 
a simplified form of (1), considering 
a parabolic f(t) (t =2 t ). Further-
o max . 
more, the electrons are assumed to be perfectly trapped dur~ng each 
injection, but no particles from previous injections are retained. 
4. Results. Fig. 2 shows gyro synchrotron spectra computed at two 
instants during the injection where the fluxes are greatest, together 
with microwave observations at four discrete frequencies (5.2 GHz, 
8.4 GHz, 11.8 GHz, 19.6 GHz; Bern University, courtesy A.Magun), inte-
grated over 2 s. Because of absorption in the terrestrial atmosphere 
the measured 19.6 GHz flux represents a lower limit.Both the low and 
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the injection the computed curve fits the observations. Afterwards elec-
tron losses through precipitation are revealed by the observed flux de-
creasing faster than that computed for perfectly trapped particles. The
low frequency peak lags that at high frequencies by several seconds both
in the model and in observations. This is because growing electron den-
si=y during the injection increases emission and self absorption. While
the latter does not affect high frequencies, it diminishes the low fre-
quency flux, which peaks only in the late phase of the injection, when
the instantaneous number density has gone down.
At the very beginning of the event, the computed flux is not
compatible with the observated spectrum, which peaks at higher frequen-
cies than afterwards when the flux has grown. This microwave phase m_ght
be dominated by thermal electrons, but then a temperature of some IO- K
is required /14/.
5. Discussion. The analysis of the 29 June 1980 flare has shown that in
the most energetic part the hard x-ray inferred injection function and
total number of electrons are compatible with microwaves. A long lasting
controversy existed, because various authors had claimed the number of
radio emitting electrons to be up to four orders of magnitude smaller
than that producing hard x-rays (review in /21, recent discussion in /9/).
Account for suppression and absorption, source inhomogeneity and for
energy losses during a continuous injection of particles solves this
discrepancy and explains spectra and temporal evolution of radiations.
The discussed event is compatible with several electron in-
jections, during each of which the spectral index remains constant. This
lends strong support to a single step acceleration process.
Acknowledgements. We wish to acknowledge Drs. A. Magun (Bern) and
B. Dennis (NASA) for kindly providing microwave and hard x-ray data.
K.-L.K. acknowledges support by an ESA fellowship.
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the injection the computed curve fits the observations. Afterwards elec-
tron losses through precipitation are revealed by the observed flux de-
creasing faster than that computed for perfectly trapped particles. The 
low frequency peak lags that at high frequencies by several seconds both 
in the model and in observations. This is because growing electron den-
sity during the injection increases emission and self absorption. While 
the latter does not affect high frequencies, it diminishes the low fre-
quency flux, which peaks only in the late phase of the injection, when 
the instantaneous number density has gone down. 
At the very beginning of the event, the computed flux is not 
compatible with the observated spectrum, which peaks at higher frequen-
cies than afterwards when the flux has grown. This microwave phase m~ght 
be dominated by thermal electrons, but then a temperature of some 10 K 
is required /14/. 
5. Disc~sion. The analysis of the 29 June 1980 flare has shown that in 
the most energetic part the hard x-ray infer~ed injection function and 
total number of electrons are compatible with microwaves. A long lasting 
controversy existed, because various authors had claimed the number of 
radio emitting electrons to be up to four orders of magnitude smaller 
than that producing hard x-rays (review in /2/., recent discussion in /9/). 
Account for suppression and absorption, source inhomogeneity and for 
energy losses during a continuous injection of particles solves this 
discrepancy and explains spectra and temporal evolution of radiations. 
The discussed event is compatible with several electron in-
jections, during each of which the spectral index remains constant. This 
lends strong support to a single step acceleration process. 
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ABSTRACT
The HanSonhard X-ray amagang instrument observed a
"superhot"(T > 3 x 107 K) sourceduring a solar flare
occurrlngbeyond the W llmb of the Sun on March 28, 1981.
Becauseof the cmrcumstanceof occultationby the immb,we
determlnea heaght of (3.1 + 0.8) x 10 4 kin.The source
extended4 x 104 km alongthe lamband was smallerthan the
anstrumentalresolutlonperpendlculartothe limb.Afterthe
dasappearanceof theX-raysource,weakHG emasslonoccurred
at the posataon if the X-ray sources, suggestlngthe
formatmonof a loop prommnencesystem.The coolangtame
estmmatedfor thermalconductaonappearsto be conslderably
shorterthan the observedtime scale of the event, even
Includmnga factor of ten to representsuppressmonof
conduction due to possible faeld-laneconvergence.We
concludethat emtherstrongerformsof suppressaon,or else
extended energy depositaon,wall be requaredto explain
eventsofthlstype.
i. I_troductaon.ThehardX-rayspectrumof a solarflaremay gaveus the
key lnformataonregardmngthebasacreleaseof energy.KaneI showedthat
thehardX-raysaboveabout20keY2-3 (the"ampulsave"component)havea
strakanglydafferenttamehastoryfromthe softerX-rays4 (the"gradual"
component).RecentobservataonsS have shownthatthe spectralevolution
exhLbitsmore complexitythanhad prevaouslybeen supposed,and that an
antermedmatespectralcomponentalso exasts.Thas new feature,often
referredto as the "superhot"component,appearsto be thermalbut has
temperaturesconsaderablyabovethe meantemperatureof the bulk of the
flareemlssionmeasure,typacallyanthe vlcanityof 2 x 107 K.
The SolarMaxmmumMissmonobtaanedimagesof a superhotsourcean
the May 21, 1980flare;its temperaturewas anltiallyestimated6 at 7 x
107 K, but laterrevaseddownwardsto 4 x 107K (fora fulldascussmon,
see Duajveman7). At the presenttame there appearsto have been no
systematac study of the HXIS superhot sources, although Dui3veman
carraed out a completeanalysls of the 1980 May 21 event. In the
meanwhaletheHinotonbservedmanysucheventsincludlngimagesof flveof
them8. Of the flve,threewerecompactat the Hlnotonresolution,but two
wereextended8.
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ABSTRACT 
The Hmotofl hard X-ray ~mag~ng instrument observed a 
"superhot" ( T > 3 x 10 7 K) source during a solar flare occurr~ng beyond the W l~mb of the Sun on March 28, 1981. Because of the c~rcumstance of occultation by the l~mb, we determ~ne a he~ght of (3.1 ± 0.8) x 10 , km. The source 
extended 4 x 10 4 km along the l~mb and was smaller than the ~nstrumental resolut~on perpend~cular to the limb. After the d~sa pearance of the X-ray source, weak Ha em~ss~on occurred at the pos~t~on ~f the X-ray sources, suggest~ng the format~on of a loop prom~nence system. The cool~ng t~me est~mated for thermal conduct10n appears to be cons~derably 
shorter than the observed time scale of the event, even ~nclud~ng a factor of ten to represent suppress~on of conduct~on due to poss~le f~eld-l~ne convergence. We conclude that e~ther stronger forms of suppress~on, or else 
extended energy deposit~on, w~ll be requ~red to explain 
events of th~s type. 
1. Introd ~on. The hard X-ray spectrum of a solar flare may g~ve us the key ~nform t~on regard~ng the bas~c release of energy. Kane l showed that the hard X-rays above about 20 keV2 - 3 (the "~mpuls~ve" component) have a str~k~  d~fferent t~me h~story from the softer X-rays' (the "gradual" component). Recent observat~ons5 have shown that the spectral evolution exh~  more complexity than had prev~ously been supposed, and that an 1nter ed~ate spectral component also ex~sts. Th~s new feature, often refer  to as the "superhot" component, appears to be thermal but has te perat es cons~derably above the mean temperature of the bulk of the fl  em~s ion measure, typ~cally ~n the v~c~nity of 2 x 10 7 K. 
The Solar Max1 u  M~ss~on obta~ned images of a superhot source ~n the May 21, 1980 flare1 ~ts temperature was ~n~tially estimated 6 at 7 x 10 7 K, but later rev~sed downwards to 4 x 107K (for a full d~scuss~on, see DU~Jveman 7 ). At the present t~me there appears to have been no sys t~c study of the HXIS superhot sources, although DuiJveman car ~  out a co plete analys~s of the 1980 May 21 event. In the me ~le t e Hmotofl observed many such events ~nclud~ng ~mages of f~ve of t 8 • Of the f~ve, three were compact at the Hmotofl resolution, but two were extended 8 • 
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This paper descrmbesa singlesuperhotsourceimagedby _notorlin
speclal clrcumstances=occultationby the solar llmb. In this
configurationwe obtaina clearaltitudeseparationandcanmakedeflnzte
statementsabout the source geometry.The characterlzatlonof this
source as "superhot"is vague, mainly because of the lack'of good
spectral data, but the analysis here does not depend upon the
classlflcatlon.
2. Flaresin LateAprzl,1981.In lateApr11,1981, theH1notonspacecraft
observeda sequenceof energeticsolar flares,includlnga ma]or one on
April 27 (onsetabout08zOOUT) thatproduced7-rayllneemlsslon9. The
flareto be dlscussedznthlspaperoccurredonAprzl28,withanonsetin
the Hlnotondata at about 21:10U.T. Althoughthe Aprll 28 event had a
smallersoft X-ray flux than the April 27 event,both had the "long
durationevent" characterlstzcsdescribedby Kahler1°. Each produced
typeII, III,and IVmeter-waveradiobursts.
At the time of the April 28 event,the activereglonresponsible
for this actlvlty(Hale Region17590, centralmerldzanpassageApril
21.1)was alreadywellbeyondthe llmb.Froma plotof flarelongitudes,
we extrapolateto a position18.8 ± 2.3 degreesbeyondthe llmb. This
posltloncorrespondsto an occultationheightof 31000(±8000) km. An
examinationof Hu data from Big Bear Solar Observatory(S. Martin,
privatecommunzcatlon)suggeststhat the faint flare-likebrzghtenings
representedlate-brlghtenzngcomponentsof a classicalloopprominence
system.They inltlallyappearedin the Big Bearfilmsat 21_57(at disk
intensity)and ended at 23z54,wlth the N componentprecedingthe 3
componentbyabouttenminutes.
Several other characterzstlcsof these two events are worth
mentlonlng.From the time profiles of hard X-ray emission, little
evidenceexistsfor zmpulslvehard X-ray emlsslon.We bellevethat the
impulslvephase of the Aprll 28 flare occurredwhlle HanSonwas in
sunlightbecauseof thetlmangofthemeter-waveradioeventsreportedan
Solar-GeophysicalData. If so, the April 28 event had a strlkang
defaclencyof impulsivehard X-ray emlssaon,conslstentwlth earlier
030-711 and ISEE-312 observatlonsof lamb-occultationevents.
3. The H1notonHardX-ray Imaues.A representativehard X-ray zmage from
the SXT instrumenton boardH_notonappearszn Figurei; many imagesfrom
dmfferenttimesduringthe evolutionof the eventshowapproximatelythe
sameshapeand location.The energyrangeof the the imagewas nominally
17-40keV.The smoothnessof thetimeprofileand the spectralsteepness
indmcatethatthiswas a "superhot"source,probablywlth a temperature
exceeding3 x 107 K. The greatelongationof the sourcealongthe lamb
suggeststhatwe are vzewlngthe topmoststructuresof the usualarcade
of post-flareloops,a concluslonconfirmedby the presenceof the Ha
braghtenÂngatthe samepositionlateron.
4. Analysis.We analyzethesedata usingthe simplestapproximationof
conductzveenergy transport,assuming a constant flux-tubecross-
sectlon.Thlsglvesa coolmngtzme
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statements about the source geometry. The character~zat~on of th~s 
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2. Flares .!.!l Late Apn.l, ~981. In late Apr~l, ~98~, the Hmotofl spacecraft 
observed a sequence of energet~c solar flares, ~nclud~ng a maJor one on 
Apr~l 27 (onset about 08:00 UT) that produced ~-ray l~ne em~ss~on9. The 
flare to be d~scussed ~n th~s paper occurred on Apr~l 28, w~th an onset ~n 
the Hmotofl data at about 21:10 U.T. Although the Apr~l 28 event had a 
smaller soft X-ray flux than the Apr~l 27 event, both had the "long 
durat~on event" character~st~cs descrwed by Kahler 1 o. Each produced 
type II, III, and IV meter-wave rad~o bursts. 
At the t~me of the Apr~l 28 event, the act~ve reg~on responsible 
for th~s act~v~ty (Hale Reg~on ~7590, central mer~d~an passage Apr~l 
2~ .1) was already well beyond the l~mb. From a plot of flare long~ tudes, 
we extrapolate to a pos~t1.on ~8.8 ± 2.3 degrees beyond the l~mb. This 
pos~t~on corresponds to an occultat~on he~ght of 3~000(±8000) kID. An 
exam~nat~on of Ha data from B~g Bear Solar Observatory (S. Mart~n, 
pr~vate commun~catl.on) suggests that the fal.nt flare-ll.ke brl.ghtenings 
represented late-brl.ghtenl.ng components of a classl.cal loop proml.nence 
system. They l.nl.tl.ally appeared ~n the Bl.g Bear fl.lms at 2~:57 (at dl.sk 
l.ntensl.ty) and ended at 23: 54, wl.th the N component preceding the S 
component by about ten m~nutes. 
Several other characterl.st~cs of these two events are worth 
ment~onl.ng . From the t~me profl.les of hard X-ray eml.ss~on, l~ ttle 
ev~dence eXl.sts for J.Inpuls~ve hard X-ray eml.ss~on. we bel~eve that the 
l.mpulsl.ve phase of the Aprl.l 28 flare occurred whl.le Hmotofl was l.n 
sunll.ght because of the tl.ml.ng of the meter-wave radl.o events reported l.n 
Solar-Geophysl.cal Data. If so, the Aprl.l 28 event had a strl.kl.ng 
defl.cl.ency of ~mpulsl.ve hard X-ray eml.SSl.on, consl.stent w~th earl~er 
OSO-7 11 and ISEE-3 12 observatl.ons of ll.mb-occultatl.on events. 
3. The Hlnotofl Hard X-ray Images. A representatl.ve hard X-ray l.mage from 
the SXT instrument on board Hmotofl appears l.n Fl.gure ~; many ~mages from 
d~fferent times during the evolutl.on of the event show approxl.mately the 
same shape and location. The energy range of the the l.mage was nom~nally 
~7-40 kev. The smoothness of the tl.me profl.le and the spectral steepness 
l.nd~cate that thl.s was a "superhot" source, probably wl.th a temperature 
exceedl.ng 3 x 10 7 K. The great elongatl.on of the source along the ll.mb 
suggests that we are vl.ewl.ng the topmost structures of the usual arcade 
of post-flare loops, a conclusl.on conf~rmed by the presence of the Ha 
br~ghtenl.ng at the same POSl. tl.on later on. 
4. Analysl.s. We analyze these data us~ng the sl.mplest approx~matl.on of 
conductl.ve energy transport, assuml.ng a constant flux-tube cross-
sectl.on. Thl.S gl.ves a cooll.ng tl.me 
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from the Culhane eta/.13 estmmate. In
the absence of accurate parameters
for physacal condmtaons an the
source, we can evaluate thas tame
constant for the parameter values
that would gave the fastest and
slowest plausable rates as shown an
Table 1. To lengthen the "slow" tlme
maxlmally, we have ancluded a
factor of i0 to account for
suppressmon due to faeld-lane
convergence14.
The results of these sample
estlmates range from 6.8 msec
(probably unphysacally small) to
Fig. i. Image from the HariCot, about i00 sec. The long-llmlt tlme
hard X-ray imaglnginstrument does not agree well wlth the
in a nominally17-40key observed event llfetlme, although
spectral band, taken at 2114
the coolang tame properly refers toUT, uslng the ART (algebralc
reconstructlontechnlque) the decay of source temperature,
method A smooth tlme for whlch we have no good
profile,plusthesoftnessof observational llmlt. We conclude
the hard X-ray spectrum,
showsthatthlsImagecomes that the extended lifetlme of the
froma "superhot"sourceThe event probably requares eather (a)
appearanceof the S component a more effectlve mechanasm of
inslde the llmb may be an suppresslng thermal conductlonartlfact.
through new physacs, or (b) a
contanued supply of energy to the
source.
5. Concluszons. We have Identlfmed a "superhot"hard X-ray source mn a
solar flare occulted by the solar immb, and flnd ats hard X-ray image to
show great horazontal extent but l_ttle vertacal extent. An Ha
brlghtenang at the same lamb posmtaon about an hour later suggests a
multa-component loop promanence system, so that at appears that a
superhot source can evolve an the same manner as a normal solar soft X-
ray source. The assagnment of plausible values to physacal parameters an
the source suggests (from the slmplest form of classacal thermal-
conductmon theory) that ezther new physacs wmll be requared to suppress
conductzon, or else that gradual energy release well after the ampulsmve
phase of the flare must occur. In thas respect too, the superhot source
appears to resemble ordlnary soft X-ray sources, except of course that
ats temperatureis hagher.
6. Acknowleqements.Thas work was supported by NASA grant NSG-7161 and by
the NSF under the U.S.-Japan CooperataveScaence Program.
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event probably requ1res e1ther (a) 
a more effectlve mechanlsm of 
suppresslng thermal conductlon 
through new phys~cs, or (b) a 
cont1nued supply of energy to the 
source. 
5. Conclus~ons. we have l.dentl.fl.ed a "superhot" hard X-ray source l.n a 
solar flare occulted by the solar 11mb, and flnd 1tS hard X-ray ~mage to 
show great hor~zontal extent but l~ttle vert~cal extent. An Ha 
br1ghten1ng at the same ll.mb posl.t~on about an hour later suggests a 
mult1-component loo  prom~ ence system, so that 1t appears that a 
superhot source can evolve ~n the same manner as a normal solar soft X-
ray source. The ass~gnment of plaus~le values to phys~cal parameters ~n 
the source suggests (from the s~mplest form of class~cal thermal-
conductlon theory) that elther new phys~cs wlll be requ~red to suppress 
conductlon, or else that gradual energy releas  well after the ~mpulslve 
phase of the flare must occur. In th~s respect too, the superhot source 
appears to resemble ord~nary soft X-ray sources, except of course that 
1 ts temperature is hl.gher. 
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TABLE 1
Parameters for Conductlve Coollng Estlmates
Fast Slow
Denslty 10 8 1010 cm-3
Temperature 5 x 107 3 x 107 K
Length scale 3.1 x 109 6.2 x 109 cm
Convergence suppression none i0
-3
Conductive coolzng tlme 6.8 x i0 98 sec
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ABSTRACT
Solar flare photon energy spectra in the 20 key to 7 MeV range are derived
from the Apr. 1, Apr. 4, Apr. 27 and May 13, 1981 flares. The flares were
observed with a hard X-ray and a gamma-ray spectrometers on board the Hinotori
satellite. The results show that the spectral shape varies from flare to flare
and the spectra harden in energies above about 400 keY. Effects of nuclear
line emission on the continuum and of higher energy electron bremsstrahlung are
considered to explain the spectral hardening.
1. Introduction
The acceleration of electrons and ions during solar flares has been an
essential key problem in the study of high energy solar phenomena. Electrons
accelerated to the MeV energy range emit radioeaves through synchrotron
radiation and hard X-ray and gamma-ray continuum through bremsstrahlung. Solar
hard X-rays in the 10 to 200 key range have been extensively observed, and
various problems on the electron acceleration mechanism and the correlation
between radiowaves and hard X-rays have been discussed. Most of the hard X-ray
spectrum are approximated by a power law spectrum with index of 3.0 to 5.0.
However, only a few observations of the photon spectrum extending to gamma-ray
energies have been reported. The solar X-rays and gamma-rays were first
simultaneously observed from the 4 Aug., 1972 flare (Hoyng et al., 1976; Chupp
et al., 1973). The photon spectrum extending to 7 MeV was reported (Suri et
al., 1975). The observed spectrum revealed a change in the spectral shape at
about 700 keY. Contributions of unresolved gamma-ray lines and new hard
component were suggested to explain the spectral change. However, the hard
X-ray and gamma-ray spectra were little reported after the observation of the 4
Aug., 1972 flare. It is because of no satellite dedicated to the solar X- and
gamma-ray observations. Recently, more data of solar X- and gamma-rays were
obtained from SMMand Hinotori observations. These two satellite observations
have made it possible to discuss in detail the photon spectrum extending to
gamma-ray energies and the hard X- and gamma-ray emission processes. In the
present paper, the photon spectra in the 20 key to 7 MeV range observed from
the 1 Apr., 4 Apr., 27 Apr. and 13 May, 1981 flares are presented and the
photon spectral shapes are discussed.
2. Observations
The Hinotori satellite is dedicated to solar flare observations and its
prime objective is to study high energy flare phenomena in the X- and gamma-ray
energies. The hard X-ray spectrometer (8.9 cm dia. x 1 cm thick NaI
scintillator) covers the energy range of 17 to 370 keV. The primary data
output is a full resolution 7 channel pulse height spectrum every 125 ms (Ohki
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energies have been reported. The solar -rays and ga a-rays ere first 
si ultaneously observed fro  the 4 Aug., 1972 flare (Hoyng et al., 1976; Chupp 
et al., 1973). The photon spectrum extending to 7 MeV was reported (Suri et 
al., 1975). The observed spectrum revealed a change in the spectral shape at 
out  V. ntributions f resolved -r  lines   r  
co ponent ere suggested to explain the spectral change. o ever, the hard 
-ray and ga a-ray spectra ere little reported after the observation of the 4 
g., 2 flare. It is ecause f  atellite edicated t  t  lar -  
ga a-ray observations. ecently, ore data of solar X- and ga a-rays ere 
obtained fro  S M and inotori observations. hese t o satellite observations 
have made it possible to discuss in detail the photon spectrum extending to 
ga a-ray energies and the hard - and ga a-ray e ission processes. In the 
resent aper, t e photon spectra in t e  keV t   e  r ge bserved fr  
the 1 pr., 4 pr., 27 pr. and 13 ay, 1981 flares are presented and the 
photon spectral shapes are iscussed. 
2. bservations 
he inotori satellite is dedicated to solar flare observations a  its 
pri e objective is to study high energy flare pheno ena in the X- and ga a-ray 
energies. he hard -ray spectrometer (8.9 c  dia. x 1 c  thick aI 
scintillator) covers the energy range of 17 to 370 keV. The primary data 
output is a full resolution 7 channel pulse height spectrum every 125 ms ( hki 
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et al., 1982). The gamma-ray spectrometer (8.9 cm dia. x 5 cm thick Csl
scintillator) covers tbe energy range of 0.3 - 7 MeV range. The primary data
output is a full resolution 128 channel pulse height spectrum every 2 s
(Yoshimori et al., 1983a). Some of the Hinotori hard X- and gamma-ray data
have been already reported (Ohk_ et al., 1983; Nitta et al., 1983;Yoshimori et
al., 1983b). However, no photon spectrum in the 20 keV to 7 MeV range has been
presented. The photon energy spectra from the I Apr., 4 Apr., 27 Apr., and 13
May, 1981 flares are presented here. Time hlstories of these flares were
described (Yoshimori,1985).
The i Apr., 1981flare occurred at 0134UT and lasted for about 26 min.
The flare revealed the gradual time history. The H_ importance and the GOES
class were 20 and X2.3, respectively. The photon spectrum observed in the
interval of 8144:57 to 8156:40 UT is shown in Fig. i. The photon spectrum is
approximated by a power law spectrum with index of 3.75in energies below about
300 keY, but the spectrum reveals a hardenlng in energies above about 400 keV.
The4 Apr.,1981flare occurred at 8502 UT and lasted for about 80 s. The
flare revealed the impulsive time history. The Ha importanceand the GOES
class were 20 and Xi.9, respectively. The photon spectrum observed in the
interval of 0502:17 to 0503:05 UT is shown in Fig. 2. The photon spectrum is
approximated by the power law spectrum with index of 3.28 or an exponential
thermal spectrum with temperatureof 7.28 x 108 K in energies above 380 keY. A
hard spectral component is apparent in energies above 400 keV.
The 27 Apr.,1981flare occurred at 0750 UT and lasted for about 30 min.
The flare revealed the gradual and multi-peak time history. The B_ importance
was not recorded, but the GOES class were 3B. The photon spectrum observed In
the interval of 0810:05to0814:21UTis shown in Fig. 3. The photon spectrum
is approximatedby the power law spectrum with index of 4.00 in energies below
300 keV. The hard spectral component is apparent in energies above 400
keY.
The 13 Bay, 1981 flare occurred at 0412 UT and lasted for about 18 min.
The flare revealed the gradual time history with small increase. The H_
importance and the GOES class were 3B and XI.5, respectively. The photon
spectrum observed In the interval of 0419:42to0428:13UT is shown in Fig. 4.
The photon spectrum is approximated by the power law spectrum with index of
3.22 in energies below 300 keY. The spectrum reveals the hardening in energies
above 400 keY.
3. Discussion
The Hinotori satellite hard X- and gamma-ray observations reveal that the
photon spectral shapes do not much vary from flare to flare. The power law
spectral indices in energles of the 20 to 370 key range between 3.22 and 4.00,
which is consistent with ones observed previously. These power law photon
spectra have been interpretedin terms of electron bremsstrahlung. Further,
the present results indicate that the spectral hardening occurs at about 400
keY. This spectral hardening seems to be a common characteristics for the
gamma-ray flares. It is known that the instrumentaleffect sometimes cause a
spectral bending. However, such instrumental effect is possibly rejected
because the spectral analysis in the 20 to 700 key range has been correctly
made for the 7 Oct. and 14 Oct.,1981flares (Nittaet al., 1983), and the SMM
observations also have revealed the similar spectral hardening for the 4 June
and 7 June, 1980 flares (Orwiget al., private communication).
Yarious physical processes which could produce such observed hardening are
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et l., 1982). h  a-r y spect et  ( .  c  di .  5 c  t i  CsI 
sci ti ato ) cover  th  ener  r  of .  - 7 e  r  h  pr  dat  
out t is a f ll r s l tion  c l puls  ei t s trum r   s 
( oshi ori et al., 1983a). So e of the inotori hard X- and ga ma-ray data 
ha e bee  alrea  re rted ( hkl et l., : itta t l., 3: oshi ori t 
l., ). owever,  ph t  s trum i  t  2  ke  t   e  r  has  
presented. The photon energy spectra from the 1 pr., 4 pr., 27 pr., and 13 
ay, 81 fl r s are rese ted here. i e lst ries f t ese fl res ere 
es bed ( os i or , )  
he 1 pr., 1981 flare occurred at 0134 UT and lasted for about 26 in. 
h  fl r  r led t  gr l tim  i t r .  H~ i port ce  t   
l  er  B a  2 3, vely.   trum ved  t  
i v l  0 :  t  0 40 U    n I  1   t  s rum i  
approxi ated by a po er law spectrum ith index of 3.75 in energies below about 
300 keV, but the spectrum reveals a hardenIng in energies above about 400 ke . 
e  pr., 81 fl re rred t 0  T  l sted f r t  . e 
fl e r l  t  i pul ive tim  i t .  ~ i rtance  t   
class ere 2B a  1. , res ectively. he ton s ectrum ser ed i  t e 
i v l  17 t  05    n i .   on trum  
approximated by the po er law spectrum ith index of 3.28 or an exponential 
t erm l trum it  t er ture f .   8  in r i s  0  V.  
hard s ectral co ponent is apparent in energies above 400 ke . 
e 27 pr., 81 flare rred t  T a  l sted f r t  i . 
 are led the l  ulti-peak time i tory.  H~ i rtance 
as t rec rded, t the ES class ere 3 . he ton s ectrum served I  
e erval  10:05 o 14:21 UT  ow  n i . .  on trum 
lS approximated by the po er law spectrum ith index of 4.00 in energies below 
 .  rd tral t is r t in r ies  0 
V. 
he  May, 81 flare cc rred t 2 T a  lasted for a t 18 i . 
 flare r led t  r l time i tory it  all increase.  ~ 
i portance and the ES class ere 3  and 1.5, res ectively. he photon 
spectrum observed In the interval of 0419:42 to 0428:13 UT is shown in Fig. 4. 
he photon spectrum is approximated by the po er law spectrum ith index of 
.22 in r ies low 0 eV. e s trum rev ls the rdening in r ies 
a e 400 keV. 
. i ion 
 i t i ite d -  a- ay tions eveal t t the 
photon spectral shapes do not much vary from flare to flare. The power law 
spectral Indices In energIes of the 20 to 370 keV range between 3.22 and 4.00, 
ich is i tent ith s erved iously. e r law ton 
spectra have been interpreted in terms of electron bremsstrahlung. Further, 
the present results indicate that the spectral hardening occurs at about 400 
eV. is s tral rdening seems to e  common r t ristics for the 
ga a-ray flares. It is known that the instrumental effect so etimes cause a 
spectral bending. However, such instrumental effect is possibly rejected 
ause the tral lysis in the 0 to 700 eV range s een rre tly 
e or he  . and 4 t., 1981 lares (N tta  ., , nd he MM 
servations also ave revealed the similar sp tral ardening for the  June 
nd  une, 980 flares (Orwig t l., rivate co unic tion). 
Various physical processes hich could produce such observed hardening are 
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considered. Such processes are (1) the effect of observed nuclear gamma-ray
line emission on the continuum and (2) the significant contribution of higher
energy electron bremsstrahlung. The effect of gamma-ray line emission of
positron annihilation at 511 keY, of prompt deexcitation lines of He at 1.64
MeV, Mg at 1.36 MeV, Si at 1.78 MeVand Fe at 0.84 and 1.25 MeVand of neutron
capture line at 2.22 MeVmay be able to explain to somedegree the spectral
hardening in energies above about 400 keY. The possibility of higher energy
electron bremsst_ahlung is also considered (Suri et al., 1975). The observed
photon spectra probably can not be explained by a population of electrons with
a single power law index. Another population of electrons with a harder
spectra in energies above a few hundredkeY, should be neededto explain the
observed spectral hardening. The similar spectral hardening has been reported
in large flares such as the 4 Aug., 1972 flare (Suri et al., 1975). The
observed spectral hardening represents a characteristics of particle
acceleration process in solar flare. The effects of gamma-rayline emission
and of higher energy electron bremsstrahlung will be in detail evaluated in
near future.
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considered. Such processes are (1) the effect of observed nuclear gamma-ray 
line emission on the continuum and (2) the significant contribution of higher 
energy electron bremsstrahlung. The effect of gamma-ray line emissi n of 
positron annihilation at 511 keY, of prompt deexcitation lines of Ne at 1.64 
MeV, Mg at 1.36 MeV, Si at 1.78 MeV and Fe at 0.84 and 1.25 MeV and of neutron 
capture line at 2.22 MeV may be able to explain to some degree the spectral 
hardening in energies above about 400 keV. The possibility of higher energy 
electron breMsstrahlung is also considered (Suri et al .• 1975). The observed 
photon spectra probably can not be explained by a population of electrons with 
a single power law index. Another population of electrons with a harder 
spectra in energies above a few hundred keV, should be needed to explain the 
observed spectral hardening. The similar spectral hardening has been reported 
in large flares such as the 4 Aug •• 1972 flare (Suri et a1.. 1975). The 
observed spectral hardening represents a characteristics of particle 
acceleration process in solar flare. The effects of gamma-ray line emission 
and of higher energy electron bremsstrahlung will be in detail evaluated in 
near future. 
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ION ENERGYSTORAGEFOR POST-FLARELOOPS
Hugh S. Hudson
Centerfor Astrophysicsand Space Scaences,Univ.of Calafornza,San Daego
La Jolla,CA 92093USA
ABSTRACT
Low-energynon-thermalprotonsmay have long lafetimesan
coronalloops wath low densatyand hagh temperature.If
energywerestoredansuchprotonsin theinitaalphasesof a
solar flare,it could be releasedslowlydurangthe later
phases.Wathin the presentobservataonall_mitsfor post-
flareloops,thlsmechanasmshouldbe consaderedan addataon
to a faeld-llnereconnectiontheoryof the Koppand Pneuman
type. The than-target7-ray emassaon from the trapped
protons as below present lamats, but more sensitave
observataonscantestthehypothesas.
!. Introductaon.Solar flaresconsistof dastanctampulsaveand gradual
phasesI plus other assocaatedphenomena.The ampulslvephase exhlblts
powerfulenergyreleaseandpartacleaccelerataon.The gradualphase - the
periodofmaznHU and softX-rayemissaon- may alsorequireenergyrelease,
althoughon a slowertlmescale.The needforthisenergyreleaseasseen an
the gradual growth of the soft X-ray loops of the gradual phase2
anterpretedas a sequentlalexcatatlonof andependentfluxloops.Although
greateruncertaantaesexast,theoreticalestamatesof coolangtimes also
suggestgradualenergyrelease3 wlthlna gavenloop.The gradualphasealso
has a strong assoczataonwath the accelerationof the coronal mass
e3ectaonsand the copaousproductionof anterplanetaryparticles4, so that
non-thermalprocessesmustcontanueduringthasphase.
The role of energeticprotonsin solar flareshas a long history,
stlmulatedby the observationat Earthand an the anterplanetarymediumof
the "solarcosmacrays."Ellaotts propoundedthe adeaof energystoragein
protons, takang advantage of long Coulomb-scatteranglafetimes. The
difficultpozntaboutunderstandingtheroleofprotonsin the flareproper
has remained thear essentaal un-detectabilaty_baslcally only those
partlcles above thresholdsnear I0 MeV produce 7-ray spectral llne
emlsslon,and eventhlshas onlygenerallybeen d_agnosticallyusefulfor
solar flaressancethe launchof the SolarMaxamumMassaonin 1980.Other
thantheoretacalinferencefromthe interplanetarypartaclesand fromthe
hlgh-energy 7-ray-emattangparticles, at present we have only the
possib_latyof optlcalspectroscopyas a means for remotelysensingflare
protonsatlow energaesS-7.
2. An Ion EnerqT-StoraqeScenarlo.As andicatedby the >-radiation,the
impulsivephase of a solar flare powerfullyacceleratesenergeticions.
Thisaccelerationbegansat aboutthe sametameas the non-thermalelectron
productaonofthe ampulsivephase,butmaytakeplace8 an a "secondstep".
The scenaraodascussedanthaspapersimplyisthatbulkaccelerataon
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ION ENERGY STORAGE FOR POST-FLARE LOOPS 
Hugh S. Hudson Center for Astrophysics and Space SC1ences, Univ. of Ca11forn1a, san D1ego La Jolla, CA 92093 USA 
ABSTRACT 
Low- nergy on-thermal protons may have long 11fetimes 1n 
c ronal loops w1th low dens1ty and h1gh temperature. If 
nergy were stored 1n such protons in the init1al phases of a 
solar flare, it could be released slowly dur1ng the later pha es. W1thin the present observat10nal 11mits for post-flare loops, th1s mechan1sm should be cons1dered 1n add1t10n to a f1eld-11ne reconnection theory of the Kopp and Pneuman 
type. The th1n-target 'Y-ray em1SS10n from the trapped protons 1S below present 11m1ts, but more sensit1ve 
observat10ns can test the hypothes1s. 
~. Introduct10n. Solar flares consist of d1st1nct 1mpuls1ve and gradual pha es l plus other assoc1ated phenomena. The 1mpuls1ve phase exhw1ts powerful nergy release and part1cle accelerat10n. The gradual phase - the per10d of ma1n Ha and soft X-ray emiss10n - may also require energy release, although on a slower t1me scale. The need for this energy release 1S seen 1n the gradual growth of the soft X-ray loops of the gradual phase 2 1nterpreted as a sequent1al exc1tat10n of 1ndependent flux loops. Although greater uncert 1nt1  eX1st, theoretical est1mates of coo11ng times also 
suggest gradual energy release 3 w1th1n a g1ven loop. The gradual phase also has a strong assoc1at10n w1th the accelerat10n of the coronal mass e)ect10ns and the COp10US product10n of 1nterplanetary particles., so that non-ther al proce ses must cont1nue during th1s phase. 
The role of energetic protons 1n solar flares has a long history, st1mulate  by the observat10n at Earth and 1n the 1nterplanetary medium of the "solar cosm1C rays." El110tt S propounded the 1dea of energy storage 1n protons, tak1ng advantage of long Coulomb-scatter1ng 11fetimes. The difficult p01nt about understa ing the role of protons 1n the flare proper has rema1ned the1r essent1al un-detectabiI1ty: bas1cally only those part1cles above threshol s near 10 MeV produce 'Y-ray spectral 11ne em1ss10n, and even th1S has only generally been d1agnostically useful for solar flares S1nce the launch of the Solar MaX1mum M1SS10n in 1980. Other than theoret1cal 1nferenc  fro  the interplanetary part1cles and from the h1gh-ener  'Y-ray-e 1tt1 g part1cles, at present we have only the possib111t  of opt1cal spectr sc py as a means for remotely senSing flare protons at low energ1es 6 - 7 • 
~. An Ion Energy-St age Scenar10. As 1ndicated by the 'Y-rad1ation, the impulsi  phase of a solar flare powerfully accelerates energet1c ions. This a celer ion beg1ns at about the same t1me as the non-thermal electron product10  of the 1mpulsi , phase, but may take placeS 1n a "second step". 
The scenar10 d1scussed 1n th1s paper simply 1S that bulk accelerat10n 
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of energetlc lons in flare loops ad3acent to those of the impulslve phase
may leave a non-thermal ion population in these loops. Coulomb scatterlng
will then extract thls energy from the ions and glve it to the electrons, as
long as the ions can remain stably trapped. The electrons couple the energy
strongly into radlatlon or conduct it into the chromosphere. The maln
attractlve feature of thls scenario, aside from its simplicity, is that the
excltatlon of post-flare loops follows a defanlte pattern of later loops
having lower densl_les9, which would have a natural explanationin terms of
Coulomb colllslons. Thls scenario of ion energy storage was first proposed
by Jefferles and Orral110 , but has not received much attention in the light
of modern data.
_. Coulomb Scatterlnq: S_mDlePhvslcs. Coulomb scattering describes the
physics of charged-partlcleinteractlons.The electrostatic force between
two partlcles, one considered as a test particle and the other as a member
of the background plasma, wlll change the energy and momentum of the test
partlcle relatlve to the background. To apply the Coulomb collislontheory,
we must speclfy the velocity dlstrlbutlon functlons of the test particles
and fleld particles. In general, flare energy release should result in non-
Maxwelllan, anlsotroplc dlstrlbutlons. To avoid thls complication, we
assume here that the ion and electron componentshave separately relaxed to
Maxwelllan dlstr_butlons characterized by temperatures T and T
respectively. We further assume that the lons are protons. At Bow proto_
energles11 ,
= _/2/ne;Tpe 12.6 T
note that the equillbrlatlon depends solely upon the temperature and
denslty of the electron dlstrlbutzon.For a typical soft X-ray temperature
of 107 K and a denslty of 1010 cm-3 , we have r = 39.8 S.
For proton energies exceedlng (M/m)kT (1.57 MeV at Te = 107 K), the
tlme scale begins to increase approximatelyas
= i0II _/2/ne,Tpe 2.0 x E
wlth E in MeV. For example, at i0 MeV in a denslty 1010 cm-3, we have r =
632 s.p
4. Coulomb Scatterlnq: _catlons. The dlscusslon above describes the
baslc m_nlmum physlcs of the interactlons between dlfferentlally heated
electrons and protons. Beyond thls physlcs, other processes could play
roles important to the questlon of energy storage: (i) Scatterlng. The
trapped protons may escape by pltch-angle scattering into the loss cone.
Thls scatterlng could occur as a result of Coulomb collisions or
"anomalously" from interactlons wlth waves12-13 . (ii) Drift. Non-
adiabaticmotion may lead trapped protons into the loss cone or move them to
open fleld llnes13; thls process depends crucially on the geometry of the
flux tubes. (111) Charge exchange. Low-energy protons can neutrallze by
picking up a free electron, thus permitting them to cross magnetic field
llnes and escape from a trap. (iv) Fllamentation. If the post-flare loops
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of energet1c 10ns 1n flare loops adJacent to those of the 1mpuls1ve phase 
may leave a non-ther al 10n populat1on 1n these loops. coulomb scatter1ng 
w111 then extract t 1s energy fro  t e 10ns and g1ve 1t t  t e electr s, as 
long as the 10ns can re a1n stably trapped. The electrons couple the energy 
strongly 1nto rad1at10n or conduct 1t 1nto the chromosphere. The ma1n 
attr t1  f t r  of t 1s sce ar10, aS1de fr  1tS s1 p11c1t , 1S t at t  
exc1tat10n of post-flare loops follo s a def1n1te pattern of later loops 
hav1ng lower dens11;1es 9, Wh1Ch would have a natural explanat10n in ter s of 
Coul b col11 10 . h1S s r10 of 10  e er  st r  was f1rst pr os  
by Jeffer1es and rrall 1 0, but has not rece1ved much attent10n 1n the l1ght 
f oder  at . 
1. Coulomb scatter1ng: S1mple PhYS1CS. Coulomb scatter1ng descr1bes the 
phYS1CS of charged-part1cle 1nteract10ns. The electrostat1c force between 
two part1cles, one cons1dered as a test part1cle and the other as a member 
of the background plas a, 11l change the energy and o entu  of the test 
part1cle relat1ve to the background. To apply the Coulo b col11s10n theory, 
we ust spec1fy the veloc1ty d1str1but10n funct10ns of the test part1cles 
and f1eld part1cles. In general, flare energy release should result 1n non-
axwel11an, a 1s trop1c 1str1 t10 s. o avo1d th1S co p11cat10n, e 
u  r  t t t  10   l tro  ponent   r t ly r lax  t  
axwel11  1s r1b t10ns r er1zed  per t s    
respect1vely. we further assume that the 10ns are protons. At~ow protofi 
energ1es 11 , 
, = 12.6 T3/ 2/n ; pe e  
note t at the equ111br1at10n depends solely upon the te perature and 
dens1ty of the electron d1str1but10n. For a tYP1cal soft X-ray temperature 
f 10 7  and a e s1t  f 10 10 c - 3 , e ve, = 39.8 s. 
For proton energ1es exceed1ng (M/m)kT (1.57 MeV at Te = 10 7 K), the 
t1 e scale beg1ns to 1ncrease approx1 ately as 
= 2.0 x lOll E3/ 2/n , 
'pe p e 
1th E in eV. For exa ple, at 10 eV 1n a dens1ty 10 10 c - 3 , we have, -
632 s.p 
4. Coulomb scatter1ng: Comp11cat10ns. The d1Scuss10n above describes the 
bas1c m1n1mum phys1cs of the 1nteract10ns between d1fferent1ally heated 
electrons and protons. Beyond th1S phys1cs, other processes could play 
roles 1 portant to the quest10n of energy storage: (1) scatter1ng. The 
trapped protons may escape by p1tch-angle scattering 1nto the loss cone. 
Th1S scatter1ng could occur as a result of Coulomb col11s10ns or 
"anomalously" from 1nteract10ns w1th waves 12 - 13 . ( 11 ) rift. Non-
ad1abat1c mot10n may lead trapped protons 1nto the loss cone or move them to 
open f1eld 11nes 13 ; th1S process depends cruc1ally on the geometry of the 
flux tubes. (111) Charge exchange. Low-energy protons can neutra11ze by 
p1cking up a free electron, thus perm1tt1ng them to cross magnet1c f1eld 
I1nes and escape from a trap. (1V) F1lamentat10n. If the post-flare loops 
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containsmall-scalefilaments,undetectableat present resolution,the
hlgherdensityinthe fllamentswouldshortentheprotonCoulombllfetlme.
These processeswould in each case reducethe storagetlme of the
protons,makingthelrenergylessl_kelyasan explanationforthe observed
late-phaseheating in solar flares. It ls likely that patch-angle
scatteringfromion-cyclotronwaves,drlvenby the anlsotropyof the loss-
conedastr_butlonof the mirroringtrappedpartlcles,would occuron tame
scalesmuch shorterthan the Coulombenergylosses12. Neverthelessthe
Instab111tycalculationsare model-dependentand It is worthwhileto
considerthe Coulombscatteringalone,sincethismechanismcannotfallto
operate.
From the above estimatesof tlme scales,we can drawthe immediate
conclusionthat proton energy storagewould not have long enough tlme
scalesforpost-flareloops(i00-10000s) exceptat lowenoughdensltles(n
< 108 cm-3) or for hlgh enoughproton energles;in the lattercase the
protonsmay be energeticenoughto exceedthe excltatlonthresholdsand
produce7-rayemlsslon.
5. Comparlsonwlth Observations.Gamma-rayProductlon.To compare the
theoreticaltame scaleswith the observations,we examinethe flare of
August21, 1973,forwhichMacCombaeand Rust14 havegivenestimatesof the
physlcalcondatlonsan the post-flareloops.Density5 x 109 cm-3 and
temperaturedecaytlmeof 1.7x 104 S leadto a protonenergyof 43MeV.Thls
energy as hlgh enoughto produce7-ray emlssaonllnes from thin-target
anteractlonsas the protonsbounce between the hypotheticalmagnetlc
mirrors.
The totalnumberof trappedprotonscan be estlmatedfromthe total
energy of the soft X-ray source.From the emasslonmeasureand denslty
quotedbyMacCombaeandRust,we flnda totalenergyW = 5 x 1029 ergs.Thls
requiresabout7 X 1033 protonsat 43 MeV.For the 4.43MeV 7-ray llneof
12C,Ramatyeta;.Is gavea cross-sectlonof about%0 mb; assuminga carbon
abundanceof 1.6x i0-4 relativetohydrogen,we wouldhavea 7-rayfluxof
about 8 x 10-4 (cm2sec)-1. Thisas aboutone orderof magnitudebelow the
faintestreportedsolar fluxes16, so that the energycouldbe stored in
protonsandnot detectedvia its7-rayemasslon.
6. Conclusions.Elllott5 proposed the pre-flarestorageof energy in
energetlcprotons,baseduponthelrlongCoulombtlmescales.Thlsideamay
st111 not confllct irreconcllablywlth observatlons,although th@
theoreticalquestlonregardingthe impulsivenatureof the prlmaryflare
energyreleasewould remainunexplained.Thisproblemmay also exist for
thepost-flareenergystoragehypothesls:experiencedobserversof NG lane
spectraan flareshave noted that dlstznctlyunusualH_ profilesoccur
predominantlyatthe outeredgesof expandlngflarerlbbons17.Thlszmplles
fairlydirectlythat non-thermalenergyreleasetakesplace late in the
flaredevelopment,and provldessomeof the best evldencean favorof the
magnetlcfluxreconnectlon18 as a causeof post-flareheatlng.These red-
shlfted or broadenedhydrogen emlssaon-llneprofiles have no simple
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conta~n small-scale f~laments, undetectable at present reso1utl.on, the 
h~gher dens~ty ~n the fl.laments would shorten the proton Coulomb l~fet~m  
These processes would l.n each case reduce the storage tl.me of the 
protons, makl.ng thel.r energy le s 1J.ke1y as an explanatl.  for the observed 
late-phase heat~ng in solar flares. It l.S IJ.kely that pl.tch-angle 
scatter~ng from ~on-cyclotron waves, drl.ven by the anl.sotropy of the loss-
cone dl.strJ.butl.on of the ml.rrorl.ng trapped partl.cles, would occur on tl.me 
scales much shorter than the Coulomb energy 10sses12 . Nevertheless the 
~nstabl.ll.ty calculatl.ons are model-dependent and ~t ~s worthwh~le to 
cons~der the coulomb scatter~ng alone, s~nce th~s mechan~sm cannot fa~l to 
operate. 
From the above est~mates of tl.me scales, we can draw the ~mmed~ate 
conclusl.on that proton energy storage would not have long enough t~me 
scales for post-flare loops (100 -10000 s) except at low enough dens~t~es (n 
< 10 8 cm- 3 ) or for hl.gh enough proton energl.es; l.n the latter case the 
protons may be energet~c enough to exceed the exc~tat~on thresholds and 
produce Y-ray eml.SSl.on. 
~. Comparl.son Wl.th Observatl.ons. Gamma-ray Productl.on. To compare the 
theoretical tl.me scales wl.th the observat~ons, we exam~ne the flare of 
August 21, 1973, for wh~ch MacComb~e and Rust 1 4 have g~ ven est~mates of the 
phys~cal cond~ tl.ons ~n the post-flare l ops. Densl. ty 5 x 10 9 cm - 3 and 
temperature decay t~me of 1.7 x 10 4 s lead to a proton energy of 43 MeV. Thl.S 
energy ~s h~gh enough to produce y-ray em~ s~on ll.nes from thl.n-target 
~nteractl.ons as the protons bounce between the hypothetl.cal magnetl.c 
ml.rrors. 
The total number of tra ped protons can be estl.mated from the total 
energy of the soft X-ray source. From the eml.SSl.on measure and dens~ty 
quoted by MacCombl.e and Rust, we f~nd a total energy W = 5 x 10 2 9 ergs. Th~s 
requ~res about 7 x 10 33 protons at 43 MeV. For the 4.43 MeV y-ray ll.ne of 
12C, Ramaty et al. 15 g~ve a cross-sect~on of about 40 mb; assuml.ng a carbon 
abundance of 1.6 x 10- 4 relatl.ve to hydrogen, we would have a y-ray flux of 
about 8 x 10- 4 (cm2sec)-1. Thl.S l.S about one order of magnl.tude below the 
fal.ntest reported solar fluxes 16 , so that the energy could be stored in 
protons and not detected Vl.a l. ts y-ray eml.SSl.on. 
~. conclusl.ons. Elll.ott 5 proposed the pre-flare storage of energy l.n 
energetl.c protons, based upon thel.r long Coulomb tl.me scales. Thl.S l.dea may 
st 1 not confll.ct l.rreconcl.labl  wl.th observatl.ons, although th~ 
theoretl.cal questl.on regardl.ng the l.mpulsl.ve nature of the prl.mary flare 
energy release would remal.n unexplal.ned. Thl.S problem may also eXl.st for 
the post-flare energy storage hypothes1s: experl.enced observers of Ha l~ne 
spectra l.n flares have noted that dl.stl.nctly unusual Ha profl.les occur 
predoml.nantl  at the outer edges of expandl.ng flare rJ.bbons 17. Th1S 1mp ~es 
fal.rly dl.rectly that non-ther al energy release takes place late 1n the 
flare development, and provl.des some of the best eVl.dence ~n favor of the 
magnet1c flux reconnect~on18 as a cause of post-flare heat1ng. These red-
sh1fted or broadened hydrogen em1ss10n-11ne profl.les have no sl.mple 
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explanationzn terms of the protonenergy-storagehypothesis,sznce the
energyreleaseshouldoccurgradually,but no detalledcalculatlonof the
energytransferbetweenthepartlclepopulationspresentlyexlsts.
I concludethatthe protonenergystoragehypotheszscouldwork from
an energetzcspoznt of vzew. Sensztzve7-ray observatlonscan test the
hypothesisdlrectlyby observingthe thln-targetemlsszonof the trapped
protons.In the meanwhile,betterknowledgeof physlcalcondltlonsin the
flaresoftX-ray sourceswouldbe helpful.Theoretlcally,furtherstudles
of the limztson stabletrapplngwould formpartof the necessarytreatment
of the completeevolutlonof a flaringloop.Even if ion energy storage
turnsout to playno rolezn post-flareenergyrelease,suchstudleswould
be well worthwhllein vlew of the llkellhoodthationsand electronsw111
havedlfferentdzstrlbutzonfunctlons.
7. Acknowleduments.Thls researchwas supportedby NASA under grant NSG-
7161.I ensoyedhelpfuldlscusslonswzth the Helzobeerpartzcipants,plus
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energy release should occur gradually, but no deta~led ca1culat~on of the 
energy transfer between the part~cle popu1at~ons presently ex~sts. 
I conclude that the proton energy storage hypothes~s could work from 
an energet~cs po~nt of v~ew. Sens~t~ve ~-ray observat~ons can test the 
hypothes~s d~rectly by observ~ng the th~n-target em~ss~on of the trapped 
protons. In the meanwhile, better knowledge of phys~ca1 cond~t~ons ~n the 
flare soft X-ray sources would be helpful. Theoret~cally, further stud~es 
of the lim~ts on stable trapp~ng would form part of the necessary treatment 
of the complete evolut~on of a flaring loop. Even ~f ~on energy storage 
turns out to play no role ~n post-flare energy release, such stud~es would 
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TWO TYPES OF ELECTRON EVENTS IN SOLAR FLARES
E.I.Daibog, _.G.Kurt, Yu.l.Logachev, V.G.Stolpovsky
Instltute of Nuclear Physics, moscow State University,
Moscow I19899, USSR
Abstract. The fluxes and spectra of the flare electrons mea-
Sured on board _enera-13 and I4 space probes are compared
with the parameters of the hard (E_55 ke¥) and thermal X-
ray bursts. The electron flux amplitude has been found to
correlate with flare importance in the thermal X-ray range
( r _ 0.8). The following two types of flare events have been
found in the electron component of SCR. (I) The electron
flux increase is accompanied by a hard X-ray burst and the
electron spectrum index in the _ 25-200 keV energy ra_e is
~ 2-3. (2) The electron flux increase is not accompamAed by
_hardy 0.7-1.0).X-ray burst and the electron spectrum is softer
I. _ethod and statist&cs.
The fluxes and spectra of the 25-1500 key electrons and
55-100 key hard (Xh-) XW--rayswere systematically meastured
in I98I-I983 on board Venera-I3 and I@ /I-3/. 300 SCR events
were selected which could be considered as flare-induced.
Only the SCR events which could be identified, using H_ a_d
thermal X-rays, with the flares in the Sun's _estern hemis-
phere were selected in o_der to s_udy the relationships bet-
ween the flare electron fluxes injected to interplanetary
space and the X-rays. The events were only analysed where
the > 70 ke_ electrons were observed, for it is obvious that
the > 55 _eV X -rays are produced by the electrons with Ee>
Ex. Such events amount to I30; out of them only 67 were ac-
companied by the xh-bursts; in 65 cases such an accompaui-
ment was not detected. These sets of events will be hence-
forth designated eXtXh and eXtXh .
2. Distribution functions.
We constructed the size distributions of the number of
events with given parameter ¥: _(¥) =(I/_)(dN_¥), where N
is the number of events in a given set. The highest electron
fluxes ( Je ) and the amplitudes Jxt and JXhOf, respectively,
the Xt-andXh_ursts are used as ¥ . The functions f (Je),
f (Jxt), and f (Jxh) are shown in Fig.la,b,c where the cros-
ses and the dashed lines relate to the eXtXh set. From
Fig. I it is seen that, threughout the major part of the in-
terval of the amplitudes Je ,Jxt , and JXh the distribution
£unctions may be approximated by a power low with index a .
It is seen that (I) the distribution functions of various
parameters within the same set are alike and have similar
indices and (2) the distr_butio_l functions of the same pa_a-
meters within differemt sets are characterized by different
. We have _ i.2-I._ for eXtXh and _ _ 1.7-1.8 for eXtXh.
Thus, by using the additional indication (the accompar4ying
Xh-burst), we have obtained two sets of events in which the
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sured on board Venera-I3 and 14 space probes are compared 
with the p rameters of the hard (E+~55 keV) and thermal X-
ray bursts. Th  lectron flux ampl~tude has been found to 
correlate with flare importance in the thermal X-ray range 
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found in the lectron component of SOR. (I) The lectron 
flux increase is accompanied by a hard X-ray burst and the 
lectron spect,rum index in the ....... 25-200 keV nergy range is 
'1 '" 2-3. (2) Th  lectron flux increase is not accompanied by 
a hard X-ray burst and the electron spectrum is softer 
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I. Method and statist~cs. 
The fluxes and spectra of the 25-1500 keY lectrons and 
55-IOO keV hard ( Xh-) X-r s were systematically measured 
in 1981-I983 on board Venera-I3 and 14 /I-3/. 300 SOR vents 
were selected which could be considered as flare-induced. 
Only the SCR vents which could be identified, using H cJ. and 
thermal X-rays, with the flares in the Sun's W stern hemis-
pb re w re s lected in order to study the relationships bet-
ween the flare lectron fluxes injected to interplanetary 
space and the X-rays. The vents were only nalysed where 
the> 70 keV lectrons were observed, for it is obvious that 
the> 55 keV X -rays are produced by the lectrons with Ee> 
Ex' Such vents amoun  to 130; out of them only 67 w re ac-
companied by the Xh -bursts f in 63 ca es such an accompani-
ment Was not detected. These sets of events will be hence-
forth deSignated e tXh and e tXh • 
2. Distribution funct;ons. 
We constructed the size distributions of the number of 
vents with given p rameter Y: f (Y) =(I/N) (dN/dY), where N 
is the number of vents in a given set. The highest lectron 
fluxes ( Je ) and the amplitudes JXt and JXhof, respectively, 
the Xt- andxh-bursts are used as Y • The functions f ( Je ), 
f (Jxt) , and f (JXh) are shown in Fig.la, b, c where the cros-
ses and the dashed lines relate to the e tXh set. From 
Fig. I it is seen that, throughou  the major part of the in-
terval of the amplitudes.Je ,JXt , and .JXh the distribution functions may be approximated by a power low with index d • 
It is seen that (I) the distribution functions of various 
p rameters within the same set are alike and have similar 
indices and (2) the distr~butioll fUllctions of tbe same p ra-
meters within differemt sets are ch racterized by diff rent 
~ • We have eX' "-' I. 2-1.4 for e tXh and ex ...... I. 7-I.8 for e tXh. 
Thus, by using the additional indication (the accompanying 
xh-burst), we have obtained two sets of vents in which the 
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intensity distributions differ in slopes. This means that
two types of electron events are realized in SCR which cor-
respona to different conditions for particles acceleration
and leakage in solar flares. We think that the conventional
approach (see, for example, /4/) makes it difficult to dis-
criminate the types of flare events in SCR because in this
case the distribution function of the events of given para-
meter Is usually constructed, irrespectively of the rela-
tionships of these events to other parameters of flare ac-
tivity.
,_...,(_._.._)_ From Fig. I it is
xo_ _o-3_o-2xo-_o° seen th_at the eXtXh
-_ a) B) o) to-- eXtXh events hum-
*c0 I__,,F..' __) _+_, _' bet ratio increases
with amplitudes Je
. io-X: _: and Jxt and that,
":_ starting from cer-
_*°'2 _'_ _ amplitudes, only the
rain values of the
_ I°'s _T_ eXtXh events occur."'_ . This is understand-
x0-4 \ . {.x_h} able in terms of the
\ . {.x,,_,,} big flare syndrome
x°'5 _oO'xo' x'_-x°__x°4'= x°'V'x°'_'x°'S'J"+ /5/ according to
_..(c2...., o)-I '_h'_(_'2"°)-'which, as Uhe power
Fig. I of a flare rises,
the probability for the flare to be accompanied by the en-
tire spectrum of flare events rises also. However, two ty-
pes of the SCR events can hardly be accounted for only by
the difference in the power of parent flares. From Fig. I
it is seen that there exists the interval of the Je and Jxt
amplitudes where the SCR events of both types are realized.
The electron spectra
Fig. 2 shows the results of comparing between the dif_-
ferential electron energy spectra in the eXtXh and eXtXh
events. In the energy range Eo_ 25-210 key the electron
_spectra were approximated by
' . {o×_} a power law with exponent YA.
_, i __{o_×_} The values of Ye presented inFig.2 have been obtained by
5 I averaging over the number ofthe events of given type in
4 Je + _ Je ] . The dots relate
to the eXtXh events, andT
I+ _ the crosses to the eXtXhs events. According to Fig.2,
_ the eXtXh events differ from
the eXlXh events in the elec-
lO-I i0 101 102 108 tron spectrum slope (a _e
0.7-I 0) and in the dependen-
Je' cm'2sec-lster-1 @
ce of _e on Je. Nevertheless,
Fig. 2 the differences in the spec-
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tral characteristics of electron fluxes cannot account in
all cases for the Xh-burst accompaniment of the SCR events.
It is easy to verify that the identical electron fluxes at
a_e _ 2 produce the quantum fluxes differing by a factor
of less than 3. In some cases, therefore, we must have seen
both an Xh-burst and a SCR electron event.
The most probable condition for the eXt_h events to be
realized consists in that the plasma density n in the ac-
celeration region is low and all the accelerated electrons
_r the majority of them, are ejected to interplanetary me-
.ium within a period smaller than the Coulomb loss time.
_he values of Je and _e from Figs. I and 2 were used to es-
timate the uRRer l_mit of the density for the eXtXh events:
< 5xI09-I0 i_ cm-_.
Correlations
The coincidence of the slopes of the distribution func-
tions of events fox the amplitudes of various parameters
(see Fig. I) ensues from the correlation between the elec-
tron events and X-ray bursts:This is confirmed by direct
calculations o2 the correlation coellicients between the in-
tensities of X-ray bursts and electron fluxes fro_ the cen-
tral and western flares, r ( IgJe , IgJxt ) _ 0.8 _-0.02 for
I47 events with the > 25 ke_ electrons and I30 events with
the > 70 ke_ electrons. Such value of rext means that (I)
the energy lost 2or SCR electron acceleration is approxima-
tely proportional to the flare energy because the energy re-
lease in the xt-range is proportional to the energy reali-
zed in the flare /_/ and (2) the xt-flux may be also a mea-
sure of the power of a SCR event. We have also obtained that
r ( IgJe , ISJXh)_ 0.69. Partly, this may be relevant to
the fact that the electron flux must be compared with the
total number of quanta or with energ_ release in a burst _ =
=JJxhdt rather than with the Jxh-burst amplitude, because
it is 6 that is proportional to the particle number in the
generation region of the Xh-rays in terms of the nonthermal
model. Fig. 3 shows the correlation between 6 and Je" It
is seen that the relationship bet-
' ., ween J_ and _ is nearly linear
• • and th[t the calculated rexhN 0,79 +-
_o_ 0.03. From this it follows that the
_ "" " effectiveness of electron leakage to
•. interplanetary medium is approxima-
mu 10 2 _ *
• "-' • rely constant irreespectively of
_ ".. -"" " flare intensity.
_._o: • • Considering the index of the Xh-
ray quantum spectrum 6 is _ _ and
. "" varies little with flare intensity,
_o° • • we obtain for the energy release
• and the particle number at the Xh-
.... ray source ns: ns = k(8 )S ,
,o_ _o' _o-_ _o_ where k(8 )_--I.3x IO@I at the thres-
"(_.....>"°'_'_ hold values E_ = 70 _eV and Ee 55
Fig. 3 keV in case o_ thic_ target or trap
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and tha  the calculated reXh ....... 0.79 :t. 
.03. From this it follows that the 
effectiv ness of lectron leakage to 
interplanetary medium is approxima-
tely constant irreespectively of 
flare intensity. 
Oonsidering the index of the Xh-
ray quantum spectrum 6 is "'" 4 and 
varies little with flare intensity, 
we obtain for the nergy r lease e 
and the particle number a  the Xh_ 
ray source ns: ns;; k( 8 ) € , 
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model /6/. Considering that s = bJe (see Fig. 3) and turn-
ing to the number of particles injected from the source,
ninj , we obtain the following relation between ns and
nin _ in terms of the diffusion model: n s = Anmj and
Am IO_.
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TWO CLKSSESOF SOLARENERGETICPARTICLEEVENTSASSOCIATEDWITH
IMPULSIVEAND LONG DURATIONSOFT X-RAYFLARES
H. V. Cane,R. E. McGuireandT. T. vonRosenvinge
LaboratoryforHighEnergyAstrophysics
Greenbelt,MD 20771
USA
ABSTRACT
Solar energeticparticle ventsobservedin space have
differentpropertiesdependingon the class of asso-
ciatedflare. Impulsiveflares,whichoccurlow in the
coronain regionsof highenergydensity,areassociated
with particleeventswhicharedeficientin protons.
These events are rarelyassociatedwith coronalmass
ejectionsand interplanetaryshocks.Thevastmajority
of large, highenergyprotoneventsareassociatedwith
longdurationflares,manyof whicharealsoassociated
with fastcoronalmassejectionsandstronginterplane-
taryshocks.Suchflareeventsoriginaterelativelyhighin the corona.
1. Introduction. Recently it has been pointedout from two
different viewpoints that theremay be more than one class of
interplanetarysolarenergeticparticle (SEP)event.In the first
study [1] it was foundthat therewere SEP events which showed
high abundancesof electronsrelativeto protonsat energiesnear
35 MeV and whichwere well correlatedwith gamma ray events.
Previously it had been foundthat therewas a poor relationship
betweenparticlefluxesinferredfrom gammaray observations and
fluxes measured in space [2,3]. In anotherstudy [4] a few
examples of SEP eventswere foundwhichwere not associatedwith
coronal mass ejections(CMEs).In this work it was noted that
theserare eventswere associatedwith impulsiveflares. It had
been previouslyestablishedthat the flaresassociatedwith CMEs
and interplanetaryshocks !andby inferrenceSEPs) [5,6,7,8]tend
to be predominatelyof a dlfferentclass,namely 'longduration'.
A study in 1977 [9] showedthat impulsive and long duration
flares,as observedin soft X-rays,occurredin differentregions
of the corona. Long durationflaresoccurhigherin the corona
than impulsiveflares.
\
We have made a studyof SEP events_nd find that there are
two classes.Alt_oughin one classthe eventstend to be 'proton
poor'and are not, in general, associatedwith CMEs,the impor-
tant distinguishingfeatureis theirassociationwith impulsiveflares.
2. The Data. We have used data from GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
detectors on IMP-8and ISEE-3to assemblea list of solar flare
events which produced relativisticelectrons (>3 MeV) above
approximately 5x10-4 electrons/(cm2.ster.sec.MeV)during the
interval September 1978 to December1983. Only events with a
confident sourceassociationwere included. For the majorityof
the events, this meantthat therewere H-alpha, soft X-ray and
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metricradiophenomenathat occurredat the same time.The events
were dividedinto two classesdependingon the durationsof the
associated(1-8A) soft X-rayevents.
We term "longduration"thoseparticle events associated
with soft X-ray flareswhich lastedfor more than 1 hour at
greater than 10% of the peak intensity. "Impulsiveevents"were
associatedwith X-rayflareswith a durationof less than 1 hour
at greaterthan 10% of the peak intensity. Four further events
without X-ray observationswere includedin this group on the
basis of the shortdurationof the associatedH-alpha activity.
It is importantto note
that the terminology
LONG DURATION FLARE IMPULSIVE FLARE "impulsive" and "long
Ha LONGITUDE W87• Ha LONGITUDE W74° duration" refers to the
,_ , , , , , , , , soft X-rayprofiles and
ELECTRONS not to the particle time
022MeV histories. However, the101
SEP events associated
with impulsiveflaresdo
'_ tend to have short dura-
, , tions relative to
, 'normal'protoneventsaslo '.
,,° ", can be seen in Figure1.
/I 0 , I I I I [ I [ I> , . . , , , , , The 73 eventsof our
PROTONS study are listed else-
_,oZ 30-45MeV where [i0]alongwith a
o more detaileddescription
= ":°, of the selection
,0. '- _ criteria. There are two
× _ , ' lists corresponding to
,0, the two classes. The
" informationprovided istJ _
] as follows; a) flarelz: I I I I l I I t
_<_' ........ timimgand location,soft
PROTONS X-ray intensityand dura-
l32-241MeV tion; b) timings and
,0 intensitiesof associated
metric bursts of Types
,o III, II and IV; c)
averagespeedto earthof
,0 . any associated inter-
,_ ,; ,, planetary shock; d)
' electron onsetand peak
...I I , h l , l I I I
,o,, _ AR _' = _, ...... fluxes in two energyM CH1981 JUNE19S0 bands (-I and I0 MeV);
e) peak proton fluxes
Fig.1 Protonandelectronfluxesas a
functionof timefor three events.
Thereweretwoeventson June07, 1980
but they are unresolvedin these
figures.
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in two bands (-10and 60 MeV), f) the ratioof the high energy
electron flux to the low energyp.rotonflux; and g) approximate
electron and protonspectralindzcesbased on the ratiosof the
high to low energyfluxesof each specie.
! i i I I I
12 LONG DURATION
-1>_ Figure 2 shows eventsize distributionsfor
__ electrons (4-19 MeV)] and protons(9-23MeV)
z PROTONSL-- for both long duration
I and impulsive events.
-- Whereas both classes
J have similarelectron
10 4 10 3 10-2 10=1 100 101 102 103
MAXIMUM PARTICLE FLUX PER (cm2-sec-ster-MeV) events, proton events
with peak fluxes above
i , , , , , , i/(cm2-sec-ster-MeV)occur onlywi h long
,4 IMPULSIVE durationflares.Addi-
,2 tionally high energy
z_ proton events occur
_0 only rarely with
8 impulsiveflares. The
particle fluxes sho_,
6 that the impulsiveD
z 4 events are 'proton
poor'.
2
i i
10 4 10 3 10 2 10 1 100 101 102 t03
MAXIMUM PARTICLE FLUX PER (cm2-sec-ster-MeV)
The key to understandingour resultsis in the metric radio
bursts. We find that the impulsiveflareeventsof our study
produced strong Type III bursts, the majority(77%) including
Type V continuum. Converselythe Type III/Vburstoccurred with
only 15% of the long durationflares. Type II bursts occurred
about equally (-80%)for both classes. Type IV occurred more
frequently with long durationflares (72%)than with impulsive
flares (23%).
3. Discussion. Our results, and otherrecentresults, require
modificationsto many long held ideasaboutparticleacceleration
in flares, in particularto the ideasaboutthe two phases. It
was originallyproposed[11]that in the firstphase only non-
relativistic electronswere accelerated. Observationsof gamma-
rays and the associationof a classof proton and relativistic
electron events with strongType III burstsshow that this is
incorrect. Acceleration at coronalshockswas assumednecessary
for the productionof protonsand high energy electrons. Since
Type II bursts (the signatures of shocks) always follow
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associated Type III burstsit was assumedthat the first phase
was necessary for the generationof shocksand the subsequent
secondphase acceleration.We find that there is a good correla-
tion betweenhigh energyprotoneventsand Type II and Type IV
bursts but note that some eventsare not precededby Type III
bursts. Proton events with weak impulsive phases have been
discussed before [12]. We believethat the relationshipbetween
the two phases is the following:A shock can form as a
consequenceof the initialimpulsiveenergyreleasein energetic
solar events At essentiallythe same time beamsof high energy
particles can be createdbut the probabilityis greatestlow in
the corona. When the coronalshockstrengthens(relativelyhigh
in the corona) it can acceleratehigh energy particles which
escapeto the interplanetarymedium.In this scenariothere is no
relationshipbetweenthe intensityof the firstphase and that of
the second. However in very 'big'flaresboth phases will be
strong.
4. Conclusions, Our resultssuggestthat energyreleases that
take place high in the coronaare most likelyto be associated
with a CME and the particlesobserved in space may include
substantialfluxesof both electronsand protons.Energyreleases
in the low coronaoccurrapidlyand are most likelyto produce
fluxes,of particles that in the interplanetarymedium are
deficientin protons.
5. Acknowledqements. This work was supportedin part by NASA
grantNGR 21-002-316.
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A DOMINANT ROLE FOR PROTONS AT THE ONSET OF SOLAR FLARES
G.M.S_mnett
Department of Space Research, Unlvers_ty of Blrm_ngham, U.K.
ABSTRACT
We suggest that recent observatlons have cast conslderabledoubt on the
generally accepted explanation that non-thermal electron beams transfer most of
the flare energy durlng the onset of solar flares. In thls paper we argue that
non-thermal protons in the energy reglon 102-103 keV are a more probable energy
transfer mechanlsm. An important consequenceof this hypothesls is that the
hard X-ray burst must be thermal.
l.Introduct_on It was shown many years ago(l) that the energy released in a
solar flare was consistent wlth the total energy in non-thermal electrons above
20 keY, assumed to be responsible for the hard X-ray burst vla non-thermal
bremsstrahlung in a thlck target. Since that tlme support for thls hypothesls
has grown to the extent that many regard It as an establlshed fact. For
example, it has recently been stated(2) that to account for many large flares
no slgnlflcantenergy input, other than electrons> 25 keV, needs to be Invoked.
In another recent paper(3) it was argued that over 1036 electrons.s -I were
requlred durlng the impuls_ve phase of the 1981 April 24 flare.
We belleve that improved observations made during the last solar maximum
have cast doubt over thls interpretatlonof the impulslve phase of flares.
Among the more slgnlficantobservatlons are the followlng:
a) The hlgh plasma turbulence seen in heavy ions, eg CaX-_, prlor to the onset
of the hard X-ray burst, _ncludang in some cases s_gnlflcantmass upflows(2,4).
b) The presence of hlgh energy protons at the onset of the impulslve phase of
some gamma ray flares(5,6).
c) The complete absence of metrlc/declmetrlcradlo emlss_ons durlng many large
flares Includlng the impulsive phase of the 1981 Aprll 24 flare(7).
When the energy inputs requlred for a) and b) are taken into account, together
wlth the energy in the whole electron spectrum, the total flare energy budget
becomes heavily oversubscrlbed. In addltlon, If the efflclencles of the
acceleratlon processes are also consldered,which are qu_te probably less than
50%, the sltuatlon is even worse. Thus another slgn_flcant polnt is:
d) When the energy in the pre-_mpulslve phase plasma turbulence and upflows is
added to the energy _n the non-thermalelectrons and ions, together w_th an
efflclency factor, the flare energy budget appears to be exceeded.
To overcome these problems an alternative hypothesls _s suggested, namely
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that the prlmary energy release results In the coronal acceleratlon of non-
thermal protons whlch have the bulk of thelr energy in the 102-103 key reglon.
We shall show that thls offers an attractlve alternatlve to both the non-
thermal electron hypothesls dlscussed above and the alternatlve thermal models
suggested recently(8,9). Our model is essentlally a non-thermal proton model
which results in excesslve heatlng of the chromosherlc plasma to produce the
hard X-ray burst by thermal bremsstrahlung.
2.The Non-Thermal Proton Hypothesls We now conslder the four polnts a)-d)
mentloned above in more detail.
a) The plasma turbulence and upflows observed before the onset of the hard X-
ray burst cannot be caused by the impact of electron beams on the chromosphere
wlthout produclng X-rays. As soon as an electron beam _s accelerated a reverse
current will be set up to avold charge separatlon. Emslle(10) has shown that
when reverse current losses of the beam are taken Into account the electron
energy must exceed 460 keY to penetrate below the transltlon zone for any
reasonable atmospherlc model. Theory has shown(ll) that energy must be dumped
below the transition zone for slgnlflcant mass to be ablated.
Protons in the reglon 102-103 keY can do thls readlly. Dependlng on the
atmospherlc model the threshold energy for penetration to the top of the
chromosphere from the corona is 400_150 keY, wlth the lower l_mlt probably more
approprlate to the onset of a flare. Reverse current losses are largely
ellmlnated by havlng accompanylng electrons of the same veloclty as the protons.
The energy content of SUCh electrons is negllglble compared wlth the protons.
b) Gamma ray productlon at the flare onset is accounted for by a sl_ghtly more
efflclent acceleratlon process whlch ralses the h_gh energy tall of the proton
energy spectrum. Thls need only have a mlnor effect on the total energy of the
accelerated protons, whlch explains in a natural way why many gamma ray flares
are opt_cally small, wlth relatlvely low total energy. On the conventlonal
model, If the typlcal flare is domlnated energetlcally by non-thermal electrons
then the gamma ray flares must invoke a proton acceleratlon process whlch
suddenly becomes important. We belleve such a scenarlo _s unattractlve.
c) Radlo emlsslon is an Important electron signature. In a magnetlc fleld
relatlvlstlc electrons emit gyrosynchrotron radlatlon, which in the flare
s_tuat_on appears in the m_crowave region. An electron beam w_th a veloclty
dlstrlbutlon increaslng towards hlgh energles will emlt plasma radlatlon; such
beams are frequently observed as type III bursts and only _i029 electrons >20keV
are requlred for these to be detectable by modern radlo-telescopes. Correlatlon
of mlcrowave bursts wlth hard X-rays is very hlgh; vlrtually 100% for bursts
> 1000 counts.s -I detected by the Hard X-Ray Burst Spectrometer on SMM. Yet 15%
(7) of the same flares have no metrlc/declmetrlc radlo em_sslon.
It mlght be argued that the requlred veloclty dlstrlbutlon in the electron
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beam builds up too slowly for a type Ill burst to be produced. However,
observatlons(12)of very fast (_ is) hard X-ray fluctuataonsargue 3ust the
opposite, namely that the release must be impulsave unless the accelerataon slte
is very close,_103km, to the chromosphere. Hard X-ray imagang observataons from
SMM suggest that such small dastances are unlikely in a typical flare (13).
The impulsave phase of the whlte-laght flare on 1981 April 24 had 35 GHz
emissaon of--5000.104 Jy(3). Macrowave emission at this level occurred in only
nane flares durang 1979-82, so thas as truly a ma3or event. However, it produce,
no metric/decametrlc emission untal the onset of the gradual phase some 5m after
the ampulsave phase maxamum. On the non-thermal electron hypothesls over 1036
electrons.s-I are requared to produce the X-rays and the impulsave phase lasts
for over 100s. It as very surprislng that durlng this time enough electrons to
produce a type III burst - 1029 - did not escape into the corona.
d) It has been proposed recently(2) that electrons>25 keV may provade the
energy for the entlre flare. This, however, neglects the energy an electrons
<25 keV and there is no basis from observatlonsto suggest that these electrons
are neglagable. In fact, to the contrary. Llnet al(14)made high spectral
resolutaon observations of a flare which showed that the electron spectrum
extended to 13 keV (the low energy cut-off of the measurement) wathout a change
an spectral andex. As the spectral andex was -4.5 thas implaes an order of
magnatude ancrease an energy content goang from 25 keV to i0 keV. We have no
way of estimating the proton energy spectrum at the Sun below _ 5 MeV. However,
analysas of the 1972 August 4 flare(15) indicated over two orders of magnatude
more protons than electrons at 5 MeV and extrapolataon of the spectrum produced
equal numbers of protons and electrons at 40 keY. While there as no basas in
thas flare for such an extrapolation,at shows proton energy should not be
dasregarded. The accelerator is presumably<100% efflcaent at producang non-
thermal particles. Even af we assume 50% efficiency, it appears that we would
have no daffaculty an estimatang a total energy which is a factor of 20-40
hagher than that contaaned an electrons above 25 keV.
From the above there as no doubt that the arguments for the total flare
energy residang an non-thermal electrons >25 keV are weak and that there as
substantaalevadence agaanst thear existence an any energetically-domanantform
at all. It now remaans for us to show that non-thermalprotons can explaan the
phenomena better. Protons of a few 100 keV can readaly drive the plasma
turbulence and ablataon wathout producang hard X-rays. They are necessary for
the gamma rays, and they can easily heat the chromosherac plasma to produce the
soft X-ray emassaon. The principal daffaculty wath a proton beam as an hard X-
ray generataon. To do this there must be rapad heating in a way that produces
electron temperatures sagnificantly above ion temperatures. Such a mechanasm
has been suggested an the context of Tokomaks(16),which anvokes plasma
anstaoalataes in fane-scale falamentarystructures where electron temperatures
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are enhanced by 102 or more. While this is probably not directly appllcable to
the flare situation, it indicates that anomalous effects are llkely in plasmas
with high beam currents and that extremesin temperaturemight occur.
In terms of energy, thermal hard X-ray production is_30 times more
efficient than a non-thermalprocess(17). In addition our model only requires
one accelerationmechanism to be operating to account for all flares. There are
other important observations, such as the insensitlveway O__emlssion correlates
with hard X-rays and the negative results from polarization studies that also
argue against non-thermalelectron dominance(18,19).
3.Conclusions.We have shown that there is considerable evidence agaanst non-
thermal electron beams as the dominant energy transfer mechanasm during the
impulsive phase of Solar flares. Instead we suggest that non-thermal protons an
the energy region 102-103 keV are a more likely energy carrier. The advantages
of protons are that they can account for the plasma turbulence and upflows seen
before the hard X-ray burst, they can produce gamma ray emission from optically
weak flares and they can account for the lack of metric/decimetricemission in
many large flares. In addition, only one acceleration process need be advocated
to account for all flares provided it is approximately velocaty dependent. Such
a process is the MHD shock, which certainly has all the right propertaes when
observed in interplanetaryspace. An important consequence of our model as that
the hard X-ray burst must be thermal in the _mpulsive phase.
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ABSTRACT. A survey of 50 electron energy spectra from .i to I00 MeV
originatingfrom solarflareshas beenmade by the combinationof data
from two spectrometersonboardthe ISEE-3(ICE)spacecraft.The observed
spectralshapesof flare eventscan be dividedinto two classes through
the criteria of fit to an accelerationmodel. This "standard"two step
accelerationmodel,which fitsthe spectralshapeof the first class of
flares, involves an impulsivestepthatacceleratesparticlesup to I00
keV and a secondstepthat furtheracceleratestheseparticlesup to 100
MeV by a single shock. This fit fails for the secondclassof flares
that can be characterizedas havingexcessivelyhard spectraabove 1 MeV
relative to the predictionsof themodel. Correlationswith softx-ray
and meter radioobservationsimply that the accelerationof the high
energy particles in the second class of flares is dominated by the
impulsivephaseof the flares.
I. INTRODUCTION. Previous surveys of electron flare spectrawith
energiesextendlngup to I0 MeV havebeen conducted by Datlowe (1971),
Simnett (1974),Lin e__tal. (1982),and Evensone__ttal. (1984). "Thestudy
presentedin thispaperhas the advantageof nearlycontinuous coverage
over a four year period of high solar activity in the absence of
magnetosphericeffects due to the orbit of the spacecraft. Two
independentlywell calibratedinstrumentson the samespacecraftare used
to cover two adjacent energy ranges. The total energy range and the
resolution are well suitedto explorethe spectralregimecharacteristic
of the secondstepof acceleration.The combinationof improvementsin
this studyyieldresults_ot identifiedin previoussurveys.
2. METHO____D.Measurementsof solarflareelectronsin the energy range
of .075to 1.30MeV were obtainedfrom the ULEWATspectrometer(Hovestadt
et. al. 1978)and electron spectra in the range of 5 to I00 MeV were
measuredwith theMEH spectrometer(Meyerand Evenson,1978). No attempt
was made at normalizationof the two sourcesof data as each instrument
was judged to be adequatelycalibratedby independentmethods. The time
intervalof the survey extends from launch of ISEE-3 in August 1978
throughDecember1982.
Supported,in part,by NASA contractNAS5-26680and NASA grant
NGL-I4-001-005.
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2. METHOD. Measure ents of solar flare electrons in the energy range of .075 to 1.30 MeV were obtained from the ULEWAT spectrometer (Hovestadt 
..e.t, • .li. 1978) and electron spectra in the range of 5 to 100 MeV were measured with the MEH spectr eter (Meyer and Evenson, 1978). No attempt was made at normalization of the two sources of data as each instrument was judged to be adequately calibrated by independent methods. The time inter al of the survey extends from launch of ISEE-3 in August 1978 throu  December 1982. 
*Su port  in part, by NASA contract NAS5-26680 and NASA grant NGL-14-001-005. 
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Two requirementsfor inclusionof a flare in the survey were applied:
first,all energybinsin theULEWATdatamust have an impulslve(_-1day
rise time)enhancementover backgroundand, second, all energy bins in
the MEH data through the I0 MeV bin must also have.an impulsive
enhancementover background.The majorityof eventsobservedwith ULEWAT
has no measurable counterpart in MEH. To relate the interplanetary
particlespectrumto the sourcespectrum,the asst_ptionswere made that
the spectrum of particles escapzng from a flare is identical to the
spectrumof particlesacceleratedin thatflareand that the propagation
of particlesfrom the flareis a simplediffusionprocesswhich doesnot
changethe energyof the partlcles.With theseassumptionsthe spectrum
at the source is obtalned by subtractingthe pre-flarebackgroundflux
from the flaremaxim,--fluxin each_ bin (Linet al. 1982).
The classificationof spectralshapeby comparisonwlth the predictzonof
a singleshockaccelerationis equivalentto comparisonwith a spectral
shape whlch is a power law in momentum(Blandfordand Ostrlker,1978).
Following Ellison and Ramaty (1985), the loss of efficiency in
acceleration of the highestenergyparticlesdue to effectssuch as the
diffusionlengthof the particlebeinggreaterthanthe size of the shock
is modeled by an exponential roll-offin energyabovea characteristic
energy,E . A goodpowerlaw inmomentum fit to an energy spectrum is
shownin _he exampleof FigureI, and replottedas a functionof rigidity
in Figure2. The caseof a spectrumthat deviates from a power law in
momentum (rigidity) predictedby the singleshockmodel is obviouson a
rigidityplot (Figure3). I 0 '_ , , ,
3. RESULTS• A detailedlistof the
propertiesof the individualflares in " _k 1982DAY359
this study willbe presentedin a full.--
paper now in preparation• Of the 50 >m 10t
events included in the survey,31 can !
be modeled by the single shock o
mechanismand thesewillbereferredto •
as classII events The events which i 10-I• &.
deviate from a power law in momentum -
will be referredto as class I events•_!
Sixteen of the class I spectra are E
consistentwith a power law shape in S 10-3
kinetic energy while 3 spectra are
flatterat high energies. Events with =o
an identlfied source positlon on the _.=
sun showa selectloneffectin favorof _ 10-s
well connected flares which is more ,._
pronouncedin the class I events• The
average 25-45 MeV protonfluxfrom the
classII eventsis higherthan that of Io'; J ,
the class I events while the average 10.I 1o0 IoI 102
electronto protonratio at 25-45 MeV
of the class II events is lower than Electron Energy (MeV)
that of the classI events• _: Flareenergyspectrum
fit by singleshockmodel with
4. DISCUSSION• While the spectraof compressionratio,r=2.3,and
class II electronflareeventsare well e-foldingenergy,Eo=60MeV.
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is modeled by an exponential roll-off in energy above a characteristic 
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in F~gure 2. The case of a spectrum that deviates from a power law ~n 
momentum (rigidity) predicted by the single shock odel is obvious on a 
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average 25-45 MeV proton flux from the 
class II events is higher than that of 
the class I events while the average 
electron to proton ratio at 25-45 MeV 
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Fig. 1: Flare energy spectrum 
fit by sirl{Jle shock odel ith 
compression ratio, r=2.3, and 
e-folding energy, Eo=60 NeV. 
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modeled by single shock acceleration, the spectra of class I events
requiremore complicatedmodels. Obviouscandidates _nclude more than
one acceleratlon site, a single shock wzth a compressionratiowhlch
varies in eitherspaceor time,an energydependentescapemechanism,and
an injectionspectrt_at high energieswhich is flatterthanthe spectrum
producedby the shock. The electron spectra alone cannot d_stinguish
betweentheseoptions.
The duration of the soft x-ray thermal emission (I-8 _) of flares
provides a powerfultool in classifyingflaresassociatedwith energetic
interplanetaryelectronsas was firstrecognizedby Cane et al. (1985).
For all interplanetaryparticleeventsassociatedwith softx-ray events
listed_n SolarGeophysicalData,the classI eventsare associatedwith
the impulsive (< I hour duration)softx-ray eventswhile the classIX
eventsare associatedwith the longduration(> I hourduration)soft x-
ray events. Pallovicini e__!_ta !l.(1977) have demonstratedthat the
durationof the softx-ray emissionis furtherassociatedwith thevolume
and coronalheightof a flare:the impulsiveflares(classI) are compact
and low in the corona while the long duration flres (class If) are
diffuseand higherin the corona.
The associationof classII eventswith diffuseeventshigh in the corona
is consistantwith the single shockaccelerationmodel used to fit the
electronspectra. Also, in support of the single shock acceleration
model for classIX eventsis the correlationby Caneet al. (1985)of the
longdurationx-ray eventswith interplanetaryshocks and coronal mass
ejections. The duration of gamma-rayemissionbursts(Chupp,1984) in
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the class II even_ is.alsa consistent with a shock of velocity 103km/s
traversing the i0_-I0 km volume associated with the long duration soft
x-ray events. The relative height in the corona of class II flares
results in less coronal diffusion than of class I flares and predicts
less sensitivity to the degree of connection with the flare slte.
The association of class I events wlth impulsive, compact events low in
the corona is inconsistant with a single shock model with a compression
ratio which varies in time or space. Multiple acceleration sites would
be expected to produce multiple soft x-ray impulses which are not seen.
The spectral shape of the gamma-ray continuum for the impulsive 1972
August 4 flare suggests that the electron spectrum at the acceleration
slte has a class I spectral shape (Ramaty et al. 1975) and thus the
escape mechanism is not energy dependent.
A model of class I flare acceleration dominated by the impulsive
(magnetlc reconnectlon) phase of the event is consistant with both the
observed electron spectral shape and the soft x-ray emlssion by a compact
and impulsively he,ted volume of plasma. One might expect evidence of
beaming along the direction of the electric field resulting from magnetic
reconnectlon and Cane et al. (1985) have found a correlation of the
impulsive soft x-ray events with strong type III radio bursts which
accompany streaming electrons. Tentative association of the directivity
of gamma-rays described by Vestrand et al. (1984) with class I events
provides further evidence for electron beaming. The component of shock
accelerated particles appears to be restricted to the lower energies by
the size and denslty of the heated plasma region and the shape of the
electron spectrum is consistant wlth such a component.
5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. We would like to thank Mr. Leo Krawczyk and Ms.
Judith Fontana-Kroeger for assistance in preparing this paper. We would
also llke to thank Mr. Richard Kroeger for helpful dlscussions.
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ONSET OF SOLAR FLARES AS PREDICTED BY TWO-DIMENSIONAL
MHD-MODELS OF QUIESCENT PROMINENCES
J. GALINDO TREJO
Instltuto de Geof_slca,UNAM, 04510 - M_xico, D. F., MEXICO
i. Introduction. It is well known the close connection
between the sudden disappearance ("disparition brusque") of
the quiescent prominences and the two-ribbon flares (see
e.g. [6]). Durlng this dynamlc phase the prominence ascends
rapidly (typically with a velocity about I00 Km/sec) and
dlsappears. In another later stage is observed material
falllng back into the chromosphere. The impact of this
downfalllng matter on the chromosphere produces the
H_ -brlgthening, which shows the symmetric double pattern.
The occurrence of the "disparition brusque" is thought to be
a consequence of a plasma instability of magnetohydrostatic
structures (see e.g. [ii]). Two-dlmensional MHD-models for
qulescent prominences have been worked out since the fifties.
They descrlbe the prominence in magnetohydrostatic
equillbrlum under the action of Lorentz forces, gas pressure
gradlents and the gravitational force. However, the
stabillty properties of most of these models are not yet
determlned. We analyze by means of the MHD-energy principle
[2] the stabllity properties of four prominence models. We
show that all consldered models undergo instabilities for
parameters outslde of the observed range at quiescent
promlnences. We consider the possibility that such
instabillties in the flare parameter range may indicate just
the onset of a flare.
2. Equilibrium and Stability Theory. We define a coordinate
system with x-axis along prominence, y-axls perpendicular to
the promlnence sheet and z-axis vertical (opposed direction
of the gravity acceleratlon). We take into account only
plasma structures, which are independent on x. In a
two-dimenslonal theory the magnetic field can be expressed
as:
B=VA Zz +B (Y,z) (I)
where A is the x-component of a vector potential. The equili-
brium condltion, which A must satisfy reads:
n +& B (AJ (2)AA
where P Is the plasma pressure, the external gravltational
field and 9 =-_H/a_=-_P/_the mass density. Any
two-dimensional promlnence model corresponds to a particular
cholce of the functions P(A,_), Bx(A) and the boundary
conditlons. In order to analyze the stability properties of
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1. Introduction. It is well known the close connection 
between the sudden disappearance ("disparition brusque") of 
the quiescent prominences and the two-ribbon flares (see 
e.g. [6)). Dur1ng this dynam1c phase the promi ence ascends 
rapidly (typically with a velocity about 100 Km/sec) and 
d1sappears. In another later stage is observed material 
fall1ng back into the chr nosphere. The impact of this 
downfall1ng matter on the chromosphere produces the 
H~ -br1gthening, which shows the symmetric double pattern. 
The occurrence of the "disparition brusque" is thought to be 
a consequence of a plasma instability of magnetohydrostatic 
structures (see e.g. [11]). TWo-d1mensional MHD-models for 
qU1escent prominences have been worked out since the fifties. 
They descr1be the prominence in magnetohydrostatic 
equil1br1um under the action of Lorentz forces, gas pressure 
grad1ents and the gravitational force. However, the 
stabil1ty properties of most of these models are not yet 
determ1ned. We analyze by means of the MHD-energy principle 
[2] the stab1lity properties of four promi ence models. We 
show that all conS1dered models undergo instabilities for 
parameters outs1de of the observed range at quiescent 
prom1nences. We consider the possibility that such 
instabil1ties in the flare parameter range may indicate just 
the onset of a flare. 
2. EquilibriuM and Stability Theory. We define a coordinate 
system with x-axis along prominence, y-ax1s perpendicular to 
the prom1nence sheet and z-axis vertical (oppose  direction 
of the gravity acc lerat1on). We take into account only 
plasma structures, which are independent on x. In a 
two-diMens1onal theory the magnetic field can be expressed 
as: 
(1) 
where A 1S the x-component of a vector potential. The equili-
brium cond1tion, which A must satisfy reads: 
6.A = -411" 1~(A.1» (2 ) 
where P 1S the plasma pressure, the external grav1tational 
field and s> =- ?)nla~=-?JP/a,/> the mass density. Any 
two-dimensional prom1nence model corresponds to a particular 
cho1ce of the functions P(A,~), Bx(A) and the boundary 
condit1ons. In order to nalyze the stability properties of 
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prominence models we use the MHD-energy principle of
Bernstein et al. (1958), according to whlch the stability
of an equilibrium configuration is determined by the
behaviour of the potential energy functional_(__,__)
resulting from a perturbation __(r_,t) to the system. For the
two-dimensional equilibrium class the functional _W(._,__ _)
may be written In the form:
where _
_=_e_+_e_,_=-__ %A , _=V_A_ _ . we have
supposee como±ex three-dlmens_onal disolacements of the
following generalized form:
_ ei''{ E%c ,z)e,,+ -1e= - (4)
It is assumed perzod_c boundary conditions along the promz-
hence axls (x-direction)andS=0 on the edge of the plasma
regmon _n the y,z-plane. The x-mntegration zn equation (3)
is to be carry out over one period. If _W zs positive for
all displacements which satisfy the boundary conditions,
then the equmllbrium is stable. The MHD-energy principle is
a necessary and sufficient criterion for stabzlity. The
staDility problem reduces therefore to analize the sign of
the minimum of _W. It IS interestmng to note that to the
variational problem whzch implzes the minimisatzon of _W,
is associated the Euler-Lagrange equation:
where F is a self-adjo_nt differential operator with time
Independent coefficients (see e.g. [i]). We use the
normalization constraint: ½_91._l_a_r=_ and obtain the
spectrum of elgenvalues further one has _0_m,,=S_WC._,._)
3. Stabmlity Results for Prominence Models. We have
evaluated the energy principle for four prominence models_
Menzel, (M), [I0] ; Dungey, (D), [3] ; Kippenhahn and
Schl_ter, (KS), [7] ; Lerche and Low, (LL), [9]. One obtains
generally stability statements by two procedures: (a)
analytically, by manipulating the energy functional _W to
recognlze a definite sign and so to znfer about the
stability properties, (b) numerically, by carring out the
m_nlm_sat_on of _W wlth the aid of a computer code. Our
analytical results concerning to these models are reported
elsewhere [4]. We obtain global stability for the KS-model
_n case of arbitrary 3D-d_splacements [5] ; for the other
models the stability statements are restrictive to special
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prominence odels we use the MRD~energy principle of 
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(5 ) 
here F is a self-adjo1nt differential ooerator ith tiMe 
1ndependent c efficie ts (see e. . [1]). vie use the 
nor alization constraint: J.z S ~ 1~12c13r  1 and obtain the 
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evaluated the energy principle for four prominence odels: 
enzel, ( ), [10]; Dungey, (D), [3]; Kippenhahn and 
chlUter, ( S), [ ]; erche and LO , ( ), [ ]. ne tai s 
generally stab1lity state ents by two procedures: (a) 
analytically, by manipulat1ng the energy funct10nal &W to 
recogn1ze a definite slgn and so to 1nfer about the 
stability properties, (b) nu erically, by carring out the 
1n1m1satlon f 8w 1t  t  i  f a puter e. ur 
analytlcal results concernlng to these odels are reported 
else here [ ]. e tai  l al st 1lity f r t e s- odel 
1n case of arb1trary 3 -d1splacements [5]; for the other 
odels t e st 1lity stateMents are r strl ti e to s ial 
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classes of displacements (2D, long wavelengths, etc.). In
order to obtain more general results concerning to broader
class of displacements we have developed a numerical code
based on the finite element-method. This procedure provides,
besides qualitative stability statements, the largest
growth rate in case of instability and the frequency of the
fundamental oscillations of stable systems• Our code was
tested successfully by applying it to simple systems, whose
dynamic properties are well known (e.g. Alfv_n waves,
current sheets and sound waves in a constant gravitational
field). We obtain numerically a stable behaviour for the
four models in the parameter range of the observations of
typical quiescent prominences (T=7 103°K he=5 101°cm-3
B=5G, thickeness Y=5.103 Km, height Z=1.5-5.104 Km). All
models describe horizonta! large-scale oscillations with
periods between 16 and 80 min (see Table I). Reported data
indicate that quiescent prominences undergo actually
horizontal oscillations from and towards the perturbation,
which is originated in solar flares. The observed periods
range from 6 to 80 min. [2], [8], [11.
Table i. Periods of horizontal Unstable behaviour is found
oscillations in quiescent only out of the observed
prominences, parameter range. When one
considers tyDical
Mode! Perlod (min) parameters of flares (e.g.
T_ 10_°K, n _ 1011cm"3,
M 40 B_ 50 G) on_ obtains
D 55-80 _= __ _. . Just forKS 16
LL 17-50 these parameters we get
instability only in case of
LL model. The other models continue stable around these
parameters. Figure 1 shows function of am_/Z (we use
dimensionless variables, so that 602min is normalized by g/h,
where g=2.74x10_cm/sec 2, h=kT/mg is the density scale height
and m is the proton mass). We have separated the different
physlcal effects (electromagnetic, compressional and
gravitational parts) in the energy functional
_W( _mln'_ _in )' SO that it is possible to infer about the
nature of the instability. For the situation illustrated on
Fig. 1 we find that the instability is driven mainly
by electromagnetic forces. Gravitation provides also an
instabilizing effect. In opposition to this, the
compression has continually a stabilizing effect. Such a
gravitational-electromagnetic mixed instability has a
typical growth rate F=_7_J_mz, I/2_ _ 4.7_ _0"_,_ , i. e.
growth time_ 5.8 h. On the other hand, the impulslve phase
of a flare elapses within few minutes, so that the found
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clas es of displac ments (2D, long wavelengths, etc.). In 
order t  obtain more general results concer ing to broader 
class of displac ments we have developed a numerical code 
based on the f nit  l ment-method. This procedure provides, 
besides qualitative stability s at ments, the largest 
growth rate in case of instability and the frequency of the 
fundamental oscillations of stable ystems. Our code was 
tested successfully by applying i  to simple ystems, whose 
dynamic properties are well known (e g. Alfv~n waves, 
current sheets and sound waves in a constant gravitational 
field). We obtai  numerically a stable behaviour for the 
four models in the parameter range of the observations of 
typical quiescent prominences (T=7.10 3 0K, n
e
=S.10 1 0cm- 3 , 
B=SG, thick ness Y=S.10 3 Km, height z=I.S-S.104 Km). All 
models describe horizontal large-scale oscillations with 
periods between 16 and 80 min (see Table 1). Reporte  data 
indicate that quiescent prominences undergo actually 
horizontal oscillations from and towards the perturbation, 
w ich is originated in solar flares. The observed periods 
range from 6 to 80 min. [2], [8], [1]. 
Table 1. Periods of horizontal 
oscillations in quiescent 
prominences. 
Model 
M 
D 
KS 
LL 
Per10d (min) 
40 
55-80 
16 
17-50 
Unstable behaviour is found 
only out of the observed 
p rameter range. When one 
considers typical 
parameters o  flares (e g. 
T",10 7 °K, n "'-I lOl;Lcm- 3 , 
B,... 50 G) on~ obtains 
/.l =8'1r11.kT > ,l • Just for 
'"' B2 N -L. 
th se p rameters we get 
instability only in case of 
LL model. The other models continue stable around th se 
p rameters. Figure 1 shows function of ~.~/2 (we use 
dimens10nless variables, so that cut. is normalized by g/h, 
m1n 
where g=2.74xl04cm/sec 2 , h=kT/mg is the density scale height 
and m is the pr ton mass). We have separated the diff rent 
phys1cal effects ( lectromagnetic, compressional and 
gravitational parts) in th  nergy functional 
c5w ( Cp , ~ lit ), so that it is possible to infer about the Elm1n - m1n 
nature of the instability. For the situation illustrated on 
Fig. 1 we find tha  the instability is driven mainly 
by lectromagnetic forces. Gravitation provides also an 
instabil zing effect. In opposition to this, the 
compression has continually a stabil zing effect. Such a 
gravitational- lectromagnetic mixed instability has a 
typical growth rate r=Jg/h'lCA)tn,nl/21f""4.7110-~et~t, i. e. q 
growth timer- S.8 h. On the other hand, the impulsive phase 
of a flar  elap es w thin few minutes, so that the found 
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' ' growth tlme may explain rather the
evolution of the flare ribbons and the
associated loop system which last
several hours. The cause of the
0 parameter shift in the quiescent
prominence may reside in an external
0 perturbation in form of a shock wave
generated by a distant flare or in an
-O.Z5 internal perturbation in form of a
! 2 3 _ . newly emerglng flux in the same active
Fig.l. LL-Model: region. Our results can be considered
minimum eigenvalue as preliminaries because the studied2
60min as function two-dimensional models are still very
of _=_/2 simple to describe the complexity
• of quiescent prominences• However,
further applications of our stability
method to more realistic models give the possibility of a
better description of the impulsive phase of solar flares.
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growth tJ.me may explain rather the 
evolution of the flare ribbons and the 
associated loop system which last 
several hours. The cause of the 
parameter shift in the quiescent 
prominence may reside in an external 
perturbation in form of a shock wave 
generated by a distant flare or in an 
internal perturbation in form of  
newly emergJ.ng flux i  the same active 
region. Our results can be considered 
as preliminaries because the tudi  
two-dimensional Models ar  till very 
simple to describ  the complexity 
of quiescent prominences. However, 
further applicatio s of our stability 
method 
better 
to more realistic models give the possibility of a 
description of the impulsive phase of solar flares. 
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ABSTRACT
We suggest that optically small y-ray flares result from gradual
pre-flare acceleration of protons over _10_s by a serles of MHD shocks
_n the low corona. A fraction of the accelerated protons are trapped
rn the corona where they form a seed populatlon for future accelera-
tlon. If the shock acceleration is sufficiently rap_d proton energles
may exceed the y-ray productlon threshold and trigger y-ray emission.
Thls occurs w_thout the total flare energy belng necessarily large.
Magnetic fleld geometry is an important parameter.
i. Introductlon
Now that the statistlcs of y-ray flares have improved to the polnt
where meanlngful comparlsons can be made wlth other flare data it has
become clear that not only the large, spectacular He flares are
associated with prompt nuclear llne emlsszons (e.g., 12C and 160).
Such flares requlre the presence of protons > i0 MeV and >generally
exh_blt the p(n,y)d neutron capture line requlring protons _ 30 MeV.
Results from SMM [i] have shown that a slgnlficant portlon of the y-
ray events have onset tlmes of y-rays and hard X-rays (> 28 keV)
colncldent to w_thin _ 1 s with the total hard X-ray integrated flux
well correlated wlth that of the y-rays [2]. A process for produclng
hard x-rays from y-ray produclng protons is dlscussed in another paper
[3]. Our model for such flares must be capable of produclng such
quasl-szmultanelty, and at should also be capable of delaying y-ray
productlon wlthout havang to resort to a separate model. In extreme
cases there _s evadence of proton (ion) acceleratlon up to 1 GeV wlthin
a few s of the hard X-ray onset [4].
If we concentrate on the more common case where protons only up to
30 MeV are requlred, thls stall represents a slgniflcant energy galn if
the protons start wlth a thermal dlstr_butlon at % 107K (i keV).
Although mechanlsms have been examlned theoretlcally to achleve such
rapld acceleratlons [5], the necessary physlcal conditlons for the
requlred acceleration efflciency are very severe and appear to be
improbable at the Sun. We suggest that such rapid acceleration is not
necessary, and that y-ray emlssion represents the end product of a much
more gradual (% 103 s) acceleratlon process.
2. The Acceleration of Protons
There are few observational constralnts on proton acceleratlon up
to _ 1 MeV, somewhat below the y-ray productlon threshold. However, we
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ABSTRACT 
We suggest that optically small y-ra~ flares result from gradual 
pre-flare accelerat10n of protons over ~10 s by a ser1es of MHD shocks 
1n the low corona. A fraction of the accelerated protons are trapped 
1n the corona where they form a seed populat10n for future accelera-
t10n. If the shock accelerat10n 1S sufficiently rap1d proton energ1es 
may exceed the y-ray product10n threshold and trigger y-ray emission. 
Th1S occurs w1thout the total flare enerqy be1ng necessar11y large. 
Magnet1c f1eld geometry is an 1mportant parameter. 
1. Introduct10n 
Now that the statist1cs of y-ray flares have 1mproved to the p01nt 
where mean1ngful compar1sons can be made w1th other flare data 1t has 
become clear that not only the large, spectacular Ha flares are 
associated with prompt nuclear 11ne em1SS10ns (e.g., 12c and 160 ). 
Such flares requ1re the pr sence of pr tons > 10 MeV and >g nerally 
exh1b1t the p(n,y)d neutron capture line requ1ring protons ~ 30 MeV. 
Results from SMM [1] have shown that a s1gn1ficant port10n of the y-
ray events have onset t1mes of y-rays and hard X-rays (> 28 keV) 
c01nc1dent to w1thin ~ 1 s with the total hard X-ray 1ntegrated flux 
well correlated w1th that of the y-rays [2]. A process for produc1ng 
hard x-rays from y-ray produc1ng protons is d1scussed in another paper 
[3] • Our model for such flares must be capable of produc1ng such 
quas1-s1multane1ty, and 1t should also be capable of delaying y-ray 
product10n w1thout hav1ng to resort to a separate model. In extreme 
cases there 1S eV1dence of proton (10n) accelerat10n up to 1 GeV w1thin 
a few s of the hard X-ray onset [4]. 
If we concentrate on the more common case where protons only up to 
30 MeV are requ1red, th1s st111 represents a s1gnif1cant energy ga1n 1f 
the protons start w1th a thermal d1str1but10n at ~ 107K (1 keV). 
Al though mechan1sms have been exam1ned theoret1cally to ach1eve such 
rap1d accelerat10ns [5], the necessary phys1cal condit1ons for the 
requ1red accelerat10n eff1ciency are very severe and appear to be 
1mprobable at the Sun. We suggest that such rapid acceleration 1S not 
necessary, and that y-ray em1ssion represents the end product of a much 
more gradual (~ 103 s) accelerat10n process. 
2. The Accelerat10n of Protons 
There are few observat10nal constra1nts on proton accelerat10n up 
to ~ 1 MeV, somewhat below the y-ray product10n threshold. However, we 
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know from range/energy conszderatzonsthat the acceleratzon cannot take
place at hzgh denslties, thus restrlcting the acceleration site to the
hlgh corona. For example, at a denslty of 2 x 109 cm-3, whlch is
representatlve of the base of the corona [6], a i00 keY proton has a
range of only 4 x 109 cm, whzch it would cover in _ 8 s. Therefore
not only would any acceleration process at these densitles result in
excesslve heatlng - most of the available energy would be dlsslpated as
heat - but protons whzch dzd manage to get accelerated to i00 keV
would have a short llfetlme. However, a 400 keV proton has a range of
1012 cm at a denszty of 108 cm-3, and therefore a izfetzme _ 103 s.
From these conslderatlons we suggest that any proton acceleration
reglon should be at a denslty at least as low as 3 x 108 cm-3
correspondzng to an altztude of _ 105 km. We belleve the most
plausible mechanism for proton acceleratlon zs coronal shock
acceleratlon. The baszc theory of partzcle acceleration in shocks has
been gzven by Bell [7] and most subsequent work has developed from his
suggestlons.
Fzg. 1 outllnes the scenario that appears most appropriate for the
development of y-ray flares. The magnetlc fleld configuratlon _s
izkely to be complex, wzth a serzes of small scale loops (shown lef_
inset), plus some overlying magnetlc structure wlth an overall szze
105 km. We suggest that evolutlon of the lower lylng loop structure,
posslbly caused by emerglng flux, causes small energy releases, heatlng
and a succession of small shocks. A fractzon of the protons
accelerated in these shocks are trapped in the overlying field and are
available for further acceleratlon as seed particles in subsequent
shocks . The acceleratlon we believe requires and zs enchanced through
the development of resonant turbulence, zllustrated schematically in
the center Inset of Fzg. i. Throughout the whole process there Is
feedback between the accelerated partzcles, the MHD waves and shocks.
Thzs drlves the energy release process harder. The latter is probably
due to _nduced addltional magnetzc fzeld reconnectlon. In the y-ray
0 TtME _m
Q SMALL SCALESTRUCTURE _DU¢ING eRESONANT TURB_ENCE
I O LARGE_ALE STRUCTURE • _GNETIC _CON_CTLONE_,_O.E_T I l ,. CON.ECT,NGPS J
OOPPLER $HIFTEO MHD TURBULENCE
RESONATESWtTH PARTICLE keV
GYROFREQUENCY
• SCATTERSPARTICLES ILl jl. I-7 MeV
• ENERGETIC PARTICLES
/ _ =MPLIFYWAVES
I
_ ;05 km
Figure i. Schematlc of pre-flare and flare particle acceleratlon and
actzvlty.
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know from range/energy cons1derat10ns that the accelerat10n cannot take 
place at h1gh dens1ties, thus restr1cting the acceleration site to the 
h1gh corona. For example, at a dens1ty of 2 x 109 cm -3, wh1ch 1S 
representat1ve of the base of the corona [6], a 100 keV proton has a 
range of only 4 x 109 cm, wh1ch it would cover 1n ~ 8 s. Therefore 
not only would any acceleration process at these densit1es result in 
exceSS1ve heat1ng - most of the available energy would be d1ss1pated as 
heat - but protons wh1ch d1d manage to get accelerated to 100 keV 
would have a short 11fet1me. However, a 400 keV proton has a range of 
1012 cm at a dens1ty of 108 cm- 3 , and therefore a 11fet1me ~ 103 s. 
From these cons1derat10ns we suggest that any proton acceleration 
reg10n should be at a dens1ty at least as low as 3 x 108 cm-3 
correspond1ng to an alt1tude of ~ 105 km. We bel1eve the most 
plausible mechanism for proton accelerat10n 1S coronal shock 
accelerat1on. The bas1c theory of part1cle acceleration 1n shocks has 
been g1ven by Bell [7] and most subsequent work has developed from his 
suggest10ns. 
F1g. 1 out11nes the scenario that appears most appropriate for the 
development of y-ray flares. The magnet1c f1eld configurat1on 1S 
l1kely to be complex, w1th a ser1es of small scale loops (shown lef~ 
1nset), plus some overlY1ng magnet1c structure w1th an overall S1ze ~ 
105 km. We suggest that evolut1on of the lower IY1ng loop structure, 
poss1bly caused by emerq1ng flux, causes small energy releases, heat1ng 
and a succession of small shocks. A fract10n of the protons 
accelerated in these shocks are trapped 1n the overlying field and are 
ava1lable for further accelerat10n as seed particles in subsequent 
shocks. The accelerat10n we believe requires and 1S enchanced through 
the development of resonant turbulence, 1llustrated schematically in 
the center 1nset of F1g. 1. Throughout the whole process there 1S 
feedback between the accelerated part1cles, the MHD waves and shocks. 
Th1S dr1ves the energy release process harder. The latter 1S probably 
due to 1nduced add1tional magnet1c f1eld reconnect1on. In the y-ray 
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F1qure 1. Schemat1c of pre-flare and flare particle accelerat10n and 
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flare the build up of the proton populatzon is eventually sufflclent
for a slgnlflcant preclpltation of protons near or below the transltlon
zone, produclng the slgnature of a y-ray flare. Thls is allustrated
schematically in the rlght inset of Fig. i. The whole process takes
103 s. Thas as consastent wlth the coronal accelerataon model
discussed by Lee and Ryan [8].
There are some observable consequences of the scenarlo we have
outllned. First, some of the more energetlc protons from the early
accelerataonswall not be stably trapped but wall impact the top of the
chromosphere, causlng heatlng but lattle else. Thas heatlng should be
vlszble praor to the flare as small soft X-ray and EUV brlghtenlngs
from the approprlate ampact polnts along the base of the loops
indlcated an the left anset (Fag. i). Second, the protons that are
stably trapped wall, an fact, contmnue to lose energy to the coronal
gas, thereby heatlng it. It has recently been suggested [9] that such
heatang may destabllze a coronal mass e3ectlon, thus opening the
magnetlc faeld and releasing the trapped protons. Thas would also
drave the energy release harder, causang a flare but probably not a
y-ray flare because the partacle trappang envaronment has been lost.
3. Supportang Observations
The model as well supported by observataons of the M4 y-ray flare
near the solar lamb on 1980 June 29, 10:41 UT. Fig. 2 shows the
intensaty-tame profale of 3.5-8.0 keV X-ray, emassaon from 10:20-10:45
UT. The onset of the ampulsive phase we take to be 10:40:IOUT. It as
obvaous from the soft X-ray observataons that there was conslderable
pre-flare actlvlty for some 20 m before the ampulslve phase. The OV
transatlon reglon UV llne Intensaty exhabats the same general behavior
while hard X-rays and y-rays are undetectable untal after 1041 and
peaklng at about 1042. Spatlally resolved data show that there were a
number of resolved braght poants an OV over a regaon of the lamb
coverlng a pro3ected dmstance of > 105 km. A large X-ray emlttlng
structure extending _ 1.5 x 105 km above the lamb (an pro3ectlon) was
reported for the peraod of June 29 [i0].
The general conclusaon from these data as that before the y-ray
flare there was non-ampulsave, but substantaal emassaon from the
transataon zone over a wadespread area near the solar lamb. There was
also evadence of a large scale magnetic structure of the type we
belaeve as sultable for trapping moderate energy protons (few hundred
keV) for perzods of many manutes. Although there as some evldence for
small dasturbances in the corona durang the flare, there was no ma3or
coronal transaent as there was from other non-y-ray flares from thas
regaon.
Prlor to the _mpulsave phase sagnzficant plasma turbulence was
observed in Ca XIX emlssaon lndacatlng random velocltles > 150 km/s.
Also there is very l_ttle evldence of radio emlssaon before the
impulsive phase. Th_s is all consistent wath energy deposataon and
wave generataon by non-thermal protons an the low corona. Clearly thls
is a feature of our gradual acceleration model, whlch would predict
proton energles of a few hundred keV, whach are suffacient to drave the
plasma turbulence, some 10s of seconds before the i0 MeV energaes
requared for the y-rays.
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flare the bUl.ld up of the proton populatl.on l.S eventually suffl.cl.ent 
for a sl.gnl.fl.cant precl.pl.tation of protons near or below the tranSl.tl.on 
zone, producl.ng the sl.gnature of a y-ray flare. Thl.s l.S l.llustrated 
schematically l.n the rl.ght l.nset of Fl.g. 1. The whole process takes ~ 
103 S. Thl.s l.S conSl.stent wl.th the coronal acceleratl.on model 
discussed by Lee and Ryan [8]. 
There are some observable consequences of the scenarl.O we have 
outll.ned. First, some of the more enerqetl.c protons from the early 
acceleratl.ons wl.ll not be stably trapped but wl.ll l.mpact the top of the 
chromosphere, caUSl.ng heatl.ng but ll.ttle else. Thl.S heatl.ng should be 
vl.sl.ble prl.or to the flare as small soft X-ray and EUV brl.ghtenl.ngs 
from the approprl.ate l.mpact pOl.nts along the base of the loops 
lndl.cated l.n the left l.nset (Fl.g. 1). Second, the protons that are 
stably trapped wl.ll, l.n fact, contl.nue to lose energy to the coronal 
gas, thereby heatl.ng it. It has recently been suggested [9] that such 
heatl.ng may destabll.ze a coronal mass e]ectl.on, thus opening the 
magnetl.c fl.eld and releasing the trapped protons. Thl.s would also 
drl.ve the enerqy release harder, caUSl.ng a flare but probably not a 
y-ray flare because the partl.cle trappl.ng enVl.ronment has been lost. 
3. Supportl.ng Observations 
The model l.S well supported by observatl.ons of the M4 y-ray flare 
near the solar ll.mb on 1980 June 29, 10:41 UTe Fl.g. 2 shows the 
intensl.ty-tl.me profl.le of 3.5-8.0 keV X-ray, eml.SSl.on from 10:20-10:45 
UTe The onset of the l.mpulsive phase we take to be lO:40:l0UT. It l.S 
obvl.oUS from the soft X-ray observatl.ons that there was consl.derable 
pre-flare actl.vl.ty for some 20 m before the l.mpulsl.ve phase. The OV 
tranSl.tl.On regl.On UV ll.ne l.ntensl.ty exhl.bl.ts the same general behavior 
whl.le hard X-rays and y-rays are undetectable untJ.1 after 1041 and 
peakl.ng at about 1042. Spatl.ally resolved data show that there were a 
number of resolved brl.ght pOl.nts l.n OV over a regl.on of the ll.mb 
coverl.ng a proJected dl.stance of > 105 km. A large X-ray eml.ttl.ng 
structure extendl.ng ~ 1.5 x 105 km above the ll.mb (l.n proJectl.on) was 
reported for the perl.od of June 29 [10]. 
The general conclusl.on from these data l.S that before the y-ray 
flare there was non-l.mpulsl.ve, but substantl.al eml.SSl.on from the 
transl.tl.on zone over a wl.despread area near the solar ll.mb. There was 
also eVl.dence of a large scale magnetic structure of the type we 
bell.eve l.S sUl.table for trapping moderate enerqy protons (few hundred 
keV) for perl.ods of many ml.nutes. Although there l.S some eVl.dence for 
small dl.sturbances in the corona durl.ng the flare, there was no maJor 
coronal tranSl.ent as' there was from other non-y-ray flares from thl.s 
regl.on. 
Prl.or to the l.mpulsl.ve phase sl.gnl.ficant plasma turbulence was 
observed l.n Ca XIX eml.SSl.on l.ndl.catl.nq random velocl.tl.es > 150 km/s. 
Also there l.S very ll.ttle eVl.dence of radl.o eml.SSl.on before the 
impulsive phase. Thl.s is all consistent Wl.th energy deposl.tl.on and 
wave generatl.on by non-thermal protons l.n the low corona. Clearly thl.s 
is a feature of our gradual acceleratl.on model, whl.ch would predl.c~ 
proton energl.es of a few hundred keV, whl.ch are suffl.cient to drl.ve the 
plasma turbulence, some lOs of seconds before the 10 MeV energl.es 
requl.red for the y-rays. 
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4. Concluslons
We belleve that the mechanlsm resultlng In y-ray emission from an
otherwise optically small flare is the slow build-up of partlcle energy
l f l l i
X-Ray Count Rate
35-80 keV
29 June1980
€--
R
I I I I I
102_0 1030 1040
Umversal T_me
Figure 2. Soft Y-ray count rate measured by
HXIS on SMM. The impulsive phase as well off scale.
over a tame scale of 103 s before the ampulslve phase. The magnetlc
fleld configuratlon is very important and requares the presence of
stable magnetic structures in the corona reaching to altatudes an
excess of 105 km. Such magnetic structures are used to trap accelera-
ted particles. During the pre-flare peraod energy is transferred to
non-thermal protons by a series of small MHD shocks, gradually re-
acceleratlng the survlvang protons. A sagnature of thls accelerataon
is the excitatlon of weak EUV and soft X-ray emission where some of the
accelerated protons ampact the chromosphere.
5. Acknowledgements We are grateful to Drs. D.J. Forrest, B.R.
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ON THE DETECTABILITY OF KEV-MEV SOLAR PROTONS
THROUGH THEIR NONTHERMAL LYMAN-ALPHA EMISSION
RichardC. Canfmeldand Chmng-RayChang
Centerfor Astrophyslcsand SpaceSciences,C-011
Unmversltyof Callfornla,San Diego
La Jolla,Callforn_a92093,USA
ABSTRACT
We anvestmgate the mntensity and tamescale of nonthermal
Doppler-shlftedhydrogen L_ photon emassaon as dlagnostacs
of i0 keV-lO MeV protons bombardlng the solar chromosphere
durang flares. We determane the steady-state excatatlon and
aonazatlon balance of the proton beam, takang into account
all amportant atomic interactions wath the ambient chromo-
sphere. For a proton energy flux comparable to the electron
energy flux commonly inferred for large flares, we flnd L_
wlng antensltles orders of magnitude larger than observed
nonflaring values, our anvestigatmon of tamescales for
ionlzataon and charge exchange leads us to conclude that
over a wade range of values of mean proton energy and beam
parameters, Doppler-shafted nonthermal L_ emisslon as a
useful observatmonal dlagnostic of the presence of i0 keV-
10 MeV superthermalproton beams an the solar flare
chromosphere.
!. Introductlon. Gamma-rayand hard X-ray observatlonsof solar flares
implythat,at energaes_ IOMeV, the numberofof energetacprotonsexceeds
that of energetlcelectronsby severalordersof magnltude[6]. This as
curren%lyunderstood[4]robe the consequenceof an acceleratlonmechanism
(e.g., a stochastacFermi mechanism)mn whlch the accelerationrate is
proportaonalto momentum,acceleratlontakesplacein a tenuousmedlum(the
corona),and the emmss_onis producedwhen the energeticparticlesare
stopped fully in a thick target (the chromosphereand photosphere).
However,thas mechanismoperateseffectivelyonly if some partlclesare
alreadyacceleratedabove a thresholdenergy by some other mechanism.
Orrall and Zlrker[5]have shown that charge-exchangeL_ emissionmay be
usefulforthe detectiono£ relativelylow energy(E < 1 MeV) superthermal
protons,whichdo not producea sagniflcantlevelof nuclearemission.In
this paper we extend the work of Orrall and Zirker to energetically
slgniflcantvaluesof beam flux,and addressthe questionof the rangeof
valuesof beam flux for whi:h the intensatyand timescaleof LG charge-
exchangeemlssmonmayfallIntoobservationallyrelevantranges.
2. Atomic Physics. To simplifyour study of the emissionof LG by
superthermal protons we represent the protons Injected into the
chromosphereby a verticalbeam darectedaway from the observer.Some
superthermalprotonsbecomesuperthermalhydrogenatomsin excitedstates,
and subsequentlyradiatebefore they stop. Potentiallyrelevantatomic
processesthat we have examined include charge exchange between beam
protonsand ambaen+hydrogenatoms,excitationof beam hydrogenatoms by
collisionswithamblentelectrons,hydrogenatomsandprotons,spontaneous
radiativede-excitatlonof beam hydrogenatoms,stimulatedra_iatlvede-
excitationof beamhydrogenatoms,collisaonalionizationof beamhydrogen
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We ~nvest1gate the 1ntensity and t~mescale of onthermal 
Doppler-sh1fted hydrogen La photon em1ss~on as d~agnost~cs 
of 10 keV-IO MeV pr tons bombard~ng the solar chr mosphere 
dur~ng flares. We d term~ne the steady-state exc~ at~on and 
10n~zat1on balance of the pr ton beam, t k~ng 1nto account 
all 1mportant atom~c 1nteractions w~th the ambient chromo-
sphere. For a proton energy flux comparable to the electron 
nergy flux commonly ~nferred for large flares, we f~nd La 
w~ng 1ntens~t~es orders of magnitude larger than observed 
non flaring values. Our ~nvestigat10n of t~mescales for 
ion~z t10n and charge exchange leads us to conclude that 
over a w~de range of values of mean pr ton energy and beam 
parameters, Doppler-sh~fted non thermal La emiss~on 1S a 
useful observat10nal d1agnostic of the pr sence of 10 keV-
10 MeV superthermal proton beams 1n the solar flare 
chr mosphere. 
1. Introduct1on. Gamma-ray and hard X-ray observat10ns of solar flares 
unply that, at energ1es ~ 10 MeV, the number of of energet1c protons exceeds 
that of nerget1c lectrons by s veral orders of magn1tude [6]. This 1S 
currently understood [4] to be the consequence of an accelerat10n mechanis  
(e. g., a stochast1.c Fermi mechanism) 1.n wh1ch the acceleration rate is 
pr port1onal to omentum, acc lerat10n tall.es place 1n a tenuous med1um (the 
c rona), and th  em1.SS10n is produced when th  nergetic part1cles are 
stopped fully in a thick target ( the chromosphere and ph tosphere) • 
However, th1s mechanism operates effect1vely only 1f some part1cles are 
already acc lerated above a threshold nergy by some other mechanism. 
Orrall and Z~rker [5] have shown that charge-exchange La emiSS10n may be 
useful for the d tect10n of relatively low nergy (E < 1 MeV) superthermal 
pr tons, which do not produce a s1gnif1cant l vel of nuclear emiss1on. In 
this aper w  extend the work of Orrall and Z1rker to nergetica ly 
s1gnif1cant values of beam flux, and address the question of the range of 
values of beam flux for whizh the intens1ty and timescale of La charge-
exchange em1SS10n may fall 1nto observationall  rel t ranges. 
1,. Atom1c Phys1cs. To s1mplify our study of th  em1ssion of La by 
superthermal pr tons we represent the pr tons 1njected into the 
chromosphere by a vertical beam d1rected way from the observer. Some 
superthermal pr tons become superthermal hydrogen atoms in excited states, 
and subsequently rad1ate before they stop. Potentially r levant atomic 
processes that we have examined include charg  exchange between beam 
pr tons and amb1en+ hydrogen atoms, excitat10n of beam hydrogen atoms by 
collisions with amb1ent lectrons, hydrogen atoms and pr ton , spontaneous 
rad1at1ve de-excitat10n of beam hydrogen atoms, st1mulated ra1iat1ve de-
exc1tation of beam hydrogen atoms, col11s1onal ionization of beam hydrogen 
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atoms by ambient electrons, protons and hydrogen atoms, and spontaneous
radlatmve recomb_natlonof beam hydrogen atoms.
We have examlned the relatlve mmportance of these various competing
atomlc processes, with the following conclusions.The dominant destruction
process for superthermal beam protons is charge exchange with ambient
chromosphermc hydrogen atoms. Ionazlng collaslonsof superthermalhydrogen
atoms wlth ambient electrons, protons, and neutral hydrogen atoms are of
comparable importance in creating superthermal protons. The maln source of
LG emasslon as charge exchange from the proton beam. The dominant slowing
process as Coulomb collaslonswith ambient electrons [7].
3. Computed La Spectra. Our chosen value of the hydrogen aonazed fraction
an our uniform chromospheric model atmosphere is guided by Orrall and
Zlrker, who used a detailed empirical model [8] to show that i0-I000 keY
proton nonthermal LG emasslon originates in the chromosphere.Our assume@
10% Ionized fractaon as an appropraatemean value. We have adopted a smmple
monoenergetmc proton beam at input. The values of the input energy E0 and
the total anput energy flux FE(O) are free parameters.
In Fagure 1 we show the computed nonthermal La spectrum generat@dby
monoenergetlc proton beams of anput energy flux FE(O) - i0_i erg cm-Z s-I
(an upper iimat to plausible values), for values of E0 ranglng from _ key to
_0 MeV If we examlne a s_ngle curve, say for EO = 30 keV, we see a sharp
Proton Energy
I keV I0 keV I00 keV IMeV
i i T i--
8[ F(Eo,O)O:8(E-Eo) FE(O):lO"erg cm-2 s"
Fig. I. - Theoretical nonthermal L_ spectra for protons of initial energy
E0•
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peak in the spectrum at the wavelength shlft Ak appropriateto the veloclty
of protons of inltlal energy E0, correspondlngto emlsslon from near the top
of the chromosphere.At lesser values of AX the emisslon comes from slower
protons that have penetrated some dlstance z into the target, where their
velocity (and hence Doppler-shlft) has dropped. If we consider the spectra
in Figure 1 for E0 = 300 keY and 3 MeV, we see that the curves peak somewhato
below E = I00 key (somewhat above AX = i0 A). This peak L_ intenslty
corresponds to the peak in the charge-exchange cross-section In th&s same
energy range. It is Interestlng to compare the computed spectra to an
observed solar active region La spectrum [3] and an observed (presumably
thermal) solar flare L_ spectrum [2]. Throughout much of the energy range
consldered in Figure 1 the intensityof the computed nonthermalL_ emlssaon
exceeds the observed active reglon emisslon by several orders of magnltude.
4. T_mescales. Our equ111briumcomputationsof La emissionwill not be
appllcableunless the lonlzatlonstructureof the chromosphereremalns
substantlallyunchangedwithlnthe tlme requlredfor chargeexchange.If
the chromospherebecomeshighlyionizedwithinthecollisionalrangeofthe
protons,littlechargeexchangebetweensuperthermalprotonsand amblent
hydrogenatomscan takeplace.BecauserecomblnatlonIs severalof orders
of magnltudeless efficientthan chargeexchange,per ambientpartlcle,
much lessnonthermalLa emlsslonwlllbe createdIfthe atmospherebecomes
lonlzed.
Fig. 2. The range of relevance at the equlllbrlumLG spectra in Figure i.
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velocity (and hence oppler-shl.ft) has dropped. If e consider the spectra 
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rresponds to the  l.n the rge-exchange cross-section 1n thl.S same 
rgy range,  is 1 terest1ng to com re the o ted sp tra to an 
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The rangeof relevanceof the La spectraof Figure1 is exploredin
Figure 2.The thicksolidcurve isthat forwhlchthe Ionizationtlmescale
Ti equalsthe chargeexchangetlmescaleTc.The thinlinesindlcatevarious
valuesof 71. On the long-dashedcurvethe peak intensityof nonthermalLa
emisslonequalsthatof observedflareLa-wlngemission.On the dot-dashed
curvethe peakcomputedintensltyof nonthermalLa emissionmatchesthatof
observed actlve-reglonLG-wing emission.We see that at an energy of
interest(say100 keV),theintensityof nonthermalLa emlsslonexceed_the
observedactive-regionbackgroundfor allFE(O) valuesaboveabout10" erg
cm-2 s-1,andthe charge-exchangemechanismiseffectiveupto aroundFE(O)
- 1013 erg cm-2 s-I. Over this range of FE(O)valuesthe ionizationtlme
ranges from about 1000 s to very small values.Obviouslyat the lowest
detectable intensities the equilibrium calculation given above is
physicallyrelevantthroughoutthe duratlonof typicalflares;at the high
end of the FE(0) range,the durationof validitybecomesinconsequentially
small.Figure2 also servesto show that at Inputprotonenergiesabove
aboutI0 MeV andbelowabout1 keV the equll_briumcalculationis not both
physicallyand observationallyrelevanta% any value of the total energy
flux.
_. Conclusions. We concludethat if the sun'schromosphereIs bombarded
suddenlyfromaboveby superthermalprotonsof energyl0 keV - 1 MeV, with
energy fluxes consistentwith the hypothesisthat such protons are a
significantcomponentof the populationof superthermalparticles in
flares,chargeexchangewouldleadto an intensebut briefburstof Doppler-
shiftedL_ emisslon.At much lowerproton fluxlevelsthe emissionwould
stillexceedpreflarebackground,but lastmuchlonger.Inotherwork[i]we
considerpower-lawand thermalformsof the inputprotonenergyspectrum,
the generationof emissionin the hydrogenHa llne,and the detailsof the
atomicphysics.
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The range of relevance of the La spectra of Figure 1 is explored in 
Pigure 2. The thick solid curve is that for Wh1Ch the 1onization t1mescale 
T i equals the charge exchange t1mescale T c' The thin lines ind1cate various 
values of T l' On the long-dashed curve the peak 1ntensity of nonthermal La 
emiss10n equals that of observed flare La-w1ng emission. On the dot-dashed 
curve the peak computed intens1ty of nonthermal La emission matches that of 
observed act1ve-reg10n La-wing emission. We see that at an energy of 
interest (say 100 keV), the intens1 ty of nonthermal La em1SS10n exceed, the 
observed active-region background for all PE(O) values above about 10 erg 
cm-2 s-1, and the charge-exchange mechanism 1S effective up to around FE(O) 
- 1013 erg cm-2 s-1. OVer this range of FE(O) values the ionization t1me 
ranges from about 1000 s to very small values. Obviously at the lowest 
detectable intensities the equ11~r1um calculat10n given above is 
physically relevant throughout the durat10n of typical flares; at the high 
end of the FE(O) range, the duration of validity becomes inconsequentially 
small. Figure 2 also serves to show that at 1nput proton energies above 
about 10 MeV and below about 1 keY the equ111.brium calculation is not both 
phYSically and observationally relevant at any value of the total energy 
flux. 
~. ConclUSions. We conclude that if the sun's chromosphere 1S bombarded 
suddenly from above by superthermal protons of energy 10 keY - 1 MeV, with 
energy fluxes consistent with the hypothesis that such protons are a 
significant component of the population of superthermal particles in 
flares, charge exchange would lead to an intense but brief burst of Doppler-
shifted La emiss1on. At much lower proton flux levels the emission would 
still exceed pre flare background, but last much longer. In other work [1] we 
consider power-law and thermal forms of the input proton energy spectrum, 
the generation of emission in the hydrogen Ba 11ne, and the details of the 
atomic physics. 
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OBSERVATIONSOFSOLARFLAREGAMHA-RAYSANDPROTONS
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ABSTRACT
Solar flare gamma-rays (4 - 7 MeV) and protons (8 - 500 MeV) were
simultaneously observed from six flares on 1 Apr., 4 Apr., 27 Apr. 13 Hay 1981,
1 Feb. and 6 June, 1982 by the Hinotori and GMSsatellites. The relationship
between 4 - 7 MeVgamma-ray fluences and peak 16 - 34 MeVproton fluxes for
these flares are analyzed. It does not reveal an apparent correlation between
these two parameters. The present result implies that the protons producing
gamma-rays and the protons observed near the Earth do not always belong to the
same population.
1. Introduction
The particle acceleration mechanism in solar flares has been studied
through observations of radiowaves, X-rays, gamma-rays, neutrons and flare
particles. The energetic photon observations provide a clue on the particle
acceleration through interaction processes in the flare region. On the other
hand, the particle observations provide the clue through propagation effects in
the corona and interplanetary space. Hence, we need simultaneous observations
of the photons and the particles to understand deeply the particle acceleration
mechanism and the photon emission processes in solar flares. To study the
acceleration of nuclei, it is important to investigate the relationship between
the particles producing gamma-ray lines and the particles observed near the
Earth. This investigation provide diagnostics for the following question: Are
these two kinds of accelerated particles the same population ? In__addition, it
provides the clue on the interaction model (thin-target or thick-target
interaction model), together with observations of fragments such as deuterons,
tritons and He-3 nuclei.
The gamma-ray observations were successfully performed during the solar
maximumperiod from 1981 Feb. to 1982 June by the Hinotori satellite (Yoshimori
et al., 1983). The Hinotori satellite observed 8 gamma-ray line flares during
the above period. On the other hand, the GMS(Geostationary Meteorological
Satellite) observed 23 solar proton events during the same period. Several
observations of solar particles associated with gamma-ray line flares have been
reported so far by the ISEE-3 (Pesses et al., 1981) and the IMP-8 (McGuire et
al., 1981) satellites. These observations indicated that the solar proton
fluxes were not always correlated with the gamma-ray line fluxes. Furthermore,
Cliver et a1.(1983) showed a lack of correlation between the peak 10 MeVproton
fluxes and the 4 - 8 MeVgamma-ray excesses for western hemisphere flares.
In this paper, we analyze the relationship between flare-associated
gamma-ray lines and interplanetary proton events observed from Apr., 1981 to
June, 1982. The gamma-raydata are from the gamma-rayspectrometeron board
the Hinotori satellite.The protondataare from the solidstateSi detector
on boardthe GMS.
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2. Gamma-Ray and Proton Observations
The flares in which gamma-rays and protons were simultaneously observed
are listed in Table 1. The flare date, maximum time, location, Ha importance
and GOES X-ray class are presented there. The detailed characteristics of
these flares were described by ¥oshimori(1984).
The time histories of gamma-ray count rate in the 4.0 - 6.7 MeV band were
observed for the 1 Apr., 4 Apr., 27 Apr., 13 May, 1981, 1 Feb. and 6 June, 1982
flares. The 4.0 - 6.7 MeV gamma-rays are mostly dominated by prompt nuclear
deexcitation lines of C-12 at 4.44 MeY and of 0-16 at 6.13 MeV (Yoshimori,
1984). A few additional gamma-ray lines were reported for these flares. Of
these flares the Feb. 1, 1982 flare did not reveal an apparent gamma-ray
emission. The corresponding time histories of proton fluxes in the 8 - 500 MeV
bands were observed.
The 1 Apr., 1981 flare showed the gradual time history with a long duration
of 26 min. The 4.0 - 6.7 MeV gamma-ray fluence and the peak 16 - 34 AeV2protonflux were (20 ± 4) photons / cmz and (2.5 ± 0.3) protons / cm s sr,
respectively. This flare is considered to be magnetically well-connected to
the Earth; this flare occurred within the so-called preferred connection
hello-longitude range. Protons with high energies of 200 - 500 MeV also were
observed (Yoshimort, 1985). These 200 - 500 MeV protons revealed a fast rise
and fall time history.
The 4 Apr., 1981 flare showed the impulsive time history with a short
duration of 80 s. The 4.0 - 6.7 MeV gamma-ray fluence and the peak 16 - 34 MeV
proton flux were (25 ± 5) photons / cm_ and (3.4± 0.4)protons / cm_ s sr,
respectively. This flare is also considered to be magnetically well-connected
to the Earth.
The 27 Apr., 1981 flare showed the gradual time history with long duration
of 25 min, but the Hinotori satellite was eclipsed by the Earth at 0815 UT.
This flare revealed the intensive gamma-ray line emission (Chupp, 1982, 1983;
Yoshimori et al. 1983). However, this flare did not reveal the apparent proton
increase in the 8 - 500 MeV band, in spite of the magnetically well-connected
flare. Further, three large proton events which occurred in the same sunspot
were reported on 24, 26 and 28 Apr., 1981. These results may imply that
protons accelerated in the 27 Apr. flare could not escape into interplanetary
space. The 4.0 - 6.7 MeV gamma-ray fluence is (30 £ 5) photons / cmz, and the
upper limit of the peak 16 - 34 MeV proton flux is 3 protons / cm2 s st.
The 13 May, 1981 flare showed the gradual time history with long duration
of 18 min. This flare revealed a small increase of gamma-ray emission, but did
not reveal the increase of proton flux. The absence of the apparent increase
of proton flux maybe due to the bad propagation condition in interplanetary
space; this flare did not occur within the preferred connection helio-longxtude
range. The 4.0 - 6.7 MeV gamma-ray fluence is (50 ± 9) photons / cm2 , and the
upper limit of the peak 16 - 34 MeV proton flux is 2 protons / cmz s st.
The 6 June, 1982 flare showed the impulsive and multi-peak time history with
duration of 6 min. The proton flux revealed the very gradual increase and the
peak reached on 9 June. In addition, protons with energies above 68 MeV were
not observed with statistical significance. It implies that protons could not
be accelerated to energies above 70 MeV during the flare. The 4.0 - 6.7 MeV
gamma-ray fluence and the peak 16 - 34 MeV proton flux are (35 £ 6) photons /cm #
and (6.0 i 0.7) protons / cmz s sr, respectively.
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An unusual event was the 1 Feb., 1982 flare, an which intensive proton
flux was observed, but gamma-ray line emission was not significant. The 16 -
34 MeVpeak proton flux is (80 ± 9) protons / cmz s st, and the upper limit of
4.0 - 6.7 MeV gamma-ray fluence is 13 photons / cm2 This flare shows an
opposite trend to the 27 Apr., 1981 flare, although this flare is also
considered to be magnetically well-connected to the Earth.
3. Discussion
As shown in the previous section, the Hinotorl and GMSdata do not always
reveal the apparent _orrelat_on between the gamma-ray line fluences and the
peak 16 - 34 MeV proton fluxes. The scatter diagram of the 4.0 - 6.7 MeV
fluence versus the peak 16 - 34 MeVproton fluxes is shown in Fig. 1 to see the
correlation between these two parameters. The most of the 4.0 - 6.7 MeV
gamma-rays consist of the C-12 line at 4.44 MeVand of the 0-16 line at 6.13
MeV. The 16 - 34 MeVprotons should contribute greatly to the production of
these prompt gamma-ray lines. As shown in Fig. 1, there is no compelling
evidence for the correlation for both eastern and western hemisphere flares.
It is easily understood that there is not good correlation for the eastern
hemispher flares of 13 May, 1981 and 6 June, 1982. It is because the bad
propagation condition in interplanetary space. Furthermore, the correlation is
neither always found for the western hemisphere flares, which occurred within
the preferred connection hello-longitude range. The present result is
consistent with the Cliver et al's result (1983). These results seem to
suggest that the protons producing the gamma-ray lines _n the flare site and
the protons observed near the Earth do not always belong to the same
population.
Two gamma-ray line production models (thtck- and thin target _nteract_on
models) have been proposed (Ramaty et al., 1975). If the gamma-ray lines are
produced from the thin-target interaction, the gamma-ray l_ne fluence should be
nearly proportional to the 16 - 34 MeVproton flux. On the other hand, the
thick-target model should predict that there is not always apparent
correlation, because the gamma-ray lines are produced by the accelerated nuclei
streaming down to the denser chromosphere and photosphere. The thick-target
model is also supported from the absence of spallation products such as
deuterons, tritons and He-3 nuclei (McGuire et al., 1977; Mewaldt et al.,
1983). In the thick-target model, the spallation products that accompany the
production of gamma-ray lines, are slowed down in the denser solar atmosphere
and hence are not expected to be observed in Interplanetary space.
The scattering diagram suggests that the directivity of accelerated nuclei
in the flare s_te varies from flare to flare. The directivity may depend on
the configuration of magnetic field of the flare region. If the direct_vity is
isotroplc, both gamma-ray lines and accelerated nuclei should be observed.
However, if most of the accelerated nuclei stream down to the chromosphere,
only gamma-ray lines will be observed. For example, the 27 Apr., 1981 flare
showed the significant gamma-ray line fluences, but did not show the apparent
solar proton flux. No increase of solar protons associated with this flare was
interpreted in terms of some particle confinement mechanism (Sakurai, 1983).
This confinement mechanism asserts that most of accelerated nuclei were trapped
for long time in the acceleration region and were little released into
interplanetary space. On the contrary, if most of the accelerated nuclei move
upward, only solar particles will be observed. For example, the 1 Feb., 1982
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flare showed the appreciable solar proton flux, but did not show gamma-ray line
emission. Another similar result was reported from the 9 Dec., 1981 flare
(Cliver et al., 1983). These two flare data may indicate that the upward
moving protons are so dominant that gamma-ray lines are not observed. Much
more data of solar gamma-rays and protons are needed to establish the detailed
relation between the gamma-rayline fluences and the peak solar proton fluxes.
The authors wish to acknowledge the Heteorological Satellite Center for
providing the solar proton data. The authors thank Dr. T. Kohno for his
analysis of solar proton fluxes.
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ABSTRACT
A solar energetlc (E > 50 MaV) partlcle (SEP) event observed at I AU
began about 1500 UT on 1981 December 5. This event was associated
wlth a fast coronal mass e3ectlon observed wlth the Solwlnd corona-
graph on the P78-I satellite. No metric type II or type IV burst was
observed, but a weak interplanetary type II burst was observed with
the low frequency radio experiment on the ISEE-3 satellite. The mass
ejection was associated with the eruption of a large solar quiescent
filament whach lay well away from any active regions. The eruption
resulted in an He double ribbon structure which straddled the
magnetic inversion line. No 1mpulslve phase was obvious in elther
the He or the mlcrowave observations. This event indicates that
neither a detectable impulsive phase nor a strong or complex magnetic
field is necessary for the production of energetic ions.
I. Introductlon. The conventional vlew of energetlc (tens of MeV) solar
particle acceleration is that it occurs only during flares in actlve
regaons (see Svestka (1981),for a general review). In many flares
impulslve hard X-ray and mfcrowave bursts indlcate a rapid acceleration
of electrons to energies of tens of keV. The y-ray observations from
the Solar Maxlmum Mlsslon have shown that MaV _on production can also
occur during the impulsive phase (Forrest and Chupp 1983). Acceleration
of ions to tens of MeV then sometimes occurs in a subsequent "second
phase" characterized by metric type II and type IV radio bursts and
long-endurlng soft X-ray and mlcrowave events. The active regions
produclng these energetic flares are characterlzed by strong and complex
magnetlc fields, and the flares themselves are usually H_ double ribbon
structures (Svestka 1981).
Some exceptions to thls conventlonal pacture are known. The most convin-
clng published example of a nonflare source for a prompt SEP event was
dascussed by Sanahu3a et al. (1983). They attributed a I < E < 15 MaV
SEP event to the disappearance early on 1979 April 23 of a large fllament
*Also: Unlverslty of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742 USA
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ABSTRACT 
A solar energet1c (E > 50 MeV) part1cle (SEP) event observed at 1 AU 
began about 1500 UT on 1981 December 5. This event was associated 
w1th a fast coronal mass eJect~on observed w~th the Solw~nd corona-
graph on the P78-1 satellite. No metric type II or type IV burst was 
observed, but a weak interplanetary type II burst was observed with 
the low frequency radio experiment on the ISEE-3 satellite. The mass 
ejection w s associated with the eruption of a large solar qui scent 
filament wh~ch lay well away from any active regions. The eruption 
resulted in an Ha double ribbon structure which straddled the 
magnetic inversion line. No ~mpuls~ve phase was obvious in e~ther 
the Ha or the m~crowave observations. This event indicates that 
neither a detectable impulsive phase nor a strong or complex magnetic 
field is necessary for the product1on of energetic ions. 
1. Introduct10n. The co ventional V1ew of en rget~c (tens of MeV) solar 
particle acceleration is that it occurs only during flares in act~ve 
reg10ns (see Svestka (1981), for a general rev~ew). In many flares 
impuls1ve hard X-ray and microwave bursts ind~cate a rapid acceleration 
of electrons to energ~es of tens of keV. The y-ray observations from 
the Solar Max~mum M1ss~on have shown that MeV 10n production can also 
occur during the impulsive phase (Forrest and Chupp 1983). Acceleration 
of ~ons to tens of MeV then sometimes occurs in a subs quent "second 
phase" characterized by metric type II and type IV radio bursts and 
long-endur~ng soft X-ray and m~crowave events. The act~ve regions 
produc~ng these en rgetic flares are character~zed by strong and complex 
magnet1c fields, and the flares themselves are usually Ha double ribbon 
structures (Svestka 1981). 
Some xceptions to th~s co vent~onal 
c~ng published example of a nonflare 
d~ cussed by SanahuJa et al. (1983). 
SEP event to the disappearance early 
p1cture are k own. The most co vin-
source for a prompt SEP event was 
They attributed a 1 < E < 15 MeV 
on 1979 April 23 of a large f~lament 
*Also: Un~vers~ty of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742 USA 
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at least partlally located in a small and weak active reglon. A palr of
double-rlbbon flares, one in McMath reglon 15956, accompanled the fila-
ment disappearance. However, they argued that the filament eruptlon,
rather than the flares, was the important factor in thls SEP event.
0 2-2 0 MEV
2. Observations. The SEP event of .0° _ _ ELECTRONS
1981 December 5 was observed wlth the / _@_ _//
GSFC cosmic ray experlment on the - _i_'_?'_ _Y_ _ISLE-3 spacecraft (Figure 1)• The _>= .0 ° _+ +__+++_
MeV electron onset was between 1415 _ ° " . I' 'F +_ _and 1430 UT, followed by the proton _
onset between 1500 and 1530 UT. The _ ,o _# ' / "r_._..4
<_ 6 5- IIMEV # _Iveloclty dlsperslon and rapid rlse _ " PROTONS(×IO) "_.
to maximum are evidence of an impul- _ _
sive in3ectlon of particles from a _,o_ _" _'_t_'_well connected solar longitude. _
The 11-22 MeV proton flux measured _ _
by the Hellos 1 spacecraft (_ 13° 0. _ _ PROTONS _ _
behlnd the west llmb) on December 6 f',,l_!i_, I,SEE_ i' !_i1_
was a factor of 10 lower than that I
m asured slmul aneously by the GSFC 0. _,, !l,,,jll ll ,I
experiment on IMP-8 at the Earth, DECEMBER1981
conslstent wlth our associatlon of
the SEP event wlth the dlsappearance Figure I. Flux-tlme plots of
of the disk filament, rather than energetlc partlcles for the SEP
with a source from behlnd the llmb. of 1981 December 5.
Several He flltergrams obtained by the Haute Provence Observatory
(provlded courtesy of P. Simon) and reproduced in Figure 2 show the key
tlmes in the eruption of a large filament on 1981 5 December. The
filament, located at _ W35-45 °, N15-30° became actlve and began to erupt
at _ 1215 UT. He brlghtenlngs were flrst observed at 1315 UT, forming
a classlc double-rlbbon pattern along the filament Channel. The fila-
ment was not at the location of a former active region, and it lay at
least 25 heliographlc degrees from the nearest plage reglon.
Figure 3 shows the ejected filament and coronal material observed by the
NRL whlte-light coronagraph (SOLWIND) on the P78-I satellite. The first
of these dlfference images shows that the coronal dlsturbance was not
yet vlslble at 0658 UT, but was in progress durlng the next available
image at 1447 UT. At this time the leading edge of the coronal materlal
was already located at 6.2 Ro in the northwest quadrant while the much
smaller prominence was near the edge of the occulting dlsk at 2.5 Ro.
During the subsequent images the ejected coronal material left the 2.5-
10.0 Ro fleld of view, and the promlnence moved uniformly outward in the
plane of the sky. Its apparent latltude 30° north of west is consistent
• wlth the orlglnal location of the filament on the dlsk. From these
observatlons, we found that the promlnence was movlng wlth a speed of
305 ± 20 km/s in the plane of the sky. Extrapolated back to the 0.65 Ro
locatlon of the dlsk filament, thls speed glves a startlng tlme of 1329
± 0010 UT, or approximately 1 hr after the disk filament began to dis-
appear. This 1-hr time delay suggests that the eruptlng filament accel-
erated durlng the flrst hour after its inltial dlsappearance from the
He spectral bandpass, as is usually observed for eruptlng promlnences.
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Several Ha f~ltergrams obtained by the aute Provence bservatory 
(prov~ded courtesy of P. S~mon) and reproduced ~n F~gure 2 show the key 
t~mes ~n the eruption of a large fila ent on 1981 5 ece ber. The 
f~lament, located at ~ 35-45°, 15-30 0 beca e act~ve and began t  erupt 
t ~ 1215 T. a ~ ~ngs ere ~  ser e  t 1315 , f r i  
a class~c double-r~bbon pattern along the filament channel. The f~la­
ent as t t t  l ti  f a f r er ti  r i , a  it l  t 
least 25 heliograph~c degrees fro  the nearest plage reg~on. 
Figure 3 sho s the ejected fila ent and coronal aterial observed by the 
NRL wh~te-light coronagraph (SOL IND) on the P78-1 satellite. The first 
of these d~fference i ages shows that the coronal d~sturbance was not 
yet v~s~ble at 0658 UT, but as ~n progress dur~ng the next ava~lable 
i age at 1447 UT. t this time the leading edge of the coronal mater~al 
was already located at 6.2 Ra ~n the northwest quadrant while the much 
s aller pro inence was near the edge of the occulting d~sk at 2.5 Ro. 
Dur~ng the subsequent i ages the ejected coronal aterial left the 2.5-
10.0 Ro f~eld of view, and the prom~nence moved unifor ly outward in the 
plane of the sky. Its apparent lat~tude 30 0 north of est ~s consistent 
w~th the or~g~nal location of the filament on the d~sk. From these 
observat~ons, we found that the prom~nence was mov~ng w~th a speed of 
305 ± 20 km/s ~n the plane of the sky. Extrapolated back to the 0.65 Ro 
locat~on f the d~sk filame t, th~s spee  g~ves a ~  t~me f 1329 
± 0010 UT, or approxi ately 1 hr after the disk f~lament began to dis-
appear. This 1-hr time delay suggests that the erupt~ng filament accel-
erated dur~ng the f~rst hour after ~ts in~tial d~sappearance from the 
a s ectral bandpass, as ~s s all  observed for erupt~ng prom~nences. 
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Figure 2. He images from the Haute Provence Observatory showing the
filament disappearance (top) and subsequent two-ribbon brightening
(bottom) on 1981 December 5. Comparison of the top three images shows
a clear outward motion of the northernmost part of the filament.
Figure 3. Subtracted images from the NRL Solwind coronagraph showing
the CME of December 5. The He filament can be seen as the small
bright structure at the inner core of the CME.
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No impulsive microwave or hard X-ray bursts accompanied the filament
dlsappearance. There were, however, weak gradual soft X-ray and
microwave events that appeared to accompany the eruption. A faint and
very gradual GOES I-8 _ enhancement began shortly after 1300 UT,
rising from a C2.5 background to a peak level of only C3.5 at 1430-1450
UT. A gradual rise-and-fall event was observed in the Sagamore Hill
Observatory 4995 MHz record beginning at - 1300 UT with a peak flux of
21 _u3 s.f.u, at _ 1400 UT. Metric type III bursts observed from 1316
to 1326 UT were also detected in the ISEE-3 radio data, but these were
not due to the filament activity because the deduced position of the
1980 kHz position was east of central meridlan. An apparent shock-
associated (SA) event (Cane et al. 1981) was observed at 1980 kHz in the
ISEE-3 radio data from the end of the type III emlsslon at about 1328 UT
until 1352 UT. By tracking the centroid of the emission out to about
0.7 AU, we estimate that the source longitude for this event was in the
range W10°- W40°, indicating a spatial as well as temporal associatio_
with the filament disappearance and CME. The SA event was followed by a
weak interplanetarytype II burst (Cane 1985).
3. Discussion and Conclusion. The E > 50 MeV SEP event of 1981 December
5 has been associated with a filament disappearance well removed from
any active region. The motion of the filament was observed in H@ as
shown in the second and third images of Figure 2 and later in the
coronagraph images shown in Figure 3. Besides the filament disappear-
ance, the prominent solar signatures of the December 5 event were the
H_ double-ribbon emission shown in Figure 2 and the accompanyingweak
gradual thermal soft X-ray and microwave event. The H@ ribbons appear
to be the footpoints of cool loop arcades overlain by hot soft X-ray
loops.
In addition, we found no evidence of any impulsive phase mlcrowave
emission from this event. This indicates that neither active regions
nor obvious impulsive phase phenomena are necessary for energetic
particle production (cf. Cliver et al. 1983). The good association of
SEPs with H_ flares and with flare impulsivephase bursts is most
likely not a direct cause-and-effectrelationshipbut rather a manifes-
tation of the Big Flare Syndrome (Kahler 1982), which states that,
statistically, energetic flare phenomena are more intense in larger
flares, regardless of the detailed physics.
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weak interplanetary type II burst (cane 1985). 
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In addition, we found no evidence of any i pulsive phase 1crowave 
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HELIOSI ENERGETICPARTICLEOBSERVATIONSOF THE SOLARGAMMA RAY
FLAREEVENTSOF 7, 21 JUNE 1980and 3 JUNE 1982
FrankB. McDonald,NASA Headquarters/CodeP, Washington,DC 20546
M.A.I.Van Hollebeke,Musee Nationaldes Sciences,Techniqueet Industrie
PARCde La Villette,Paris,France
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ABSTRACT
The observedcharacteristicsof the energeticparticles
associatedwith the solary-ray eventsof 3, 21 June 1980
and 3 June 1982differin severalimportantaspectsfrom the
typicalsolarpartlcleincreases. They haveflat energy
spectra,are electronrich and have smallprecursorincreases
that beginsome hoursbeforethe impulsiveflare increase.
I. Introduction.Solar flarey-rays and neutronsprovidea direct
means of determlningthe flux and energyspectraof thoseenergetic
particlesacceleratedby the flareswhich impactthe lowercoronae
and photosphere(Ramatyet al., 1982, 1983;Chupp,1984). The y-ray
time histories,when comparedto thoseof x-rays,establishlimits
on the time requlredfor particleacceleration.The flux and energy
spectraof thoseflareacceleratedparticleswhich escapefrom the
Sun can be determned by interplanetaryobservations.Comparingthese
two complimentaryparticlepopulationsprovidesfurtherunderstanding
of the particleaccelerationand transportprocessesin the flare
region.
The SolarMaximumMissionGamma Ray experimentof Chuppand his
co-workershavemade detailedobservationsof a numberof solary-ray
events (cf Chupp,1984). Threeof these flareincreasesare of special
Importance: 3 June 1982and 21 June 1980whichare large intense
y-ray events that also produceda detectableflux of solarneutrons
at l AU (Chuppet al., 1982, 1983);the 7 June 1980event was more
moderatein size,was accompaniedby a small Ha flare,but the near
slmultanietyof the onset of y-ray and soft x-rayemissionimplies
that the particlesare acceleratedon a time scaleof lessthan 2
seconds.
The HeliosI spacecraftwas in a favorablelocationat the time
of eachof theseflares (Tablel). The small heliocentricdistance
TABLE 1
FLARELOCA-PEAKTIME IELIOSI HELIOLONGITUDEPROTON ELECTRON/
_OLAR EVENT TION & H_ FLARE IMPUL- IELIOCENTRIC SEPARATION (2) SPECIRAL PROTON Fe/O He/H 3He/He4
CLASS SIVEPHASE(I))ISTANCE INDEXT
June 1982 S09 E72 1143 5 0 57 AU 3° 1 2 I 2 5± 5 132 02_-014
2B (3-200 MeV) (3-6 MeV)
71 June 1980 N19 W88 0118 0 54 AU 33° 2 6 0 25 ) 9_-02 29 03± 013
IB (8-200 MeV) 3-6 MeV)
June 1982 N12 W74 0312 0 37 AU 14° 2 3 0 7 _OT 4 < 02
IB (3-30MeV) (I-2MeV) DBSERVEC
(I) Earth Observed Time
(2) Hellolongltude Separatlon Between Hellos I and Nomlnal Field Line
(Based on measured plasma veloclty) Connectlng to the Reglon of the Flare Site
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BLE  
LARE - K IME ~ELIOS  liE I OLONG !TUOE ROTON ECT'lON/ 
S 'l  ION   Q 'l  IH - ~ELIOCENTRIC IO  ( ) 1  aN Fe/a H / 4 
LAS  IVE ASE 1) P STANCE NDEX r 
3    l    a      1 ~    .  
2B ( -2  He ) (3-6 HeV) 
21 June 1980 19 88  o 54 AU 33° Z 6 o 25 P ±  29 1  
lB (8-200 H ) ( -  H ) 
7 June 1982 N12 W74 0312 o 37 AU 14° 2 3 o 7 ~OT    lB (3-30 H V) (1-2 H ) PBSERVEC 
1  r  bser  I  
( ) el1010ngltude eparatIon et een ellOS I and o Inal I ld lIne 
(Based  easur  lasm  lOCIt ) onnectI  t  the 'leg1O  f the l r  It  
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betweenthe spacecraftand the flaresite significantlyenhancesthe
observationsof the sourceregioncharacteristics.The detailedobserva-
tionsof the energeticparticlesassociatedwith thesey-ray flareevents
by the Goddardcosmicray experimenton HeliosI are presentedin the
followingdiscussionalongwith their implicationfor the acceleration
process. Thispresentstudybuildson the previousreportsbased on
both ISEE-3and HeliosI energeticparticledata (Evenson,et al., 1980;
Pesseset.al.,1979;von Rosenvingeet al., 1981;McDonaldand Van
Hollebeke,1985).
Z i;_ I *' ..........• _ t _ _ t _ w _ alev_ROTONS2 Helios-IEnerBeticParticle 'r ""
Observations•Both the 3 June _ "_\ .- 'oI_ ' _1982 and 21 June 1980proton " -_._-- - ,,
and electrondataexhlbita -i' "_ : _ _
"classicalform"w_th a rapid
rise to peak Intensityfollow-{*r ' _'_"__ I , .
ed by a relativelysmooth "'_ -.',_'.,.
exponentlaldecay (Fig.l). "'LJI!_.!'!J_ I 'I,'_i".oThe peak fluxesat 50 MeV of , _
.LI1IO.5and 0.3 MeV protonsmark *_ _ _ ';_...................;_,
theseas moderatesized in- r "_',, _ _.............._"/_!_ .
creases. For both events , ', ; I ?, .........
there is a deflniteprecursor ., "-
increasethat beginssome 3 i.'r _ _._, r-..
hoursbeforethe major flare o. ,_v _ _ _""_(McDonaldand Van Hollebeke, .... •..........,.................;i
_o s Jul_19eo
The time historyof the * ' ' \ _
7 June 1980event is remark- _'I _ _ 1
ably differentfrom thoseof i'I 1 i
the other two increases(F_g o.,..._, _.............._ ........._ ___I
2). The solarenergetic ' ' -.-,' _ " -._ "
particletime historiesare
complexand the peak intense-_ Energeticparticlet_me histories.
t_esare small (Fig.2). The Verticallinesw_th arrowsrepresentflare
I-2 MeV electronsarrive on-settimes.The top insertshowsthe
promptlyat _0307 (Helios separationbetweenHeliosl and the nominal
time),havea step increase fieldl_ne connectingto the flare site
at _0400 and there is a new based on the measured plasma velocity.
_njectionat _0715. The
integralelectronchannelfor electrons> 250 keV is a s_ngleparameter
measurementwhich also respondsto x-raysand y-rays. The time history
of theseelectronsindicateflareactivityat _ Ol20, 0307 and 0715. The
dashedlineat 0300 (Heliostime)is beforethe onset of the H_ flare
producingthe gamma-raysobservedby SMM. The 1.25-6and 3.7-21MeV
protonchannelsboth showa precursorevent in progressat
the timeof the flare (Fig. 2a, 2b). Unlikethe MeV electrons,the
onset timefor protonsappearsto be delayeduntil_04OO (thetransit
time is _17 minutesfor 15 MeV protonsand 31 m_nutesfor 3.6 MeV
protons). The sharpdecreasethatoccursin all protonchannelsbetween
0400 and 0500 appearsto be producedby a changein declinationof the
interplanetarymagneticfield of_22°. The protonanisotropiesfrom
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between the spacecraft and the flare site si ificantly enhances the 
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integral electron channel for electrons> 250 keV is a slngle parameter 
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 these lectrons indicate lare tivity t ~ 01 0, 307 nd 15. e 
dashed line at 0300 (Helios time) is before the onset of the Ha flare 
producing the gamma-rays observed by SMM. The 1.25-6 and 3.7-21 MeV 
proton channels both show a precursor event in progress at 
the time of the flare (Fig. 2a, 2b). nlike the MeV electrons, the 
onset time for protons appears to be delayed until ~0400 (the transit 
time is ~17 inutes for 15 eV protons and 31 lnutes for 3.6 eV 
protons). The sharp decrease that occurs in all proton channels between 
0400 and 0500 appears to be produced by a change in decllnation of the 
interplanetary magnetic field of~22°. The proton anisotropies from 
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3-20 MeV and 6-20 MeV are remarkably high -_ .ct,o_"_ ', "-_---_--]
I [L[CTRO_Sfrom 0300-0900 so the observed proton •,on,__,-,,Ys
intensities are very sensitive to the field _o .,-2,,vELECTRO,S.._ 3
direction. Fortunately the IP magnetic . o_o /',
activity is usually quiet for this period li_i °_ :
and the fleld is in the plane normal to _ °" _'"
the spacecraft spin axis except for this i _°_ _
devlation. There is also a new injectlon o_/,_%o_#_.ff#+_+.._of 1.2-20 MeV protons at _0720. o
These three y-ray events (Table II_ _ _ 4[
I) have flat-energy spectra, are electron
rich, have high Fe/O ratios, no clear pattern
for H/He but two contain modest amounts oo_ o_ _ ,mo
of 3He. Prevlous studies have shown that TJUNE,geO a
a slgniflcant fraction of the accelerated '°I 'HEU_,:' ."".;
ions are confined at the flare site and _* 125-6MeVPROTONS
I i • •
have noted the hlgh e/P ratlo (Evenson ', -"
et al., 1979, 1983; von Rosenvinge et al., " "
1979; Pesses et al., 1979; McDonald and _ i _: _ " ._
Van Hollebeke, 1985). All three events _ !
are preceded by precursors some hours before _
the maln event. In general, these precursor _,_ ,,,.,
eventslAU. would not have been observable at _T ! _I i_II
i(__ i ' __
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3. Discussion. For the 3 June 1982 event 7_u,_8o b
the precursor can be identlfled w_th a ,o ..,.o_..' ' '
flare in the same active region producing ,,-_....._o_o,_,._,
o io _ MeV PROTONS e•
the primary event and extended to energies
> 60 MeV as well as MeV electrons. The , '. '
time history for the precursor event is +, _
very different from that observed in the _ .o-' .'. ,_
_mpuls_ve phase of the main event. Since _ _!
the particle intensity and anisotropy are_ I,
still increasing at the onset of the large _ I_ /_lflare and in v_ew of the short transit _ I ' I_ I ,!
time of the 1.5 MeV electrons, it is unlikely _,o'_ i I !l
that there were significant changes in . _
the interplanetary propagation conditions liT I _ I ibetween the precursor event and the large _
event at II:34. The slow continuing _ncrease I!___j_____iin energetic particle between 8:40 and ,o'_ , ,
11:30 must reflect the effects of leakage oo_ o_oo o_'_' ,_oo! JUN[ _980
from a coronal source region. For the c
June 21, 1980 event, the t_me history or Fig.2 Energetic particle
the precursor proton i'ncreaseis remarkably time histories for 7 June
similar to that of 3 June 1982. The 7 1980 events. The DASHED
June preflare increase resembles a pulse-like line represents the flare
injection feature, on-set t_me
The precursor events described here imply that MeV ions (with
energies extending to above 60 MeV along with MeV electrons in one
case) are present in the corona prior to the onset of the main flare.
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The presence of these energetic particlesallows the consideration
of modelswhere the impulsivephaseand the resultingshock both further
accelerateand precipitatethis existingreservoirof storedenergetic
particles. The possibilityof a continualaccelerationprocess over
the 3 hrs. prior to the main flarecannotbe ruledout.
The problem of the storage of ions in magnetic loops has been
examinedby Zweibeland Haber (1983). They found that particleswith
small pltch angles at the top of the loop, i.e.,particlesthatmirror
closer to the photosphere,will be lost much more rapidly. Using
their calculations,it is found that an average electron density,
ne < lO8 cm-3 is required if 5 MeV protons,mirroringnear the top
of the loop, are to lose < 2 MeV in 2 hr. On this timescale,particle
drifts become important but may be reduced by twisting the loop.
The shock accelerationof these particlesin a closed loop structure
will preferentiallyincrease the velocitycomponentalong the field
lineand lead to enhancedparticleprecipitation.
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INJECTIONOF ENERGETICPARTICLESFOLLOWINGTHE GAMMA-
RAY FLARESON JUNE 7 , 1980,AS OBSERVEDON HELIOS-I.
Neustock,H.-H.,Wibberenz,G., lwers,B.
Institutfur Reine und AngewandteKernphysik,Unlversit_tKiel
Olshausenstr.40 - 60, 2300 Kiel,FR Germany
ABSTRACT
On June 7, 1980, two flareswith impulsivegamma-rayemission
v_ereobservedat 0117UT and 0312 UT. We presentmeasurements
of the Universityof Kiel cosmic-rayexperimenton HELIOS-I.
The first_0.5 MeV electronsescapedfrom the sun to interplan-
etary spacesimultaneouslywith the hardX-ray burst. For the
0312UT flarethe protonsand _-particlein the 3 - 20 MeV/nu-
cleon rangewere injectedfrom the sun with a delayof 40 min,
followedby two subsequentnew emissions.
1. Introduction. For a long timeit was postulatedin mostmodels
that the ion and relativisticelectronaccelerationtakes placein the
"secondphase"of a flare,someten secondsafterthe impulsivephase.
But gamma-rayobservationson SMM demonstrated(1) thattheseparticles
can be acceleratedvery rapidlyand appearalmostsimultaneouslywith
the non-relativisticelectronswithintimescalesof seconds.
Correlationsbetweenthe emlssionof hard electromagneticradia-
tionand the escapingenergeticchargedparticlesshouldgive important
clues for the accelerationmechanism. However,firststudiesshowed
thatthe numberof nucleonsescapingintospace is onlya smallfrac-
tlonof the numberrequiredto explainthe observedgamma emission(2).
A lackof correlationwas foundbetweenthe nucleargamma emissionof
the flareand the slzeof the interplanetaryprotonevents(3).These
observatlonswere explainedby a highlyvariableratioof particles
movingupwardsand downwardsafteracceleration,or by the exlstenceof
two independentpopulatlons.
In this paperwe study the injectionof energeticelectrons,pro-
tons,and hellumnucleifollowinga seriesof flareson June 7, 1980.
The smalldistanceof the HELIOSspacecraftto the sun and the unusually
smoothinterplanetarymagneticfleldallowa temporalresolutionof the
solar injectionprocesswhich has not beenreachedbefore.
2. Observations. Energeticparticledata wereobtainedwith the Uni-
versityo'fKiel cosmicray experimenton HELIOS-I(4,5). The instrument
measureselectronswith energies_ 0.3 MeV, nucleonsabove1.3 MeV/N in
eight sectorseach450 wide in the eclipticplane. For selectedenergy
channelspulseheightanalyslsallowsparticleidentificationand pre-
clse energymeasurementfor a representativesampleof all incomingpar-
ticles.
HELIOS-1was in an idealpositionto study the solareventson
June 7, 1980,whlch occurredin Hale plageregion16886. The spaceprobe
was locatedat 0.37 AU distancefrom the sun and was magneticallycon-
nectedto a coronalregionabout 2 - 11° apartfrom the actlveregion.
Solarwlnd data indicatethatHELIOS-1was insidea "hole"in the solar
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ABSTRACT 
On June 7, 1980, two flares with impulsive gamma-ray emission 
~'ere observed at 0117 UT and 0312 UT. We pr sent measurements 
of the University of Kiel cosmic-ray experiment on HELlOS-I. 
The first ~0.5 MeV lectrons escaped from the sun to interplan-
etary space simultaneousl  with the hard X-ray burst. For the 
0312 UT flare the pr tons and a-particle in the 3 - 20 MeV/nu-
cleon range were injected from the sun with a delay of ~O min, 
followed by two subsequent new emissions. 
1. Introduction. For a long time it was postulated in most models 
that the ion and relativistic lectron acc lerati n takes place in the 
II second phase" of a flare, some ten seconds after the impulsive phase. 
But gamma-ray observations on SMM demonstrate  (1) that th se particles 
can be acc lerated very rapidly and appear almo t simultaneousl  with 
the non-relativistic electrons within time scales of seconds. 
Correlations between th  emlssion of hard lectromagneti  radia-
tion and th  escaping nergeti  charged particle  should give important 
clues for the acceleration mechanism. However, first studies showed 
that the number of nucleons escaping into space is only a small frac-
tlon of the number required to explain the observed gamma emission (2). 
A lack of correlation was found between the nuclear gamma emission of 
the flare and the Slze of the interplanetar  proton vents (3). Th se 
observatlons were explained by a highly variable rati  of particles 
moving upwards an  do nwards after acc leration, or by the eXlstence of 
two lndependent opulatlons. 
In this aper we study the injection of nergetic lectrons, pro-
tons, and hellum nuclei following a series of flares on June 7, 1980. 
The small distance of the HELlOS spa ecraft to the sun and the n sually 
smooth interplanetar  magnetic f eld allow a temporal resolution of the 
solar injection process whic  has not been reached before. 
2. Observations. Energetic particle d ta w re obtalned with the Uni-
versity of Riel cosmic ray experiment on HELIOS-l (4,5). The instrument 
measures lectrons with nergies ~ 0.3 MeV, nucleons above 1.3 MeV/N in 
eight sectors each 450 wide in th  ecliptic plane. For s lected nergy 
channels pulse height nalysls allows particle identificati  and pre-
Cls  nergy measurement for a representati  sample of all incoming par-
ticles. 
HELIOS-l was in an ideal position to study the solar vents on 
June 7. 1980, WhlCh occurred in Hale plage region 16886. The spaceprobe 
was located at 0.37 AU distance from the sun and was magnetically con-
nected to a c ronal region about 2 - 110 part from the actlve region. 
Solar wlnd data indicate that HELIOS-l was lnside a "hole" in the solar 
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wlnd (Schwenn, private communication). The interplanetary magnetic
field (courtesy F.M. Neubauer, G. Musmann) was exceedingly smooth. As
a consequence, solar energetic partlcles arrive totally collimated and
were practlcally confined to the sector whlch contained the magnetic
field direction leadmng towards the sun. Thms allows to reduce the iso-
tropic background considerably and to reconstruct directly the injection
profile at the sun.
Figure 1 shows three minute averages of the particle intensities
from the solar oriented sector for a 12 hour period on June 7. Tme and
location of the three solar flares are given in the inserts in the upper
panel. The first two flares are also observed at _ 0.3 MeV gammaener-
gmes, the third one ms not. It ms remarkable that this event shows the
largest intensity in electrons. Because of the scatter free interplane-
tary propagation we can dmrectly construct the total number of injected
particles by integrating the observed directional intensities over tmme.
The total electron numbers for the three events vary as 1:6:29. In con-
trast, the X-ray emission in the 1.6 to 12.4 keV range varies as 1:3:0.2.
In Figure 2 we have corrected for the interplanetary travel time
of each particle group by subtracting t = s/v from the time of observa-
tion. Here s is the curved path length along the smooth interplanetary
magnetic field spiral, as determined from the measured solar wind speed.
The velocity v is determined from identification and energy measurements
of the various particles. Results are plotted as a function of "solar
release time" (SRT). Earth bound electromagnetic observations have been
corrected accordingly. On thms scale, the emission of electrons and X-
rays occurs simultaneously, whereas for the first two flares the protons
are delayed. In case of the 0315 flare we also find a multiple injec-
tion, with the first proton mnjection starting at 0345 SRT, the second
at 0440 SRT. The last release at 0635 SRT is superimposed by a fresh in-
jection of particles from the 0725 flare. In this case, protons and
electrons are injected simultaneously and also coincident with the op-
tical flare.
The temporal relatmon between X-ray and electron emission for the
three flares is shown on an extended tlme scale mn Figure 3. It shows
that within about one minute the electron injection onset matches the im-
pulsive X- and gamma-ray emisslon of the flare which marks the particle
acceleratmon. The number of mnjected electrons has reached their maxi-
mum (Im_v) in several minutes, but the injection lasts in any case much
longer _Ban the electromagnetic emission (see Figure 2). The steps in
the electron onset in Figure 3 correspond to the temporal resolution of
the data transmission of HELIOS at the time of observation. The uncer-
tamnty in fixing the release time by uncertainties in the path length is
below one minute.
Figure 4 shows the mnjection of nucleons of dmfferent energy/nu-
cleon, ordered from top to bottom with decreasmng velocity. For the
three separate injections following the 0315 flare we find that higher
energy nucleons are injected later. This inverse velocity dispersion is
not observed for the 0725 flare. Here nucleons are released simultane-
ously with the electrons.
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Energy spectra can be fitted by power laws in kinetic energy over
the range of observation (see Table I). The electrons resulting from the
gamma-flares show a harder spectrum. This is in accordance with results
in (6)° Wesee that also the proton energy spectrum for the 0725 flare
which was not accompanied by gamma-rays is steeper than the first injec-
tions for the other cases. For the three consecutive injections follow-
ing the 0315 flare the spectrum steepens from one injection to the next.
In summary, we find the following observations:
(i) The _X).5 MeVelectrons are released simultaneously with the hard X-ray
bursts for all three events, within the temporal uncertainty of about
one minute.
(2) The electron injection continues for 15 - 20 minutes, much longer than
the duration of the X-ray bursts.
(3) There is no correlation between the number of electrons in interplane-
tary space and the emission in I - 8 X X-rays or _ 0.3 MeVgamma-rays.(4) For the flares at 0118 and 0315 nucleons are released from the sun
with a considerable delay.
(5) We find repeated injections of nucleons after the 0315 flare. For
each of the three subsequent injections the proton spectrum gets stee-
per.
(6) After correcting for interplanetary travel times we find that the in-
jection starts later for nucleons of higher energy/nucleon.
3. Discussion. The delayed emission of nucleons confirms the view that
the nucleons observed in interplanetary space need not be identical with
the component responsible for the gamma-ray generation. Nevertheless the
emitted nucleons may have been accelerated simultaneously with a gamma
producing component, followed by storage in closed magnetic field regions
with subsequent repeated release, possibly connected to the bird cage
model (7). However, in this model the immediate release of electrons
would be hard to understand. An alternate explanation for two independ-
ent populations is the acceleration of nucleons by a coronal shock wave.
A type-ll radio burst suggestive for a coronal shock had been observed
after the 0312 flare, but not for the 0725 flare. In this event not ac-
companied by gamma-ray production the release of electrons and nucleons
occurs simultaneously.
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Energy spectra can be fitted by power laws in kinetic nergy over 
the range of observation (see Table 1). Th  lectrons resulting from the 
ga ma-flare  show a harder spectrum. This is in accordance with results 
in (6). We see that also the proton nergy spectrum for the 0725 flare 
which was not accompanied by ga ma-rays i  ste per than the first injec-
tions for the other ca es. For the three consecutive injections f llow-
ing the 0315 flare the spectrum steepens from one injection to the next. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
In su mary, we find the f llowing observations: 
The ~ 5 MeV electrons are released simultaneously with the hard X-ray 
bursts for all thre  vents, w thin the temporal uncertainty of about 
one minute. 
Th  electron injection co tinues for 15 - 20 minutes, much longer than 
the duration of the X-ray bursts. 
There is no correlation between the number of electrons in interplane-
tary space and th  emission in 1 - 8 ~ X-rays or ~ 0.3 MeV ga ma-rays. 
For the flares at 0118 and 0315 nucleons are released from the sun 
with a considerable delay. 
We find repeated injections of nucleons after the 0315 flare. For 
each of the three subsequent injections the proton spectrum gets stee-
per. 
After correcting for interplanetary travel times we find tha  the in-jection starts later for nucleons of higher nergy/nucleon. 
3. Discussion. The delayed emission of nucleons confirms the view that 
the nucleons observed in interplanetary space need not be identical with 
the component responsible for the ga ma-ray g neration. N vertheless the 
emitted nucleons may have been accelerated simultaneously with a ga ma 
producing component, f llowed by storage in closed magnetic field regions 
with subsequent r peated release, possibly connected to the bird cage 
model (7). How ver, in this model the i mediate release of electrons 
would be hard to understand. An alternat  expl nation for two ind pend-
ent opulations is the acceleration of nucleons by a c ronal shock wave. 
A type-II radio burst suggestive for a c ronal shock had been observed 
after the 0312 flare, but not for the 0725 flare. In this vent not ac-
companied by ga ma-ray production the release of electrons and nucleons 
occur  simultaneously. 
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INJECTION OF PROTONS AND ELECTRONS 
Fiaure 2: Solar injection of electrons 
an protons after correction for inter-
planetary travel time along the smooth 
interplanetary magnetic field. Solar 
Release Time (SRT)= UT - s/v. 
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Part, cle type t,me ,nterval spectra 1 , ndex 
electron 0113 - 0154 UT 350+011 
(0 3 to 4 MeV) 0307 - 0330 UT 3.48"+ 0.0
7 
0720 - 0804 UT 3.93 +" 0.05 
proton 0138 - 0317 UT 2.29 + 0.25 
(4 to 37 MeV) 0416 - 0449 UT 2 6
7 +" 0 13 
0513 - 0646 UT 3 04"+ 0 15 
0712 - 0745 UT 3 66 +" 0 24 
0745 - 0858 UT 3 18"+ 0 13 
Table 1: Spectral indices for a power 
law fit of the measured spectra. 
Proton spectra: The second to fourth 
time interval represent the three 
injections followi g the 0315 flare. 
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ULTRARELATIVISTICELECTRONSAND SOLARFLARE_-RADIATION.
P.E.Semukhin,G.A.Kovaltsov
loffe Physico-Technical Institute Academy of Sciences
of the USSR,194021 Leningrad,USSR
About ten solar flares accompanied with _-radiation
with the quantum energy >10 MeV have been observed by now[l].
Practically all these flares took place within the helio-
longitude _>60°,i.e. close to the solar llmb,which is indi-
cative of an essentialanlsotropyof high-energy_-radlatlun.
Such radiation may be generated on one hand,by the decay of
_o, produced by nuclear interactions of accelerated protons
with the matter of solar atmosphere.On the other hand, it
may be generated by the deceleration of ultrarelativistio
electrons in the solar atmosphere.The directivity diagram
of _-radiation during the J(°-decayis rather wide. Accord-
ingly, in order to explain the anisotropy of radiation we
must pos@ulate a monodirectional beam of energetic protons
moving towards the Earth parallel to the solar surface[2,3].
It is evident that in a major flare,the spect_Am of accele-
rated protons being hard enough,the radiation produced by
the _°-decay may be predominant for high-energy radiation,
the instance of which must have been the flare on 3.06.82
[3,4]. However,we think that the distribution of flares
along hellolongltude is determined by the fact that in most
cases the major part of radiation was generated by ultrare-
lativistic electrons.The bremsstrahlung of an ultrarelativls-
tic electron with an energy E is concentrated in a narrow
cone _ E/ meCf. Accordingly the intensity of radiation emit-
ted in a definite direction depends only on the thickness
traversed by electrons in this direction.It is common know-
ledge the evolution of solar flares starts in closed magne-
tic arcs.Such arcs are the traps for energetic charged parti-
cles.Accelerated electrons will oscillate between two bottoms
of the arc_hey move parallel to the solar surface near them_r-
for pointstraversing maximum thickness in unit time,because
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ambient density increases with depth.Thus the accelerated
electrons regardless of its pitch-angle at the arc top gene-
rate _-radiation of maximum intensity along the solar
surface tangential line. For this reason the radiation will
be anlsotropic provided that the acceleration of electrons
at the arc top is isotropic.
For the quantitative analysis of the model in question
we have calculated the _-radia_ion of ultrarelativistic elec-
trons decelerating inside the magnetic arc.The coronal part
of the arc was assumed to be semitoroidal with the radius of
the axis line R, a magnetic field Bo and the ambient density
na. At either bottom of the arc the field is directed along
the solar radius and increases with depth: B=Bo(I+Z/Zo) ; the
density is n_noexp(Z/h).Z being equal to O, the density goes
up (no>>na) which corresponds to the transition region "co-
rona-chromosphere".The calculation include ionization and
synchrotron energy loss of elect_ons. To simplify the calcu-
lation a loss cone mmln was introduced (_ is the pitch-angle
at the arc top).Its value is so large that the electron trap-
ped in the arc lose a minor part of its energy at one bomce.
Fig. 1 gives an example of the calculation of the temporal
behavlo_r of radiation with the q_antum energy _=I0 MeV in
the case of isotropic instantaneous injection of accelerated
electrons at the arc top.The spectral index of power law in-
Jection spectrum _e= 3,5.It is evident that the radiation
is highly anisotropic during the first 10-20 sec.Within this
period the intensity falls by 10-50 times and the radiation
becomes unobse_able at the contemporary level of experimen_
tal technique.This result corresponds to the observed dura-
tion of _-ray impulses _1,5] .It is worth mentioning that
the decrease of the loss cone increases the anisotropy of
-radiation and steepness of the impulse fronts.Fig.2 shows
the radiation directivity at the moment of impulse maximum,
the model parameters varying in value.It is evident that the
radiation intensity from the limb to the center of the solar
disk falls by 20-100 times.The radiation intensity of a major
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ambient density increases with depth.Thus the accelerated 
electrons regardless of its pitch-angle at the, arc top gene-
rate (-radiation of maximum intensity along the solar 
surface tangential line. For this reason the radiation will 
be anisotropic provided that the acceleration of electrons 
at the arc top is isotropic. 
For the quantitative analysis of the model in question 
we have calculated the (-radiation of ultrarelativistic elec-
trons decelerating inside the magnetic arc.The coronal part 
of the arc was assumed to be semi toroidal with the radius of 
the axis line R, a magnetic field Bo and the ambient density 
na. At either bottom of the arc the field is directed along 
the solar radius and increases with depth: B=Bo (1+Z/Zo ); the 
density is n-noexp(Z/h).Z being equal to 0, the density goes 
up (no»na ) which corresponds to the transition region "co-
rona-chromosphere".The calculation include ionization and 
synchrotron energy loss of elect~ons. To simplify the calcu-
lation a loss cone ~min was introduced(d is the pitch-angle 
at the arc top).Its value is so large that the electron trap-
ped in the arc lose a minor part of its energy at one bouce. 
Fig.1 gives an example of the calculation of the temporal 
behaviour of radiation with the quantum energyE=10 MeV in 
the case of isotropic instantaneous injection of accelerated 
electrons at the arc top.The spectral index of power law in-
jection spectrum Ye= 3,5.It is evident that the radiation 
is highly anisotropic during the first 10-20 sec. Within this 
period the intensity falls by 10-50 times and the radiation 
becomes unobse~ble at the oontemporary level of exper1men~ 
tal technique.This result co~responds to the observed dura-
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In calculating the _-radiation of the flare on
21.06.80 within the range of O,2-1 MeV a complete number
of accelerated electrons was obtained, Ne( >I MeV)=5.1033,
the index of spectrum being _a=3,5 [6].Extending this spec-
tram into higher energies, _ebeing constant, we calculated
the I-ray fluence with the quantum energies > 10 MeV which
worresponds to the observed value F _ ( >10 MeV)= 18 cm-2 [I],
the model parameters being equal to those in figure I. The
electron spectrum in interplanetary space during the flare
on 21.06.80 was power low, _ebeing constant within the
range of energies 0,5-20 MeY [7]. This fact Justifies our
extrapolation of the electron spectrum. During this flare
only _I0% of high-energy electrons escaped the solar atmos-
phere [7] , which confirms our assumption that electrons
are trapped by the magnetic arc in the solar atmosphere.
Thus the observation data of high-energy _-radiation
of flares can be explained by the specific features of the
bremsstrahlung of ultrarelativlstic electrons trapped
within the magnetic arc even if the acceleration of elect-
rous is isotroplc.
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In calculating the (-radiation of the flare on 
21.06.80 within the range of 0,2-1 MeV a complete number 
of accelerated electrons was obtained, Ne ( > 1 MeV)=5.1033 , 
the index of spectrum beingYe=3,5 ~].Extending this spec-
trum into higher energies, lebeing constant, we calculated 
the (-ray fluence with the quantum energies ;> 10 MeV which 
Borresponds to the observed value F K' ( > 10 ,MeV)= 18 cm-2 [1], 
the model parameters being equal to those in figure 1. The 
electron spectrum in interplanetary space during the flare 
on 21.06.80 was power low, te being constant within the 
range of energies 0,5-20 MeV IT]. This fact justifies our 
extrapolation of the electron spectrum. During this flare 
only N10% of high-energy electrons escaped the solar atmos-
phere [7] , which confirms our assumption that electrons 
are trapped by the magnetic arc in the solar atmosphere. 
Thus the observation data of high-energy I-radiation 
of flares can be explained by the specific features of the 
bremsstrahlung of ultrarelativistic electrons trapped 
within the magnetic arc even if the acceleration of elect-
rons is isotropic. 
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SOURCE ENERGY SPECTRA FROM DEMODULATION OF SOLAR PARTICLE DATA BY
INTERPLANETARY AND CORONAL TRANSPORT
J. P_rez-Peraza*, M. Alvarez-Madrigal*, and F. Rivero_
Instituto de Geof[sica, UNAM, 04510- C.U., M_xlco 20, D. F., MEXICO
L. I. Miroshnichenko
IZM{RAN, Troitsk, Moscow Region, 142092, USSR
I. Introduction. The data on source energy spectra of solar cosmic
rays (SCR), i.e. the data on the spectrum form and on the absolute SCR
are of great interest at least for three reasons: I) the SCR contain the
energy comparable to the total energy of electromagnetic flare radiation
(_ 10_2 ergs); 2) the source spectrum form indicates to a possible ac-
celeration mechanism (or mechanisms); and 3) the accelerated particle
are efficiently involved in nuclear electromagnetic and plasma processes
in the solar atmosphere, Therefore the data on SCR source spectra are
necessary for theoretical description of the processes mentioned and for
the formulation of the consistent flare model. Below it is attempted
to sound solar particle sources by means of SCR energy spectrum obtained
near the Sun, at the ]eve] of the roots of interplanetary field lines in
the upper solar corona. We consider data from _ 60 solar proton events
(SPE) between 1956-1981 [1]. These data were obtained mainly by the
interplanetary demodulation of observed fluxes near the Earth. Further,
we used our model of coronal azimuthal transport to demodulate those
spectra, and to obtain the source energy spectra.
2. Interplanetary Demodu]ation, Several methods are used for the in-
terplanetary demodulation of SCR fluxes observed near the Earth. Most
of them are traditionaI]y based on the different modifications of the
diffusion model of the full transport equation. In addition, at present
the possibility exists to reconstruct the source spectrum by the
gamma-ray and flare neutron data, The diffusion methodics of interplane-
tary demodulation was described in detail in another works [2, 3]. Thls
methodics rest upon the extrapolatlon of intensity time profiles of SCR
fluxes observed near the Earth to the momentum of their injection from
the solar corona. Each of modifications of such a methodics is applicable
only to a limited time interval or to a limited range of particle energy.
Besides that, our Catalogue [1] contains some discrepancies and gaps in
spectrum parameter estimatidns obtained by the different researchers.
Because of these reasons we were able to use for the coronal demodulation
only the data of 26 events.
3. Coronal Demodulation. The coronal transport model of solar flare
particles was discussed in [4] and extensively described in [5]. Basica|Iy
two transport steps take place in azimutha] coronal transport of partl-
c]es: (a) a velocity-independent transport in a fast propagation reglon
(FPR) which is associated with an expa_d[nq magnetic structure, (b) an
energy-dependent transport in a low propagation region (LPR), dominated
by transversal diffusion, drifts and gradual escape into the interplane-
tary space. The initial condition for the 2nd transport state, when
particles are globally liberated from the FPR, at t=O is N(X,O)=Na(E)/Xo ,
if X is within the width Xo of the FPR centered at the flare site, and
N(X, 0)=0 elsewhere, where Na(E) is the flare source energy spectrum.
The azimuthal ev_'lut_n,of the number density of particles at time t and
position X during the 2nd transport step is [4, 5].
_On leave for the INAOE, TonanzintIa, A,P, 5!. 72000-Puebla M_xtrn
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1. Introduction. The data on source energy spectra of solar cosmic rays (SCR), i.e. the data on the spectrum form and on the absolute SCR are of great int rest at least for three reasons: 1) the SCR contain the nergy comparable to the total energy of electromagnetic flare radiation (~ 10 32 ergs); 2) the source spectrum form indicates to a possible ac-c leration mechanism (or mechanisms); and 3) the accelerated particle ar  eff ciently involved in nuclear electromagnetic and plasma processes in the solar atmosphere. Therefore the data on SCR source spectra are n cessary for theoretical description of the processes mentioned and for the formulation of the consistent flare model. Below it is attempted to sound solar particle sources by means of SCR energy spectrum obtained near the Sun, at the level of the roots of interplanetary field lines in the upper solar c rona. We consider data from ~ 60 solar proton events (SPE) between 1956-1981 [lJ. These data were obtained mainly by the interplanetary demodulation of observed fluxes near the Earth. Further, We used our model of coronal azimuthal transport to demodulate those spectra, and to obtain the source energy spectra. 
2. Interplanetary Demodulation. Several methods are used for the in-terpl netary demodulation of SCR fluxes observed near the Earth. Most of them are traditionally based on the different modifications of the diffusion model of the full transport equation. In addition, at present the possibility exists to reconstruct the source spectrum by the ga m -ray and flare neutron data. The diffusion methodics of interplane-tary demodulation was described in detail in another works [2,3]. This methodics rest upon the extrapolation of intensity time profiles of SCR fluxes observed near the Earth to the momentum of their injection from the solar c rona. Each of modifications of such a methodics is appl icable only to a l mited time interval or to a I imited range of particle energy. Besides that, our C talogue [1] contains some discrepancies and gaps in spectrum p rameter estimatidns obtained by the different researchers. Because of these reasons we were able to use for the coronal demodulation only the d ta of 26 events. 
3. C ronal Demodulation. The coronal transport model of solar flare particles was discussed in [4] and extensively described in [5]. Basically two transport steps take place in azimuthal coronal transport of parti-cles: (a) a velocity-in pendent transport in a fast propagation region (FPR) which is associated with an expahdfnq magnetic structure, (b) an energy-dependent transport in a low propagation region (LPR), dominated by transversal diffusion, drifts and gradual escape into the interplane-tary space. The initial condition for the 2nd transport state, when particles are globally I iberated fr  the FPR, at t  is N(X,O)=N (E)/X o , if X is within the width Xo of the FPR centered at the flare site~ and N(X, 0)=0 elsewhere, where N (E) is the flare source energy spectrum. The azimuthal e'\Io'l tb ' of th~ number density of particles at time t and position X during the 2nd transport step is [4, 5J. 
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where K_ and v d are the transversal diffusion coefficient and drift ve-
locity. Here after we will refer our results to the flare position (Xf),
such that Xi=X-Xf. For coronal demodulation we adopted the following
procedure. We assume that the observed particle flux proceeds from a
coronal longitude at m 60°W; so, at the coronal level the observed flux
corresponds at the position X =X(60°W)-Xf, and an ejection time from the
=0 if _XcJ_ Xo/2 and t =lxcl/vd if Ixcl>Xo/2>corona (t e) given as t e e
next we equate (2) with the demodulated energy spectra N(E) from [3],
[that for the task of simplicity we translated from rigidity to kinetic
energy, Figs. (1) and (2)] :
2.5Na(E)f[Xc,te,vd(E),_(E),xo] = N(E) (part/MeV) (2)
so that the source energy spectrum Na(E)=N(E)/2.5f[Xc,te,Va,Kg,Xo],
where the function f has been normalized. Once we have determined N (E)
(part/MeV) we build the time-profiles by fixing the positionsX . an_
in eq.(1), and making vary time relative to ton, (t-t_n),energy Ei
where ton=(JXi]/Vd)-Xo/2 is the onset time of particle arrival at that
ba_l_ler' position Xi, so that the tlme-orlgin occurs at t=ton. The
coronal time-profiles were built for several coronal positions and
energy values. To build the particle azimutha! distributions we fixed
energy and time in eq.(1) and evaluated for X._+180 ° taking the flare
position as the coordinate-origin. Further, w_ evaluated for other times
and different energies. For calculations we assumed for the FPR, an
azimuthal width at its opening of 80° at 0,9 R0 above the photosphere.
For Vd=(60-250)B2/(1-B2)°'S(cm/s ) depending on whether the observational
peak mntensity was very late or early respectivel_ where 8=v/c, v and c
are the particle and light velocities. We used _=6.7x106v(cm2/s). For
the task of illustration we have chosen an event which FPR contai_ the
connecting position X (23/VI/1956) and other which FPR does not containC
X (22/VIII/1958). On the next figures we have illustrated linear azimu-
C
thal positions X i in terms of angular coordinates _i; on Fig.(2) we
show along with the demodulated spectrum the energy spectra that we have
built for two others coronal longitudes. On figures(3)-(8) it is shown
the azimuthal distributions of both events for several times at three
different energies. It can be observed that the observational W-E
asymmetry is confirmed by our results: the higher the particle energy
the sharped the effect. Theoretically this is the translation of particle
drift in the model. On figs. (9)-(11) it is show the time profiles of
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where K~ and vd are the transversal diffusion coefficient and drift ve-
locity. Here after we will refer our results to the flare position (X f ), 
such that X i=X-X f , For coronal demodulation we adopted the following 
procedure. We assume that the observed particle flux proceeds from a 
coronal longitude at ~ 60 0w; so, at the coronal level the observed flux 
corresponds at the position X =X(60 0W)-Xf , and an ejection time from the 
corona (t ) given as t =0 if IX I~ Xo/2 and t =Ix I/vd if IX I>Xo/2~ e e c e c c I 
next we equate (2) with the demodulated energy spectra N(E) from [3], 
[that for the task of simpl icity we translated from rigidity to kinetic 
energy, Figs.(l) and (2)]: 
2.5Na(E)f[Xc,te,vd(E),K~(E),Xo] = N(E) (part/MeV) (2) 
so that the source energy spectrum N (E)=N(E)/2.5f[X ,t ,v ,K9 ,X o], ac  a 
where the function f has been normalized. Once we have determined N (E) 
(part/MeV) we build the time-profiles by fixing the positionsX . an~ 
energy E. in eq.(1), and making vary time relative to t , (t-t l ), I on on 
where t =(IX.j/vd)-X o/2 is the onset time of particle arrival at that on I 
"a'r1tltu~a'r' position X., so that the time-origin occurs at t=t • The ~ I on 
coronal time-profiles were built for several coronal positions and 
energy values. To build the particle azimuthal distributions we fixed 
energy and time in eq.(l) and evaluated for x.~+1800 taking the flare 
position as the coordinate-origin. Further, wb ~valuated for other times 
and different energies. For calculations we assumed for the FPR, an 
azimuthal width at its opening of 80 0 at 0.9 R0 above the photosphere. 
For vd=(60-250)S2/(1-S2)o.5(cm/s) depending on whether the observational 
peak Intensity was very late or arly respectivel~ where S=v/c, v and c 
are the particle and I ight velocities. We used K~=6.7xl06v(cm2/s). For 
the task of illustration we have chosen an event which FPR contaiffi the 
connecting position X (23/VI/19S6) and other which FPR does not contain 
c 
X (22/VI 1 1/1958). On the next figures we have illustrated linear azimu-
c 
thaI positions Xi in terms of angular coordinates ~i; on Fig.(2) we 
show along with the demodulated spectrum the energy spectra that we have 
built for two others coronal longitudes. On figures(3)-(8) it is shown 
the azimuthal distributions of both events for several times at three 
different energies. It can be observed that the observational W-E 
asymmetry is confirmed by our results: the higher the particle energy 
the sharped the effect. Theoretically this is the translation of particle 
drift in the model. On figs. (9)-(11) it is show the time profiles of 
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the event for which X is outside of its FPR,for 3 d,fferent energiesc
and several longltudtnal positions- out of the FPR orofiles show the
characteristic diffusive shape, whereas at locations within the FPR
they show a pecullar decreasing shape. On Fig. (12) it is shown the
regression in time from the corona back to the top of the FPR: since
regression In tlme is equivalent to regression in distance to the FPR,
for a given value of V any other _i such that _f<_'<_ can be seen as a
tlme regression toward the time of particle liberatlon from the FPR. In
fact time profileS at _f+40* begin at t=0, Out of the FPR the onset is
delayed proportionally to the distance from the flare site, such as
Indicated by observations. Fig.(13) shows the west-asymmetry effectrela-
tlve to the profile on Fig. (9): at 50*-dlstance from the flare on the
East side there is more of 102 time less particles than at the same
distance an the Vest side, and at 60*-distance the flux has fallen to
negligeable levels relative to the West side. On figs. (14)-(16) we
show time profiles for the 23111/1956 event. Concerning source energy
spectra, it is obvious that according to the coronal transport model the
observational and the source soectra are basically the same when the FPR
contains the connection longltud, So, among the studied 26 events, only
In 8 events the FPR does not contain Xc. We have tabulated on Table I,
the source spectca characterlsttcs of these 8 events along wtth one
(2_I11/1956) Of the ren'_inlng 18 events where N IN(E). On FIg.(17) we
a
show the source spectrum N -DoE-Y=4.18xI0_SE -6"36 (part./MeV) of thea
22/VIII/IS5B event. Finally, on Fig. (18) it is lllustrated the source
spectrum Na/_ f _part./MeV cm) under the assumption of a finite flare
width @_f-8* and the spectrum at the top of the FPR at t=O,N(X,t,E) =
Na/X. (part./MeV cm).
4. Conclusions. Though results are model-dependents they furnish a
clear picture of the evolution of particle energy spectra from the
source ti|1 thelr ejection into the interplanetary space, for those
events where the observational-connecttng-longltude is out of the FPR:
It can be seen in Table I that energy spectra flattens at the coronal
level relative to the source spectra}when partic_smove in the W-E
d=rection, as =n the 1/IX/1971 event_the change in spectrun slope is
more imoortant. It is Interesting to analyze our results within the
frame of the observational effects and model predictions sumarlzed in
[5]. We believe that this aporoach must be taken into account wtthin the
frame of solar particle acceleration theory and solar flare phenomena,
such as for the evaluation of flare neutrons and electromagnetic
radiation of non-thermal origin.
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03/09/1960 18N_9E _0 - 410 2.91136 2.02 1.4E53 8.76
2_/0O/lO_1 _129E 1_ - 470 1.°713 ° 3.20 4.&E53 S.76
2_,0:/19£7 150E 75 - 410 5.1_E34 1.25 1.1140 3.11
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and several longltudl~al positIons' out of the FPR profIles show the 
characterIstic dIffusive shape, whereas at locatIons wIthIn the FPR 
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regressIon in time from the corona back to the top of the FPR: sInce 
regression In time is equivalent to regression In distance to the FPR, 
for a gIven value of ~ any other ~I such that ~f<~I<w can be seen as a 
tIme regression toward the time of particle liberatIon from the FPR. In 
fact time profiles at ~f:40° begin at t~O. Ou  of the FPR th  onset is 
delayed proportionally to the distance from the flare Site, such as 
Indicated by observations. Fig.(13) shows the w~st-asymnetry effectrela-
t Ive to the profile on FIg. (9): at 50 o-dlstance from the flare on -the 
East side there is more of 10 2 time less particles than at the same 
dIstance an the West side, and at 60 o-dlstance the flux has fallen to 
negl igeable levels relatIve to the West side. On figs. (14)-(16) we 
show time profiles for the 23/11/1956 event. ConcernIng source energy 
spectra, it IS obVIOUS that accordIng to the coronal transport model the 
observational and the source Spectra are baSIcally the same '",hen the FPR 
contains the connection longitud. So, among the studied 26 events, only 
In 8 events the FPR d es not contain X. We h ve tabulated on Table I, 
c 
the source spectra characterIstIcs of these 8 events ~Iong wIth one 
(23/11/1956) of the rer.~lning 18 events where N =N(E). On Fig. (17) we 
a 
show the source spectrum N -DoE-Ym4.18xIO~5E-6.36 (part./HeV) of the 
a 221VIII/1958 event. Finally, on Fig. (18) it is Illustrated the source 
spectrum Na/o~f (part./HeV em) und r the assumption of a finIte flare 
width ~Yf-8° and the spectrum at the top of the FPR at taO N(X,t,E)-
N /Xo(part./HeV em). 
a 
4. Conclusions. Though results are model-dependents they furnish a 
clear picture of the evolution of particle energy spectra from the 
source till their ejection into the Interplanetary space, for those 
events where the observational-connectlng-Iongltude is out of the FPR: 
It can be seen in Table 1 that energy spectra flattens at the coronal 
level relative to the source spectrajwhen particles move in the W-E 
direction, as In the 1/IX/1971 event, the change in spectrun slope is 
more important. It is Interesting to analyze our results within the 
frame of the observational effects and model predictions sumarlzed in 
[5]. We believe that this approach must be taken Into account Within the 
frame of solar particle acceleration theory and solar flare phenomena, 
such as for the evaluation of flare neutrons and electromagnetic 
radiation of non-thermal origin. 
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SPECTRA OF SOLAR PROTON GROUND LEVEL EVENTS USING
NEUTRON MONITOR AND NEUTRON MODERATED DETECTOR RECORDINGS
P.H. Stoker
PU-CSIR Cosmic Ray Research Unit
Department of Physics
Potchefstroom University for CHE
POTCHEFSTROOM 2520
South Africa
ABSTRACT
Recordings on relativistic solar flare protons observed
at Sanae, Antarctic, show that the percentage increase
in counting rates of the neutron moderated detector
(4NMD) is larger than the percentage increase In
counting rates of the 3NM64 neutron monitor. These
relative increases are described by solar proton diffe-
rential spectra js(P) = AP-B. The power _ is determined
for each event and the hardnesses of the temporal
variations of 8, found for the GLE's of 7 May, 1978and
22 November, 1977,are related to the results of
Debrunner et al. (1980).
I. Introduction. Neutron monitors record at ground level solar protons of
energies _ 0.5 GeV, while satellite data generally covers the energy range
below 0.5 GeV. Debrunner et al. (1984) combined the two sets of observa-
tions for the solar proton events on 7 May, 1978 and 22 November, 1977, and
deduced for various phases the solar proton energy spectra from 50 MeV to
about 10 GeV.
These two events and several other solar proton events were recorded during
the present solar cycle at Sanae with a cutoff rigidity of 0.86 GV in
Antarctica. When looking at an event from only a single position on Earth,
a particular spectral function has to be assumed in order to deduce the
spectrum of solar protons entering the atmosphere. Since rigidity is the
appropriate parameter for the combined effect of protons, s-particles and
heavier particles for earth bound recordings, a rigidity dependent spectral
function was considered. A power law rigidity spectrum j = AP-B appears to
fit the spectra given by Debrunner et al. (1984) in the rigidity range
~ 0.5 GV - 10 GV better than the exponential rigidity spectrum
j = A exp(-P/Po).
The neutron moderated detector 4NMD and super neutron monitor 3NM64 record
at Sanae primary cosmic rays wlth different rigidity dependent sensltlvi-
tles. In order to derive solar proton spectra for ground level events from
these recordings, the specific yield functions of these two detectors have
to be obtained accurately for rigidities % I GV. Solar proton ground level
events recorded at Sanae during the present solar activity cycle are
analyzed accordingly in this paper.
2. Method. A sp_c:flc yield function was comput_ fo_ each detector from
S(P)=n_,t)/j(P,t). The primary dlfferential rigidity spectrum j(P,t) was
obtained from the 1965 cosmic ray proton and helium particle spectra com-
piled by Webber (1973), while the differentlal response functions n(P,t)
were deduced from a least square fitting (Van der Walt, 1983) of the Dorman
function N(P) = No(l-exp(-_P-k)) to the data of the 1976 sea level survey
(Potgieter et al., 1980). The differential response functions for the NMD
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Recordings on relativistic solar flare protons observed 
at Sanae, Antarctic, show that the percentage Increase 
In counting rates of the neutron moderated detector 
(4NMD) is larger than the percentage increase In 
counting rates of the 3NM64 neutron monitor. These 
relative increases are described by solar proton diffe-
rential spectra Js(p) = AP-S. The power S is determined 
for each event and the hardnesses of the temporal 
variations of S, found for the GLE's of 7 May, 1978 and 
22 November, 1977, are related to the results of 
Debrunner et al. (1980). 
1. Introduction. Neutron monitors record at ground level solar protons of 
energies> 0.5 GeV, while satellite data generally covers the energy range 
below 0.5 GeV. Debrunner et al. (1984) combined the two sets of observa-
tions for the solar proton events on 7 May, 1978 and 22 November, 1977, and 
deduced for various phases the solar proton energy spectra from 50 MeV to 
about 10 GeV. 
These two events and several other solar proton events were recorded during 
the present solar cycle at Sanae with a cutoff rigidity of 0.86 GV in 
Antarctica. When looking at an event fr m only a single positi n on Earth, 
a particular spectral function has to be assumed In order to deduce the 
spectrum f solar proto s entering the atmosphere. Since rigidity IS the 
appropriate parameter for the combined effect of protons, a-particles and 
heavier particles for earth bound recordings, a rigidity dependent spectral 
function was consi ered. A power law rigidity spectrum J = AP-S appears to 
fit th  spectra given by Debrullner et al. (1984) In the rigidity range 
- 0.5 GV - 10 GV better than the exponential rigidity spectrum 
J = A exp(-P/P ). 
o 
The neutron moderated detector 4NMD and super neutron monitor 3NM64 record 
t Sanae primary cosmic rays with different rigidity dependent sensitivi-
ties. In order to d rive solar proton spectra for ground level events from 
these recordings, the specific Yield functions of these two detectors have 
to be obtained accurately for rigidities> 1 GV. Solar proton ground level 
events recorded at Sanae during the present solar activity cycle are 
analyzed accordingly in this paper. 
2. Method. A s~~c;flc yield function was computc~ f0~ each detector from 
S(P) = n{ ,t)/j(p,t). The primary differential rigidity spectrum j(F,t) was 
obtained from the 1965 cosmic ray proton and helium particle spectra com-
piled by Webber (1973), whil  the differential response functions n(P,t) 
were deduced from a least square fitting (Van der Walt, 1983) of the Dorman 
function N(P) = No (l-exp(-ap-k» to the data of the 1976 sea evel survey (Potgieter et al., 1980). The differential response functions for the NMD 
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and NM64 thus obtained were applied to reproduce correctly the relative
counting rates recorded for the 15 February, 1978 Forbush decrease (Stoker
and Louw, 1983).
If js(P,t) represents the primary solar proton differential spectrum, the
enhanced counting rate due to a solar proton GLE is given by
ANs(m,t) = _S(P)Js(P,t)dP
c
with is(P) = AP-B. The ratio of the enhanced counting rates recorded by
the two detectors then becomes
ANsNMD IpcSNMD p-B dP
=
&Ns NM64 IpcsNM64 P-BdP
3O
' I ' I ' I ' I ' I I ' I ' I
3O
2o
A _
......z
10
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Figure I Figure 2
In Figure I the calculated ratio of enhanced counting rates is shown as a
function of the power B, with P_ = 0.86 GV. The constants of the Dorman
function used in calculating S(P) are No = 151.67, _ = exp 2.13 and
k = 0.894 for the 3NM64, while for the 4NMD the values are No = 157.68,
= exp 1.99 and exp 2.06, k = 0.898 and 0.940 respectively for the solid
and broken lines A and B in the Figure. For both of these two sets of
constants the Dorman functions lie within the statistical regression limits
determined from fittinqs to latitude survey data for the NMD. The ratio
of enhanced counting rates is not 1.00 for _ = 0 because the two differen-
tial response functions for the 4NMD and that of the 3NM64 are normalized
at P = 17 GV. The two curves in Figure I are considered to present the
upper and lower limits of the ratio of the enhancements at a particular
power B.
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counting rates recorded for the 15 February, 1978 Forbush decrease (Stoker 
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If js(P,t) represents the primary solar proton differential spectrum, the 
enhanced counting rate due to a solar proton GLE is given by 
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In Figure 1 the calculated ratio of enhanced counting rates is sho n as a 
function of the po er S, ith Pc = 0.86 GV. The constants of the or an 
function used in calculating S(P) are N = 151.67, a = exp 2.13 and 
k = 0.894 for the 3NM64, while for the ~NMD the values are No = 157.68, 
a = exp 1.99 and exp 2.06, k = 0.898 and 0.940 respectively for the solid 
and broken I ines  and  in the i re. or both f t ese two sets f 
stants t  r  f tio  I i  it i  th  t ti ti l r r i  limit  
deter ined from fittin s t  l titu  survey ata f r the . he r ti  
f  nti  r t s is t .0  f r S   s  t  tw  iff r -
tial response functions for the 4NMD and that of the 3NM64 are nor al ized 
at P = 17 GV. The two curves in Figure 1 are considered to present the 
upper and lower I i its of the ratio of the enhance ents at a particular 
po er S. 
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3. The GLE of 7 May, 1978. In Figure 2 the enhanced pressure corrected
ten minute and hourly counting rates for the 4NMD are plotted as a function
of the similar counting rates of the 3NM64, for the GLE of 7 May, 1978. The
galactic contributions have been normalized to 100. From this Figure it
follows that the first particles arrived at Sanae in the time interval
0335-0340 UT (signified by 0340) followed by a fast rise in counting rates
during 0340-0350 UT. With ANMD/ANM64 = 0.95 for the enhancement until
0350 UT, B _ 1.3, suggesting a flat initial spectrum, which presumably is
the result of the earlier arrival of the more energetic protons. Subse-
quently the intensity of the slower particles are increasing, causing the
displacement in the plot from 0350 to 0400, with the ratio ANMD/ANM64
changing to 1.49, giving B = 3.4-3.5 from Figure I for curves A and B
respectively. After 0400 the solar proton spectrum becomes even softer.
The average of the enhanced counting rates for the hour 0400-0500, indi-
cated by 05 in the Figure, represents a ratio ANMD/ANM64 1.63, giving
= 3.8-4.2. At 0450 UT ANMD/ANM64 = 1.99, and _ = 4.9 for the upper curve
A in Figure I.
When the 7 May, 1978 solar proton spectra of Debrunner et al. (1984), for
the rigidity interval of about 0.8 - 5 GV, are represented by the power law
Js _ p-8, the power values are B _ 3.3, 3.6, 4.0 and 4.9 respectively for
the time periods 0335-0345, 0345-0400, 0400-0415 and 0430-0500. These
values are about the same as we have obtained from Figure I.
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Figure 3 is in part a reproduction of Figure 3 of Debrunner and Lockwood
(1980). The apparent source position and contours for angular distances of
30°, 60° and 90° are shown for the 7 May, 1978 event. Added to the Figure
are the asymtotic directions of vertical incident particles for Sanae (Shea
and Smart, 1971). From this Figure follows that the proton spectrum inci-
dent on top of the atmosphere at Sanae should be equivalent to the free
space spectrum at I AU.
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3. The GLE of 7 May, 1978. In Figure 2 the enhanced pressure corrected 
ten minute and hourly counting rates for the 4NMD are plotted as a function 
of the similar counting rates of the 3NM64, for the GLE of 7 May, 1978. The 
galactic contributions have been normal ized to 100. From this Figure it 
follows that the first particles arrived at Sanae in the time interval 
0335-0340 UT (signified by 0340) followed by a fast rise in counting rates 
during 0340-0350 UT. With 6NMD/6NM64 = 0.95 for the enhancement until 
0350 UT, B ~ 1.3, suggesting a flat initial spectrum, which presumably is 
the result of the earl ier arrival of the more energetic protons. Subse-
quently the intensity of the slower particles are increasing, causing the 
displacement in the plot from 0350 to 0400, with the ratio 6NMD/6NM64 
changing to 1.49, giving B = 3.4-3.5 from Figure 1 for curves A and B 
respectively. After 0400 the solar proton spectrum becomes even softer. 
The average of the enhanced counting rates for the hour 0400-0500, indi-
cated by 05 in the Figure, represents a ratio 6NMD/6NM64 1.63, giving 
B = 3.8-4.2. At 0450 UT 6NMD/6NM64 = 1.99, and B = 4.9 for the upper curve 
A in Figure 1. 
When the 7 May, 1978 solar proton spectra of Debrunner et al. (1984), for 
the rigidity interval of about 0.8 - 5 GV, are represented by the power law 
J s cr p-B, the power values are B ~ .3, 3.6, 4.0 and 4.9 respectively for 
the time periods 0335-0345, 0345-0400, 0400-0415 and 0430-0500. These 
values are about the same as we have obtained from Figure 1. 
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Figure 3 is in part a reproduction of Figure 3 of Debrunner and Lockwood 
(1980). The apparent source position and contours for angular distances of 
30°, 60° and 90° are shown for the 7 May, 1978 event. Added to the Figure 
are the asymtotic directions of vertical incident particles for Sanae (Shea 
and Smart, 1971). From this Figure follows that the pr ton spectrum Inci-
dent on top of the atmosphere at Sanae should be equivalent to the free 
space spectrum at 1 AU. 
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4. The GLE of 22 November, 1977. , , , , t .... I ....
In Figure 4 the enhanced pressure _i04a
corrected ten minute and hourly 22 NOV.1977 J
counting rates for the 4NMD are //
plotted as a function of corres- 30 _osH_o3o
pond0ng counting rates of the 111 °Vo,i,.
3NM64 for the GLE of 22 November, I_/41_00
1977. Here again the spectrum Y
to soften from the _ 1_'/"m°appears
eleventh to the twelfth hour UT. _z 1140.f/ )'/1|
The ratio ANMD/ANM64 for the _ 20
y.,y
first ten minutes I010-I020 UT _ 121o_/15o
IS ~0.9, suggesting _ _ O, pre-
sumably again due to the earlier
arrival of the more energetic _ 13/,_/
protons. The ratlo ANMD/ANM64 = fO /_20
1.30 at 1030 which is also the /_/io2o
average for the hour 1000-1100, _4
implies B = 2.7 ± 0.1. At 1040
,jthe ratio of the enhancements =
1.41, with _ = 3.1 For the 0 r, , , , I , , , , I , , , ,• I0 20 ]0
decaying phase of this event the "1_INCREASE3NM64
ratios of the enhancements show
fluctuations around these values.
For 1050-1100, 6NMD/&NM64 = 1.23, and B = 2.5; 1100-1110, the ratio in-
creased to 1.48 and _ to 3.4. For the twelfth and thlrtienth hour, the
average ratio = 1.38 and B = 3.0.
When representing the 22 November, 1977 solar proton spectra of Debrunner
et al. (1984) by a power law for the rigidity range~ I -6 GV, the power
values are B = 5.5, 4.6 and 4.9 respectively for the tlme periods 1035-
1046, 1055-1105 and 1200-1215. These values are larger than we found, but
the fluctuations tn hardness follow the same trend as we are observing.
The lower power values deduced for Sanae may be attributed to an apparent
source direction to the left 0° geographic longtttude in Figure 3, favou-
ring the higher rlgtdtty protons to enter the atmosphere. Thus a harder
solar proton rigidity spectrum was possibly incident at Sanae comparlng to
the free space spectrum as I AU.
5. Conclusions. Spectra of relattv0sttc protons recorded at Sanae may be
deduced from the relatlve enhancements In countlng rates of the 4NMD and
3NM64 detectors. For GLE solar proton spectra of 23 September, 1978, 8
December, 1982 and 16 Februarie, 1984 average powers _ = 4.5±0.2, 2.8 ±
0.1 and 2.6 ± 0.1 were obtained respectively.
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4. The GLE of 22 November, 1977. 
(n Figure 4 the enhanced pressure 
corrected ten minute and hourly 
counting rates for the 4NMD are 
plotted as a function of corres-
ponding counti g rates of the 
3NM64 for the GLE of 22 November, 
1977. Here again the spectrum 
appears to soften from the 
eleventh to the twelfth hour UT. 
The ratio 6NMD/6NM64 for the 
first ten minutes 1010-1020 UT 
IS - 0.9, suggesting (3 :> 0, pre-
sumably again due to the earl ier 
arrival of the more energetic 
protons. The ratio ~NMD/~NM64 = 
1.30 at 1030 which is also the 
average for the hour 1000-1100, 
impl ies (3 = 2.7 ± 0.1. At 1040 
the ratio of the enhancements = 
1.41, with (3 = 3.1. For the 
decaYing phase of this event the 
ratios of the enhancements show 
fluctuations around these values. 
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For 1050-1100, 6NMD/6NM64 = 1.23, and (3 = 2.5; 1100-1110, the ratio in-
creased to 1.48 and S to 3.4. For the twelfth and thlrtienth hour, the 
average ratio = 1.38 and (3 = 3.0. 
When representing the 22 November, 1977 solar proton spectra of Debrunner 
et al. (1984) by a power law for the rigidity range-l -6 GV, the power 
values are S = 5.5, 4.6 and 4.9 respectively for the time periods 1035-
1046, 1055-1105 and 1200-1215. These values are larger than we found, but 
the fluctuations In hardness follow the same trend as we are observing. 
The lower power values deduced for Sanae may be attributed to an apparent 
source direction to the left 0° geographic longtltude in Figure 3, favou-
ring the higher rigidity protons to enter the atmosphere. Thus a harder 
solar proton rigidity spectrum was possibly incident at Sanae comparing to 
the free space spectrum as 1 AU. 
5. Conclusions. Spectra of relativistic protons recorded at Sanae may be 
deduced from the relative enhancements In counting rates of the 4NMD and 
3NM64 detectors. For GLE solar proton spectra of 23 September, 1978, 8 
December, 1982 and 16 Februarie, 1984 average powers (3 = 4.5 ± 0.2, 2.8 ± 
0.1 and 2.6 ± 0.1 were obtained respectIvely. 
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GROUND I_TCREASEOF COSMIC RAY IMTENSITY
ON FEBRUARY Y6, 1984
Belov A.V., Blokh Ya.L., Eroshenko E.A., Ishkov V.N.,
Yanke V.G.
Ynstitute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere and Radio
Wave Propagation, USSR Academy of Sciences,!42Oq2 Troitsk,
Moscow Region, USSR
The event of February 16, Ig84 is one of the two largest
ground increases of solar cosmic rays fCR) in the last two
cycles of solar activity. This event _&ppened at a decrease
of the 21-st cycle against a quiet background. Although at
the beginning of T984 the observed indices of solar activity
/I/ were higher than those at the end of 1983, the day of
February 16 may be characterized as very quiet. On that day
the geomagnetic perturbance (ZKD=I4, Ap=7) was the lowest in
February. After a small Forbush decrease due to the magnetic
storm of February 12-19, the CR intensity almost com-
pletely recovered by February 16. Thus, the solar particles
that came to the Earth on February 16 got into a practically
unperturbed magnetosphere, and the variations of secondary
CR induced by these particles were nor superimposed on any
other substantial variations of extraterrestrial or magneto-
spheric origin.
In the first half of February Ig84 the solar flare acti-
vity was determined mainly by two active regions and was at
a rather low level. This activity was somewhat hightened be-
ginning from February 9, when the two active regions, AR 4408
(CD 25- S I2 L 340) and AR 44!3 (CD 30- S I4 L 264) increased
sharply in size and within 3 days each gave two flares of me-
dium force. The second of'the active regions rapidly lowered
its activity and went beyond the western disk on February
I9, 7984 and practically died away. The region AR 4408 went
behind the disk increasing its area, it was in the phase of
increasing activity. The activity of the region AR 442I on
the eastern disk did not give noticeable effects in CR ob-
served on the Earth.
The solar flare responsible for the ground increase of
solar CR on February 16 occurred most probably in the region
AR 4408 three days after it went behind the western disk.
That the flare occurred far beyond the Eisk is probably the
most important specific feature of this event. Due to this,
besides the CR from the indicated flare, it was only radio
emission that reached the Earth, no emission at all being ob-
served in the optical, UV, X-ray and _-ranges.
According to radio data, the flare of February 16 occur-
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~  event f ebruary 6, 1Q84 i  ne f t  t o l r est 
gr und i r ses of s lar cos ic r s (  i  t  l st t  
ycles f solar cti it . his ent happened t  ecrease 
of t  1-st cle against  uiet ackground. lt ugh t 
t  eginning f 1984 t  observed i i es f solar ctivit  
II/ ere higher t  t se t t   f I , t  day f 
February I  ay be haracterized s er  uiet. n t at day 
t  eomagnetic pert r ance (l p 14, p=7) as t e l est i  
ebruary. fter a s a l orbush ecrease e t  t  agnetic 
st  of ebruary 2-13, t  CR i t nsit  l ost c -
pletely r overed by ebruary 6. hus, t  lar articles 
t at c e t  t e Earth on February  ot i t  a ractica ly 
unperturbed agnetosphere,  t  ariati s f s ndary 
CR i ced by t se articles ere nor s eri posed on any 
t er s bstantial ariati s f xtrate restrial r agneto-
s heric ri in. 
I  t  i t alf f ebruary rQS  t  s lar  cti-
vit  as det r ined ainly by t o acti e r i ns a d as t 
a r t er l  l el. his cti it  as s ewhat hi htened e-
gi ni g f  ebruary 9, hen t e t  acti e r gi ns, R 4408 
(  25: S 12 L 340) a d AR 44r3 (  0:  1  L 264) i r s  
s arply i  si  and ithin 3 days each ave t  fl s f e-
di  f r e. The sec nd of~the acti e r i ns r i l  l ered 
it  cti it  a d ent beyond t e estern dis  n ebruary 
19, 1984 and practica ly di d a ay. The r i n AR 4408 ent 
behind t  i  i r asi g it  r a, i  as i  t  phase f 
i creasi g activity. The cti it  f t  r i  R 42I n 
t  easter  dis  did not gi e noticeable ffects i  CR b-
s r ed on t e arth. 
he solar fl  r s onsible f r t  gr und i r ase f 
solar CR on February I  occu red ost probably i  t e r i n 
AR 4408 t r e days ft r it ettt behind t e estern .disk. 
That t e fl r  occu red far be.yond t e ~isk i  pr bably t e 
ost i portant specific f t r  f t is event. ue t  t is, 
besides t e CR f  t e i dicated fl , it as only r i  
e i sion t at r ched t e arth, no e i sion t a l being ob-
served in the optical, UV, X-ray and ~ -ranges. 
r.cording t  r di  data, t e f  f ebruary 1  ccur-
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red not laterthan 0858 T and was accompaniedby inten-
sive bursts of types IV, ITI, and 11. For this event the
western disk is a screen for all emissions that occur below
_150 IO3km. The microwave burst was therefore small, whereas
in the metric wave band, for which the radiation source is
high in the corona, the event was rather powerful.
Figure I presents ground increases of February I6 for a
number of neutron monitors of the world-wlde net (_ive-minute
data). The time of the beginning of the increase differs
strongly for different stations. But within the second five-
minute interval of the tenth hour (O905-O910 liT)a large ef-
fect was observed already for several stations. Analizing
the time variation of the counting rate for different moni-
tors, one can obtain the following estimate of the time of
arrival of first solar particles to the Earth: t1=(0906 + OI)
UT. Thus, if one does not assume the existence of an essen-
tial delay of radio bursts relative to the time of CR gene-
ration, one may state that having rapidly overcome the 60-de-
gree's difference between the heliolongitude of the flare
and IMF lines passing near the Earth, the first flare protons
came to the Earth, in fact, without any delay.
Figure 2 presents the data of the neutrino monitor onthe
ship "Academician Murchatov" which was at that time in the
Atlantic Ocean at the point with coordinates (at 0900 _T) 46°
II'N, 53°O2'W. By means of interpolation of the calculations
made by Shea and Smart /2/, we estimated the vertical cutoff
rigidity for this point to be Rc = 1.62 GV.
By many characteristics the flare of February 76, 1984
turned out close to the largest ground increase of the last
cycle, to the event of May 7, I978. In both cases one should
note a rapid arrival of particles from the Sun, a small dura-
tion of the increase, a fast rise (<I0 rain. for stations
with a large c_itoffrigidity) and a sharp decrease of inten-
sity. The decrease of intensity on the ship "Academician
_Irchatov" can be represented in the period O915-I015 UT
in the form exp (-t/_), where _ = 15 m (Fig.2).
The increase of Febr_lary 16, Y984, the same as the in-
crease of May 7, I_78 is characterized by a large (close to
IOO %) degree _f anisotropy. The anisotropic phase of the
flare was positive and occupied almost the whole period when
the increase was large. The largest effect was observed
in the stations, which at 9 h UT "looked" along the IMF lines
towards the Sun. NQrth-American stationxand the research
ship "Academician Kurchatov" appeared to be in an advan-
tageous position for recording the ground increase. _he de-
pendence on the longitude and latitude of the point of ob-
servation turned out to be even stronger than the dependence
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red not ~ater than 0858 T and was accompanied by inten-
sive bursts of types IV, III, and II. For this event the 
western disk is a screen for all emissions that occur below 
~I50 I03km. The microwave burst was therefore small, whereas 
in the metric wave band, for which the radiation source is 
high in the corona, the event was rather powerful. 
Figure I presents ground increases of February 16 for a 
number of neutron monitors of the world-wide net (five-minute 
data). ~he time of the beginning of the increase differs 
strongly for different stations. But within the second five-
minute interval of the tenth hour (0905-09IO UT) a large ef-
fect was observed already for several stations. Analizing 
the time variation of the counting rate for different moni-
tors, one can obtain the following estimate of the time of 
arrival of first solar particles to the Earth: ti=(0906 t OIl 
UTe Thus, if one does not assume the existence of an essen-
tial delay of radio bursts relative to the time of CR gene-
ration, one may state that having rapidly overcome the 60-de-
gree's difference between the heliolongitude of the flare 
and IMF lines passing near the Earth, the first flare protons 
came to the Earth, in fact, without any delay. 
Figure 2 presents the data of the neutrino monitor on~ 
ship "Academician Kurchatov" which was at that time in the 
Atlantic Ocean at the point with coordinates (at 0900 UT) 460 
IIIN, 530 02·W. By means of interpolation of the calculations 
made by Shea and Smart /2/, we estimated the vertical cutoff 
rigidi ty for this point to be Rc = 1.62 GV. 
By many characteristics the flare of February 16, I984 
turned out close to the largest ground increase of the last 
cycle, to the event of May 7, 1978. In both cases one should 
note a rapid arrival of particles from the Sun, a small dura-
tion of the increase, a fast rise (<.10 min. for stations 
with a large cutoff rigidity) and a sharp decrease of inten-
sity. 'The decrease of intensity on the ship "Academician 
¥urchatov" can be represented in the period 09I5-IOI5 UT 
in the form exp (-t/~), where ~= 15 m (Fig.2). 
'The increase of February 16, 1984, the same as the in-
crease of May 7, 1978 is characterized by a la17ge (close to 
IOO %) degree ~f anisotropy. The anisotropic phase of the 
flare was positive and occupied almost the whole period When 
the increase was large. The largest effect was observed 
in the stations, which at 9 h UT "looked" along the IMF lines 
towards the Sun. North-American statioTl$ and the research 
ship "Academician Kurchatov" appeared to be in an advan-
tageous position for recording the ground increase. The de-
pendence on the longitude and latitude of the point of ob-
servation turned out to be even stronger than the dependence 
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on the cutoff rigidity, and the value of the increase (57.4
%) on the research ship "Academician _,_rchatov" (Rc = 1.62
GV) exceeded, in particular, the value of the increase in
high-latitudinal stations Alert and Thule (Rc = 0.OO GV)
situated in the same longitudinal zone /I/.
The large anisotropy of the effect and the large dura-
tion of its anisotropic phase do not allow us in tbls case
to determine the form of the energy spectrum of the solar CR
which came to the Earth by analyzing the dependence
of the increase on the_cutoff rigidity. In this case the
analysis of the distribution of the effect on neutrons of
different multiplicity /4/ may prove to be the most effective
means for determining the slope of the energy spectrum. The
observations of multiple neutrons were carried out _n an
expedition on the research ship "Academician _,irchatov".
It seems to us that t_e arrival to the Earth of charged
particles from a flare beyond the disk can be explained by
a particle drift in the neutral layer of heliomagnetosphere.
By the indirect magnetospheric data /I/, on February I6 the
Earth was in the positive sector of IMF, and the neutral
layer was crossing the helioequator plane 40-50° to the west.
The line of force which goes out of the flare region of he-
liolatitude _ s IO can come closer to the neutral layer,
which at th&s heliolongltude must be projected onto the
southern hemisphere of the Sun. Raving drifted about 60° east-
ward (the drift of protons in I984 in the neutral layer near
the Sun must have just this direction), the protons could
get (already in the northern hemisphere) onto the IMF line
which was coming to the Earth. The hypothetic way of charged
particles from the flare of February 16 to the Earth is
shown in Fig.3.
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on t  t ff ri i it , a  t e al e f t  i r s  ( .  
%) on the research ship " cademician Kllrchatov" (Rc = 1.62 
) ed, i  arti ular, t  al  f t  i r  i  
high-latitudinal stations lert and Thule (Rc = 0.00 GV) 
it t  i  t  s e l it i al  /1/. 
e l r  i tr  f t  ff t  t  l r  ra-
tio  f it  i tr i  as   t llo  s i  thi  s  
t  t r i e t  f rm f t  r  s tru  f t  l r  
hic  e t  t  art   al zi  t  ence 
f t  i  n.t e_cutoff i i it .  t i  s  t  
a al sis f t e istri ti  f t e effect on e tr s f 
iffere t ultiplicit  / / ay prove t  be t e ost effecti e 
eans for deter ining t e sl e f t e energy spectru . he 
servati ns f ultiple e tr s ere rri  t i  an 
expedition on the researc .s i  " cade ician Kllrchatov". 
 s   t h  r l   art  f r  
arti l s from a fl r  e  t  is  ca  e l i   
a arti l  rift i  t  utral l r f eli agnetosphere. 
y t  i ir t agnetospheric ata /1/, on ebruary 16 t e 
art  as i  t  siti  t r f I , a  t  utr l 
l r as r ssi  t  eli uator l  _ 0 t  t  est. 
 lin  f f r  hi  s t f t  fl r  r i  f -
li l titu  ~s I   c e l r t  t  utr l l r, 
hich t t is eli l it e ust be r jecte  onto t e 
s t er  e isphere f t  n. Havi  rift  a t ° st-
ard (the rift f protons in I984 in the eutral la er near 
the Sun ust have j st t is irecti ), t e protons could 
get (already in the northern he isphere) onto the I F line 
hich as co ing t  t e art . he othetic ay f c ar e  
arti l s from t e fl r  f ebruary t6 t  t e art  is 
sho n i  i . . 
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THE SOR PLARE OF 16 FEBRUARY 1984 AS RECORDED
BY THE SAYAN SPEOTROGRAPH
S.A.Kozlov, N.I.Pakhomov, L.A.Shspovslova, A.L.Ysn-
ohukovsky (Siberian Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism,
Ionosphere and Radio Wave Propagation, USSR Academy of
Sciences, Irkutsk 33, P.O.Box 4, USSR)
ABSTRACT. The Sayan cosmic ray(CR) spectrograph recor-
ded an__are that occurred on 16 Pebruary 1984. We pre-
sent date from both l-hour and 10-minute duration measure-
ments in 10 channels with different energy sensitivity (of
neutron monitors HM-64locatedat different depthsin the
atmosphere, end of a neutron, multiple neutron and rigid mu-
meson component lead-less detector). The parameters of the
SCR variation spectrum are evaluated end it is shown that
the recording of multiple neutrons at the same geographic
point and st the same level in the atmosphere provides infor-
mation similar to that from s spectrographic complex of ins-
trumente.
INTRODUCTION. The Sayan CR spectrograph /I/ is designed
to pr0vide data on the CR variations in different portions
of the primary spectrum. This is achieved through: recording
two components of secondary cosmic radiation (nucleon and
much), spsclng the detectors in the depth of the atmosphere
and the different geometry of neutron detectors. The CR geo-
magnetic out-off rigidity et the site where the_detectors
are located is 3.9 GV.
A complex treatment of spectrographic memsuremehts ma-
kes it possible to separate the CR variations into the compo-
nents of interplanetary, msgnetospheric and atmospheric ori-
in and to determine the parameters of 8 primary spectrum
_I /I), the vsrlstions of geomagnetic cut-off rigidity
( _ F ) and the variations of atmospheric temperature (_)/2/°
Since 1983 the spectrograph incorporates the 6B]_-64-
selector instrument that provides multiple neutron records
according to two discrimination criteria " _ m " and
" = m" ( m - neutron multiplicity) /3/.
RESULTS O_ THE RECORDING OP THE SOR FLARE. In _ebrusry
1984, there occurred an SCR flare that was recorded by all
the detectors of the complex.
The CR intensity increase according to flve-minute mea-
surements lastedfor the first10 minutes10:O0UT on 16 Pe-
brusry 1984 end almost immediately afterwards there was the
onset of s decrease which, within 25 minutes, reached I/2
its maximumvalue,
Table I summarizes the results of measurements of SCR
flare smplitudes.
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THE SCR FLARE OF 16 FEBRUARY 1984 AS RECORDED 
BY THE SAYAN SPECTROGRAPH 
S.A.Kozlov, N.I.Pakhomov, L.A.Shapovalova, A.L.Yan-
chukovsky (Siberian Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, 
Ionosphere and Radio Wave Propagation( USSR Academy of 
Sciences, Irkutsk 33, P.O.Box 4, USSR) 
ABSTRACT. The Sayan cosmic ray (CR) spectrograph recor-
ded an SCR flare that occurred on 16 February 1984. We pre-
sent data from both 1-hour and 10-minute duration measure-
ments in 10 channels with different energy sensitivity (of 
neutron monitors HM-64 located at different depths in the 
atmosph re, and of a neutron, multiple neutron and rigid mu-
meson compo ent lead-le s detector). The param ters of the 
SCR variation spectrum are evaluated and it is shown that 
the recording of multiple neutrons at the same geographic 
point and at the same level in the atmosphere provides infor-
mation similar to that from a speotrographic complex of ins-
truments. 
INTRODUCTION. The Sayan CR spectrograph /1/ is designed 
to provide data on the CR variations in different portions 
of the primary spectrum. This is achieved through: re ording 
two components of secondary cosmio radiation (nucleon and 
muon), spaoing the detectors in the depth of the atmosphere 
and the different geometry of neutron detectors. The CR geo-
magnetio cut-off rigidity at the site wh re th~detectors 
are located is ).9 GV. 
A complex treatment of spectrographio measurements ma-
kes it possible to separate the CR variations into the oompo-
nents of interplanetary, magnetospheric and atmospheric ori-
Sin and to determine the param ters of a primary epectrum 
( o.J) /.1J ), the variations of geomagnetic cut-off rigidity 
( A r) and the variations of atmospherio temperature (., ~t; ) 
/2/. 
Since 1983 the spectrograph incorporates the 6HM-64-
selector instrument that provides multiple neutron records 
according to two discrimination criteria "- ~ m " and 
" = m" ( m - neutron mul tiplici ty) /3/. 
RESULTS OF THE RECORDING OF THE SCR FLARE. In February 
1984, there occurred an SOR flare that was recorded by all 
the deteotors of the complex. 
The OR intensity increase aocording to five-minute mea-
surements lasted for the first 10 minutes 10:00 UT on 16 Fe-
bruary 1984 and almost i mediately afterwards there was the 
onset of a decrease which, within 25 minutes, reached 1/2 
its maximum value. 
Table 1 su marizes the results of measurements of SCR 
flare amplitudes. 
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In order to intercompsre the values of th_ amplitudes
recorded, these are also plotted in Pig. I. Straight line
"A" indicates the values of flare amplitudes with five-minu-
te intervals of averaging. These are recorded data on the
neutron component obtained by three detectors HM-64 located
st 3000, 2000°and 435 m sbove sea level and results of mea-
surements of multiple neutrons at 3000 m according to the
discriminstion criterion of m _ I and m _ 2. TBe values
of amplitudes for one-hour intervals of the neutron compo-
nent measurements as recorded by the lead-less detector and
HM-64 instruments st different depths of the atmosphere, the
values of multiple neutrons according to the discrimination
criteria of m _ I, m _ 2, m = I, m = 2, and m = 3 and
of tbe values of the rigid mu-mesou component are indicated
on straight llne "B". Table I
Instrument :Height above: Flsre amplitude (in %) at diffe-
(component):sea level of: rent times of data svers_in_
:detector, m : 5 minutes :10 minutes: I hour
t ii , ! i l t i i , m t
Lead-less 3000 - - 3•3+_O.2detector
6HM-64 3000 5.2_+0.4 4.8_+0.3 2.6+0.1
12H_-64 2000 4.7+0.4 4.5+0.3 2.4+0.1
18HM-64 435 4°0+_0.5 4.O+0.4 2.2+_0.2
Rigid 435 - - 0.0+0.2
mu-meson
6H_-64 3000 - - 2.6+_0.1
m _ 1 3000 5.0+0.4 4.8+-0.3 2.5+0.1
m _ 2 3000 4.6+I.0 4.6+0.7 2.2+0.3
m = I 3000 - - 2.6+-0.I
m = 2 3000 - - 2.5+--0.3
m = 3 3000 - - Io5+_0.8
L t I t t L ] I i, , i i t J i .i i
Pig. I, Dependence of the recorded
amplitudes of the SCR flare for five-
.i/;.,. ,. minute (A) and one-hour (B) data of
,_ aversgings.- - flare amplitude in the
, \ neutron component, ss recorded by stan-\\A
o, dard instruments st different depths
J \\ \
\ in the atmosphere: I - 3000 m, 2 - 2000
"II \
z "'-_ \ m, 3 - 435 m; o- amplitude in the neu-\ \
•_ \ tron component, ss recorded by the lesd-
'_ "\\\\ less detector; • - amplitude in the
\'\ total count rate of neutrons, as measu-0 L _-\+
_z,, _'oMpo_,,_red by the instrument 6HM-64-selector;
flare amplitudes in multiple neutrons:
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I  order t  i t pare t e values f t e a plitudes 
recorded, these are also plotted in Fig. 1. Straight line 
" " i dicates t e alues of fl r  a plitudes ith fi - inu-
t  i t rvals of averaging. hese are rec r ed ata on t e 
neutron co ponent obtained by three detectors HM-64 located 
at )000, 2000' and 4)5 m above sea level and results of mea-
s re ents f ultiple neutrons t )   according t  t  
iscri ination rit ri n f ;a 1 and  ~ . fie alues 
of a plitudes for one-hour intervals of the neutron co po-
ent easurements s r orded  t  l d-less etector a  
M-64 i str ents at iff rent epths f t  t osphere, t  
values f ultiple eutr ns according t  t e is ri ination 
rit ria f  ;;!: 1,  ~ 2,   1,   2, and   ) and 
f tbe al es f the ri i  u- eson co ponent are i icated 
on straight line "B". 
able  
I str ent : ei ht above: lare a plit de (i  ) t iff -
(component):sea level of: rent times of data averaging 
: t t r,  : 5 inutes :  inutes: 1 ur 
Lead-less 
etector 
6H -64 
12 M-64 
18 -64 
Rigid 
u- eson 
M-6  
 at 1 
m;a2 
  1 
   
  ) 
)000 
)000 
2000 
4)5 
)  
)000 
)000 
)000 
)000 
)  
)000 
5.2.t0 • 4 
. .  
.0.t0 • 5 
5.0+0.4 
-4.6±1.0 
).).to•  
4.8+0.) 2.6±0.1 
. ±0.) . ± .  
4.0±0.4 2.2±0.2 
. ±0.  
. ±0.1 
. ±0.) 2.5±0.1 
4.6±0.7 2.2±0.) 
. ±0.1 
. ±0.) 
1. ±0.8 
Fig. 1. ependence of the reoorded 
,------------------~ a plitudes of the SCR flare for five-
.I/fo,. J ", i ute (A) a  e- r (B) t  f 
o 
I 2 J CDlfPUNENTJ 
'------
ra i gs. • - flar  plit  i  th  
t  ponent, a  rec   
 in tru ents a  t t  
i  th  t s here: 1 - )0  ,  -  
, ) - 4)5 ; 0 - a plit e in the e -
tro  ponent, a  rec r   th  lea -
le  t r; • - pli  in the 
t t l t r t  f tr s,  eas -
red by the instrument 6 -64-selector; 
flar  plit s in ulti l  tr s: 
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• - m _ I,@- m_ 2, @- m = I, m- m = 2, 4- m = 3; @ - fla-
re amplitude, as measured in the rigid mu-meson component).
EVALUATION OF PRIMARY SPECTRUM PARAMETERS DURING THE
FLARE. The analysis of the ratio of incresse amplitudes ave-
raged over a one-hour interval to those recorded by different
detectors of the complex reveals that the energy spectrum of
the variations for particles incident on the atmospheric
boundary over Irkutsk cannot be represented by a simple expo-
nential function. Thus, from the ratio of the amplitudes re-
corded by the neutron exponent of the exponential spectrum
must be _ 0.35 while for detectors 6HM-64 (3000 m) and
18HM-64 (435 m), # _ 0.7. With such vslues of # , the ef-
fect of CR intensity increase was to be observed in the ri-
id mu-meson component. HoWever, no such effect was recorded.
t is interesting to note that accordlng to the ratio of the
amplitudes in 6HM-64 (3000 m) and 18H_64 (435 m) averaged
over the flve-minute interval for a maximum SCR flux, the
exponent of the spectrum was found to be _ 1.7.
The observed peculiarities of the variation spectrum
seem to be due to a significant anisotropy of the SCR flux
density. In this case, because the particles of various ener-
ies have different asymptotic directions, the energy spec-
ra of the particles arriving at the boundary of the atmos-
phere will depend on the location of the recording point, on
local time and on SCR anisot_opy characteristics. Within
these considerstions it is possible to explain both the ano-
malies in the spectrum of particles at some or another point
of the Earth's surface and their dependence on the time in-
terval of data averaging (on sccount of the snisotropy dyne-
mios ).
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 0P THE _EASURE_ENTS PROM THE SAYAN
SPECTROGRAPH AND THE INSTRUMENT 6HM-64-SELECTOR. The instru-
ment 6HM-64-selector is designed to record multiple neutrons
of up to m m 6 and m = 6.
An increase in CR intensity in the channels recording
multiple neutrons during the flare was observed up to m = 3
(channel m _ 3 was not operative during this period).
A comparison of the amplitudes recorded during _the_flare by the Sayan spectrograph and the instrument 6HM 64
selector reveals that the amplitude measured by a standard
neutron monitor 18 HM-64 at 435 m is equal to the value of
the intensity increase of secondary multiplicity neutrons as
measured b_ the instrument 6HM-64-selector at 3000 m (m m 2,
see Pig. I). Temporal profiles of these components are also
quite similar (see Pig. 2).
Per the recording of third-multiplicity neutrons, the
amplitude value is 1.5 % which is significantly smaller than
that measured by a standard neutron monitor ( _ U/U = 2.6%).
This indicates s shift of the energy sensitivity of chan-
nel "m = 3" towards the region of larger energies of primsry
particles.
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re amplitude, as measured in the r gid mu-meson component). 
EVALUATION OF PRIMARY SPECTRUM P RAMETERS DURING THE 
FLARE. The nalysis of the ratio of increase amplitudes ave-
raged over a one-hour interval to those recor ed by diff rent 
d tectors of the complex r veals tha  the nergy spectrum of 
the variations for particles incident on the atmospheric 
boundary over Irkutsk cannot be repr sented by a simple expo-
ential function. Thus, from the ratio of the amplitudes re-
cor ed by the neutron expo ent of the exponential spectrum 
1 must be - 0.35 while for d tectors 6HM-64 (3000 m) and 
18HM-64 (435 m), ~ ~ 0 7. With such values of ~ , the ef-
fect of CR intensity increase was to be observed in the ri-
gid mu-meson component. However, no such effect was recor ed. 
It is int resting to note that according to the ratio of the 
amplitudes in 6HM-64 (3000 m) and 18HM64 (435 m) averaged 
over the five-minute interval for a maxi um SCR flux, the 
expo ent of the spectrum was found to be - 1 7. 
The observed peculiarities of the variation spectrum 
seem to be due to a significant anisotropy of the SCR flux 
density. In this case, because the particles of various ner-
gies have diff rent asymptotic directions, the energy spec-
tra of the particles arr ving a  the boundary of the atmos-
ph re will d pend on the location of the recording point, on 
local time and on SCR anisotropy character stics. W thin 
th se considerations it is possible to explain both the ano-
malies in the spectrum of particles at some or another point 
of the Earthts surface and their d pendence on the time in-
terval of d ta averaging (on account of the anisotropy dyna-
mics). 
COMP RATIVE NALYSIS OF THE MEASUREMENTS FROM THE S YAN 
SPECTROGRAPH AND THE INSTRUMENT 6HM-64-S LECTOR. The instru-
ment 6HM-64-eelector is deSigned to record multiple neutrons 
of up to  ;at. 6 and m = 6. 
An increase in CR intensity in the channels recording 
multiple neutrons during the flare was observed up to m = 3 (channel m ~ 3 w~s not operative during this period). 
A comparison of the amplitudes recorded during the 
flare by the S yan spectrograph and the instrument 6HM-64-
s lecto  r veals tha  the amplitude measured by a standard 
neutron monitor 18 HM-64 at 435 m is equal to the value of 
the intensity increase of secondary mult plicity neutrons as 
measured by the instrument 6HM-64-selector at 3 00 m (  ~ 2, 
see Fig. 1). Temporal profiles of th se components are also 
quite s milar (see Fig. 2). 
For the recording of third-mult plicity neutrons, the 
amplitude value is 1.5 % which i  Significantly smaller than 
that measured by a standard neutron monitor (A:7/[7 = 2.6%). 
This indicate  a shift of the nergy sensitivity of chan-
nel um = .3" towards the region of larger nergies of primary 
particles. 
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CONCLUSIONS. The SCR flare of 16 February 1984 showed
e significant CR anlsotropy which makes it difficult to re-
present the primary CR varimtion spectrum using a simple
exponential function.
The SCR amplitude as measured at 3000 m and by recording
multiple neutrons according to the discrimination criteria
of m _ 1,m_ 2, m = I, and m = 2, correspond to those recor-
ded by standard neutron monitors at 3000, 2000 and 435 m.
The energy sensitivity of third-multlplicity neutrons
(as compared with measurements of the neutron component
by etmnaard detectors HM-64) is shifted towards the region
of larger energies of primary CR.
The recording of multiple neutrons at 3000 m provides
information about CR variations similar to that from the
Sayan OR spectrograph.
Fig.2. Results of recording the 16 Feb-
ruary 1984 SCR flare from five-minute
I2z duration measurements with the Sayan
' spectrograph and the instrument 61_-64-
_ selector. 1, 2, 3- neutron component•=I I as measured by standard neutr n monl-
tore at 3000, 2000 and 435 m, respecti-
vely; m @ - multiple neutrons as mea-i sured st 3000 m according to the dis
_ I crimlnation criterion of m _ 1 and m_2,
__ _ errors
_[' respectively (measurement are_ shown at rlght).
ml_ I 1. A.L.Yanchukovsky, A.A.Luzov, A.V.Ser-
i_- geev. A spectrographic complex of
'i_-'_ _=- instruments for studying the cosmic
ray intensity variations. - In: Issl.
I_ _ geomagn,, aeron, fiz. Solntsa, v.20,
Irkutsk,Nsuka, 1971, p.389-395.
'*-il '. 2. V.M.Dvornikov, Yu.Ys.Krestyannlkov,
V.E.Sdobnov, A.V.Sergeev. Informati-
vity of the spectrographic method.
Izv. AN SSSR, 44, 1980, p.2640-
2644_
3. A.L.Yanchukovsky, V.L.Yanchukovsky.
An adaptive method of recording cos-
/0 /2h mic ray variations.- In: Issl. geo-
160284 magn.,aeron,fiz.Solntsa.,v.68,
Moscow,Nauka, 1984, p.201-210.
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TIMEEXTENDEDPRODUCTIONF NEUTRONSDURINGA SOLARFLARE
Chupp, E. L., Forrest, D. J., Vestrand, W. T.
University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824, USA
Debrunner, H., Fl_ckiger, E.
Universit_t Bern, Bern, Switzerland
Cooper, J. F., Kanbach, G., Reppin, C.
Max-Planck-Institute fur extraterrestriche Physik, 8046 Garching, FRG
Share, G. H.
E.O. Hulburt Center for Space Research, Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, D.C. 20375, USA
I. Introduetlom. The most energetic neutral emissions expected from solar
flares are _rays (>10 MeV) from relativistic primary and secondary electron
bremsstrahlung, from ,0 meson decay, and from neutrons (>50 MeV). Brems-
strahlung photon energies extend to that of the highest energy electron
present, but the shape of the the w0 _ray spectrum, peaking at 69 MeV, does
not depend strongly on the proton spectrum above threshold, which is _292
MeV for meson production on protons. The highest energy neutrons observed
indicate directly the highest energy ions which interact at the Sun, and the
presence or absence of an energy cutoff in the acceleration process. The
high-energy proton spectrum shape can be determined from the neutron
spectrum.
Detection of solar neutrons at the Earth with energies from 10 MeV to
1000 MeV have been reported from observatlons by the Gamma-Ray Spectrometer
(GRS) on the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite (1,2), and from ground
level neutron monitors (3), and through observations of the neutron-decay
protons (4,5,6). By the use of new Monte Carlo calculations of the neutron
and _ray responses of the SMM GRS (7) we have reevaluated the GRS neutron
observations taking into account the effect of continuous production of
rays and neutrons. This analysis has been carried out for two intense major
solar flares; on 1980 June 21 and 1982 June 3, hereafter referred to as
event I and II. The T-ray_resultsare given in (8). We find that the
revlsed neutron efficiencies and background determination require some
modification of the neutron results reported for event ! (I). We also flnd
that when continuous production of neutrons is taken into account that
prevlous interpretation regarding event II must be revised (2,3).
2. Methods. We first reestablish that the SMM GRS high-energy detector has
detected a neutron flux in the delayed phase of the 1980 June 21 impulsive
llmb flare. The high-energy detector portion in the _MM GRS, descrlbed in
(9), consists of the 7 NaI elements and a single 24 cm X 7.5 cm CsI element,
and records energy loss events in all elements, in 4 windows between 10 MeV
and 100 MeV. In Figure I we show the excess GRS count rate in high-energy
elements for energy losses > 10 MeV. These excess rates are averaged over
65.54 s and are found by subtracting a measured background from the total
GRS counts obtained during the flare. The principal characteristic in this
plot is that the high-energy excess count rate rises steadily after the
impulsive phase has fully terminated at 0122 UT. Since there is an absence
of excess counts after this time at all energy losses (< 10 MeV), we
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indicate directly the highest energy ions which interact at the Sun, and the 
presence or absence of an energy cutoff in the acceleration process. The 
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spectrum. 
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(GRS) on the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite (1,2), and fro  ground 
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rev~sed neutron efficiencies and background deter ination require some 
modification of the neutron results reported for event I (1). We also f~nd 
that when continuous production of neutrons ~s taken into account that 
prev~ous interpretation regarding event II must be revised (2,3). 
2. Methods. We first reestablish that the SMM GRS high-energy detector has 
detected a neutron flux in the delayed phase of the 1980 June 21 i~pulsive 
l~mb flare. The high-energy detector portion in the SMM GRS, descr~bed in 
(9), consists of the 7 NaI elements and a single 24 em X 7.5 em Csl element, 
and records energy loss events in all elements, in 4 windows between 10 MeV 
and 100 MeV. In Figure 1 we show the excess GRS count rate in high-energy 
elements for energy losses  10 MeV. These excess rates are averaged over 
65.54 s and are found by subtracting a measured background fro  the total 
GRS counts obtained during the flare. The principal characteristic in this 
plot is that the high-energy excess eount rate rises steadily after the 
impulsive phase has fully terminated at 0122 UTe Since there is an absence 
of excess counts after this ti e at all energy losses « 10 MeV), we 
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attribute these excess counts to the arrival ,o%
of solar neutrons at the SMM GRS. If a short I " _f_--'_"
burst of neutrons were released at the Sun ,0,
during the impulsive phase, the count rate I_!I
grows with time as progressively lower energy
neutrons arrive at the Earth. This _ _
interpretation is the same as given earlier _ _ .........
for this event (I) but we can now compare the
GRS observations with the results of the Monte
Carlo calculatzons of the GRS response (7), _ ___ I_
which predict that energy loss events due to
high-energy neutrons should be confined to _, _'_"_"
indzvidual detector elements rather than _" /0_,0_'I_'%"Z 1 1 i
produce simultaneous losses in both NaI and j o_L ,,l,_,u_I___.___CsI. On the other hand, any 7-ray spectrum _,
will produce a significant fraction of "mixed" _ ...... _ "_
Fig. S. The time histories for several GRS
events; that is, energy loss in both the Naldata channels ere shown for the 1982 June 3
and CsI detector elements, flat, (event II) at 1143 UT and the corre-
spending response from the Jungfrau_ooh
reel _74_/, SMM GRS neutron monitor.
_._ In Figure 2 we show, for events I and II,
the observed behavior of the ratio of "mixed"
high-energy events to those in the CsI element
alone (above 25 MeV energy loss) from the
_'[I i impulsive phase until the end of the daylight
portion of the flare orbit. During event I
this ratio is initially about (0.3-0.4), but
during the delayed phase it falls to 0.047 +
0,023 when averaged over a full 10 minutes of
I _'_'.'T°:__'....... ] delayed emlssion. For a spectrum due only to
'o 2 . 6 _ _ _ . ,. _0 7 rays and the associated meson decayTm_ m U_s of 65 54
electron bremsstrahlung, thls ratio _sFig. 1. ORS High-Energy detector average
excess count rate during and after the expected to be rather large, 0.5-0.6, while
impulsive llmb flare at 0118.20 OT on 1980
June 21. The,maln impulsive phase at all primary electron bremsstrahlung spectra glve a
energies occurs within the first tlme ratio ranging from 0.4-0.1 for power lawsinterval Indicated but extends for about 3
minutes for all events > 10 MeV. The with exponents I to 5, respectively. As
neutron event commences in interval 5. mentloned above, Monte Carlo calculations showSMM GRS
M,_.d/CS,(>2_v) thzs ratio is essentially zero for a pure flux
5 J_oJ,_2, of neutrons, and we conclude that the neutron
i_ interpretation for the delayed phase of event
I is valld. No other reasonable explanation
has been found for the delayed emission in
this event.
o;,,!:':_:':! :; .... _' 3- Results. Observations of solar neutrons atu_ O 2 4 6 8 _ 12 _ 16
_ .,..d/CS,(>_M.V) the Earth were first reported for event II on
_ _ '_"_ 1982 June 3 from neutron-decay proton
_I_ II_ I' observations (4). Further reports came from
_Ii!I!!I.._,.[I_ li ORS observatlons (2), and from ground level
neutron monitors (3). In Figure 3 we show the
o _ _ _ _ _ ,2 _ q count rate time histories for several GRS data|'r"_u'_'_(_°)'_s'°"_")! channels, and for the Jungfraujoch neutron
Fig. 2. The observed ratio of multiple _
events (NaI and CsI) to single events (Csl) monitor which has a one minute sampling time.
for events I and I1 as a f-nntion of time
_.r_ns.se_ event. It has been previously reported (3) that
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attribute these excess counts to the arr~val 
of solar neutrons at the SMM GRS. If a short '0'[ ~ .......... ,,- 1 ~ l".". 1982 ~ 
burst of neutrons were released at the Sun lo,t I i I 
during the impulsive phase, the count rate r l/~l 1 I 
grows with time as progressively lower energy ""r I i I 
neutrons arrive at the Earth. This i t ~ 1 
interpretation is the same as given earlier i,01 ~."I&J~UYI;' 
for this event (1) but we can now compare the .9 __ ~: 
GRS observations with the results of the Monte 'I ~1"".oYl' , j" 
Carlo calculatl.ons of the GRS response (7), 1 i .. _ ..... _1 I 
which predict that energy loss events due to § r 
high-energy neutrons should be confined to ~ .:t~mn:-IU~~-IID~,:......", ~l \i 
indl.vidual detector elements rather than (~ru~i 11-
produce simul taneous losses in both NaI and j 0 _____ I, _U~ __ ~ , 
CsI. On the other hand, any y-ray spectrum ! 2 , ' w 1 I 
will produce a significant fraction of "mixed" .. U40 "''''ur ,2()0 ,\ 
events' that is energy loss in both the NaI FiS.3.Thetiuh1stor1esforseveralGRS 
" data channels are shown for the 1982 June 3 
and CsI detector elements. flare (event II) at 11~3 UT and the corre-, 
1OO1·1'~/' SMM GRS 1980 .June 21 
-.lQtIIf'II 
'\ I ~ I 
o I 
[ 1-..... I"'", ... 0"8 20 lIT 
0204681012."'16 
Time In UnI" of 6S $4 , 
Fig. 1. GRS H1gh-Energy deteotor average 
excess count rate dur1ng and after the 
impulsive 11mb fla e at 0118.20 UT on 1980 
June 21. The,main impulsive phase at all 
energies ooours within the first t1me 
interval ind1cated but extends for about 3 
minutes for all events ) 10 MeV. The 
ne~tron event commenoes in intervalS. 
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events (Hal and cst) to single events (Cal) 
for events I and II as a function of t1me 
during each event. 
sponding response from the Jungfraujoch 
neutron monitor. 
In Fl.gure 2 we show, for events I and II, 
the observed behavior of the ratio of "mixed" 
high-energy events to those in the CsI element 
alone (above 25 MeV energy loss) from the 
impulsive phase until the end of the daylight 
portion of the flare orbit. During event I 
this ratio is initially about (O.3-0.4), but 
during the delayed phase it falls to 0.047 + 
0.023 when averaged over a fu 11 10 minutes of 
delayed eml.ssion. For a spectrum due only to 
1T O y rays and the assocl.ated meson decay 
electron bremsstrahlung, thl.s ratl.o ~s 
expected to be rather large, 0.5-0.6, wh~le 
primary electron bremsstrahlung spectra glve a 
ratio ranging from 0.4-0.1 for power laws 
with exponents 1 to 5, respectively. As 
ment~oned above, Monte Carlo calculations show 
th~s ratio ~s essentially zero for a pure flux 
of neutrons, and we conclude that the neutron 
interpretation for the delayed phase of event 
I is val~d. No other reasonable explanation 
has been found for the delayed emission in 
this event. 
3. Resul ta. Observations of solar neutrons at 
the Earth were first reported for event II on 
1982 June 3 from neutron-decay proton 
observations (4). Further reports came from 
GRS observatlons (2), and from ground level 
neutron monitors (3). In Figure 3 we show the 
count rate time histories for several GRS data 
channels, and for the Jungfraujoch neutron 
monitor which has a one minute sampling time. 
It has been previously reported (3) that 
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the JungfrauJoch neutron monitor recorded hlgh-energy neutrons in the time
interval > (1144-1155) UT. Two other European neutron monitors, at Lominlcky
Stlt and Rome, also recorded simultaneous increases, averaged over five
minutes. Since the neutron monitors have an efficiency that increases
continuously above 300 MaY but falls sharply below this energy, the early
response of the JungfrauJoch monitor at 1144-1145 UT must be due to neutrons
of GeY energy, if they were produced at the Sun at the time of the
impulsive 1143 UT _ray peak shown in Figure 3. It should be noted that the
neutron monitor response (Figure 3) above background, continues until _1155
UT. This observation requires that significant production of high-energy
neutrons (> 300 MeV) at the Sun must have continued well after the initial
impulsxve burst, since arriving neutrons from this emission would have
energies well below that required to develop a signlficantly large
atmospheric nucleon cascade (10).
In the case of the GRS rates, during event II the ratio of "mixed" to
single events is initially large (_0.4) and falls to *0.I at _1149 UT
(Figure 2). Based on the GRS response to neutrons in event I, and assuming
that the Monte Carlo calculations are correct in predicting no "mixed"
events for neutrons, we would conclude that the GRS is responding to a
combined flux of photons and neutrons. This circumstance alone indicates
that photon production also continues throughout the post-impulsive phase.
Earlier it was suggested (2) that the GRS was responding to a combined flux
of _rays and neutrons between 1144-1147 UT, and that from 1147-1206 UT the
energy loss spectrum was basically characteristic of hlgh-energy neutron
interactions in the GRS scintillators. We must now reevaluate the earlier
conclusions on neutron observations in event II using a model for combined
hlgh-energy photon and neutron production throughout the event.
We have used several approaches to study the neutron and y-ray
contributions to the GRS rates in the post-impulslve phase. One approach
assumes that _-ray and neutron production rates are proportional throughout
the flare and that spectral shapes do not change w_th time. Using this
assumption, a_ _0fluence versus time, (8), we can test any assumed neutron
spectrum against the JungfrauJoch and GRS data. As an example we have used
a neutron production spectrum at the Sun (11), based on a Bessel function
accelerated proton spectrum (parameter sT). To perform th_s test we
calculate the expected unnormalized count rate of the Jungfraujoch neutron
monitor versus time using its known neutron sensitivity (3). This rate is
then normalized to the observed monitor rates (Figure 3) by a
minimization for a given neutron production spectrum. Each best fit
absolute continuous production solar neutron spectrum shape is then used to
predict the GRS count rate versus time using the Monte Carlo results for the
GRS sensitivity. Because of the limited statistics of the I minute neutron
monitor rates, the normalization of the predicted curves is not better than
a factor of 2.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the predicted GRS count rate versus time
for _T = 0.03 and 0.05, compared with the GRS total high-energy detector
rates averaged over 65.54 sac. Calculations of predicted rates for other cT
spectral shapes are in progress.
4. Discussion We have confirmed that the delayed emission observed by the
GRS an event I is due to neutrons with energies from 50 MeV to > 250 MeV,
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inutes. Since the neutron onitors have an efficiency that increases 
continuously above 300 MeV but falls sharply below this energy, the early 
response  the Ju fraujoch onit r t 1144-1 45 UT t be due to neutrons 
 V g , if they e produced  the Sun  the time o  the 
im l ive 1143 T ~ ay peak shown in Figure . It should be ted that the 
neutron onitor response (Figure 3) above background, continues until ~1155 
UT. This observation requires that significant production of high-energy 
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energies well below that required to develop a sign~ficantly large 
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single events is initially large ( ~0.4) and falls to ~0.1 at ~1149 UT 
(Figure 2). ased on the GRS response to neutrons in event I, and assu ing 
that the onte arlo calculations are correct in predicting no " ixed" 
events for neutrons, we ould conclude that the GRS is responding to a 
bi e  lu   t s  tr ns. i  ircu st nce lo  in i t  
that photon production also continues throughout the post-impulsive phase. 
Earlier it as suggested (2) that the GRS was responding to a co bined flux 
f ~ ys and e tr ns bet een 1144-1147 , and t at from 1147-1206 UT t e 
energy loss spectru  as basically characteristic of high-energy neutron 
ti ns  t   i tillators. e ust  aluate t  rli r 
conclusions on neutron observations in event II using a odel for co bined 
i -energy t n  eutr n r ucti n thr out t  ent. 
We have used several approaches to study the neutron and y-ray 
contributions to the GRS rates in the post-impulsive phase. One approach 
assu es that ~-ray and neutron production rates are proportional throughout 
the flare and that spectral shapes do not change w~th time. sing this 
ass pti , and ~O  rs s ti , ( ), e ca  t t a  assume  tr  
spectrum a ai st t e Jungfraujoch and RS ata. s an exa ple e have used 
 tr  r cti  trum t t   ( ),    essel f tion 
accelerate  r t  spectrum (para eter a ). To perform th~s t st e 
calculate the expected unnor alized count rate of the Jungfraujoch neutron 
onit r ers s time si  it  kno n e tr  s siti ity ( ). his r t  is 
then nor alized to the observed onitor rates (Figure 3) by a x2 
ini izati  f r a i e  e tr  r ctio  s ectru . ac  est fit 
absolute continuous production solar neutron spectrum shape is then used to 
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 f t  f . 
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for ar  0.03 and 0.05, co pared ith the GRS t tal high-energy detector 
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4. iscussion We have confirmed that the delayed e ission observed by the 
GRS ~n event I is due to neutrons with energies from 50 MeV to > 250 MeV, 
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I00 26/s SMM GRS
.................. assuming a delta function emission ofa 7"OD3. FJe2 ,k_ 3
_-_ =T.O0_ \ _,= neutrons at the SUn. Over this limited
_ energy range, a neutron spectrum at the
Sun of power law form (a : 3.6), or that
_ produced by a proton Bessel functionspectrum (_T =0.02)is sufficient to fit
I _,_ --_, the observed neutron flux at the Earth.
This result is not changed significantly
if the neutron emission is spread over
,o the short time interval of the impulsive
emission (1).
In the case of event II, we have
confirmed that a time extended production
c, _ _ 'G e & & _ '& ,_=o of neutrons at the Sun is required to
T_ne_tsof6554sf_St_m account for the response of the GRS and
F18. q. The total ORS hlgb-enorgy count the Jungf_auJooh neutron monitor
rates For energy lose > 10 HaY compared
wlth prod'lnted aT fits determLned from a throughoutthe delayed phase. Therefore
t,,esxte.dedp_oanot_onf neutron,and a delta function production in thenomallaed to JuagfrauJoeh neutron monitor
rates. The estimated neutron count rate impulsive phase cannot account for the
(dashed) in based OR subtrantLng mason observations of the neutron monitors and
_-ray oontrLbutiona from the total rate
(8). Error ran6ea are 10 - oennt the GRS to solar neutrons. As a
stet_=t_n=o ly. consequence there is not a one t_-on_
correspondence of arrival time to neutron energy, and this complicates the
determination of a neutron spectrum. Also, a neutron production spectrum at
the Sun resulting from a Bessel function flatter than u T = 0.05 may be
required to pull the predicted neutron count ratio down to that requzred for
the GRS simultaneous response to both neutrons and 7 rays. This is
indicated by the dashed curve in Figure 4. As previously pointed out (11,
12) a power-law spectral shape which is constant from I GeV down to 50 MeV
is not viable.
5. Conclusions. Reanalysis of the GRS neutron observations taking into
account time extended production of 7 rays and neutrons and the neutron
monitor results has led to a reinterpretation of event If. Theoretical
results we have used here had assumed isotropic production of neutrons and
an invariant spectral shape with time. It may be necessary to consider the
effects of nonisotropic neutron production and a time varying spectral shape
to satisfy all observational constraints including those provided by the
neutron-decay protons.
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FURTHEROBSERVATIONSOF PROTONSRESULTINGFROMTHE
DECAY OF NEUTRONSEJECTEDBY SOLARFLARES*
PaulEvenson+, RichardKroegerx, and PeterMeyerx
+BartolResearchFoundation,Universityof Delaware
Newark,Delaware19716USA
XEnricoFermi Instituteand Departmentof Physics
Universityof Chicago,Chicago,Illinois60637USA
ABSTRACT. The solar flare of 1984April 24 produceda largeY-
ray fluence with energy >2MeV. The time profile of the
interplanetaryprotonfluxfrom thisflare indicatesthe presence
of decayingsolarneutrons. Thismakes a totalof three neutron
flaresso far observedby thismethod. The threeflaresare used
to place constraints on the fluence and spectra of neutrons
emittedby the sun.
I. INTRODUCTION.Neutronsemitted from the sun by large solar flares
have been observedby two methods;directdetectionas the neutronspass
the earthi-3 and detectionof protonswhich resultfrom the decay of the
neutrons 4,5 The first unambiguousidentificationof decayprotonswas
made duringthe 1982 June3 event_. More recently,on 1984 April 24 at
2354 UT, another solar event occurredshowinga similarbehaviourthat
fully confirmsthe earlierinterpretation.This flarewas locatedon the
sun at S12 E43 and had the largest gamma ray fluence(>2MeV)thusfar
detectedby ISEE-3. A thirdneutronflareoccurredon 1980June 215.
In this paper, we use the decay proton method to interpret
datacollectedfrom the University of Chicago experiment onboard the
ISEE-3 spacecraft. The energy of the decayprotonsis essentiallythe
sameas thatof the parentneutrons. Thus,we can obtainpreciseneutron
energy spectra near 1AU in the range 25-138MeV. These resultsyield
informationon the propagationof chargedparticlesin the inner helio-
sphereas well as the fluenceand spectrumof emittedneutrons.
2. MEASUREMENTS.The signatureof neutronproductionis a flux enhance-
ment prior to the expectedarrivalof the flare protons. Neutronstravel
in straightlinesfrom the flare site,hence theirtraveltime is simply
distance divided by velocity. Protonsare influencedby the solarand
interplanetarymagneticfield. On a scalelargecomparedwith the proton
gyro radius, their motion appears diffusive resultingin significant
traveltime delays. In flareswhich are poorlyconnectedmagneticallyto
the spacecraft these delayscan be on the orderof severalhours. This
is evidentfor the flaresof 1984April 24 (located at E55 relative to
ISEE-3)and 1982June 3 (locatedat E72). The measuredprotonratesfrom
25.7-47.5MeV for these two flares are in figures 1 and 2. In both
flares we observe a largeinitialgammaray burst followedby a rise in
the protonflux approximately20-30minuteslater- the expecteddelay
*Supported,inpart,by NASAcontractNAS5-26680andNASAgrant
NGL 14-001-005.
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ABSTRACT. The solar flare of 1984 April 24 produced a large y-
ray fluence with energy >2MeV. The time profile of the 
interplanet r  proton flux from this flare indicates the presence 
of decaying solar neutrons. This makes a total of three neutron 
flares so far observed by this method. The three flares are used 
to place constraints on the fluence and spectra of neutrons 
emitted by the sun. 
1. INTRODUCTION. Neutrons emitted from the sun by large solar flares 
have been observed by two methods; direct detection as the neutrons pass 
the earth 1-3 , and detection of protons which result from the decay of the 
neutrons 4,5. The first unambiguous identifi tion of decay protons was 
made during the 1982 June 3 event 4 • More recently, on 1984 April 24 at 
2354 UT, another solar event occurred showing a similar behaviour that 
fully confir s the earlier interpretation. This flare was located on the 
sun at 512 E43 and had the largest ga ma ray fluence (>2MeV) thus far 
detected by IS E-3. A third neutron flare occurred on 1980 June 21 5. 
In this aper, we use the decay proton method to interpret 
data collected from the University of Chicago experiment onboard the 
IS E-3 spacecraft. The energy of the decay protons is essentiall  the 
same as that of the parent neutrons. Thus, we can obtain precise neutron 
energy spectra near 1 AU in the range 25-138 MeV. These results yield 
information on the propagation of charged particles in the i ner helio-
sphere as well as the fluence and spectru  of emitted neutrons. 
2. MEASUREMENTS. The signature of neutron production is a flux enhance-
ment prior to the expected arrival of the flare protons. Neutrons travel 
in straight lines from the flare site, hence their travel time is simply 
distance divided by velocity. Protons are influence  by the solar and 
interpla et y magnetic field. On a scale large compared with the proton 
gyro radius, their motion appears diffusive resulting in significant 
travel time delays. In flares which are poorly connected magneticall  to 
the spacecraft these delays can be on the order of several hours. This 
is evident for the flares of 1984 April 24 (located at E55 relative to 
IS E-3) and 1982 June 3 (located at E72). The measured proton rates from 
25.7-47.5 MeV for these two flares are in figures 1 and 2. In both 
flares we observe a large initial ga ma ray burst follo ed by a rise in 
the proton flux approximately 20-30 minutes later - the expected delay 
*Supported, in part, by NASA contract NAS 5-26680 and NASA grant 
NGL 14-001-005. 
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for the arrivalof neutrons. The initial rise in the proton flux is
rapid, corresponding to the time when the expandingshellof neutrons
passesthe instrument.This is followedby a slowdeclinein flux as the
decay protonsdiffuseaway. Protonsproduceddirectlyby the flarecause
the flux to riseagainabout 4 hoursafter the initialgamma ray burst in
the 198/+flare, 16 hours in the 1982 flare, and only I houT in the
neutronflare of 1980June 21 (not shownhere). The solid line in these
two figures is a result of modeling proton propagation in the inner
heliosphereusing a mean freepath of 0.3AU and an isotropicemissionof
neutrons.
Figure I Figure 2
The intensityat the onsetof the decay protonflux dependsonly on
the number of neutronsemittedin the directionof the spacecraft.This
flux is determinedby decayprotonswhichwere produced in the vicinity
of the spacecraft. In figure 3 we show the spectrumof decayprotons
collected from 30 to 90 minutes after the initlal gamma ray burst.
During this time the flux of decay protonsis expectedto vary by less
thanabout 30Z from its initialvalue. Most of the protons have under-
gone several scatterings and are nearlyisotroplcin theirpitch angle
distribution.
3. DISCUSSION. We consider two models which both are able to describe
the profile of the decay proton fluxes. In one model, the neutrons are
emitted from the sun isotropically in all directions . The sun blocks
all downward moving neutrons. The remaining neutrons form an expanding
hemispherical shell. In the other model, the neutrons are all emitted in
the plane parallel to the local horizon at the flare site, half of which
escape the sun. The models are referred to as the isotropic and the
pancake model. For both models, we assume that the neutrons are produced
impulsively at the time of the gamma ray burst. As they move outward
they decay to form energetic protons in the inner heliosphere. We assume
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that these protons rapidly become isotropzc 20 ........ ,
in pitch angle. Propagation is treated
using a spherically symmetric diffusion
model with negligible cross field I0 "_-
diffusion. -_
The rate of decline in the decay _ -_
proton flux dependsprimarilyon the scat- %
tering mean free path for protons along the _ "_-_
direction of the solar magnetic field. We _ _
find that the same mean free path fits our u
data in both models and that it is impos-
sible to distinguish between them on the i
basis of our measurements alone. Described E I
physically0 the number of neutrons moving _ • 1984Apt !
outward falls exponentially with distance _ iiiilJ_ii_iTT I
from the sun. In both models0 the density "6
of decay protons is greatest at the Inner o_
most exposed portion of the magnetic fi ld
line connected to the spacecraft.
For both models we calculate the num-
ber of neutrons required to fit our
measuredfluxes. These results are shown 1 ........ I10 200
in figures 4 and 5 for the isotropic and Energy (MeV)
pancake emission models respectively. We
indicate the spectral index of the Figure 3
power law that best fits the data in both figures. The calculated
neutron f luence differs by a factor of 2.3 depending on which of the two
models is used.
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Figure 6 relates the neutron
fluence (25.7-47.5 HeY) to the gaenna ray • ; ..... , .......
fluence (E >2MeV). We have not observed
neutronemission from small gamma ray _9e2. ,_ge,
1029flares. Results from all large gannna
ray flaresare included in this figure >v
except for one when the proton back- _
groundwas very high due to a previous c
flare. The 1983flareoccurredat 2217 ot.
UT on May 7.
® 1o2. "s_Ii
z
4. CONCLUSION. All three neutron flares 1sea
have similar neutron emission spectra.
Neutrons, along with y-rays, result from
L I j I I IIAI I I * I I t j
a primary population of particles ac- Io_ 1o' Ios
celerated in the flare which most llkely Gamma ray fluence at I AU
interact in the solar corona 7. Since
the neutrons result mostlyfrom higher Figure6
energy particles than the 7-rays,
the correlation in figure6 is relatedto the shapeof the primarypar-
ticlespectrum. Our resultssuggestthatthe shape of this spectrum is
relatively invariantin the threeflaresthoughpossiblysomewhatharder
in the largerflares.
The scattering mean freepath of protonsin the inner heliosphere
does not depend strongly on the isotropy of the neutron emission.
Therefore, the 1982 and 1984 neutron flares offer a uniqueand clean
chance to study charged particle propagation in the inner heliosphere
without being affected by phenomena that occur near the sun. A mean free
path of roughly 0.3 AU fits the decay proton profile in both flares quite
well suggesting this value may be applicable to other propagation
problems too.
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the correlation in figure 6 is related to the shape of the primary par-
ticle spectrum. Our results suggest that the shape of this spectrum is 
relatively invariant in the three flares though possibly somewhat harder 
in the larger flares. 
The scattering mean free path of protons in the inner heliosphere 
does not depend strongly on the isotropy of the neutron emission. 
Therefore, the 1982 and 1984 neutron flares offer a unique and clean 
chance to study charged particle propagation in the inner heliosphere 
without being affected by phenomena that occur near the sun. A mean free 
path of roughly 0.3 AU fits the decay proton profile in both flares quite 
well suggesting this value may be applicable to other propagation 
problems too. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY OF GROUND-BASED
NEUTRON MONITORS FOR DETECTING SOLAR NEUTRONS
N.IUCCI, M.PARISI, C.SIGNORINI, MoSTORINI and G.VILLORESI
Istltuto dl Fislc_ dello Seazlo Interelanetar_o del CNR
DIPartlmento dl Fislca - Unlverslta' 'La Saelenza °
PJazzale Aldo Moro,2 - 00185 ROMA, ITALY
1o Introduction. On the occaslon of the June 3, 1982 intense
_mma-ra_ solar flare a significant increase in count_n_ rate
due to solar neutrons was observed b_ the neutron monitors of
Jun_frauJoch/J/ and Lomnlck_ Stit/2/ located at mlddle latl-
tudes and high altitudes. In selte of _ lar_er detector emel-
o_ed (12-NM64) and of the smaller solar zenlth an_le, the am-
elitude of the same event observed at Rome (see Figure 1) was
much sm_ller and the statLstlcal fluctuatlons of the _alactlc
cosmic ra_ background hi_her than the ones re_Istered at the
two mountaln _t_t_on_, because of the _reater atmosPherlc de-
Pth at which the Rome mor,ltor is located.
We will stud_ here the efflclenc_ for detect_n_ a solar neutr-
on event b_ a NM-64 monitor ms a functlon of the Sun zenith
an_le, _tmoseherlc d_th and threshold ri_id_t_ of the stati-
on; some suggestions for im_rovin_ remarkabl_ the detection
effic_enc_ will be _ven.
2. The eff_.clenc_ of a standard neutron mor,itor for the dete-
ction of solar neutron events. The increase _i(Xe) eroduced
b_ a solar neutron event in the neutron monitor countin_ rate
will deeend or, the amount of atmoseherlc matter _n the Sun's
direction, Xe=X/cos_, where X is the actual atmoseher_c de_th
_r, _/cm _ and_ the solar zenith an_le (see F_ure 2). The ob-
served relative amelltude is_I(X,O)/I(X,_ ,t), where the nuc-
leonlc intensit_ back._round I(X,_ ,t) is a funct_or, of atmos-
eher_c depth, threshold ri_id_t_ P_ and modulat_or, level at
the observatlon t_me t.
The standard error _ of the relative amel_tude is eroduced b_
the fluctuations in the cosmic ra_ background [S(X,P ,t) =
=_(X,_,t)/ VI(X,_ ,t) where _ _s in flrst _eeroximation the
mean detected multlpllcit_ ], therefore will deeend _Iso on
the s_ze and t_ee (IGY or IQSY) of monitor emelo_ed. In F_u-
re 3 we show the exeected chan_e of the relative _m_lltude
_J/I for a solar neutron event registered at the r_dit_ th-
reshold of Rome ( _= 6.3 GV ), as a function of X and _ .
For this comeutatlon we used the attenuation lengths A (X) of
the nucleonic component estlm_ted b_ BACHELET et _1./3/ for a
modulation level I( 1033,0,t )=0°9 I( 1033,0,Ma_ 1965 ). For
the se('ondar_ neutrons of the solar neutron event a tentative
attenuation length _= 110 _/c,_ was used.Th_s value of _was
derived from the June 3, 1982 solar neutron event (see F_ure
3).The expected chan_e of the relative amelitude for a chan_e
_X = (X"-X') '_natmospheric deeth _s a function of 8 is come-
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uted bM
_I (X' :)e_ _i(x",e).. _ exP[ _X/(_..cos_)Ix,,I(X' I(X") e_.pr /.dX/ [ (X) .IA
Ir. Figure 3 the varlatLon of the inverse of the standard er-
ror of the relative amplitude is also Plotted. From this Plot
we n.a.Jestimate that the value of the signal to noise ratio
[&I/l]. _"_-'3 obtained for the June 3, 1982 ever'st registered
at Rome (e_ 20° ) beceme,_ 414 for the s_me NM-64 Placed at an
intermediate altltude r)f 750 __/(2,_.In Fieure 3 the comPutat-
ion,.,r(=latl.ve to _-O°ar( - also roPorted because the results
obtair,ed here for r:r= 6,3 GV c,_r,be aPPiLed to ar,u ri_iditu
threshold bu simP[u taPin_ It.to account the latitude effect
of the r,,Jcleor,_ccomponent.
3, Mod_ficatior,,_ of the star,d_rd r,eutror, monitor for imProvi-
r',_ _,he eff'tcLer, c,J of dete(:'tlr,._so]or r,e,Jtror,events, The re-
lative amplitude of the ever,t _TII for _ _iver, X,8, t mind PT
can be increased b:{ decr(._,sil,s_the back,_round cosmic ras_ int-
er',s.Lt,._I. This could be done _r, two different wa_s_ (a)- b,_
chan_irv't the er',er_u response of the standard neutron monitor
_owards lower el",er_._les al'ld (b)- b._ Ihod3f_ln_ the omhldlreCtl-
0138] ProPert_ of the standard rleutron monitor it, order to ha-
ve the maxzmun, ret, Ponse f(:)r Particles aPPrOat'hir, _4 the monitor
from t,h¢. _ Sub dlrectaon, A simple wa_ to increase the low ene-
r£4_ ret_f.onl;e {_r',d decreat_ _ the costal(." r6u baL'_._round is sugge-
sted b,_ the eher_ deF, endenoe of the number of r'leutror$s em:Lt-
ted b._ the nuclear disintegration in lead /4/ ; the number of
detected correlated neutrons (mi.Jltlpllct[t_3) will be also fun-
CtlOI, Of Lhe el,er_j_j of the collldln._ r,eutron /5/. It is exPe--
(3ted th_3t the secondaries Produc_)(_ b%_ solar neutrons of ener-
_ " 1GeV /6/ should influence malnl_J the lntensit_ 14 of the
channel of detected multiPlictt_J 1; for this channel the rel-
•ztive amplitude Of a SOldr neutron event _'al'_ be estinlated as:
AI 4 (X,l)) AI (X,_,)
-_ •K(X) where K(X) = I(X)/l 4 (X) ;
14 (X) I(X)
 4<x)= -- KV-RR- )/
The s_r,a] to r,olse ratio increases b_ a factor _(X). K_,
whluh zs _ 2 for a NM-&4 at sea leve]. In Figure 3 we show
the expected chanSe of the relative amplitude _I_/I4 and of its
I/_ for a solar neutror, ever,t re._stered b_ a NM-64 at 6.3
GV, as a fur,r'tior,of X and _ . The atter,uatior, ler,_th _4 (X)
of the detected multiPILCLt'._ _ WaS taker, from /7/; K(X) is
fo,,r,dto increase WLi,h altitude beca,,se X_(X) " _(X).
Wher, onl,_ the events w_th deLecLed multiPlicztu 1 are regist-
ered, it _s cor,venier,t to increase the Probabilitu of detect-
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rom h~ rl r~ctlon.  fulmple ~ o lncr d~e he ow e-
.~ .~r'onse ~n  rj~cre.~p the COqml~ rdY ~kground lS s Se-
t<:'d \~ he ~'rl~l'S~ }O'f.·rld~nC'~ f f.' rllJlllb~r f n l.Jtrons lt-
ed y e rllJC'l f.·ar lfulnte~rat!on HI ad 141  e ber f 
t~ctpd rrelated eutrons mu tlpllcit~) lll  lso un-
tl011 of f.' EHI~rch' f he C'oilldlns l~utron 15/. t lS -xpe--
C.!ted hat he econdar!e-s p oduc~rl l\y lar eutrons f ner-
g~ ~ 1GeV 161 fuhould lnf1.uenC'e malnl~ the- lntenslt~ ~of the 
a nel f etected u tlP1.icLt~ ; or lS C'hannel e el-
"Jtl  ',l!tudl" of  st)1. .. ~r E'utron e-nt ("'al'l I:le !  t 
6I",(X,S) AI(X,B) 
::1 • k'(X) wheT'e K(X) .:: I(X)/l", (X) ; 
I~ (X) I(X) 
er", ( X ) ::r 11 V 11 (X) .. ~ (X) [("'K(X) I m ( X ) J 
e .1.sna]  lO se NltlO HIl~rea.es ~  t r ih(X). V K(X), 
~h 1. z  r  -64   ~ l   1Sure    
the expected change of the re-Iat,lVf,' amF,lltude .o.IlI", and of ltS 
1/0'4 for a '..:;cIlal' neutl'on ever It reSJst~red b~ a N -64 at 6.3 
, ~.  WI("'tlCm    e- •  teI'II.Jat,l n .en~t,h k" X  
f  ~ l rj ultipl cLt,y j was ~n ro  1 /  ( ) lS 
found t  l r se wlt  Rltlt e becau<;e- ~~(X) ~ k( ). 
herl l", ,  ent. Wl t  f,'LecLf?d lp lCl.t~   Sl<;t -
~l'ed, 1 I', 1.fu ("urIV<-:lnll'rit  l -ase  pr bsblll t~  tect-
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zr1_ time locall,_ F,roduced neutrons; thzs could be obtazned b_
addlr',.,.1some BF3--cour_ters to the stsnderd _eometr_ wzthout In-
creaszn.q the anlount of lead; for instance, zf the detection
Probabzl_t_ zs Jr,creased b_ a "factor 2_ the sz_r,al to r,ozse
ratio F_I_/I4]._wzll zncrease b_ a factor 1.5-2.0.
Moreover the background cosmzc ra,..;intenszt_ can be lar_e]_
derreased, at lea_t at m_ddle l_t_tude,_, b_ shieldzn_ the mo-
r_ztor w_th an aPProPriate structure able to reduce the fluv
of c'o_,micra4 Partzc)es whzch aPProach the n.on,tor from the
Portlor_ of" the sk._ never scanned b_ the Sun. For znstar.ce at
42N _eo._raF,hzc latztude we m_ht shzeld the monztor from_20S
to 90N. I_ the background zntens,t,a zs reduced b_ a _actorN2
the s_r, al to nozse ratio _r,creases b._ a factor~l.4. Th_s ef-
fect can be zmProved remark.abl_ zf the monitor is mounted on
a _,l_tfor_, which rotates wzth the Sun; zn thzs case the shze-
ldzn_ structure ma_ also cover the lateral sides of the monz-
tot; a _osszble _eometr_ of thzs solar neutron telescope zs
._zven zn Fx_ure 5. Wzth this telescope the cosndc ra_ b_ck_r-
ound car. be r_duced b_ a factor 10. It, Figure & we show, for
a _ro_er |,etwork.of 9 near-e_uatorial solar neutron telescop-
es, located at mour,tain altztude, measurzn_ the zntenszt_ of
the detected m_.-_]tz_lic_t_1 and wzth _ncreased ( b,a a factor
2 ) _.robabzlzt,_ o'F detectzn_ the locall_ _roduced neutrons,
the cord,our--lir,es of (_I4/T 4),_4- A, 2A and 4A res_ectzvel_,
as _ function of tzme (dam and hour); the value of A ._iven zr,
Fz_ure 6 wa_._comF.uted for an event with observed relative am-
mlztude LSI/I -_0.5 Y. for F_ = 6.3GV, X = 1010 ._/cn_,8= 20_.
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InS the locall~ produced neutrons9 thlS could b~ obtained b~ 
addlnS Home B~-count~rs to th~ tandard Seometr~ wlthout In-
~reaSlnS the amount of lead; for in.t~nce, lf th~ detectlon 
probal:.llllt~ Ill> .ut(;,rt",,~sf~d b~ a fdetor 2, the 'Slgrlal to nOlse 
ratio r6I.., II", J.e;;i wlil InCreali>e b~ a fac·tor 1.5-2.0. 
Horeov~r the ha~k~ruund ~osmlC ra~ lntenli>lt~ can be larse]~ 
de~r~a'Sed, at lpa~t at mlddl~ ldtltud~., b~ shieldlns the mo-
rlltor wlth dn appropriate ll>tructure able to reduce the flux 
of cOll>mic ray partlcles Whl~h approach the monitor from the 
POT'tlClrl of the sk~ never scarlrled b~ the Sun. tor lnstance at 
42N geOtlraphl~ latltude we ml~ht shield the monltor from-20S 
to 90N. I f the backs rOIJnd I ntens 1 t\:l 1 S reduced b~ a facto r N 2 
the s1Snal to nOlse ratio Jncreall>es bl:l a factor-l.4. This ef--
fe~t can be 1mproved remarkabl~ 1f the monitor IS mounted on 
a pldtform which rotates With the Sun; ln thlS case the shle-
Idlng ~tructur~ mal:l also cover the lateral ll>ides of the mon1-
tor; a posslble seometr~ of thlS solar neutron telescope lS 
~1v~n 1n Fl.ure 5. With thIS telescope the cosmic ra~ backsr-
ound carl be T'aduced b~ a factor 10. Irl FislJre 6 we show, for 
a proper Iletwork of 9 near-eauatorial solar neutron telescop-
es, located at mountaln alt1tude, measurlns the lntensltl:l of 
the detected mu]tlpliclt~ 1 and wlth lncreased < b\:l a factor 
2 ) probablllt~ of d~tect1ng th~ localll:l produced neutrons, 
the CCHltuu r--1 i n~s clf <A 1'1 1 T 'I ) .6'.4" =' A, 2A arid 4A respect 1 ve 1 ~, 
as a fun~tlon of t1me <dal:l and hour); the value of A siven 1n 
F1sur~ 6 was computed for an event with observed relative am-
phtud€~ ~I/J .:: 0.5 7. for F'T =: 6.3GV, X =: 10 g/clT~' e =: 2<f'. 
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Fl!11Ure 3: Chan!!es of the ob-
serYed relatiye amplItude a-
nd of the inyerse of Its st-
andard error,for a solar ne-
utro  eyent r sistarad bw a 
neuton monitor located at 
PT= 6.3 GV ys. atmospherIc 
depth for dIfferent Sun zen-
Ith an!lles (total counts re-
sistered: full lInes; multl-
pllCltw 1 counts reslstered: 
bro~ er, llrHl's), 
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SEARCH FOR SOLAR NEUTRONS USING NM-64 EQUIPMENT
N.J. Martlnlc, A. Reguer_n, E. Palenque, M.A. Taqulchiri
Chacaltaya Cosmac Ray Laboratory, Universlty of La Paz
M. Wada, A. Inoue, K. Takahasha
Instatute of Physacal and Chemical Research, Tokyo
ABSTRACT
Two years (1980-1982) neutron monltor data from the Chacaltaya (geogra-
phlc coordanates: N16.32 °, W68.15°; cutoff rigadlty: 13.1GV; altitude:
5,300 m a.s.l.) station has been scanned; the sampling tame of the 12NM-
64 neutron monator is 5 mln. The nucleonic component increases have been
correlated with 66 hard X-, gamma-rays satellite data from solar oragin,
as reported by several groups. We present typical neutron monitor tlme
profales of the events. Chree-analysaswas performed discrlminating the
events accordang ats solar coordanates. Ground data from solar limb locli
are more enhanced at the tame of the onset than other geometracally visi-
ble flares. We present also Chree hlstograms of neutron monitor out-put
profales from geometracally invasible events from the Chacaltaya station.
I. Introductaon
The search for solar neutrons using evaporataon neutrons of the nucleonic
components of the cosmic rays detected by ground based instruments has led
to scan out-puts of hagh altitude, hlgh cutoff ragadaty stataons. The low
attenuataon length of such stataons makes it possible to recognize additao-
nal, from solar orlgan, neutron enhancements one as expected to identlfy.
On the solar surface neutrons are available as secondary partlcles of the
interact£ons of energetac nuclea an the ba_e of the corona; also, IH captu-
re of neutrons radaate gamma llnes of 2.22 MeV (Prince et. al., 1983). O-
ther photons: the 0.5 MeV posltron annihalatlon and the K0 decay furnishes
the other gammas; the hard X-rays are produced vla bremmsst-@ahlungfrom the
enrgetic electrons.
We assume that a solar flare is related wlth some kand of acceleration me-
chanasms for electrons or/and protons and other species; and that neutrons
(or the energetic photons) shall, an general, follow the trajectories of
the accelerated parents. The latter has, in general, preferred darectlons,
say, parallel to the solar surface. Less energetlc neutrons and X-rays may
be produced asotroplcally.
In this phenomenologicalanalysis we assume that the neutron generatlonis
impulsive (typical life-t_me: = 100 s) and that at least 0.5 of the neu-
trons can escape the solar atmosphere. We present below statistical analy-
ses of 66 solar events correlated to the ground based 12 NM-64 of the Cha-
caltaya station.
2. Data treatment
From the 66 solar events we investigate,we show in Fig. I a typical tame
profale as seen by the 5-man Chacaltaya monitor. The sh_rt sample of 3
hours exhibat an increase synchronic with the onset tlme of the reported
satellate data; however, notlce other increases more important than the
former one. The sagma, o, of thls short sample is 0.3 % ta_n during 6
hours data. As can be checked on Table III, the parent flare was a limb
one and the onset was on 21:15 of Dec. 23th 1980. It was a short lived
ABSTRACT 
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SEARCH FOR SOLAR NEUTRONS USING NM-64 EQUIPMENT 
N.J. Mart1n1C, A. Reguerln, E. Palenque, M.A. Taqu1chiri 
Chacaltaya Cosm1c Ray Laboratory, Univers1ty of La Paz 
M. Wada, A. Inoue, K. Takahash1 
Inst1tute of Phys1cal and Chemical Research, Tokyo 
Two years (1980-1982) neutron mon1tor data from the Chacaltaya (geogra-
ph1c coord1nates: N16.32°, W68.15°; cutoff rig1d1ty: 13.1 GV; altitude: 
5,300 m a.s.l.) station has been scanned; the sampling t1me of the 12NM-
64 neutron mon1tor 1S 5 m1n. The nucleoni  component increases have been 
correlated with 66 hard X-, gamma-rays satellite data from solar or1gin, 
as reported by several qroups. We present typical neutron monitor t1me 
prof1les of th  vents. Chree-analys1s was performe  discr1minating the 
events accord1ng 1tS solar coord1nates. Groun  d ta from solar limb loc1i 
are more enhanced at the t1me of the onset than other geometr1cally visi-
ble flares. We present also Chree h1stograms of neutron monitor out-put 
prof1les from geometr1cally 1nv1sible events from the Chacaltaya station. 
1. Introduct10n 
The search for solar neutrons using evaporat1on neutrons of the nucleonic 
compo ents of the cosmic rays d tected by ground based instruments has led 
to scan out-puts of h1gh altitude, h1gh cutoff r1g1d1ty stat10ns. The low 
attenuat10n length of such stat10ns makes it possible to recognize addit1o-
nal, from solar or1g1n, neutron enhancements one 1S expected to 1dent1fy. 
On the solar surface neutrons are available as secondary part1cles of the 
interactions of nerget1c nucle1 1n tne vase of the corona; also, IH captu-
re of neutrons rad1ate ga ma 11nes of 2. 2 MeV (Princ  et. al., 1983). O-
ther ph tons: the 0.5 MeV pos1tron annih1lat1on and the nO decay furnishes 
the other ga mas; the hard X-rays are produced V1a bremmss~ahlung from the 
enrgetic electrons. 
We assume that a solar flare 1S related w1th some k1nd of acceleration me-
chan1sms for electrons orland protons and other species; and that neutrons 
(or the energetic photons) shall, 1n general, follow the trajector1es of 
the acc lerated parents. The latter has, 1n g neral, preferred d1rect1ons, 
say, parallel to the solar surface. Less energet1c neutrons and X-rays may 
be produced 1sotrop1cally. 
In this phenomen logical analysis we assume that the neutron generat10nis 
impulsive (typical life-t1 e: ~ 100 s) and that at least 0.5 of the neu-
trons can escape the solar atmosphere. We present below statistical analy-
ses of 66 solar events correlated to the ground based 12 NM-64 of the Cha-
caltaya station. 
2. Data treatment 
From the 66 solar events we 1nvestigate, we show in Fig. 1 a typical t1me 
prof1le as seen by the 5-m1n Chacaltaya monitor. The shQrt sample of 3 
hours exhib1t an increase synchronic with the onset t1me of the reported 
satel11te data; however, not1ce other increases more important than the 
former one. The s1gma, a, of th1  short sample is 0.3 % t~n during 6 
hours data. As can be checked on Table III, the parent flare was a limb 
one and the onset was on 21:15 of Dec. 23th 1980. It was a short lived 
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23-DEC-80 5-MIN COUNTING RATE
+ * t
5 MIN - CHACALTAYA _ - DATA
+ .3Z I
-.3: I(hours)
-I 8 I 2
Fig.2: _rH _al_zs _ 11visible gamma_ X- fl_M (seeTable liD.
The_dmat_ _e gwenm Z _ 6-hourmanvalue.Me total Imgth_ the
plott_ _ta is thr_ hours. Me m_t _ t_ event=s_om .=_ a _.
flare ( 15 s ) wzth a peak emzssion above 0.3 MeV photons aecordzng to the
SMM data; the GOES classiflcat_on Is M3. A speczal feature of thls profale
is that it appears en enhancement more or less continuous of the monltor
data one hour before and one hour after the flare onset.
Fag. 2 illustrates a Chree analyszs of 11 solar events when the sun is
above the horlzon ( see Table III ); the flare locatlon is correlated wlth
the llmb of the sun. The criterlon: If the solar longitudes are larger than
70°, then they belong to thls group. The increases assoczated wrth these
flares can be seen clearly on the onset of the event, above the statlstl-
cal fluctuations. In Fig. 3 we present a superposed epoch analysis centered
on the onset of the parent flares wlth coordinate posltlons on the dlsk
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23-DEC-80 5-MIN COUNTING RATE 
+ 1 /' 
o --
- 1 % 
21: 00 22:00 23:00 
Fig.!: NucleoniC cCIIpOOent N1-64 hilt profile. 
The solar ~ ray event IS shCllt .uth a dash. 
5 MIN - CHACAL TAYA NM - DATA 
+ .3 % 
o ---
- .3 7. 
-1 o 1 2 
Fig.2: Chree AnalysIS of tl vIsible 9aIIIU or X- flirts (see Tible III>. 
The ordinates ire given In X of 6-hour lean value. The total length of the 
plotted data II three hours. The onset of the IM!IIt IS shCllt .nth a dash. 
flare ( 15 s ) w~th a peak em~ssion above 0.3 MeV photons a~cord~ng to the 
SMM data; the GOES classif~cat~on ~s M3. A spec~al feature of th~s prof~le 
is that it appears en enhancement more or less continuous of the mon~tor 
data one hour before and one hour after the flare onset. 
F~g. 2 illustrates a Chree analys~s of 11 solar events when the sun ~s 
above the hor~zon ( see Table III ); the flare locat~on is correlated w~th 
the l~mb of the sun. The criter10n: If the solar longitudes are larger than 
70°, then they belong to th1s group. The increases assoc~ated w~th these 
flares can be seen clearly on the onset of the event, above the stat~st1-
cal fluctuations. In Fig. 3 we present a superposed epoch analysis centered 
on the onset of the parent flares w1th coordinate pos~t~ons on the d~sk 
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5 MIN - CHACALTAYA NM - DATA
+ .3Z
- .3 I(hours)
-I 9 I 2
Fig.3:Chree_alysisof2Jvis:b;esgamma_ X-flares(seeTableII).
Theo_dmatesare gzven,n Y.of 6-ho_rmanvalue.Thetotal lengthof the
plotteddata1$threehours. Theonsetof theeventis shownw:th a dash.
5 MIN - CHACALTAYA Nt_ - DATA
+ .3
9
_.31 I I(hours)
-I 8 I 2
F19.41_ree _al_IsofM :_isible9_ma_ X-flares(seeTableI).
The_dmates_e 9:voninZ of6_onr _ value.Me total lengthof the
plotteddatazs t_es hours. Theon_t of t_ eventis _om .z_ a da_.
when the sun is above the Chacaltaya horizon. ( Cf. Table II ). The short
plotted sample illustrates a smooth increase, starting at the onset time;
no peaks can be observed. Among these events no dlscrimlnationwas taken
into account with the solar zenith angle as seen by Chacaltaya. Finally,
Fig. 4 illustrates the hlstogram of a superposed epoch analysls of 16 solar
events with coordinates on the solar dlsk (thelr solar longitudes are less
than 70°) when the sun is below the Chacaltaya horlzon and shows a step-
Izke behavlour, well above the statistical fluctuatlons,of the mean va-
lue before and after the onset of the events. Other 'nocturnal'events,
not shown here, do not present any special feature and its analysis shall
be omited.
1  
5 I  - YA NM - D  
+ .  % 
- .3 7. 
1 1 
 r ) 
 
lg.3. hree Anal sis f 2J islbles gaIIII or - flares (see able II). 
The ordInates are gIven In Y. of 6-f1oor .an value. The total length of the 
l t ed ata IS re  urs. he ORlft f e vent IS hOlllll . th  ash. 
 I  LTAYA H  
 .  X 
e ------------
- .3 7. 
-1 e 1 
( urs) 
 
lg.4, Chree AnalYSIS of 16 InvisIble ga.n or - flares (Itt able I). 
Thi ordinates art given In Y. of 6-f1our .an value. The total length of the 
l tt d ta II thr .. rs. t set f the nt IS shOlllll WI th  sh. 
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he  t   i   t  hacalt  hori . ( f. abl  I)  h  rt 
plotted sample illustrates a smooth increase, starting at the onset time1 
 s  e obser . mon  t s  ents  1s rim1 tion as t  
into account with the solar zenith angle as seen by Chacaltaya. Finally, 
F1g. 4 illustrates the h1stogram of a superposed epoch analys1s of 16 solar 
events ith coordinates on the s lar d1sk (the1r s lar longitudes are less 
than 70°) when the sun is below the Chacaltaya hor1zon and shows a step-
l1  e a 1our, ell a  t  st ti tic l fl tu t1o , f t  ea  a-
lue before and after the onset of the events. ther 'nocturnal' events, 
not shown here, do not present any special feature and 1ts analysis shall 
be o ite . 
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TABLEI TABLEII TADI.£Ill
I I
Lzstof 16 lnvzszb]e Lzstof 21Vlszble Lgstof 11Visible
SolarFIm'esruth Solar SolarFlares.zth Solar SolarFlaresruth Solar
Lnngztudxzn theDisk LongztudeszntheDzsk Lonoztudeszn theLmb
Solar Onset Sol_r Onset Solar On_t
Date Co_d. Tree Re_ Date Coord, Tree I_ Date Coerd. Tzue R_
I
ik_4/88 S14L_8 118z54X _/2_80 SlTEfil 26:31 Jf 64/28/M 8141489 21h3 t(
07/31/81 812143585155 If 65/21/96 514415 29:54 ]E 12/23/88 Sl3E_l 21s15
Ii8/Ili/81 SI3HI5 Ildz58 _ 87/61/88 513437 lfi:2fi 3f e4/2_81 NI2H74 1I:44
69/67/91NO.d7 66"66 tE 18/69/81817E56 11z23 31 94/26/81NI3H79 17z37 )t
11/05/81SldNll 08:32 t_ 11/62/89_ 14xi8 If _/07/81 813H83 2e:95 0
6fi/15/82 N13E'5261is36 )E 11/68/96868£57 14,52 )l li9/15/81NI6M78 21t13 )E
8d/1_'82 N13£47 ltisl9 )f II/IVS! SIIN71 I7z43 ]_ |11/14/8I SSd£Sfi 17s@5E
I1d/25/82N17Hfil 21z33 it 12/18/9eN67H1119:21 _ 12/67/9186dE99 14z56 )t
87/19/82_ 22:50 J( 17/ti2/81H21N2921x4_ _ 92/98/82SI3H88 12147
67/16/82HldE6? 9_lfi )E 6212fi/91S12E53 14124 tl 97121/82H23H8818:22 it
07/16/82Nl_6_ 64:68 _ 83,/23/81 -- 16:13 4 12/98/82N97E8_ 14:37
67110182Nld£_9 68"36 )_ 94/16181NlIE53 11:67 4:
97/11/82 -- 6813d _ 64/24/8| NlBf,45914:69
67/29/82 Nlll4fi? 94:17 )! 6r0/65/91NITHgl 14:ti? $
88/68/82 S_ 112z63)_ 67/2_81 S1_£27 13:53 it
12/18/82S16M2068:21 t_ 97/28/81SIONI8 26:65 )_
le/l_Sl $1_t3_ 12:48 4
92/15/82N66E27 13:21 $
9fi/15/82 _2Ed4 15:11
12/15/82816E15lfi-'_ (_)SI_satelltte
12/17/92S98H21 18=54 X (4) HINOTORIsatelizte
(40 Othersources
,,, I I
3. Discussion
Althought satellite data is not available in order to discriminate solar
sources of neutrons visible from the Chacaltaya neutron monitor, say ac-
cordmng to its integral neutron zntensity (whmch zs model dependent), type
of photon emissmon, and the like, we have presented a preliminary superpo-
sed epoch analysis of 66 events pint-pointed mainly via satell_te flare
survey. We concentrated on solar events of d_sk or limb parent flares lo-
cation, and when the sun is above or below the Chacaltaya horlzon. The
search of solar neutrons vma nsutron monitor by other authors and known
to us (Debruenner et al., 1983; luccm et al., 1984) show positive identi-
fication of solar effects.
We summarzze our work: The limb flares, when the sun is above or below the
Chacaltaya hormzon a) for local nocturnal flares no feature can be noticed
and b) for d_urnal ones the histogram may produce a peak. For parent fla-
res located on the disk they produce an enhancement of the neutron monitor
intensity before and after the onset times, when the sun is below the Cha-
caltaya horizon; otherwise no partmcular features can be seen.
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survey. We concentrated on solar events of d1sk or limb parent flares lo-
cation, and when the sun is above or below the Chaca1taya hor1zon. The 
search of solar neutrons V1a neutron mon1tor by other authors and known 
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fication of solar effects. 
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ABSTRACT
The EOSCOR III detector, designed to measure the flux
of solar neutrons, was flown on a long duration RACOON
balloon flight from Australia during Jan - Feb,
1983. The clrcum-global flight lasted 22 days. No
major solar activity occurred during the flight and
thus only an upper limit to the solar flare neutron
flux is given. The atmospheric neutron response is
compared with that obtained on earlier flights from
Palestine, Texas.
i. Introduction. A solar neutron detector, EOSCOR III, (I) was
launched from Alice _Sp_ings, Australia (23.5° S) at 2040 UT Jan. 19,
1983 on a 0.44 x I0v m_ zero pressure polyethylene balloon. As first
pointed out by Lally (2), during the summer months at low latitudes, a
zero pressure balloon will descend to a stable float altitude after
sunset without any ballast drop and then return to its original float
altitude after sunrise. Because the magnitude of the day-night altitude
excursion is determined primarily by the difference in the radiation
seen by the balloon in the day and night environments, Lally (2) has
christened this the RACO0_ (Radiation-controlled balloon) technique.
Since we are interested only in a solar observation, the RACOON method
is admirably suited to achieving a multi-day observing period at a few
mbar altitude with a standard balloon (3).
2_ The Flight Characteristics. The clrcum-global flight was scheduled
for the summer to take advantage of the zonal winds which are character-
istically uniform both in bearing and velocity, during the three summer
months at mid-latitudes. The flight path is shown in Figure I. The day
and night altitudes were initially about 130 and 70 k ft, respective-
ly. The night altitudes remained nearly constant during the flight
except when over a very cold cloud deck near Tahiti. The day altitude,
however, gradually decreased, reaching approximately II0 k ft one day
before termination. The ambient air temperature varied between -20 ° and
-75°C during the flight.
Power for the detector instrumentation was provided by silicad
batteries, continuously charged during the day by an array of solar
panels. Processed data from the experiment were telemetered to the
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1. Introduction. A solar neutron detector, EOSCOR III, (1) was 
launched from Alice SP9-ngs, Australia (23.5° S) at 2040 UT Jan. 19, 
1983 on a 0.44 x 106 m zero pressure polyethylene balloon. As first 
pointed out by Lally (2), during the su mer months at low latitudes, a 
zero pressure balloon will descend to a stable float altitude after 
sunset without any ballast drop and then return to its original float 
altitude after sunrise. Because the magnitude of the day-night altitude 
excursion is determined primarily by the difference in the radiation 
seen by the balloon in the day and night environments, Lally (2) has 
christened this the RACOO~ (Radiation-controlled ball on) technique. 
Since we are interested only in a solar-observation, the--RACOON method 
is admirably suited to achieving a multi-day observing period at a few 
mbar altitude with a standard balloon (3). 
2. The Flight Character stics. The circum-global flight was scheduled 
for the su mer to take advantage of the zonal winds which are character-
istically uniform both in bearing and velocity, during the three su mer 
months at mid-latitudes. The flight path is shown in Figure 1. The day 
and night altitudes were initially about 130 and 70 k ft, respective-
ly. The night altitudes remained nearly constant during the flight 
except when over a very cold cloud deck near Tahiti. The day altitude, 
however, gradually decreased, reaching approximately 110 k ft one day 
before termination. The ambient air temperature varied between -20° and 
-75°C during the flight. 
Power for the detector instrumentation was provi ed by silicad 
batteries, continuously charged during the day by an array of solar 
panels. Processed data from the experiment were telemetered to the 
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ground through the METEOSAT and GOES satellites and the position of the
balloon continuously monitored by the ARGOS satellite network.
io_ 8o
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Fig. 1. RACOON Flight Trajectory. Fig. 2. The EOSCOR III Detector.
Adiabatic, Isochronous Light
Pipes with 7.8 cm PMT's View the
Edges AI...B 4. (only BI shown).
3. Experimental. The detector was designed to measure solar flare
n_utrons in the energy range 20 to 150 MeV (4). It consisted of two 1
m_ sclnt'illators separated by a 1 m time-of-fllght (TO_) path, as shown
in Figure 2. Proton energies from n-p scatters and _ C(n,pX) interac-
tions in the upper scintillator were determined by pulse height and TOF
measurements. TOF zs also used to discriminate the slower moving pro-
tons from the more numerous, downward moving Compton electrons. This is
shown in Figure 3 where pu, eu, ed, and pd denote upward moving (albedo)
protons and electrons, and downward moving electrons and protons, re-
spectively. The separation of these components was made possible by use
of a light time compensation technique (I) carried out by an on-board
computer. The FWHM of the electron peak was 2.2 ns, which was very
close to that obtained during the earlier calibratlon run at the Indiana
University Cyclotron Facility. Raw data related to events wlthzn the pd
group are telemetered for further analysis.
Solar neutron events are identified by an increase in the neutron
counting rate over the atmospheric background, correlated in time with
the solar flare. From the gondola position and orientation, the angle
e between the vertical detector axis and the neutron arrival dir_ctlon
i° known and therefore the neutron energy is given by E_ = E_/cos_ e ,
LA O
where En and Ep are the incident neutron and the measured p_oton ener-
gies, respectively.
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4. AtmosphericNeutrons. Because the atmosphericneutronsare omni-
directionalthe protonspectrumcannotbe unfoldedto yield the atmos-
pheric neutronspectrum. However,the countingrates as a functionof
altitudeand geomagneticcutoffgive a measureof the variationof the
atmosphericneutronintensitywlth these parameters. The rate of down-
ward moving neutronsis obtainedfrom group pd in Figure3. Measure-
ments of hlgh energyneutronsnear the top of the atmospherehave been
reportedfor geomagneticcutoffs0.4 GV (Thompson,Manitoba),4.5 GV
(Palestine,Texas),and 11.6 (Parana,Argentina)(5,6). The downward
moving neutronflux measuredby Preszleret al. (6)was used to calcu-
late the expected counting rates for the EOSCOR III detector. The
expectedrate is shown In Figure4 alongwlth the measuredrates. For
comparison the downward moving neutron rates from several previous
flightsare alsolistedin Table I.
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4. Atmospheric Neutrons. Because the atmospheric neutrons are omni-directional the proton spectrum cannot be unfolded to yield the atmos-pheric neutron spectrum. However, the counting rates as a function of altitude and geomagnetic cutoff give a measure of the variation of the at ospheric neutron intensity with these parameters. The rate of down-ward moving neutrons is obtained from group pd in Figure 3. Measure-ments of high energy neutrons near the top of the atmosphere have been reported for geomagnetic cutoffs 0.4 GV (Thompson, Manitoba), 4.5 GV (Palestine, Texas), and 11.6 (Parana, Argentina) (5,6). The downward moving neutron flux measured by Preszler et ale (6) W3S used to calcu-late the expected counting rates for the EOSCOR III detector. The expected rate is shown in Figure 4 along with the measur~d rates. For comparison the downward moving neutron rates from several previous flights are also listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. EOSCOR III Downward Moving Neutron Event Rates
LOCATION DATE ALTITUDE RATE
(g/cm_) (event/sec)
Palestine 25 Sept 1979 4.3 0.34 ± .02
Palestine 17 Oct 1979 9.0 0.61 ± .03
Palestine* 4.6 0.35
Alice Springs 19 Jan 1983 3.1 0.16 ± .01
A11ce Springs 19 Jan 1983 4.3 0.22 ± .01
*Calculated from the measured 1971 neutron flux of Preszler et al. (6).
5. Solar Neutrons. The sun was quiet during the observational period
of the flight (7) with the exception of normal sporadic C class
flares. On January 20, 1983, for instance, there were a few such
flares. From our derived neutron_countlng rat_s we place a 3o limit on
the solar neutron flux of 3 x 10-3 neutrons cm-_ s-I.
6. Acknowledgments. This work was supported by NSF grant ATM 82-06044,
the Australian Research Grants Committee, and the RAAF. The work of one
of the authors (R.K.) was supported by The Aerospace Corporation-
sponsored Research Program.
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ABSTRACT
The Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS) on S_M has detected more
than 130 flares wlth emisslon >300 keV. More than 10 of these
flares were detected at photon energies >10 MeV (I). Although
the majority of the emisslon at 10 MeV must be from electron
bremsstrahlung, at least two of the flares have spectral
properties >40 MeV that require gamma rays from the decay of
neutral pions. We find that plon productlon can occur early in
the impulslve phase as deflned by hard X-rays near 100 keV. We
also find in one of these flares that a significant portion of
thls high-energy emlssion is produced well after the impulsive
phase. Thls extended production phase, most clearly observed at
high energies, may be a signature of the acceleratlon process
whlch produces solar energetlc partlcles (SEP's) in space.
I. Introduction. Gamma-ray production in solar flares at energies >10 MeV is
only expected from a few mechanisms. These are bremsstrahlung by primary
accelerated electrons, bremsstrahlung by positrons and electrons from the
decay of charged plons, and directly from the decay of neutral pions. Each
process has secondary characteristics other than it's spectrum at energies
>10 MeV. These include intense low-energy X-ray emlssion from any
contlnuous spectrum of prlmary electrons, emission of the 0.511MeV gamma-
ray line for charged plons, and the emlsslon of high-energy neutrons for
neutral plons. These secondary signatures can be used to conf_rm a spectral
interpretation and they can also be used to extract more information
eoncernlng the primary particle spectra at the Sun. In particular we note
that while the spectral shape of the picnic gamma rays does not depend
strongly on the details of the accelerated partlcle spectrum, it's intensity
is a strong indlcator of the nuclear reactlon rate which must produce both
neutrons and pions (2, 3). Hence, combined measurements of both pions and
neutrons will yleld information on both the dlrectivlty and spectra of the
very h_gh-energy accelerated ions.
2. The High-Ener_ Monitor on GRS. The high-energy monitor on the SMM GRS
_) consists of 2 separate sensors. The top or sunward sensor conslsts of
seven 7.6 cm X 7.6 cm NaI detectors and the bottom sensor consists of a
24 cm X 7.5 cm Csl back detector. Neutral events producing energy losses
between (10-100) MeV are recorded in 4 energy bands in each of the sensors
for three dlfferent cases. These are events whlch occur only in the NaI,
only in the CsI, and events whlch occur in both (called "mlxed" events). By
approprlately summing these energy-loss bands we can define a flve-channel
energy-loss spectrum. The nomlnal energy edges of these channels are
10,25,40,65,100 and 140 MeV. The effective area for both gamma rays and
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neutrons have been calculated by Cooper et al. (5). These calculations have
also shown that only gamma rays are effectlve in produclng "mlxed" events.
Hence, the ratio of the "mixed"to the NaI only and/or CsI only events is an
effectlve separator of neutrons and gamma rays. We note that events in the
(100-140) MeV band, which only uses "mlxed" events, requires gamma rays
with energies greater than 100 MeV.
3. Flare Observations. The hzgh-energy neutron observations from the flare
at 01:1_20 UT on 21 June 1980 have been presented earlier (6,7) and have
been reanalyzed with zmproved neutron efflc_encies in a companlon paper (8).
The baslc high-energy observatlons shows strong emlsslon >10 MeV in the 65 s
•mpuls_ve phase, followed by a low-intenszty excess lasting to the end of
the orblt (see Figure I; ref. 8). Figure I shows the photon spectrum
measured durlng the _mpulslve phase of this flare. The sol_d curves in thls
flgure are the best-flt photon spectrum, determined by comblnzng both power-
law and p.ion gamma-ray spectra. The power-law spectrum is (5.0+0.1)
(E/tO MeV) (2"7+0"I)photons MeV -I cm -2 and the integral of the neutral--pion
spectrum is 0.6 photons cm-2. The statlstlcal test used to determine these
values shows that wh_le the overall flt is better with the pion spectra, the
Improvement is not sufflclently large to requlre it. Hence, the above plon
flux must be consldered an upper llmlt. The only way to get a larger plon
flux would be to introduce a spectral break in the power law near 40 MeV.
Note however, that the data do requlre photons >100 MeV. In the extended
emisslon phase we flnd that nelther the spectral propertles nor the observed
ratlo of"mlxed" to CsI counts (8) is conslstent with gamma rays. We find
that only 13+6% of the observed counts in thls phase can be due to photons
with a resulting upper limlt neutral pion photon flux of
0.5+0.2 cm -2.
w
The time hlstory in several energy bands for the flare of 3 June 1982 is
shown In Figure 3 by Chupp et al. (8). Agaln the hlgh-energy observations
show strong emission _n a 65 s impulsive phase. However, in this event the
impulszve phase zs followed by a stronger extended emission phase. Figure
2 shows the photon spectrum observed during the 65 s impulslve phases.
Agaln, these data indicate an intense power-law continuum but _n th_s case
the data show a strong hardenlng at energies >40 MeV whlch is described by a
neutral plon photon spectrum with a integrated flux of 12 photons cm -_.
Figure 3 shows a 65 s spectrum from the beginning of the extended phase. As
can be seen all of the data _n thls interval can be fit w_th a combined
charged and neutral plon photon spectra. We have used these data to
experlmentally determlne the charged-to-neutral pion ratio and find it to be
3.1+0.2.
Finally, in Figure 4 we show a 65 s spectrum further into the extended
phase. In thls case an attempt was made to fit the data, under the
assumption that all the counts are due to photons. The data in Figure 4
show that a plon-photon spectrum is a good flt in the lowest and the highest
channel but the observations exceed the plon-photon model in the three
mlddle channels. Both the spectral shape and the tlme dependence of this
mld-energy excess is what is expected from the high energy neutrons which
must accompany any pion emlsslon. It is just thls process which allows us
to separate the gamma-ray and neutron components versus time wlthin the GRS
data. Chupp et al. (8) have used these separated data to study the high-
energy neutron productzon from thls flare.
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neutrons have been calculated by Cooper et ale (5). These calculations have 
also shown that only gamma rays are effectlve in produclng "mlXed" events. 
Hence, the ratlo of the "mixed" to the NaI only and/or CsI only events is an 
effectlve separator of neutrons and gamma rays. We note that events ln the 
(100-140) MeV band, WhlCh only uses "mlxed" events, requires gamma rays 
wlth energies greater than 100 MeV. 
3. Flare Observations. The hlgh-energy neutron observations from the flare 
at 01:18:20 UT on 21 June 1980 have been presented earlier (6,7) and have 
been reanalyzed with lmproved neutron efflclencies in a companlon paper (8). 
The baS1C hlgh-energy observatlons shows strong emlSSlon >10 MeV in the 65 S 
lmpulslve phase, followed by a low-intenslty excess lasting to the end of 
the orblt (see Figure 1; ref. 8). Flgure 1 shows the photon spectrum 
measured durlng the lmpulslve phase of this flare. The SOlld curves ln thlS 
flgure are the best-flt photon spectrum, determined by comblnlng both power-
law and p,ion gi3..mma-ray spectra. The power-law spectrum lS (5.0+0.1) 
(E/10 MeV)(2.7.!.O.1J photons MeV-1 cm-2 and the lntegral of the neutral -pion 
spectrum is 0.6 photons cm-2• The statlstlcal test used to determine these 
values shows that whlle the overall flt lS better with the pion spectra, the 
lmprovement lS not sufflclently large to requlre It. Hence, the above plon 
flux must be consldered an upper llmlt. The only way to get a larger plon 
flux would be to introduce a spectral break in the power law near 40 MeV. 
Note however, that the data do requlre photons >100 MeV. In the extended 
emisslon phase we flnd that nelther the spectral propertles nor the observed 
ratlo of "mlxed" to CsI counts (8) lS conslstent with gamma rays. We find 
that only 13+6% of the observed counts ln thlS phase can be due to photons 
with a resulting upper limlt neutral pion photon flux of 
0.5+0.2 cm-2 
The time hlstory ln several energy bands for the flare of 3 June 1982 is 
shown ln Flgure 3 by Chupp et ale (8). Agaln the hlgh-energy observations 
show strong emlSSlon ln a 65 s lmpulsive phase. However, in this event the 
impulslve phase lS followed by a stronger extended emission phase. Figure 
2 shows the photon spectrum observed during the 65 s impulslve phases. 
Agaln, these data indicate an intense power-law continuum but ln thlS case 
the data show a strong hardenlng at energies >40 MeV WhlCh lS described by a 
neutral plon photon spectrum with a integrated flux of 12 photons cm-2• 
Figure 3 shows a 65 s spectrum from the beginning of the extended phase. As 
can be seen all of the data ln thlS interval can be fit wlth a combined 
charged and neutral plon photon spectra. We have used these data to 
experlmentally determlne the charged-to-neutral pion ratio and find it to be 
3.1.:t0 • 2 • 
Flnally, in Flgure 4 we show a 65 s spectrum further lnto the extended 
phase. In thlS case an attempt was made to fit the data, under the 
assumption that all the counts are due to photons. The data in Flgure 4 
show that a plon-photon spectrum is a good flt ln the lowest and the highest 
channel but the observations exceed the plon-photon model ln the three 
mlddle channels. Both the spectral shape and the tlme dependence of this 
mld-energy excess is what lS expected from the high energy neutrons which 
must accompany any pion emlSSlon. It lS Just thlS process which allows us 
to separate the gamma-ray and neutron components versus time wlthin the GRS 
data. Chupp et ale (8) have used these separated data to study the high-
energy neutron productlon from thlS flare. 
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As a conflrmation of the pion intensit_es deduced from gamma-ray
spectral shape arguments, we note that these intensltles are a predlctor of
the 0.511 MeV line flux from charged plons. As an example we use the
spectrum shown in Figure 3, whlch requlres an integrated neutral plon-photon
flux of 7.8+0.4 cm -2. With our observed charged-to-neutral plon ratio of
3.1+I, and a positlve-to-total charged plon ratlo of 0.70, our predlcted
0.5_I MeV flux, durln_ this interval, from charged plons is 0.12+0.02[f(0.511)] photons cm- s-I. Here, f(0.511) is the 0.511-to-posltron r-atlo
(3). Share et al. (9) found that the total flux at this time 0.35+0.05
photons cm-2 s-I. Murphy et al. (3) found that only 0.15 photons cm-2 s-I
could be accounted for by the radloactive positron emltters produced mainly
in the impuls_ve phase. The d_fference between the measured value and
Murphy's values is 0.20 photons cm -2 s-I, whlch is in agreement wlth our
predlctlons for charged plons produced well after the Impulslve phase for a
f(0.511) = 1.6+0.2.
Our analysls shows a integrated flux of 45 cm-2 neutral plon photons
measured after 11:46:00 UT. When compared to the 12 cm -2 measured in the
impulsive phase, we find that >80% of the plon emlsslon was observed in the
extended phase.
4. Discussion. We have presented spectral evidence for plon production in 2
flares. During the impulsive phase thls emlsslon is always aceompanled by
intense prlmary electron bremsstrahlung. In the larger of these two flares,
3 June 1982, the pion productlon contlnued well after the impulslve phase.
The propertles of thls extended phase are dlstlnctly dlfferent from the
impulslve phase. Specifically, the extended phase seems to be ion enrlched
and spectrally hardened.
It is interesting to speculate that thls newly discovered phase is
associated wlth the acceleration process that generates SEP's in space.
Surprislngly, there is poor correlatlon between the nuclear gamma-ray
intensity and the slze of the well-connected SEP's (10). Thls argues against
a close link between impulslve phase acceleration and SEP acceleratlon.
McDonald et al. (11) have shown that the cosmlc-ray event associated wlth
the 3 June 1982 flare had an unusually hard spectrum. It is intriguing that
the spectrum assoclated wlth the extended gamma-ray phase Is also unusually
hard.
5. Acknowledgements. We wish to thank Mary Chupp and Robln Tuttle for
preparation of this manuscript; Karen Dowd and Sabrlna K1rwan for data
analysis assistance. Thls work was in part supported by contract NAS5-28609
at the Unlverslty of New Hampshire; NASA contract S.70926A at the NRL;
contract 010K017ZA/WS/WRK 0275:4 at the MPI, FRG; and the Swiss Natlonal
Science Foundatlon Grant 2.876.80 at the University of Bern.
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As a conf~rmation of the pion ~ntensit~es deduced from gamma-ray 
spectral shape arguments, we note that these intens~t~es are a pred~ctor of 
the 0.511 MeV line flux from charged p~ons. As an example we use the 
spectrum shown in Figure 3, wh~ch requ~res an ~ntegrated neutral p~on-photon 
flux of 7.8+0.4 cm-2• With our observed charged-to-neutral p~on ratio of 
3.1+1, and a posit~ve-to-total charged p~on rat~o of 0.70, our pred~cted 
0.511 MeV flux, dur~n~ this ~nterval, from charged p~ons ~s 0.12+0.02 
[f(0.511)] photons cm- Z s- 1• Here, f(0.511) ~s the 0.511-to-pos~tron ;aho 
(3). Share et al. (9) found that the total flux at this time 0.35+0.05 
photons cm-2 s-l. Murphy et al. (3) found that only 0.15 photons cm-2 s-l 
could be accounted for by the rad~oactive positron em~tters produced mainly 
~n the ~mpuls~ve phase. The d~fference between the measured value and 
Murphy's values ~s 0.20 photons cm-2 s-l, wh~ch is in agreement w~th our 
pred~ct~ons for charged p~ons produced well after the ~mpuls~ve phase for a 
f(0.511) = 1.61:0.2. 
Our analys~s shows a ~ntegrated flux of 45 cm-2 neutral p~on photons 
measured after 11:46:00 UT. When compared to the 12 cm-2 measured ~n the 
impulsive phase, we find that >80% of the p~on em~ss~on was observed ~n the 
extended phase. 
4. Discussion. We have presented spectral evidence for p~on production in 2 
flares. During the impulsive phase th~s em~ss~on ~s always accompan~ed by 
~ntense pr~mary electron bremsstrahlung. In the larger of these two flares, 
3 June 1982, the pion product~on cont~nued well after the impuls~ve phase. 
The propert~es of th~s extended phase are d~st~nctly d~fferent from the 
~mpuls~ve phase. Specif~cally, the extended phase seems to be 10n enr1ched 
and spectrally hardened. 
It ~s ~nteresting to speculate that th~s newly d~scovered phase ~s 
assoc~ated w~th the acceleration process that generates SEP's ~n space. 
Surpris~ngly, there ~s poor correlat~on between the nuclear gamma-ray 
intens~ty and the s~ze of the well-connected SEP's (10). Th~s argues against 
a close link between impuls~ve phase accelerat~on and SEP accelerat~on. 
McDonald et al. (11) have shown that the cosm~c-ray event assoc~ated w~th 
the 3 June 1982 flare had an unusually hard spectrum. It ~s ~ntr~gu~ng that 
the spectrum assoc~ated w~th the extended gamma-ray phase ~s also unusually 
hard. 
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HIGH ENERGY NEUTRON AND GAmMA-RADIATION GENERATED
DURING THE SOLAR FLARES
G.E.Kocharov, N.Z.Mandzhavidze
Ioffe Physico-Tecnical Institute Academy of Sciences of
the USSR, Leningrad, 194021,USSR
Problem of high energy neutrons and gamma rays
generation in the solar conditions is considered.
It is shown that due to a peculiarity of genera-
tion and propagation of neutrons corresponding
solar flares should be localized at high hello-
longitude s.
Solar neutrons have been detected only for two flares:
for June 21 1980 on board of the S_ satellite by Chupp et
al. [11and for June 3 1982 simultaneously in several experi-
ments by S_EI,2_, neutron monitorsC3,4,5 _ and registration
of protons of solar neutron decay origin 161 .
Experimental data allow to establish that energy spec-
tra of neutrons generated in a flare may be described as
power law in wide energy interval 50 to 1000 MeV with the
spectral indexes 3 and 3.5 for the flares 21.06.80 and
3.06.82 accordingly.
In contrast to J-lines which are formed by low energy
particles (10-30MeV)neutrons contain an information cn energy
spectra and angular distributions of accelerated particles
in wider energy interval. Calculations of charged-particle
energy spectra based on the observed neutron spectra have
been made by Ramaty et al. and by us _7-13_.Ramaty et al.
considered thick-target model and assumed that in the inter-
action region the distribution of accelerated particles is
isotropic.They have also assumed that after their production
the neutrons escape freely from the Sun.But because the neu-
trons have mean free paths comparable to the stopping range
of the protons which produce them,the protons should be
trapped magnetically in the region at column depths signifi-
cantly less than their ranges.It was shown that both f-line
and neutron experimental data might be explained if charged
particle spectrum is described by the Bessel function.
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Ioffe Physico-Tecnical Institute Academy of Sciences of 
the USSR, Leningrad, 194021,USSR 
Problem of high energy neutrons and ga ma rays 
generation in the solar conditions is considered. 
It is shown that due to a peculiarity of genera-
tion and propagation of neutrons corresponding 
solar flares should be localized at high helio-
longitudes. 
Solar neutrons have been detected only for two flares: 
for June 21 1980 on board of the SMM satellite by Chupp et 
ale [1J and for June 3 1982 simultaneously in several experi-
ments by SMM~,2J, neutron monitors[3,4,~ and registration 
of pr tons of solar neutron decay origin [6J • 
Experimental data allow to establish that energy spec-
tra of neutrons generated in a flare may be described as 
power law in wide energy interval 50 to 1000 MeV with the 
spectral indexes 3 and 3.5 for the flares 21.06.80 and 
3.06.82 accordingly. 
In contrast to Y-lines which are formed by low energy 
particles(10-JQ eV)neutrons contain an information an energy 
spectra and angular distributions of accelerated particles 
in wider energy interval. Calculations of charged-particle 
energy spectra based on the observed neutron spectra have 
been made by R maty et ale and by us [7-13].Ramaty et ale 
considered thick-target model and assumed that in the inter-
action region the distribution of accelerated particles is 
isotropic. They have also assumed that after their production 
the neutrons escape freely from the Sun. But because the neu-
trons have mean free paths comparable to the stopping range 
of the protons which produce them, the protons should be 
trapped magnetically in the region at column depths signifi-
cantly less than their ranges.It was shown that both Y-line 
and neutron experimental data might be explained if charged 
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In our calculations we tried to refuse the assumption
on magnetic trap and considered a beam configuration of ac-
celerated particles.In this case for any direction of beam
the flux of solar neutrons increases with an increase of a
flare heliolongitude.It can be easy shown for the beam di-
rected to the observer.Really,the thickness of matter tra-
versed by accelerated particles in the solar atmosphere into
Earth's direction for limb flare is higher than for disc
flare about (J_Re/2ho )I12 __ 30-100 times (ho -is the
scale height, Ro - is the solar radius). If the accelerated
particles move to the Sun the neutrons which are scattered
on 90° for the limb flare and on 180° for the disc flare are
detected.The probability of backscattering is less relative
to the scattering on 90°.However, as in this case nuclear re-
actions occur in deep regions of the solar atmosphere an ab-
sorption of neutrons may be essential.This effect was consi-
dered by us and it is shown that the limb retains an advan-
tage.
All calculations of neutron generation and their escape
from the Sun were made using Monte-Carlo method taking into
account the angular and energy characteristics of (PP) and
(pile)reactions which are the main source of high energy
(>50 MeV) neutrons.The beams with different angles relative
to solar radius were considered.Particle spectra were pre-
sented as power law with different spectral indexes. For
different heliolongitudes total yield of neutrons and their
energy spectrum have been calculated.Fig. I shows the depen-
dence of the fluxes of the neutrons (> 50 MeV) on flare he-
liolougitude for 3 cases. It is seen that for all cases the
neutron fluxes are decreased strongly from the limb to the
disk.If we consider the beam directed to the Sun the experi-
mental spectra for the flares 21.06.80 and 3.06.82 may be
explained if _p= 3-3.5 for Ep>100 MeV.In this c_se using
experimental figures for total flux of neutrons: 2.8-1028and
2.5.1029 we obtain for the total number of accelerated par-
ticles the following values: Np(>30)=7-1032 and 7,5"1033 ,
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Dependence of neutron fluxes on Dependence of g_a-ray
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upper hemispher_ _p= 2.5,_
tlNp(>30 MeV)/I, 7 &r"1.5-10"", n -is number density in an interac
tion region.
accordingly.These figures are in good agreement with the to-
tal number of accelerated particles obtained by using_-line -
data (see [13]and references thereiu).So,supposing a beam
configuration it is possible to explain particle spectrum as
power law from 10 MeV to 1000 MeV _ith single spectral index.
Definitive conclusion can be made after obtaining of experi-
mental distribution on heliolongitude for flares with measu-
rable neutron fluxes.
Now we concern with the problem of high energy _-rays.
At the present time 14 solar flares with high-energy
( > 10 MeV) _-rays are registered [14].These events have a
strong solar limb preference with 13 of 14 occurring in fla-
res with a heliocentric angle >72 ° [14].
If high energy gamma-rays are generated by ultrarelatl-
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Dependence of gamma-ray flux on flare heliolon-
gitude for beams with different angles rela-
tive to solar radius. 
accordingly.These figures are in good agreement with the to-
tal number of accelerated particles obtained by usingt-line 
d ta (see [13) and r f rences therein).So / supposing a beam 
configuration it is possible to explain particle spectrum as 
power law from 10 MeV to 1000 MeV with single spectral index. 
Definitive conclusion can be made after obtaining of experi-
mental distribution on heliolongitude for flares with measu-
rable neutron fluxes. 
Now we concern with the problem of high en6rgy (-rays. 
At the pr sent time 14 solar flares with high-energy 
( > 10 MeV) (-rays are regist red [14] .Th se events have a 
strong solar limb preference with 13 of 14 occurring in fla-
res with a heliocentric angle >720 [14]. 
If high energy gamma-rays are generated by ultrarelat~-
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vistic electrons then the radiation is directed along of
electron velocity and above considered arguments are correct.
Let us consider the case when the source of high energy gam-
ma-rays are _°-mesons,which are generated in the same reac-
tions as energetic solar neutrons.
It is seen (Fig.2)that the dependence for _<90 ° is
weaker than for the neutrons.For tangent beams _n advantage
of limb is obvious.But in this case the flare should occur
in dense region n >_1013cm-3.Accordingto _14_all high energy
_-ray flares are characterized by fast impulses (_ 2s)whlch
is in favour of high density of interaction region. Tans we
cannot exclude a n_clearorigin of high energy _-rays.To made
a definitive conclusion on the source of high-energy _-rays
it is very important to measure an energy spectrum of gamma-
radiation.
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ON THE ANGULAR AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR
NEUTRONS GENERATED IN P-P REACTIONS
Yu.E.Efimov, G.E.Kocharov
Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute Academy
of Sciences of the USSR, 194021,Leningrad
USSR
Problem of high energy neutron generation in
P-P reactions in the solar atmosphere is re-
considered.lt is shown that the angular dis-
tribution of emitted neutrons is anisotropic
and the energy spectrum of neutrons depends
on the angle of neutron emission.
Solar neutrons have been detected for two flares June
21 1980 and June 3 1982 in direct experiments on board of
the S_ satellite _1,2> P.Evenson st al. 13] have observed
flaxes of energetic protons in interplanetary space which
they interpret as the decay products of neutrons generated
in a solar flare on June 3 1982. High energy neutrons from
this flare have been observed by high mountain neutron mo-ww_
nitors at Jungranjoch(Switzerland) and Lomnltsky Stlt (Cze-
choslovakia) and by ground-based station in Roma _4-7) •
The problem of neutrons generation and their escape
from the solar atmosphere have been considered by R.Lingen-
felter et al. [81.They assumed that an angular distribution
of the neutrons is isotropio and the probability of neutron
generationin proton-nucleuscollisionsdoesnot dependon
energy.Howeverthis assumptionfor the energieshigher than
100_eV is not validfor P-P and p-Hecolllsions.Porexample,
generatedin p-p reactionsneutronswith a kineticenergy
500 MeV are concentratedin apex angle of cone of 30°.Asat
the experimentssolarneutronsare registeredup to 1000MeV
we reconsidera problem of neutron generationtakinginto
account availabledata on the differentialcross sectionsof
corresponding nuclear reactions.Here we consider only the
results of the calculations for P-P interaction with
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one pion generation. Neutron escape from solar atmosphere
was calculated using Monte-Carlo method.Total and differen-
tial cross-sectlons for elastic and inelastic P-P-Interac -
tions were approximated by polynoms based on the available
data. Details of calculations are given in EO] .Results of
calculations are shown in Pig. 1 and 2.
._1_
i I
0 JO 60 _" ,90
_ig. 1. Dependence of neutron yield from the Sun (for
energy interval 1-350 MeV) on angle of incidence
-is the angle between the Sun outward and
proton velocity direction). Tp-iS kinetic energy
of protons.
It is seen that neutron emission is anisotropic and their
energy spectrum depends on neutron emission angle.Neutrons
with energy 3100 MeV are emitted only at angles 60°and more.
It is natural that only neutrons generated by protons with
high o( can escape the solar atmosphere without collision
or with one or two collisions.
Based on the obtained data one can show that very few
neutrons emmit at the angles 40= 0°-15 ° to solar normal
and there is no neutrons with the energies _I00 MeV. This
fact helps to clarify that the neutrons were discovered in
the flares with high heliolongitudes. The protons moving to
the upper hemisphere practically have not ionization losses
and the products of their reactions do not interact.Neutrons
yield in this case depends on the thickness of the matter
SH-1.4-9 
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energy interval 1-350 MeV) on angle of incidence 
cJ. -is the angle between the Sun outward and 
proton velocity direction). Tp-is kinetic energy 
of protons. 
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energy spectrum depends on neutron emission angle.Neutrons 
with energy >-100 MeV are emitted only at angles 600 and more. 
It is natural that only neutrons generated by protons with 
high ~ can escape the solar atmosphere without collision 
or with one or two collisions. 
Based on the obtained data one can show that very few 
neutrons emmit at the anglesAB= 00 _150 to solar normal 
a11d there is no neutrons with the energies ~ 100 MeV. This 
fact helps to clarify that the neutrons were discovered in 
the flares with high heliolongitudes. The protons moving to 
the upper hemisphere practically have not ionization losses 
and the products of their reactions do not interact. Neutrons 
yield in this case depends on the thickness of the matter 
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Fig.2. Energy spectrumof neutronsescapinginto interpla-
netarymedium(normalizedto one proton).Tp=1GeV
and for the given point of observationon angulardistribu-
tion of neutrons.Thedifferenceof neutronfluxesfrom the
protonsmoving at 0° to solar surfaceand at large angle to
it,willbe mainly connectedwith differentpath of protons
in the outer atmosphereof the Sun.Considerlngin first ap-
proxlmation that passing thickness of matter _I/oos _ we
obtain that for protons moving at the angle 72°, the neutron
flux should be 3.2 times higher than for the protons at the
angle O°.Protons with the angles up to 15-20° take part in
generation of neutron flux for disc flare (O°),and for the
flare E72°-protons with angles less 72° are the main source
of neutrons.So the difference in neutron fluxes from two
such type of flares is not substantial (although, spectrum
for the flare E72 will be more rlgid).But the possibilities
of observation of neutrons generated by protons moving to
the lower hemisphere are substantially different for consi-
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Fig.2. Energy spectru  of neutrons esoaping into interpla-
netary medium(nor alized to one proton). =1 GeV 
and for the given point of observation on angular distribu-
tion of neutrons. The diffe~ence of neutron fluxes from the 
protons moving at 00 to solar surface and at large angle to 
it,will be mainly connected with different path of protons 
in the outer atmosphere of the Sun. Consideri  in first ap-
proximation that passing thickness of matter~1/Qos ~ we 
obtain that for pr tons moving at the angle 720 , the neutron 
flux should be 3.2 times higher than for the pr tons at the 
angle OO.Protons with the angles up to 15-200 take part in 
g neration of neutron flux for disc flare (Oo),and for the 
flare E720 -pr tons with angles less 720 are the main source 
of neutrons.So the difference in neutron fluxes from two 
such type o  flares is not SUbstantial (although, spectrum 
for the flare E72 will be more rigid).But the possibilities 
of observation of neutrons g nerated by pr tons moving to 
the lower hemisphere are substantially different for consi-
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sphere are substantially different for considered two
flares.Based on these facts,one may conclude that in flare
3.06.82(E72) the neutrons are generated by protons moving
to the lower hemisphere.If in the acceleration region num-
ber density is 1012cm-3,the relative yield of neutrons for
72° in the case of thin target will be 10-2-10 -3 from the
yield for the thick target.
We can conclude also (not taking into consideration
magnetic field) ,that in the flare of 3.06.82,accelerated
particles did not form sufficiently narrow beam,directed
bottom at the angles 0-30°.
The fact that the fluxes of neutrons with the energies
100 MeV and the energy spectra depend on the direction of
motion of accelerated particles allow to obtain the infor-
mation on angular distribution of accelerated high energy
particles by the registration of high energy neutrons.
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POSSIBLEDETECTIONOF FLAR_-GENERATED
POSITRONSBYHELIOSI ON 3 JUNE1982
E. Kirsch,E. Keppler,K. Richter
Max-Planck-lnstitutfur Aeronomie,
D-3411Katlenburg-Lindau,FRG
I. Introduction. The production of neutrons and y-ray lines by solar
particles in the photosphere has been studied by (1,2,3) and others. In
The rin pal
the meantime y-line measurements were reported (4,5,6,7)_Ic, i_o, _positro emitters which lead to th 0.51MeV y-line are O,
13N, 19Ne. The energies of the positrons from radioactive nuclei are of
the order of few hundred keV. Positrons resulting from the _+ decay have
energies of _ 10-100 MeV and cannot be measured by the MPAe-detector.
Most of the positrons annihilate in the photosphere. A fraction
however should be able to escape into the interplanetary space (2). It is
the purpose of this paper to present proton, electron and, for the first
time, positron measurements (E = 152-546 keV) obtained by the MPAe-par-
ticle detector on board of Helios I.
2. Experiment description and method of detection. The MPAe-detector
was designed to measure ions (E _ 80 keV), electrons (E _ 20 keV) and
positrons (E ffi152-546 keV) with high energy (16 channels) and angular
(16 sectors) resolution (8,9). Ions, electrons and positrons are separa-
ted by a inhomogeneous magnetic field and then detected by several semi-
conductor detectors. S7 (125 mm2 area, 322 M thickness) is the ion detec-
tor and SR (300 mm2, 274 _) its anticoincidence detector. The positron
2 2
detector _ (200 mm , 1000 _) is anticoincidence shielded by Sa (300 mm ,
322 _). A _ully anticoincidence shield was not possible due to'weight
limitations. Various coincidence conditions lead to the foll_wing chan-
nels: $6.I" q? $9 ffie+ (}52-546keV); $6.I" S6.2" _= e (>546keY),
___8= p (> 80 keV) and x,y rays, S7" S8 ffip,e (3 6 MeV);S7" S9= p,e
330 MeV) and x,Y-rays; S1 2 _ 4 = e- (_ 20 keV) and x,Y rays. The x and
Y-ray sensitivity resul_ f£6m the Compton scattering process of photons
in the detectors. In interplanetary space positrons must be identified
in the presence of relativistic particles, x and Y-rays and high energy
neutrons produced by the same flare.
3. Observations. The 2B white lightflare (S 09°, E 72°) on 3 June
had its optical emission from 11:41 - 13:26 UT (H_ max ffi11:48 UT) and
produced X rays (Solar Geophysical Data, June 1982), Y-rays and neutrons
(6). Helios I was at a distance of 0.57 AU from the sun and at %99 °
heliographic longitude i.e. well connected to the flare region. The time
resolution of the measurements was 107 sec. Fig. I shows from top to
bottom _30 MeV protons and electrons (Sq), _ 6 MeV protons, electrons
(S7 "S8) and measurements of the 2 posi[ron channels. It can be seen
that the positron channels are disturbed by particles which penetrate the
shielding of the instrument and cannot be eliminated by the anticoinci-
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dence detector S9. Thus the only chance to separate positrons against the
background exists before the main increase• The low energy positron chan-
nel has a small premaxlmum followed by a short minimum (Fig. I). The
increase phase is shown in Fig. 2 with 107 sec time resolution• The main
event starts to increase in intervals 4, 5 and 6 and only interval 4
may be suitable for a possible positron identification. If we take the
maximum of the radio burst (Solar Geophysical Data, June, 1982) 11:43:20
UT at earth (minus 500 sec at the sun) as the start of the nuclear inter-
action and the production of the positron emitters the first positrons
of 150-550 keV will be expected % 425-310 sec later at Helios, i.e.
11:40:I0 - 11:42:05 UT which is interval 4 of Fig. 2.
From other observations it is known that the event starts with
a y and x-ray peak (6) which is in time coincidence with interval 3 of
Fig. 2. About 100 sec later (corresponding to interval 4 and 5 of Fig. 2
the x ray and 4.1-6.4 MeV y-llne flux is smaller by approximately a fac-
tor of 10. However the delayed y-ray lines (2.2 MeV see (10 their Fig. I)
and 0.51MeV see (11 their Fig. 6)) contribute to the background of inter-
val 4 and 5 of Fig. 2 and must be eliminated. The curves I and 2 (Fig. 2)
present measurements of the electron detectors for the solar (I) and an-
tlsolar (2) direction. Different operation modes of the ion detector
(S7. SS---)are shown in curves 3-6 for the solar (3,5) and antlsolar (4,6)
direction which measure the x and y-ray background in this early phase.
Curve 7 presents protons, electrons and y-rays measured by the single
detector S9 whereas curve 8 (S7 $8) shows the increase phase of charged
particles. Thus charged particles and y-rays contribute to the count rate
of the positron channels also in interval 4 (curves 9,10). In comparison
to the pre-event intervals (Io, 11, 12) the interval 4 shows the follo-
wing increases
I) P' Y' (S7" $8' AE _ 80 keV), curve 5 and 6182
14/(11+ 12)/2 = I-_ = 1.368
2) p,e,y, (S9, AE _ 80 keV), curve 7 816
14/(lo+ 11+ 12)/3 ffi645.33 = 1.264
+
3) e ,p,y ($6 I" $6.2" $9 ' AE ffi152 - 546 keV), curve 9
• 106
i4/(io+ i1+ i2)/3 ffi 6----_ffi1.63
The second positron channel (curve 10, bE _ 546 keV) will not be consi-
dered since the magnetic system of the experiment does not quantitatively
deflect the positrons of such energies•
By comparing the proton (5+6) and the positron channel (9) it
follows that 1.368/1.63 = 0.839 of the positron count rates results from
background radiation. The positron count rate in interval 4 would then be
106 - 0.839 106 = 17 + 14
(14 = statistical error calculated after quadratic error propagation).
The flux above the statistical error may be considered as positrons.
It follows for a geometric factor of G = 3.2 10-2 cm2 sterad and 107 sec
measuring time
3 = 0.876 e+/cm2 sec ster107 3.2 10 -2
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val 4 and 5 of Fig. 2 and must be eli inated. The curves 1 and 2 (Fig. 2) 
present easurements of the electron detectors for the solar (1) and an-
tis 1 r (2) ir ti . ifferent erati  odes f t e i  etector 
(S7' S8) are shown in curves 3-6 for the solar (3,5) and antiso1ar (4,6) 
direction which easure the x and y-ray background in this early phase. 
Curve 7 presents protons, electrons and y-rays easured by the single 
detector S9 whereas curve 8 (87 88) shows the increase phase of charged 
particles. Thus charged particles and y-rays contribute to the count rate 
of the positron channels also in interval 4 (curves 9,10). In co parison 
to the pre-event intervals (1
0
, 1 , 1 ) the interval 4 shows the follo-
wing increases 
1) p, y, (8 ' S8' ~ ~ 80 keV), curve 5 and 6 
 1 /(1 1+ 1 )/2 = 133 = 1.368 
2) p,e,y, (S9' 6E ~ 80 keV) , curve 7 
1 /(1
0
+ 1 + 1 )/3 =  645.33 = 1.264 
3)  e ,p,y curve 9 (S6.1' S~~~' s~ , ~ = 152 ~0~46 keV) , 
14/(10 + 11+ 12)/3 = ~ = 1.63 
The second positron channel (curve 10, 6E ~ 546 keV) ill not be consi-
dered since the magnetic system of the experiment does not quantitatively 
deflect the positrons of such energies. 
By comparing the proton (5+6) and the positron channel (9) it 
follo s t at 1.368/1.63  0.839 of the sitr  count rates res lts from 
background radiation. The positron count rate in interval 4 would then be 
6 8      4 
(1   t ti ti l rr r l l t  ft r adrati  rr r r agatiun). 
he flux above the statistical error ay be considered as positrons. 
It follows for a geo etric factor of G = 3.2 10-2 cm2 sterad and 107 sec 
measuring time 
3 + 
 .8   /c 2    .2 -2 
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or extrapolated to I AU distance : 0,28 e+/cm 2 sec ster. It is assumed
that positrons are confined by the interplanetary magnetic field to, say
_I sterad. The same flux distributed over 2 _ steradian would then be
4.4 10-2 e+/cm 2 sec ster. Model calculations (3; their fig. 5) reveal
that about 40 % of the positron emitters ha<ve decayed _n _I00 sec. Thetotally emitted positron flux is therefore _ 11 e+/cm 2
_. Discussion and conclusion. The flare of 3 June 1982 has been investi-
,ated by (6,10, 11). It is of interest to compare the flux of the emit-
ted positrons with the flux of totally generated positrons. After Share
and Rieger (private con_nunlcation) the time integrated flux of the
0.51 MeV llne was _I00 y/cm 2. According to (11, their fig. 6) the flare
of 3 June 1982 has a high _ • T value (_ = stochastic acceleration effi-
ciency of the flare region, T = particle residence tlme in the accelera-
tion region) namely _-T = 0.04. For such an u • T a ratio of the genera-
ted positrons to the 4-7 MeV 7 flux of
+
e
",' 0.72-7' MeV
can be derived from (3, their fig. 4). From the 4-7 MeV flux of 305 pho-
I- 2tons/cm 2 (11) follows then 213 e /cm have been generated.
A further possibility to calculate the flux of the positrons is
to compare the total proton flux >I30 MeV of 3 •1033 protons (.Ii)with
model calculations of (3, their fig. 5). It follows _5.5 •10-_z
3 •1033 = 165 photons/cm = (when _T = 0.02) and more than 165 would be
expected for _T = 0.04.
Thus assumingthe "thicktarget"interactionmodel and the here
derivedpositronflux (11 e_/cm=) it can be concludedthat_<10 % of the
positronscan escapeinto the interplanetaryspace.
HELIOS1
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Fig. I Proton, electron and positron measurements on June 3, 1982,
06:00 - 24:00 UT.
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I. Introduction. Definite evidence for particle acceleration in the
solar wind came around a decade ago (Mc Donald et al, 1976,Barnes et al,
1976). Since then a considerable amount of data have been taken at dif-
ferent distances from the sun confirming and extending the first
findings and it is now widely accepted that particles are accelerated in
the Solar Wind (Quenby, 1983). Two likely sources are known to exist:
particles may be accelerated by the turbulence resulting from the super-
position of A1fv_n and Magnetosonic waves (Statistical Acceleration) or
they may be accelerated directly at shock fronts formed by the interac-
tion of fast and slow solar wind (CIRSs) or by traveling shocks due to
sporadic coronal mass ejections. Naturally both mechanisms may be ope-
rative.
Shock acceleration has been widely investigated theoretica11y
(Axford, 1981 and references therein) and there is substantial evidence
of this as an operative mechanism in the HeIiosphere (Scholar, 1984).
However there are also experimental observations not obviously consistent
with shock acceleration v.g.(Van Ness et al, 1984) and some ion enhan-
cements only explained in terms of statistical acceleration (Richardson,
1984).
Previous treatments of statistical acceleration involved
theoretical methods based on power spectral representations of the elec-
tromagnetic field (see Quenby, 1983 and references therein).
In this work the acceleration problem was tackled numerically
using Helios I and 2 data to create a realistic representation of the
Heliospheric plasma as will be described in the next section. Two 24
hour samples were used: one where there are only wave like fluctuations
of the field (Day 90 Helios I) and another with a shock present in it
(Day 92 of Helios 2) both in 1976 during the STIP II interval. Transport
coefficients in energy space have been calculated for particles injected
in each sample and the effect of the shock studied in detail,
2. Interplanetary Medium Model. The magnetic field used is defined from
Bi three dimensional vectors where each one corresponds to the 8 sec.
measurements of Helios I or 2, Every point in space is also furnished
with a solar wind velocity vector Vi where these are the corresponding
velocities in the solar wind frame_ Consequently because all parts of
the solar wind are moving there is an electric field Ei=-Vi x Bi
associated to every point in soace. For every sample we have divided
the space in a series of layers where both the electric and magnetic
fields are constant. Trajectories are integrated based on analytical
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1984). 
Previous treatments of statistical acceleration involved 
theoretical methods based on power spectral repr sentations of th  lec-
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using Hel ios 1 and 2 d ta to create a real istic repr sentation of the 
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solutions of the equations of motion for each layer. For more details
see Houssas et a1,(1982),
Because we require layers of roughly 1/20 of a cyclotron radius
only 1OO MeV protons have been used in this work, lower energies
require smaller 1MF sampling time to keep a reasonable number of layers
per gyroradius.
3. Calculation of Transport Coefficients in Energy Spaceo First and
second order coefficients (DT and DTT) were calculated in energy space
by two different techniaues. One is based upon the construction of a
steady state distribution by injecting particles with a single energy
To (100 MeV in this case) and removing them when they reach any of the
two preset boundaries "above I' and "below Ij the inJection point (see
Houssas et al, 1982 for details).
Another method is based upon the time evolution of the energy
distribution. D_ is calculated via a least square fit of succesive
distributions first order momenta vs. time. If we take the diffusion
equation in energy, integrate for injection at T=To, assume a first
order Taylor expansion in energy for DTT , and make a determination of
the spread <(T-<T>)2> we arrive at
<(T-<T>)2> = 2DTT(To)t+2(DT )2
from where DTT can be calculated.
Both methods are generalizations of those initially developed
by Jones et al (1978) to study pitch angle scattering on a randomly
generated IMF.
The effect of the shock is traced by counting every particle
encounter with it and recording the resulting energy change. The
average energy change is given by the ratio of the total gain and the
number of shock encounters. Transport coefficients can be calculated
using the time an average particle takes to get back to the shock
t_ = 2X/v where X = mean free path = 0.03 AU (see Valdds-Galicia et al,
I_84) and v = particle velocity.
4. Shock Characteristics. The shock used in this study passed
through Helios 2 on day 92 of 1976 when the spacecraft was at 0.45 AU
from the Sun. It is a perpendicular shock OB_ = 89 ° (Lepping et al,
1971) with a high Alfv_n Mach number MA = 7,5, The magnetic field
overshoot is some 24 Gammas which is around 50% of the downstream
field.
It was assumed to be a plane shock and data were transformed
to a frame where the Y-E plane coincides with that of the shock so
that it is parallel to our layer planes.
3 H .. t . .1, 
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5. Results and Discussion. In figure I we present a resu]t of a time
stationary distribution of particles for an experiment carried out
using data from day 90/Helios I. It can be easily appreciated the
asymetry of the distribution towards the _right _j of the injection
energy To showing strong acceleration by waves. Boundaries were put
at + 2 tleV from To = I00 MeV. It should be noted that the mean free
path these partic]es is very smal] (k = 0.006 AU, Vald_s-Galicia et al,
1984).
Figure 2 shows an evolution diagram of the distribution
function of particles in energy and time. Contours are drawn for
different density levels. Areas with zero density within the distri-
bution are shown black. Injection energy is at the middle of the
figure and energy increases downwards. Full extension from top to
bottom is 6 MeV. The horizontal scale covers 2000 sec. Balck diamonds
represent first order momenta of particle distributions every 100 secs.
In table I we show the main results of this work. Transport
coefficients are average values of the calculations done by the two
different methods. Although not shown individually both values agree
within 15%. The second row of table I shows results for all particles
(85) used with Helios 2 day 92 sample including 79 shock crossings so
they are representative of the two proccesses involved (shock and
statistical acceleration),
We can aprecciate that even though average energy changes
corresponding to statistical and statistical plus shock acceleration
are greater than the shock produced average, transport coefficients
for this process are greater by an order of magnitude, In the last
column of the table we have calculated the the e-folding times (T)
corresponding to every experiment (Wibberenz et al, 1972). If we
calculate the time for adiabatic deceleration at 0,45 asuming
Vsw = 400 Km/sec and radial expansion we get _ad = 35.3 hours, Thus
altough statistical acceleration can have an effect in reducing the
adiabatic cooling only the shock accelerated particles are able to
overcome it at these energies,
Unfortunately we were limited by the time resolution of the
data and could not explore lower energies in a simi]ar manner,
6. Conclusions,
a) The time evolution and time stationary methods to calculate
transport coefficients agree quite well,
b) Statistical acceleration at particle energies of 100 MeV in the
inner Heliosphere is not able to overcome the effects of
adiabatic cooling.
c) Shock acceleration as opposed to statistical acceleration may be
a source of particles at these places an energies,
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FIG I FIG 2
TABLEI
BOYISC POSITi0:I ACCELERATI0;I-AT> DT DTT T
(AU) PF%ESS (t'EV) (_EVS-1) (r:EVS-2) (HRS)
9ClHEL1 0.31 STATI:TICAL 0.76 (3.6_2.1)x10-4 (4z3)x10-4 76.5
92/HEL2 0.45 SHOCK.SIATISTIC_L0,83 (5,2Z2)xlO"4 (5_3,5)x10-4 53.
92/HEL2 0.43 SHOCK %20 (3,4±1,5)x10"3 (1Z,9)xlO-4 10,9
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ENERGETIC ION ACCELERATION AT COLLISlONLESS SHOCKS
R. B. Decker and L. Vlahos
The Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory
Laurel, MD 20707
USA
I. Introduction. Spacecraft observations have shown that ions are
routinely accelerated to energies from _ I0 keV to _ I0 MeV at inter-
planetary shocks (i). Of particular relevance_ in understanding how such
ion events are produced are the angle e_ between the mean shock normal
and mean upstream magnetic field and th_nlevel of magnetic fluctuations
in the shock's vicinity. When O_ < 90° (i.e. a nearly perpendicular
_n ~
shock) and the magnetic field quasi-laminar, pitch angle scattering is
infrequent, and ions are accelerated primarily via the scatter-free
shock drift process by drifting along the _ x _ electric field parallel
to the shock surface (2). When _B _ 0° (i.e., a nearly parallel shock)
and the level of magnetic wave ac_vlty is high, pitch angle scattering
is frequent, and ions are accelerated primarily via the diffusive shock
acceleration process by being compressed between converging magnetic
irregularities fixed in the upstream and downstream flows (3).
Although a small minority of ion events observed near I AU
have features indicative of the acceleration process being predominantly
either scatter-free shock drift or diffusive, most events are more
complex, and are associated with shocks having intermediate values
of @_ and various levels of wave activity. To model these cases, we
h _nave _eveloped a test particle simulation that integrates along ion
orbits in a system described below.
2. Model. Let K[X,Y,Z] denote a system fixed with the sh_ck_wlth the
shock lying in the Y-Z plane, and the unit vector X = -n (n = shock
normal), so that X < 0 upstream (subscript I) and X > 0 downstream
(subscript 2). The vectors _I = UI (cos 61, O, sin 61) and _01 =
Bol(COS @., O, sin el) denote the upstream plasma velocity and mean
magnetic _ield (@. = __ ), respectively. In K the_ x _^ electric field1 _n , u
is along Y. Given in addition the upstream Alfven MacH number MAI and
plasma beta _I, the mean downstream conditions are obtained by solving
the MHD jump _quations (with a ratio of specific heats of 5/3).
We assume that the injected ions are true test particles
(i.e., they are not coupled self-consistently to the shock and/or
waves), and neglect shock structure by requiring (ion gyroradius) >>
(shock transition). Pitch angle scattering is introduced by superposing
upon _^. (i = i or 2) a zero-mean, random magnetic field component _.(z)u l
which, _n either the upstream or downstream _lasma frame, varies only
with coordinate z along _^i' is transverse to _^., and is static (i.e.,
scattering is elastic in Uelther plasma frame)_ I The field _i(z) is a
superposition of N circularly polarized plane waves with wavevectors
along _^.. The amplitude of each Fourier component with wavenumber k is
derlvedU_rom a power spectrum P(k) using a well-known technique (4).
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The simulation proceeds first by constructing the _i(z), then
by solving the Lorentz force equation for the particle orbit using the
field _i (z) = _Oi + _i (z) in the appropriate plasma frame, performing a
Lorentz transformation between plasma frames at shock crossings, and
continuing until pre-set spatial and/or temporal boundaries are crossed,
whereupon the process is repeated for a new particle.
3. Results. Acceleration at interplanetary shocks was simulated using
the form P(k) in Figure i, which shows sample upstream spectra with B0 =
B01 = 5 nT. Wavenumber k in the solar wind or plasma frame (top and
right axes) was related to frequency f in the spacecraft frame (botto_
and left axes) via k = 2_f/V_. for a solar _nd speed VSW = 4 x I0"
cm/s. Spectrum A (correlatio_Wlength 2 x 10_ cm) represents that of
ambient transverse Alfv_nic fluctuations in the interplanetary medium
(5). Spectra B and C (correlation length 1.3 x 108 cm) represent trans-
verse MHD waves presumably driven by ions streaming upstream from the
shock (6,7). To model the observed spectra, we damped the,,upstream
shock-associated field amplitude with the function [I + IXI/XI*]-I,
where X]* = Dj, cos 01, with D] measured _ong B01 from the shock. For
D1 = 1.5 x210 r_ cm ='0.01 AU (>> 1.3 x _0° cm), t_e integrated power or
varlance o^ of C at = XI* is 0.06 B_I, I/4 that of spectrum B at X =
0, where oz = 0.25 [ Downstream spectra used were _imilar to _hose
in Figure I, except = 1.5 x 1013 cm = i AU, and _ = 0.36 B0_ to
model the enhanced levels observed downstream of shocks. Re_liza-
tions of spectra A and B for N = 4096 were superposed to form _1(z),
with linear interpolation used between grid points during orbit integra-
tions. The upper scale in Figure 1 shows the resonant proton energy at
which proton gyroradius p _ k-I.
Figures2 and 3 show re- Resonantprotonenergy(keV)
sultsfor61 = 0°,O1 = 60°, U1 = 4 1051041031021011001I II I I
x 107 cm/s, B01 = 5 nT, MAI = w...... berk ....I..... d f.... (cm-I)
8. _i = i. and protons injected up- ios,,,,._o-_2,,,I .,_,oi,o,,.,.,] , i.,,o,i8,..,i ,,,,i,,o,-6
stream with energy E0 : I0 keV in Spectraof transverse
magnetic field 1011the upstream plasma frame. For this 104 fluctuat,ons(upstrearo)
case, B02/B01 : 3.2 and the plasma - Bo:5nT
density Jump r = 3.7. We define the i0,0
scale time eB01/m0c = 13 sec _0_ _k5/3
_01 =
(upstream proton gyroperiod) and lo9
scale length Phi = V0_ol/2_ = 2.8 x _I02 o
I0_ cm (upstre_ gyrora_ius of a I0 _
108 I_keY proton with speed v0 = 1.3 x _0_
am/s). 107
100
In Figure 2(a) kinetic an- A a2/B2=O04 -
- B X=O o2/802=025 _ 106
ergy E/E0 in the shock frame is _0-,c X=X*o2/B2=O06 "
shown versus distance X/P01 from the
shock (upstreamat left. downstream iO__o_6..m,__,,,,.,I,.,,,I.,,,I,.,I..,.,,,Iiio_10-4 10-2 100
at right of X = 0). In 2(b) and Frequencyf,nsp...... 'tf.... (Hz)
2(c) E/E 0 and X/PnI are shown versus
time t/_ol during_'the orbit. Per-
iods A-W in 2(a) are marked atop Fig. i. Wave power spectra
2(b). The largest and most rapid
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energy gains clearly occur during the shock drift phases of acceleration
(e.g., t/_0, = 8 to 9, ii to 14, 24 to 30, and 40 to 42). In compari-
son, diffusive energy gains due to compression between the inflowing
upstream plasma and the shock are relatively small (e.g., t/_nl ffi14 to
24 and 30 to 40). The particle in Figure 2 crossed the shoc[ 42 times
and was accelerated from I0 to 560 keV in 43 _01 = 9.4 mln. This orbit
shows features typical of the case @I ffi60°"
In Figure 3 we show the energy spectra that result after an
elapsed time of 300 _nl = 66 mln for 2900 injected protons. The
quantity Af(E)/AE is th_ fraction of particles with energy E with-
in AE centered at the logarithmically-spaced plot points. The upstream
(solid) and downstream (dashed) spectra denote sums over all particles
with X < 0 and X > 0, respectively. Error bars are two statistical
standard deviations in length.
4. Discussion. The most striking aspect of Figure 3 is that well-
formed energy spectra spanning more than two decades in energy are
produced within only one hour after injection and that these spectra
bear remarkable qualitative and quantitative resemblance to observa-
tions. For example, the downstream spectrum from I0 keV to I MeV is
well-described by a power law with spectral exponent ~ 2.2, which is
quite close to some observed values (I). In addition, the upstream
A BCDEFGH
(a) I I I : I
50 - 40
el = 60° iE0 1 keV
<ID 30
t w
30 -- 0
-15 x
c
lO
-25
o , I , I , I -35
-35 -25 -15 -5 5 10 20 30 40
X/PO1 Time t/r 01
Fig. 2. Sample proton orbit
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spectrum folds over wlth decreasing E_y_k,v_
energy, similar to observed events i0_1101 102 103 I_
I llii[i[J I llilil=[ I illll(8). The cutoff time as well as the
Energy
upstream escape boundary at X = 0.5 ,_°,ra
- _Downst_am 81 = 60 °
AU produce the steepening of the le2v"_E-22 Eo=lOkeV
upstream spectrum beyond ~ 1 MeV.
We emphasize that the ,o3
spectra in Figure 3 are primarily
the products of the shock drift
acceleration process, wlth pitch 104
angle scattering simply providing
the means to return particles to the
shock for multiple drift accelera- ,05
tlon phases,as in Figure 2. Dlf- E,op_fuslve acceleration contributes "me'3_°_
little to acceleration in thls i0 ,,,,,,,I,,,,,,I, , .i
1_ 101 102 103
case. To estimate the maximum Energy E/EO
effect expected from diffusive
acceleration, we set 01 = 0°, and Fig. 3. Proton energy spectra
keeping all other parameters fixed
as in the e I = 60° case, injected particles at I0 keV (B02/B01 = 1 and r
= 3.85 in _hls case). After 300 _01 the spectra extended no further
than E/E0 = I0 or I00 keV, illustrat_ng, as one might expect, that 300
gyroperlods is far too short a period for diffusive acceleration alone
to produce an extended energy spectrum. Examples of energy spectra for
various values of 81 from 0° to 75° are shown by reference 9.
5. Conclusions. We have presented an example from a test particle
simulation designed to study ion acceleration at oblique turbulent
shocks. For conditions appropriate at interplanetary shocks near I AU,
we have found that a shock with O_ = 60° is capable of producing an
energy spectrum extending from I0 _enV to _ I MeV in _ I hour. In this
case total energy gains result primarily from several separate episodes
of shock drift acceleration, each of which occurs when particles are
scattered back to the shock by magnetic fluctuations in the shock
vicinity.
6. Acknowledgements. Thls work was supported in part by the JHU/APL
Independent Research and Development Program under Navy Contract N00024-
83-C-5301 and In part by NSF Grant ATM-83-05537.
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ACCELERATION OF IONS AND ELECTRONS TO NEAR-COSMIC RAY ENERGIES
IN A PERPENDICULAR SHOCK:THE JANUARY 6, 1978 EVENT
S. M. Krimigis
Applied Physics Laboratory, The Johns Hopkins University
Laurel, MD 20707
E. T. Sarris
The University of Thrace
Polytechnic School
Xanthi, Greece
ABSTRACT
Acceleration of energetic ions to N 200 MeV and electrons
to _ 2 MeV were detected by the Low Energy Charged Particle
(LECP) instrument on Voyager 2 in association with a quasi-
perpendicular shock of @Bn = 87"5° at 1.9 AU. The meas-
urements, obtained at a time resolution of N 1.2 sec, reveal
structure of the energetic particle intensity enhancements
down to a scale of the order of the particle gyroradius, and
suggest that acceleration takes place within a gyrodiameter
of the shock. The observations are consistent with the pre-
dictions of the shock drift acceleration (SDA) mechanism.
The absence of any fluctuations in the magnetic field during
the shock passage suggests that turbulence is not essential
to the shock acceleration process in the interplanetary
medium.
I. Introduction. It is a well documented observational fact that even
weak (MA = 1.5) quasl-perpendlcular shocks readily accele_te ions to
relatively high energies (up to N 50 MeV, Sarris et al., 1976), while
quasi-parallel shocks rarely accelerate ions to rather modest (N 200-300
keV maximum) energies, if such shocks are more or less suDercritical
(MA = 2.8, Kennel et al., 1984). Surprisingly, theoretical work on
shock acceleration of cosmic rays has concentrated on quasl-parallel
shocks (Axford et al., 1977; Blandford and Ostriker, 1978), despite the
fact that such shocks are demonstrably incapable of producing high
energy particles in the interplanetary medium. In an earlier paper
(Sarris and Krimigis, 1985) we reported the details of a high mach
number shock (MA = 3.4) observed by Voyager 2 at 1.9 AU. In this paper
we examine further the development of the energy spectrum and the time
variability of the intensity at the time of shock passage. For details
of the detector system and instrument operation see Krimlgis et al.,
1977. \\
2. Results. Figure 1 shows the count_rate profile of several channels
from the LECP instrument from January I I- 7, 1978, following a 2N flare
at 2145 UT on January I, 1978. The shoc_ wave intercepted the Voyager 2
spacecraft on January 6, 1978 at 00:01:30 UT, as is evident from the
intenslty-tlme profile in the figure. The energy extent of the enhance-
ment can be seen from the fact that the iron channel in the range _ 2-12
MeV/nuc (i.e. a total energy > 112 MeV) increased in intensity by well
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ABSTRACT 
Acceleration of energetic ions to ~ 200 MeV and electrons 
to ~ 2 MeV were detected by the Low Energy Charged Particle 
(LECP) instrument on Voyager 2 in association with a quasi-
perpendicular shock of eBn = 87.5° at 1.9 AU. The meas-
urements, obtained at a time resolution of ~ 1.2 sec, reveal 
structure of the energetic particle intensity enhancements 
down to a scale of the order of the particle gyroradius, and 
suggest that acceleration takes place within a gyrodiameter 
of the shock. The observations are consistent with the pre-
dictions of the shock drift acceleration (SDA) mechanism. 
The absence of any fluctuations in the magnetic field during 
the shock passage suggests that turbulence is not essential 
to the shock acceleration process in the interplanetary 
medium. 
1. Introduction. It is a well documented observational fact that even 
weak (MA '" 1.5) quasi-perpendicular shocks readily accelerate ions to 
relatively high energies (up to ~ 50 MeV, Sarris et al., 1976), while 
quasi-parallel shocks rarely accelerate ions to rather modest (~ 200-300 
keV maximum) energies, if such shocks are more or less supercritical 
(MA '" 2.8, Kennel et a1., 1984). Surprisingly, theoretical work on 
shock acceleration of cosmic rays has concentrated on quasi-parallel 
shocks (Axford et al., 1977; Blandford and Ostriker, 1978), despite the 
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Figure I Hourly averages of the responses of selected channels from the
LECP instrument on Voyager-2 following the January i, 1978
solar flare event; the shock wave (dashed line) encountered
the spacecrar[t on January 6, 1978 at 00:01:30 UT.
Figure 2 Expanded time scale of ion and electron counting rates with a
time resolution of 1.2 sec. for channels PL02 and EB03 and
I0 sec. for Channel CHI and CHIO. The length of time corre-
sponding to the particle gyroradius as convected past the
spacecraft is marked for each channel with the exception of
EBO3. The magnetic field measurements are shown in the bottom
three panels (Courtesy of Drs. N. F. Ness and R. P. Lepping).
Figure 3 Energy spectra of ions Z > 1 at lower energies and protons and
He at higher (_ 100 MeV) energies, when shock effects were
weak (ambient) and around the shock (peak).
over 2 orders of magnitude.
The detailed time interval to within ± 5 minutes of the passage of
the shock is shown in Figure 2. The magnetic field parameters (courtesy
of N. F. Ness and R. P. Lepping) are shown in the bottom three panels.
The top curve in the upper panel shows that the enhancement for the low-
est energy ions (_ 40 keV) occurs immediately after the passage of the
shock; at an energy about a factor of I0 higher (second curve), however,
the intensity peaks at the shock passage with more of the increase up-
stream rather than downstream of the shock. At an energy one order of
magnitude higher still (third curve from the top) the increase is most
notable upstream of the shock while the intensity drops by well over an
order of magnitude downstream within a gyro-diameter of the shock. We
also note that the energetic electrons are essentially attached to the
shock itself with the intensity being higher upstream than downstream.
It is important to note that this energy separation effect is distinct
in both the general large scale structure of the energetic particle
intensity enhancements geen in Figure I, as well as in the fine scale
intensity structure which is attached to the shock. The peak inten-
sities of the fine structure are found downstream (low energies) or
upstream (high energies) at distances from the shock of the order of the
particle gyroradius. It is essential to note that measurements of the
magnetic field with a time resolution of 1.92 sec. indicate that the
magnetic field is very quiet upstream from the shock front and show no
evidence for the presence of significant magnetic turbulence in thefrequency range from 0.2 Hz to N i0-_ Hz.
Figure 3 shows the energy spectra of ions with Z _ I up to N 3
MeV, and of protons and alpha particles at energies _ 0.5 MeV where the
elements can be clearly separated (Sarris and Krimigis, 1985). The
ambient population some twenty hours prior to the passage of the shock
is shown for comparisons. It is evident that the enhancements were
largest for helium ions, especially at the higher energies (_ 10 MeV).
Although not shown here, the enhancements for the heavier elements ex-
tended to total energies ~ 200 MeV (Sarris and Krimigis, 1985).
3. Discussion. The shock acceleration event described above is remark-
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three panels (Courtesy of Drs. N. F. Ness and R. P. Lepping). 
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order of magnitude downstream within a gyro-diameter of the shock. We 
also note that th  en rgetic electrons ar  essentially attached to the 
shock itself with the intensity being igher upstream than downstream. 
It is important to note that this energy separation effect is distinct 
in both the general large scale structure of th  en rgetic particle 
intensity e hancements geen in Figure 1, as well as in the fine scale 
intensity structure w ich is attached to the shock. The peak inten-
sities of the fine structure are foun  downstream (low energies) or 
upstream (high energies) at distances from the shock of the order of the 
particle gyroradius. It is ssential to note that measurements of the 
magnetic field with a time resolution of 1.92 sec. indicate that the 
magnetic field is very quiet upstream from the shock front and show no 
evidence for the presence of signi~~cant magnetic turbulence in the 
frequency range from ~ 0.2 Hz to ~ 10 Hz. 
Figure 3 shows th  energy spectra of ions with Z > 1 up to ~ 3 
MeV, and of protons and alpha particles at energies> 0.5 MeV where the 
el ments can be clearly separated (Sarris and Kri;igis, 1985). The 
ambient population some twenty hours prior to the passage of the shock 
i  shown for comparisons. It is evident that th  enhancements were 
largest for helium ions, specially at the igher energies (~ 10 MeV). 
Although not shown here, th  e hancements for the heavier elements ex-
tended to total energies ~ 200 MeV (Sarris and Krimigis, 1985). 
3. Discussion. The shock acceleration event described ahove is remark-
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able in that not only did it accelerate nuclei and electrons to almost
cosmic ray energies, but that it did so in the absence of any discern-
ible level of turbulence in the magnetic field. Further, the data de-
monstrate that all intensity enhancements and fine structure occur
within a gyrodiameter of the shock from the lowest (_ 40 keV) to the
highest (> 20 MeV) energies. This event and many other similar ones
(Armstrong et al., 1985) demonstrate that turbulence is not a necessary
condition for particle acceleration in shocks, to the highest energies
observed in the interplanetarymedium.
Recent simulation work on quasi-perpendicular and quasl-parallel
shocks in the presence of turbulence (Decker and Vlahos, 1985) shows
that magnetic fluctuations have a tendency to cause a test particle to
encounter the shock more than once. In each of these encounters, how-
ever, the energy gain is mostly through drift acceleration along the
shock surface, rather than compression. This result helps to explain
the observation that maximum energies attained in quasl-parallel shocks
are at most _ 300 keV. The apparent maximum energy gain is likely due
to the fact that the time during which the instantaneous magnetic field-
shock normal geometry is near-perpendicular is rather small and
consequently the energy gain through shock-drlft is low. This energy
gain "saturation" effect at relatively low energies suggests that the
particle escapes the shock turbulence region after only a few encounters
with the shock.
Similarly in the astrophysical case, quasi-perpendicular shocks
would energize the ions to several hundred MeV. Such particles would
then become the seed population; further energization would obtain
through scattering in magnetic field fluctuations which may cause the
ions to undergo additional encounters with the shock for further energy
gains. At some point (relativistic energies?) compression may begin to
become an appropriate description for the process.
4. Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Dr. A. Vinas of GSFC for
providing us with the shock parameters. This work was supported by NASA
under Task I of Contract N00024-83-E-5301.
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PARTICLE ACCELERATION DUE TO SHOCKS
IN THE INTERPLANETARY FIELD:
HIGH TIME RESOLUTION DATA AND SIMULATION RESULTS.
R.L. Kessel, T.P. Armstrong, R. Nuber, J. Bandle
Universlty of Kansas, Lawrence, KS, 66045, U.S.A.
INTRODUCTION
In thls study, data is examlned from two experiments
aboard the Explorer 50 (IMP 8) spacecraft. The Johns
Hopkins Unlverslty/Applied Physics Lab Charged Particle
Measurement Experlment (CPME) provides 10.12 second
resolution ion and electron count rates as well as 5.5
minute or longer averages of the same, wlth data sampled in
the ecllptlc plane. The Goddard Space Flight Center
Magnetic Field Experlment provldes the hlgh time resolution
magnetlc fleld data (15.36 sec). IMP 8 spends about half
its nearly clrcular (32 to 38 Re) orbit in the
interplanetary fleld. The high time resolution of the data
allows for an expllclt, polnt by polnt, merging of the
magnetic fleld and partlcle data and thus a close
examination of the pre- and post-shock conditions and
partlcle fluxes associated wlth large angle obllque shocks
in the Interplanetary fleld. A computer simulation has been
developed whereln sample particle trajectories, taken from
observed fluxes, are allowed to interact with a planar shock
elther forward or backward in time. Shock normals are
determlned from the single spacecraft method of Lepping and
Argentlero (i) uslng the Imp 8 magnetlc fleld data and OMNI
plasma data (J.W. King, NSSDC). One event, the 1974 Day
312 shock, is examined in detail.
DETERMINATION OF THE SHOCK NORMAL
The method of Lepplng and Argentlero is based on the
coplanarlty theorem (2) in whlch the normal is determined by
the magnetlc flelds:
!/-"+ "-_
"=
Instead of uslng the average values calculated from the
data, "best estimate" values are determlned In a manner to
be explalned below. Two assumptlons are necessary to use
thls method: flrst, that the Rankine-Hugoniot equations are
valid for interplanetary shocks; second, that the shock is a
step-function increase in all parameters, with superimposed
noise. Figure 1 lends credib111ty to the second assumption.
The flrst assumptlon is necessary because certaln of the
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Ranklne-Hugoniot equations are used as a constraint on the
shock normal. The equatlons in the shock rest frame are:
[pv.l= o
[B.I = o
Eleven varlables can be identlfled from these equations:
Three of these varlables ,s. , ..... , ....... ,
are isolated in terms of
the °ther eight" In the _'° _ __i'"'
Lepplng and Argentlero & s_ __
study any three varlables _ . __ _
could be isolated. Their oo I
data conslsted of 30 sec "_s
averaged magnetic field I-s0
_I_I
data and approximately 90 -7_
sec averaged plasma data. 0r: : : : : : : : ....... ,.
In thls study 15 sec _ _ ,[
averaged magnetlc field _ 0data was used along wlth 5 , "_ OZl_J
min averaged plasma data. -1o ItJilJ| itlill
Because of the large " 13 34 t_
standard devlatlons ,i;4d,_in_,i_¢_,id
associated wlth the solar :..-.,..._. ........ ,,-,,, .................. . ........... • ................. J-J_-31-_
wlnd data (wx,wy,Wz), .us_
partly due to the low _ _,
resolution of the data, it
w s necessary to isolate "_
these three varlables. To _""""'i.,._'....................." .............................
use them in the _ 45!_ m_
Ranklne-Hugonlot equatlons _ 0_,i' Ito solve for the other -4s_
varlables produced i___'-,'"","-',-,,_'.,"J-_-_-J'_
inconsistent results or no _iJ, f
convergence. _ 0_The m thod uses the -s
eight "known" varlables -3eo._...................................................3 _ 7 g u'*'"_nI_ 17 n n
and the three var tables .. J,_n2,of,,.,_
calculated from the _,_, o) ._._t,_ ,,.*_,.so_, _,_._ coo,_.oo,..
Vertical lines separaste [_e_d into pie- and post- shock
Rankine-Hugonlot °quations ,e_,o...h*c_.,,.s,_*.th,shock.o,,_*_,_,,,_._t_o.
b| S01a_ wlad _n 001°[ °€_p_c coord_nat_o Shock o_cu[s
In a type of least squares ,t,,0ho,,,
fit which IS m_n_mized by
use of an _terat_on process. The solution should converge
to the "best estimate" values relatlvely quickly. Many
starting values should be used and these compared to assure
convergence to the same mln_mum.
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This normal determination method was tested in several
ways. Multlple runs were made with different starting
values (partlcularly, dlfferent numbers of plasma points
were used from 15 min to 40 min of data), and these were
checked against each other. Three events were used; one,
the 1974 day 312 shock to be used in the remainder of thls
work, and two others which were checked agalnst thetabn
angles supplied by Tsurutanl (private comm.)--thetabn being
the angle between the magnetlc fleld and the shock normal.
The 1979 day 93 thetabn was calculated at 39 ° whlch is
within 4° of that calculated by Tsurutanl, and the 1979 day
95 thetabn Is wlthln 6 ° of the Tsurutanl value. The 1974
day 312 shock was not inclu,ded in the Tsurutani study. It ,_
was further checked by calculating the time of propagation
of the shock from the spacecraft along the shock normal to
the Earth and comparing against the reported SSC time. For
a calculated thetabn of 60 ° and a shock speed of 470 km/sec,
the time of arrival at Earth was 14.29 hours compared to the
reported 14.23 hours.
DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION
The computer simulation is a further development of the
work of Chen (3). The frame of reference is as follows. A
plane shock is assumed movlng in the dlrectlon of the shock
normal (x directlon). The magnetic fleld is in the x-z
plane (By=0 upstream forces By=0 downstream). The upstream
plasma moves _n the -x direction, the downstream plasma in
the x-z plane. The electrlc fleld _s in the y direction and
constant across the shock. Data for a particular shock can
be made to flt these conditions by suitable rotations and
galilean transformations. The best estlmate values from the
prevlous section provide a conslstent set for this work
since they obey the Ranklne-Hugonlot equations (as they must
slnce they were determined from these equations). With thls
framework established, indivldual particles are allowed to
spiral in along magnetic field llnes and be reflected
upstream or transmltted downstream due to the change in
magnetic field at the shock surface and the Initial
conditlons. The particles move according to the Lorentz
force; each tlme a partlcle crosses the shock the flnal
conditions at the crossing point become the new initial
conditions, a,d the appropriate magnetic fleld Is inserted
into the force equatlon. The gain or loss in energy Is
monitored, along with the number of tlmes the particle
crosses the shock before being reflected or transmitted.
Particles can be inserted elther upstream or downstream from
the shock and can move either forward or backward in time.
DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the CPME data used _n the study. This is
the 290 keY to 500 keV sectored proton data. It is hlghly
structured on a short time scale partlcularly in the post
shock region. Associated wlth each of the "eight data
channels is a directlon consistent with the midpoint in the
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ecliptic plane of the 45 degree sampling angle. Plasma flow
collected for each of these channels will be in the opposite
direction. Magnetic field data is also available on this
high resolution time scale. For several of the peaks the
magnetic field is identified, and associated pltch angles
are determined for each of the elght channels. Then, using
a linear distribution of phase angles for each pitch, an
ensemble of partlcles is sent backward in time to the shock
surface.
The objectlve of thls study is a quantitatlve
determinatlon of the particle kinematics in the vicinity of
interplanetary shocks, in
particular the 1974 day .... ,,..... ,,', .., ....
312 shock. The .loooo; .it,
anisotropy of the _ .._,_ .J _ 11{ 11c_I
particle data at certain _ s_
peaMs together with the o :::::::::::::::::::::::phase averaged energy
changes, and comparisons, =lo_o i_
will be presented. _ i_0
lect_ 2
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PITCH ANGLE DISTRIBUTIONS OF 35-1000 keY PROTONS
AT QUASI-PERPENDICULAR INTERPLANETARY SHOCKS
A. Balogh
Physics Department
Imperial College, London, UK
and
G. Erd6s
Central Research Institute for Physics
Budapest, Hungary
ABSTRACT
The characteristic features of the scatter-free
acceleration process near perpendicular shocks are
examined in the upstream and downstream pitch angle
distributions of 35-1OOO keV protons. Reasonable
quantitative agreement is found between theoretical
predictions and observations. The role played by
"bottle" geometries, leading to enhanced acceleration,
is highlighted.
i. Introduction. The mechanisms responsible for particle events
associated with the passage of interplanetary shock waves have received
much experimental and theoretical attention (Axford, 1981; Sanderson et
ai.,1985). In particular, the relative importance of scatter-free and
diffusive acceleration models has been subjected to close scrutiny, much
of the recent evidence coming from the observations made by the low energy
charged particle experiment on the ISEE-3 (now ICE) spacecraft in orbit
around the Lagrange point LI during the period 1978-80. In this paper we
examine the behaviour of the pitch angle distributions of 35-10OO keV
protons associated with five interplanetary shocks which exhibited some of
the most characteristic features of the scatter-free (gradient drift)
acceleration model, as discussed by Sanderson et al. (1985).
Shock spikes, sharp increases in the intensity of low energy
ions in close proximity to the passage of quasi-perpendicular inter-
planetary shocks, are normally attributed to particles accelerated in a
single interaction with the shock wave, during which they drift along the
electric field due to the motion of the shock in the frame of the plasma.
Numerous, increasingly refined numerical simulations and analytical calcu-
lations have clarified many features of the process (see Decke_ 1983).
The behaviour of the anisotropy, in terms of spherical harmonics, was
examined by Sanderson et al. (1985).
Observations presented in this paper were obtained with the low
energy proton experiment onboard the ISEE-3 spacecraft (Balogh et al.,
1978), which provides a 180-point measurement of the distribution function
of 35-1000 keV protons every 16 seconds. The technique for describing
the distribution function in terms of pitch angle distribution in the
frame of the solar wind was worked out by Erd_s (1981).
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1. Intr duction. The mechanisms responsible f r particle events 
associated with the passage of interplanetary shock aves have received 
much experimental and t eoretical att ti n ( xford, 1981; anderson et 
al., 85). In particular, the relati e i portance of scatter-free and 
diffusive acceleration odels has been subjected to close scrutiny, uch 
of t e r cent evidence co ing fr  t e observations ade by t e l  energy 
charged article experi ent on the IS E-3 (no  I ) spacecraft i  rbit 
ar und t e agrange point Ll during t e period 978-80. I  t is paper we 
examine t e behaviour of t e pitch angle distri utions of 35-1000 ke  
protons associated ith fi e i terplanetary shocks hich exhibited so e of 
the ost characteristic features of the scatter-free (gradient drift) 
acceleration odel, as discussed by anderson et al. (1985). 
Shock spikes, sharp increases in the intensity of lo  energy 
i ns i  cl se proximity t  t e passage of quasi-perpendicular i ter-
planetary shocks, are normally attributed to particles accelerated in a 
single interaction with the shock wave, during hich they drift along the 
electric fi l  due t  t e otion of t e shock i  t e fra e f t e plas a. 
Numerous, i creasingly r fi ed numerical si ulations and analytical calcu-
l ti s have clarified any features of t e proce s (s e Decke~ 983). 
The behaviour of the anisotropy, i  ter s of spherical har onics, was 
exa ined by Sanderson et al. ( 985). 
bservations presented i  t is paper ere obtained ith the lo  
energy proton experiment onboard t e I E-3 spacecraft ( alogh t al., 
1978), hich provides a l80-point measurement of the distri ution function 
of 35-1 0 ke  protons every 16 seconds. The t nique f r describing 
the distri ution function in ter s of pitch angle distri ution in the 
fra e of t e solar ind was orked out by rd5s (1981). 
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Time-reversed trajectory calculations for various shock para-
meters have been used to derive the qualitative features of the pitch
angle distribution upstream and downstream of the shock. In Figure i,
results are shown for a shock of velocity w s = 200 km/s, with an angle
= 80° between the shock normal and the upstream magnetic field, and
therefore a transformation velocity into the electric field free frame
(e.g. Axford, 1981) w = ws sec e = Ii00 km/s. We assumed a particle
velocity v = 3000 km/s and an exponent of the differential power law
spectrum y = 2.5.
Peak intensities (in the solar wind frame) can be derived from
adiabatic theory. The critical pitch angle for reflection upstream of
the shock in the E-free frame is _c = /i - Bu/Bd, where Bu and Bd are the
magnetic field strengths upstream and downstream of the shock,
respectively. The transformation into the solar wind frame gives
_c + w/v w/v
_u = (i) and _d = (2)
/I + 2Uc w/v + (w/v) z £I + (w/v)'_'
as the cosine of the pitch angle for which
the maximum occurs in the distributions, 20
respectively upstream and downstream of
the shock. We note that the maxima in 3 UPSTREAM| 15
the distributions occur at pitch angles
which depend on particle velocity. For _ 10 _
_ E
oblique shocks and low energy particles _ _-
the downstream distributions do not peak __.2 D0WNSTREAM
exactly at 90°, although as the particle _ 5C
energy increases, the peak of the distri- _
bution for given shock velocity and
geometry moves to 90°, or U = O.
I I
For simple shock geometries, - 0 I
the gradient drift model predicts a sharp B=[0S (PlT[H ANGLE)
peak in the upstream pitch angle distri-
bution at a value of _ given by (I) and Fig. I. Time-reversed
the existence of a loss cone due to calculation of upstream and
particles transmitted through the shock, downstream pitch angle
distributions.
2. Observations. Pitch angle distributions upstream and downstream of
five shock associated events are shown respectively in Figures 2 and 3.
The energy dependence of upstream distributzons is illustrated qualita-
tively in Figure 2, where pitch angle distributions are shown from two
energy channels (35-56 keV and 91-147 keV, respectively).
The transformation velocity w can be estimated, using (2), from
the position of the peak in the downstream pitch angle distributions, and
compared to the value calculated from ws and e as determined by Sanderson
et el. (1985). The two sets of values, w(peak) and W(Ws,e) respectively,
are shown in Figure 3.
The shift in the peak of the pitch angle distribution towards
= 0 for increasing energies was clearly identifiable on 26.7.79 and
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Time-reversed trajectory calculations for various shock para-
m ters have been used to derive the qualitative features of the pitch 
angle distribution upstream and downstream of the shock. In Figure 1, 
results are shown for a shock of velocity Ws = 200 km/s, with an angle 
a = 80° between the shock normal and the upstream magnetic field, and 
therefore a transformation velocity into the electric field free frame 
(e.g. Axford, 1981) w = Ws sec a ~ 1100 km/s. We assumed a particle 
velocity v = 3000 km/s and an exponent of the differential power law 
spectrum y = 2.5. 
Peak intensities (in the solar wind frame) can be derived from 
adiabatic theory. The critical pitch angle for reflection upstream of 
the shock in the E-free frame is ~c = 11 - Bu/Bd, where Bu and Bd are the 
magnetic field strengths upstream and downstream of the shock, 
respectively. The transformation into the solar wind frame gives 
~c + w/v 
llu = -;:==;:::::==;::::==;::::;::;;;:: 
11 + 2~c w/v + (w/v)2 
(1) and 
as the cosine of the pitch angle for which 
~he maximum occurs in the distributions, 
respectively upstream and downstream of 
the shock. We note that the maxima in 
the distributions occur at pitch angles 
which depend on particle velocity. For 
oblique shocks and low energy particles 
the downstream distributions do not peak 
exactly at 90°, although as the particle 
energy increases, the peak of the distri-
bution for given shock velocity and 
geometry moves to 90°, or II = O. 
For simple shock geometries, 
the gradient drift model predicts a sharp 
peak in the upstream pitch angle distri-
bution at a value of ~ given by (1) and 
the existence of a loss cone due to 
particles transmitted through the shock. 
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Fig. 1. Time-reversed 
calculation of upstream and 
downstream pitch angle 
distributions. 
2. Observations. Pitch angle distributions upstream and downstream of 
five shock associated events are shown respectively in Figures 2 and 3. 
The energy dependence of upstream distribut10ns is illustrated qualita-
tively in Figure 2, where pitch angle distributions are shown from two 
energy channels (35-56 keV and 91-147 keV, respectively). 
The transformation velocity w can be estimated, using (2), from 
the position of the peak in the downstream pitch angle distributions,and 
compared to the value calculated from Ws and a as determined by Sanderson 
et al. (1985). The two sets of values, w(peak) and w(ws,a) respectively, 
are shown in Figure 3. 
The shift in the peak of the pitch angle distribution towards 
II = 0 for increasing energies was clearly identifiable on 26.7.79 and 
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30.11.79, illustrated in Figure 4 for the second of these events• On
9•3.79 and 18.11.79 the peak of the distribution was at _ = O for all
energies. On 25.12.78, the behaviour of the peak could not be
ascertained due to poor statistics at high energies•
3. Discussion and Conclusions. For particles reflected upstream of the
shock we observe a sharp cut-off in the pitch angle distribution,
characteristic of a loss-cone in the distributions even at the lowest
(_ 35 keV) energies,
corresponding to v = 3000
km/s. The existence of 30 NOVEMBER 1979
upstream reflected particles
implies that the transfor- 35- 147- 620-
marion velocity is in all >_4 56 key 238 key 1000 _eV
cases less than about 3000 _-
km/s _O "
• ua_2 _ .1 ._
.. _ _ • • •
The existence of _- -: % .
a bi-directional loss cone Z_ ._ ...
as shown in Figure 2 at , .'"" :" "' _ _,
..... _ oe 4 b. •. '
• ! f ! •
higher energies in at least I I 0 I
two, possibly three events
(25.12.78, 30.11.79, I 0 I
possibly18.11.79), _= COS(PITCH ANGLE )
corresponding to the
largest values of _, Fig. 4. Energy dependence of the down-
appears to indicate that stream pitch angle distribution.
the upstream magnetic field
lines intersected the shock in such a way as to form a short-lived
magnetic "bottle" as discussed by Balogh and Erd_s (1983)•
The effective shock velocity, determined from the position of
the peak in the downstream pitch angle distribution, is different from
that determined using ws and the time-averaged value of the angle <_>
between the upstream magnetic fleld and the shock normal. This can be
explained by either a small error (a few degrees) in the determination of
the shock normal, or possibly by the sensitivity of pitch angle distri-
bution to ws <sec _> whereas the calculated veloclty is ws sec <_>.
Overall, the shape and energy dependence of pitch angle distri-
butions support the identification of these five events as examples of
the gradient-drift acceleration process. However, the model should
include the effect of fluctuations in the angle between the shock normal
and the upstream field. Furthermore, at close-to-perpendicular shocks,
the special geometry identified as a possibly short-lived magnetic
"bottle" (as proposed by Balogh and Erd_s, 1983) is likely to contribute
significantly to the intensity of the shock spike.
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30.11.79, illustrated in Figure 4 for the second of these events. On 
9.3.79 and 18.11.79 the peak of the distribution was at ~ = 0 for all 
energies. On 25.12.78, the behaviour of the peak could not be 
ascertained due to poor statistics at high energies. 
3. Discussion and Conclusions. For particles reflected upstream of the 
shock we observe a sharp cut-off in the pitch angle distribution, 
characteristic of a loss-cone in the distributions even at the lowest 
(~ 35 keV) energies, 
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The effective shock velocity, determined from the position of 
the peak in the downstream pitch angle distribution, is different from 
that determined using Ws and the time-averaged value of the angle <a> 
between the upstream magnetic f1eld and the shock normal. This can be 
explained by either a small error (a few degrees) in the determination of 
the shock normal, or possibly by the sensitivity of pitch angle distri-
bution to Ws <sec a> whereas the calculated veloc1ty is Ws sec <a>. 
Overall, the shape and energy dependence of pitch angle distri-
butions support the identification of these five events as examples of 
the gradient-drift acceleration process. However, the model should 
include the effect of fluctuations in the angle between the shock normal 
and the upstream field. Furthermore, at close-to-perpendicular shocks, 
the special geometry identified as a possibly short-lived magneti  
"bottle" (as proposed by Balogh and ErdCls, 1983) is likely to contribute 
significantly to the intensity of the shock spike. 
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I. Introduction. Characteristics of suprathermal particles accelerated
by quasi-parallel interplanetary traveling shocks have been generally
explained in terms of a first order Ferml mechanlsm (e.g. see review in
ref. 7). Such models require diffusive scattering of particles upstream
of the shock. This scattering is characterized by a local diffusion
coefficient, K, which is determined by the local power density of waves
in the upstream region as described by Lee (7). A number of studies
have investigated the behavior of _ of il MeV upstream ions close to
interplanetary shocks. Scholer et al. (8) have used results of first
order Fermi shock acceleration theory (e.g. ref. i) to derive the
diffusion coefficient and its energy dependence from the measured
gradient of the upstream particle intensity. Van Nes et al. (9), using
the same approach, obtained the spatial and energy dependence of K for 3
interplanetary shocks over a more extended energy and distance range.
Klecker et al. (67 deduced the spatial dependence of K in the upstream
region for 30 and 130 keV protons from the measured first-order
anisotroples and intensity gradients.
In this paper we examine the dependence of the diffusion coef-
ficient of suprathermal upstream protons on distance from the November
12, 1978 interplanetary traveling shock using a different approach.
Unlike previous studies our method, which is based on measurements of
particle streaming and intensity gradients, does not rely on predictions
of shock acceleration theories or require first-order expansions. We
have chosen to examine the local spatial variations of K upstream of the
November 12, 1978 shock because the characteristics of this quasi-paral-
lel shock have been extensively studied (e.g. ref. 5), and also because
of its favorable geometry (i.e. B field nearly radial). The initial
results of this study have been reported by Gloeckler et al. (3).
2. Instrumentation and Method of Analysls. For this study we use the
counting rate data from the University of Maryland/Max-Planck-lnstitut-
Garching ULECA sensor (see ref. 4 for details) on ISEE-3 which was
placed in a halo orbit at a radial distance of _230 RE upstream of the
earth. Of relevance to the present discussion are the capabilities of
the electrostatic deflection v___senergy ULECA sensor to reliably separate
protons from alpha particles and to determine their differential inten-
sities in three energy bands centered on energies E of 33, 66 and 132
keV/e, and respective band widths AE/E of 20, 27 and 37%. The sensor
has a 60° fan-like acceptance aperature with its wide angle in a plane
perpendicular to the ecliptic. The three _roton counting rates are
available every 128 sec in each of eight 45 sectors of the ecliptic
plane.
For the present analysis we use the 33 and 66 keV sectored proton
counting rate data to derive the proton distribution function, f, in the
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order Fermi shock acceleration theory (e.g. ref. 1) to derive the 
diffusion coefficient and its energy dependence from the measured 
gradient of the upstream particle intensity. Van Nes et al. (9), using 
the same approach, obtained the spatial and energy dependence of K for 3 
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Klecker et al. (6) deduced the spatial dependence of K in the upstream 
region for 30 and 130 keV pr tons from the measured first-order 
anisotropies and intensity gradients. 
In this aper we examine the dependence of the diffusion coef-
ficient of supra thermal upstream pr tons on distance from the November 
12, 1978 interplanetary traveling shock using a diff rent approach. 
Unlike previous studies our method, which is based on measurements of 
particle streaming and intensity gradients, does not rely on predictions 
of shock acceleration theories or require first-order expansions. We 
have chosen to examine the local spatial variations of K upstream of the 
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2. Instrumentation and Method of Ana ys1s. For this study we use the 
counting rate data from the University of Maryland/Max-Planck-Institut-
Garching ULECA sensor (see ref. 4 for details) on ISEE-3 which was 
placed in a hal  orbit at a radial distance of ~230 ~ upstream of the 
earth. Of r levance to the pr sent discussion are the c pabilities of 
th  lectrostatic deflection ~ ergy ULECA sensor to reliably separate 
pr tons from alpha particles and to d termine their diff rential inten-
sities in three energy bands centered on energies E of 33, 66 and 132 
keV/e, and respective band widths &'/E of 20, 27 and 37%. The sensor 
has a 600 fan-like acceptance aperature with its wide angle in a plane 
perpendicular to the ecliptic. The three I6roton counting rates are 
available every 128 sec in each of eight 45 sectors of the ecliptic 
plane. 
For the pr sent nalysis we use the 33 and 66 keV sectored pr ton 
counting rate d ta to derive the pr ton distribution function, f, in the 
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ULECASENSORonISEE-3 space density, f(v). For VF = 999
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channel (solid circles) jolnPROTONS
.. smoothly to form a common spectrum.
VF = 999 km/s
i01 _r = 177°
_.[_ v0 = 1735 km/s_,_ frame of reference (rest frame) In
,,z _ which f is assumed to be isotropic,
o and find the velocity, _F' of that
LU
o rest frame relative to the space-
IO° 50 key craft. We follow the technique ofoO
"' Gloeckler et al. (2) for mapping0o
_ the sectored counting rate data(3-
into segments of the rest frame
IO -I I I , I , I , I , l , I , distribution function f(v), where v
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 is the particle speed in the rest
PARTICLESPEED [xlO3km/s] frame, making use of the invariance
properties of f. When the proper
rest frame velocity, _F' is chosen,
the two segments of f(v) join up and the resulting spectrum becomes
smooth, as shown in Figure I. We note in particular that our method
requires no prior knowledge of the shape of the rest frame energy
spectrum nor need VF/V be small.
3. Observatlons. Using a least-squares technique we derive for each
available 128 sec interval the rest frame velocity and the rest frame
distribution function (over a range of particle speeds from ~i000 to
5000 km/s). Figure i shows an example of a 128 sec averaged distri-
bution function f(v) obtained ~ 4.10 10 cm upstream of the shock. We
note that the shape of f(v) tends to be between that of a pure power law
and an exponential, and that the spectrum becomes harder wlth distance
from the shock (3). In the present analysis an exponential form is
assumed and the e-foldlng speed, Vo, is computed from a linear flt to
the data as shown in the figure.
In Figure 2 we plot the derived speed, VF, (solid circles) and
direction of motion, 9' (upper panel) of the suprathermal proton rest
frame for each available 128 sec interval as a function of time as the
shock is approached. Notice that the direction of _F is generally
within ~i0° antisunward. Also shown is the sum of the solar wind, VSW,
and Alfv_n, VA, speeds taken (or derived) from data published in (5).
While far ahead of the shock VF exceeds (Vsw + VA) by as much as I000
km/s, close to shock this difference is about a few hundred km/s, and
behind the shock the two velocities are the same within experimental
errors, implying pure convention at a speed equal to the sum of solar
wlnd and Alfv&n speeds. If we interpret the difference between the
speeds VF and (Vsw + VA) upstream of the shock to be the diffusive
streaming of suprathermal ions along the magnetic field B (nearly radial
for this shock) which results from the observed upstream particle
density gradient, the local diffusion coefficient along B, mll(ri'v) at
a dlstance r = (t _-t_)V=_ from the shock (Vsh and tsh are the shock
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smooth, as shown in Figure 1. We note in particular that our method 
requires no prior knowledge of the shape of the rest frame energy 
spectrum nor need VF/v be small. 
3. Observat~ons. Using a least-squares techn~que we der~ve for each 
available 128 sec interval the rest frame velocity and the rest frame 
distribut~on function (over a range of particle speeds from ~1000 to 
5000 km/ s) • Figure 1 shows an example of a 128 sec averaged dis tri-
bution function f( v) obtained ~ 4.10 10 cm upstream of the shock. We 
note that the shape of f(v) tends to be between that of a pure power law 
and an exponent~al, and that the spectrum becomes harder w~th distance 
from the shock (3). In the present analysis an exponential form is 
assumed and the e-fold~ng speed, vo ' is computed from a linea
r f~t to 
the data as shown in the figure. 
In Figure 2 we plot the derived speed, VF , (solid circles) and 
direction of motion, ~, (upper panel) of the suprathermal proton rest 
frame for each available 128 sec interval as a function of time as the 
shock is approached. Notice that the direction of 1F is generally 
within ~10o antisunward. Also shown is th  sum of the solar wind, Vs ' 
and Alfven, VA' speeds taken (or derived) from data publishe  1ll (5~. 
Wh~le far ahead of the shock VF excee s (V SW + VA) by as much as 1000 
km/s, close to shock this difference is about a few hundred km/s, and 
behind the shock the two velocities are the same within exper~me tal 
errors, implying pure convent~on at a speed equal to th.: sum of solar 
w~nd and Alfven speeds. If we interpret the d~fference between the 
speeds VF and (VSW + VA) upstream of the shock to be 
the diffus~ve 
stream~ng qf suprathermal ions along the magnet~c field B (nearly rad~al 
for this shock) which results from the observed upstream particle 
dens~ty grad~ent, the local diffusion coeff~cient along B, K" (ri'v) at 
a d~stance r_ = (t~h-t~)Vah from the sho k (VSh a d tSh are the shock 
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speed and arrival tlmes respectively) may be related to quantities
measured at ri as follows:
<ll(ri,v)*e+B._f(v)•
is the differential streaming (which in zero is the particle rest
frame), and _B is the unit vector along _. Since for the November 12,
1978 shock _ and _Su were nearly radial, and assuming that _A was
directed along _ in t_e upstream region, and that f(v) has an exponen-
tial dependence on v with e-foldlng speed Vo, eq. (i) may be simplified
to
(2) _,l(ri,v)= [3vV-_]*[ 256.10 I0 ], ].
o [In(fi+i/fi-l) vsh [VF-(VA+Vsw)
To obtain < at a distance ri upstream of the shock values for v are
obtained from the slope of the ith distribution functlon, an_ the
particle density gradient is determined from the neighboring values of f
at v = 3100 km/s (50 keV). VF and (VA + VSW ) are those plotted in
Figure I at times t. related to r. by ri=(tsh-ti)Vsh , where we used
values for Vsh of 6121km/s and tsh o_ 0:28:18 as given in (5).
Figure 2. Speed and
210Sun"_----"-_VF, direction of motion of
F \_F/ '' _'_ .... , .... I,''1,, .... ,,_ the rest frame (solid
180_ _ ' J symbols) and the solar
15oL,.._.,,,, ....,....i,.._l_l,_,_l_L_ wind plus Alfv_n speed
....,...._....,...., (Vsw + VA) vs time be-
'''''I''T'me°f.... '' fore and i---mmediately
2ooo Shockl _ after shock passage. The
_e_ _ss0g_ difference between VF and
+ VA) is interpreted
"e_ e. I_ _SWterms of diffusive
Iooo _e"e_'e_ J streaming. Behind the
_-_ shock VF _(Vsw + VA)
w implying pure convection
of 50 keV protons at that
oooooloe_ 000(Vsw+_) 4. Spatial Dependence of< . In Figure 3 we showvalues of < for ~ 50 keV
..... , ,I,,,,I,,,,I,,,,Ij !!
20%66 I '0',O'''i 020 OSO protons as a function of
T,me(UT) [hr re,n] distance from the shock,
NOVEMBER12,1978 where _ II is computed
using eq. (2). The un-
certainties shown come
primarily from inaccuracies in determining the local density gradients.
We note that there may be systematic errors (130%) in the values of K
resulting from using the simpler eq. (2) rather than eq. (I) which in-
corporates vector quantities. Consistent with expectations (7) we find
that _ increases exponentially from a value of ...7.1017 cm2/s near the
shock to ~2.5.10 18 cm2/s at ~ 4.5.10 10 cm from the shock with an e-
folding distance of 3.4.10 10 cm. What is surprising is the bubsequent
decrease (again exponential, with e-folding distance of ~i.i.i0 I0 cm) in
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We note that there may be systematic errors (~30%) in the values of K 
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the value of _ with distance from the shock.
5. Discussion and Conclusions. The factor of ~ 4 increase in _ over a
distance of N 4.5.1610 cm is consistent wlth a comparable decrease in
the power spectral density of waves at 2.10-2 Hz (see Fig. 8 of ref. 7).
41o,e The value of 7.10 10 cm2/s of KII (50
.... i , _ keV) near the shock is in excellent
Kiifor ! 50keyPROTONS agreement wlth prediction (for this
shock) based on a self-consls tent
! theory for wave excitation and particle
Z
,,, acceleration upstream of interplanetaryt3-,T shocks (7). Our values of _ and itst,
w spatial dependence are also In quall-
o lO_eo tatlve agreement wlth those reported in
Z
_o (6,9). What is puzzling is the de-
o_
= crease of _ (50 keV) at larger1,
_- distances whlllch is not predicted byE3
current theory. To pursue thls point
4 I0 i7 .... 1 , , _ ,
5 IO further we computed _ (I00 keV) fol-
II
DISTANCEFROM SHOCK[xlO'°cm] lowing the procedure outlined above but
now using the 66 and 132 keV proton
Fl_ure 3. Spatial dependence counting rate data. We found that the
of _]fon upstream distance rest frame speeds VF characteristic of
from _he shock. NI00 keV protons are smaller than those
shown in Figure I for 50 keV protons.
Ratios of K100/K50 were determined to be --3.0, 1.2 and 1.8 near the
shock, at r = 4.10 10 cm and 8-10 10 cm respectively. Assuming a simple
power law dependence of _ on particle energy these values correspond to
K = E+1"6, E+0"26, E+0"85 respectively. We therefore conclude in agree-
ment with (9) that one cannot characterize the energy dependence (or the
spatial dependence) of _ in a simple way. Our results indicate an in-
crease in the wave power density beyond r ~ 5-10 10 cm and in general a
more effective scattering of 50 keV protons compared to I00 keV
protons. This hypothesis can be checked using local wave power spectrum
measurements as a function of distance from the November 12, 1978
interplanetary traveling shock.
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ABSTRACT
We briefly discuss energetic particle observations in the outer
heliosphere (>_12 A.U.) by the LECP instruments on the Voyager 1
and Voyager 2 spacecraft that show a definite latitude dependence of
the number and intensity of particle enhancements produced by co-
rotating interplanetary regions during an interval when no solar
energetic particle events were observed. The particle enhancements
are fewer in number and less intense at higher (~ 20°) heliolatitudes.
However, the similar spectral shapes of the accelerated particles at the
two spacecraft indicate that the acceleration process is the same at the
two latitudes, but less intense at the higher latitude.
1. Introduction. Particles accelerated in various regions of the heliosphere -- e.g.,
planetary bow shocks and magnetospheres, interplanetary traveling shocks, co-
rotating interaction regions -- have been studied extensively near Earth (1 A.U.)
[e.g., review by Gloeckler, 1984]. The progression of the two Voyager spacecraft
deep into the outer heliosphere, beyond the orbit of Saturn, aLnearly the same
heliolongitude provides the opportunity to study interplanetary shock acceleration
processes in the outer heliosphere as well as to search for heliolatitude dependences
of the acceleration processes.
This brief note presents the results of some initial analyses of Voyager data
during the period when the Voyager 1 (V1) spacecraft was at high heliolatitudes.
The data used are from the Low Energy Charged Particle (LECP) instrument flown
on both Voyager spacecraft [Krimigis et al., 1967]. Ion and proton data from
selected sub-systems of the instrument are used.
2. Observations. Plotted in Figure 1 are the daily average fluxes of low energy ions
and higher energy protons for the interval 1981 to mid-1984. The higher energy
fluxes shown provide information on the occurrences of solar energetic particle
events. The lower energy fluxes provide information on the occurrences of co-
rotating interplanetary regions which can accelerate particles. The enhanced co-
rotating particle fluxes are seen to occur sporadically at each spacecraft.
While there are a number of interesting intervals in the data (see Gold et al.,
1985 for discussions of other aspects of these data), we concentrate specifically on
the _200 days of data between day 243, 1983, and day 75, 1984. During this
interval of 1983-84 the two Voyager spacecraft were at approximately the same
heliolongitude, with Voyager 1 increasing in heliolatitude from _ 20.5 to _ 22.5 ° and
in distance from ~ 17.2 to -19 A.U. while Voyager 2 remained approximately in
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ABSTRACT 
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are fewer in number and less intense at higher ( .... 200 ) heliolatitudes. 
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the ecliptic plane, moving from _12.3 to 13.7 A.U. Within this time interval
essentially no enhancements indicative of transient solar particle events were seen in
the 3.4-17.6 MeV proton fluxes on Voyager 1. Voyager 2, in the ecliptic plane,
observed some proton activity at about day 270, but in general the activity of the
higher energy protons during this interval was considerably suppressed compared to
that before and after.
In contrast to the higher energy protons, the low energy ion fluxes are enhanced
sporadically throughout the interval of interest. The enhancements, produced by
co-rotating interplanetary interaction (shock) regions, are less numerous and less
intense at Voyager 1 (Figure 1).
The distinction between the ion and proton fluxes for time intervals before and
after the interval of special interest (i.e., day 243, 1983 to day 75, 1984) is illustrated
by the statistical box plots of Figure 2. The intervals denoted as (a), (b), and (c)
correspond to 200 days preceding the special interval, the interval of interest, and
1S0 days following. Each box represents S0% of the distribution of particle fluxes
during each time interval, with the median indicated by the line across the middle or
lower edge of the box. The "error bars" indicate the distributions of fluxes for the
upper 2S% and lower 25% of the fluxes. A background, consisting of linear
interpolations between the lowest flux rate in each respective Bartels rotation, has
been subtracted from the data before compiling the statistics. The statistical
distributions show clearly that th_ low energy ion fluxes have essentially the same
distributions for each time interval at each spacecraft. The distributions of the
higher energy protons are vastly different, quantitatively, in interval (b) than in the
other two intervals. At Voyager 1, the fluxes in interval (b) were all basically near
background, as is qualitatively evident from Figure 1.
Daily average ion spectra from both spacecraft on day 235, 1983, during a co-
rotating event at each location, are shown in Figure 3. (A different co-rotating
region, of course, is seen at each location.) The spectral shapes at the two locations
are similar. The similarity in the spectra together with the statistical result showing
decreased amplitudes at higher latitudes indicates that the co.rotating acceleration
process is the same in and out of the ecliptic, but less effective at higher latitudes.
3. Discussion. During the _ 200 days of quiescence in the outer heliosphere, when
the interplanetary environment was essentially undisturbed by intermittent solar
energetic particle events and the accompanying transient interplanetary disturbances,
the particle enhancements associated with co-rotating interaction regions were more
intense in the ecliptic plane than at latitudes _ 20° above the plane. This conclusion
was also reached by the Voyager cosmic ray instrument team studying > 0.5 MeV
protons [Christen and Stone, 1985]. The acceleration process, however, appears to
be the same at both locations. For the _ 200 days, the medium may have resembled
the prediction of Burlaga [1983], who speculated that beyond _ 10 A.U. the large
scale dynamics of the interplanetary medium could be dominated by pressure waves;
the originating coronal signatures would be lost. The solar wind would therefore be
more homogeneous on a large scale [see also Smith et al., 1985, and Whang and
Burlaga 1985]. Finally, Lanzerotti et al. [1985] suggested that the undisturbed (by
transient events) outer heliosphere during this interval facilitated the detection of the
enhanced levels of 3 kHz plasma waves that Kurth et a]. [1984] attributed to plasma
processes produced at the heliosphere boundary between the interaction of the solar
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wind with the interstellar medium.
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ELEMENTAL ABUNDANCES IN COROTATING EVENTS
T. T. yon Rosenvinge and R. E. McGuire*
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771, U.S.A.
1. Introduction. Large, persistent solar-wind streams in 1973 and
1974 produced corotating interaction regions which accelerated particles
to energies of a few MeV/nucleon. The proton to helium ratio (H/He)
reported in reference (I) was remarkably constant at a value (22 + 5)
equal to that in the solar wind (21 + 3), suggesting that particles were
being accelerated directly out of the solar wind. In this paper
we report on preliminary results from a similar study approximately
11 years (i.e., one solar cycle) later. Corotating events have been
identified by surveying the solar wind data, energetic particle time-
histories and anisotropies. This data was all obtained from the ISEE-3/
ICE spacecraft. These events also show H/He ratios similar to that in
the solar wind. In addition, we have examined other corotating events
at times when solar flare events could have injected particles into the
corresponding corotating interaction regions. We find that in these
cases there is evidence for H/He ratios which are significantly
different from that of the solar wind but which are consistent with the
range of values found in solar flare events.
2. Results. In Figure 1 we present a 27-day recurrence plot of the
solar wind speed obtained from the Los Alamos National Laboratory Solar
Wind Experlment on the ISEE-3 spacecraft (now renamed ICE); thls data
was processed by a simplified algorithm adequate for this purpose and is
not to be consldered deflnltive. ICE at this tlme was near 1 AU,
leading the Earth in its orbit. Figure I shows the formation of two
recurrent solar wind streams. A similar plot for the interplanetary
magnetic field direction shows that these two streams are in opposite
portions of a two sector magnetic fleld pattern. Using Figure 1 and
particle time-history plots, we identified eight different time
intervals as candldate corotating events. Low energy electron rates and
high energy proton rates were scanned for any evidence of impulsive
(solar) origin. In addition, anisotropy data was examined for apparent
flow from the east. (Coro1_'atingevents typically have particle flow
from the east. This results from the vector sum of the radial Compton-
Getting anisotropy due to the outward flow of the solar wind and the
backward flow along the interplanetarymagnetic field llnes from the
presumed acceleration region at several AU from the Sun.) The H/He
ratio was evaluated for each interval in the energy range 4.5-6.5
MeV/nucleon. Also the C/O ratio was evaluated in the energy range
1.8-2.8 MeV/nucleon. Averaged over all eight intervals we find
H/He = 20 + 8 and C/O = .8 _+.2 (to be compared with H/He = 22 _+5 and
C/O = .8 ± .2 in reference (1)).
Other tlme perlods since the launch of ISEE-3 in 1978 have been
examined in a similar manner. A long-lived high-speed stream gave rise
to a brlef but apparently clean corotating event August 1-4, 1979. The
* Also Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742, U.S.A.
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1. Introduction. Large, persistent solar-wind streams in 1973 and
1974 produced corotating interaction regions which accelerated particles
to energies of a few MeV/nucleon. The proton to helium ratio (H/He)
reported in reference (1) was remarkably constant at a value (22 ± 5)
equal to that in the solar wind (21 ± 3), suggesting that particles were
being accelerated dlrectly out of the solar wind. In this paper
we report on preliminary results from a similar study approximately
11 years (i.e., one solar cycle) later. Corotating events have been
identified by surveying the solar wind data, energetic particle time-
histories and anisotroples. This data was all obtalned from the ISEE-3/
ICE spacecraft. These events also show H/He ratios similar to that in
the solar wind. In addltion, we have examined other corotating events
at times when solar flare events could have injected particles into the
corresponding corotating interaction regions. We find that in these
cases there is evidence for H/He ratios which are significantly
different from that of the solar wind but which are consistent with the
range of values found in solar flare events.
2. Results. In Figure 1 we present a 27-day recurrence plot of the
solar wind speed obtained from the Los Alamos National Laboratory Solar
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Other time periods since the launch of ISEE-3 in 1978 have been
examined in a similar manner. A long-lived high-speed stream gave rise
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SOLAR AND INTERPLANETARY PARTICLES AT 2 TO 4 MEV
DURING SOLAR CYCLES 21, SOLAR CYCLE VARIATIONS
OF EVENT SIZES, AND COMPOSITIONS
T.P. Armstrong, J.C. Shlelds, P.R. Brlggs and S. Eckes
Unlversity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045 U.S.A.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study 2-4 MeV/nucleon protons, alpha
partlcles, and medlum (CNO) nuclel in the near-Earth
interplanetary medium during the years 1974-1981. Since
this period contalns both the solar actlvlty minimum in
1976, and the very actlve onset phase of Solar Cycle 21, we
have searched for characterlstic composltlonal differences
between the solar minimum and solar maxlmum ion populations.
Previous studles of interplanetary particle composition
at these energles have concentrated on well-deflned samples
of the heliospherlc medium. During flare particle events,
the amblent plasma Is domlnated by _ons accelerated in
specific reglons of the solar atmosphere; observatlon of the
proton/alpha and alpha/medlum ratios for flare events shows
that there is marked compositlonal varlab111ty both during
an event [i] and from event to event [2,3], suggesting the
¢ompl_cated nature of flare partlcle production and
transport. Longer-term studles of non-flare actlvlty have
uncovered non-_mpuls_ve flux increases that recur with the
same frequency as the Sun's 27-day rotatlonal perlod;
indeed, there appears to be a strong spatial relationship
between these partlcle populatlons and the global structure
of the Interplanetary magnetlc fleld [4,5]. The unusual
&pectral and composltlonal features of these non-flare
events may point toward an interplanetary acceleration
mechanlsm [6].
Beneath th_s overlying actlvity is a substrate of
low-level flux whlch can be examlned during so-called
"quiet" perlods. The characterlzatlon of quiet-tlme plasma
carries some of the same difflculties as any null
measurement, i.e. the need to remove ALL external effects;
however, a contlnuous outflow of suprathermal solar
particles has been observed and analyzed durlng less-active
portions of the prevlous Solar Cycle [7].
Our a_m Is to examlne the compositional characteristics
of these separate partlcle populatlons at Solar M1nlmum, and
to track the evolutlon of those characterlstics durzng the
translt_on to the Solar Actlve phase.
II. TECHNIQUE
The observatlons for thls paper come from the Charged
Particle Measurement Experlment aboard the Explorer 50
(a.k.a. IMP-8) satelllte. The CPME is a telescope stack of
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solld-state detectors, with flxed desc_iminator voltages on
each detector and on-board channel logic; the raw data Is in
the form of passbands _n dE-vs-E space, and these passbands
have been structured to provide for very "pure"
single-species channels _n the 2-4 MeV/nucleon range:
channel P4 for protons, channel A3 for alphas, and channels
zl and z2 for medlum nuclei. A complete description of the
CPME has been presented elsewhere [8].
Daily-average count _ates for the four channels
mentioned above are used to produce values of the
proton/alpha and alpha/medium ratios at 2-4 MeV/nucleon [8].
At this temporal resolutlon, data coverage zs essentially
complete from IMP-8 launch In 1973 up to the present; from
examlnation of the entlre data set, we have selected two
continuous intervals: day 300 1974 to day 200 1977 (Solar
Minimum), and day i 1978 to day 365 1981 (Solar Active).
These two Intervals have been subdlvlded into three
categories of solar activity: i) FLARE days, when the
observed flux can be traced to a solar particle event or
events; 2) QUIET tlme, when the dally-averaged flux is below
a specified upper limit; and 3) non-flare, non-quiet (NFNQ)
periods, when non-flare acceleration mechanlsms may be
operatln9. We have taken considerable care to identify
flare-related flux enhancements, using earlier catalogues of
particle flare observations [9,10] and extending these
techniques for the _dent=fication of flares _n the 1978-81
"Solar Active" period. The criterion for labeling
daily-averaged flux as QUIET was a count rate in channel A3
(1.8 - 4.2 MeV/nucleon) less than 4 x I0,*(-4) counts/sec;
this threshold lies well above the instrumental background
level, but below the typical level of actlv_ty observed by
the CPME.
III. RESULTS
The samplin 9 statistics for the Solar Minimum and Solar
Active intervals appear ,n Table 1. As expected, the
percentage of "quiet" days decreases when the Solar Active
phase commences (from 531 to 81), and the number of
flare-dominated days increases (from 14% to 241). However,
our analys_s also shows that the average flux increases for
both flare and non-flare days durln 9 the Solar Active
period. Med_an FLARE proton flux at Solar Active t_me is
4.20 protons/(cm**2 sec sr MeV), about 250 times as large as
at Solar M_n,mum (0.017 protons/(cm**2 sec sr MeV)); the
median alpha partlcle flux increases by a factor of 144, and
the medium nuclei flux Increases by a factor of 138. Even
for non-flare perlods, the average _ntensity Increases from
Solar M_nimum to Solar Active _ntervals: by a factor of 80
for protons (from 0.00098 to 0.081 protons/(cm**2 sec sr
MeV)) and by a factor of 25 for alphas and medlum nuclei.
Clearly, the actlve onset of a new Solar Cycle is very
broad-based for med,um-energy solar ,ons; the general level
of particle production rises, while the number and intensity
of solar partlcle flares increases.
Composltlon ratlos of FLARE, NFNQ, and QUIET intervals
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examlnation of the ent1re data set, we have selected two 
continuous intervals: day 300 1974 to day 200 1977 (Solar 
Minlmum), and day 1 1978 to day 365 1961 (Solar Actlve). 
These two lntervals have been subdlvlded lnto three 
categories of solar activity: 1) FLARE days, when the 
observed flux can be traced to a solar particle event or 
events; 2) QUIET tlme, when the dally-averaged flux lS below 
a specified upper limit; and 3) non-flare, non-qulet (NFNQ) 
periods, when non-flare acceleratlon mechan1sms may be 
operat1ng. We have taken conslderable care to identify 
flare-related flux enhancements, using earlier catalogues of 
particle flare observations [9,10) and extending these 
technlques for the ldentlfication of flares ln the 1978-81 
"Solar Active" period. The crlterlon for labeling 
daily-averaged flux as QUIET was a count rate ln channel A3 
(1.8 - 4.2 Mev/nucleon) less than 4 x 10~~(-4) counts/sec; 
this threshold lies well above the instrumental background 
level, but below the typical level of actlvlty observed by 
the CPME. 
III. RESULTS 
The sampling statistics for the Solar Minlmum and Solar 
Active intervals appear ln Table 1. AS expected, the 
percentage of "quiet" days decreases when the Solar Actlve 
phase commences (from 53% to 8%), and the number of 
flare-domlnated days increases (from 14% to 24%). However, 
our analysls also shows that the average flux increases for 
both flare and non-flare days durlng the Solar Active 
perlod. Medlan FLARE proton flux at Solar Actlve tlme 1S 
4.20 protons/(cm~~2 sec sr MeV), about 250 times as large as 
at Solar Mln1mum (0.017 protons/(cm~~2 sec sr MeV»; the 
median alpha partlcle flux increases by a factor of 144, and 
the medium nuclei flux lncreases by a factor of 138. Even 
for non-flare perlods, the average lntensity lncreases from 
Solar Minimum to Solar Actlve lntervals: by a factor of 80 
for protons (from 0.00098 to 0.081 protons/(cm~~2 sec sr 
MeV» and by a factor of 25 for alphas and medlum nuclei. 
Clearly, the actlve onset of a new Solar Cycle is very 
broad-based for medium-energy solar lons; the general level 
of particle productiofi rises, while the number and intensity 
of solar partlcle flares lncreases. 
Composltlon ratlos of FLARE, NFNQ, and QUIET intervals 
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for Solar Minimum and Solar Active periods appear in figures
1 and 2. We have formed hlstograms of the logarithm of H/He
and He/CNO for these sets, and indicate the median of each
distributlon by an arrow. These median values are displayed
in the figures, along wlth uncertalnties representing the
limits of two-thirds of the total range of values.
At Solar M1nlmum, the dlstrlbutlons are obviously
distinct, with the QUIET flux havlng a relatively higher
content of Z > 1 ions. Notlce that the FLARE and NFNQ are
also distinct, with the FLARE compos_tlon ratios showing
wlde variations. Apparently, the products of non-flare
acceleration processes have different compositional
signatures from flare partlcles, though the greatest
differences exlst between qulet and non-quiet flux.
The situatlon changes at the Solar Active period, with
the H/He ratlos increasing for all classes of activity. The
NFNQ distrlbution is now almost identical with the FLARE
distributlon. Since the sheer number of samples makes it
extremely unlikely that the NFNQ set is domlnated by
undocumented flare events, we suggest that the majority of
NFNQ particles in the Solar Active phase may have their
origin in flare acceleratlon processes.
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COSMIC RAY ACCELERATION BY STELLAR WIND.
SIMULATION FOR HELIOSPHERE
S .I.Petukhov, A.A.Turpanov, V.S .Nikolaev
Institute of Cosmophysical Research and Aeronom_,
T,enin Ave., 31, 677891 Yakutsk, USSR
ABSTRACT
It is shown that the acceleration of the
solar wind particles at the solar wind
terminal shock is capable of providing
the total flux, spectrum and radial gra-
dients of the low-energy protons close
to ones observed in the interplanetary
spac e.
q. IntroductiQn_ The solar wind deceleration by the in-
terstellar medium may result in the existence of the solar
wind terminal shock _lJ. In this case a certain fraction of
thermal particles after being heated at the shock would ob-
tain enough energy to be injected to the regular acceleration
process [2-5J. An analytical solution for the spectrum in the
frame efa simplified model that includes particle accelera-
tion at the shock front and adiabatic cooling inside the
stellar wind cavity has been derived in _6J.
A more realistic model is discussed in the present pa-
per in order to estimate whether this process might occur
the main source of the low-energy cosmic rays in the helio-
sphere.
2. tModel. Let the solar wind velocity u(r) in a steady
state spherically symmetric model be equal to u1=const at
and u2(R/r)2 at r > R, where R is the solar wind ter-r < R
minal shock radius, _ = Ul/U 2 - the compression ratio of
the shock. Cosmic ray propagation in the diffusive approxi-
mation is governed by the transport equation:
where n(r,p) is the particle number density per unit inter-
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1. I tr duction. The solar ind deceleration bJ t e i -
terste lar ediu  may r sult i  t e exist nce of t e solar 
ind t r inal s ock [1]. I  t is case a ertain fr cti n f 
t er al articles after being heated t t  s ock ould b-
t i  e ough energy t  be i j ct d t  t  r gular acceleration 
proce s [ 1. n analytical s luti n f r t e s ectr  i  t  
f e af a si plified odel t at i cl des article ccelera-
t n t t  s ock fr nt a  diabatic cooli g i si e t  
ste lar ind avit  has been eri ed i  [ . 
 ore r alistic odel  is ssed i  t  resent a-
er i  order t  st ate hether t is r ce s ight ccur 
t e ain urce f t  l -energJ ic r s i  t  elio-
s here. 
. odel. et t e s lar ind elocity (r) i  a stea  
t t  s herically sJ ruetric odel e ual t  1=const t 
r   and u2(B/r)2 at r > R, where R is the solar wind ter-
inal shock radius, (/ = u1/u2 - the co pression ratio of 
t  s ock. os ic  r pagation  t  if si e proxi-
ation  verned J  sport uati n: 
(1) 
here (r, )   article ber ensit  er nit t r-
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val of moment-_m p, _ (r,p) - cosmic r_ diffusion coeffi-
cient. A_ r < R and r > R (subscripts q and 2, respectively)
it is given by
The matching conditions are that the particles current
and the number density should be contlnious at the shock.
The other conditions are the absence of source or sink at
r=O (r.n(r,p)-* O as r-_ O) and a given spectrum at infinity
(n(r,p_-_ N_(p) as t-*co ).
Integrating (I) with respect to r from 0 to R-0 and
using the analytical solution to (q) at r > R, the matching
condition might be reduced to the following:
3 6" ,_p l J
(2)
0
where Wyp)= _e,xp1- _ R ,/[,.e_)_[p)]
Hence, the problem is to solve the equation (I) at
r _<R with respec_ to the boundary condition (2). The equa-
tion (I) is valid at particle momentum p higher than some
limiting value, sa_ Po" One more condition is necessary to
make the system (I),(2) being completed, namely n(R,po)=no.
This condition relates the injection rate to the spectrum
amplitude p=po.
It has been shown [7-9_, that the shock acceleration
is efficient enough to transfer a significant fraction
( _ 50%) of the inflowing plasma kinetic energy to the acce-
lerated particles. The accelerated particles spectrum takes
on the power law form with the index equal to that one given
by the linear theory at particles velocity v _-3 uI 19_.
The corresponding values for the solar wind particles are
T _ 10 keV or po__3.10 -3 mpc. Particles of energy correspon-
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val of momentlim p, de (r ,p) - cosmic ra::J diffusion coeffi-
cient. At r < R ano r > R (subscripts 1 and 2, respectively) 
it is given by 
The matching conditions are that the particles current 
and the number density should be continious at the shock. 
The other conditions are the absence of source or sink at 
r=O (r.n(r,p) ~ 0 as r - 0) and a given spectrum at infinity 
(n(r,p~~ Noo(p) as r- oo ). 
Integrating (1) with respect to r from 0 to R-O and 
using the analytical solution to (1) at r > R, the matching 
condition might be reduced to the following: 
~":L[ p"ncR f)7 + h(R,ej :=. 
36' ?;If ':J 6'{1-WP)] 
R-o 
=~ J...:!.- :L{f'2t(f)~[p.n(fV,f)J,.:J.df" 7-u~R2 3,.2~f" ~p 
o 
where 1f(f) -= ex/> [- u~ R /0.,. ..ft:i) £),t, Cf)] 
eftf) IVOQ (f) 
6' [1- (Nf)] 
Hence, the problem is to solve the equation (1) at 
(2) 
r ~ R with respect to the boundary condition (2). The equa-
tion (1) is valid at particle momentum p higher than some 
limiting value, say Po' One mor~ condition is necessary to 
make the system (1),(2) being completed, namely n(R,po)=n o ' 
This condition relates the injection rate to the spectrum 
amplitude P=Po' 
It has been shown [7-9J, that the shock acceleration 
is efficient enough to transfer a significant fraction 
( ~ 50%) of the inflowing plasma kinetic energy to the acce-
lerated particles. The accelerated particles spectrum takes 
on the power law form with the index equal to that one given 
by the linear theory at particles velocity v ~; u1 [9]. 
The corresponding values for the solar wind particles are 
T ~ 10 keV or Po~ ;.10-; ~c. Particles of energy correspon-
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ding to the cutoff velocity diffuse far upstream and suffer
catastrophic adiabatic cooling.
7. Results and Discussion. The results of the numerical
calculations are presented in Figure in comparison with the
observational data [10_. The curve labelled"1" is the differen-
tial proton flux near the shock, "2"- that one at the orbit of
the Earth. The following parameters were used: u1=5.107 cm/s,
R=7,5.101@ cm, _ =_. The solar wind energy density near the
shock Ek has been taken equal to 5 eV/cm3. The value of n o
has been defined so, that accelerated particles (T _ 10 keV)
contain 10% of the kinetic energy density E_. The diffusion
. 22 0,3 _ 0,2 2. -I
coefficients are • =6,5 10 (p/mpC) (r/R) cm s ,
_<_ _ . The diffusion
coefficient in the out-
side vicinity of the
shock might be signifi- ml
cantl7 reduced due to the
qP
magnetic field compres- '
sion and convection of
Z:
the turbulence excited & III
b_ the accelerated par- __ :1".|@73\ (_)
ticles. This leads to the _ I@4
strong modulation of the
galactic proton flux at _
T 6 10 MeV. Radial gra-
dient n-1 ?n/_ r takes
on a value of 15%/AU at 10_ (2)
T=IO keV and 5%/AU at 1176
T _- (1-10)_eV.
The comparison of I@||
the results with the ob-
,,
servations shows that IO°
under the above asaump- I0' tO° t MeV/NII
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registered intensity of the low-energy particles in the in-
terplametamy space. In the energy range T _ 100 KeV the solar
cosmic rays might contribute significantly to the total in-
tensity, especially during the maximum of solar activity (11]
This would cause the complicated variations of the low-ener-
gy cosmic ray intensity: in the energy range T < 100 KeV the
intensity is correlated with the solar activity level _I0_;
at the emergy T=6 MeV/nucl. the anticorrelation takes place
Lll). The relative contribution of the source _ increases
with the heliocemtric distance r.
The cutoff energy for the accelerated particles spectrum
is determined by _ (Tmax) _-Ru I; on the ether hand, Tmax _-
10 MeV/nucl. as is observed for different nuclear species.
That shpuld be consistent with our model if z is a func-
tion of T per nucleon only. The verification of this sugges-
tion should be based on the treatment of the cosmic ra_ che-
mical composition.
_. Acknowled6ements. The authors are grateful to Dr.E.G.Be-
rezhko for useful discussions.
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The Energy Spectrum of Jovian Electrons in
InterplanetarySpace
S. P. Christon,A. C. Cummings,andE. C. Stone
Cahforma Instttute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125 USA
W. R.Webber
Umverstty of New Hampshtre, Durham, Nil 03824 USA
In th_s paper we report on the energy spectrum of electrons w_thenergies --10 to _ 180
MeV measuredwaththe electron telescopeon the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft[Stoneet al, 1977]
in interplanetaryspacefrom 1978 to 1983 The ioneUcenergyof electrons is determined by dou-
ble dE/dx measurementsfrom the first two detectors (D], D2) of a stack of eight sohd state detec-
tors and by the range of particle penetration rata the remmmng mxdetectors (D 3 to Ds) which
areinterleavedwith tungstenabsorbers
From 1978 to 1983 (radial range _2 to _12 AU) electronsof jovian origin were dearly
observablefor electronsstopping in D3 (E_4 MeV) and m D4 (E_8 MeV). For electronsstop-
ping in D5 (E>_12 MeV),the jovian flux dominated the galacticelectron fluxfor a period of ap-
proxamatelyone year near the encounter wnh Jupner [Chrtstonet al, 1985]. Jovian electrons
were also observedin D6 (EE21 MeV) but not in D7 (E_28 MeV) A detailedinterpretation of
the electron variations m all energy channels depends on an accurate subtraction of background
induced by energeticprotons of a few 100MeV This subtractionis facihtatedby laboratorycah-
brataonresults at several energies Further results on the dafferentmlenergy spectrum of jovian
electronsand limits on the maximum detectedenergieswill be reported.
This work was supported m part by NASA under contract NAS 7-918 and grant NGR 05-002-
160
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THEJOVIANELECTRONSPECTRUM:1978-1984
Paul Evenson +, Peter Meyer x, and Dan Moses x
+Bartol Research Foundation, University of Delaware
Newark,Delaware19716USA
XEnricoFermi Instituteand Departmentof Physics
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ABSTRACT. Observationsof Jovianelectronsthroughsix consecutive
13-month Jovian synodicperiodsfrom 1978 to 1984havebeenmade by the
Universityof Chicagoelectron spectrometeronboard the ISEE-3 (ICE)
spacecraft.The Jovianelectronspectrumwas determinedfrom 5 to 30 IdeV
and was foundto have a shapewhich is not a powerlaw in kineticenergy,
but cuts off at approximately20 MeV. The averageshapeof the spectrum
over each of the six intervalsof bestmagnetic connection remains the
samefor all intervalswithinuncertainties.
1. INTRODUCTION. Observation of interplanetaryelectronsof Jovian
originat I AU providesa uniqueopportunityto studythe propagationof
chargedparticlesin the innerheliosphere.Jupiteris a point sourceof
particlesimbeddedin the solarcavitywhich sweeps through a range of
magnetic connection to the earth with a well definedperiod. Previous
investigatorsof Jovian electrons at I AU during the period of solar
minimum (1,2) successfully applied a convection-diffusionmodel of
propagation,determinedthe value of the "cross-field"diffusioncoeffi-
cient, and demonstrated the modulation properties of corotating
interactionregions. The studypresentedin thispaper goes beyond the
previous work into the time of solar maximumwith observationsby the
Universityof Chicagospectrometeronboardthe ISEE-3spacecraft.
2. M_THOD. A detailed descriptionof the University of Chicago
electronspectrometeronboard ISEE-3 is given in reference (3). The
observations from ISEE-3are uniqueIn two aspects:the large changein
the level of solaractivityduringthe activelifeof the spacecraftand
the absenceof magnetosphericeffectsas the spacecraftwas positionedat
the innerLagragianpoint duringmost of the flight. Alsop the instru-
ment was very stable over the six years of observations. The single
factorrestrictingcontinuouscoverageof Jovianelectronsis contamina-
tion by solar flareelectrons. Eliminationof solarflare contamination
periodsis handledby monitoringthe spectralindexof electronsobserved
on IMP-8 at lower energy (1-3 MeV). A better solar flaremonitoris
beingdevelopedusingdata from the Max-Planck-lnstituteULEWAT instru-
ment on ISEE-3which is alsofree frommagnetosphericeffects.
The questionof instrumentstabilityin timeis critical for solar
modulation studies. The solid state detectors and plastic an-
ticoincidence detectors show stability at the 3% level in all calibration
and consistency checks over the duration of the flight. The ethylene gas
Cerenkovdetectorused for proton rejection has a small gas leak, and
loses approximately1 am of pressureper year from an initialpressure
Supported,in part,by NASA contractNAS5-26680and NASA grant
NGL-14-01-005
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observations from ISEE-3 are unique 1n two aspects: the large change in 
the level of solar activity during the active life of the spacecraft and 
the absence of magnetospheric effects as the spacecraft was positioned at 
the inner Lagragian point during most of the flight. Also, the instru-
ment was very stable over the six years of observations. The single 
factor restricting continuous coverage of Jovian electrons is contamina-
tion by solar flare electrons. Elimination of solar flare contamination 
periods is handled by monitoring the spectral index of electrons observed 
on IMP-8 at lower energy (1-3 MeV). A better solar flare monitor is 
being developed using data from the Max-P1anck-Institute ULEWAT instru-
ment on ISEE-3 which is also free from magnetospheric effects. 
The question of instrument stability in time is critical for solar 
modulation studies. The solid state detectors and plastic an-
ticoincidence detectors show stability at the 3% level in all calibration 
and consistency checks over the duration of the flight. The ethylene gas 
Cerenkov detector used for proton rejection has a small gas leak, and 
loses approximately 1 atm of pressure per year from an initial pressure 
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of 18 arm. The change in Cerenkov threshold is continually measured by a
change in the pulse height distributlon of the Cerenkov signal. The CsI
calorimeter also exhiblts a drlft due to gain changes in the photomul-
tiplier tube for which a correctlon is made uslng pulse height analysls
of the slgnal from minimum ionizing protons.
Excellent background rejection is obtained with the requirement of a
Cerenkov signal coincident with a stopping particle. The modulation of
the flux of Jovian electrons at I AU due to changes in the degree of
magnetic connection of the spacecraft to Jupiter can be used to further
improve background rejection of particles which are not electrons, as
well as electrons whlch are not Jovian in origin. The 10 MeV energy bin
was chosen to monitor the Jovian modulation because it is the bin with
the highest background rejection efficiency and because solar flares only
rarely emit electrons at 10 MeV. A regression of daily rates of each
energy bin relatlve to the 10 MeV bln determines the spectral shape of
the Jovian component.
3. RESULTS. An example of a Jovian electron ..... ' '
energy spectrum determined by the regression
technique during the first epoch of best con-
nection (Oct. 27, 1978 to Feb. 24, 1979) is
shown in Figure I. The spectrum is normalized
by the average flux in the I0 MeV bin with the
assumption that the flux in that bin is totally
free of background. One characteristic of the
Jovian electron spectral shape of partlcular 7
interest is the roll off at energies above 20_io-_
MaY. The existence of a hlgh energy limit to
the Jovlan interplanetary emission was first
suggested in (4) and has implications for the
acceleration of Jovian electrons, as w111 be I
discussed in a separate paper, o
The form of the energy spectrum of Jovian oo
electrons determlned by the regression tech-_ i
nique zs found to be the same for each epoch of E
best connectlon. Therefore, within statistical_
errors, the average spectral shape of the x10 -s
Jovian quiet-time increases is constant over,-y
the period of observatlon covering six Jovian
seasons. Further, the correlation of the daily
rates of each energy bln with the reference i0
MeV bin is better fit by a linear regression
than by any higher order polynomial during any
one epoch of best connection, implying that the
spectral shape is constant over a time scale as
short as one day. The chi-square goodness of
i I I J 1 I I i
fit parameter degrades wlth the separation in 4 40
mean energy of a bin from the reference 10 MeV Eleciron Energy (MeV)bin. Because of limited statlstlcs, the inter-
pretation of this uniform scatter about the Fi_____: Jovian electron
regresslon fit line as fluctuations of the spectrum determined by
spectral shape about an average shape cannot be regression fit technique
quantified. Specifically, I0 hour variations in during Dec. 1978 epoch.
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Pig. 1: Jovian electron 
spectrum determined by 
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during Dec. 1978 epoch. 
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the spectral shape were searched for using .....t
severaltechniquesandnonewerefound. A
4. DIS_JSSION.The spectralshape of Jovian A
electrons below I0 MeV presentedin thlspaper
is flatterthan the kinetic energy power law
index of 1.5 reported in (5). However, the
spectralindexreportedat lower energles(.2-1
MeV) of -1.3 or less (6) coupledwith the-
observed roll off above 20 MeV demonstrates'
that a power law spectrumis a poorapproxima->_I°-4_"
tion In this energy reglme. Relylng on the
background rejection efficiency of the instru- i
ment, an average spectrum over the same time_
interval can be generated which includes the o
electron component not modulated by the change oo
in the magnetlc connectlon of the spacecraft to i
Jupiter (and therefore excluded from the E
spectrum obtained by the regression technique)_
(Figure 2). This spectrum more closely matches x 10.5
that of Eraker and Simpson (5) and, in com-_
parison wlth the spectrum obtained by the'
regression technique, suggests the existence of
a significant non-Jovian component at lower I
energies which would probably be of solar
origln. A low energy solar electron component
could also explain the degradation of the
goodness of flt parameter at these energies.
The constancy of the spectral shape from
epoch to epoch during the onset of solar maxi ...... J .4 40
mum actlvlty demons_j_ates the lack of solar
cycle modulation of the Jovian electron ElectronEnergy (MeV)
spectrum. This lack of solar modulatlon is _: Spectrumof all
conslstentwith the conclusionsfrom the radlal electronsduringDec-
gradient measurements of cosmic rays (7) that ember 2978 epoch.
duringsolarmaximumactivlty99% of modulation occurs at a solar dls-
tance >31 AU. The differenceIn solarmodulationof galacticparticles
and the relativelylocalJovian particles is very clearly seen in the
intensity-timeplotsin Figure3. While galacticrelativisticprotonsof
signlficantlyhigherrigidityundergoan obvlous solar cycle intensity
variation, the Jovian electrons contlnuewith the same13-monthcycles
flt by the same convection-dlffusion model envelope as observed during
solar minimum activity. The only solar cycle effect in the Jovlan
electronsnotedto date is a more impulslverlse and fall of individual
increa ses.
REFERENCES
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2. Chenette, D. 1980, JGR 85, 2243.
3. Meyer, P. and Evenson, P. 1978, IEEE Trans. GEl____66,180.
4. L'Heureux, J. and Meyer, P. 1976, Ap.J. 20___99,55.
5. Eraker, J. and Simpson, J. 1979, Ap.J 232, LI31.
6. Mewaldt, R., Stone, E. and Vogt, R. 1975, Proc. of 14th ICRC, 2, 758.
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epoch to epoch during the onset of solar maxi-
mum act1v1ty demons~ates the lack of solar 4 40 
cycle modulation of the Jovian electron Electron Energy (MeV) 
spectrum. This lack of solar modulat1on is Fig. 2: Spectrum of aU 
cons1stent with the conclusions from the rad1al electrons during Dec-
gradi ent measurement s of cosmic rays (7) that ember 1978 epoch. 
during solar maximlUIl activlty 99% of modulation occurs at a solar dlS-
tance >31 AU. The difference 1n solar modulation of galactic particles 
and the relatively local Jovian particles is very clearly seen in the 
lntensity-time plots in Figure 3. While galactic relativistic protons of 
sign1ficantly higher rigidity undergo an ObV10US solar cycle intensity 
variation, the Jovian electrons contlnue with the same 13-month cycles 
flt by the same convection-dlffusion model envelope as observed during 
solar minimum activity. The only solar cycle effect in the JOV1an 
electrons noted to date is a more impulS1ve rue and f all of individual 
increases. 
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Fig. 3: Daily rates of protons (a) and electrons (b) observed by
ISEE-3. No flare subtraction has been made in these plots.
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C_SFaVATIGNOF THE F_JX_B CF _UCLEI WITH ENFaGIES _20 N_
PER NUCI_ON _ THE SOIAR FIABE OF APi_ 26, 1984
BobrovskayaV .V. GrlgozovN iL.,Zhuravl_ D .A. Kondratyeva_ .A_
Nymmlk R.A. TretyaM_vaCh.A., Alekseev N .V. Vakulov P .V.,
$eehlnovV 2 •
_nstltuteof Nuclearl_nysies,_Dsmow State University,
F_scow, USSR
ABS_BADT
Observationsof the fluxes of ]_w energy nuclei in the
Earth's msgnetosphereaze reported.The energy distrlb_-
t_n and the compositionof the nuclesr componemtof
_smlc rays ebserved d_ the S_lar flare of April 26,
_98_ are presented.
I. Intzodu_tlon. Th_ nuclei (C,N,O)with energies 5_O _eV p_ nuc-
leon at altitudes3504+50Mn within -5_ <A_ 52 were ebsezvedon
the Skylab (I973-I974)and Salyut-6 (I98O sci_tiflc orbital sta-
tlo_s [I, 2_ . The question now is what is the origin of these par-
ticles.
Indeed,the magnetic rigidity of the nuclel is so small that
the E_ah's magaetic field inhibitsthe accessof these nuclei _o
the noted latitude from the interplanetaryspace.The.,assumption
[I_ that the observed particlesare the singly charged ions _hlch
are "stripped"at the altitudesof hundreds of kms and trappedby
the earth msgnetlc fleld seens to us tmsoundbecausethe carbon ion
C+ with 8_ _e_gy of 5 MeV pe_ nucleon will have the rlgldity1.2
GV and can be trappedon the shell with L >_3.5 only. At the altitu-
des 350_50 Mn within the latlt_des+5_ there are no regions_here
the particles trappedat L _ 3.5 a_uld be observed.
The assumption that the observed particlesare the nuclei
accelea_te_ in the msgnetosphere and acctlnulate_in the intezmal
Earth radiatlonbelt [3] is not obvious either. The fact is that
at the mote_ altitudes the _ of the intensity of the
trapped particles c_rresponds to L. 1.2 _ 1.5. If the paz-
tieles are accelerated while radial drifting fz_m the mere
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OBSERVATION OF THE FllJXES OF NUCIEI W1!TH ENERGW ]0:20 NffiN 
PER NUCLPDN roro:NG THE SOIAR FlARE OF APHIL 26, 1984-
Bob:rovsltaya V .V .. Grigorov N .L., Zhuravlev D.A .. Kondratyeva M.A .. 
Nymmik R.A .. Tretyakova Ch.A., .A.lekseev N.V .. Vakulov p.V ., 
Sechimv V~. 
]nstitute of Nucltea.r Physics, tJbsmw State University, 
Wescow , USSR 
ABSCBA..CT 
Observations of the- fiuxes of low ene:rgy rru.clei in the 
Earth's magnetosphere are' reported. The energy distribu-
tion and the COIIIDOsition of the nuclear co~nent of 
cosmic rays observErl du:tr.h1g the a>lar :fJla're of April 26, 
]984 are presented. 
I. Tntzoduction. The- nuclei (C,N,O) with energies 5toIO MeV per nuc-
leon at altitudes 350,450 1ml within -51' '(~L: 5':P were observ:ed on 
the Skylab (Ig-;3-Ig-;4) and Stltyut-6 (1981) scientific orbitaJ. sta-
tioms [I, 2] • The' que.stion row is what is the origin of these par-
ticles. 
Indeed, the magnetic rigidity o>f the nuclei is so snall that 
the Elrth's magnetic field inhibits the access of these nuclei to 
the noted latitude from the interplanetary space. The: aSSWlPtion 
[I J that the ObselVed partic1.es are the s1l1g1y aharged ions Vlh1ch 
are "stripped" at the aJ.titudes of' hundreds of' lmls and trapped by 
the earth magnetic field seans to us unsound because the carbon ion 
C+ with all energy crf' 5 MeV per nucleon will have the rigidity 1.2 
rN and can be trapped on t."1.e shell with L} 3.5 only. At the altitu-
des 350.,4-50 'kIn within the latitudes t5t' there are no reg:lons V'bere 
the particles trapped at L ~ 3.5 oould be observed. 
The asstllI!Ption that the' obseIVed particles are the nuclei 
accelera.tm :in the magnetosphere and acCl.m1u1ated in the internal 
Earth radiation belt [3] is rot obv:lous either, The fact is that 
at the: mted altitudes the ma.:x:1mt;m of the intensity of' the 
trapped particles oorresponds to L. 1.2 :- 1.5. If the par-
ticles are accelerated 'AtdJle radial dr1:f't1ng:f'rom the nora 
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removed l_shells to L=1.2_1.5, _hey will fail to reach the _bser-
ving leve_ becauseof the low drlft velocity they lose the t_tal
energy to ionizationin the residual atmosphereat heights _f _00-
-700 _m. The assumptionthat the particlesare acceleratedat the
observed altitudes_ imply the existenceof an _ accele-
ration meohanism.
The considerationof the situatiomled us to the assumption
that there are sbort.tlmeperiods when the radial drift velocity is
by severalorders ef magnitudehigher than that _f meau one typical
for small I_ During these short-timeperiodsthe particles _uld
Jump from L = 2 to L = 1.2 without e_ergy l_sses.This assumption
leads Inevitablyt_ the consequenc,on strong intensityvarlatlo_s
of the flux of Iow energy nuclei observedat low altitudesnear the
E_rth.
2. Methods. To obtain the informationon the stability_f the
fluxes _e regularlyexposed small stacks of solid detectorsto the
near-eaxth space.The stacks consistedof severalIDO m_n cellulose
nitrate sheets.The area of the stacks_as _3420 _n2. The stacks
were wrapped about with t_o A1 mylar layers, each 5 m_m in thick-
Bess.
3. Results and discussion. The resultsof observationsduring the
I_SA year are presented in Table I.
Table I.
_To. _f : :Angle : :Flux of :Mean
the stack : Ezpo_ure time :of in- nu_lel Notes
: :cl_-_ he_h_ (C,N,O)_
: :tion ,f: :cm-2day.I.: : orbit : :
I Wpril-MaiI98_ 72.9e 400 _n _2000 Solar
flare
2 June IR84 72.8° 400 _n I.__0.I
3 June-Julay 198@ 6_ 26o _n 2.4_.2
Septembar_ber _ 70° _00 l=n 15+.1.0
"Salyut-6"M_i 1981 52o 350 _m _ 200 Solar
flare
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renoved L-shells to L I.  .. I.5, 'they ill fail to reach the obser-
ving lev-eJJ., because of the low dr1f't velocity they lose the total 
energy to ionization in the res1dua.1 atmosphere at height,s of 400-
-70  'kIn. he assumptjon that the p rticles are accelerated at the 
o' served a1.titudes V'OUld ~ly the existence f an ~ a.cceJ1e-
ration isn. 
The consideration of the situat:1.on led us to the asSUI!Ption 
that there are slnrt-"Ume per10ds whEll the r.ad1a.1 dr1:f't velocity- 1s 
by severaJL ordars ()of magnitude hlgher than that orf'mean Olle typical 
f r snail 1. uring these sbort ... tjme' perlods the pa.rt1c1es OO'uld 
jump :f'.rom . 2 to, . 1.2 :Lthout energy losses. his asst.JIq)tion 
leads inENitabl.y to> the consequence on strong intensity va.:r1at1oms 
'th  flux o"f" low rgy l. i erved t low J.titudes r the 
PRrt . 
2. ethods. To obtain the information on the stab111tyof the 
lux  w  r l rly sed all tacks  mlid te tors t  th  
ear-ea.rth s ace. e stacks o sisted 0(( se eral 100 ltm e llulose 
itr te t .  r  f' th  tacks w s IO-t20 cm2•  tac  
er ' r  t nt  m 1 yl r la rs, each  bn in th1c -
n ss. 
3. fesults and d1scuss:1on. The resulLts of observations dur:ll'lg the 
1984 r  r ed i  1.  T. 
a le I. 
1 . f'1'f 
t   lq>cr5ur  m  
: 
:Angle : Mean :Flux of : 
:of i - : hejght nuC'~ei ; otes 
:clina- ; :> : (O,N,O): 
: :tion orf': :cm-2dav-I 
________ ,: __________________ :~cr_rb_1_t _______ : u : ______ _ 
I ApriJ.- ai I984 
 J  I9  2. 0 
3 J e-J l  I 84- 6'P 
4 ept er...Qk:tober I984 0 
ItSalyut-6" Mal I98I 52)' 
4{)0 lm1 I.3*..o.I 
260, 1ml 2.4:0.2 
4{)0 lm1 I tt.O 
350- lm1 -v 200 ,lar 
fl r  
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The fluxes of nuclei in the 5th coltmmrefer to the particles
ooming to rest in the upper layer of the stacks.The I98I-yeardata
are given in the last llne of the Table. It is see_ from the Table
that during the 198I-Y98_y6_r period the flux of nuclei at the
Earth ma_etosphare at heights of _ 300 km changedby a factor of
N ID2. D_rir_ the I984 year the flux als_ varied (the data from the
stacks No. 2, 3, and 4).
We failed to identifythe chargesof nuclei regi_ered _n the
stack NO.2 and No.3 because their paths were small.The spectraof
particles stopping in the top sheet of these stackswere, therefore,
identla_ledfrom their total ranges on the asstm_tionthat all the
nuclei registeredare the oxygen ones. The ob_alned spectraare
presented in Fig. I and 2. Typical is a very "soft" specSrt_ suchaS
stack No.2
_-._0 stack No.3
E
4.0 m.e/
_t tLO
&l _ 4P i "" ......2 I, 6lfO 20
£, Mev/A_ £, Hev/,4m
2
I(_ _ E-_ with _-_6. It is similar in shape to the spectranof the
particles obsexved in the _rth's mognetosphereon the Salyut-6 sta-
tion, but the flux intensitiesdiffer sharply.The bending of the
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The> f'Jiuxes of nuclei in the 5th oolumn refer to the particles 
OOnWlg to rest in the upper layer of the stacks. The 198I-yea.r data 
are given in the last line of the Table. It is seen f.rom the Tab~e 
that dur:lng the 1981-I984 year per:1od the flux of nucJlei at the 
»:l.rth magnetosphere at heights o'f '" 300 'km cllarJged by a factor of 
A/ m2 • Dl~:l.ne the I984 yea:r the flux o.l9O'varied (the data from the 
stacks No.2, 3, and 4). 
We failed to identify the charges of nuclei registered 1:1 the 
stack It>.2 and JSb.3 because their paths were small. The spectra of 
particles stopping in the top sheet of these stacks were, therefore. 
identified from their total ranges on the assumption that all the 
nuclei registered are the oxygen ones. The 0 b:tained spectra are 
-presented in Fig. I and 2. Typical is a very "soft" spootrwl suchas 
stack lb.2 
10.0 
stack lib.3 
•• 
0.1 
lOt L--.-.................... ..J....--.... 
i 2 ~6.fO 40 
E, Mev tAmll 
.. '-__ ........... ..a.&,.,.-
• • II ••• 
E. 14tJ1/A_ 
F~.I ~. 2 
I (E) ,...., E-) with Y ~ 6. It is s:1m:1.lar in shape to the spectrum of the 
particles observed :in the Eu-th's IIDgnetosphere' on the Wyut-6 sta-
t ion, but the flux intensities d:1.f':f'er sharply. The bending of the 
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spectxt_nat E __ MeV per nucleon is due to the thresh?_deffect.
In April _ the expo_n_retime _f the stackNo.I co_cided
with a _er_bl sols_rf'lare.The particlesobserved _a the stack
N_. I are seeminglythe particlesfrom
the flare detectedduring the short-
-t_ne periods when the satellite(_n-
• ¢ cllnatlonto the equatorialplane _ 73_
arrived _to the region with a low ri-
gldity of the nm_etlc cut-off.The
charge identification_s made _ the
-__ dep_dence of the etched cone length onv m
,, the residual range.The energyof the
nuclel with a known chargewas determl-
w ned from the total path _ the stack.
Fig. 3 presents the energy spectrumof
....... C and 0 nuclei observed during the
£. Mcv/A,_ flare. It will be noted that both flare
particles and nt_zlelobserved _a the
magnetospherehave the _e _ergy dis-
Fig. 3 trlbutlon(large_ ).
@. Conclusions.In order to eontrlbuteto an increasedtmderstandlngi , , •
of the natt_reof l_w enezEy rmcle± at l_w altlt_desnear the Earth
it is nesessaryto obtain inf_nation on the spatialdistributIsnof
the observed fl_es.
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spectzun at E, 4 MeV per nucleon is due to the thresl:oM et'f'eet. 
Jh .April I984 th  e:lq)Oeure t:Jme of the stack N:>.1 co nci ed 
with e. powerful solar flare. The particles observed in the stack 
}b. I are seem:1l1gly the particles from 
the- flare d tecte  during the slx>rt-
-t:1me periods When the satellite (In-
• c 
" ..... I I_ • 0 
~ 
=-I 
III 
.. 400 
.. to ! .. (') T. 
iG 
.. 
.., 
JO 
:ro 1...-,.. . ........ .-.....__..-
• fl .... » • 
E. Mev /Amu 
Fig. :} 
clination to th  equator:UiJ. plane /V ?3~ 
arrived. into the region with a low ri-
g dity of the magneti  cut-o'fi., The 
charge identification ms made f'l:om the 
dependence of the etched rona length on 
the residual range. Th  nezmr of the 
nuclei with a known harge was d termi-
ned from the- otaJ. path in the stack. 
Fig. 3 pr sents th  nergy spectrun of 
C and 0 nuclei observe  durjng the 
:t'la.re. It will be noted that both :flare 
particles and nuclei observed :in the 
magnetosph re have the same energy dis-
tribution (large y ) . 
4. ConcJLusions. In order to contribute to an increased understanding 
of the' nature o'f low nergy nucJlei at low a titudes near the Earth 
it is n cessary t  obtain in:fb-:rmation on the spatial distribution of 
the observed fluxes. 
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ENERGETICPARTICLEOBSERVATIONSOF THE SOLAR-GAMMARAY/NEUTRON
FLAREEVENTSOF 3 JUNE 1982AND 21 JUNE 1980
ISOTOPICAND CHEMICALCOMPOSITION
M.A.I.VanHollebeke,MuseeNationaldes Sciences,Techniqueet Industrie
PARCde La Villette,Paris,France
FrankB. McDonald,NASA Headquarters/CodeP, Washington,DC 20546
JamesH. Trainor,NASA/GSFC,Code 600,Greenbelt,MD 20770
ABSTRACT
Studiesof the chargecompositionof two solargamma-ray/
neutron-flareventsreveala strikingenrichmentof Iron
relativeto Oxygenwith a smallerenrichmentof intermediate
nuclei. He/O is alsoenhancedand moderateamountsof 3He
are detectedbut there is no evidencefor 2H or 3H.
I. Introduction.The extensivestudiesof the chargecomposltionof
flare-associatedenergeticparticles(McGulreet al., 1979,1985;Cook
et al., 1980,1984;Masonet al., 1980)have shownthereare largechanges
in the relativeabundancesof the variouselementsfromevent-to-event.
J.P. Meyer (1985)has establishedthatthisdata can be organizedto
first orderby the assumptionthatthere is a basiccompositionpattern
(thatdiffersfromthe photosphericompositionby a simpleblas related
to an elementsfirst ionizationpotential)witha superimposedadditional
bias which is a monotonicfunctionof _ for _ = 6 - 26 and which varles
from event-to-event.
It is of interestto comparethesebasicpatternswith the charge
and isotopiccompositionmeasuredfor the flareeventsof 3 June 1982
and 21 June 1980. Both of theseeventsproducednucleargamma-rays
and solarneutronsthatwere detectedby the Solar Max Missiongamma-ray
experiment(Chupp1984). Theseobservationsof nucleargamma-raysand
energeticneutronsrequirethata significantfractionof the solar
energeticionsacceleratedin conjunctionwith the flareevent must
have undergonenuclearinteractionsas they traversedthe regionof
the lowercoronaand solar photosphere.It is especiallyusefulto
examinethe isotopiccompositionof hydrogenand heliumfor the presence
of the generallyrareisotopesZH, JH and JHe that couldhavebeen pro-
duced by spallationprocesses. Furthermore,the near simultaneityof
the x-rayand y-ray emission(Forrest& Chupp 1984)characterizethese
as very impulsiveeventsthat placestringentconstraintson the partlcle
accelerationtime.
As reportedpreviously(McDonald& Van HolIebeke,1985a,b) the
observedcharacteristicof the energeticprotonsand electronsaccelerated
in theseeventsdifferin severalimportantaspectsfrom typicalsolar
particleincreases. They had flatenergyspectra(y = 1.22 from 3-200
MeV for 3 June 1982and y = 2.7 for 21 June 1980),are electronrich
(P/e= 1 at 4 MeV for 3 June 1980)and both have smal]but well-defined
precursoreventsthat begin some 3 hoursbeforethe impulseflare
increase.
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ENERGETIC PARTICLE OBSERVATIONS OF THE SOLAR-GAMMA RAY/NEUTRON 
FLARE EVENTS OF 3 JUNE 1982 AND 21 JUNE 1980 
ISOTOPIC AND CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 
M.A. I. Van Ho11ebeke, Musee National des Sciences, Technique et Industrie 
PARC de La Villette, Paris, France 
Frank B. McDonald, NASA Headquarters/Code P, Washington, DC 20546 
James H. Trainor, NASA/GSFC, Code 600, Greenbelt, MD 20770 
ABSTRACT 
Studies of the charge composition of two solar gamma-rayl 
neutron-flare events reveal a striking enrichment of Iron 
relative to Oxygen with a smaller enrichment of intermediate 
nuclei. HelO is also enhanced and moderate amounts of 3He 
are d tected but there is no evidence for 2H or 3H. 
1. Introduction. The extensive studies of the charge composltion of 
flare-associated energetic particles (McGulre et a1., 1979, 1985; Cook 
et a1., 1980, 1984; Mason et a1., 1980) have shown there are large changes 
in the relative abundances of the various elements from event-to-event. 
J.P. Meyer (1985) has established that this data can be organized to 
first order by the assumption that there is a basic composition pattern 
(that differs from the photospheric composition by a simple blas related 
to an elements first ionization potential) with a superimposed additional 
bias which is a monotonic function of l for l = 6 - 26 and which varles 
from vent-to-event. 
It is of interest to compare these basic patterns with the charge 
and isotopic composition measured for the flare events of 3 June 1982 
and 21 June 1980. Both of these events produced nuclear gamma-rays 
and solar neutrons that were detected by the Solar Max Mlssion gamma-ray 
experiment (Chupp 1984). These observations of nuclear gamma-rays and 
energetic neutrons require that a significant fraction of the solar 
energetic ions accelerated in conjunction with the flare event must 
have undergone nuclear interactions as they traversed the region of 
the lower corona and solar photosphere. It is especially useful to 
examine the isotopic composition of hydrogen and helium for the presence 
of the generally rare isotopes 2H, 3H and 3He that could have be n pro-
duced by spallation processes. Furthermore, the near simultaneity of 
the x-ray and y-ray emission (Forrest & Chupp 1984) characterize these 
as very impulsive events that place stringent constraints on the partlcle 
acceleration time. 
As reported previously (McDonald & Van Ho11ebeke, 1985a, b) the 
observed characteristic of the energetic protons and electrons accelerated 
in these events differ in several important aspects from typical sol r 
particle increases. They had flat energy spectra (y = 1.22 from 3-200 
MeV for 3 June 1982 and y = 2.7 for 21 June 1980), are electron rich 
(Pie = 1 at 4 MeV for 3 June 1980) and both have small but well-defined 
precursor events that begin some 3 hours before the impulse flare 
increase. 
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The principaldetectorused in thesecompositionstudieswas the
Low EnergyTelescope(LET-I)of the GoddardHeliosI cosmic-rayexperi-
ment. This 4 elementmultl-parametersystem(two150 micron$I dE/dx
detectors,one 0.25cm totalenergysolid-statedetectorand an antl-
colncldence lement)has a geometricfactorof 0.13 cm2-srand is identi-
cal to that flownon PioneerlO/llexceptthatthe gain settingsand
priorityselectionsystemon Heliosweremodifiedto providefull scale
coveragefrom_ = 1-26. Webberet al., 1975has discussedin detall
the excellentchargeresolutionof thistelescope.
On 3 June 1981,HeliosI was at a heliocentricdistanceof 0.57
AU and _3° in heliolongitudefrom the nominalinterplanetaryfield-line
connectingto the regionabovethe flaresite (S09,E72). On 21 June
1980 the spacecraftwas _33° fromthe nominalfieldlinejoiningthe
flare site (N20,W88)at a heliocentricdistanceof 0.54AU.
2. IsotopicComposition.The detectionof nucleargamma-raysand neutrons
from thesetwo flareeventsindicatethatnuclearinteractionsare occurr-
ing in the solaratmosphereand photosphere.At higherparticleenergies,
nuclearspallationprocessesshouldresultin the productionof 2H,
3H and 3He. The presenceof theseotherwiserare isotopeswould provide
additionalinformationon the accelerationand transportof theseenerge-
tic particles. FromTablel, it is seenthatno 2H or 3H was detected
exceptfor one candidate2H on 3 June 1982. The upperlimitsin Table
l are comparableto thoseof Mewaldtand Stone 1983and McGuireet al.,
1985for singlesolareventsbutaresubstantiallylargerthan their
upper limltsobtalnedby averagingover many events.
TABLE l
2H/H 3H/H 3He/4He
3.3-39MeV/nuc 30-50MeV/nuc
3 June1982 <4xlO-4 <4xi0-4 .02±.014
21 June 1980 <5xlO-4 <4.5xi0-4 .03_+.013
Fromthe thin-targetcalculationof Ramatyand Kozlovsky,1974,with
y = 1.3,an upper limitof _0.25 g/cm2 is obtainedfor the solarmaterial
traversedby 30 MeV ions. Thereis a smallbut finiteamountof 3He
detectedfor bothof theseeventssuggestingpreferentialinjection
and/oraccelerationof thiscomponentratherthanproductionby nuclear
spallationprocesses.
3. ChargeComposition.As in otherstudiesof the elementalabundances,
it is necessaryto extendthe analysisperiodbeyondthe timeof peak
intensity. However,becauseof the impulsivenatureof the events,
unusuallyshortintegrationperiodshave been used (6.5hrs for 6/3/82
and I0.5hrs for 6/21/81). The resultingenergyspectrafor the more
abundantspeclesare shownin Fig I. The H, He, C, 0 and Mg have a
spectralindex,y_ 1.4 for 3 June 1982eventand y = 2.0 ± .l for Fe.
For 21 June 1980 the correspondingy valuesare 2.2 and 2.75. This
steepeningmay resultfrom the fact thatthe Ironspectraextendsto
higherenergies(theH data is in agreementwith this Interpretation).
0 
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he rincipal etector sed 1n these co sition studies as the 
Low nergy elescope (LET-1) of the oddard e1ios I cosmic-ray experi-
t. is  lement u1t1-parameter system (two 50 icron Sl /dx 
tectors, ne .25 cm total ergy lid-state tector nd an t1- , 
c01nc1dence element) as a eo etric factor f .13 cm2-sr and is identi-
cal to that flown on Pioneer 10/11 except that the gain settings and 
riority selection system on e1ios ere odified to rovide full scale 
erage from l  26. e er t 1., 975 s iscus ed in eta11 
the excellent charge resolution of this telescope. 
  une 81, 1ios  s   iocentric stance  .57 
 nd ~3° in 1io10ngitude from the inal interplanetary field-line 
c ecting to the region above the flare site (S09, ). n 21 June 
1980 the spacecraft as ~33° from the no inal field line joining the 
lare ite N20, )   liocentric istance  .54 . 
. Isotopic posit10n. he etection f clear am a-rays and e trons 
rom hese wo lare ts ndicate h t ear nteractions e rr-
ing in the solar atmosphere and photosphere. At higher particle energies, 
lear s llation r cesses should result in the roduct10n f 2 , 
3H and 3 e. he resence f these therwise rare isotopes ould rovide 
additional information on the acceleration and transport of these energe-
ic icles. rom le 1  t s een h t  H  H  ected 
pt f r  idate 2H   une 82. e er limits in le 
1 are c arable to those f e a1dt and tone 1983 and c uire t a1., 
1985 for single solar events but are substantially larger than their 
r 1im1ts ta1ned  raging r y ts. 
LE 1 
2 /H 3 /H 3 e/4He 
3-39 e /nuc -50 e /nuc 
 une 2 10 4 10- 4 02±.014 
1   10 4 . 1 4 03±.013 
rom the t in-target lculation f ty d o 10 sky, , 1th 
y = 1.3, an upper limit of ~0.25 g/cm2 is obtained for the solar aterial 
t aversed   V s. e   l  nite t   
tected f r th f t se ts s sting r ferential i jection 
and/or acce1erat1on of this co ponent rather than production by nuclear 
s llation r sses. 
3. harge o position. As in other studies of the elemental abundances, 
it is necessary to extend the analysis period beyond the time of peak 
intensity. o ever, because of the i pulsive nature of the events, 
lly t egration iods e en ed .5   3/82 
and 10.5 hrs for 6/21/81). The resulting energy spectra for the ore 
abundant speC1es are shown in Fig 1. The H, e, C, a and Mg have a 
s ectral i ex. y~ .  f r  J e 1982 e e t and  = .0  .1 f r e. 
r 21 J e 0 t e rresponding  lues re .2 a  .75. is 
steepening ay result from the fact that the Iron spectra extends to 
higher energies (the H data is in agreement with this 1nterpretation). 
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The detailsof the chargecompositlon(Tablel) reveala strikingover
_5undanceof Fe, The Fe/Oof 2.5 ± .5 for the 3 June1982 eventis
a factorof 34 abovethe basellneSEP valueof McGuireet al.,while
the valueof 0.91 for the 21 June 1982increaseis 14x the SEP baseline.
The final linein Table 2 is an enhancementfactorusingthe GSFC solar
energeticparticlebaselinewhich is an averageof eventswith little
or no Fe enrichment. J, P. Meyerhas deriveda "mass-unbiased"baseline
usinga differentcriteriafor selectingevents. By eithermeasure
theseeventsdisplaya remarkableFe/Oenrlchment.The Ne/O,Mg/Oare
enhancedby more modestamounts. The Si/O ratiois substantiallyless
thanwould be expectedbut the poor statlstlcsfor thlselementdo not
permitany definiteconclusions.
TABLE2
SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLE ABUNDANCES I0-47 MeV/nuc
H/He He/O C/O N/O 0/0 Ne/O Mg/O Si/O Fe/O
3 June 19_Z
1130-1800 132 102214 0 3821 1 0 87. 2 0 62± 18 0 2± 08 2 5± 5
2] June 1980
0130-1200 29 79±10 0 5321 16± 06 1 0 46± 13 0 19± 06 0 42 1 0 91± 02
McGuire et al
SEPBaselTne 66 53±5 0 45± 02 132 01 1 0 13± O] 0 18_ OT 0 ]5_ O] 0.0662 006
Enrichment
Factor
3 June 1980 2 l 92 27 0 84± 2 ....... l 6 7 21 5 3 4 ±l l 32 5 3827 6
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The details of the charge composit1on (Table 1) reveal a striking over 
aoundance of Fe. The Fe/O of 2.5 ± .5 for the 3 June 1982 event is 
a factor of 34 above the base11ne SEP value of McGuire et a1., while 
the value of 0.91 for the 21 June 1982 increase is 14x the SEP baseline. 
The final line in Table 2 is an enhancement factor using the GSFC solar 
energetic particle baseline which 1S an average of events with little 
or no Fe enrichment. J. P. Meyer has derived a "mass-unbiased" baseline 
using a different criteria for selecting events. By either measure 
these events display a remarkable Fe/O enr1chment. The Ne/O, Mg/O are 
enhanced by more modest amounts. The SilO ratio is substantially less 
than would be expected but the poor stat1st1cs for th1S element do not 
permit any definite conclusions. 
TABLE 2 
SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLE ABUNDANCES 10-47 MeV/nuc 
H/HE He/O C/O N/O 0/0 Ne/O Mg/O SilO Fe/O 
j uune 19HZ 
1130-1 BOO 132 102±14 o 38±1 ------- 1 o 87± 2 o 62± 18 o 2± 08 2 S± S 
21 June 1980 
0130-1200 29 79±10 o S3±1 16± 06 1 o 46± 13 o 19± 06 o 4± 1 o 9l± 02 
, 
McGulre et al 
SEP Basel1ne 66 53±5 o 45± 02 13± 01 1 o 13± 01 o 18± 01 o 15± 01 0.066± 006 
Ennchment 
Factor 
3 June 1980 2 1 9± 27 o 84± 2 ------- 1 6 7 ±1 5 3 4 ±1 1 3± 5 38±7 6 
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4. Discussion.The generalpat- . .
ternof Z enrichmentfor 6 < _ <
26 appearsto be consistent--with_
thatproposedby Meyer (1985). _ ,o +
The highvalueof Fe/Ocorrelate _
remarkablywlth the dataof _ +
McGulreet al., 1985, showing i -f- +i _-a stronginverserelation
betweenthe spectralIndexy _ o, . -+- . ]F
and the Fe/Oratio (Fig.2). _ i
Thiseffectmay be a key factor - --F--
in understandlng_ enrichment. I
It Is also interestingthatthe IHe/Oratioof I02 ± 14 for 2 °", ' _ ' ; ' _ ' i ' _ '
June 1982 is very highand is _,,,_w_o_,,,,_
consistentwith the previously
reportedpositivecorrelations Fig. 2 Compilationby McGuireet al.,
betweenthe He/O and Fe/O 1985,of Fe/Ovs Power Law Slopey with
(Meyeret al., 1985).This the two addedvalues(blackdots)from
correlationdoes present thispaper.
difficultieswlth interpre-
ting the Z-enrichmentas a rigidityeffect.
Solarneutronsare probablyproducedmainlyby the spallationof
He nuclei,but the largeoverabundanceof Ironmeans Fe nucleiwill
make a substantialcontributionto theseevents. Furtherstudlesare
now underwayto determinethis relativeroleof He and Fe.
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McGulre et al., 1985, showlng 
a str  inverse relation 
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This effect may be a key fact r 
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ti  the Z-enrichm t as a rigl it  effect. 
Solar neutr  are proba l  pro d mainl  by the spall tion of 
He nuclei, but the lar  over ance of Ir  means Fe nuclei will 
make a substantial contribution to these events. Further stud1es are 
now under ay to deter ine this relative role of He and Fe. 
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Precision Measurements of Solar Energetic Particle
Elemental Composition
H. Brsrmma_ end E C SoRe
Cabforma Institute of Technology
Pasadena, Califorrna 91125 USA
1. Introduction
Using data from the Cosrmc Ray Subsystem (CRS) aboard the Voyager 1 and 2
spacecraft (Stone et al i977), we have deterrmned solar energetic particle abun-
dances or upper ltmits for all elements with 3 _ Z _ 30 from a combined set of 10
solar flares during the 1977-1902 tn'ne period Statistically meaningful abundances
have been determined for the first time for several rare elements including P, CI, K,
Tl and Mn, while the precmlon of the mean abundances for the more abundant ele-
ments has been improved by typically a factor of ~3 over prevmusly reported
values When compared to solar photospheric spectroscopic abundances, these
new SEP abundances more clearly exhlb]t the step-funcbon dependence on first
lomzatlon potential previously reported by Cook et al (1979, 1984) and Meyer
(1981,9B )
2. Observations
Each CRS includesfour Low Energy Telescopes(LET)and two High Energy
Telescopes(HET)ernploylngslhconsobd-statedetectorsand covenng a comhined
mcldent energy range foroxygen of 3 5 - 50 MeV/nucleon A scatterplotof LET
datafrom the Z = 14- _0 chargerange Lsshown m Fig I Even relabvelyrareele-
ments such as Ar and Ca are clearlyresolved For the rarerelements(eg, P, Cl,
K),the abundanceswere determinedby performingmaximum-hkebhood fitsto the
rare element peak and itstwo usuallymore abundant neighbors For the most
abundant elements(C,N, 0,Ne,Na. Mg, Al,Sl,S,Ar,Ca,Cr,Fe),the abundances
could be determmed Ineach of the flares,thesevalueswere averagedto obtain
mean abundances usinga weightingtechmque thattakesintoaccountboth sta-
bsbcalvanatmns and realabundance vartatlonsfrom flaretoflare
3. Results
The averageSEP abundances relabveto svllconforelementswlth3 _ Z < 30
are hstedInTableI In Fig 2,theseresultsforthe more abundant elementsare
compared tothoseobtainedby otherrecentinvestigationsItcan be seen thatthe
new abundances a/_reewellwlththeprevlouslydeterminedvaluesbut have abouta
factorofthreehigherprecLslon
4. Discussion
An orderingby firstlomzabon potenbal(FIP)of SEP compombon relabveto
"solarsystem"orphotospheric ompombon has been notedm thepast(Hovestadt
1974,Webber 1975,McGuwe et al 1979) In parbcular,Cook et al (197g,1984)
found a step-funcbondependence on FIP,w_thelementswlthriP> 10 eV depleted
by a factorof~5 m SEPs and elementswlthFIP < S eV approximatelyequallyabun-
dant m SEPs and thephotosphere Thisbehawor may be expectedon thebarnsof
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Usmg data from the Cosnuc Ray Subsystem (CRS) aboard the Voyager 1 and 2 
spacecraft (Stone et at 1977), we have deternuned solar energetic particle abun-
dances or upper hIDlts for all elements With 3 ~ Z ~ 30 from a combmed set of 10 
solar flares durmg the 1977-1982 tune perlOd Statisllcally meanmgful abundances 
have been deterrrnned for the first time for several rare elements lOcludmg p, Cl, K, 
Tl and Mn, wh1le the prec1s1on of the mean abundances for the more abundant ele-
ments has been 1mproved by typIcally a factor of .... S over preVlously reported 
values When compared to solar photospher1c spectroscoP1C abundances, these 
new SEP abundances more clearly exhIbIt the step-function dependence on first 
iOniZatIon potentlal preVlously reported by Cook et al (1979, 1984) and Meyer 
(1981, 1985) 
2. Observations 
Each CRS mcludes four Low Energy Telescopes (LET) and two HIgh Energy 
Telescopes (HET) employ1Og sl11con sohd-state detectors and coverIng a combmed 
mCldent energy range for oxygen of S 5 - 50 MeV I nucleon A scatterplot of LET 
data from the Z = 14 - 20 charge range 1S shown 10 Fig 1 Even relatively rare ele-
ments such as Ar and Ca are clearly resolved For the rarer elements (e g , p, Cl, 
K), the abundances were deternuned by pertornung maXlmum-hkehhood fits to the 
rare element peak and 1tS two usually more abundant neighbors For the most 
abundant elements (C, N, 0, Ne, Na. Mg, Ai, SI, S. Ar. Ca, Cr. Fe), the abundances 
could be deternuned 10 each of the flares, these values were averaged to obtam 
mean abundances usmg a weightlng techruque that takes lOto account both sta-
tistlcal vanat10ns and real abundance variations from flare to flare 
3. Results 
The average SEP abundances relatlve to silicon for elements With S ~ Z ~ SO 
are listed 10 Table I In Fig 2, these results for the more abundant elements are 
compared to those obtamed by other recent lOvestlgatl0ns It can be seen that the 
new abundances agree well With the preVlously determmed values but have about a 
factor of three higher preclS10n 
4. Discwarion 
An ordermg by first loruzation potentlal (FIP) of SEP composltlon relatlve to 
"solar system" or photospher1c COmpos1tion has been noted lo the past (Hove stadt 
1974, Webber 1975. McGurre et al 1979) In partlcular, Cook et al (1979. 1984) 
found a step-functlon dependence on FIP. With elements With FIP > 10 eV depleted 
by a factor of .... 5 lo SEPs and elements With FIP < 8 eV approXlmately equally abun-
dant m SEPs and the photosphere This behaVlor may be expected on the baSIS of 
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Fig I.ScatterplotofSEP datafrom LET inthe Z = 14 - 20 charge range <Z>
LSthe average,and AZ the difference,oftwo essentlallyindependentcharge deter-
rmnatlonsobtamed from theLET dataforeach analyzedpartlcle
dynarmcal1omzatlonmodels such asthatofGelssand Boehsler(1984)forthe for-
matlon ofthe corona _ 3 shows thatthe step-functlonorderLr_by FIP Ismore
clearlydefinedm the new data,includingthe elementsP,CI,K, Tl,and Mn How-
ever,Fig 3 alsodisclosestatisticallymgmflcantenhancements and depletionsof
severalelements such as Na,Fe and Ni,wbJch are discussedby Breneman and
Stone (1985)in the contextofan acceleratlon/propagatlonfractlonationof SEPs
based on theioniccharge-to-massratio fthespeciesmaklr_ up the SEPs
_n Fig 4, the SEF abundances are compared to galactlc osrmc ray source
(GCRS) abundances (Lund 1984) The absence of a HP-dependence in the
SEP/GCRS ratiomdlcatesthatthe GCRS may have a FIP-dependentstep-functlon
fractlonatlonhke thatofthe SEPs {Cooket al 1979,Meyer 1981,Lund 1984) Both
may exhibita depletlonof elementswlthFIP greaterthan ~I0 eV because of the
smallerfluxof ionizingphotonswzthenergiesgreaterthan thatofLy-a (102 eV)
Both C and N appeartobe distinctlydifferentm SEPs and theGCRS
TableI SEP averageelementalabundances (Si= 1000)
Z abundance Z abundance Z abundance Z abundance
3 <136 10 ssv_ iv z01_.a_24 143_._
4 <0iv 11 v3.3__#16 z0v_+## 26 50_+_
5 < 0 34 12 1206 -_1 19 2 n_+* ol"_-o 9_ 26 959 ._5
6 2710 _+_ 13 67 -_-4A+4Sl20 68 _*_0z 27 < 13 5
7 775 +54
-51 14 I000 21 (0_-o_2J_".°se_*28 336_%e_
6 6z30_+_ 15 4.o_07022 3 _ 29 (04o__8_)*
9 (0°_.°_"'*_--0_,_6 222_+__2_ (034_.00_),30 _.ogt_
* Abundances forthese_iementsare based on fewerthan 5 particlesand are
b__hlyuncertain
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nn tIons ta  rom the  ta or  lyzed tIcle 
ml lloru bon odels s   th t f lss  c sler (1984) for the for-
all  f the ro  FIg  s ows th t t  step-function rdermg  IP IS ore 
learly fined In the  ta. mcludmg th  lem ts . l. . I.  n -
ever. Fig 3 also dIscloses statlstlcally sigruficant enhance ents and depletions of 
several elemenls such as a. e and I. hich are diScussed by rene an and 
t e (1985) m the c text f a  accelerallon/propagatlOn fractionation f s 
based on the Iomc charge-lo-mass ratIO of the specIes akmg up the SEPs 
ln Fig 4. the SEP abundances are co pared to galactIc COSmIC ray source 
( S) abundances (Lund 1984) he absence of a FIP-dependence m the 
S P I CRS rallo dicates that the CRS ay have a FIP-dependent ~tep-functlon 
fractIonation like that of the S Ps ( ook et al 1979. t>yer 1981. und 1984) oth 
ay IbIt  letIon f lem ts With IP r ter than ",1    f th  
s aller flux of Ionizmg photons With energIes greater than that of Ly-a (102 e ) 
ot     r t   istmctly J1Ierent  s  t  S 
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Fig 2 Comparison of the new SEP abundances with otherrecentSEP abun-
dance measurements
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Fig 3 SEP abundances (Sl= i)relatweto spectroscoplcphotosphericabun-
dances(Grevesse1984),plottedvs FIP
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Solar Coronal and Photospheric Abundances from
Solar Energetic Particle Measurements
H./_enamam _u_ E C _e
Cahforma InstituteofTechnology
Pasadena, Cahforma 91125USA
1. 11atroducUon
Solarenergeticparticle(SEP)elementalabundance datafrom theCosn_JcRay
Subsystem (CRS) aboard the Voyager I and 2 spacecraft(Breneman and Stone
1985)are used to deriveunfracbonatedcoronaland photosphericabundances for
elementswith3 < Z < 30. We findthatthelomc charge-to-massratio(Q/M)Isthe
prmmpal orgamzmg parameter forthe fractlonatlonofSEPs by accelerabonand
propagationprocessesand forflare-to-flarevanabdlty,making posmblea tangle-
parameter Q/M-dependent correctionto the averageSEP abundances to obtain
unfracbonatedcoronalabundances. A furthercorrectionbased on firstlomzabon
potentialallowsthedeterrmnatlonofunfractmnatedphotosphericabundances
2. Relmlts
The compositionof mdtvldualflaresrelativeto the averageSEP composition
can be describedby a functionthatm roughlymonotonicm Z butvariablem n_tg-
mtude from flaretoflare(Cook etal 1979,1984,McGulreet al 1979,Meyer 1981,
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Fig.1. Abundances relativeto themean SEP abundance fortwo typicalflares,
plottedvs.Q/M.
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Fig 2 Spectralindex7 vs.Q/M fortwo typicalflares.
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Solar Coronal and Photospheric Ab\1Ddances from 
S lar Energetic Particle Measurements 
1. Introduction 
H .&eneman a.nd E C Stuns 
Cahforma Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, CahforDla 91125 USA 
Solar energetic parllcle (SEP) elemental abundance data from the COSlll1C Ray 
Subsystem (CRS) abl)ard th  Voyag r 1 and 2 sp cecraft (Breneman and Stone 
1985) are used to derlve unfractlonated coronal and photospherlc abundances for 
elements with 3 ~ Z ~ 30. We find that the 10nlC charge-t -mass rallo (Q/M) 1S the 
prmclpal orgamzing parameter for the fracllonatlon of SEPs by accelerallon and 
propagatlon processes and for fiare-to-fi re varlabllity, malang posslble a smgle-
parameter Q/M-dependent correcllon to the average SEP abundances to obtam 
unfractlonated coronal abundances. A further correction based on tlrst loruzallon 
potentlal allows the determmation of unfractionated photospherlc abundances 
2. .Results 
The composlllon of mdlVldual fiares relative to the average SEP COmposltlon 
can be descnbed by a funchon that IS roughly monotomc 10 Z but varlable 10 mag-
nitude from tiare to tiare (C ok e  al 1979, 1984, McGulre et al 1979, Meyer 1981, 
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Fig. 1. Abundances relative to the mean SEP abundance for two tYPical fiares, 
plotted VB. Q/M. 
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FI_ 3 Mean SEP abun(:_Ln_cerelative to the photosphere (Grevesse 19B4) {or the
Iow-FIP elements, plotted vs. Q/M. The best-fit power-law has a reduced k_ of 1 0.
1985) Using the recently reported SEP tomc charge states (Luhn et ai. 19B4), we
find that this compositional varlabthty exhibits a monotomc dependence on the
tonm charge-to-mass ratio Q/M of the partmles, as illustrated m Pig 1 Such a
dependence ts not unexpected for acceleration and propagation effects The spec-
tral inchces of the elemental differential energy spectra for a given flare also tend
to be ordered by Q/M (Fig 2) Thus we derive an unfractionated coronal compost-
tton by applying a Q/M-dependent correction to the average SEP abundances.
Diaetma_n
The correction factor has been deterrmned by comparing the SEP abundances
of elements w]th low first mnizatton potential (FIP), whmh display no PiP-
dependent fractmnatmn (Breneman and Stone 1985), to the photospherm spec-
troscopic abundances (Grevesse 1984) (see Fig 3) The derived correctmn func-
tion, which ts a power-law m Q/M with a slope of 0 66 + 0 17, may be apphed to the
SEP abundances for aft elements, resulting m SEP-denved coronal abundances
(see Table I) As Fig 4 shows, they agree well with coronal abundances obtained by
XUV/X-ray spectroscopy, but have much higher precLsmn and are available for
many more elements,
The derived coronal abundances can also be corrected for the FIP-dependent
fractionatmn suggested by the dynarmcal lomzation model of Geiss and Boehsler
(1984). In this model, the h_h-FIP elements such as N, O, F, Ne, CI and Ar are
depleted because their lomzatlon times are longer than the t_me mchvldual atoms
spend in a rising spicule. Thus, their abundances are corrected by the deplebon
factor of oxygen m SEPs relative to the photosphere (4,03 + 0.26). P and S are
corrected by the depletmn factor of sulfur (1.89 + 0.17), C Is corrected by the
mean of the oxygen and sulfur depletion factors, since its proper depletion factor
m uncertain, and the low-FlP elements, whmh are quickly lomzed, are left
]
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FJ.g 3 ean SEP abundance relative to the photosphere (Grevesse 1984) for the 
lo -FIP ele ents. plotted VB. / . The best-fit po er-law has a reduced i" of 1 O. 
1985) USlOg the recently reported SEP lomc charge states (Luhn et aI. 1964). we 
fi d t at t is positional n blhty hibits  notomc endence  t e 
tomc charge-to-mass ratio Q/  of the particles. as lliustrated  FJ.g 1 Such a 
dependence IS not unexpected for acceleration and propagation eff1mts The spec-
tral indices of the elemental differential energy spectra for a given flare also tend 
to be ordered by Q/  (FIg 2) Thus we denve an unfractionated coronal COmpOSI-
tJ.on by applying a / -dependent correction to the average S P abundances. 
3. iBcWlBion 
The correction factor has been detenmned by co paring the SEP abundances 
of elements With low first Ionization potentJ.al (FIP). wmch display no FIP-
dependent fractlonation (Breneman and Stone 1985). to the photospheric spec-
trOSCOPIC abundances ( revesse 1984) (see FIg 3) he derived correction func-
tJ.on. hIch 18 a po er-law 10 /  With a slope of 066 ± 0 17. ay be apphed to the 
S P abundances for aU elements. resultlng lD. SEP-denved coronal abundances 
(see Table I) As FIg 4 shows. they agree well With coronal abundances obtamed by 
 IX-ray spectroscopy. but ave uch Igher r Cl8lon nd re allable for 
any ore elements. 
The derived coronal abundances can also be corrected for the FIP-dependent 
fractionation su gested by the ynanucal loruzation odel f ei s nd ochsler 
(1984). I  thiS odel. the hIgh-FIP elements such as . . . . I nd r re 
depleted because their lomzatlon tunes are longer than the b e dlVldual atoms 
spend in a rising spicule. Thus. their abundances are corrected by the de pie bon 
factor of oxygen  SEPs relative to the photosphere (4.03 ± 0.26). P and S are 
corrected by the depletion factor of sulfur (1.89 ± 0.17). C IS corrected by the 
mean of the oxygen and sulfur depletIon factors, smce Its proper depletlon factor 
18 uncertain, and the lo -FIP elements, hich are qwckly lomzed, are left 
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TableI.SEP-derwed coronaland photosphericabundancesrelativetomhcon
SEP-derlved SEP-derwed SEP-denved SEP-derwed
Z corona photosphere Z corona photosphere
s 23so_+1%8B49o_,_o° _9 _,9_+,_J39_+rj
7 zoo.tf_ 2zv5-'it 20 s2._'_'_ 82,_+,_t
s sa8o-+t_ 22900 21 (0.31_+8_p)* (031_'8_f)*
9 (0._s_+%B)* (1.1_'t_)* 22 4.9-+_# 4.,9-*,'t
_o ve3.-+t_' 3_4.o_+,_%1e3 [o4.B_+8_)* (o_-+%%#)*
11 sv.o_% svo_+%% 24. ia.3_+1_IS3_+_
12 IOB9,_ _089-Tt 2S Sa-+if S8_+1f
13 a3.vtt_ s3,vtt_ 26 12vo-*_8 127o_+_'A°
14. 1000 i000 27 < 1B 1 < 18 1
o,.,+o26 9o_+Z_o 28 48,5-+#_ 4.85_+_15 4. -_7 _,'_-l_
16 2,,_.-+_° 4.8o.__%2_ (o5v_+%_)* (o_v_+°%_z)•
17 2 3B._ 9 6+_R_ 30 1 61._ee_ I 61_+oOfe_
18 24 i.-+_ 102 __?+_°
"Based on fewerthan 5 particlesand highlyuncertain
unchanged The resultingSEP-derwed photosphericabundances (Table1)revolve
fewer modelingparametersthan spectroscopicdeterrmnatmnsand are available
forsome elements(eg, C,N, Ne, At)thatcannot be observedspectroscopically
The main differences(F_g5)are a stgmficantlyhigherabundance ofCr (andposm-
I0 | I I I I I I { I I { I I 1 I { I I 1
totol uncertomty---_
SEP uncer%omty--_o S
o
,'. M_ Ar
o No S_ 0
t N,_]
8
Ip
P.,
m
I, I l I I t, I I I I l I I I I I z [
o 4 6 8 Io z2 14 _6 18 20 22
first ionzzot,onpotentlol(eV)
F_g 4. SEP-derwed coronal abundances relativeto spectroscoplcally-derwed
coronal abundances (Veck and Parkmson 1981),plottedvs FIP
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Table 1. SEP-denved coronal and photospherlc abundances relatlve to sllicon 
SEP-derlved SEP-derlved SEP-denved SEP-derlved 
Z corona photosphere Z corona photosphere 
6 2350 !:I88 6490 !:198 19 3.9!:rd 39!:fd 
7 700.!:(1 .2775 !:ga 20 82.!:lt 82.!:ll 
8 5680 !:I:B 22900 21 (0.31!:8Jr)· (0 31 !:8Rr)· 
9 (0.28!:818)· (lol!:l f)· 22 49.!lN 4.9.!IN 
10 783 . .!,.f 3140.!rag 23 (0 48.!8U)· (04B.!8:8)· 
11 67.o!:ll 670!:U 24 18.3!:18 183!:18 
12 1089.~ 1089.!n 25 B8!U 68.!U 
13 83.7.!.t§ 83.7~N 26 1270 !:ll8 1270 !:ll8 
14 1000 1000 27 < 18 1 < 181 
15 489!811 924!:ln 28 46.5!:~l 46 5.!9 J 
16 242.!Jo 460.!M 29 (0 57.!8ln· (0 57.!8gn· 
17 2 3B!8~ 96!U 30 1 61!8~1 161!:UJ 
18 241!31 102 !:f~ 
• Based on fewer than 5 partlcles and highly uncertam 
unchanged The resultIng SEP-derlved photosphenc abundances (Table 1) involve 
fewer modelmg parameters than spectroscoplC deternunallons and are a ailable 
for some elements (e g , C, N. Ne. Ar) that cannot be observed spectroscoplcally 
The mam dlfferences (Fig 5) are a signIficantly hIgher abundance of Cr (and POSSt-
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Fig 4 SEP-denved coronal abundances relative to spectroscoplcally-denved 
coronal abundances (Veck and ParkInson 1981). plotted vs FIP 
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IG
total uncer taint y--_
SF'P uncertolnty
o
I,,-
T, F Z.
•o Cr K
:_ P Mn
e-
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i
0
Fig 5 SEP-demved photosphericabundances relabveto spectroscoplcally-
derivedphotosphericabundances (Grevesse1984) The estlrnateduncertaintym
theFIPfracbonabon correctlonIsmdlcated by thevertlcalbrackets
blyCa and _) and a C abundance thattsabouthalfofthecommonly assumed solar
abundance The SEP-denved Fe/Stratlotsm agreementvaththe recentphotos-
phemc value(Grevesse1984),whtchts50% largerthan themeteorttlcvalue
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SILICONTO IRON ABUNDANCESIN SOLARCOSMIC RAYS AhD
IN THE SUN
M.N. Vahla,S. Blswasand N. Durgaprasad
Tara Instituteof FundamentalResearch,Bombay400005
INDIA
ABSTRACT
Differentialspectraof even charged
nucleibetweenSt and Fe in the August 4,
1972 eventare made in the energyregion
of I0 to 40 MeV/n-Iusing rocketborne
plasticdetectors. The resultantrelative
abundancesof elementsand low energy
(E < 25 MeV n-l) enhancementsare obtained.
Comparisonwith spectroscopicallydeter-
mined photospheric abundances is also made,
The implications of these relative abun-
dances on the acceleration mechanisms is
discussed,
1 IDtroducttono With rocket flights and solid state
nuclear track detectors, large flares have been studied
in great details and it has been shown that at the
higher energies (E) 25 MeV/amu) the relative abundances
tend to match the photospheric abundances (Bertsch _t al
1974_Biswas et al., 1983;Crawfordet ai.,1975).
August4, 1972 was amongst the largesteventswith large
heavy ion fluxes, Data of good statisticson relative
abundancesfor even chargednucleibetweenZ = 14 to 26,
were obtainedin this flare. The resultsare discussed
in this paper.
2t ExperimentalMethod. The studyof the August4,
1972 event was done with a stack of 23 sheets of Lexan
polycarbonateflown on a soundingrocket in NASA's
SPICEprogrammefrom Ft. ChurchillpCanada at 1916 UT
to study the emissionfrom an opticalflare of 0617 UT
the same day. The rocketwas spin stabllisedand
reachedan altitudeof 160 kms above earth. The rocket
nose cone was openedat an altitudeof 60kms on ascent
and closed at 85 kms on descent givinga total of 245
secondsof exposure(seeDurgaprasadet ai.,1982).
The plasticswere recoveredand processedin
6.25 N NaOH solutionat (40_ O.loc)for 4 hours to
revealthe tracksof Z > 12 elements. A total area of
30 sq. cms. was studiedat differentdepths to determine
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I ICON TO IRON ABUNDAtCES IN SOLAR COSMIC RAYS AND 
IN THE SUN 
M.N. Vahia, S. Biswas and N. Durgaprasad 
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400005 INDIA 
ABSTRACT 
Differential spectra of even charged 
nuclei between Si and Fe in the August 4, 
1972 event are made in the energy region 
of 10 to 40 MeV/n-l using rocket borne 
plasti~ detectors. The resultant relative 
abundances of elements and low energy (E < 25 MeV n-l) enhancements are obtained. 
Comparison with spectroscopically deter-
mined photospheric abundances is also made. 
The implications of these relative abun-
dances on the acceleration mechanisms is 
discussed. 
1. Introduction. With rocket flights and solid state 
nuclear track detectors, large flares have been udied 
in great details and it has been shown that at the 
higher energies (E > 25 MeV/amu) the relative abundances 
tend to match the photospheric abundances (Bertsch ~t al 
1974, Biswas et al., 1983; Crawford et al.,1975). 
August 4, 1972 was amongst the largest events with large 
heavy ion fluxes. Data of good statistics on relative 
abundances for ~ven charged nuclei between Z = 14 to 26, 
were obtained in this flare. The results are discussed 
in this paper. 
2. Experimental Method. The study of the August 4, 
1972 event was done with a stack of 23 sheets of Lexan 
polycarbonate flown on a sounding rocket in NASA's 
SPICE programme from Ft. Churchill, Canada at 1916 UT 
to study the emission from an optical flare of 0 17 UT 
the same day. The rocket was spin stabilised and 
reached an altitude of 160 kms above earth. The rocket 
nose cone was opened at an altitude of 60kms on ascent 
and closed at 85 kms on descent giving a total of 245 
seconds of exposure (see Durgaprasad et al.,1982). 
The plastics were recovered and processed in 
6.25 N NaOH solution at (40 + O.lac) for 4 hours to 
reveal the tracks of Z > 12 elements. A total area of 
30 sq. cms. was studied at different depths to determine 
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the spectra. The details of the technique are discussed
elsewhere (Vahia, 1983).
Fractional charges were assigned to the tracks using
the constant energy contours. The Gausslan of all charge
values for all the events had FWP_ for Si as 0.24 and for
Fe as 0.33 charge units. From this the differential
spectra were determined. The differential spectrum of Fe
obtained by us was compared with that obtained by other
investigators on the same flight and good agreement was
found. The oxygen spectra were taken from the measure-
ments by Bertsch et al (1974) made in the same flight.
The relative #bundances are plotted in Fig. 1
'_/''''''' _t Results. In theq case of odd charges, only
,d' s,/o 13 A1, 15 P, 17 C1, 23 V
}_ _ _ _ and 25 Mn have observableJrz e flux values. It should(Wp;I(BUl Gm_w & AA T , ..---_-= however be noted that
,.'.,,._%_,..o, since the processing of
: (_rrn16z : _ i M the sheets was done to
s/o - study Z > 14 elements,
tit _ t I i _ the aluminiula events are
• _ • subject to detection
_= efficiency and its rel -
p_m (iL_m) _, mejw_
_ ,,._, _,_._._"_,,,.., ttve abundances need not
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As for other observed elements, with the notable exception
of Mn, they are seen in very small numbers and no definite
flux measurements can be attempted. The Mn fluxes can be
determined only approximately by the method of histogram
subtraction. In the entire energy range Mn/O ratio is
about 0.10. This is a factor of about ZO above the
spectroscopic determination of 0.008 + 0.005. In our
study we observed a high Mn/Fe ratio _f 0.15 (_20 events)
in sheets 2 and 3 (energy 10-25 MeV/amu). In the sheets
4-5 and 8-9 we saw no appreciable flux of Mn implying
Mn/Fe < 0.01. Hence it seems that Mn must be having a
steeply falling spectrum. This would result in a steeply
falling enhancement between 10 and 40 MeV/amu. Therefore
the Mn observations seem to be consistent with the
photospheric determi-
nations within
experimental approxi-
ld' I mations. The elementsI Si, S, Ar, Ca, Ti, Cr
t t t and Fe are seen in
sufficiently large
numbers to help in
,6' determiningdetailed
T,/O spectra of these
elements. Their charge
histograms are also
t._ L distinct and devoid of
,_ [ possiblecontaminations.
Hence flux determlna-
€,,_€,_o) tion can be made
,.m accuratelyand with a
o2,6',I I I I =€") . high degreeof
.,,dz i confidence.
0 [ Cr_
: _ At low energy, the
moreabundantelements
° t for which detailed= _d' study is possible show
< __ varyingdegreesof
= __ enhancements.(FigureI )? T
,_ = _ I = = Fig.lb Variationof
- relativeabundances
_ _/0 as comparedtooxygenof Ti, Cr
_ !, i!_ i and Fe nuclei with
energy and compa-
rison with photo-
6= t ,_"_'_'_ spheric value.
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This is given in Table 1 for E between 10 and 20 MeV/amu.
Table 1 : Enhancement factors of Si-Fe elements in
August 4, 1972 event
ii i i i ii i
Ele- Solar abundance Energy Abundance rela- Enhance
men% Pagel (1979) Interval rive 1o oxygen ment
..... fact@r
10-16 (O.12+0.O5) 2.31+1.12
St (0.O52+0.O13) .................................
16-20 (0.058+0.024) 1.12_.+0.54
S (0.021_+0.012) 10-20 (0.02C_0.009) 0°95_+0.69
Ar 0.0031 10-20 (0.0097_+0.0055) 3.06+1.25"
Ca (O. OOz6+O. 0OO7) 10-20 (O. O20_O. O09) 7.69_+4.03
10-20 (0.131+O.O52) 3.12+2.17
Fe (0.042+0.024) ............................
20-25 ( 0. 085+0. 035 ) 2.02+1.42
ii ii ii i
4. Conclusions.In this study the differentialspectraof
Si,S,Ar,Ca,Ti,Crand Fe were determinedbetween 10-40MeV/
amu duringAug.4,1972event. The Fe differentialspectra
were checkedwlth those determinedby other investigators
using the same flightexposure.The agreementwas found 1o
e good.The oxygenspectradeterminedby Bertsch e% al
1974)in the same flightwere used 1o determinethe rela-
tive abundances with respect to oxygen. At low energies(10-20 MeV/amu) the abundances were found to be enhanced
over the photospheric value and at high energies(E>25MeV/
amu) the values agree with the solar photospheric values
in general. In most casesthis study has resulted in more
accurate determination of the high energy SEP compositions
which may be used interchangably with the solar photosp-
heric abundances as representative of the solar surface
matter.
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VARIATIONSIN ELEMENTALCOMPOSITIONOF SEVERALMEV/NUCLEONIONS
OBSERVEDIN INTERPLANETARYSPACE
R.E.McGuiret, T.T.von Rosenvinge,and D.V.Reames
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter,
Greenbelt,MD 20771 USA
ABSTRACT
We havesurveyedsixyears of accumulatedISEE-3and IMP-8
datato studyvariationsin elementalrelativeabundances
amongthe differentpopulationsof energetic(1.5to >10
MeV/nuc)ionsseen in interplanetaryspace. We present
evidencesuggestivethat heavy ion enrichmentsmay be
organized(withsubstantialscatter)by a rigidityscaling
factorA/Z* over the rangeH to Fe. We alsoshow somedata
to supportthe hypothesisthat shock-associatedparticlesare
probablyacceleratedfromambientenergeticfluxes.
1. Introduction.The elementalcompositionof solarenergeticparticle
(SEP)eventshas beenthe subjectof a numberof recentstudies
[1,2,3,4,5,6].This paperis a reportof resultsfroma new, ongoing
studyof low energy(1-10MeV/nucleon)elementalcompositionwith
comblneddata fromthe Goddardparticleexperimentson ISEE-3and IMP-8.
2. AbundanceDistributions.We have
identifiednearly150 separate ISEE-3,,M_e F_RES(19-28MeV/NUC)
events,which occurredbetween1978 ,a ' '
and 1983,with >50 Oxygencountsin _o I
the ISEE-3energyband 1.9 to 2.8
MeV/nucleon.Of theseevents,we
can associateaboutone-halfwith ,_ ,o_
solarflares. The otherperiodsare ._o I
eithershock-associatedor of Fl_
unknownorigin. Figure1 contains ,o
histogramsof the abundanceratios o, ;o
H/O, He/O,C/O, Si/Oand Fe/O _ I
constructedfromeventaveragesof _,o
_o
the flareevents. The arrows _ lh
indicatemedianvaluesin the ",o
distributions.Data for He and
heavierions comes fromthe ISEE-3 o',I °s_o
experiment,data for H and agalnHe
comes from IMP-8. We note thatthe '
He/O,C/O and Si/Odlstributionsare
narrowcomparedto H/O or Fe/Oand o, ,oF_O
that there is a high abundancetall ' _-_ F--I_--r-_
in the Si/O distribution. imjllro
Histogramsconstructedusingour a.o, RE_TIVEABUNDANCE
identifiedshockeventsor from
those increasesthat are of unknown
origintend to followthe same Fig. 1. Abundancesin flareevents.
fAlsoDept. of Physicsand Astr.,U. of MD, CollegePark,MD 20742USA
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general range and dlstributlon of iSEE-3,IMP-8
values as the flare events in Figure
1, except that there are fewer Fe- 1.9-2.8MeVINUC
enriched events. 1o ......., ........, ........
3. Abundance Correlations. An _1_
important question in the _
interpretation of heavy-ion i
enrlchments is whether atomic number
(Z) atomic mass (A) or the _-
rlgldity-scaling factor mass divided
by effectlve charge (A/Z*) best
organizes the enrichment factors for IO-I
different elements. Note that A/Z*
for H:He:O:Si:Fe fall in the approx-
imate ratios 1.0:2.0:2.2:2.6:4.0,
uslng the charge state measurements 1o-2 ................. , .......
of [7]. Thus the relative histogram Io-_ i 1o 1o2
wldths in Figure 1 are conslstent O/Si
with A/Z* as the organlzing i_ ........, ........, .......
parameter, ]n that largest
dl fferences in A/Z* gl ve ri se to the I,_'l'IIlilt!
widest distributions.
To further explore this idea, we 10 _.
present a series of scatter plots of ® _i_,_jthe flare data in Figures 2a-2c. --._
Figure 2a shows O/Sl versus Sl/Fe. o -F-LI_+
The trend as seen (larger O/Si imply I
larger Sl/Fe, a positive slope) is -i-___
the trend expected given that heavy I +
ion enrichments increase I
monotonlcally with e.g. increaslng I0-I ........ J ........ , .......A/Z* [1,2,3,4,6]. Note the common • 10 102 103
factor of the Si abundance in the He/O
denomlnator of 0/$I and the io4.. ......., ........,- .......
numerator of SI/Fe. If variations
(from whatever cause) in 0 and Fe
were not correlated with variations t+ ' II Itin Si, we mght still find an _ _ It
apparent correlation in the ratios 't '+_l'_i,_-+.+i+_
because of thls common factor but . -
wlth a negatlve slope. The
amplltude of the random variations "_ I * _i_ 1_
determnes whether such an effect _ _ + .
w111 be seen. Figure 2b shows He/O ++ +
versus O/Fe. Given the narrow +,_
distrlbutlon of He/O in Figure I, It
is not surprqslng that we find, 1o
Fig. 2. Scatter plots of flare
abundance ratios: (a) O/S1 vs 1 , i a,*,l,I , , ,lllJJl i a i,,1
SI/Fe, (b) He/O vs O/Fe, and Io io2 io3
(c) H/He vs He/Fe. H/He
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at best, only a slight posltive
ISEE-3,1M_8 19-2.8 MeV/NUC slope to the correlatlon. Thls plot
is also consistent wlth A/Z*
organization slnce the scallng
t factors for He and 0 are similar.
M/o It is not easily understood in terms
lo_ , of organization by Z or A
* _, ,. * . separately. Random varlatlons would
' ' again give a negatlve slope, if any,
to the plot.
10o( o
A plot of hlgher energy (7.2-12.5
MeV/nucleon) He/O to O/Fe In fact
° oo ._o shows such a negative slope. Thls
I_ o higher energy data lS consistent
o °°
°o o o oO with the published ratios of McGuire
° et al. (1979,1985) but we emphasize
wu that such a negative slope is
_t _o _ ambiguous because of the common
_ , factor In the ratios. That the
. t" " " nature of these plots changes with
I _ N/O energy may be only a consequence ofo _ _o to .° o° _ the increased scatter in the
relative fluxes at the hlgher
NVO energles.
_* . _ "" *_ Figure 2c shows H/He versuso _ _ / He/Fe. Here too there is a
_ M_O suggestion of positive slope
_ _ _ _ _ _ (posslbly larger in magnitude than
_ that of He/O versus O/Fe) but the
o trend is obscured by the overall
scatter in the data. If A/Z*
svo f, organizes the data overall, we would
., f" t '' ,, -" expect H/He to be positively
o_ ft _ correlated with He/Fe or O/Fe. We
note that H and He spectral slopes
t are generally not equal [2,8,9]; the
F_o unequal spectral slopes may be
o_ _ f_ _ _ largely responsible for the
II scatter. Other explanations for a
#_ general colnclde_ce of low H/He
I$• ratlos with hlgher Fe abundances
ool (for Instance, special plasma
condltions required in the source
m _ _ _ _ _ region for an Fe enrichment to take
_ _ _ _ _ _ place [10]) are also clearly
_ _ _ _ _ _ possible.
4. A Source Population for Shock-
Fig. 3. Abundances for 7 palrs of associated Particles. A quite
events (ambient energetic flare different question of concern to us
particles and shock-associated is that of the source population in
particles), shock-associatedenergetic particle
ISEE-3. IMP-8 1 9 - 2.8 eV/NUC 
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shows such a negative slope. Th1S 
1 r rgy ta 1  s1ste t 
ith the published ratios of cGuire 
et l. (19 ,1985) t e e phasize 
that such a negative slope is 
ambiguous because of the common 
factor 1n the ratios. That the 
nature of these plots changes ith 
energy may be only a consequence of 
the 1ncreased scatter in the 
r lative fluxes t the 1 r 
energ1es. 
Figure 2c shows H/He versus 
e/ e. ere too there is a 
suggestion of posit1ve slope 
(posslbly larger in magn1tude than 
t t f e/O rsus / e) t th  
trend is obscured by the overall 
er n h  .  /Z* 
organizes the data overall, we ould 
expect H/He to be positively 
correlated with He/Fe or O/Fe. We 
note t at  and He spectral slopes 
are generally not equal [2,8,9]; the 
unequal spectral slopes may be 
largely responsible for the 
scatter. Other explanations for a 
al 01 c1de~ce  low /  
rat10s ith h1gher Fe abundances 
(for 1 stance, s ec1al lasma 
cond1tions requ1red 1n the source 
r gion f r a  e richm t t  t  
place [10]) are also clearly 
possible. 
4.  Source Populat10n for Shock-
associated Particles. A quite 
different question of concern to us 
is that of the source population in 
shock-associated energet1c particle 
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flux increases. In partlcular, if these particles are locally
accelerated, then we might expect the shock partlcles to mirror the
abundances of amblent energetic particle fluxes. In Figure 3, we have
plotted elemental abundances as pairs of events (event-averaged
abundances preceeding the shock particles and abundances in the flux
peak associated with the shock) for a select set of events. In these
events, the ambient peak was separable from the shock peak (at the
energy range of the composltion data, again from 1.8-2.8 MeV/nucleon)
and both averaged fluxes were sufficlent to satlsfy the >50 Oxygen count
limit. Those events with unusual composition (e.g. high C/O ratios)
were expected to be the most useful in testlng the hypothesis.
Unfortunately, few events satisfied the selection criteria and these had
mostly average composition. In general, we do believe the abundance
pairs as plotted are consistent with local acceleration of the shock-
assoclated partlcles from the ambient energetic populations. The plot
does not however provide strong positlve evidence for the idea. We note
that varlatlon in H/O between the amblent and shock particles might be
expected because the energy spectra are steepened generally at shocks
and because the ambient H and He spectra do not have the same slope.
Fe/O is complicated by the klnd of temporal variations that occur in
many events [6,11,12], speciflcallywhere Fe/O is higher at the event
onset than near the shock arrlval tlme.
5. Acknowledgments.Thlswork was supportedin part underNASAGrantNGR
21-002-316.
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flux lncreases. In partlcular, lf these particles are locally 
acc lerated, then we might expect the shock partlcles to mirror the 
abundances of amblent energetic particle fluxes. In Figure 3, we have 
plotted elemental abundances as pairs of events (event-averaged 
abundances pr ceeding the shock particles and abundances in the flux 
peak associ ated with the shock) for a s l ect set of vents. In th se 
vents, the ambient peak wa  sep rable from the shock peak (at the 
nergy range of the composltion d ta, gain from 1.8-2.8 MeV/nucleon) 
and both averaged fluxes were sufficlent to satlsfy the )50 Oxygen count 
limit. Thos  vents with n sual composition (e.g. high C/O ratios) 
were expected to be the most useful in testlng the hypothesis. 
Unfortunately, few events satisfied the selection criteri  and these had 
mostly average composition. In general, we do believe the abundance 
pairs as plotted are consistent with local acc leration of the shock-
assoclated partlcles from the ambient nergetic opulations. The plot 
does not how ver provide strong positlv  evidence for the idea. We note 
that varlatlon ln H/O between the amblent and shock particles might be 
expected because th  nergy spectr  are steepened g nerally at shocks 
and because the ambient H and He spectra do not have the same slope. 
Fe/O 1S complicated by the k1nd of temporal variations that occur 1n 
many events [6,ll,12J, speciflcally where Fe/O is higher at the event 
onset than near the shock arrlval tlme. 
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ON THE RE'PENI_ION 05' HIGH-ENERGY PROTONS AND
NUCLEI WITH CHARGES Z > OR EOUAL TO 2 IN LARGE
SOLAR PLARES AFTER THE PROCESS OF' TNEIR
ACCELERATION
N.N. Volodichev, B.M. Kuzhevsky, O.Yu. Nechaev, II.A. Savenko]
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University;
Moscow 119899, USSR
Abstract. q'he available experimental data obtained from ground-
based neutron monitors and from satellites suggest %hat the pro-
tons with energies of up to several GeV should be retained on
the Sun afier the process of their accelera%lon, rl_he protons are
on the average retained for 15 min, irrespectively of the solar
flare heliolah%ude and of the accelerated parilcle energy ranging
from i00 MeV %o several GeV. One of the explanation for the
phenomenon is that %he pal_icles are retained in a magnetic trap
formed in a solar active region. However, there does not exlsi
information on how the nuclei with charges Z >i2, whose fraction
In the Sun's atmosphere is _ 10%, blhave during %he retention %l-
me. tl_he Prognoz experiments failed to find any Z >I2 nuclel of
solar origin during large solar flares, tl_he upper limit of the num-
ber of such nuclei does noi exceed 1% of the number ofa500MeV
solar protons and may be accounted (or by the features of the
experimental methods, tl_he absence of the 2500 MeV/nucleon nuc-
lei with Z >_ 2 may be due %o %belt retention in the magnetic trap
which also retains the hlgh-energy protons. During the trapping
time (15 mln on the average) the >_500 MeV/nucleon nuclei wlfh
Z>1 2 may escape due %o nuclear interactions and ionizationloss.
In this case the H concentration should be _ 1012 cm -3, which Is
observed in the lower chromosphere.
1.Introduction.q_he period between the moments of genera-
%Ion of particles in a flare and their emergence In interplanetary
space IS understood here to be the hme of particle retenhon by
the flare.The particle generation moment Is mean% to be onset
tlme of the tad/o, X-ray, and gamma-ray emtsslons. If a parhcular
event is rapld, the flme of electromagnetic radiation maximum is
taken to be the particle generation moment.
"l_hetlme of accelerated-particle runaway to the interplane-
tary space was determined ,n /i,2/ using the informatlon concer-
nln_O the tlme of the flrstarrival of the >_100 MeV and _500 MeV
protons at the Earth. Considering that the diffusive mode of par-
tlcle propagation does not get stationary as yet and maklnO= the
natural assumptions that the >_100 MeV and >_500 MeV particles
are injected 1o the interplanetary space slmultaneonsly and tra-
verse %he same path by the moment of their detection, we may
flnd the moment of particle runaway to interplanetary space using
the kuown time of the inihal detection of the >_500 MeV and
_i00 MeV protons.
2. Results and discussion. The table below presents the
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bstract. The vallable e perlmental ata btaIned from round-
ased eutron onItors nd fr  tell1tes gest t at t e r -
tons ith energies of up to several eV should be retained on 
t e un ft r t e rocess f t eir ccelerabon. Th  rotons re 
on the average retaIned for 15 in, lrrespecbvely of the solar 
fl r  eliolahtude nd f t e ccelerated artIcle ergy r gIng 
fr  100 eV t  veral eV. ne f t e planatIon f r t e 
phenomenon IS that the partIcles are retained in a agnebc trap 
f r ed t  a lar b e r ion. owever, t re oes t XIst 
I f rmation n ow t e uclel lth arges  ~ 2, hose fractlOn 
In t e un's t osphere 1S ~ 100/0, 1have ur1ng t e r tenhon h-
e. The rognoz experiments failed to find a y Z ~ 2 nucleI of 
solar origIn durIng large solar flares. The upper hmlt of the num-
er f ch uclei oes ot c ed  f t  mber f;;, 5 0 MeV 
solar protons and ay be accounted for by the featUres of the 
e perimental ethods. The sence of t e ~ 500 eV/nucleon c-
lei ith Z.:;;.. 2 ay be due to thelr retentIon In the agnetic trap 
WhICh also retains the hlgh-energy protons. Urlng the trapplng 
time (15 In on the average) the:;<!; 500 eV/nucleon nucleI WIth 
Z ~ 2 ay escape due to nuclear Interactions and ionIzation loss. 
I  t is  t   centr tI  l   ~ 12 -3 , hlch IS 
observed in the lo er chro osphere. 
. I trodu tion. Th  rI  t een th  oments f era-
tIon of particles In a flare and theIr e ergence In Interplanetary 
space IS understood here to be the ti e of particle retentIon by 
the flare. he parbcle generabon oment IS eant to be onset 
time of the radlo, -ray, and ga ma-ray e !SSlons. If a particular 
event IS rapId, the bme of electromagnehc radIatIon aXI um is 
taken to be the partIcle generatIon oment. 
The tIme f l r t - rticle r ay to th  I t r la -
tary space was determIned In /1, 2/ USIng the Information concer-
ning the time of the flrst arrIval of the ~ 100 eV and:;:, 500 eV 
protons at the Earth. onslderlng that the dIffusIve ode of par-
tIcle propagatIon does not get stationary as yet and akIng the 
natural assu ptions that the ~100 eV and p 500 eV particles 
are lnjected to the Interplanetary space sl ultaneonsly and tra-
verse the sa e path by the oment of theIr detection, e ay 
flnd the oment of particle runa ay to Interplanetary space USIng 
th  n time f th  Initial etection f th  ~  eV  
~100 eV protons. 
2. esults a  dISCUSSIon. he table belo  rese ts the 
i 
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various data for the events detected on board Prognoz satellites.
The main conclusion followlng from the data is that the moment of
particle Injectlon %o the Interplanetary space Is delayed relative
to the particle generatlon moment, irrespectively of whether %he
microwave radio, X-ray, or gamma-ray emlssion maximum times are
taken to be the particle generaflon moment. The delays vary from
several mlnutes to several fens of minutes for dlfferentevents.
Flg. 1 shows the results of analyzing the dependence of the
delay on the flare heliolahtude. The dark circles show the measu-
rement results of /3/,the light Clrcles are the Prognoz measure-
ments. It may be concluded that in case of %he Sun's western
hemisphere the delay is independent of flare longitude. "I_hedela-
ys for most of the events range from 10 to 20 min. "I'he comparl-
son between the delays inferred from the satelliteand neutron
monltors data shous %ha% the delay is also independent of particle
energy in the 100 MeV-2 CTeV range.
Table
The delays of the_ i00 MeV and>._500 MeV solar protons
injections to interplanetary space relativeto the maxima of the
microwave radio, X-ray, and gamma-ray emJsslons
Ep _ i00 MeV, >_500 MeV _p_2 GeV
N
Helio-
Ref. Date Region coordl- b-_lare Delay, Delay,
Mc Math hates class Satellite rain rain/3/
1 /I/ JulJ?7, 8362 2B Proton-3 _<20 24+5
1966
2 /I/ July 22, 11976 Post-limb - Prognoz-2 0+12 -
1972 ? flare
3 /1/ Aug. 4, 11976 3B Prognoz-2 17+4 -
1972
4 /I/ Aug. 7, 11976 3B Prognoz-2 _6 9+3
1972
5 /i/ April29, 12322 2B Prognoz-3 ---40 40+3
1973
6 /i/ Sept. 24, 14942 Post-llmb - Prognoz-6 4-8 10+3
1977 or ? flare
14943
7 /i/ Nov. 22, 15031 2B IDrognoz-6 24+5 9+3
1977
8 /2/ April i, 17539 2B-3BPrognoz-8 60+10 -
1981
9 /2/ April 4, 17539 3B Prognoz-8 22+2 -
1981
10 April 10, 17568 2B-3B Prognoz-8 13+3 -
1981
3. Discussion. "l_wo reasons for the particle delays may be
_ndlcated. The firstis the particle retention In closed magnitic
fields of solar active regions /4/.The second reason is %hat the
0 
   
i  t  f r th  t  t t   r  noz tel11tes. 
he ai  cl si  f llowIng from th  t  is th t t  oment f 
rtIcle InJechon to t  I terplanetary e IS l  relahve 
to the article e erati  oment, irrespectively of hether t e 
icr ave a io, -r ,  ma-ray Issi  aXl um hm   
t  to  t  rticle eraho  oment. he l s r  from 
r l Inut s o r l t   inutes or I ferent t  
l . 1 s s t e r s lts of a al zi  the e endence of t e 
l   t  flare holahtude. e r  lrcles  th  easu-
ent s  /3/,  light cI cles  t  noz eaSUI"e-
ents. It ay  cl ded th t m  f t  n's ester  
he isphere t e ela  IS independent of flare longitude. The ela-
s for ost of the events range from 10 to 20 in. The co parI-
s  t een th  l s I f rred from th  satel11te  tr  
onItors t  us t t t  l  IS lso I dent f rtIcle 
er y m   eV - 2 GeV . 
able 
he ela s of t e ~ 1  eV and>r-  eV s l r r t s 
I je tions to I t rplan tary e r lahve to t  axi a f t  
Icr ave radIO, -ra , a  a ma-ray e lSSlons 
Ep ~ 100 MeV, >r- 500 MeV IEp~2 GeV 
 
Region eli Flare Delay, Delay, ef  at  r l Satellite McMath 
n t  
class min min /3/ 
 1/ y , 2  r t -  .620 .±.5 
6 
2 1/ July 22, 11976 Post-11mb rognoz-2 2 
  lare 
3  ug. , 11976  r noz-2 4 
 
 1/ ug. , 6  r noz-2 ~   
- 
 1  prIl 29, 2  r noz-3 ~40 3 
73 
6 1/ ept. , 2 st-lIm  r gnoz-6 +  3 
7   are 
43 
 1  ov. 2, 5031  Pr noz-6 5  
-9 7 
8 / / prll 1, 17539 2B-3B Prognoz-8 60.±.10 
81 
  prll , 539  r gnoz-8 2 
-81 
10 AprIl 10, 17568 2B-3B Prognoz-8 13+3 
81 
3. IScusslon. Two reasons for the particle delays ay be 
mdlcated. he fIrst IS the particle retenhon In closed agnltic 
fields f s l r tiv  re IOns / /. he s nd r s n is t t t  
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Fig. i. The high-energy solar proton delays
versus flare hellolongltude
delay may correspond to the hme interval between the accelerati-
ons from low %0 hlgh-energies. The gamma-ray llne emlsslon and
the X-rays from the flares are generated by particles with ener-
gles of several MeV /5/,whereas the particle delays were deter-
mined for [he >wl00 MeV and >_500 MeV protons. In case of neut-
ron monitors, the mean effective energy is some 1 GeV. The enti-
re solar cosmic ray spectrum was found in a flare region, where-
as the time intervals between the moments of the emergence of
low-energy protons and the associate gamma-ray hne emission
and high-energy protons are determlned by the rate of energy ga-
in. The >i30 MeV gamma-ray data and the flare-generated neutron
detection /6/ lndlcaLe that the period within which the particles
are accelerated up io hundreds and thousands of MeV may not
exceed a minute.
It is not excluded, however, that the parilcles are accelera_
ted in the solar corona or even in the interplanetary medium by
the moving shocks. In such cases the time interval between the
electromagnetic radlaLion generation and the hl_h-energy particle
generation may reach tens of minutes.
I% should be noted %hat the solar nuclei Z >I2 and energies
>_500 MeV/nucleon were not in practlce detected in large solar
flares. "l_heupper hmlt for the number of such nuclei relative to
the >_500 MeV protons was found to be a fraction of one percent
in the Prognoz data, and this level may well be accounted for by
the me%hodlcal features of the experimental design.
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delay ay correspond to the tIme 1nterval bet een the accelerah-
ons from lo  to h1gh-energ1es. he ga ma-ray 11ne e 1SS1on and 
the -rays from the flares are generated by partIcles with ener-
gles of several eV /5/, hereas the partIcle delays ere deter-
1ned for the ~ 100 eV and:p 500 eV protons. In case of neut-
ron onltors, the ean effective energy IS so e 1 GeV. The enh-
re solar cos ic ray spectru  as found 1n a flare reg1on, here-
 t  tIm  1 t ls t een th  oments f t   ergence  
lo -energy protons and the associate ga ma-ray 11ne e 1SS1on 
and h1gh-energy protons are determ1ned by the rate of energy a-
m. he ~ 30 eV ga ma-ray data and the flare-generated neutron 
detection /6/ md1cate that the perlOd w1thm Wh1Ch the partIcles 
are accelerate  up to ndreds a  th sands of eV ay not 
ed  i t  
It IS nof e cl e , ever, that the arhcles are accelera-
ed In h   a   1  h  1 planetary edi   
the ov1ng shocks. In such cases the time Interval bet een the 
electromagnetic radlatlon generahon and the hlgh-energy particle 
generation may reach tens of mlnutes. 
It l   t  th t h   l l  ~   I  
;;;: 500 eV/nucleon ere not In practice detected In large solar 
flares. The upper 11mlt for the nu ber of such nuclel relahve to 
the ~ 500 MeV protons was found to be a fraction of one percent 
in the Prognoz data, and thlS level ay ell be accounted for by 
the et odlcal features of the e erl ental eslg . 
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If may be assumed that the solar nuclei with Z >_-2(mainly
the He nuclei), just as the solar protons, are retalned in a mag-
netic trap and, within the retention time ('_15rain)are los% for
nuclear collisions and ionization.From the gamma-ray data It fol-
lows that the density of matter in the gamma-ray prodactlon region
is n_1012 cm-3. "l_henthe total thickness of matter traversed by
He nuclei within 15 rain Is X_20 gcm -2, I.e. exceeds the nuclear
and ionization paths of He nuclei in hydrogen. But the protons
with energies of up %0 _200 MeV must also be los% within the sa-
me period, the fact that must affect the solar proton energy spect-
rum In this energy range.
If the acceleration is assumed to take place up to the same
rigid,tles,the flux of nuclei wlth Z>_-2 and E_ 500 MeV/nucleon
should be compared with the _ 1,4 GeV proton flux of the same
ngldlty.
4.Conclusion. It should be noted in conclusion that the delay
of hlgh-energy proton runaway from the Sun and the absence of
hlgh-energy nuclei with Z >I2 found by the Pro_noz measurements
during large solar flutes may be combined within a umfled model
relevant to particle retention in a magnetic trap located in an ac-
tlve region on the Sun. In thls case, however, the solar proton
energy spectrum should exhibit a feature at _ 200 MeV. At the
same time, ifthe charged par%icles are accelerated In large flares
up to a certaln rlgldlty,one must compare between the fluxes of
protons and heavler nuclel of the same r.gldzb_r.If in thls case the
solar partlcle flux ratio replicates the solar atmospheric composl-
tlon,the delay of the particle runaway from the Sun may be ex-
plalned by, for example, a durable acceleration mechanism.
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It may be assumed that the solar nucleI with Z ~ 2 (mainly 
the He nucleI), just as the solar pr tons, are retaIned In a mag-
netic trap and, wlthm the r tention time ("'15 min) are lost for 
nuclear coll sIons and ionIzation. From the gamma-ray data It fol-
lows that the densIty of matter In the gamma-ray prodachon reglOn 
is n~ 1012 cnr3 • Then the total thIckness of matter traversed .by 
He nucleI wIthIn 15 mIn IS X ~ 20 g cm-2 , I.e. xceeds the nuclear 
and onlzahon paths of He nucleI in hydrogen. But the protons 
wIth energIes of up to ~ 200 MeV must also be lost wIthIn the sa-
me period, the fact that must affect the solar proton energy spect-
rum In thls energy range. 
If the acceleration IS assumed to take place up to the same 
rigidlhes, the flux of nuclei WIth Z ~ 2 and E ~ 500 MeV/nucleon 
should be compared WIth the ~ 1,4 GeV pr ton flux of the same 
rIgIdIty. 
4. ConcluslOn. It should be noted in conclusIon that the delay 
of hIgh-energy pr ton runaway from the Sun and the absence of 
hIgh-energy nucleI WIth Z ~ 2 found by the Prognoz measurements 
during large solar flures may be combIned WIthIn a umfled model 
r levant to parhcle r tenhon in a magnehc trap located In an ac-
hve regIon on the Sun. In thIS case, however, the solar pr ton 
energy spectrum should exhIbIt a feature at - 200 MeV. A  the 
same hme, If the charged parhcles are accelerated in large flares 
up to a certaIn rIgIdIty, one must compare between the fluxes of 
pr tons and heaVIer nucleI of the same rIgIdIty. If In thIS case the 
solar parhcle flux raho rephcates the solar atmosphen  composl-
hon, the delay of the parhcle runaway from the Sun may b  ex-
plaIned by, for example, a durable accelerahon mechanIsm. 
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DIFFUSION IN THE CHROMOSPHERE , AND THE COMPOSITION OF THE SOLAR CORONA
AND ENERGETIC PARTICLES
Sylvle VAUCLAIR
Observatoire du Pic-du-M1dl et de Toulouse, France
Jean-Paul MEYER
Servlce d'Astrophyslque,Centre d'Etudes Nucl_aires de Saclay, France
i. Introduction. Composition observations, (i) In the Solar Photosphere,
and (li) In the upper Transltlon Reglon (TR) and Corona (as well as in
Solar Wlnd, SW, and Solar Energetic Partlcles, SEP) imply a change of com-
posation of the solar atmosphere somewherebetween the Photosphere and the
upper TR (T >70000 K) /7,8,25,26,46/.Heavy elements with First Ionization
Potential (FIP)> 9 eV (hereafter "hlgh-FIPelements") are _4 times less
abundant in the TR and Corona than in the Photosphere, as compared to both
Hydrogen and heavy elements with lower FIP ("low-FIPelements").
These observations suggest a separation between neutral and ionlzed
elements in a region where the hlgh-FIP elements are mostly neutral, and
the low-FIP elements lonized /25,26/. This occurs in the Chromosphere at
altitudes above 600 km and below 2000 km above Photosphere (in the average
quiet chromospheric model VAL C of /43_used throughout thls paper; fig. in
/13/). Here we shall investlgate whether dlffuslon processes can explaln
the observed change in composltlon.
2. The dlffusion equatlon - Posslble processes. When a gas m_xture is sub-
ject to pressure, temperature or concentrationgradlents, or to selective
forces, the gas components diffuse with respect to one another. Thls process,
belleved to be the reason for chemicallypecullar A and B stars /e.g.28,
29,27,45/,has already been invoked to explain the He depletion in the Solar
Wind /19,27,12,13/. Thermal dlffusion in the TR has also been studled by
/9,30,42,36,33,34,35,12,13/.The diffusion velocity for a gas with negligible
abundance in a gas mlxture may be written /6,10/
vD = D (Vln c - _ V in p - k_ V in T + F/kT )
where D is t_e diffuslon coefficient,kD the pressure dlffusion factor (the
V in p term is equavalent to the gravat_tionalsettling), kT the thermal dif-
fusion factor, F any selectlve forces (e.g. the radiatlve force), and c the
concentration of the element.
In solar-type stars, the radlative acceleratlon is never large enough
to compete wath gravltational settllng /28/ : the last term is negllglble.
In the chromospherlcplateau, the temperature gradlent is small, and the
thermal term is also negligible. In the TR thas term is large. However,
all elements become i00 % ionized as T increases and the neutral-ionlzed
element separation therefore cannot work there. As the concentrataon grad-
lent is also generally small the dxffusion velocity reduces to
vD = D kp V in p (gravltationalsettling term)
In case of partial ionlzation of an element, the atoms spend part of
thelr tame in the varaous ionization states, and the resultlng veloclty may
be wrltten, in first approxlmation /29,1/, as vD = _k VDk , where _k is the
fraction of atoms in the lonlzation state k, and VDk the corresponding dlf-
fusion velocity.
If the elements have to dlffuse across a magnetic fleld, the tansverse
dlffuslon velocitaes of the ions are reduced by a factor of (l+w2tc_l)-I,
where _Is the Larmor pulsation and tcoI the characterlstic time between two
colllsions /44,1/. If this factor is large, the transverse diffuslon of ions
as stopped, while the diffuslon veloclty of neutrals is unchanged. Thus the
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quiet chromospheric model VAL C of /43/, used throughout thl.S paper; fig. in 
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forces, the gas components diffuse with respect to one another. Thl.S process, 
bell.eved to be the reason for chemically pecull.ar A and B stars /e.g.28, 
29j27,4~/,has already been invoked to explain the He depletion in the Solar 
Wind /19,27,12,13/. Thermal dl.ffusion l.n the TR has also been stud1ed by 
/9,30,42,36,33,34,35,12,13/. The diffusion velocity for a gas Wl.th negligible 
abundance in a gas ml.xture may be written /6,10/ 
v = D (V ln c - kn -V ln p - k'T' V ln T + F /kT ) 
where D l.S tRe diffusl.on coefficient, kp the pressure dl.ffusion factor (the 
V ln p term is equl.valent to the gravl.tational settling), kT the thermal dif-
fusion factor, F any selectl.ve forces (e.g. the radiatl.ve force), and c the 
concentration of the element. 
In solar-type stars, the radl.ative acceleratl.on is never large enough 
to compete Wl.th gravl.tational settll.ng /28/ : the last term l.S negll.g1ble. 
In the chromospherl.c plateau, the temperature gradl.ent is small, and the 
thermal term is also negligible. In the TR thl.S term is large. However, 
all elements become 100 % l.onized as T increases and the neutral-ionl.zed 
element separation therefore cannot work there. As the concentrat10n grad-
l.ent is also generally small the dl.ffusion velocity reduces to 
vD = D kp V ln p (gravl. tational settling term) 
In case of partial ionl.zation of an element, the atoms spend part of 
thel.r tl.me in the varl.OUS ionization states, and the resultl.ng velocl.ty may 
be wrl. tten, in first approxl.mation /29,1/, as vD = 'r1 k vDk ' where 'r1 k is the 
fraction of atoms in the l.onl.zation state k, and vDk the correspondl.ng dl.f-
fusion velocity. 
If the elements have to dl.ffuse across a magnetic fl.eld, the tansverse 
dl.ffus10n velocit1es of the 10ns are reduced by a factor of (1+w2tc~1)-1 , 
where W l 1S the Larmor pulsation and tcol the characterl.stic time between two 
colll.sions /44,1/. If this factor is large, the transverse diffus10n of ions 
1S stopped, while the diffus10n velocl.ty of neutrals 1S unchanged. Thus the 
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dlffuslon veloc&ty of any element reduces to VD = W n VDn , where the
index n refers to the neutral fraction.
Now, a large fractlon of the solar surface &s always covered with
horlzontal magnetlc flelds anchored in the network, from alt&tudes of N700
km /3,11,47,14,20,15/up to above the He emlttlng reglon (>1500 km)/22,23/.
Their typlcal Intenslty _s N5 to 25 G. At a typical chromospherlc tempera-
ture of N6000 K, the factor _2 tco_(4.6.10_3/nH) 2 for ions becomes > 1
for alt&tudes above _ 950 km , reachlng values of _i0 and _ i00 at _ ii00
and _1300 km. Above these alt&tudes, ions are effectively prevented from
settllng gravltatlonally,while neutrals are not.
3. The dlffuslon coefflclent for neutral heavles. The dlffuslon coeff&c&ent
D for neutral heavy nuclel of mass A on the domlnant neutral H gas of the
chromospherecanbe expressed as /6,10/
D = 3_ /16 .i/(nH._eff)._/m _
D = 4.287"I018"I/(nH._15).%/T-.%/_/A (cm2 s-l)
where nH is the neutral H number denslty, T the temperature,m_= mHA/(A+I)
_m H the effective mass of the interactlon,_eff an "effective" colllsion
cross sect&on to be dlscussed below, and _15 = _eff &n unlts of 10-15 cm2.
(The d_ffuslon coefflcient in ionized H is not very different; a Small ad-
mixture of H+ therefore does not affect the plcture). The effective cross-
section _eff can convenlently be expressed as _eff = _ rW2 _ (i'i)_ , where
r_ is some typlcal range of the interactzon potential, and _ (l,l)_&s the
reduced collls&on &ntegral descrlb&ng the colllslon klnematlcs in the actual
potential /6,10,32,41,31/.
The noble gas-H interact&on potent&als are characterlzed by a steep
repulslve part and a tlny Van der Waals attractive well, whose depth e _ 10-3
eV is extremely small as compared to the mean thermal energy kT = 0.52 eV of
the atoms in the _ 6000 K chromospherlc gas (fig.l).So, only the repulsive
part is important. The key informat&on on these potentials_omes from /5/,
whose results have been by and large conflrmed by more recent work /4,39,
40,17,38/. The repulslve part of the potentlal is most realistlcally fitted
by a mod&f&ed Buck&ngham-type potential /21,5,6,10/, and we have adopted the
potentlal parameters of /5/. On thls basis the coll_slon integrals _ (1,I)_
have been &nterpolated from the tables of /21/ (reproducedin /6,10/), yiel-
dlng the effectlve cross-sect&ons _eff given in Table i (or the effectlve
2 shown &n flg.l).colllslonradil reff such that _eff = _ reff
In reactlve element-H potent&als, the tiny Van der Waals minlmum is
completely swamped out by a _4 eV attract&ve well associated with the cova-
lent bond (flg.l). The characteristicsof these potentials have been derived
from the data tabulated In /18/, uslng the formalrsm of /16/. They can be
reasonably well fltted with Morse-type potentlals /16,10/. The colllslon in-
t (i,i)_ hegrals _ ave been znterpolated from the tables of /37/ (reproduced
in /i0/), yleldlng the values of reff and _eff given in fig.l and Table i,
the latter belng _2.4 tlmes as large as the _eff's for noble gases.
Interaction He-H Ne-H Ar-H C-H N-H O-H S-HTable i
elf (10-15 cm2) 0.89 1.05 1.45 2.84 2.17 2.35 3.27
4. The neutral element dlffuslon veloclt_ and tlme scale. The diffusion ve-
locity due to the gravltataonal force for neutral elements is /6,10/
vD = D'(A-I)• V(in P)'_n
VD = 3-70'i018"_/_ "(A-lh/_7_ / _15 "_i/nH'V(in P) " _n (kin/day)
where we have inserted D and nH is _n cm-3 and _(in p) in cm-I. Th_s veloclty
has been evaluated _n the framework of model VAL C /43/. _n is close to I for
most hlgh-FIP elements up to x_1900 km (see fig. in /13/), except for C (and
probably S) for whlch &onlzat&on reduces the dlffusion velocity by factors up
to _2.5 wlthln the chromospherlcplateau. Fig.2 shows the calculated VD'S vs.
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3. The d~ffus~on coeff~c~ent for neutral heav~es. The d~ffus~on coeff~c~ent 
D for neutral heavy nucle~ of mass A on the dom~nant neutral H gas of the 
chro osphere can be expressed as /6,10/ 
D = 3~ /16 .1/(nH,Ueff)'~kT/m* 
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r* ~s some typ~cal range of the ~nteract~o  potent~a  and n(l,l) ~  the 
reduced coll~s~on ~ntegral descr~b~ng the coll~s~on k~nemat~cs in the actual 
potential /6,10,32,41,31/. 
The noble gas-  ~nteract~on potent~als are character~zed by a steep 
repuls~ve part and a t~ny Van der Waals attr cti  well, whose depth E ~ -3 
eV ~s extre ely small as compared to the mean ther al energy kT = 0.52 eVof 
the ato s ~n the '" 6000 K chromosphen c gas (fig. 1). So, only the repulsive 
part ~s ~mportant. The key ~nformat~on on these potentials-eomes fro  /5/, 
whose results have been by and large conf1r ed by more recent work /4,39, 
40,17,38/. The repuls~ve part of the potent~al is most realist~cally fitted 
by a mod~f~ed Buck~ngham-t  potential /21,5,6, 0/, and we have adopted the 
potent~al parameters of /5/. On th~s bas~s the coll~s~on ~ntegrals n(l,l)* 
have b en ~nterpolate  fr  the tables of /21/ (re r  in /6,10/), yiel-
d~ng the e fect~ve cro s-sect~  ue f g~ven in Table 1 (or the e fect~ve 
co h 10  radi~ re f such that ~ eff = 11" r eff 2 shown ~n f~g.l). 
In react~ve ele ent-  potent~a  the ti y Van der Waals min~mum is 
completely swamped out by a'" 4 eV attract1 ve well assoc~ated with the cova-
lent bond (f~g.l). The characteristics of these potent~als have been derived 
fro  the data tabulated ~n /18/, us~ng the formal~sm of /16/. They can be 
reasonably well f~tted with Morse-type potent~als /16,10/. The coll~s~on in-
tegrals n(l,l)* have b en ~nterpola  fr  the tables of /37/ (re r  
~n /10/), y~eld~ng the values of re f and de f given in fig.l and Table 1, 
the la ter be~ng ~ 2 • 4 t~mes as large as the 0' e f' s for noble gases. 
Interaction He-H Ne-H Ar-H C-H N-H O-H S-H Table 1 15 2 deff (10- cm) 0.89 1.05 1.45 2.84 2.17 2.35 3.27 
4. The neutral ele ent d~ fus~on veloc~ty and t~me scale. The diff si  ve-
locity due to the grav~tat~on  force for neutral ele ents is /6,10/ 
vD = D'(A-l) - V(ln p) - 71n 
vD = 3.70-10 18 0 · (A-1)y'1+1/A / d15· l · (ln p). 71 n (km day) 
where we have insert  D and nH ~s ~n cm-3 and V(ln p) in cm- l Th~s veloc~ty 
has b en evaluated ~n the fr e ork of model VAL C /43/. 71 n is close to 1 for 
most h~gh-FIP ele ents up to x~19 0 km (see fi . in /13/), except for C (and 
probably S) for wh~ch ~on~zat~on reduces the d~ fusion velocity by factors up 
to ""2.5 w~th~n the chromosphe ~  plateau. F~g.2 sho s the calculat  vD's vs. 
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altltude x, for the two extreme elements Ar and C. All other hlgh-FIP elem-
ents have intermediate dlffuslon velocltles.
From these velocltles, we derive for each element A di_fuslon tlme
scales tD,A(X) = NH/(S®VD,A(x).nH(x))/2/.Thls tlme is the time needed for a
mass of NH H-atoms above an altitude x, assumed completely mlxed, to be de-
pleted in atoms A by a factor of I/e by downward dlffusion at its base x
(So = solar surface area). These dlffusion times tD are plotted vs. altitude
x in flg.3, for Ar and C.
'_v_ '.... '......
kT
w
-3
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5. Discussion - A tentative scheme. The surface of the quiet Sun at altitu-
des of ~700 to 2000 km is belleved to be largely covered, above the Super-
granulatlon (SG) cells, by horizontal magnetic flelds of intensity_5 to 25 G,
whose energy density exceeds that of the gas above ~1000 km (flg.4) /3,11,47,
14,20,15,22,23/.Above ~1000 km, the gas may therefore be stablllzed by the
fleld, and we may have in the chromospherlcplateau a "diffusion reglon" with
an horizontal field, which remalns stable, isolated from lower lylng material,
over some unknown time scale T . Gravltatlonalsettlement of heavy neutrals
takes place there, but the horlzontal field acts as a filter against ions.
Starting in the upper Chromosphere above the network (SG boundaries), spicu-
les are probably the ma3or upward carrler of material from Chromosphere into
Corona. Almost all the materlal they llft later falls back, elther In the
splcule itself, or as a raln along the more vertical conflguration of the fleld
at higher altitudes (flg.4).Only 0.7 % of it leaves the system In the form
of SW /above ref./. Above the qulet "diffuslon region" at altltude x, we there-
fore have an apparently fully "mixed region" comprlzlng the entire TR and Co-
rona (fig.4).The material leaving the "mixed zone" as SW (flux_SW,H) is
treated as constantly replenlshed by fresh matter from the undelying "diffu-
slon reglon" at an average effective veloclty U(x)= _SW H/nH(x)' in a steady
state fashlon lastlng over the stability tlme T of the f'd_ffuslonreglon".
By and large, the abundance of an element A in the "dlffuslon zone"
(and hence in the "mixed zone") can be kept low if its downward diffusion
veloclty VD,A(X) relatlve to the bulk H gas is larger than the effectlve up-
ward velocity U(x) of thls bulk gas : VD,A(X)/U(x) = nH(x).vD,A (x)/_SW,H =
D,A (x)/_SW,A > 1 (slncenA/nH = cst throughout the "mlxed zone"). Fig. 2
shows that this ratio is indeed >i (~ 30 for Ar, and ~3 for C, our worst
case), and does not depend much on the altltude x of the interface between
the qulet and the mlxed-up zones. Thls strong constralnt is thus s._tlsf_ed.
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5. OlSCUSS1on - A tentat1ve scheme. The surface of the qUlet Sun at altltu-
des of -700 to 2000 km lS belleved to be largely covered, above the Super-
granulatJ_on (SG) cells, by horlzontal magnet1c flelds of intensl ty - 5 to 25 G, 
whose energy density exceeds that of the gas above -1000 km (flg.4) /3,11,47, 
14,20,15,22,23/. Above -1000 km, the gas may therefore be stabll1zed by the 
f1eld, and we may have in the chromospherlc plateau a "diffuslon reglon" with 
an horlzontal fleld, WhlCh remalns stable, lsolated from lower lylng materlal, 
over some unknown time scale T • Grav1tat1onal settlement of heavy neutrals 
takes place there, but the hor1zontal f1eld acts as a f1lter agalnst 10ns. 
Startlng ln the upper Chromosphere above the network (SG boundar1es), spicu-
les are probably the maJor upward carr1er of mater1al from Chromosphere lnto 
Corona. Almost all the materlal they 11ft later falls back, e1ther 1n the 
splcule ltself, or as a ra1n along the more vert1cal conf1guration of the fleld 
at h1gher alt1tudes (f1g.4). Only 0.7 % of 1t leaves the system ln the form 
of SW /above ref./. Above the qU1et "diffuslon region" at altltude x, we there-
fore have an apparently fully "'ffi1xed regl0n" comprlzlng the enr..l.re TR and Co-
rona (fig.4). The materlal leaving the "mixed zone" as SW (flux <l>SW H) is 
treated as constantly replenlshed by fresh matter from the undelying "diffu-
Slon reglon" at an average effectlve veloc1ty U(x)= <l>SW H/nH(x), 1n a steady 
state fashl0n lastlng over the stabll1ty t1me T of the ('dlffuslon reglon". 
By and large, the abundance of an element A 1n the "d1ffus1on zone" 
(and hence 1n the "mixed zone") can be kept low 1f 1tS downward diffus10n 
veloc1ty VO,A(x) relat1ve to the bulk H gas is larger than the effect1ve up-
ward veloc1ty U(x) of th1S bulk gas: vO,A(x)/U(x) = nH(x).vO,A (x)/<I>SW,H 
<I> O,A(x)/ <l>SW,A 2 1 (slnce nA/nH = cst throughout the "ffi1xed zone"). F1g. 2 
shows that this rat10 1S 1ndeed >1 (- 30 for Ar, and -3 for C, our worst 
case), and does not depend much on the altltude x of the interface between 
the qU1et and the ffi1xed-up zones. Th1S strong constra1nt 1S thus satlsfled. 
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Other constralnts lead to llmlts to the altltude x of the "dlffuslon
Q!
reglon. An upper llmat x _ 2000 km as aml>osed by the fact that the hlgh-FIP
elements must stall be mostly neutral /43,13/.Alower llmat x _ 1000 km comes
from the requarement that aons be prevented to daffuse by the horizontal
magnetac faelds (_2tc_l>> i). In addatlon the staballty t_me of the requlred
structure (a.e. the tame durang whach the daffuslon regaon is effectlvely
asolated from the denser lower lyang materaal, so that the zones above and
below it remaln unmaxed) must be longer than the daffusaon tame tD (flg.3).
The hlgher the altatude, the more easlly thls constraant can be fulfilled.
For our worst case, C , the requared stabalaty tlme decreases from ~ 60 days
at iOOO km to 7 days at 1500 km and a mlnamum of ~ 2 days at 2000 km. These
tames are longer than the stabilaty tame of the low lylng SG and network,
whach as of the order of I day /3/.
6. Concluslon. The heavy element composataon anomalaes an the TR, Corona,
SW and SEP can be explaaned in terms of gravitatlonal settling of the heavy
neutrals in the Chromosphere, provaded that a large fractaon of the solar
surface is covered by quaet, presumably faeld stabllazed, regaons at high
altltude an the chromospherac plateau (_ 1500 to 2000 km). These reglcns
must effectlvely shaeld the coronal reservoar from the denser, lower chromo-
spherlc gas. They must be stable over at least a few days, and must therefore
not be strongly perturbed by the dally changes of the SG pattern at lower
altatude. Unless a dafferent scheme as found to explaln it, the odd coronal
composition therefore permits to set strlngent llmats to the degree of chaos
of the Chromosphere, to the turbulent exchange of matter between the lower
and the upper chromospherac layers.
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Other constralnts lead to llmlts to the altltude x of the "dlffuslon 
reglon~ An upper llmlt x ~ 2 0 km lS lmposed by the fact that the hlgh-FIP 
elements must stl l be mostly neutral /43,13/. A lower llmlt x ~ 1 0 km comes 
from the requlrement that lons be prevented to dlffuse by the horlzontal 
magnetlC flelds (w2tc~1» 1). In a dltlon the stablilty tl e of the requlred 
structure (l.e. the tlme durlng WhlCh the dlffuslon reglon lS effectlvely 
lsolated from the denser lower lylng materlal, so that the zones above and 
below lt remaln unmlxed) must be longer than the dlffuslon tlme tD (flg.3). 
The hlgher the altlt de, the more easlly thlS constr lnt can be fulf il . 
For our worst case, C , the requlred stablilty tl e decreases from -60 days 
at 1000 km to 7 days at 1500 km and a mlnlmum of - 2 days at 2 00 km. These 
tlmes are longer than the stablilty tl e of the low lYlng SG and network, 
whlch lS of the order of 1 day /3/. 
6. ConclUSlon. The heavy element composltlon anomalles ln the TR, C rona, 
SW and SEP can be expl lned ln terms of gravitatl nal settli g of the heavy 
neutrals ln the Chromosphere, provlded that a large fractlon of the solar 
surface lS cov red by qUlet, presumably fleld stablllzed, reglons at hlgh 
altltude ln the chromospherlc plateau (- 00 to 2 0 km). The~e rcglcns 
must effectlvely shleld the coronal reserVOlr from the denser, lower chromo-
spher1c gas. They must be stable over at least a few days, and must therefore 
not be strongly perturbed by the dally changes of the SG pattern at lower 
altlt de. Unle s a dl ferent scheme 1S found to explaln it, the o d coronal 
composltion therefore per~ts to set strlngent llmlts to the degree of chaos 
of the Chromosphere, to the turbulent exchange of matter betw en the lower 
and the upper chromospherlc layers. 
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ANOMALOUSABUNDANCESOF SOLARENERGETICPARTICLESANDCORONALGAS:
COULOMBEFFECTSANDFIRST IONIZATIONPOTENTIAL(FIP) ORDERING
D. J. Mullan
Bartol Research Foundation
University of Delaware
Newark, DE 19716
USA
ABSTRACT
Weargue that FIP orderlng of elemental abundances ]n solar energetic
particles and in the corona can both be explained Coulomb effects.
1. Introduction. Solar energetic particles (SEP) and coronal gas have
anomalous abundances relative to the photosphere (i). The anomalies are
similar in both cases: this led Meyer (i) to conclude that SEPacceleratlon
is not selective, but merely preserves the source abundances (in the
corona). Here, we argue that SEP acceleration can be selectlve, because
identical selectivity operates to determine the--c-oronal abundances.
The abundance anomalies are ordered by first ionization potential
(FIP). Meyer (1) claims that this requires source temperatures of T=8000
K. However, we find that FIP ordering occurs even if T > I06K.
2. Coulomb effects in SEP. SEPpre-acceleration in magnetlc reconnection
(e.g. in a solar flare) favors ions with low Coulomb losses (2) (hereafter
ML). Pre-acceleration selects ions with charge Z < R AO.5. (A is atomic
weight, R is a critlcal number.) ML argued that in a hydrogen dominated
corona, where coronal nearing itself depends on reconnection, R should lie
close to the proton value, R=I.0. Then the pre-acceleration time scale t B
would be marginally shorter than the proton Coulomb loss time tp. W}th
R:I, pre-acceleration of (e.g.) iron ions w111 favor ions with Z_ 7. This
selection of certain (low) charge states gives rlse to abundance anomalies
in SEP (see (2)).
ML discussed two cases of reconnection in a coronal magnetic loop. Case
A had t B < t D only at the top of the loop; case B had t B < t R at allpoints in the loop. Abundance anomalies in Case A were foun_ to be quite
large in somecases: to agree with observations, the anomalies would require
dilution with non-processed material. Meyer (i) criticizes Case A because
different flares would apparently require rather simllar dilution factors.
However,Case B yleldsanomalieswhich are much closerto the observed
values. Dilutionis irrelevantin Case B. In this paper,we referonly to
CaseB.
ML predictedthat Na/Si,Mg/Si,Ca/Fe,and Ni/Fe shouldbe less ]n
flaresthan in the photosphereby factorsof 2-3. Meyer (1)claimsthatSEP
data do not supportthese predictions.However,the observedratioshave a
largescatterin differentflares(seeFig. 3 in (1)). The scatteris such
that the lower limiton the aboveratioscan be smallerthanphotosphericby
factorsof 2-3 (as Case B predicts)except--f-orNa/Si. Thus,the Na/Si
ratiosmight presenta problemfor Case B: perhapsthe ionization
equilibri(2mofNa are incorrect.Apart fromNa, however,the data can be
reconciledwith Case B predictions,contraryto the claimin (1) tha-'t'-theML
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ML predicted that Na/Si, Mg/Si, Ca/Fe, and Ni/Fe should be less 1n 
flares than in the photosphere by factors of 2-3. Meyer (1) claims that SEP 
data do not support these predictions. However, the observed ratios have a 
large scatter in different flares (see Fig. 3 in (1)). The scatter is such 
that the lower limit on the above ratios can be smaller than photospheric by 
factors of 2-3 (as Case B predicts) except for Na/Si. Thus, the Na/Si 
ratios might present a problem for Case B: perhaps the ionization 
equilibria. of Na are incorrect. Apart from Na, however, the data can be 
reconciled with Case B pred1ct1ons, contrary to the claim in (1) thar-the ML 
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scenariodisagreeswith the data. (Meyer(1) did not discussCase B of ML).
As an indicationof how the HL scenariosucceeds,both qualitativelyand
quantitat]vely,in reproducingthe observedelementalanomallesin energetic
particles,we showCase B predictionsand data in Fig. 1, as a functionof
FIP. (Bothcases are normalizedto Si). Experimentalpointsin Fig. 1 are
takenmainlyfrom (1),but in the case of elementswhichhave not yet been
detectedin solarcosmicrays,we tookdata from (3) for the galacticcosmic
rays. (Elementalanomaliesare quitesimlar in solarand galacticcosmic
rays (1).) As regardsthe ML predictionsplottedin Fig. 1, we notethat no
speciflcvalueswere predlctedInCase B for H and He. The natureof the ML
scenarlo(marginalheatingof H) is suchthat the amountof hydrogen
selectedfor pre-accelerationdependsin detallon the extentto which the
marginIs exceeded This is not known:however,a firm predictionis that,
sinceH and He in the coronahave identicalvaluesof Z2/A,the abundances
of both H and He (whateverthey are)shouldbe identlcal.To showthis in
Fig. 1, we jointhe H and He predlctionsby a horizontaldashedline. The
vertlcalplaclngof this linecannotbe determinedat the presentlevelof
detail:we havechosento plot it so as to overlapwiththe errorbars of
the data for H and He.
3 I i | I i I i , I
) _) CaseB (Mullan+ Levme,1981)
I
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03 0 '
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Fig. 1. Relative abundances of elements as a functlon of FIP.
The agreement between Case B predictions and data in Fig. i is quite
good. Thus, both show maxlmum values of the abundance anomalles (around
values of i) at low FIP (except for Na), and both show a pronounced "step"
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down to lower values at about 10 volts. The lower abundances at large FIP
are down for both by factors of 3-10 relative to those at low FIP. The
"step" is well-deflned in the Case B predictlons: for the elements P, S, and
C, the FIP values differ by < 10%, but thelr abundances dlffer by factors of
- i000_. The H and He data can be reconciled wlth the predlctlon of equal
abundances: H need not be regarded as an exceptlon in the Case B scenarlo.
Note that the only fr---ee parameter in Case B is the loop thermal structure.
Slnce the ML predlctlons in Fig. 1 were obtained for coronal loops with
T ) I06K, an important concluslon from Fig. 1 Is that FIP orderlng of
elemental abundances does not requlre a chromospherlc phenomenon: it may
occur even in the corona.
We stress that the predicted anomalies in Fig. 1 arlse from a selectlon
of ions with Z2/A less than a critical ratio, viz. R:I.O. Abundance
anomalies similar to those shown in Fig. i are expected to occur in any loop
where ions with Z < A0-5 are preferentlally selected. This w111 be
important to keep in mind when we conslder the accumulatlon of minor ions in
the solar corona due to solar wlnd outflow.
3. Solar Wind: Minor lons. The solar wlnd consists malnly of protons, but
minor ions are dragged along by Coulomb effects if the proton flux is
sufficiently large. In order that ions of atomic welght A and charge Z be
dragged out of the sun, the proton flux must exceed the minlmum value
Fmin = 3.4 x 108 (T/106) 3/2 G(A,Z) cm-2s -1 (cgs). [i]
Coronal temperature T will be taken to be 106 K here. G Is a function of
A, Z, and T (see (4)): in the llmit of heavy ions, G ~ A/Z 2.
The actual solar wlnd flux is not inflnitely large: therefore, some ions
will not be dragged out by the protons, but will instead be left behind to
accumulate in the corona. Which ions are left behlnd? To answer thls, we
refer to the actual value of the solar wind flux. During the years
1962-1975, in low speed solar wind, the flux was 3.9xi0 _ cgs on average;
in high speed^wlnd, it was 2.7x108 cgs on average; in a long term average,
it was 3.8xi0 _ cgs (5). As mentloned in (5), these fluxes are uncertaln
by factors of order 30%, and there is a rather large spread in the fluxes:
the standard deviation in the long term average is 2.4x10 _ cgs (5). In a
sample of solar wind recorded near solar maximum (August 1978 to February
1980) by ISEE-3, we have examined a series of 2117 "snapshots" of the solar
wind, each lasting 3 seconds, wlth one "snapshot" ever_ 5-6 hours throughout
a 550-day interval. The mean flux we found was 3.2x10 _ cgs. Thls lles
withln the 30% uncertainty of the long term average in (5). It appears safe
to adopt a mean solar wind flux of (3-4)xi08 cgs.
The interesting aspect of these fluxes for our purposes can be seen from
eq. [i]. The mean flux apparently suffices to drag out only those _ops
which have G < (3-4)/3.4 : 0.9-1.2, i.e. ions wlth Z > (0.92-I.06)A u'°.
The remaining ions, those with Z_ (0.92-1.06)A 0-5, are left behind to
enrich the corona.
There is no a priori reason why the solar wlnd flux should have any
relationshlp whatever to the coefflcient in eq. [1]. Thus, the mean value
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of the upper limiton the ratioR = Z2/A of the ionswhlchwould enrich
the coronacouldbe arbitrary,in prlnciple. We draw attentionto the fact
that,in practlce,however,the upperlimiton R in the enrlchedcoronalgas
is equalto unity (wlthlnthe uncertaintiesof the solarwind
measurements).Thus, ionsof (e.g.)ironwith Z < 7 will accumulatein the
solarcorona.
4. Discussion.We havefound that Ionswhich are selectively
preacceleratedin SEP (i.e.thosewlth R < 1) are the sameas thosewhlch
enrichthe coronalgas becausethe averag_solarwind leavesthem behlnd.
Therefore,abundanceanomalieswhlch appearin SEP becauseof the Coulomb
selectivityare alsoexpectedto appearin the coronalgas. Thus, the
predictionsin Fig. 1 shouldalsobe relevantfor abundancesin the coronal
gas,providedthermalstructuresare not too different. (NotethatCase B
predictions,which appearin Fig. 1, are insensitiveto sourcetemperature,
as longas T ) 106 K; see Fig.8 of (2). Hence,dlfferencesin
temperaturebetweena solarflare slteand the sourcereglonof the solar
wlnd w111 not affectthe predlctlonsin Fig. i, sincebothtemperaturesin
all likelihoodare _ I06K.) We suggestthatcoronalabundancesare
anomalousrelativeto the photospherebecauseof Coulomblossesin the solar
wind,while SEP anomaliesare due to Coulomblossesat a flareslte. Hence,
SEP accelerationcan be selective:but slnce it enhancesthe selectionwhich
has alreadyoccur_ in the corona,the anomaliesappearslmllar. Different
classesof Fe-richnessin SEP may reflectsituationsin the sun where SEP
selectivityand/orsolarwlnd selectlvltyhave operatedand reinforcedeach
other to varyingextents.
The enrichmentof the solarcoronawill not proceedindefinltely:at
t_mes,the solarwind fluxbeqbmesconsiderablylargerthan average. Thus,
in the data set discussedin _5),the 5-95% range limlton the solarwind
flux Is (1.5-7.8)x 108 cgs./In 550 daysof ISEE-3data,we found9
samples(outof 2117)withfl/uxesof (9.0-9.9)x 108 cgs.each separated
by an averageintervalof about60 days. At such times,the accumulated
enrichmentof 60 days is fl_hed out, suchthatonly ionswith verysmallZ
are leftbehind(Z< (0.5-0_6)A0.5).But on the average,enrlchmentsof
coronalgas will buildup w4th abundanceanomaliesas shownin Fig. 1.
5. Conclusions.Elementalabundancesare observedto be anomalous(relative
to the photosphere)in bothSEP and In coronalgas. Herewe proposethat
Coulombeffectscan explainboth setsof anomalles.The Coulombloss
scenariomakes predictionsof elementalanomaliesas a functionof FIP and
these predlctlonsagreewell bothqualitativelyand quantitatlvelywith the
observeddatafor energeticparticles(seeFig. 1). FIP orderingis not a
slgn thatthe sourcematerialIs at T=8000K: we findthat the source
materlalcan haveT _ 106K,and stillpreserveFIP ordering.
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of the upper limit on the rat10 R = Z2/A of the ions Wh1Ch would enrich the c rona could be arbitrary, in pr1nciple. We draw attention to the fact that, in pract1ce, how ver, the upper limit on R in the enr1ched coronal gas 1S equal to unity (w1th1n the uncertainties of the solar wind measurements)  Thus, ions of (e.g.) iron with Z < 7 will accumulate 1n the solar corona. 
-
4. Discussion. We have found that lons which are selectively prea celer ed in SEP (l.e. those w1th R < 1) are the same as those Wh1Ch enrich the coronal gas because the average solar wind leaves them beh1nd. Th refore, abundance anomalies Wh1Ch appear 1n SEP because of the Coulomb selectivit  are also expected to appear in the coronal gas. Thus, the predicti  in Fig. 1 should also be relevant for abundances 1n the coronal gas, provided ther al structures are not too different. (Note that Case B predicti s, which appear in F1g. 1, are 1nsensitive to source temperature, as long as T ~ 106 K; s e F1g. 8 of (2). Hence, d1fferences 1n temperat  betw en a solar flare slte and the source reg10n of the solar w1nd w1ll not affec  the pred1ct1ons in Fig. 1, since both temperatures in all likel  are ~ 106K.) We suggest that coronal abundances are anomalo  relat1  to the photosphere because of Coulomb losses 1n the solar wind, while SEP anomalie  are due to Coulomb losses at a flare slte. Hence, SEP a celeration can be selective: but Slnce 1t enhances the selection which has alre  o curred 1n the corona, the anomalies appear slm1lar. D1fferent classes of Fe-ri ss in SEP may reflect situations in the sun where SEP selecti i y and/or solar w1nd se1ect1v1ty have operated and reinforced each other to varyi  extents. 
The enri e t of the solar corona will not proceed lndefinltely: at tl es, the solar wind fl  be~omes considerably larger than average. Thus, in the data set disc d in ~5). the 5-95  range limlt on the solar wind flux 1S (1. - 8) x 108 cgs. I In 550 days of ISEE-3 data, we found 9 sa pl  (out of 2 17) with f~xes of (9.0-9.9) x 108 cgs. each separated by an aver  int  of about 60 days. At such times, the accumulated enri  of 60 days is f14shed out, such that only ions with very small Z are left behi  (  < (0. ;6)AO.5). But on the average, enr1chments of coronal gas will buil  up ~~th abu e ano alies as shown in Fig. 1. 
5. Conclusi s. Ele ent l abun ances are observed to be anomalous (relative to the phot re) i  bot  SEP and 1n coronal gas. Here we propose that Coul  eff  ca  explain both sets of anoma11es. The Coulomb loss sce o makes predi tions of ele ental anomalies as a function of FIP and thes  pr 1 t1ons agr  well both qualitatively and quantitat1vely with the obs ed dat  for ener etic particles (see Fig. 1). FIP ordering 1S not a sl  t at t e s r  material 1S at T=8000 K: we find that the source mat 1a1 c  ha  T ~ 10 , an  still preserve FIP ordering. 
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ABSTRACT
Themeanionicchargesof Nitrogen,Neon,Magnesium,Slhcen,andSulfur
insolarflareparticleeventshovebeendeterminedfor 12 flaresduringthe
hmeintervalfromSeptember1978 toSeptember1979.Theobservations
werecarried out with the HPI/UoHdULEZEQSensoron the ISEE-3
eatelhteComparingtheresultswithmeanchargestatesestabhshedin e hot
corona1plasmaunder equilibrium condlhons,we derwe different
temperaturesfor differentelementsTheserangefrom 8pprox2.106Kto
7-105Kin esingleflare Fromflare toflarethevariationIn temperature
foreachelomentis lessthantheverlstlonbetweendifferentionspecies
1. Introduction Theiomcchargestatedistributionsof solarenergeticperhclesprovide
Importantmformahonaboutboththe condlhonsat the sourceregionendthe natureof
8ccelerstlon,corona1,endinterplanetarypropegehonprocessesTheprocessesinvolvedin
generaldependontheparticle'srmgldlty,thus,e knowledgeof theperhclesmasstochargeraho
A/QIsessentialfor comparingobservationsofsolarenergeticparticleswiththeoreticalmodels
ofaccelerationendpropagationprocessesSincechargestatesarenotalteredduringthepassage
oftheionstoearthl , measurementofthechargestatedlstr_butionscanbeusedtodmgnosethe
conditionsof theplasmatthesourceraglanof theenergeticparticles
WereportmeasurementsofthemeanionicchargesfortheelementsC,N,O,Ne,Hg,Si, S,and
Fein 12flare associatedsolarenergeticparticleeventsinthetimeper'ladfromSeptember1978
toSeptember1979 HeaniomcchargesofC,O,andFehavebeenpubhshedbeforeforall buttwo
of theflaresconsideredhere2.3 In4 theotherelementshavebeenanalysedfor threeof theflare
events.Forcompletenesstheseresultsere includedInthiswork
2. InstrumentendDataAnalysis. Thedatapresentedin thispaperhavebeenobtainedwith the
Hex-Plenck-Institut/ UniversityofHerylandULEZEQSensoronbcerdthe ISEE-3 spacecraft
DuringtheperiodofthemeasurementsfromSeptember1978 toOctober1979thissatellitewas
positionedattheLagrengienpmntL=betweentheEarthendtheSun,at8distanceof about230 Re
fromtheEarthBycombininganelectroststlcdeflectionsystemwith e posihonsensltwesohd
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THE MEAN IONICCHAReESOf N, NE, M6, SI,AND S IN SOLAR ENER6ETIC 
PARTICLE EVENTS 
A.lUHN,D HOVESTADT, B. KLECKER,M SCHOLER 
Max-Planck-Insutut fUr extraterrestrische Physik, 8046 68rching, F.R 6 
6. a~CKLER, F. M IPAVICH,A B.6ALVIN 
University of Marylan(l, College Park, MD 20142, U.S.A 
C. Y FAN 
University of Arizona, Tucson, A1. 85121, U S.A 
l. A FISK 
Universty of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824, U.S.A 
ABSTRACT 
The mean Ionic cherges of Nitrogen, Neon, Megnesium, Sihcon, end Sulfur 
in solar flare particle events have been determined for 12 flares during the 
tlme interval from September 1918 to September 1919. The observations 
were carried out with the MPl/UoMd UlEZEQ Sensor on the ISEE-3 
satelhte ComparlOg the results with mean charge states estabhshed in a hot 
coronal plasma under equilibrlUm condItIons, we derlVe different 
temperatures for different elements These range from approx 2·106K to 
1·10f>K in a single flare From flare to flare the varlatlOn in temperature 
for each element is less than the varIation between different ion species 
1. Introductlon The iomc charge state dIstrIbutIons of solar energetIc partIcles provIde 
Important lOformatl0n about both the condItIons at the source reglOn and the nature of 
s:x:eleratlOn, coronal, and interplanetary propagatlon processes The processes involved in 
general depend on the partIcle's rIgIdIty, thus, a knowledge of the part1Cles mass to charge ratlO 
AlQ is essential for comparing observat1ons of solar energetic particles with theoretical models 
of acceleration and propagation processes Since charge states are not altered during the passage 
of the ions to earth 1 , measurement of the charge state dIstrIbutions can be used to dIagnose the 
conditions of the plasma at the source reglOn of the energetic particles 
We report measurements of the mean Ionic charges for the elements C, N, 0, Ne, Mg, Si, 5, and 
Fe 1n 12 flare associated solar energet1c part1cle events in the time peruld from September 1978 
to September 1919 Mean lomc charges of C, 0, and Fe have been pubhshed before for all but two 
of the flares consIdered here2.3 In 4 the other elements have been analysed for three of the flare 
events. For completeness these results are included in this work 
2. Instrument and Data AnalYSis. The data presented in this paper heve been obtained WIth the 
Max-Plenck-Institut I University of Maryland UlEZEQ Sensor onb08rd the ISEE-3 spacecraft 
During the period of the measurements from September 1918 to October 1919 this satellite was 
positlOned at the lagrangian pomt II between the Earth and the Sun, at a distance of about 230 RE 
from the Earth By comblOlOg an electrostatIc deflectIon system WIth a positIon sensitIVe sohd 
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statedetectorandeproportiormicounter,theULEZEQsensorIscapableofdeterminingseparately
theenergyEendnuclearchargeZofan incomingionIn theenergyrangefrom~0 3 to ,,4
MaY/nucleonaswellasmeasuringit's ionicchargeQBecauseofthepoorcountingstatistics,
especiallyfortherarerelements(N, No,Mg,St,andS) andthelimitedchargeresolutionofthe
sensor,wepresentonlythemeanvaluesofthechargestatedistributionsThedeterminationf
theionicchargeis,apartfromstatisticalerrors,subjecttoesystematicuncertaintyoflessthan
5Z TheresolutionofthesensorwithrespecttoelementalspactesI suchthatwithintheIron
group,IndividualelementscannotbeseperatecJHowever,sincemostparticlesInthisgroupare
In factIron,westaywlththecommonpracticetodesignatehemby "Fe" Fore detailed
descrlptlonfthesensoranddatanalysisseeHovestedtetal 5.
Forouranalysisweselected12wellidentlflodflare
assocmtedsolar energetmparticle eventsfrom
Table1. Selected3£Pevents September1978toSeptember1979(seeTable1)
ThestartandendUmesfortheaccumulationperiods
ID Accumulationperiod werechosenastomaximizethecountingstatistics,that
1 1978day266.1200-271.00O0 lsfromtheonsetoftheenergeticparticlefluxwellinto
2 day314,06'00-321,00O0 thedecliningphaseWeassumeherethatthecharge3 day346.06.00-355.00 O0
4 1979day 46,1800- 55,06"00statesarenotaffectedbypost-ecceleratlonoftheflare
5 day 87.06.00-gO.O0.O0generatedshockwaveduringthepassagetoearth.The
6 day 93.1200- 98.00O0 energyrangesfor theeccumulaUonf thedifferent
7 day113.0600-117.1200elementsrepresente compromisebetweencharge
8 day 147,12.00- 152,12.00
9 day 157.06.00-165.00.00 resoluUonendcountingstaUstlcsTheyare 0 '45-2 34
10 day213,06 00- 218,00-00 Me¥/N for C, 0.45-2 62 MeY/Nfor N, 054-2 64
11 day231.1200-239.0000 MeVINforO,0.56-3 14 l'leV/Nfor Ne,0.56-3.37
12 day258.0600-272,00.00MeV/NforMg,0.55-2.97MeY/Nfor 51,0.55-3.17
MeV/Nfor5,and0.34-1 78MeV/NforFe
3 ResultsandDisouesion,InTable2 wesummarizetheresultsforthemeanchargesmall of
theobservedflares.Wealsogivetheweighedaverageofthe12periodsFromthemeasuredmean
chargeandmntzetionequilibriumtablesT.7,8,9 onecanderwefor each1ontheelectron
temperatureof thesourceplasmaof theserunsThisshouldgweconsistentresultsff the
followingassumptmnshold1) Conditionsaresuchthatchargequillbr_umcanbeestabhshed,
2) thedlstrlbutmnfunctionof theplasmaelectronIs e Moxwelhen(thin is asumedIn the
calculationf thetables),and3) chargexchangeprocessesareneghglbleduringacceleration
andpropogeUon.AsanexampleweshowmFig1meaneqmhbriumchargestatesasefunctmnof
temperatureforO,No,Mg,51,andS.Thevaluesofthemeanchargeforaccumulationperiod1
ereindicatedbyheavylinesFortheelementsshownaswellasforCandN thereisnodifference
mthemeanvaluesofthechargestatedmtrlbutionsa calculatedfromthetablesofJordan(6.7)
andShullandvan5teenberg(8.9) abovetemperaturesof=106KWedonotshowIron,because
for thisIonthedifferenceIntheInferredtemperaturesfor thetwotabulationsissignificantWe
attributethistotheinherentdifficultiestnestimatingtheionizatione drecombinationratesfor
emanyelectronsystem(asIronin thistemperatureange)endtheerrorsintroducedin the
simpleanalyticalinterpolationformule_fortherotecoefficientsu edm8 InFig2 wecompile
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s at  d tecto  and a proportional counter, the UlEZEQ sensor is capable of determining seperately the energy E D d nuclear charge Z of an incoming ion in the energy range from -0 3 to -4 MeV Inu on as well as measuri g it's ionic charge Q Beceuse of the poor counting stetistics, 
especi  for the a r elements ( , Ne, Mg, Si, and S) and the limited charge resolution of the 
sensor, we presen  only the mean values of the charge state dlstributions The determination of the 10nic charg  is, apart from statisti al errors, subject to a systematic uncartainty of less than 51 Th  resoluti n of the sensor with respect to elemental species is such that within the Iron group, individ al lement  ca not be seperated However, since most particles in this group are 1n fact Iron, we stay with the common practice to designate them by "Fe" For a detal1ed descrl l0n of the sens r and data am,1ysis see Hovestllft et al 5. 
Table 1. Selected SEP events 
For our enelysis we selected 12 wellldentlfled flere 
8SSOClated solar energehc particle events from 
September 1978 to September 1979 (see Table 1) 
The start and end hmes for the accumulation perlods 
_ID ___ Nx_um_u_l_at_10_n_pe_r_100 __ were chosen as to maximize the counting statistlcs, that 
1 1978 doy 2 6.12 00- 271.00 0 
2 doy 314.06'00- 3 1.0  0 
3 doy 346.06.00- 355.00 00 
4 1979 doy 48.18 0- 55.06'00 
5 doy 67.06.00- 90.00.00 
6 doy 93.12 0- 98.00 0 
7 doyl13.0600- 17.120  
6 doy 147.12.00- 152.12.00 
9 doy 157.06.00- 165.00.00 
10 doy 213.06 00- 216.00'00 
1 doy 23 .12 00- 239.  00 
12 doy 258.06 00- 272.00'00 
fs from the onset of the energetfc parUcle flux we1l1nto 
the decl1nfng phase We assume here that the charge 
state  are not affec d by post-~l rabon of the flare 
generated shock WeNe durmg the P8SS8Q8 to earth. The 
energy ranges for the accumulatlon of the dlfferent 
elements represent a compromlse between charge 
resolution and counting stahshcs They are 0 45- 2 34 
MeVIN for C, 0.45-262 MeVIN for N. 054-264 
MeVIN for O. 0.56-3 14 MeVIN for Ne, 0.56-3.37 
MeVINfor Mg, 0.55-2.97 MeVIN for S1, 0.55-3.17 
MeVIN for S, and 0.34-1 78 MeVIN for Fe 
3 Res lts an  Disc ssion, In Table 2 we su arize the results for the mean charges m all of the obs rved flare . We als  give the welghed average of the 12 perlods From the measured mean 
cha e an  lOni ation equili riu  tables6·7•6.9 one can derlYe for each 10n the electron te rature of the sou e plas a of these lOns ThlS should gwe conslstent results lf the fo lo mg 8SS ptlOns hol  1) CondltlOns are such that charge equihbrlum can be estabhshed, 2) th  dis r1 ubon fun tion of the plas a electron lS a Maxwelhan (thlS lS asumed in the 
ca lation of th  tab ), an  3) charge exchange processes are neghglble durmg ~lerabon 
en  pr agatlOn. As an exe ple we show m Flg 1 mean equlhbrium cherge stetes as e funcbon of te rature for 0  Ne, Mg, Sl, an  S. The values of the mean charge for accumulatl0n period 1 
are indl ted by he vy line  For the ele ents shown as well as for C and N there lS no dlfference 
In th  m n va s of th  ch rge st te dlstrlbutions as calculated from the tables of Jorden (6.7) 
a  Sh l  a  va  St n berg (6.9) above te peratures of £ 10 K We 00 not show Iron, because for thf  10  th  dfff r nce fn the 1nferred temperatures for the two tabulations 1s sfgnfffcant We 
at 1 te th1s to th  1nh rent d1ffic lties in esti atfng the ionizatfon and recombfnatfon rates for 
a m y el tron s tem (a  Iro  in this te perature range) and the errors mtroduced in the Si le e elytical int rpoletion formul~ for the rete coefficients used m B In Flg 2 we compl1e 
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the inferred equilibrium
temperaturesfor all of the 12
_,,_tor,,© r-. o pem0ds It Is evident that 1)
0000_00_0000 0
=_ .... _ .... +4.H-,4.. -,4_ .- .. differentelementsaparently reflect
_-,ou_r.._ w _ ,o_r_r_ _r _" dlfferentequlhbrlum temperatures
and2) thesevaluesremainfmrly
_r_ © o, _ constantfromflare toflare Thmis a
_o- o _ o_ } _ stronotndicationthatatleastoneof;li'li i _ the abovethreeassumptl0nsis not
.... o. _© - _ apphcable
_ _ ,__ _ _ _ _. _ _ o_ _ Recentlycalculahonshavebeen
ooooooo.-o*, go _ ._ performedtoallowfor 1) nonsteady
•$,I-H 4-1 @1 -H "H "H @1 "H I .t-I -IN
-oo,_ovr--r-to _- o _ statechargestatesand 2) a non-
o, .... . Maxwelhantaft of the electron
_°R _ R _ - tor-.°, o _ _ _ _ t-. _ dmtmbuh0nfunch0ndetermmmgthe
o o o o o o o o o o o o _, chargestatedlstrlbUtl0ns(10), as
m.:_ .,4..., ,. ,, _... 44-H,, *__ = well as 3) for charge statesby©,_-ow_r..,:o, vo,_© r.. .,
_'" o - - o - o o _, o o o o o = mterach0nsof fast runsw_tha hot
_ _ _ o,r-.© ,_ _ _ ,="- _ coronalplasma ( 11) Nmther ofo,_ © - - r-._ _ o_ :_ theserelaxahonsfrom the omgmal
E oooooooooooo o u;_ _.,__-H_ _ _ assumptionof chargeequ111brlum
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_ r..r--r-- >. _ three effects and also take rata
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t  i f rr  ul1ibrium 
t eretures f r ell f t   
rlOOs t IS I ent t et   
dIfferent ele ents aparently reflect 
Ifferent e UIlibrIUm temperatures 
nd  these lues emain aI ly 
c nstant fro  flare to fl r  hIs IS  
strong indication that at least one of 
the above t ree assumptIOns 1s not 
apphcable 
Recently calculatIOns have been 
performed to allow for 1) non st~ 
state charge states and 2) a non-
elhan ll f e lectron 
dIstrIbution functIOn determ1010g the 
charge state dlstrJ but IOns (10), as 
ell as 3) for charge states by 
mteractlons of fast Ions WIth a hot 
coronal plasma (11) NeIther of 
these relaxations fro  the orlgmal 
assumption of charge eqUIlibrIUm 
can explam the observed varIations 
10 t e ean arge states f r t e 
If erent l ments o solve IS 
dIscrepancy one pOSSIbly has to 
mvoke a combmatlon of the above 
three effects and also take IOta 
account the x-ray rachatlOn fIeld, 
whIch IS neghblble In the qUIet solar 
corona, but mIght not be 10 solar 
flares 12, 
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FigI Mean chargeof 0,he,Mg, W,
and S as a function of
temperature as calculated from
o,g. Heavy lines mark the s
temperature ranges compatlble
wlth the 95% confldence -- meanchargefromJonlzohonequlhbr_um
mean charge (%%interval) for SEPevenf 1
interval of the charge state
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Fig 2 Equilibrium temperatura$ (95% confidence intervalsor lower limits) for
the12SEP per/adsofTableI,derlvedfromB.g.
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CALCULATIONSOFHEAVYIONCHARGESTATEDISTRIBUTIONSFOR
NONEQUILIBRIUHCONDITIONS
A.Luhn,D.Hovestedt
Max-Planck-InstJtutfur extraterrestmschePhymk
8046 Garching,FRO
ABSTRACT
Numericalcalculationsofthechargestatedlstrlbutlonsof testionsma hot
plasmaundernoneqmlibriumconditionsare presentedIn partmular,we
darwethemeantonicchargesofheavyionsfor flmteresidencetimesm an
instantaneouslyheatedplasmaandfor a non-Maxwentanelectron
dmtmbutlonfunction.Comparingthe resultswith measurementsof the
chargestatesof solarenergeticpartmles,wefmdthat nmtherof thetwo
rumplecasesconmderedcanexplaintheobservabons.
1 IntreduchonRecentmeasurementsof thechargestatesof heavyrunsm solarenergetm
partmleeventsi indicatethatnoneqmhbrlumcondlhonsat thesourceof thesolarenergetic
particles(presumablyanectweregionm thelowercorona)are hkelaytoplaya keyrole m
astablishmc.Ithechargestatedlstmbutionobservedatearth. Inparticular,thetemperatureas
derwedfromtheequilibriumtablesofchargestatedistributions2.3,4 differedmgmf_cantly
for different1onspemes.Calculabonsof eqmhbratlonhmes for lmpuMty ionsm a fusion
plasma5 indicatethat,asafuncbonofplasmatemperature,thetimefor mtbaily neutralatoms
toreachthmr equthbrlumchargestatedmtmbuhoncanvary by approximatelytwoordersof
magmtudeWehavethereforecalculatedthemeanmmccha.r'gesfor elementsof relevanceto
solar flare studmswhmhare expecteda) for a finite resldencatime of the runsafter an
instantaneousheatmgof theplasma,andb) for a non-Maxweillandmtmbutlonfunctmnfor the
electronsmtheplasma.
2 MethodsTherateof changeof the abundancesnI of the tomzabonstatest of an tonwith
nuclearchargeZ isgwenbythefollowingsystemofequahons
nl = ne(-ntS1 + n2cx2),
hI = ne(nl_l__l+ni+tcxt+l-nl(S_,cxl)), (1=2 .Z), (I)
nz+t = ne(nzSz- nz+1ocz+t).
Forvamshmgtimedependencethinbecomes
ni$_=n=+I cxl+I, (i=i Z) (2)
S! denotesthe total lomzatlonratecoeffmmntfrom mmzatmnstatei to i+1, oq the total
recombinationratecoeffmmntfromi toI- 1,andne is theelectrondenmtyTheratecoeffmmnts
areobtainedbymultiplicationof therelevantcrosssectionswiththeelectronvelomty,averaged
overtheelectrondmtMbuhonfunchonForthehmedependentcalculationswith a Maxwelllan
electrondlstMbutmnweusethefit parametersfor therate coeffmmntsgwenm2 and3 These
arecalculatedusingthecoronaaproxlmahon,I e. neglectinganydenmtydependenttermsm the
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u erIcal calculatIons of the charge state lstrlbutlOns of test lOns 10 a hot 
plasma under nonequl1ibrium condltlOns are presented In partIcular, we 
derlVe the ean Ionic charges of heavy Ions for flOlte resIdence tI es 10 an 
Instantaneously heated plasma and for a non-Maxwell1an electron 
dlstrlbutlOn functIon. o paring the res lts ith easurements of the 
charge states of solar energetIc partIcles, e f10d that neIther of the t o 
SImple cases consl(jered can explain the observations. 
IntroductIon ecent easurements of the charge states of heavy Ions 10 solar energetIc 
partIcle events I 10dlcate that nonequlllbrlum condItIons at the source of the solar energetIc 
partIcles (presumably an actIve regIon In the lower corona) are hKeley to play a Icey role In 
establlsh10g the charge state dlstrlbuUon observed at earth. In particular, the te perature as 
derIved fro  the equlllbrlum tables of charge state dIstrIbutIons 2.3.4 dIffered SIgnifIcantly 
for dIfferent Ion SpecIes. calculatIons of eqUIlibration tI es for I purIty IonS In a fUSIon 
plasma 5 mdlcate that, as a functIon of plasma te perature, the tIme for InitIally neutral atoms 
to reach theIr eqUIlibrIum charge state dIstrIbUtion can vary by approxImately two orders of 
agnitude e have therefore calculated the ean IOniC charges for ele ents of relevance to 
solar flare studIes hIch are expected a) for a fInite resIdence tI e of the Ions after an 
instantaneous heat10g of the plasma, and b) for a non-MaxwellIan dIstrIbutIon functIon for the 
electrons 10 the plasma. 
2 ethods The rate of change of the abundances nl of the lo zatlon states I of an Ion WIth 
nuclear charge Z IS gIVen by the follow1Og system of equatIons 
n, = ne (-n,S, + n2 «2), 
"I = ne ( nl-1 ~-1 + nl+1 <X1+1 - nICS, + <x,»)' (1 2. Z), ( 1) 
nZ+1  ne ( Z5Z - Z l <XZ+1)· 
For vamshmg tIme dependence thIS becomes 
nj SI  nl+ 1 <x1+ 1, (I = 1 Z) (2) 
51 denotes the total IOniZatIon rate coeffICIent from IOniZatIon state I to I + I, <XI the total 
recombmatlOn rate coeffICIent from I to I-I , and ne IS the electron densIty The rate coeffICIents 
are obtamed by ultIplicatIon of the relevant cross sections WIth the electron velocIty, aver~ 
over the electron dIstrIbution function For the tI e dependent calculations WIth a axwellian 
electron IstrIbutIon e use the fIt arameters f r the rate coeffiCIents gIVen 10  and  hese 
are calculated usmg the corona aproxlmahon, Ie. neglectmg any densIty dependent terms In the 
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crossectlonsandphotolonizatlonbytheradiationfield,whichIsvalidfortheparameterange
consideredhereTheprocessesincludedarecolhslonalIomzationa dradiativeanddlelectromc
recomblnationtogetherwlthcorrectionstakingintoaccountautolomzatlonaftercollislonal
excltatlonanddlelectronlcrecombination.Forthecaloulatlonofthechargestatesproducedby a
non-Maxwelliandlstmbutlon,however,we needthecrosssectionse asa functlonfelectron
ImpactvelomtyToobtainthese,we usetheanalyticalformsoftheratecoefflclentsfora
Maxwelhandistributiongivenby 6 andsolvenumerlcaIlyfortheparametersofthecross
sectlonsbycomparingthemwiththeratecoefficientsgivenby 2,:3We thencanflndtherate
coefflclentsforan arbitraryelectrondistributionfeby calculatingSve(v)fe(v)dv,were v
denotestheelectronveloclty
Theequations(I) aresolvedby numericalIntegrationwithan algorithmsuitedforthe
widelydifferingtimescalasoftheabundancechangesforthedifferentionizationstatesThe
initialchargedistributionsa dtheequilibriumdistributionsfora non-Maxwelhanelectron
distributionfu ctionarecalculatedusingtheequilibriumequations(2).Inviewoftheaccuracy
oftheparametersgwenby2 fortheinterpolationformula_fortheratecoefficients,conclusions
basedonthevaluesofspecificIonizationratioshavetobemadewithcautionHowever,themean
valuesofthechargedlstrlbutlons,whichareusedforthlswork,aremuchlessaffected
:3 ResultsandDiscussion We first discussthe time developmentof the meanionic chargeof
differentIonsafteraninstantaneousheatingoftheplasma.Thisismotivatedby theobservation
that in the initial phaseof a solar flare the temperaturerises by a factor of approx. 10 over the
ambient coronal temperature of about 106 K within a time of the order of 1 second(see for
Instance7and8) Thesubsequentaccelerationfprotons,alphaparticles,andheavierionsmay
removethe ions in a
20 _ Fe ! theequillbratlontimefor
........ , ........ _ . .L_f.,,.. tlmescalecomparableto
theIonichargeInFIg.I
15 S we plotthemean charge
as e functlonof netfor"
/ .S/ i the caseof a temperature
risefromi06KtoI07KI_ IC .__-- 0 Notethatthe time for
Neon and Magnesiumto
S reachtheirnew equlIi-
briumchargestatedis-
tributionisa factor"of
3 i i i i i i ii_ i i i _ _ i 11_ J i • _ , ,,09 01o 01i 101ztenlargerthanthatfor
ne)[_l.h-3s] 8g Oxyoen Ifone as-
sumesa typicale ectron
FigI T/me developmentofmean chargesattaran/nstan- densityof109cm-3,it
taneousheat/ngof thep /asmafrom I05 K to I07 K IsoftheorderoflOOs
at tlme t=d
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cross secUons and ph tolonl atlon by the radlaUon field, which IS valid for the p ram ter range 
conslClered here The processes mcluded are colliSIOnal IOnization and radiati e and dlelectronlc 
recombmation together with correctlO s taking into account autOlonlzatJon after colliSional 
excitatIo  and dlelectromc recombmatlOn. For the calculatlOn of the charge states produced by a 
non-Maxwellian dlstrlbutlOn, however I we need the cross sectIOns <1 as a function of electron 
Imp~t velOCIty To obtam these, we use the analytical forms of the rate coeffiCients for a 
MaxwellIan distri tIOn gIVen by 6 and solve numericall  for the p ram ters of the cross 
sectIOns by comparmg them wIth the rate coeffiCients gIVen by 2.3 We then can find the rate 
coeffiCi nts for n arbitrar  electro  distri ion fe by calculating IV<1(v)fe(v)  , were v 
denotes the electr  velOCity 
The equatio  ( 1) are solved by numerical integr IOn WIth n al9)rlt  SUited for the 
Widely dlffermg time scales of the abundance changes for the differe t IOnization states The 
Imtlal charge distributIOns and the eqUIlibrIum distrIbUtions for a non-Maxwellian electron 
distrl ton functt  are calculated uSing the eqUIlibrIUm equaho  (2). In view of the accurocy 
of the parameters gIVen by 2 for the mterpolatlon formulfe for the rate coeffICIents, conclUSIOns 
based on the values of specIfiC IOnizatIOn raUos have to be made With cautIon However, th  mean 
values of the charge distrI tions, w ich are used for thIS work, are much less affect  
3 Results and DISCUSSIOn We fIrst dISCUSS the tim  development of the mean lomc charge of 
different Ions after an Instantaneous heating of the plasma. This Is motivated by the observation 
that In the Initial phase of a solar flare the temperature rises by a f~t r of approx. 10 over the 
ambient coronal temperature of about 106 K Within a time of the order of 1 second (see for 
Instance 7 and 8) The subsequ nt acc leratio  of pr tons, alph  particles, and heav er Ions may 
remove the Ions In a 
20 timescale comparable to 
Fe the eqUilIbr Ion time for 
15 s 
5~~~;::::::::::::==-------.l....---=1 
the lomc charge In FIg. 1 
we p lot the mean charge 
as a functi  of net for 
the case of a temperature 
rise from 1 06K to 1 07K 
Note that the time for 
Neon and MagnesIUm to 
r~h their new eqUili-
brium charge s ate dls-
trlbutfon IS a f~tor of 
~L,,09"-~--'-""""""'-"""""-'-1~O:;nl0-~~"""""""""""'-::10::nll;----'----'-~-'-'-~1012 ten larger than that for 
e g Oxygen If one as-
f g 1 TIm  development of melJn chlJrges lJlter lJn IflstlJn-
tlJneous helJt Iflg of the pllJsmlJ from I tJ6 K to 107 K 
lJt lIme 1=0 
sumes a tYPical electr  
density of 109 cm-3, It 
IS of the order of 1 00 S 
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This isaconsequenceof thehigh iomzatlonpotentialfor the K shellelectronsof theseelements,
whichm thintemperaturerangecannotberemovedfor runswith a higheratomicnumberZ The
differencesin theequilibrationtimescontrastwith theobservationof rather highchargestates
for NeandMg 1, whichonthebasisof thenotionsketchedabovewouldbeexpectedfor elements
with short equilibrationtimes.For different initial andfinal temperaturesthe equilibration
timeschangeHowever,themratiosfor thedifferentIonsremainapproximatelythesameWecan _"
thereforeconclude,thatthesimplemodelofthefreezinginof non_uillbrlum chargestatesdueto
theescapeof theparticlesfrom theheatedcoronalmaterialcannotexplainthe Ionicchargesof
solarenergeticparticles.
The_nd _ consideredIs thecalculatmnof equHlbmurnchargedistributions for a non-
Maxwelhanelectrondlstmbutmnfunctmnof thecoronalplasmaTheexmtencaof a non-thermal
taft of electronsm the transitionzoneandthe lower coronais supportedboth by theoretical
calculatmnsfor thequintsun(e.g 9.10) andobservationsin flamngregions(e g 11.12) Owecki
and Scudder(6) haveconsideredthin caseandderivedthe mnlzatmnratms 0+610+7 and
Fe+! !/Fe+12Theyfredthatanest]matmnofthetemperaturebasedontheseratmsoverestimates
or underestlrnatesthetrue temperatureof theplasmadependingontheratm kBTm/I,werekB Is
the Boitzrnennconstant,Tm thetemperatureinferredwith 8 Maxwelhandmtrlbutmn,andI the
mmzatmnpotentmiof thestateconsideredWefollow6 in ernploylngthe "kappa"(generahzed
Lorentzmn)dmtmbutmnasa convementonepararnetereprasentatmnof a Maxwelhanwith a
powerlawtad Our result Is thatthe meanchargechangesin generalbyconsiderablylessthan
themmzatmnstateratms,especmllyif statesare comparedwhmhconstitutethe flanksof the
chargedmtmbut]on
12II.... ' ' ' ' I ........
- lO
_o o8
I0
5
I I I I
106 107
T_[K]
F_g2 Meanequ/l/br/um charges of 0 and Mg for a # electron distribution
funct/on wHh _=5 andlO anda Maxwelhan (_=_)
In Fig2 we comparethe meanequfl]bmumchargesof 0 andVlgasa functlonof temperature
(definedfor the Kdistributionascorrespondingto the meanelectronenergy)for valuesof the
pararneter_ of5, ! O,and_ (correspondingto a strongandmoderatelypronouncedelectrontail
7 
H  
his IS a consequence of the high iOnization potential for the  s ell electrons of these ele ents, 
hIch  thIS te erature ra ge cannot be re oved f r IOns It   I er atomIc ber  he 
dIfferences m the eqUlllbratlon ti es contrast WIth the observation of rather hlgh charge states 
f r e and g I, Ich n t  sls f t  tIon s etched ove uld e xpected f r l ents 
lt  s rt ulhbratlon tI es. r lff r nt i iti l and fl al t peratures t e ulllbratlon 
ti es change o ever, the1r ratIos for the dIfferent 10ns re ain approx1mately the same e can 
therefore conclude, that the s1 ple odel of the freez1ng 1n of nonequll1br1u  charge states due to 
the escape of the artlcles fro  the heated coronal aterial cannot expla1n the 10n1c c arges of 
solar energetic artlcles. 
he second case c nsIdered IS t e calculatlOn f equlhbrlUm c arge IstributIOns f r  n-
x elhan l ctron lstrlbutlOn f ctIOn f t  ronal l sma e XIstence f  -thermal 
tall of electrons In the tra sItion zone and the lo er corona IS supported both by t eoretical 
calculatIOns for the QUIet sun (e.g 9.10) and observatIOns m flarmg regIOns (e g 11.12) Owockl 
d !lilr  ve nsIdered IS se nd rIved  IO iZatIon tIos 6 /0 7 nd 
e  11 I + 2 ey md t n tI ation f  erature sed n ese tios restImates 
or underestImates the true temperature of the plasma dependmg on the ratIo k6 T mil, were k6 IS 
the Boltzmann constant, Tm the te perature mferred WIth a ax elhan dIstrIbution, and I the 
IOni atIon tentIal f t  t te nsIdered e f llow  i  mploymg t  " ppa" ( eneral1zed 
r ntzll ) IstrIbutIon s  venient e rameter r resentatIOn f  axwell1an WIt   
po er Jaw tall ur result IS that the ean charge changes m general by conSIderably less than 
the IOnlzatlOn state ratIOS, especIally If states are co pared hIch constItute the flanks of the 
charge dIstrIbutIon 
 
a  
x= .. 
e IK) 
FIg 2 tlean eqUilibrium charges of 0 and tlg for a K electron distribution 
f ti  Wit  K  l tlax lll  (K oo) 
In Ig  e c pare t e ean lhbrlum c arges f  and Mg as  f ction of t perature 
( fined f r t  IC lstrlbut10n s rrespondlng t  t  ean l ctron ergy) f r lues f t e 
parameter IC of 5, 10, and 00 (correspondmg to a strong and oderately pronounced electron tall 
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andapurelyIMaxwelllancltstrtbutton).Fig3showsthemeanchargesforvariousheavytonsfor 8
!(dlstmbubonwithK=5.Althought eeffectoftheenergetictalloftheelectrondlstrlbubonis to
raisethemeanchargeabovethatofaMaxwellianwiththesametemperature,thevamatlonofthis
effectforthedifferentionsIsnotpronouncedenoughtoexplainthevariationofthetemperature
inferredfor thedifferenttonsfromaMaxwelllan
S ! ! 1 = I i i i i l
10 J_ ..._
° jjl 0
c
5
I i I I 1 I I I I I I I I
100 10j
Te[K]
Fig3 Meanequilibrium charges as a (unctmn of electron temperature for
a pcd/sir/but/on w/Ih _=5
Inclosmgweconcludethatneitherof theabovetwosimplemodelsis ableto expiamthe
observediscrepancymthetemperaturesderivedfromthemeantonicchargestatesfor theheavy
constituentsofflaregeneratedsolarenergeticparticles.
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and a purely Maxwell1an distribution). Fig 3 shows the mean charges for varIous heavy Ions for a 
lC IstrIbutIon Ith lC=5. lthough the ffect of the nergetic tall f the lectron IstrIbutIOn IS to 
raIse the ean charge above that f  axwellian Ith the same t mperature, the arIation f this 
effect f r the Ifferent ions IS not pronounced enough to explatn the varIatIon of the temperature 
inferred for the If erent IOns from  axwelltan 
s 
o 
N 
 
. [K] 
Fig 3 tfeon eqUilibrium cl10rges os 0 (unction o( electron te peroture (or 
OK i tributIon It  K  
In closmg we conclude that neIther of the above two SI ple models IS able to explain the 
observed dIscrepancy 10 the temperatures derIved from the mean lomc charge states for the heavy 
stItuents f fl r  nerated lar rgetIc rtIcles. 
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ABSTRACT
Elementalabundancesof the ambientgas at the siteof gamma-rayllne
productionin the solaratmosphereare deducedusing gamma-rayline
observationsfroma solarflare.The resultantabundancesare different
fromlocal galacticabundanceswhich are thoughtto be similarto
photosphericabundances.
1. INTRODUCTION.Gamma-rayemissionfromsolar flaresconsistsof
lines'fromnuclearreactionsand continuumprimarilyfromrelativistic
electronbremsstrahlung(1,2). Thesegamma raysare producedin thlck-
_ target (3)interactionsof energeticparticleswith ambientgas,most
likelyin the chromosphereor the transitionregion. A particularly
good gamma-rayspectrumhas beenobserved(4)by the gamma-rayspectro-
meter (GRS)on SMM fromthe April 27, 1981flare. This spectrumshows
severalnarrowlines: at 6.13,4.44, 1.78,1.63,1.37and 0.85 MeV
fromdeexcitationsof 160, 12C,28Si, 2°Ne,24Mg and S6Fe, respectively,
at 2.22MeV fromneutroncapture,at 0.51MeV frompositronannihilation
and at~0.45 MeV from:-_ fusion. Whileearlierwork (5,6)predicted
that these shouldbe the strongestlines,the observedlineratiosare
inconsistent(4)with our calculationswhichassumelocalgalactic(7)
abundancesfor the ambientgas (seeTable 1). Theselocalgalactic
abundancesare believed(7)to be similarto photosphericabundances.
2. ANALYSIS. We have calculateddeexcitationspectraresultingfrom
thick-targetnuclearreactions.These spectra,binnedinto photonenergy
channelsj definedin ref.(6),can be expressedas _J&nO&)A(j,_&),where
n(_) is the abundanceof elementJ&(wlth;&definedin Table1) and
n(_)A(j,_)is the contributionof interactionsof all the energetic
particleswith this element.To these spectrawe add bremsstrahlung,the
neutroncaptureline and positronannihilationradiation.For the brems-
strahlungwe assume_ powerlaw with adjustableindex,for the neutron
capturewe take an infinitely-narrowlineat 2.223MeV and for the
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RACT 
le e tal a dances f t e a ient gas at t e site f ga a-ray llne 
production in the solar atmosphere are deduced using ga a-ray line 
rvations from  lar flare.  r ultant ndances re ifferent 
from l cal alactic a dances hich are thought t  be si ilar t  
photospheric abundances. 
1. INTRODUCTION. a a-ray e ission from solar flares consists of 
lines from nuclear reactions and continuum primarily from relativistic 
electron bre sstrahlung (1,2). These gamma rays are produced in th1Ck-
target (3) interactions of energetic particles with a bient gas, most 
likely in the chromosphere or the transition region. A particularly 
good gam a-ray spectrum has been observed (4) by the ga a-ray spectro-
eter (GRS) on SMM from the April 27, 1981 flare. This spectrum shows 
s eral rrow lines: t .13, .44, .78, .63, .37 and .85 eV 
from ee citations f 16 , , i, 0 e, 24Mg and 5 e, respectively, 
at .2  eV from e tron ca ture, t .51 eV from sitron a ihilation 
d t O 45 eV from a-a fusion. hile rlier rk (5,6) redicted 
that these should e the strongest lines, the served line ratios re 
inconsistent (4) ith our calculations hich assume local galactic (7) 
abundances for the a bient gas (see Table 1). These local galactic 
abundances are believed (7) to be similar to photospheric abundances. 
. IS. e ave lculated itation spectra resulting from 
thick-target nuclear reactions. These spectra, binned into photon energy 
channels j defined in ref.(6), can be expressed as ~t n(t}A(j,t), where 
n(t) is the abundance of element t (w1th t defined 1n Table 1) and 
n(t)A(j,t) is the contribution of interactions of all the energetic 
particles with this element. To these spectra we add bremsstrahlung, the 
neutron capture line and positron annihilation radiation. For the brems-
strahlung we assume ~ power law with adjustable index, for the neutron 
capture we take an infinitely-narrow line at 2.223 MeV and for the 
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annihilation radlatlon we assume an infinitely-narrow line at 0.511 MeV
along with the orthopositronium continuum corresponding to 67% of the
positrons annihilating vla posltronlum. We transform the photon spectra
Into pulse-height spectra using a numerical model of the detector
response which will be presented elsewhere. The total pulse-height
spectrum can then be written as p(i) = _ n(J&)_A(i,;&)+_Ab(i) +_An(i) +
_Ap(1),where i denotes pulse-helght channel number,_A(i,;&)is the
partial pulse-height spectrum of element _, and_Ab(i),_An(1)and_Ap(i)
are the bremsstrahlung, neutron capture and positron annihilation pulse-
height spectra. We derive the abundances by comparing p(i) to the
observed pulse-helght spectrum and varying the n(_)'s and _Ab,_Anand _Ap
untll a best fit is obtained. We only consider one isotope for each
element except for C, Ne and Mg, for which we include the contributions
of 13C, 22Ne and 26Mg but with flxed isotopic ratios (8).
The partial spectra _A(i,_)depend on the energetic-particlecomposition,
spectrum and angular distribution. The partlcle composition that we use
is given in Table 1. Because in the solar atmosphere interactions
amongst nuclei heavler than He are expected to be negliglble and because
no gamma-ray lines are produced in p-p or p-_ interactions, the_A(i,_)'s
for _>2 depend only on the energetic protons and m-particles and consist
mostly of narrow lines. For the same reason,_A(i,1)depends only on the
energetic C and heavier nuclei and consists mostly of broad lines.
_(i,2) depends on the energetic m-partlcles and heavier nuclei and
consists of the narrow feature at ~0.45 MeV in addition to broad
llnes. The dominant contribution to the total pulse-height spectrum is
from the_A's with _>2. The contributions of_A with _=I and 2 are
relatively small, since in a thick target the interactions of the
heavier nuclei are supressed by the Z2/A dependence of the Coulomb
energy loss. In addition, a good flt of the calculated pul_e-helght
spectrum to the observed spectrum can only be achieved if the observed
narrow lines are adequately accounted for. As just mentioned, the
narrow lines are produced mostly by the energetic protons and :-
particles. Thus, uncertainties in the abundances of the energetic heavy
nuclei relative to each other and relative to the protons do not signif-
icantly affect the determination of amblent C and heavier element abund-
ances. The amblent H abundance, however, does depend on the ratio of
energetic heavy nuclel to protons and therefore cannot be determined
reliably. Informationon the ambient He abundance is obtained primarily
by flttlng the ~0.45 MeV feature and therefore depends on the:/p ratio
which is also very uncertain. This uncertainty, however, does not
slgniflcantly affect the heavy element abundance determinations as long
as the m/p ratio is not much larger than ~0.1.
For the energy spectrum of the _pril 27, 1981 flare we use a Bessel
function with _T = 0.02, a value close to the averagesT determined (3)
for several flares using the 2.22 to 4-7 MeV fluence ratio or the high-
energy neutron arrival-time profile. We cannot use either method for
this flare because the 2.22 MeV llne was strongly attenuated owing to
the location of the flare on the solar limb and no neutrons were
observed. Our calculatlons, however, indicate that variations In the
spectrum do not affect the abundance determinations significantly. The
angular dlstributlon of the energetic particles affects the shapes and
central energies of the lines, but since the Doppler shifts of the
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annihilation r d1at1on we assume a  infinitely-narrow line at 0.511 MeV 
along wit  the orthop sitronium continuum corresponding to 67% of the 
positrons annihilating V1a pos1tronlum. We transform the photon spectra 
1nto pulse- eight spectra using a numerical model of the detector 
response which will be presented elsewhere. The total pulse- eight 
spectrum can then be written as p(i) = L1 n(1)~ 1) +~b(i) +'An(i) + 
~p(l), where i denotes pu1se-he1ght channel number, 'A(i ,1) 1S the 
partial pulse-height spectrum of el ment 1, and ~b(i), 'An(l) and 'Ap(i) 
are the bremsstrahlung, neutron capture and positron annihilation pu1se-
height spectra. We derive the abundances by comparing p(i) to the 
observed pu1se-helght spectrum and varying the n(1)'s and1\b, ~n and'Ap 
unt11 a best fit is obtained. We only consider one 1s tope for each 
el ment except for C, Ne and Mg, for w ich we include the contributions 
of 13C, 22Ne and 26Mg but with f1xed is topic ratios (8). 
The partial spectra ~(i ,1) depend on the en rgetic-particle composition, 
spectrum and angular distribution. The part1c1e composition that we use 
is given in Table 1. Because in the solar atmosph re interactions 
amongst nuc1e1 heav1er than He are expected to be neg1ig1b1e and because 
no gamm~-ray lines are produced in p-p or p-a interactions, the 'A(i ,1) 's 
for R.>2 depend only on the energetic pr tons and a-particles and consist 
mostly of narrow lines. For the same reason, 1\(i ,1) depends only on the 
energetic C and heavier nuclei and consists mostly of broad lines. 
~(i ,2) depends on the en rgetic a-part1c1es and heavier nuclei and 
consists of the narrow feature at ~0.45 MeV in addition to broad 
11nes. The dominant contribution to the total pulse-height spectrum is 
from the ~'s with R.>2. The contr1butions of ~ with 1=1 and 2 are 
relatively small, since in a thick target the interactions of the 
heavier nuclei are supressed by the Z2/A dependence of the Coulomb 
energy loss. In add1tion, a good f1t of the calculated pul~-he1ght 
spectrum to the observed spectrum can only be achi ved if the observed 
narrow lines are adequately accounted for. As just mentioned, the 
narrow lines are produced mostly by the energetic pr tons and a-
particles. Thus, uncertainties in the abundances of the energetic heavy 
nuclei relative to each other and relative to the pr tons do not signif-
icantly affect the determination of amb1ent C and heavier el ment abund-
ances. The amb1ent H abundance, however, does depend on the rati  of 
en rgetic heavy nucle1 to pr tons and therefore cannot be determined 
reliably. Information on the ambient He abundance is obtained primarily 
by flttlng the ~0.45 MeV feature and th refore depends on the alp ratio 
w ich is also very uncertain. This uncertainty, however, does not 
slgniflcant1y affect the heavy el ment abundance determinations as long 
as the alp ratio is not much larger than ",0.1. 
For the energy spectrum of the ~pri1 27, 1981 flare we use a B ssel 
function with aT = 0.02, a value close to the average aT determined (3) 
for several flares using the 2.22 to 4-7 MeV f1uence rati  or the high-
energy neutron arrival-time profile. We cannot use either method for 
thlS flare because the 2.22 MeV llne was strongly attenuated owing to 
the location of the flare on the solar limb and no neutrons were 
observed. Our calculat1ons, however, indicate that variations 1n the 
spectrum do not affect the abundance determinations significantly. The 
angular dlstribut10n of the energetic particles affec s the shapes and 
central energies of the lines, but since the Doppler shifts of the 
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,_arrow lines are not expected to exceed the energy resolutlon of the
SMM/GRSdetector, we assume that the energetic partlcles are isotropic.
3. RESULTS. The abundances deduced by optlmizlng the f_t of the calcu-
lated spectrum to the data are glven in Table I. This optimization
method Is dlscussed In the accompanying paper. Here we derive values of
reduced x2, X,2,, from the comparison of the gamma-ray abundances shown in
Table I with Both the local galactlc and coronal abundances. We have
renormalized the gamma-ray abundances using multlplicative factors
determlned by minlmlzlng ×2. For the local galactic case, thls factor is
1.4, leading to x,2, = 3.6 (_ = II). This implies that the gamma-ray
abundances are dil=ferent from the local galactlc abundances. For the
coronal case, the factor is 1.1 and ×_ = I.I implying that the gamma-ray
and coronal abundances are conslstent wlthln the errors. The closed
circles in Figures I and 2 show the ratios of the renormalizeo gamma-ray
abundances to the mean local galactic and coronal abundances. The error
bars reflect the I-_ errors of the gamma-ray abundances. The open boxes
represent the errors in the local galactlc and coronal abundances.
With the renormalizatlon that we have adopted, the principal difference
between the gamma-ray and the local galactic abundances is the under-
abundance of C and 0 in the gamma-ray sample. The Fe, $1, Mg and Ne
abundances in the two samples are in good agreement, but the statistical
errors for Ca, S, A1 and N and the systematlc error for He (due to the
uncertaln _/p ratio) are too large to permlt a quantltatlve conclusion.
As dlscussed above, the gamma-ray determinatlon of the H abundance is
also subject to a large systematic error. A slmllar supression of C and
0 has been found (7) in the coronal abundances relatlve to the local
galactlc abundances (which are thought to be slmlar to photospherlc
abundances). It has been pointed out that this supression may be caused
by charge-dependent mass transport from the photosphere to the corona.
Since the photosphere is collisionally ionlzed at a relatlvely low
temperature, the transport could depend on the flrst ionization
potentials of the elements. Whlle the gamma-ray sample probably
pertalns to the chromosphere or transition region, slmllar fractionation
effects could be Influencing these sltes as well. However, if the Ne
abundance in the photosphere (where it cannot be measured) is the same
as in the local galactic sample, then the dlfference between the gamma-
ray and photospheric abundances must be due to addltlonal processes,
because correlatlon with first ionlzatlon potential alone would predlct
a lower Ne abundance than that derived here.
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"arr  11 nes are not expected to exceed the energy reso1 ut1 on of the 
S /GRS detector, we assu e that the energetic part1cles are 1sotropic. 
3. RES LTS. he abundances deduced by opt1miz1ng the f1t f the calcu-
lated spectrum to the data are glven 1n Table 1. This optimization 
ethod 1S d1scussed 1n the acco panying paper. ere we der1ve values of 
reduced x2 , x~, from the comparison of the ga a-ray abundances shown in 
Table 1 ith Doth the local galact1c and coronal abundances. e have 
renormalized the ga a-ray abundances using ult1p1icative factors 
deter 1ned by in1m1z1ng x2 • For the local galactic case, th1S factor 1S 
1.4, leading to x2 = 3.6 (~ = 11). This implies that the gamma-ray 
a undances are di~ferent fro  the local alact1c a undances. or the 
~~~o~~~O~:~e~b~~~a~~~;o~r~Sc~~!l~~~n~~w~t~~~ ~~~l~~~~r;~atT~~ecl~~~~-ray 
circles in F1gures 1 and 2 sho  the ratios of the renormalizeo ga a-ray 
abundances to the ean local galactic and coronal abundances. The error 
ars reflect the 1-<1 rrors f the -r  dances.   e  
represent the errors 1n the local ga1act1c and coronal abundances. 
ith the r orma1izat1on that e  pted, the rincipal iff rence 
between the gamma-ray and the local galact1c abundances is the under-
abundance of  and 0 in the ga a-ray sa ple. he e, Sl, g and Ne 
abundances 1n the t o sa ples are 1n good agree ent, but the statistical 
rrors for a, , l a   a  t e s ste at1c rror for e (  to t e 
uncerta1n alp ratio) are too large to per 1t a quant1tat1ve conclusion. 
As d1scussed above, the ga a-ray determinat10n of the  abundance is 
also subJect to a large systematic error.  sl 1lar supression of  and 
o has been found (7) in the coronal abundances relat1ve to the local 
galact1c abundances (which are thought to be slm1lar to photospher1c 
abundances). It has been pointed out that this supression may be caused 
by charge-dependent mass transport from the photosphere to the corona. 
Since the photosphere is co11isiona11y ;on1zed at a re1at1ve1y low 
temperature, the transport could depend on the f1rst ionization 
potentials of the elements. Wh11e the gamma-ray sample probably 
perta1ns to the chromosphere or transition region, slm1lar fractionation 
effects could be 1nf1uencing these sltes as ell. o ever, if the Ne 
abundance 1n the photosphere (where 1t cannot be easured) 1S the same 
as in the local galactic sa ple, then the d1fference bet een the ga a-
ray and photospheric abundances must be due to add1t1onal processes, 
s  rre1at1on ith first i 1zat1on tential l e l  r 1ct 
 l er e  t  t at rived re. 
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TABLE I
Elemental Abundances
Element Local Corona Energetic Abundances from
Galactic Particles GammaRays
I H 2.71xi06(I.I) 2.55x106(1.4) 8.66xI_ 15.6_3.49)xi_
2 He 2.60xi05(1.25) 2.50xi05(3.0) 5.86xI_ (I.9_0.25)xI05
3 C 1260(1.26) 600(3.0) 270 288 50
4 N 225(1.41) 100(1.7) 75 11_91
5 0 2250(1.25) 630(1.6) 600 42_62
6 Ne 325(1.50) 90(1.6) 85 19_27
7 Mg 105(1.03) 95(1.3) 144 6825
8 al 8.4(1.05) 7(1.7) 8 -1_52
9 Si 100(1.03) 100(1.3) 100 10_ 28
10 S 43(1.35) 22(1.7) 19 48_83
II Ca 6.2(1.14) 7.5(1.5) 7 I_ 15
12 Fe 88(1.07) 100(1.5) 99 7_18
Local galactic and coronal abundances from ref.(7). The quantitles in
parantheses are multiplicative errors, f. We take m(f-1) as an estlmate
for a l-a error about the mean value m. For the energetlc particles,
p/_ and p/O are the same as those of ref.(8) and C through Fe relatlve
to 0 or Si are slmilar to the mass-unbiased solar energetlc particle
abundances of ref.(7). The gamma-ray abundance errors are la.
100 100
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Figure 1. Ratios of renormalized Figure 2. Ratios of renormalized
gamma-ray abundances to local gal- gamma-ray abundances to coronal
actic abundances (closed circles), abundances (closed circles).
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1. INTRODUCTION.Ina previouspaper (1),we haveoutlinedthe tech-
niquesand presentedthe resultsof solarelementalabundance
determinationsusingobservatlonsof gamma-rayllnesfromthe April 27,
1981solar flare.Here,we elaborateon thesetechniques,presentthe
observedand the best-fittingtheoreticalspectra,presentnumerical
valuesfor the photonfluencesand derivethe total numberof protons
involvedin the thick-targetproductionof these gamma rays.
2. DETECTORRESPONSE. The gamma-rayspectrometer(GRS)on SMM is an
actively-shielded,7-crystalNal scintillationdetector(2)with 476
pulse-helghtchannels. Its pulse-heightresolutloncorrespondsto an
energy resolutionof~7% at 662 keV and its effectivearea is energy-
dependent,varyingfrom~20 to~200 cm2. Using a numericalmodel for
the detectorresponse,a photonspectruma(j) incidenton the detector
can be transformedintoa pulse-heightspectrump(i)=ZJ D(i,j)a(j),
where D(i,j)representsthe detectorresponse,and i and j are the
pulse-helghtand photonenergychannelnumbers,respectlvely.Thls
numericalmodel takes intoaccountthe effectivearea,the pulse-height
resolutionand the photopeak,firstescapepeakand Comptoncontinuum
fractions. In particular,the Comptoncontinuumincludesan edge
featureresultingfromthe escapeof photonsthroughits unshielded
aperture. The detailsof thismodelwill be publishedelsewhere.
3. ANALYSIS. We have_alculated deexcitation spectra resulting from
thick-targetnuclearreactionsand combinedthemwith spectraexpected
frombremsstrahlung,neutroncaptureand positronannlhilation.The
total spectrum,binnedinto photonenergychannelsj definedin ref.
(3),can be expressedas a(j)-Z;& n(J&)A(j,_),where,for 1<;&<12,n(;&)Is the abundanceof element;&an_ n(;&)A(j,_)is the contributionof
interactionsof all the energetlcparticleswiththis element(see
ref.(1)),n(13)A(j,13)is the bremsstrahlungspectrum,n(14)A(j,14)is
the neutroncapturespectrumtakento be a delta-functionat 2.223 MeV
and n(15)A(j,15)is the positron-annihilationspectrumassumedto be the
sum of a delta-functionat 0.511MeV and the orthopositronium
annihilationfunctionnormalizedsuchthat 67% of the positrons
annlhllatevla positronium.For a power-lawbremsstrahlungspectrum,we
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. INTRODUCTION. In  revious er (1), e ave tlined the tech-
iques nd esented the esults  lar lemental bundance 
determinations using observatlons of gam a-ray llnes from the pril 27, 
1981 solar flare. ere, e elaborate on these techniques, present the 
served nd the t-fitting theoretical s tra, resent erical 
lues for the ton fluences d rive the total m er f rotons 
involved in the t ick-target roduction f these gam a rays. 
2. ETECTOR ESPONSE. he gam a-ray s ectrometer (GRS) on SMM is an 
tively-shielde . - rystal aI s intillation tector (2) ith 6 
lse-helght c a els. Its lse-height resolutlon c rresponds t  an 
rgy resolution f -7% t 2 keV a d its ffective rea is rgy-
dependent, varying from -20 to -200 c 2. sing a nu erical odel for 
the etector response. a ton s ectrum (j) incident on the etector 
can be transformed into a pulse-height spectrum p(i) = Ij D(i .J) a(J), 
h re (i ,j) represents the tector response. d i d j re th  
pulse-he1ght and photon energy channel nu bers, respect1vely. Th1S 
nu erical odel takes into account the effective area. the pulse-height 
resolution and t e topeak, first escape peak and o pton continuum 
fractions. In rticular. t  o pton tinuum includes an ge 
f ture r s lting from t  scape f tons through its s ielded 
aperture. The details of this odel ill be published elsewhere. 
3. NALYSIS. e have ~alculated eexcitati n s ectra res lti  from 
thick-target nuclear reactions and co bined them ith spectra expected 
from r sstrahlung, tron ture a d sitron l ilation. he 
t tal s ectrum, inned i to photon e ergy c a els j efined in ref. 
(3), can be expressed as a(j) = I~ n(~)A(j.~), where, for 1(~(12, n(~) 
1S t e a ndance f element ~ and n(~)A(j,~) is the c tribution f 
lnteractions of all the energetlc particles ith this element (see 
ref.(l)). n(13} (j.13) is the bre sstrahlung spectrum. n(14} (j,14) is 
t  tron ture ctrum t ken t    lta-function  .223 eV 
and n(15) (j,15) is the positron-annihilation spectrum assumed to be the 
sum f  lta-function t .511 e  d t  rthopositronium 
annihilation function nor alized such t at 67% of the positrons 
annlhllate Vla positronium. For a po er-law bre sstrahlung spectrum, e 
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tlnd that a good flt to the data is obtained wlth an index equal to
2.1. Uslng the detector response, we obtain the pulse-height spectrum,
p(1) = Z_ n(_) _(I,_), where_(1,_) are partlal pulse-helght spectra.
To obtaln the best flt between the calculated pulse-height spectrum,
p(1), and the observed spectrum, c(i), we minlmlze XR by varying the
I 2 . v
n(_) s. Here, x,,= _i m (1)[c(1)-p(1)]2/v, where v is the number of
degrees of freeborn(450 usable detector channels less the 15 free
varlables n(;&)),m(1) is the statlstical weight of channel i and c(I) =
O(1)-fB(i), where 0(i) is the number of counts accumulated durlng the
flare integration time, B(1) is the number of counts accumulated during
the background integratlon tlme and f is a factor adjustlng background
integratlon tlme to flare integratlon time. We takem(i) to be 1/a2(I),
where a2(I) Is the mean-square error for channel I. For the Polsson
statistics assumed here, a2(I) = O(i) + f2B(i).
The values of n(_) whlch mnimize X_ are obtained by solving the set of
equatlons resulting from taklng partlal derlvatives ofx_ wlth respect
to each of the n(_)'s and setting them to zero. The solutions of these
equations can be wrltten as ih= E _+ W t, where _h is a vector whose
elements are the n(_), _Ais a matrix whose elements are _A(i,;&),_A+ is
its transpose, w is a dlagonal matrlx whose elements are the statistical
weights re(i),_ is the vector of the observed pulse-height spectrum and
E = (_A+ W_A)-I is the error matrlx. If the only source of error is
observational counting statistlcs (i.e., fluctuations in c(i)), then the
mean-square errors of the n(_)'s are the diagonal elements of E
multlplied by ×v2 (4,5).
The off-diagonal elements of E give information on the interference
between the partial spectra. Interferencearises when two partial
spectra contribute signlficantlyto an observed spectral feature. The
interference coefficlent is F(k,;&) : [E(k,J&)]2/[E(k,k)E(;&,_)]. When
F(k,_) is much less than i, the interference is negligible. However,
when F(k,_) is large, n(k) and n(;&) cannot be determined independently.
Their sum can be determned wlth an error [E(k,k)+E(J&,J&)] x_, but the
overall flt w111 remaln just as good if either n(k) or nO&)Vis varled by
a factor F(k,J&) while keeping the sum n(k)+n(J&) constant.
4. RESULTS. The resultant n(_)'s for i<_<12, together with their
respective mean-square errors, are given in the last column of Table I
of ref.(1). As dlscussed there, the statistical errors in the derived
abundances of C, O, Ne, Mg, Si and Fe are sufflciently small to allow
meanlngful comparisons with the local galactic and coronal abundances,
but the statistical errors for N, AI, S and Ca, as well as the
systematlc errors for H and He, preclude such comparisons. In addition
to these 12 elements, the flt of the calculations to the data also
provides information on the bremsstrahlung and the neutron-capture and
positron-annihilation radlatlon. We present this information in terms
of photon fluences incldent on the detector. We find that the >0.3 MeV
bremsstrahlung fluence Is (I060m14) photons/cm 2 for the power law
Index of 2.1, the neutron capture line fluence is (4.3_2.9) photons/cm 2
and the 0.51 MeV llne fluence is (25.8_2.6) photons/cm 2. In comparison,
the fluences resulting from interactions with ambient H, He, C, N, O,
Ne, Mg, AI, S_, S, Ca and Fe are 27, 59, 15, 6.7, 30, 62, 35, <1.3, 56,
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4.2, 1.9 and 56 photons/cm 2, respectlvely, with the same relative errors
as glven in ref.(1).
We have also considered the interference coefficlents between the 15
components given above. We find that between the six reliably determned
elements (C, O, Ne, Mg, Si, Fe) these coefflclents are all less than
0. I. Interference, therefore, should introduce little additional
uncertalnty in the determlnation of the abundances of these elements.
However, we find interference between S and neutron capture (F=O.3), and
He and posltron annlhllatlon (F=O.21), resulting from the detector's
Inability to adequately resolve the 2.22 MeV line from the 2.23 MeV line
of 32S and the 0.511 MeV llne from the _-_ feature at_O.45 MeV,
respectlvely. There is also interference between C and N (F=0.27),
resultlng from contrlbutions to the 4.44 MeV llne from C and N
spallation. But, as already discussed, the abundances of S, N and He
are not well determlned. Also, the 2.22 MeV llne fluence cannot be
adequately determned because, for the April 27, 1981 flare, this line
Is strongly attenuated by Compton scatterlng in the photosphere.
The observed spectrum of the Aprll 27, 1981 flare is compared to the
calculated spectrum in Figure I. Here, the llnes of 160, z2C, 2°Ne, 24Mg
and S6Fe can be clearly seen. The feature marked n is due to the 2.22
MeV llne, wlth addltlonal contrlbutions from 14N (at 2.31 MeV) and 32S.
The lack of slgniflcant interference between the 2.22 and 2.31 MeV
llnes indlcates that adequate detector resolutlon Is available to
distlnguish between them. Even though the 28SI l lne at 1.78 MeV is not
clearly vlslble, the Si abundance can nevertheless be well determned
slnce in the calculation the bulk of the photons above the line center
energy are produced by interactlons with $I. The dip just below the
second S6Fe line is probably due to the effects of a calibration line of
6OCo at 1.17 MeV.
From the fluences for the varlous components glven above, the total
nuclear radiatlon (including the 2.22 MeV line and all the positron
annlhllation radiation) is 372 photons/cm 2 and Its ratlo to the total
observed bremsstrahlung above 0.3 MeV is 0.35. This value is of
conslderable importance for studies of the angular dlstributlon of gamma
rays from solar flares (6). Likewise, we find that in the 4-7 MeV band,
77 photons/cm 2 are from nuclear interactions and 28 photons/cm 2 are from
bremsstrahlung. The fractional contributions of the varlous ambient
elements to thls 4-7 MeV nuclear radlation are the following: 0;I, 0.08,
0.18, 0.03, 0.30, 0.13, 0.06, 0.0, 0.08, 0.0, 0.0, 0.04 for the 12
elements from H through Fe. Thus, about 1/2 of the nuclear emsslon in
the 4-7 MeV band is from interactions with ambient C, N and O.
To determine the total number of protons involved in the gamma-ray
production, we must assume a ratlo of H to the heavier elements in the
amblent medlum. Uslng the abundances deduced from the gammarays in
ref.(1), we obtain Np(>30 MeV) = 3.8xI032 protons, where Np(>30 MeV) is
the number of protons wlth klnetlc energy greater than 30 MeV. But, as
we have discussed, the H abundance in thls sample is uncertain.
Assuming abundances slmilar to the local galactlc abundances (for whlch
the ratio of H to heavier nuclei is higher than for the gamma-ray sample
(1)), Np(>30 BeY) = 6.7x1032.
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ISOTOPICOVERABUNDANCESANDTHE ENERGETICPARTICLEMODEL
OF SOLARFLARES
R. P_rez-Enr_quezand S. Bravo
Instltutode Geof_sica,UNAM, CiudadUniversitaria
M_xiCoD.F., 04510,MEXICO
ABSTRACT
i Accordingto the energeticparticlemodel of solar flares
i particlesare efficientlyacceleratedin themagneticfieldi
I IOOp of an activeregion(AE)by hydromagneticturbulence.Based on this picture,we shalldemonstratethatthe isotopic
overabundancesobservedin some flaresare not a consequence
of the flareitselfbut they are characteristicof the plasma
in the AE. Only in the eventof a flarereleasingthe plasma
intothe interplanetaryspace it is posibleto observethis
anomalouscompositionat spacecraftlocations.
1. Introduction.The observationof an anomalouscompositionof solar
flare particlesfromsome eventsbeganas earlyas 1962when Schaeffer
and Zahringermeasureda ratio of 3 He/_He_0.2 for the Nov. 12, 1960
event,comparedto the normalratiosin the solaratmosphereand in the
solarwind of about 10"q (Geissand Reeves,1972).Since then,ratios
of about one have beenmeasuredfor theseisotopesand substantial
overabundancesof Fe and anotherheavy elementshave also been observed
in the solar energeticparticleflux.The characteristicsfeaturesof
the "rich"eventshavebeen reviewedby Ramatyet al. (1980),and Ko-
charovand Kocharov(1984).
Severalmodelshavebeen proposedfor the explanationof such overabun-
dances.The most successfulare those inwhich the anomalouscomposi-
tion observedis the resultof the accelerationof a preferentially
preheatedpopulationat the time of the flare,the selectiveheating
been causedby variousinstabilitiesgeneratedin the plasma.There
are two such plasmainstabilitiesthat seem to explainboth the 3 He,
and heavierions overabundancesobserved:the Fisk's (1978)modelwhich
assumesthat a currentelectrostaticinstabilityleadsto ion cyclotron
waves which heat the ionsby a resonantprocess,and the Ibragimovand
. Kocharov(1978)modelwhich assumesthata high levelof turbulenceis
presentin the flare plasmagivingrise to the productionof ion sound
: waves with the consequentheatingof the isotopes.The physicalcharac-
teristicsof the plasmaassumedin both modelsare somewhatsimilar:
Theyboth requieredthat the relativeabundanceofqHe to H is already
largerthan normal -so the characteristicfrequencyof the plasmais
closerto the gyrofrequencyof the isotopesto be preferentiallyheated-
and a value of j5 (theplasmato magneticpressureratio)smallerthan
one -to assurethat the plasmaremainsconfinedto the magneticfield.
There is, however,an importantdifferencein the ratio of electronto
ion temperatures (Te/Ti)requieredby eachmechanismto operate:ion
cyclotronwaves in Fisk'smodel requierea value of about 10,while for
the ion sounwaves in the Ibragimovand Kocharov'smodel thisratio
shouldbe about 100.
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Some observations seem to present problems to the requirements of
these models. On the one hand, the X-ray emission detected by the SMM
and Hinotori satellites (see reviews by Yoshlmori et el., 1983; Chupp,
1983; Svestka and Shadee, 1983) seems to indicate that the _ value of
the plasma before and at the time of the flash of the flare is very
near to one and not as low as requiered by both models. On the other
hand, the coexistence of two different isotopes of Fe (Fe"''zand Fen'a°)
has been observed in the flare particle flux by MaSung et al. (1981),
and Klecker et al. (1984), (see Table I), thus implying two different
temperatures at the flare site. We shall show in the following sections
that for the energetic particle model (EPM) no such difficulties exist,
and that it can give an overall explanation of the observations.
TABLE I
Overabundant Underabundant
Event Isotopes Isotopes
14-15 May,1974 3He,Ne,Mg,Si,
(MaSung et ai.1981) O,S,Fe 11,1z C
and Fe I_lT,It
Average of five
events during 3He,Fe_t_
1978 and 1979
(Klecker et a1.1984)
2. The Plasma in AR's Accordin_ to the Ener_etic Particle Model of
SolarFlares.Herewe shall limitourselvesto describethe character-
isticsof the energeticparticlemodel (EPM)which are relevantto the
problemof the productionof the overabundancesof 3He and heavier
nucleiin an AR;(fora more detaileddiscussionof the model see P_rez-
Enr_quez,1985).In thismodel, particlesfrom the coronalplasmaare
efficientlyacceleratedby hydremagnetlcwaves fromthe convectivezone,
as discussedby Hollweg(1984)in the contexof coronalheating,while
they remaintrappedin the intensebipolarmagneticfieldof an AR.
Henceboth the densityand temperatureof the plasmaincreasewith time
since the veryappearenceof themagneticloop.In otherwords,the
trappedplasmaundergoesa dynamicevolutionwhich may eventuallylead
to the ocurrenceof a flare,in contrastwith thosemodelswhich assume
thatthe plasmaplaysa pasiverole in the generationof the flareand
remainsundisturbeduntil the flash.
Sincethe electronsmove fasterthan the protonsby a factorof _43 at
the same energy,a Fermi type of accelerationwithinthe theoryof
Kulsrudand Ferrara(1971)willbe efficientonlyfor the ions and the
electronpopulationwill gainits energymainlyfrom its interaction
with the ions.Now, accordingto the theoryof Kenneland Petschek
(1966),the stabletrappingof the particlescan be mainteinedas long
as their energy E is below Ec=BZ/8_n, where B is the magnetic
field,and n is the electronnumberdensity.As a consecuenceof the
Fermi accelerationthereare everytimemore ionsbeyond E€ which try
to escapeand as they do theygeneratetheirown resonantwaves. The
wave instabilityso producedwill dependon the physicalcharacteris-
tics of the plasmain the AR such as the Te/Ti ratio,the _ of the
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O,S,Fe ll ,l2. 
 l'J 17. It 
nder undant 
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2. The Plas a in ls ccording to the nergetic article odel of 
r l es. e e  l im t selves o ribe he acter-
stics  t  tic ticle o l (EPM) ich e elevant to the 
problem of the production of the over abundances of 3 e and heavier 
nuclei in an ;(for a ore detailed discussion of the odel see P~rez­
r!quez, ). I  t is odel, rticles from the c ronal plasma are 
fficiently lerated  rom gnetic s from the tive e, 
as discussed by ollweg (1984) i  the contex of coronal heating, hile 
~ rem in trap ed in the intense i lar a tic field f  . 
ence both the density and te perature of the plasma increase ith time 
since the very appearence of the agnetic loop. In other ords, the 
trapped plasma undergoes a dynamic evolution hich ay eventually lead 
to the ocurrence of a flare, i  c trast ith those odels hich assume 
that the plasma plays a pasive role in the generation of the flare and 
e ns sturbed t l he lash. 
ince t  lectrons e ter than the rotons   tor f ,., 4  t 
the same e ergy, a ermi type f acceleration it in the theory f 
ulsrud and Ferrara (1971) ill be efficient only for the ions and the 
lectron lation ill ain its e ergy ai ly from its interaction 
ith the ions. o , acc rding t  the theory f e el a  etschek 
(1966), the stable trapping of the particles can be ainteined as long 
as t ir e ergy  is elow , ~/8nn, ere  is the ag etic 
field, and n is the electron nu ber density. s a consecuence of the 
er i acceleration t ere are every time ore ions beyond Ec: hich try 
t  ape,   they  they rate th ir  resonant a . e 
ave i stability so produced ill depend on the physical c aracteris-
tics of the plasma in the AR such as the Te/Ti ratio, the ~ of the 
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plasma and the relative abundance of 4He to H.
a) The T_/ Ti . and _ values: As the energy of the electrons is
"purely" of thermal nature, and the energy of the ions is mainly con-
vective there will be a relative streaming between them, and thus, as
described by P_rez-Enrlquez (1985), a Buneman instability will take
place with a growth rate _B : _/_ (_e/_ _J_. . Here 7_e,_ a_ :
the electron and ion masses respectively, and _e--14__zs the3 '" 1electron plasma frequency. For a value of ne=3xl0 cm" ,_ _Z._tO _ s-
and Te grows very fast while Ti does it much slower; so Te/Ti increas-
es with time reaching values as high as several hundreds as observed.
In a similar manner, as the number density of particles in the region
also tends to increase, so it does _ . In other words, both Te/Ti and
are growing functions of time
and their schematic evolution is
shown in Fig. (I). Notice that
these functions are quite arbitra- 400 l
ry, but here we are only interes-
ted in showing the increase of ,oo
Te/Ti and _ with time. In the
figure, tF and ilK _orrespond _-
to the times where Fisk's or Ibra- _"
IO
gimov and Kocharov's models ope-
rate, respectively.
b) The He to H ratio: Since _He
is four times heavier than H, it l =o-5
is expected to be more abundant
at the bottom of the AR. In fact, to tf ilk tm
from simple thermodynamic conside-
rations, we obtain that the rela-
tive abundance of _He to H at the Fig. (I). Evolution of Te/Ti and
feet of a typical AR can be greater _ in the active region(AR) from
than that at the top by a factor as the initial time to to a time
high as I00. So, the value of the t* , the time of the flare.
_He to H ratio can be of about I0
at lower parts of the AR.
3. Isotopic Overabundances and Conclusions. The picture that comes out
from all this is the following: due to the dynamic evolution of the
plasma in the All as described by the EPM, the requirements of the over-
abundance model are fulfilled at times tF (for Fisk's model), and tlK
(for Ibragimob and Kocharov's model) as a consequence of such evolution
(see Fig. i). That is, the composition of the plasma in AR's also pre-
sents an evolution and so the especific composition to be observed in
the interplanetary space will depend on how late in the life of the AR
the flare takes place. A flare happening in the early stages of the
development of an ARwill send out into the interplanetary medium ener-
getic particles with normal composition for no time has been given to
the plasma to grow an overabundance (t* before tF in the Figure), where-
as if the flare happens later the energetic particles will present an
anomalous composition. In other words, the overabundances observed are
indeed a characteristic of the plasma in AR's and are not produced by
the flare proper. The existence of two isotopes of iron (Table I) is
also easily explained within the context of our model because different
9 
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lasm   th  l ti   f  t  . 
a) he el i , and B al es: s t e energy f the electr s is 
r l " f th r al t r ,  t  r  f th  ions is ai l  -
ti  th  ill   l ti  treami  tw  the ,  th ,  
described by l!rez- nriquez (1985), a une an insta ilit  ill take 
place ith a growth rate "(6: fih (W\e/W\~)~ Wpe. • Here -me i. are. ~ 
the electron and ion masses respectively, and Wfe "'(4ft'11a e'lWe1iS the 
electron plasma frequency. For a value of n.=3xlO" c -' , l!'& ~ 2 4~lOg S-I 
  ow    hil  i    slo r   / i n
es it  time reac i  al es as i  as se eral hundreds as observed. 
I  a si ilar anner, as the nu ber e sit  f rti l s in the re i  
also tends to increase, so it does ~ • In other words, both TelTi and 
~ are gro ing f cti s f time 
 i  atic l t   
 i  i . 1 . oti e t t 
ese t   it  it -
r , t r  e r  l  i t r -
t  i  i  t  i   
el i and ~ ith time. In the 
i , t   tIK c d 
  im  here i '   
i   ocharov's odels 
, ecti ely. 
)     t :  4  
 r im  vier  ,  
 ect    ore ant 
at the botto  of the R. In fact, 
o  ple herm a ic si e-
r ti s, e t i  t t t  r l -
ti e abundance of "' e to  at the 
feet of a typical AR can be greater 
than that at the top by a factor as 
i  s 1 . o, t  l  f t  
"' e   t     t 1  
t l er rt  f t  . 
400 
100 
10 
t· 
i . (1). voluti n f el i and 
~ in the active region( ) fro  
the initial time to to a time 
t  , t  tim  f t  fl r . 
. Is t i  verabundances a  onclusions. e i t r  t t c es t 
fro  311 t i  i  t  llo i g:  t  t  ~na  oluti n  t  
plas a in the AR as described by the EP , the require ents of the over-
abundance model are fulfilled at times tF (for Fisk's odel), and tIK 
(for Ibragt ob and ocharov's odel) as a consequence of such evolution 
(see Fig. :1). That is, the co position of the plas a in R's also pre-
nts  oluti n   t  specific position t  e ser ed i  
t e i t r l etary s ace ill depend on ho  l t  i  t e lif  f t e  
the flare takes place.  flare happening in the early stages of the 
e el ent f a   will se  t i t  t  i t r l et r  edi  e er-
getic particles ith nor al co position for no ti e has been given to 
t e plas a t  gro  an overabundance (t  efore t  i  t e i ure), here-
as i  t  fl r  appens l t r t  ergetic arti l s ill r sent a  
alous position. I  t er ords, t  er ndances ser ed r  
indeed a c aracteristic of the plas a i  R's and are not produced by 
t  fl r  r per. he ist ce f t  is t s f ir  ( l  I) i  
l  sil  plai ed ithin t  ntext f r odel ecause i r nt 
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temperaturesare reachedby the plasmaat differentstagesof its evo-
lution.
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NUCLEOSYNTHESIS IN THE TERRESTRIAL AND SOLAR ATMOSPHERES
Ehuanzan Yu Renm,ng Zhou Shijle than
Oepartment of Physics,Yunnan Un=versity, Kunmlng
PRE
ABSTRACT
Var=at=ons of 60, bq3C,_I4C and b_$O with time have
been measured by a lot of experiments Many
abnormalities of isotope abundances in cosmic rays
have been found by balloons and satellites We
hold that these abnormalltles are related to nucleo-
synthes:s tn the terrestrial and solar atmospheres
and are closel_ related to solar activities
I Introduction In recent years, radiat:ve AWE in annual rings of trees with
[1]
dlffereot ages at d:fferent places , the contents of _3180 tn d,fferent ice-
C2] C3]
layers , the contents of 813E *n organic layers at the bottom of the sea ,
The ratios of (D/H) and the contents of 3H at different altitudes of
[4] [5] [6]
the terrestrial atmosphere and the ratios of (D/H) in rain , snow and
[7]
tree have been determined Variations of the Earth's enviroment (Tempera-
tures, the contents of EO2 and the heights of the sea level) for several
hundre_ thousand _ears can be inferred from there data This I<:nd of research
has provided very important Imformatlons for meteorology, archaeolog_ and
envlromental science
Recentl_ high altitude balloon experiments have observed that the relative
_H[Bl,vsN [91abundances of isotope O and , 22He and _bHg increase greatl_, each
nucleus has energ_ of several hundred Mev and most of them come from the out-
side of the terrestrial atmosphere fit the same time, satellites have observed
that the contents of _He, when solar flares burst, increase b_ ~10 w_t imes or
even exceeds the contents of _He [10]
We hold that varlat,ons of isotopic contents mentioned above are related to
nucleosynthesls in the terrestrial and solar atmospheres
2 NucJ.eosynthesls in the Terrestrial Atmosphere The main reactions are,
(1) The bombardment of cosmic ra_js with the terrestr=al atmosphere and its
secondar_ particles can cause man_ nuclear react*ons and the intenslt_ of
cosmlc rays ts modulated by solar activlttes
(2) High energy particles produced b_j solar flares can cause varlous nuclear
react ions in the terrestrlal atmosphere
(3) Protons, in the inner radzative zone of the Earth, can 6e accelerated to
l--I88Mev They can interact with nuclei in the terrestrial atmosphere to
bring about nucleosgnthesls
(4) All three processes mentloned above can produce secondar9 f_eutrons 0nd
will make neutrons to have a car taln irltefls|tg, whlch will change with the
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BSTRACT 
arlat Ions f bD. "c. i).1·  and '80 Ith tI e ave 
een easured ~ a l t f perIments an~ 
bnormal,t,es f I tope undances I  s Ic a~s 
ave een f und ~ a l ons d tellItes e 
old at t ese bnormal,t,es re lated  ucleo-
~nthe ls I  t e t rrestrIal d olar t ospheres 
a d re losel~ r lated t  lar ctIvItIes 
S  2 2-2 
1 I troductIon I  r cent ~ ars. d,at,ve i).~C ,  nnual rI gs f t es Ith 
[ ] 
ffere~t es t ,fferent laces • t  ntents f b'80 I  I ferent I -
( ] [ ] 
la~ers • the contents of bf3C In organIc la~ers at the bottom of the sea 
he tIos f / ) d e ntents f  t I ferent ltIt des f 
[4] (5] [6] 
t e restr,al t osph re d e r tIos f / ) I  In •  d 
] 
e ave een eter Ined arIatIons f  arth's vlroment empera-
t res. t  ntents f C z  t  eIghts f t e a l el) f r veral 
ndre~ usand ~ ars  e I fe red  ere ata h,s kI d f r search 
as rovIded r~ I portant , format,ons r teorolog~. chaeolog~ d 
vlromental SClence 
Recentl~ , h ltIt de alloon e perIments have observed t at t e r l tIve 
! [8] 26 [9] 
a undances f Is tope D a d  .,sN. 22Ne a  t~g I crease tl~. each 
ucleus as erg~ f s veral undred ev and ost f the  co e fro  t e t-
sI e f t  t rrestrIal t osph re At t e sa e tI e. s tell,tes have observed 
t at t  ntents f ! e. hen lar l res rst. I rease ~ - 4 tIm s r 
4- (10] 
en c eds e ontents  e 
e   rIatIons f ISOtOPIC ntents entIoned ve  l ted  
leos~nthesls In t e t rrestrIal a d s lar at ospheres 
2 l ~nthe ls In t e errestrIal t osphere he a,n r ctIons r . 
(1) The bombardment of cosmIc ra~s wIth the terrestrIal atmosphere and Its 
• 
ondar~ artIcles ca  ca se n~ clear r ctIons and t e I nSlt~ f 
cos ,c ra~s IS odulated b~ s lar tIvItIes 
( ) ,gh rg~ artIcles r duced ~ lar l s  se rIous clear 
ctIo  I   rrestrIal osph re 
 rotons. I   I er ,atIve e   arth.  b  celerated to 
1--100  .. v ~ ca  I t ract WIth cleI In th  t rr strIal at osphere t  
rI g out leos~nthesls 
 ll  ce ses entIoned ve  duce ndary I.e s a  
dl ake a trons to e  el ,  Inte"'''t~. ,ch dl nge WIth  
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period of solar Actlv:tleg and the terrestrial magnetic latitudes
Radlat=ve t4C and _H are obv,ously the d=rect ev,dence of nucleosynthests tn
the terrestr*Al Atmosphere They can be produced by follew=ng reAct=ons,
t4N(n,p)14C, (Q_=B 6259Mev, O'u_erm=lBl+@ Og b) (I)
1_N(n, t_C)3H, (Qm=-4 0151Mev), ~5% neutrons =_th E>4Mev (2)
The reaction rate =n the terrestr*al Atmosphere is
r=NN*_3r'*N _ (3)
wh_re N N :s the dens,t_ of nltrogen-cyl*nder *n the terrestrial Atmosphere And
N_ neutron flux Near the _quator, N_(t) = B ll@/cmZ*sec for the
m=n,mum solar actlv*t9 years and N_=(1)=8 1O5/cmZ*sec for the max=mum solar
act=v:ty 9ears Rt reg=ons ==th h*gh IAt*tude, N_n(2)=l 367/cm_*sec for the
m,n,mum solar act,v,t_ 9ears and H_=(2)=@ ?@9/cm=*sec for the max,mum solar
ACttVlty years
The Amount of 14C produced at h,gh latltude reg:on is usually 2--5 tsmes as
h_gh As that at mlddle and low Iat3tude regzons Therefore, th_ results of [i_
can be reasonably e×pla_ned
By (I), (2) and (3) the Average reActlon rate form,ng _[ tn the terrestrial
atmosphere At the sea level can be calculated to be ~6/cm_*sec And the react*on
rate for aH At stratosphere _0 3/cmZ*sec (spAUat*on products ancluded )
The mo=n compos=t:on of the terrestr*Al Atmosphere Are N And 0 Thear cross
sect=ons poroduclng D, bombarded b_ *nc=dent protons ==th energy 4@Mev, are
measured to be 25mb And 38mb, respecttveIw The cross sectlon produclng _H ,s
About 5 tlmes smaller The cross sectsons produclng O And 3H LncreAse wlth
energy of the Incident protons
13C Accounts for I I% of element C And lgO g 2X of element 0 [n the terre-
strial Atmosphere, reAct*ons produclng I_ And f_] are As foIlo_s,
tZE(n,_)l_C, (0"=3 4+@ 3rob, Qm=4 9464Mev) (4)
#4N(n,d)l_C, (gm=-5 326_Mev)
160(n,_)l_C, (gin=-2 2156Mev)
14N(d,_) or fbO(d,_) _BF(_SO, t_O(n,?)(80, (Om=B @446May)
ISN(_,p)I_0, (Ore=-3 9796Mev)
=60(t, p )180,(Om = 3 7069Mev )
Only several Mev k:netlc energ_ =s needed for ne=ly produced O and 3H to pene-
trate the Coulomb barrier And to make nuclear react=ons poss=ble The half-
t:me of 3H _s_=12 2Sy and reaction 3H(p,?)4He _s easy to take Place Thus
for d,fferent times there are d=fferent _aH It =s easy for D =n eater vapour
and nemly produced O to react _*th protons, O(p,_)_He Thus, O _*ll decrease
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period of solar activities and the terrestrial magnetic latitudes 
Radiative 14( and 3H are obvlousl~ the direct eVidence of nucleos~nthesls In 
the terrestrial atmosphere The~ can be produced b~ follOWing reactions. 
'4N(n.p)'4(. (Q",=9 6259Mev. (Ju.eno=l 81+995 b) 
14N( n. 12( )3H. «;1",=-4 9151Mev). -5X neutrons with E>4Mev 
The reaction rate In the terrestrial atmosphere IS 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
where NN IS the denslt~ of nltrogen-c~llnder In the terrestrial atmosphere and 
Nn neutron flux Near the equator. N"'~II(1) = 9 119/cmz*sec for the 
minimUm solar actlvlt~ ~ears and N~'(1)=9 195/cmz*sec for the maximum solar 
actlVlt~ ~ears At regions With high latitude. N~II(2)=1 36?lcm z*sec for the 
minimum solar actlvlt~ ~ears and N~\2)=9 ?99/cm2*sec for the maXimum solar 
actlvlt~ ~ears 
The amount of 14( produced at high latitude region IS usuall~ 2--5 times as 
high as that at middle and low latitude regions Therefore. the results of (1] 
can be reasonabl~ explained 
B~ (1). (2) and (3) the average reaction rate forming 14( In the terrestrial 
atmosphere at the sea level can be calculated to be -6/cm2 *sec and the reaction 
rate for 3H at stratosphere -9 3/cm2 *sec (spallation products Included 
The main composition of the terrestrIal atmosphere are Nand 0 Their cross 
sections poroduclng D. bombarded b~ InCident protons With energ~ 49Mev. are 
measured to be 25mb and 38mb. respectlvel~ The cross section prodUCing 3H IS 
about 5 times smaller The cross sections prodUCing 0 and 3H Increase With 
energ~ of the InCident protons 
13( accounts for 1 lX of element ( and 180 9 2X of element 0 
strlal atmosphere. reactions prodUCing 13c and ISo are as follows. 
t2(p.1)13N(P·. )1)13(. (s.=l 2Kev*b) 
12(n.7)13(. (0'=3 4+9 3mb. Q",=4 9464Mev) 
14N( n. d )13(. (Q",=-5 3269Mev) 
160(n.ol)13c. (Qm=-2 2156Mev) 
14N(a.7') or I60(d.1) f8F(~+.)I)f80. '70(n.1)'80. (Q..,=89446Mev) 
ISN(o(. p )180. (Q",=-3 9?96Mev) 
160( t • p )180. (Q",=3 ?969Mev) 
In the terre-
(4 ) 
Onl~ several Mev kinetiC energ~ IS needed for' newl~ produced 0 and 3H to pene-
trate the (oulomb barrier and to make nuclear reactions pOSSible The half-
time of 3 H ,sT~=12 25~ and reaction 3H(p.7)4He Is eas~ to ta~e place Thus 
for different times there are different 63H It IS eas~ for 0 In water vapour 
and newl~ produced 0 to react With protons. O(p.1)3He Thus. 0 Will decrease 
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greatlW and there are different O for different times and at dlfferent atmo-
sphere heights Combined with lens OH , O and 3H fall on to the ground as
rain and snow, and can be investigated as an index of precipitation and
meteorolog_
B_ same reason, the contents of q3C, 14C and 480 in the terrestrial atmosphere,
after nuclear interaction, will change The main reactions are as follows,
43C(P,_)_N,(s,=6 g+g 8Key*b, gm=? 55_6Mev)
1_C(n,_)14C,(_=g 9+g 2mb,g1=8 1?65Mev) _C(p,n)_N, (Om=-g 6259Mev)
1_C(d,n)_4N, (gnr_ S 3260May) _4C(d,t)_3C, (Q_=-13109May)
tfiO(p,_)_SN, (gin=3 9?96Mev) _4C(p,_)ISH, (g_=lg 2g?SMev)
180(_, _)2_e, ( Qm=9 6675Mev ) I_ ( p, d )_3C, (gm =-5 9519May )
m_(p, t)!bO, (Qm=-3 ?069Mev) _4C(_, _)fSO, (0_=6 2279Mev)
Owing to different times of their production and destruction and different
diffusion taking place =n the atmospheric circulation, there are different _D,
_C, _ and _180 8_ determining them, variations of solar activities and the
Earth's enviroments for hundred thousand _ears can be inferred
3 Nucleos_nthesis In the Solar Rtmosphere. Thermonuclear reactions in the
inter,or of the Sun carr_ on In the "reactor" with T=15-1_ K The photospheric
surfaces with T<lBb--6B88 K are intense convective la_ers (photosphere), within
which there are manw kinds of processes of nucleoswnthesls The main processes
are,
(1) n, O and 3H leaked out from the "reactor" into the convective la_ers are
no longer nuclear fuels Passing through the chromosphere and corona, O and _H
are accelerated b_ magnetic field to enter the terrestr:a_ atmosphere Passing
through convective Japers and chromosphere, reactions of n, Dnd _H w:Jl take
place, such as p(n,_)O, O(n,_)SH, D(O,p)_H, D(p,?)_He,_H(p,?)4He, MN(n,_)_N,
t4N(D,p)ISN, MN(p,?)fSO(p%_f_N, 2°Ne(O,_)z_a(_)Z_e, 2_e(3H, p)22Ne That is the[8]
reason why remarkable :ncreases in 0 and 3H have been observed It has also
been observed that the abundances of lSN exceeds .hat of _N and the relative
[9]
abundances of _He increase b_ 2 75 times
(2) There is a good number of high energ_ particles jetted out at the bottom
of the phozosphere during solar flares Thus the_ con c_use m_n_ kinds of
nucleos_nthes_s IMP-8 recorded on Ma_ ?th-12th, 1974 that 3He increases b_ t_4
[lg]
times and exceeds 4He, He, Mg and SI increase b_ 19 times The_ are caused
b_ reactions O(D, p)3He,O(p,_)3He, 3H(p, n)3He and _O(_,_)_le, €4N(_,1)l_(_,_ZNe,
2_e(_,_41'19,a4Mg(_,_)_l_:Jl, i e _-processes caused b_ temperature- rising at some
solar f_ares Ow,ng to the fact that 4He have been consumed greatl_ and 3He
have reached the low temperature regions, the abundances of 3He exceeds that of
_He and Ne, Ng and Si increase
2  
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greatl~ and there are different 0 for different times and at different atmo-
sphere heights Combined with Ions OH • 0 and 3H fallon to the ground as 
rain and snow. and can be ,nvast,gated as an Index of precIpitation and 
meteorolog~ 
B~ same reason. the contents of BC. 14C and 180 In the terrestrial atmosphere. 
after nuclear Interaction. will change The main reactions are as follows. 
13C( p.1)f"N. (s. =6 1iI+1iI SKev*b. Q,.=7 551i16Mev) 
UC(n.?,)f4C,(CT=1iI 9+1i1 2mb.Q",=S 1765Mev) 14C( p. n )14N. (Qm=-1iI 6259Mev) 
f3C(d. n)f4N. (Q,..= 5 3269Mev) 14C ( d. t )f3C. ( Q",=-l 3199Mev) 
f8O(p.oI.lfSN. (Q",=3 9796Mevl 14C(p.7lfSN. (Q,.=19 21i17SMevl 
f80(0I. ?,)2ZNe. (Q,.=9 6675Mev) f4[( p. d )f3C. (Q",=-5 9519Mev) 
fSO( P. t )160. (QIII=-3 ?969Mev) f4C(oI..?,)fSO. (Qm=6 22?9Mev) 
OWing to different times of their production and destruction and different 
diffusion taking place In the atmospheric circulation. there are different 60. 
B~ determining them.var,at,ons of solar activities and the 
Earth's envlroments for hundred thousand ~ears can be Inferred 
3 Nucleos~nthesls ,n the Solar Rtmosphere. Thermonuclear reactions In the 
Interior of the Sun carr~ on In the "reactor" with T=15*1tK The photospheric 
surfaces with T<11i16 --61i11i11i1 K are Intense convective la~ers (photosphere). within 
which there are man~ kinds of processes of nucleos~nthesls The main processes 
are, 
(1) n. 0 and 3H leaked out from the "reactor" Into the convective la~ers are 
no longer nuclear fuels Passing through the chromosphere and corona. 0 and 3H 
are accelerated b~ magnetIc field to enter the terrestrial atmosphere Passing 
through convective la~ers and chromosphere. react,ons of n. 0 nd 3H will take 
place. such as p(n.?'lO. O(n.?'l3H. O(O. pl 3H. O(p.?,l3He. 3H(p.?'l4He. '4N(n.?,)'SN. 
t4N(O.p)f.N. f4N(p.?,)f50(p~1I)ISt-t. ~ONe(0.1)Z2Na(~~1I)1~e. 2~e(3H.p)22Ne That IS the 
3 (S] 
reason wh~ remarkable Increases In 0 and H have been observed It has also 
been observed that the abundances of ~N exceeds 'hat of ~N and the relative 
abundances of 2ZNe Increase b~ 2 75 times (9] 
(2) There IS a good number of high energ~ particles Jetted out at the bottom 
of thg photosphere during solar flares Thus th~y cOn cause many kinds of 
nucleos~nthesls IMP-S recorded on Ma~ 7th-12th. 1974 that 3He Increases b~ 104 
[lin 
times and exceeds 4He. Ne. Mg and 5, Increase b~ 19 times The~ are caused 
b~ reactions 0(0.p)3 He • O(p.?,)3He. 3H(p.n)3 He and f60(o.?')~e. '4N(o.1)'Bo(d.1)22Ne • 
2~e(oI..?'Y"Mg.~g(cl.1)28s1" 01 o(-processes caused b~ temperature- rising at some 
solar flares OWing to the fact that "He have been consumed greatl~ and 3He 
have reached the low temperature reg,ons. the abundances of 3He exceeds that of 
4He and Ne. Mg and S, .ncrease 
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(3) There is so called "granulation" wlth dlameter of 1500Fm Its magnetlc
fleld is a6out dozens of Gausses, b_ which protons in convectson can 6e accele-
rated to knoc_ out neutrons from [NO nucleus Thus neutron r=ch =sotopes In-
crease to some extent
4 Dlscuss=ons
(1) The count=ng rate recorded at the m=ddle lat=tude sea level =s 29%
slower tn the maxmum solar act=v=tg wears than the min=mum solar actsv=ty
[113
years H Stulver and P D Quay ,by determining 14C, have found Maunder, sparer
and Half minimums of solar actlvlt,es He hold that the rule of older solar
actlvltles m=ght 6e found By comprehenslve stud=es on _D, 6_3E, AI4E and _S0
(2) Varlat_ons of _O, _13C, A_C and _f80 are related to nucleos_nthests *n
the terrestrial atmosphere In most cases, the experimental data glve "-"
values, , e the amounts of destruction are more than that of production In
order to flnd out thesr relatlons, exper,ments on the change of _SN and _90
contents should _e earrsed on
(3) 22Ne super-abundance experiments also observed large increaslon In
abundances of neutron rich Isotopes, such as fSN, _70, _80, 2fNe, 25Hg, Z6Hg, _Si and
3_1 They should be regarded as a whole and have same origin of non-thermal
nucleosynthesis in the solar atmosphere
(4) The abundance of 3He increased by 10 4 times is not a result of selective
[10]
acceleratson , but _ result of l_rge amount_ of consumption of 4He and _He
jetted out to low temperature regions Thus aHe exceeds 4He Increaslons in
3H and O observed by balloons are results of nucleosynthesis Ln the solar
atmosphere at dlfferent condstions
5 Conclusions Following conclusions can be dra_n from this paper,
(1) There are many k:nds of nucleosynthetic processes in the terrestr:al and
solar atmospheres They are d_fferent to each other
(2) Variations of _O, _1_C, _4C and _ÁBO are related to solar actlvstles
(3) The super-a_undance of ZZNe has the solar origin
(4) R_normaltt=es of a_undances in cosmic rays o_served =n recent _ears are
caused by nucleosynthesls of non-thermal nuclear react=on_
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(3) There IS so called "granulatIon" wIth d,aMeter of 1500rM I ts Magnet IC 
f,eld IS about dozens of Gausses. by whIch protons In convectIon can be aCLele-
rated to knock out neutrons froM (NO nucleus Thus neutron rIch Isotopes In-
crease to some extent 
4 D,scussIons 
(I) The countIng rate recorded at the MIddle latItude sea level IS 20~ 
slower In the MaXMUM solar actIvIty years than the MInIMuM solar actIvIty 
[11] 
years M Stulver and P 0 Quay .by deterMInIng 14(. have found Maunder. sporer 
and Wolf M,n,MuMS of solar actIvItIes We hold that the rule of older solar 
actIvItIes MIght be found by COMprehenSIve stud,es on 00. 613(. ~14C and /i'8 0 
(2) Varlat IOns of 6 O. 613 C. ~f4C and 6180 are related to nucleosynthe,ns ,n 
the terrestrIal atMosphere In Most cases. the experIMental data gIve "-" 
values. I e the aMounts of destructIon are More than that of productIon In 
order to fInd out theIr relatIons. experIMents on the change of b1SN and b'7 0 
contents should be carrIed on 
(3) ZiNe super-abundance experIments also observed large Increaslon In 
abundances of neutron rIch Isotopes. su(.h as ISH. 170. 180 • 2fNe. 2SMg. 26Mg. 29S1 and 
l~, They should be regarded as a whole and have saMe orIgIn of non-therMal 
nucleosynthesls In the solar atMosphere 
(4) The abundance of 3He Increased by 10 4 tIMes IS not a result of selectIve 
[HI] 
, but a rQ~ult of large amounts of con~umptlon of 4He and 3He 
Jetted out to low temperature regions Increaslons In 
3H and D observed by balloons are results of nucleosynthesls In the solar 
atmosphere at dIfferent cond,t,ons 
5 ConclUSIons FollOWIng conclUSIons can be drawn froM thIS paper. 
(1) There are Many kInds of nucleosynthetlc processes In the terrestrIal and 
solar atMospheres They are dIfferent to each other 
(2) VarIatIOns of 60. 613e. .:!,14C and 6180 are related to solar actIvItIes 
(3) The super-abundance of 2zNe has the solar or,g,n 
(4) AbnorMal,t,es of abundances In cosm,c rayS observed In recent years are 
caused by nucleosynthesls of non-therMal nuclear reactIons 
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TYPEIIISOLARRADIOBURSTSAND 3HE-RICHEVENTS
D. V. ReamesandR. G. Stone
NASA/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter,
Greenbelt,MD 20771USA
ABSTRACT
We investigatethekilometricradiodatafor 3He-rich
eventsduringthe 1979-82timeperiod. TypeIII bursts
are present for each event as expected,from the
_reviouselectron/3He-eventassociation.A list of
dentifiedsolareventsis presented.
1. IntroductionThe associationof solar3He-richevents and
non-relativisticelectroneventsby Reames,von Rosenvingeand
Lin (RvL, 1985)allowedtheprecisetimingandvelocitydisper-
sionof the electrondatato be usedto identifythesolarevents
responsibleforthe accelerationof particleswithsuchanomalous
isotopicabundances.However,thesenon-relativisticelectron
data are onlyavailableforthe first15monthsof the ISEE-3
missionwhilemanyof the largerandmoreinterestin@3He events
occurredduringthenextseveralyearsof the m_SSlOn. Fortu-
nate1[, these same electronsareresponsiblefor the rapidly
driftlngradiofeaturescalledTypeIIIburstsas theypropagate
at high velocitythroughthedecreasingdensityof the inter-
planetarymedium.
In thispaperwe showtherelationshipbetweenthe Type-III
radio observationsandtheparticledatain 3He-richevents and
then usethisassociationto identifythe sourceregionformany
of the events.
2. ObservationsandAnalysisTheheliumobservationsdescribed
in this paperwereobtalnedwiththevery-low-energytelescope
(VLET)in theGSFCcosmic-rayexperimenton ISEE-3. In a few
events it was possibleto observeenergetic(0.25 to 2 MeV)
electronincreasesin thehigh-energytelescopeof the same
experiment.
The kilometricradiodatausedto studythe interplanetary
portion of theTypeIIIradioemissionswereobtainedfrom the
RadioAstronomyExperimentaboardISEE-3. Theseradio observa-
tions providenotonlytimingof theelects.onreleaseat the sunbut also directionalinformationthatcan track the electron
populationin interplanetaryspaceandlocatethe solarlongitude
of the sourcewithin10 to 20 degrees.
A listof 3He-richtimeperiods(Kahleret al., 1985) was
re-examinedforwell-definedparticleincreasesduringthe Dec.
1979 to Aug. 1982 studyperiod. Dynamicradio spectra and
single-frequencytimehistorieswerethenexamined uringeachof
these events fortherelatedTypeIIIemissionand the onset
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SH 2.2-3 
We investigate the kilometric radio data for 3He-rich 
events during the 1979-82 time period. Type III bursts 
are present for each event as expected, from the 
previous electron/3He-event association. A list of 
identified solar events is presented. 
1. Introduction The association of solar 3He-rich events and 
non-relativistic electron events by Reames, von Rosenvinge and 
Lin (RvL, 1985) allowed the precise timing and velocity disper-
sion of the electron data to be used to identify the solar events 
responsible for the acceleration of particles with such anomalous 
isotopic abundances. However, these non-relativistic electron 
data are only available for the first 15 months of the ISEE-3 
mission while many of the larger and more interestin~ 3He events 
occurred during the next several years of the miss10n. Fortu-
natel¥, these same electrons are responsible for the rapidly 
drift1ng radio features called Type III bursts as they propagate 
at high velocity through the decreasing density of the inter-
planetary medium. 
In this paper we show the relationship between the Type-III 
radio observations and the particle data in 3He-rich events and 
then use this association to identify the source region for many 
of the events. 
2. Observations and Anal¥sis The helium observations described 
in this paper were obta1ned with the very-low-energy telescope 
(VIET) in the GSFC cosmic-ray experiment on ISEE-3. In a few 
events it was possible to observe energetic (0.25 to 2 MeV) 
electron increases in the high-energy telescope of the same 
experiment. 
The kilometric radio data used to study the interplanetary 
portion of the Type III radio emissions were obtained from the 
Radio Astronomy Experiment aboard ISEE-3. These radio observa-
tions provide not only timing of the elect~on release at the sun 
but also directional information that can track the electron 
population in interplanetary space and locate the solar longitude 
of the source within 10 to 20 degrees. 
A list of 3He-rich time periods (Kahler et al., 1985) was 
re-examined for well-defined particle increases during the Dec. 
1979 to Aug. 1982 study period. Dynamic radio spectra and 
single-frequency time histories were then examined during each of 
these events for the related Type III emission and the onset 
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times and spectral characteristicsof the events weredetermined.
In .Figure1 we show the particleand radiodata for two 3He
time perzodsin 1982. Two eventsare seen in Fig. la, the Type
III emissionfor the firsteventbeginsat 0533-0536UT on June
25. There is no obviousincreasein the energeticelectronsfrom
this eventbut the 2.2 - 3.4 MeV/AMUHe nucleibeginto increase
at 0745 and the 1.3 - 1.6 MeV/AMUnucleiarriveat 0830. The
second event in Fig la beginsin the radiodata at 1945 and is
seen minutes later ( particledata are averaged in 15-min
intervals)in the energeticelectrondata but He-nucleifrom the
eventare not seen untilafterthe data gap at about2330.
Fig. 1 DynamicradiospectraandelectronandHe timehistories
for (a)Jun25-26,1982and (b)Aug 13-14,1982.
2  
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times and 
determined. 
spectral characteristics of the events re 
In Figure 1 we show the particle and radio data for two 3He 
time periods in 1982. Two events are seen in Fig. la, the Type 
III emission for the first event begins at 0533-0536 UT on June 
25. There is no obvious increase in the energetic electrons from 
this event but the 2.2 - 3.4 MeV/AMO He nuclei begin to increase 
at 0745 and the 1.3 - 1.6 eV/AMU nuclei arrive at 0830. The 
second event in Fig la begins in the radio data at 1945 and is 
seen inutes later ( particle data are averaged in l5-min 
intervals) in the energetic electron data but He-nuclei from the 
event are not seen until after the data gap at about 2330. 
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Fig. 1 Dyna ic radio spectra and electron and He time histories 
for (a) Jun 25-26, 1982 and (b) Aug 13-14, 1982. 
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In Fig. ib we show the strikingseriesof 3He-richeventson
Aug 13 - 14, 1982that includethe gamma-rayevent (also 3He
rich)at 0506 on Aug 14. The firstType-IIIevent_is maskedby
the ubiquitousdata gap at 1800-2000. Heliumin the two energy
intervalsarriveat 2030 and 2115. The next threeeventsbegin-
ning in the radiodata at 2302, 0241 and 0509 each inject
energeticelectronsthat are seen at 1 AU, and each injectfresh
He nucleithat are observedafterthey propagateto 1 AU 2-3 hrs
later as describedby RvL (1985). Only the higher-energyHe
nuclei are seen fromthe largegam_-ray eventbeforethe data
gap; all energiesare seen againat 1200,just off the plot.
Note the differencein size and characterof the Type III
dynamic spectra in Fig. Ib for thoseevents that contribute
electronsand He at 1 AU and for thosethat do not. The other,
weaker events inthe same time perioddrift slowlyto low fre-
quencies because they lack sufficient intensities of faster,
more-energetic electrons that would propagate outward more
rapidly. Lacking energeticelectrons, theseeventsalso lack
measurableintensitiesof 3He (seealso Reamesand Lin, 1985).
Note also the quietconditionsin the particle observations
prior to the firstAug 13 event. Duringthe first6 hrs in Fig
ib (excludingdata gaps seen as whiteareasin the radio data)
only 5 4He particlesenterthe telescopein both energy bands.
In fact,no 3He particlesenterthe telescopein the 24-hrperiod
priorto the firstevent.
The major 3He-richeventsin the Dec 1979 to Aug 1982 for
which we can identifythe likelyradioonsettime are shown in
Table i. Also shownare the metric-radioand H-alphaflaredata
for most of the events. Many of the eventsoccur in groupsfrom
the same activeregion, a factthat greatly simplifies their
identification. In a few cases,whereothercandidateeventsdo
exist, they are always smallereventsfrom the same active
region.
3. Conclusion In conclusion we have shown that the solar
electron-3He event associationcan be extendedconsiderablyby
use of the kilometricradio data. Each 3He-rich event we
examinedwas fQundto have a candidateType III eventand in most
cases an unambiguousidentificationcouldbe made. Of course
thesedata do not providethe continuousand directextrapolation
of the velocitydispersionprovidedby the directobservation of
non- relativisticelectrons. On the otherhand,the directional
capability of the radioexperimentprovidesthe added spatial
informationthat was only partiallyexploitedin this work.
The prevalenceof multipleevents, usuallywith different
isotoperatios,from the same solaractiveregionis, once again,
a strikingresultof this study. Each eventis itselfcomposed
of groupsat much highertime resolutionin the radiodata.
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In Fig. l  e sho  the striking series of 3 e-rich events on 
Aug 13 - 14, 1982 that include the ga a-ray event (also 3He 
rich) at 0506 on Aug 14. The first Type-III eventJ is asked by 
the ubiquitous data gap at 1800-2000. elium in the t o energy 
i ervals ar ve t  a  2 . h  e t t   i
ning i  the radio data at 2302, 0241 and 0509 each i ject 
energetic electrons that are seen at 1 AU, and each inject fresh 
e cl i t t r  s rved ft r t  r te t    -  r  
l t r as escribed by v  (1985). nly t e higher-energy e 
ucl i r   from t  l rge ma-ra  t f re t  t  
gap; all energies are seen again at 1200, just off the plot. 
ot  t  i ference i  i   ter  t    
dyna ic spectra in Fig. 1b for those events that contribute 
trons  e t     e   t   , 
ea er ts i  the same tim  riod rift slowly t  low fr -
quencies because they lack sufficient intensities of faster, 
ore-energetic electrons that ould propagate outward ore 
ra idly. acking e er etic electrons, t ese e e ts also lack 
eas ble e ities f  ee so s  i , . 
ote lso t  i t c itions i  t e article servations 
prior t  the first ug 13 event. uring the first 6 hrs in Fig 
1b (excluding data gaps seen as hite areas in the radio data) 
only 5 4He particles enter the telescope in both energy bands. 
I  f t, no 3 e rticles t r t e telescope i  t e - r eriod 
prior to the first event. 
he ajor 3 e-rich events in the ec 1979 t  ug 1982 for 
hich e can identify the likely radio onset time are shown in 
a  1. l  hown   et c-radio  - pha are a 
f r ost f the events. any f the events occur in groups from 
the same active region, a fact that greatly simplifies their 
i tification. I   few s, re t r idate ts  
exist, they are always s aller events from the same active 
region. 
. o lusion  lusion  e hown th t th  lar 
ectron-3He  o iation n  tended iderably  
  h  lom ric io a. h e ich t  
e a ined as fQ nd t  a e a idate e III t a  in st 
cases an unambiguous identification could be ade. f course 
these ta  t r ide the c tinuous a d irect trapolation 
of the velocity dispersion provided by the direct observation of 
ativistic ectrons.  he h r nd, he rectional 
capability of the radio experiment provides the added spatial 
information th t s ly rtially loited in this r . 
The prevalence of ultiple events, usually with different 
isotope ratios, from the same solar active region is, once again, 
a striking result of this study. Each event is itself composed 
of groups at uch higher time resolution in the radio data. 
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Table i. Type III and Flare Associations of 3He-Rich Events
Date 1.3 He 2MHz Metric Flare
Onset 3/4 Time Time Time Site Imp.
1979 Dec 14 2000 1.5 1552 1550 2GG 1553 NIOW51 IB
-1605 -1559 -1643
1980 Nov 9 1930 0.9 1621 1620 3G 1621 S14W44 -N
-1623 -1633
Nov i0 0000 1.4 2035 2033 2GV 2028 S12W48 -N
-2035 -2054
Nov i0 0830 1.8 0448 0448 2GV 0446 S09W51 -N
-0449 -0508
Dec 16 1830 0.5 1455
1981 Sep 15 2315 1.2 1935 1933 3GGV
-1937
Nov 20 1330 0.2 1045 1041 2GG several
-1043
1982 Mar i0 1615 >1.4 gap 1220 3GG 1213 S06W32 IB
-1255 -1308
Mar l0 2300 0.7 1845 1844 3GGV 1845 S06W34 2B
-1850 -1908
Jun 25 0830 0.3 0533 0530 3SIS 0528 NI3W50 IB
-0536 -0535 -0615
Jun 25 2330 0.4 1945 1944 3GGV 1941 NI7W56 2B
-1945 -2010
Jun 30 1315 >i.0 0915
Aug 13 2130 2.0 gap 1813 2GG
-1820
Aug 14 0200 0.8 2302 2259 3GV 2301 NI3W59 -N
-2303 -2334
Aug 14 0600 1.2 0241 0238 2GV 0237 NIIW60 IB
-0245 -0244 -0315
Aug 14 0800 0.2 0509 0506 3GV 0507 NIIW62 IB
-0515 II -0525 gamma-ray
The event identificationsbegin to show a link between the
impulsive electron-rich 3He events and the impulsive electron-
rich solar gamma-ray events with the Aug 14 event. 3He has been
observed in two other gamma-ray events by Van Hollebeke et al.
(1985). The distinction between particle events with impulsive
and long-duration X-ray events has been clearly demonstrated by
Cane et al. (1985).
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Table 1. Type II and Flare Associations of 3He-Rich Events 
Date 1.3 He 
Onset 3/4 
1979 Dec 14 2000 1.5 
1980 Nov 9 1930 0.9 
Nov 10 0000 1.4 
Nov 10 0830 1.8 
2MHz 
Time 
1552 
-1605 
1621 
2035 
0448 
Dec 16 1830 0.5 1455 
1981 Sep 15 2315 1.2 
Nov 20 1330 0.2 
1982 Mar 10 1615 >1.4 
Mar 10 2300 0.7 
Jun 25 0830 0.3 
Jun 25 2330 0.4 
1935 
1045 
gap 
1845 
0533 
-0536 
1945 
Jun 30 1315 >1.0 0915 
Aug 13 2130 2.0 
Aug 14 200 0.8 
Aug 14 600 1.2 
Aug 14 800 0.2 
gap 
2302 
0241 
-0245 
509 
Metric 
Time 
1550 2GG 
-1559 
1620 3G 
-1623 
2033 2GV 
-2035 
0448 2GV 
-0449 
1933 3GGV 
-1937 
1041 2GG 
-1043 
1220 3GG 
-1255 
1844 3GGV 
-1850 
0530 3SIS 
-0535 
1944 3GGV 
-1945 
813 2GG 
-1820 
2259 3GV 
-2303 
0238 2GV 
-0244 
506 3GV 
-0 15 II 
Flare 
Time Site Imp. 
1553 N10W51 1B 
-1643 
1621 S14W44-N 
-1633 
2028 S12W48-N 
-2054 
0446 S09W51-N 
-0508 
several 
1213 S06W32 1B 
-1308 
1845 S06W34 2B 
-1908 
0528 N13W50 1B 
-0615 
1941 N17W56 2B 
-2010 
2301 N13W59-N 
-2334 
0237 N11W60 1B 
-0315 
507 N11W62 1B 
-0 25 gamma-ray 
The vent identifications begin to show a link between the 
impulsive lectron-rich 3He vents and the impulsive lectron-
rich solar gamma-ray vents with the Aug 14 vent. 3He has been 
observed in tw  other gamma-ray vents by Van Ho1l b ke et a1. 
(1985) • The distinction between particl  vents with impulsive 
and long-duration X-ray vents has been clearly demonstrated by 
Cane et ale (1985). 
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ABSTRACT
We use Ha, X-ray,and metricand k11ometrlcradlodatato examlne
the solarsourcesof energetic(~ 1 MeV/nucleon)3He-richparticle
eventsobservednearearth in assoclationwith impulslve2 to 100 keV
electronevents. Each3He/electronevent Is associatedwlth a
kilometrictype Ill burstbelonglngto a falailyof such bursts
characterizedby similarinterplanetarypropagationpathsfrom the
same solaractiveregion. The SHe/electroneventscorrelatevery
wellwith the interplanetarylow frequency(~ 188 kHz) radio
brlghtnessesof theseevents,but progressivelyworsewlth slgnatures
from regionscloserto the Sun. WhenHa brighteningscan be
assoclatedwlth3He/electronevents,they have onsetscoincldingto
within1 mn of thatof the associatedmetrictype Ill burstbut are
oftentoo smallto be reported. The data are consistentwith the
earllerideathatmany type III bursts,and now,by impllcatlon,the
3He/electronevents,are due to partlcleaccelerationIn the corona,
well abovethe assoclatedHa and X-rayflares.
1. Introduction.It is now clearthat 3He-rlchenergeticpartlcleevents
are distinguishedfromthe solarenergeticparticle(SEP)eventsof
greaterfluxesand energiesnot only by theiranomalousHe composltlon,
but alsoby their lackof associatlonwlth metrlctype II bursts_nd
coronalmass ejections(Kahleret al. 1985). A comparlsonof 12 He-
richeventswith impulsive2 to 100 keV electroneventssuggeststhat
3He ionsare impulsivelyacceleratedand In3ectedintointerplanetary
spacealongwlth the electrons(Reameset al. 1985). The low fluxesand
slowspeedsof the E ~ 1MeV/nucleon3He ionsmake injectlontlmes
uncertain,but the closeassociatlonof the particleeventswith fast-
drlfttype Ill radioburstsprovidesthe preclsionof timingneeded
to make the associationof th_ particleeventswith solar phenomena.
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TRACT 
We use a, -ray, and etric and k11o etr1c rad10 data to exam1ne 
the solar sources of energetic (~ 1 e /nucleon) 3 e-rich particle 
ts served r rth in ssoc1ation ith 1 ls1ve  to 0 keV 
lectron ts. ch e/ lectron t 1S sociated 1th  
kilometric type III burst belong1ng to a family of such bursts 
characterized by similar interplanetary propagation paths from the 
same solar active region. The 3 e/electron events correlate very 
ell ith the interplanetary low frequency (~ 188 k z) radio 
br1ghtnesses of these events, but progressively orse 1th slgnatures 
from regions closer to the Sun. hen a brightenings can be 
assoc1ated 1th 3 e/electron events, they have onsets coinclding to 
ithin  ln f th t f the ssociated etric type III rst t re 
often too s all to be reported. The data are consistent ith the 
earl1er idea that any type III bursts, and now, by i pllcatlon, the 
e/electron e e ts, are due to art1cle acceleration 1n the c rona, 
ell ove the soclated  nd -ray flares. 
 ntroduction.  s ow ear t rlch rgetic tlcle nts 
are distinguished from the solar energetic particle (SEP) events of 
greater fluxes and energies not only by their anomalous He co posltlon, 
but also by their lack of associat10n wlth metrlc type II bursts and 
coronal ass ejections (Kahler et ale 1985).  co parlson of 12 3 e-
rich events with impulsive 2 to 100 keV electron events suggests that 
3He ions are impulsively accelerated and lnJected lnto interplanetary 
space along w1th the electrons (Reames et ale 1985). The low fluxes and 
slow speeds of the E ~ 1 MeV/nucleon 3He ions ake inJect10n tlmes 
uncertain, but the close associatlon of the particle events ith fast-
drlft type III radio bursts provides the preclsion of timing needed 
to ake the association of the particle events ith solar phenomena. 
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To learnmore aboutthe sourcesof theseeventswe examinethe
charact_ristlcsof the Ha flaresand type Ill burstsassociatedwlth
the 12 _He-rlcheventsstudledby Reameset al. (1985)
2. Observatlonsand Analysls.The tlmesof the 12 eventsare glven in
Table I_ Severalof theseeventsoccurredon the sameday and In these
casesare assoclatedwlth Ha flaresin the same activereglon. In
eachcasewe glvethe tlme of the onsetand the maximumreportedburst
size of the assoclatedmetrictype Ill radioburst. The approxlmate
flaresltesand McMathreglonnumbers,basedon bothreportedHa
flaresand inspectlonof Ha patrolfllms,are also listed. In three
caseswe glve alternatlvesuspectedMcMathreglonsin parentheses.All
H_ eventswere subflaresexceptfor the November8 IB flare.
Each3He/electroneventwas assoclatedwlth a prominentkilometrictype
III burst observedwlth the Meudon/GSFCsolar radloexperlmenton ISEE-
3. An examlnationof the kilometrlcdata duringthe few hours before
and afterthe type Ill burst revealsthatthat burst is one of a famly
of such bursts,all of whlch shownearlyidenticalsolarelongation
anglesas a functlonof radlofrequency. This suggeststhat the
energeticelectronsproducingthe burststraversesimilarpaths froma
singlesolarreglonthroughthe interplanetarymedlum. Figure1 shows
an exampleof suchburstsdurlnga 6 hr intervalon 1979August14. We
have listedin Table 1 the numberof promlnentkilometrlctype Ill
burstsIn each suchfamilyduringan 18 hr periodaroundthe time of the
3He/electronburst. The lastcolumngivesthe numberof burstsposslbly
assoclatedon the basis of the timlngswlth llstedHa flaresin the
actlvereglonpresumedto be the sourceof the 3He/electronevent.
Numbersin parenthesesare the numbersof burstsposslblyassociated
wlth listedHa flaresIn the alternativeactlvereglonsfor the three
datesfor whlch the activeregionis in some doubt.
TABLE 1
Date Type Ill Approx. H_ McMath Totalkm Totalwith
StartUT Classe Locatlon OnsetUT Re_1on t_pe Ill Ha flares
1978
Nov 8 1751 3GG N18 E12 1751 643 2 2
Nov 27 2056 3GG N26 w47a 2055 672 (673) 6 0 (4)
Dec 26 1319b - $21 w41a,d -- 721")
Dec 26 2122 WNGc $21 w45a 2104 721_ 4 0
1979
Feb 10 1818 3GG N13 w23a < 1800 807 (808) 6 2 (1)
May 17 0558 2G $35 W78a 0551 996.(010)13 3 (0)
Aug 14 1728 3GG $18 W45 1728 205_
Aug 14 2048 3GG $17 W48 2048 205J 4 2
Sept 6 0906 2GG N20 W62 0906 252_
Sept 6 1148 3GG N18 W67 1148 252L
Sept6 1332 3GG : N16 W63 1332 252_ 10 5
Sept 6 1851 2GG _ N16 W65a 1850 252.1.
a flare not listedIn SGD, _ut foundIn visualinspectionof Ha films.
b start time of 1980 kHz burst.
c weak intermittentgroup.
d no conflrmationw_th optlcaldata.
e GG: > 10 type Ill bursts;G: < 10 type I;I bursts.
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To learn more about the sources of these events we examine the 
ch ract3ri st 1 c  of the H a fl ares and type II I bur ts associ ated W1 th the 12 He-r1ch events stud1ed by Reames et ale (1985) 
2. Observat10ns and Analys1s. The t1mes of the 12 vents are glven ln 
Table 1. Several of these events occurred on the same day and 1n these 
cases are assoc1ated w1th Ha flares 1n the same actlve reg10n. In 
each case we glve the t1me of the onset and the maximum reported burst 
size of the aSSOCl ated metri c type I II radi 0 burst. The approxlmate 
flare sltes and cMath reg10n numbers, based on both reported Ha 
flares and inspect10n of Ha patrol f1lms, are also listed. In three 
cases we glve alternat1ve suspected cMath reglons in parentheses. All 
Ha vents w re subflares except for the November 8 IB flare. 
Each 3He/ lectron vent was assoclated wlth a prominent kilometric type 
III burst observed w1th the Meudon/GSF  solar rad10 exper1ment on ISEE-
3. An exam1nation of the kilometr1c data during the few hours before 
and after the type I II burst reveals that that burst 1 s one of a fam1ly 
of such bursts, all of Wh1Ch show nearly identicdl solar elongation 
angles as a funct10n of rad10 frequency. This suggests that the 
energetic electrons producing the bursts traverse simllar paths from a 
single solar reg10n through the 1nterplanetary med1um. Figure 1 shows 
an example of such bursts dur1ng a 6 hr interval on 1 79 A gust 14. We 
have listed 1n Table 1 the number of prom1nent kilometr1c type III 
bursts 1n each such family during an 18 hr period around the time of the 
3He/ lectron burst. The last column gives the number of bursts poss1bly 
assoc1ated on the basis of the tim1ngs w1th llsted Ha flares in the 
act1ve reg10n presumed to be the source of the 3He/electron event. 
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of bursts poss1bly associated 
w1th listed Ha flares 1n the alternative act1ve reg10ns for the three 
dates for Wh1Ch the active region 1S in some doubt. 
TABLE 1 
Date Type III Approx. Ha cMath Total km Totdl with 
Start UT Classe Locat10n Onset UT Reg10n type I II Ha flares 
1978 
Nov 8 1751 3GG N18 E12 1751 643 2 2 
Nov 27 2056 3GG N26 W47 d 2055 672 (673) 6 0 (4) 
Dec 26 319b S21 W41 a,d 72U Dec 26 122 WNGc S21 W45 a 2104 721 4 0 
1979 
Feb lO 1818 3GG < 1800 807 (808) 6 2 (1) 
May 17 0558 2G 0551 996 (OlO) 13 3 (0) 
Aug 14 1728 3GG 1728 205] Aug 14 2048 3GG 2048 205 4 2 
Sept 6 906 2GG 906 52 
Sept 6 1148 3GG 1148 52 
Sept 6 1332 3GG 1332 52 lO 5 
Se t 6 1851 2GG 52 
fare not listed 1n 
b start time of 1980 kHz burst. 
1n V1sua inspect10n of Ha f1 ms. 
c weak intermittent group. 
d no conf1rmatio  \filth opt1cal d ta. 
e G: > 10 type III bursts; G: < 10 type U I bursts. 
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Figure 1. 466 kHz data from 1979 August 14. Three famllies of bursts
labeled A,B, and C were present durlng the 6-hr interval. B events were
associated wlth McMath 205. @is the solar elongation angle; _ a
measure of the source slze, wlth 1 belng a polnt source; and TA the
antenna temperature. Assoclated II_ flare reports are also shown.
In two of the three events wlth questionable actlve reglon assoclatlons
we see that the H_ flare associations of the alternative reglons are
worse than for the preferred actlve reglons, although the statistics are
limlted. Using onlx these data, we could have selected the preferred
reglon for all the _He/electron events except for the November 27 event
and the.two on December 26. In the latter case no cholce could be made.
On the other hand, by slmply look_ng for listed Ha flares at well
connected longitudes, we would have mlsldentlfled the source reglons in
two or three cases.
To get a better Idea of the slgnatures of the 3He/electron events, we
have compared reported Ha flares, metric type III bursts, and antenna
temperatures of the 1980 and 188 kHz bursts for the kllometric bursts
wlth and without 3He/electron events. We omlt the large sample of
events on May 17, few of whlch are assoclated with Ha flares or metrlc
type III bursts. The results are shown In Figure 2. The contrast
between the two groups increases as we consider first the Ha flares
and then the progressively lower frequencles of _he type III bursts. At
188 kHz the logs of TA of all but one of the 12 _He/electron events
exceeded 10.5. On th_ other hand, this value v_as exceeded by only 3 of
the 21 kilometrlc type III burst group.
3. Discussion. Each kllometrlc burst family Is characterlzed by the
degree of its assoclatlon wlth reported metrlc type III bursts and H_
flares as shown In Table I. The famllles of November 8, August 14, and
September 6 are well associated, whlle the others are not. This lack
of observed assoclated Ha actlvlty wlth several 3He/electron events
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Flgure 1. 466 kHz data from 1979 August 14. Three famllies of bursts 
labeled A,B, and C were present durlng the 6-hr lnterval. B events were 
associated wlth McMath 205. • is the solar elongation angle; a a 
measure of the source SlZe, wlth 1 belng a pOlnt source; and TA the 
antenna temperature. Assoclated 11a flare reports are also shown. 
In two of the three events wlth questlonable actlve reglon assoclatlons 
we see that the Ha flare associations of the alternative reglons are 
worse than for the preferred actlve reglons, although the statlstlcs are 
limlted. Using onl~ these data, we could have selected the preferred 
reglon for all the He/electron events except for the November 27 event 
and the.two on December 26. In the latter case no cholce could be made. 
On the other hand, by slmply looklng for listed Ha flares at well 
connected longltudes, we would have mlsldentlfled the source reg10ns 1n 
two or three cases. 
To get a better ldea of the slgnatures of the 3He/electron events, we 
have compared reported Ha flares, metric type III bursts, and antenna 
temperatures of the 1980 and 188 kHz bursts for the kllometric bursts 
wlth and wlthout 3He/electron events. We omlt the large sample of 
events on ~1ay 17, few of WhlCh are assoclated with Ha flares or metnc 
type III bursts. The results are shown ln Figure 2. The contrast 
between the two groups increases as we conslder first the Ha flares 
and then the progressively lower frequencles of ~he type III bursts. At 
188 kHz the logs of TA of all but one of the 12 He/electron events 
exceeded 10.5. On the other hand, th is value vias exceeded by only 3 of 
the 21 kilometrlc type III burst group. 
3. Discusslon. Each k110metrlc burst family lS characterlled by the 
degree of its aSSOc1atlon w1th reported metr1c type III bursts and Ha 
flares as shown ln Table 1. The fa~llles of November 8, August 14, and 
September 6 are well associated, whlle the others are not. This lack 
of observed assoclated Ha actlvlty wlth several 3He/electron events 
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3HE EVENTS KM ITI ONLY
_uggests a coronal orlgin for the energetlc jl_ ]__
He ions and electrons. Figure I shows 12
that _he correlatlon between the occurrence 9
of a _He/electron event and a solar/inter- N 6
planetary event Increases wlth increasing F--I
distance of the solar/interplanetary event i i
from the sun. Thls suggests that Ha Y N Y N
actlvlty may have llttle to do wlth the REPORTEDH: FLARES
accelerati°n°f tile3He i°nsand electr°ns 1!____
otherthan to reflectIndirectlythe
presenceof the overlylngevent,presumably N
as a resultof the preclpitatlonof some
fractlonof the energlzedpartlclesas
suggested by Kane et el. (1974). Wealso °'_i_' '3GG _1 2' 3GG
founda closecolnci-T_cebetweenonsets REPOR_T METRICTYPEZZZ
of metrlctype III burstsand onsetsof _t L,
associatedHa and X-rayflaressuggestlng i
thatthe initlalactivltyof the SHe/ N 6
electroneventsbeginsin the highcorona. _ _l
Observations of type III emlssion from 3
interplanetaryelectronbeams are compll- o7 9 _ii3 7 9 ili3
cated by factorsinvolvinggenerat10n(L1n LOG _ (1980 KHz)
et al. 1981)and propagationof the bursts,
complex.S°the Sltuatlon may prove to be more N 111 _ __4. Conclusions. Each 3He/electron event Is
assoclated with a k11ometrlc type III burst OB I0 12 14 8 iO 12 14
which appearsas a memberof a famllyof LOG _ (188 KHz}
burstssharingslmilarinterplanetarypro-
pagationpaths. The membersof eachfamlly Figure2. Histogramsof
dlfferfrom eachother in thelrassoclated Ha flares,metrlctype
antennatemperaturesat dlfferentfrequen- Ill burstsand log TA
cies and In theirmetrictype Ill and Hm for kilometmc type Ill
flare assoclatlons.In our studythe best burstswlth and without
empiricalindicationof the occurrenceof a 3He/electronevents.
3He/electronevent provedto be a hlgh
antennatemperatureat 188 kHz. ReportedHa flareobservatlonsare a
poor guideto the occurrenceor orlglnof theseeventsand in some cases
are msleadlng, perhapsbecauseof Inaccuratereporting. The poor
assoclationof the 3He/electroneventswith Ha flaressuggestsa
high coronalorlglnfor at leastsomeof the events.
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suggests a coronal or1gin for the energet1c 
3He ions and electrons. F1gure 1 shows 
that the corre at1on between the occurrence 
of a 3He/electron event and a solar/inter-
planetary vent 1ncreases ~nth 1ncreasing 
distance of the s lar/interplanetary vent 
from the sun. Th1S suggests that Ha 
act1v1ty may have llttle to do w1th the 
acceleration of the 3He ions and electrons 
other than to reflect 1ndirectly the 
presence of the overlY1ng event, presu ably 
as a result of the prec1pitat1on of some 
fract10n of the en rg1zed p rt1cles as 
suggested by Kane et ale (1974). We also 
found a close c01ncidence between onsets 
of metrlC type III bursts and onsets of 
associat  H  and X-ray flares su gest1  
that the init1al activ1t  of the 3He/ 
electron events begins 1n the high corona. 
Observations of type III em1ssion from 
interpl ary electr  beams are compl1-
cated by factors 1nvolvi  generat  (L1n 
et ale 1981) and propagati n of the bursts, 
so the s 1 tuat lOn may prove to be more 
complex. 
4. Conclus1ons. Each 3He/electron event 1S 
assoc1ated with a k110metrlc type III burst 
which a pears as a member of a fam1ly of 
bursts shari  slmilar inter la etary pro-
pagation paths. The members of each fam1ly 
d1ffer from each other in the1r assoc1ated 
antenna temperat r s at d1ffere t freque -
cies and 1n their metric type III and Ha 
flare assoc1at10ns. In our study the best 
empirical 1ndicati  of the o curr  of a 
3H /electr  event prove  to be a hlgh 
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F1gure 2. H1stogra s of 
Ha flares, metr1c type 
III bursts and log TA 
for kilo etr1c type III 
bursts w1th and w1thout 
3He/electron events. 
antenna temperature at 188 kHz. Reported Ha flare observat1ons are a 
p or gU1de to the occurre ce or or191  of these events and 1n some cases 
are m1slead1ng, perhaps because of lnaccurate reporting. The poor 
assoc1ation of the 3He/electron events with Ha flares suggests d 
high coronal or1g1n for at least some of the events. 
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ABSTRACT
We reporton a systematicstudyof the presenceof 3He
in 187 solarelectroneventsobservedon the ISEE-3
spacecraft during a 9-monthperiodbeginning in Aug
1978. 3He is presentin over half of the eventsand in
/3 of eventswith 19 keV electrons, suggesting that
He wouldbe foundin all electroneventsgiven some-
what greatercollectionefficiency.
1. Introduction In a recentpaperReames,von Rosenvingeand Lin
(RvL, 1985)suggesteda commonoriginfor solar3He-rich events
and non-relativisticelectronevents. This associationwas based
upon the close temporalrelationshipbetweenthe two species
which sharenearlyscatter-freepropagationfrom the sun and uponthe observation of electrons in all of the 3He-rich event
periods.
In this pa.perwe examinethe inverserelationshipby asking
the extentto whzch all solarelectroneventsare accompanied by
3He. To this end, we have begunwith a list of solar electron
events observed by the Univ. of Californiaexperiment on the
ISEE-3spacecraftand, for each event,we have examineddata from
the very-low-energytelescopeof the GSFC experimenton the same
spacecraftfor the presenceof 3He.
2. Observationsand Results The solarelectroneventlist used
in this study gives the onsettime of each event and the
intensityof electronsat 2 and 19 keV. Of the 187 eventsduring
the study period, 103 (55%)had measurablefluxes of 19 keY
electrons, the remainderbeingobservedonly at lowerenergies.
Where possible, the sourceof the eventhas been identified by
the metric Type III radioemissionand/or the H-alpha flare
characteristicsusingSolar-GeophysicalData.
The measurementsin RvL (1985)showedthe 1.34-1.63MeV 3He
onset to occur 2-4 hrs afterthe electrononset and the 3He
maximumto occur1-2 hrs later. We thereforescannedthe hourly-
averaged3He data duringthe 8-hr intervalfrom 2 to l0 hrs after
the electron onset and recorded the 3He intensity. This
technique allowedus to press for the maximumsensitivityto 3He
without introducing an unacceptablenumberof spurious events
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ABSTRACT 
We report on a systematic study of the presence of 3He 
in 187 solar electron events observed on the ISEE-3 
spacecraft during a 9-month period beginning in Aug 
1978. 3He is present in over half of the events and in 
2/3 of events with 19 keV electrons, suggesting that 
3He would be found in all electron events given some-
what greater collection efficiency. 
1. Introduction In a recent paper Reames, von Rosenvinge and Lin 
(RvL, 1985) suggested a common origin for solar 3He-rich events 
and non-relativistic electron events. This association was based 
upon the close temporal relationship between the two species 
which share nearly scatter-free propagation from the sun and upon 
the observation of electrons in all of the 3He-rich event 
periods. 
In this paper we examine the inverse relationship by asking 
the extent to which all solar electron events are accompanied by 
3He. To this end, we have begun with a list of solar electron 
events observed by the Uni v. of California experiment on the 
ISEE-3 spacecraft and, for each event, we have examined data from 
the very-low-energy telescope of the GSFC experiment on the same 
spacecraft for the presence of 3He. 
2. Observations and Results The solar electron event list used 
in this study gives the onset time of each event and the 
intensity of electrons at 2 and 19 keV. Of the 187 events during 
the study period, 103 (55%) had measurable fluxes of 19 keV 
electrons, the remainder being observed only at lower energies. 
Where possible, the source of the event has been identified by 
the metric Type III radio emission and/or the H-alpha flare 
characteristics using Solar-Geophysical Data. 
The measurements in RvL (1985) showed the 1.34-1.63 MeV 3He 
onset to occur 2-4 hrs after the electron onset and the 3He 
maximum to occur 1-2 hrs later. We therefore scanned the hourly-
averaged 3He data during the 8-hr interval from 2 to 10 hrs after 
the electron onset and recorded the 3He intensity. This 
technique allowed us to press for the maximum sensitivity to 3He 
without introducing an unacceptable number of spurious events 
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from3Hebackgroundor fromrecountingmultiple vents. The 3He
backgroundestimatedataboutoneparticleevery3-4days would
be expectedto contribute2 to 3 spuriouseventsout of the 85
observed.
In 34 (18%)of the 187events itwas not3 possibleeithertoobserve or to setmeaningfulimitson the He, usuallybecause
of a large particleeventin progressbut also occasionally
because of datagaps. Of the subsetof 103events with 19-key
electrons,17 weresimilarlyexcluded.The remainingevents,153
totaland 86 with19-keVelectrons,arecategorizedbytheir 3He
content in Table1. In Table1 we seethatoverhalf (56%) of
the electroneventshave3Heandthatfractionjumpsto 2/3 (66%)
foreventswith19-keYelectrons.
Table1 3He in ElectronEvents
3He no 3He total
All electronevents 85(56%) 68(44%) 153
19-keV elect events 57(66%) 29(34%) 86
We explore the3Heassociationas a functionof electron
intensityand spectralindexin Tables2 and 3. Herethe highest
electronintensitiesandflattestspectrashowa highprobability
of 3Heassociation.Otherwise,thecorrelationwithintensityis
weak,especiallyfor2-keVelectrons.Forthoseeventswith_He,
the 3He intensity is plotted versus the electronintensitiesin
Figure i. Thereappearsto be no correlationwith2-key elec-
tronsin Fig. la , however,a broadcorrelationseemsto exist
with the 19-keVelectronsin Fig. lb butthe limiteddynamic
rangeofthe instrumentsmakesitsobservationdifficult.
Table2 3HeObservationvs.ElectronIntensity
(a)2-keVElectrons (b)19-keVElectrons
Intensity 3He no 3He Intensity 3He no 3He(xlooo)
>1oo 7(78%) 1 >1o 9(78%) 1
i0-i00 28(55%) 23 I-i0 26(65%) 14
1-10 36(54%) 31 0.I-i 22(61%) 1_44
<l 14(52%) 1_/3 Total 57(66%) 29
Total 85(56%) 68 None(<0.3) 28(42%) 39
Table3 3HeObservationvs.ElectronSpectralIndex
Index 3He no 3He
<2.0 1 0
2.0-2.9 9(69%) 4
3.0-3.9 22(59%) 15
4.0-4.915(68%) 7
>5.0 2(50%) 2
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from 3He background or from recounting multiple events. The 3He background estimated at about one particle every 3-4 days would b  expected t  contribute 2 to 3 spurious events out of the 85 observed. 
In 34 (18%) of the 187 events it was not possible either to observe or to set meaningful limits on the 3He, usually because of a large particle event in progress but also occasionally because of dat  gaps. Of the subset of 103 events with 19-keV electrons, 17 were s milarly excluded. The remaining events, 153 tot l and 86 with 19-keV electrons, are categorized by their 3He content in Table 1. In Table 1 we see that over half (56%) of the lectron vents have 3He and that fraction jumps to 2/3 (66%) for events with 19-keV electrons. 
Table 1 3He in Electron Events 
All lectron vents 19-keV elect eve~ts 
85(56%) 
57(66%) 
no 3He 
68(44%) 
29(34%) 
total 
153 
86 
W  explore the 3He association as a function of el~ctron intensit  and spectral index in Tables 2 and 3. Here the highest lectron intensiti  and flattest spectra show a high probability of 3He associati . Otherwise, the correlation with intensity is weak, especia l  for 2-keV electrons. For those events with JHe, the 3He intensity is plotted versus the electron intensities in Figure 1. Th re appears to be no correlation with 2-keV elec-trons in Fig. l.a, however, a broad correlation seems to exist with the 19-keV lectrons in Fig. 1b but the limited dynamic range of the instr ent  makes its observation difficult. 
Table 2 3He Observation vs. Electron Intensity 
(a) 2-keV Electrons 
3He 
(b) 19-keV Electrons 
3He Intensit  3H'e no Intensity 3He no (X1000) 
>100  (78%) 1 >10 9 (78%) 1 10-100 28( 5%) 23 1-10 26(65%) 14 -10 36(54%) 31 0.1-1 22 (61%) 14 <1 14 (52%) II Total 57(66%) 29 Total 85(56%) 68 None«0.3) 28 (42%) 39 
Table  3He Observation vs. Electron S~ectral Index 
Index 3He no 3He 
<2.0 1 0 2.0-2.9 9 (69%) 4 3.0-3.9 22 (59%) 15 4.0-4.9 15(68%) 7 
>5.  2 (50%) 2 
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3. Relation to Solar Events The results of the preceding section
lead to the conclusion that 3He-rich events are not unusual, but
are, in fact, a further manifestation of the same mechanism that
accelerates electrons in the impulsive phase of solar events.
Our ability to associate these particles in space with the corre-
sponding radio, optical and X-ray features at the sun depends
upon the size and character of the events.
We have used our preliminary radio and optical event
associations in table 4 to show how the likelihood of identi-
fication of such events depends upon the presence of 3He or 19-
keY electrons in the event. We have included all radio events in
the Type III column even though a small percentage of them are
TypeI.
Table 4 Number of Radio and Flare Associations for Events with
Various Properties
Type III Flare Total
3He 61(72%) 40(47%) 85
No 3He 41(61%) 18(26%) 68
Total 102(66%) 58(40%) 153
19-keV Electrons 84(82%) 60(58%) 103
No 19-keV Electrons 41(49%) 16(19%) 8_44
Total 125(67%) 76(41%) 187
Since metric Type III radio emission is a signature of
electron ejection from the solar corona, it is not surprising to
find a good correlation (67%) for all electron events. This
correlation is improved substantially for events with 19-keV
electrons (82%) and slightly for the 3He events.
The correlation with H-alpha flares is not as good as with
Type III events but again improves with both subsets of particle
events. Particles accelerated on open magnetic field lines in
the high corona may not have adequate access below the corona to
produce significant H-alpha or X-ray events.
Of the 61 radio associations of the 3He events, 6 are Type I
events and 55 Type III; 8 of the latter are Type III, V. Most of
the events are groups (G or GG) and about half have radio inten-
sity 2 or 3. None of the 61 events show Type II or IV emission
or other shock-related features.
The 40 flares associated with the 3He events showthe solar
longitude distribution of typical impulsivewell connected events
with only 8 of the 40 in the eastern hemisphere. Two of the
flares are importance 2, 6 are importance 1 and the remaining 32
are subflares.
REFERENCES
Reames, D.V., T.T. yon Rosenvinge and R.P. Lin, 1985, Astrophys.
J. 292, 716.
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are, in fact, a further manifestation of the same mechanism that 
accelerates electrons in the impulsive phase of solar events. 
Our ability to a sociate these particles in space with the corre-
sponding radio, optical and X-ray features at the sun depends 
upon the size and character of the events. 
We have used our preli inary radio and optical event 
associations in table 4 to show how the likelihood of identi-
fication of such events depends upon the presence of 3He or 19-
keV electrons in the event. We have included all radio events in 
the Type I I column even though a small percentage of them are 
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Table 4 Number of Radio and Flare Associations for Events with 
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Type I Flare Total 
3He 61(72 ) 40(47 ) 85 
No 3He 41(61 } 18(26 ) 68 
Total 102(66 ) 58(40 ) 153 
19-keV Electrons 84(82 ) 60(58 ) 103 
No 19-keV Electrons 41(49 ) 16(19 ) 8  
Total 125(67 ) 76(41 ) 187 
since metric Type I radio emission is a signature of 
electron ejection from the solar corona, it is not surprising to 
find a g od correlation (67 ) for all electron events. This 
correlation is improved substantia ly for events with 19-keV 
electrons (82 ) and slightly for the 3He events. 
The correlation with H-alpha flares is not as g od as with 
Type I I events but again improves with both subsets of particle 
events. Particles accelerated on open magnetic field lines in 
the high corona may not have adequate a ce s below the corona to 
produce significant H-alpha or X-ray events. 
Of the 61 radio associations of the 3He events, 6 are Type I 
events and 5 Type III; 8 of the latter are Type I I, V. Most of 
the events are groups (G or G) and about half have radio inten-
sity 2 or 3. None of the 61 events show Type I or IV emission 
or other shock-related features. 
The 40 flares associated with the 3He events show the solar 
longitude distribution of typical impulsive well connected events 
with only 8 of the 40 in the eastern hemisphere. Two of the 
flares are importance 2, 6 are importance 1 and the remaining 32 
are subflares. 
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ELEMENTALABUNDANCEDIFFERENCESBETWEEN UCLEI
ACCELERATEDIN CIR SHOCKSAND SOLARFLARES
W.F. Dietrich and J.A. Simpson
Enrico Fermi Institute, University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois 60637, USA
ABSTRACT. By measuring the ratios of nuclear abundances
H/He, CNO/Fe-group and the Fe-group/HE for 51 passages of Coro-
tating Interaction Regions (CIRs) at i AU, and also by measuring
these ratios from 620 solar flares in the energy range 0.6 to 4
MeV per nucleon, it is concluded that CIR shock acceleration
alone does not change significantly these ratios from the values
they have for solar system abundances or the solar wind. On the
other hand, the solar flare ratios continue to reflect strong
biases in the abundances, consistent with requirements for multi-
stage acceleration processes at the Sun.
I. Introduction. It was discovered that hydrogen and helium nuclei are
accelerated in the interplanetarymedium in association with corotating
interaction regions (CIRs) mainly beyond 1 AU (McDonald et al. 1976;
Barnes and Simpson 1976) and that the corotating shocks associated with
the CIRs are the site of the acceleration process (e.g. Barnes and
Simpson 1976; Pesses et al. 1978). McGuire et al. (1978), Gloeckler e__t
a__1.(1979)and Scholer et al. (1979) then showed that at 1 AU,CIRs ac-
celerate nuclei over the element range of hydrogen to iron with relative
abundances that tend to be different from typical abundance distributions
observed at low energies in solar flare accelerated nuclei.
The evidence by Tsurutani et al. (1982) that CIR shock accel-
eration of ions is due to quasi-perpendicularshocks mainly beyond 1 AU
now provides the opportunity to investigate further; i) the origin of the
local (interplanetary) "seed" ion popul_stion which is accelerated by
CIRs, and; 2) the question of whether an interplanetary quasi-perpendi-
cular shock can reproduce the kinds of preferential enhancements of abun-
dances frequently observed for solar flare accelerated nuclei. This
latter question has a strong bearing on whether, in solar flares, shocks
alone can account for the observed enhancements, or whether, for example,
the ions in the solar flare site undergo a preliminary stage of injection
which biases the relative abundances. Our investigation includes the
measurement of selected abundance ratios (e.g., H/He, CNO/Fe, and Fe/He)
for 51 passages of CIRs at 1 AU during the period 1973-79. We also have
determined these abundance ratios for 620 solar flares observed during
1973-84, of which a subset of 100 flares are observed to be 3He-rich.
2. Experimental Aspects. Because the spectra of CIR accelerated nuclei
have steep negative slopes and are restricted to energies below a few MeV
per nucleon, their measurement by means of single dE/dx parameter ana-
lysis is difficult(e.g.McGuireet al. 1978).Thesedifficultiesare
reduced in the case of the IMP 7 and IMP 8 Low Energy Telescope (LET;
Simpson et al.,1974)which, in addition to a thin dE/dx detector has: a)
a second yes/no detector providing particle range information, and; b) a
256 channel pulse height analyzer that spans the range H to Fe (which is
in saturation). Pulse discriminator levels are set for fluxes of four
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major nuclear groups, mainly H, He, CNO and Mg-Fe. The latter group,
dominated by the iron flux will be referred to as the Fe-group ("Fe") in
this report. The pulse height analysis enables us: I) to independently
measure the energy spectrum of He nuclei; 2) to evaluate any conta-
mination of low Z particles by higher Z nuclei (which is an insignificant
factor for the CIR composition measurements) and; 3) to normalize the
fluxes of H, He, CNO, and "Fe" to abundance ratios for the same energy
per nucleon. For CIRs the principal source of error in the "Fe" group
abundances is statistical fluctuations, however for the CNO group and He
abundances, the largest errors are systematic (i.e. from uncertainties in
the count rate discriminator levels, the spectral slope, and uncer-
tainties of range-energy relations at these low energies)• For solar
flares the "Fe" contamination appearing in the CNO fluxes is the most
significant factor. Since the same instrument and method of analysis are
employed in obtaining both CIR and solar flare abundances, the systematic
errors mostly cancel when determining the ratios of abundances• Further
details on the analysis will be published elsewhere.
The identification of intervals for CIR passage were mainly based
on CIRs identified in previous publications ( see e.g., Christon and
Simpson, 1979; Tsurutani et el., 1982) with the constraints that: i) the
flux for the He at low 10o --_-_T----_--_-- ....., .......
energy must reach a factor • COROTATING INTERACTIONREGION
' ALL SOLAR FLARE5
6 above the prevailing •SUBSZTOF3HERICHFLARES*.
kg ti •bac round coun ng rate of io' "• • , . +
0.0015 He/s; 2) the mag-_ "_ •• ++ +
netic field and solar wind I , ,_ : e, •_,_ ,_+_+, _ •
measurements confirmed the-_" + +':, ",'++_¢_._. ,_._
presence of a ClR; and 3) a _ I°2 . " • _,,.t,)t'e'_J"_t+. # .._:.1",._++
recurrence period of 27: . "_ i:+'_ _e2_'`
days could be identified _ .'+_...... ±_" •
Our investigations with IMP I°-3 +_*'-....';_ "'+-
. .I-'w4¶",'f+++ ._
7 and 8 at 1 AU assume, as . "._" .\_.: _ /.
do the reports of McGuire _o' _ _ _+ ,"
et el. (1978), Gloeckler et --_ ....J,|°'".... .....
___ __ 10° 10 " 102 10_
al. (1979), and Scholer e_tt F(H/He) ....
9!. (1979) that the i AU Figure I
observations of CIR abundances
are the result of the inward ..... ................ I ........ ,
• COROTATING INTERACTION REGION
f 1 ow o f t h e io n s (e .g . •ALLSOLARFLARES •
Marshall and Stone, 1977) from •SUBSETOF"_HERICHFLARES +
the CIRB beyond 1 AU. " . •
@•A+3 Comparison of ClR and 7- ......
• _ + + + • •A _ ++ + As
Solar Flare Accelerated + +. *"_* *" _ • •
+ + +_ ;+++t l_+ +m. +•([+
Nuclei. The abundance ratios z • + .t_ +€_,,f_'A,_,_P::;;+,,'**_,+
i..> + ++++.:,,_+_;_,,+_+.;++(.,..,
of "Fe"/lle versus H/He in the + .+ +s_(_(_._,_))._-, , -,
energy interval 0.6-4 MeV/n . ,_ _._ =l_N(,k_+.++_J....
are plotted in Figure 1 for :"l _Jl_*+_'._+. ;: "++, +
CIRs, all solar flares, and _°= .... + ++.+ +
the subset 3He-rich solar _ _ ...._ ........_......... i
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Figures 1 and 2 hBve been
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used to preparethe histograms in Figures 3 and 4. ,,0i///_ €OROI*TIXGI.T[.*CtlO_ R[GIO.
These plots reveal: i) The rangeof variationsfor .........,SUBSKTor _[ RICMFLAR[S
all 3 measuredabundanceratios for CIRs (including ,20
experimental error) is seen in Figs. 1 and 2 to be
smallcomparedto that for the range of solar flare
abundance ratios (i.e.,the dynamicrangeof varia-_,oo
tion for ClRs is only a factor-2 for H/He and CNO/He
and factor30 for "Fe"/He,whereasthe dynamicranges_ so
for solarflareabundanceratios are 30009 40, and-_
3000 for H/He, CNO/He and "Fe"/He, respectively),z
From the number distributions of the CIR H/He and _-_o
"Fe"/He ratios in Figs. 3 and 4 we note the narrowero
distribution for the CIRs compared with the cot-_ ,o
responding solar flare distributions. Unlikethe z=
case for solarflares,we have found no examples of
large deviations from the mean abundanceratiosfor 20_
CIRs; 2) the mean H/He, CNO/Heand "Fe"/Heratiosfor _ __ ]
CIRs are 20, 0.015, and 0.00048respectively,while ,o ,o,.o_,0,,o,,o
the correspondingH/He, CNO/Heand "Fe"/Heratiosfor r("Fe"/He) ....
flares are 52, 0.030,and 0.0028,respectively.The Fzgure3
CIR averageabundanceratiosare close to the zoo , i i
universal abundance ratios (Cameron_ 1982) __......,4°'°'*'"_"'"*c"°"""°"so_,,_,,
(markedas bars on the axesof Figs. 1 and 2) 18o ,u.sE,o,_,.c. ...s
except the H/He ratio which is in somewhat _-
betteragreementwith fast solarwind values. _ ,6o JAverage solar flare"Fe"/Heabundancesat 2-4 uJ
MeV/n are seen to be enhanced by a factor of _'4°
six to sevenover photosphericabundances,and z_
He is seen to be depleted in solar flares _12°
relative to both H and CNO. In Fig. 1 and 2, _,0Q
very few solar flares ratios appear in the z
plot areaoccupiedby the CIR data. - ,0
We have compared our results for the
H/He, CNO/He and Fe/He ratios of CIR ac-_ 6o
celeratedparticleswith previously reported
abundanceratiosin Table I. We have convert-_ 4o
ed publishedHe/O ratiosto a CNO/He ratio by
using the the published CIR C/O ratios. 20
Clearlyour survey, when averaged over many
CIRS, confirms the earlier published work '°° _0 ,0_ 1o_ i0'
based on relativelyfew CIRs and flares, it'(H/He) s,o,0
Figure4
A. Conclusions. We find that: i) for nucleiacceleratedin corotating
interactionregionshocksthe averagevaluesof the abundanceratios are
close to the solar system abundancesand are not inconsistentwith the
abundanceratiosfor the solarwind; 2) The variabilityof the abundance
ratios for CIRs is more than an order of magnitude less than the
variabilityobservedin solarflaresconfirmingMcGuire et al. (1978);
3) there is no evidence for preferentialenhancementsof nuclearabun-
dancesin any CIR events.
From the aboveevidencewe concludethat the "seed"nucleifor the
CIR shock accelerationmechanismare ambientions in the interplanetary
medium with a composition which is simila_to the solarsystemabun-
dances. However,for solar flarenucleiwe find, as reportedby several
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TABLE I
Reference Energy C/O CNO/He Fe/He p/He Number Years
Range (MeV/n) x 100 • I0000 of CIRs
(7) 3.4 - 23. 0.8 ± .2 1.48 + .45 + NA 22. _ 5_ 6 1973-1976
(9) 0.6 - 1.0 0.91Z .03 0.98 _ .045 + 7.1 ± .6 11.9 ± 0.2 4 1974
0.90 Z .07 0.80 _ .08_ + 1.8 Z .6 11.2 Z 0.2 5 1976
(4) 0.3 - 5.0 1.05 _ ,19 1.25 _ .42- 5.5 Z 2. 16.6 ± 3.5 9 1974,1976
This Work 0.6 - 4.0 NA 1.5 ± .25 5. ± 3. 20. _ 2. 51 1973-1979
(2) 0.60 1.67 4.7 14.
. Ratios and errors calculated from C/O and He/0 ratios and errors quoted zn each paper.
* Average of 17 events at 1.6-8.8 MeY/n
investigations, that the ambient source of nuclei reflects biases in the
relative abundances of accelerated nuclei - i.e., preferential enhance-
ments of some abundances. Thus, if shocks accelerate nuclei in solar
flares, they probably represent the second stage of acceleration. The
small variation in the CIR abundance ratios suggests that only shock ac-
celeration is involved in the interplanetary medium, whereas the extreme
variability of the solar flare ratios from solar flares points to a com-
plex, multiple acceleration process.
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I. Introduction. It has been known for some time that 3He-rich flares
show a tendency to be enriched in heavy ions (5), and that this
enrichment covers the charge range through Fe (e.g. 3,8,10,14). The
discovery of this association was responsible, in part, for the
discarding of 3He enrichment models which involved spallation or
thermonuclear reactions, since such models were unable to produce heavy
nuclei enhancements (e.g. review in ref. 12). More attractive appeared
to be plasma resonance models which offered the possibility of producing
3He and also heavy nucleus enrichments (e.g. 2,7). Previous studies of
heavy nucleus enrichments in 3He-rich flares (8,10) have covered only a
few, isolated cases, thereby precluding the identification of systematic
features of these enrichments. In order to investigate this association
more thoroughly, we present here results of a survey of heavy nucleus
abundances observed in 66 3He-rich flares which occurred over the period
October 1978-June 1982.
2. Observations. The measurements were carried out in interplanetary
space using instruments on the ISEE-3 spacecraft. 3He and _He data are
from the Goddard VLET sensors (13), and the heavy nuclei abundances are
from the MPI/UMD ULEWAT sensor (4). The flares studied, and their
method of selection, have been described in reference 6. In the present
study, considerable care was exercised to insure that the two
instruments were properly intercalibrated (9).
Figure 1 shows the enhancements relative to large flare abun-
dances (from ref. 8) for 32 3He-rich flares in which there were _He flux
increases. The energy ranges are 1.3-1.6 MeV/nuc for 4He, and 1.0-1.8
MeV/nuc for heavier ions. Although the enhancements are normalized to
O, the choice is arbitrary, and it can be seen from the figure that the
enrichment increases with A or Z over the entire range _He through Fe.
Figure I includes data for three "carbon-poor" flares (8) and for a
survey of 17 flares (i0). Note the striking similarity of the enhance-
ments reported in the three separate studies. Note also that the mea-
surements in the figure cover the range 1-17 MeV/nuc_ and that there is
no evidence of an energy dependence in the abundance pattern--thus the
composition appears to be a measure of the abundances in the pre-
injection plasma, e.g. as in the model of Fisk (2).
The error bars for the new results in Figure I are not obtained
from the averaging (as is the case in the earlier studies), but rather
they show the range of values observed in 2/3 of the cases centered
about the mean. Thus, the "l-sigma" errors in the present work give an
idea of the spread of values observed over a number of flares.
In view of the large range of 3He/_He enrichments (from ~103 to
>104 times coronal values), one of the most surprising results of
this survey was the discovery of a relatively narrow range of heavy
nuclei enrichments. This can be seen from Figure 2, which shows
histograms formed by least-squares fitting of each of 44 flares to the
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age pattern are: (i) such deviatlons are rather rare, and (2) when they
occur, there is no trend for very large enhancements for slngle elements
or limited ranges of elements.
3. Discussion. Figure 5 compares the heavy nucleus enrlchment pattern
observed here with predictions from several models. Panel (a) compares
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line) and long (dashed line) heating times. The fit is not particularly
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baseline photospheric composition) for the range 5-9 x 10 5 K. _e pat-
tern is a surprisingly good fit to our results, and is all the more
interesting because the mechanism in this case appears to produce
basically the same result over a broad temperature range.
We interpret the observations presented here, along wlth
previously reported work, to show that while a plasma resonance
mechanism may account for the 3He enrichments observed in these flares,
thzs mechanism does not appear to be an attractlve one for explalnlng
the heavy nuclel enrichments that are associated with these events.
Rather, we suggest that the heavy nuclei enrichments are due to heavy
ion enrichments in the ambient plasma at the sites where the 3He rich
flares occur. We note that in plasma resonance models such as that of
Fisk (2), a relatively high _e/H ratio is requlred, and the same
mechanism which produces this enhancement might also produce the heavy
nucleus enrichments• Model calculations by Nakada (Ii) indicate that
sites with such enrichments may routinely occur in the corona.
lillll _ttlll Itlfll
3He rich flare
kllllll, IIIlll IIIIII
W C 0 _Mg Si Fe C 0 NeMgS= Fe C 0 NeMgS=
Element
85-13
Figure 5. 3Ile-rich flare heavy nuclei enhancements (shaded areas) vs.
model calculations: (a) Kocharov and Orishchenko, (b)
"Fisk" (c) lower coronal enhancements from Nakada (1969)
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interesting because the mechanism in this case appears to produce 
basically the same result over a broad temperature range. 
We interpret the observations pres nted here, along w1th 
previously reported work, to show hat while a plasma resonance 
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th1s mechanism does not appear to be an attractl.ve one for expla1n1ng 
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ion enrichments in the ambient plasm  at the sites where the 3He rich 
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THEHEANIONICCHAROEOFSILICONIN 3HE-RICHSOLARFLARES
A.Luhn,B Kiacker,D Hovestedt,E H_tus
Hax-Planck-Institutfli extraterrestrischePhysik
80468arching,F.R0
ABSTRACT
IneddltlontothepreviouslyreportedmeanIonichargeofIronin3He-rich
solarflareswehavefor thefirst timedeterminedtheaveragemeancharge
of5111confor223He-rlchperiodsduringthetimeIntervalfromSeptember
1978toOctober1979 TheresultsIndicatethatthevalueof themean
chargestateof Siliconis higherthanthe normalflareaverageby
approximately3unitsandmpartmularit ishigherthanthevaluepredicted
byresonantheatmgmodelsfor3He-richsolarflares
!, Introduction.The3Heisotopewasfastmeasuredasaconsbtuentof solarenergetmpertmle
eventsIn 1970byHslehandSimpson1.Followingthisdiscovery,it hasbeanfirmlyestablished
bynowthathereexistsoclassofgenerallysmallsolarflareeventsInwhichtheabundanceof
the3Heisotoperelativeto4Heinsolarcosmicraysisgreatlyenhancedrelativetothenormal
solarabundanceratms.Enrichmentsofmorethenfourordersofmagnitudehavebeenobserved,
leedmgtoa:3He/4Heratioof;: 1 Theseunusuallyhighenrichmentfactorscanbestbeexpiuined
byetwo-stageacceleratmnprocesswithe first stephighlyselectivemmassperchargeanda
secondstepactmgonlyuponparhclesaboveacertmnthresholdmrigidityor velocity,Several
plesmoheatmgprocesseshavebeenproposedasthefirst stage(2,3,4,5), whmhprefepentmlly
heatcertainminorIonspecies11ke3HeTheeffectof thepreferentialheatmgw111bemost
pronouncedInthetalloftheiondmtributionfunctionThesecondstagecceleratmnprocesswill
then(apartfrommtroducingadditionalbundancechanges,ee6) mealyreflectheabundance
ratmsinthetailsoftheiondmtributionfunctmnsInall oftheproposedheatingprocessesthe
runicchargestatesplayecrihcelrolefor thelargestattainableparticlevelocityand/orthe
heatingrate Measurementsof thechargestatesof energeticrunsm 3He-rmheventsare
thereforecrucmlm understandmgthenatureof theenrmhmentprocessForrecentrevmwsof
observationalandtheorehcalspectsof 3He-richflaresseee.o7,8.
;_.InstrumentendDote,Analysis.ThedatapresentedIn thlspaperhovebeenobtmneduring
theperiodfromSeptember1978toOctober1979withtheI'lax-Plenck-lnshtut/ Umvermty
ofHoryiandULEZEQSensoronbcerdtheISEE-3spacecraft(seealso8) Themstrumentis
describedinmoredetailbyHovestedteta] 10.WeperformedthechargeanalysisofFeandSi
for 22periodsrichin 3HeasdeterminedfromaaystematlCstudyofthecomposltmnof solar
energeticpertmleswithourwideangleparticletelescope(ULEWAT)onthesamespacecraft
Weselectedpermdswitha 3He/4Heratioof _ 0 !, lastingmorethanoneday.Theaverage
3He/4Heratioofoil22periodsis0.227.Theenergyrangeforwhichthechargeanalysisfor5|
andFeIs performed,ls 0.55-:3.0and0.34-1.8 HeV/Nrespectively.Thlsrepresentsa
compromiseb tweenlementalndchargeresolutionandcountingstatistics
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T E M N IO IC C ARGE O  S ICON I  3 -RICH LAR F RES 
A. l hn,  lecker, 0 esUd,  MObius 
Me P clc-Institut fOr e ter estrische ysik 
 e rching, F.  G 
A STRACT 
In flkiltlOn to the previously reported ean ionic charge of Iron in 3 e-rich 
s lar fl s  ve  t e firs  t e termined t e erage an arge 
of St11con for 22 3 e-r1ch periOOs dur1ng the ti e 1nterval fro  September 
 t  ~tober 9 e r ults i Icate t t t e lue f e en 
charge state of Silicon is higher than the normal flare average by 
approximately 3 units and 10 partIcular It is higher than the value predIcted 
by resonant heat10g odels for 3 e-rich solar flares 
1. Introduction. The 3He lsotope was flrst measured as a constltuent of solar energetlc partlcle 
events 1n 1970 by Hs1eh and SI pson '. following this discovery, it has been f1r  ly establ1shed 
by now that there exists a cless of generally s all solar flare events in hich the abundance of 
the 3He isotope relative to 4He in solar cosmic rays is greatly enhanced relative to the normal 
lar undance r tios. richments f ore t an f ur r ers f gnitude ave een served, 
leachng to a 3He/4He ratio of ~ 1 These unusually hIgh enrIchment fectors cen best be explbined 
by a two-stage acceleration process WIth a fIrst step highly selectIVe 10 mess per charge and a 
second step echng only upon parhcles above a certa  threshold 10 rIgIdIty or velocity Several 
plasma heet10g processes have been proposed as the flrst stage (2.3.4.5 ), whIch prefel'lentlally 
heet certain minor ion species l1ke 3He The effect of the preferential heat10g will be most 
pronounced in the tail of the ion dIstribution function The second stage ecceleratlOn process will 
then (apart from 1Otroducing ~:khtional abundance changes, see 6) mamly reflect the abundance 
r tIos i  t e t ils f t e i n Istribution f nctions I  ll f t e roposed eating rocesses t e 
Ionic charge states play a critical role for the largest attainable partIcle velocity and/or the 
heating rate Measurements of the charge states of energetic 10ns 10 3He-rlch events are 
therefore crUCIal 10 understand10g the nature of the enrIchment process For recent revIews of 
observational and theoretlcalaspects of 3 e-rich flares see e.g 7,6. 
2. Instrument and Data Analys1s. The data presented 1n th1s paper have been obtamed dur1ng 
the period from September 1978 to October 1979 WIth the Max-Planck-Instltut / Umverslty 
of Maryland UlEZEQ Sensor onb08rd the ISEE-3 spacecraft (see also 8) The Instrument IS 
described in more detail by Hovestd et al 10. We performed the charge analysis of Fe and Si 
for 22 periods rich in 3He es determined from a systemattc stuct{ of the composltton of solar 
energetic parttcles with our WIde angle particle telescope (UlEWAT) on the same spacecraft 
e selected perlods with a 3He/4He ratio of ~ 0 1, last10g more than one day. The average 
3 e/4 e ratio of all  periods is .227. he energy range for hich the charge analysis for S1 
and Fe 1s performed, 1s 0.55-3.0 and 0.34-1.8 MeV/N respectively. Th1s represents a 
compromise between elemental and charge resolution and counting statistics 
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Fig I Measuredcharge state distributions of Si and Ire for JHe-rich
energetic perllcle events
3. Results.Becauseof thepoorcountingstatisticsfor heavytonstn the31-1e-richenergetic
particleevents,It ls tmpoes|bletogivemeanchargestatesfor tndlv|dueleventsInstead,wehave
to accumulatethepulseheightdoteforell oftheobservedeventsandderiveanaveragecharge
statedistribution.$ti11,we haveonly
25 registereda totalof 13 Siliconend56
Iron lens Ftgt showsthe resulting
chargestatehmtogramsThemeanchargeI
]gso/; for Fe is 20.6±1.2 (95_ conhdonce20 I level).Comparedtotheaveragechargeof
particle eventso, it is significantly1,
"I TI ofno =,15 I
•HF"""""'">'T""''! ' I ' confirmingthe result of Klecker et
• _T f l _lgs% al.tl. 12 for a subsetof 3He-richI III.TII II o
I'_J/l//IIJJJl99Vo periodsThemeanchergeof $1is much
10 less well determined The value _
calculated from the measured
Si Fe distribution ts compatiblewith fully
mnlzed51 runs In o.rderto find lower
5 boundormsfor the meancharge, we
[--] [onfiden[e infervall for _ performeda t testandobtmnvaluesof12 6 and 117 for confidencelevelsof
I I_of normalflares(95%confidenceLevel 95Z and99_ raspectwelyAgemthis
has to be comparedwith a valueof
Fig 2 Confidence levels for the average 11.0 ± 0.2 for normalflares.Although
charge In 3He-rich periods compared thestatisticalsignificancetslessthanin
with results for normal flares (g). the caseof Fe, onecanconludothatalso
~6 
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~4 
o 
LJ 
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Fig 1 l1easured charge state d str butions of Si and Fe for .1He-rich 
en rgetIc partIcle events 
3. Results. Because of the poor counUng st8UsUCS for heavy 10ns 1n the 3He-r1ch nergetic 
particle events, 1t 1s 1mposs1ble to g1ve mean charge states for 1nd1v1dual events Instead, we have 
to accumulate the puls  height data for e11 of the observ d events end derive en aver. cherge 
25r-----------------------~ 
state dlstribution. Sti11, we have only 
regist red 8 total of 13 Silicon and 56 
20 
Q 15 
10 
5 
~+-H++-t---+-' 99% 
Fe 
o confidence Inter vall for Q 
Iron lOns Fig 1 shows the resulting 
charge state hlstograms The mean charge 
95% for Fe 1S 20.6:t 1.2 (951 conf1dence 
leve]). Compared to the average charge of 
14 9:t0 2 for normal solar energetic 
particl  events9 , it IS signiflcantly 
hlgher for thlS class of flares, 
conflrmmg the result of Klecker et 
81. 1.12 for 8 subset of 3He-rich 
periods The mean charge of S1 15 much 
less we11 determined The value 
calculated from the measured 
d1str1buUon 1s compatfble w1th fully 
10mzed Sl 10ns In or.der to ftnd lower 
boun or1es for the mean charge, we 
performed a t test and obtam values of 
I Q of normal flares (95%confide  Levell 
F1g 2 Confidence levels for the average 
charge In 3He-rlch periods compared 
with re ults for normal flares (9), 
126 and 11 7 for confldence levels of 
951 and 991 respectlvely Agam thlS 
has to be compared w1th  value of 
11.0 :t 0.2 for normal flares. Although 
the sta istical significance 1s tess than 1n 
the case of Fe, one can conlude that 81so 
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51showshigherchargestatesIn
3He-richflares Fig 2 gives
theconfidenceI tervalsof the
meanchargesfor Si endFe
togetherwith results from 0 of Fe
normalfires Itshouldbenoted zo
thatmadditiontothestatmbcel
errorsquotedabove,themean
chargesare subjectto a
systematicerror of 5% 15
Howeverthisdoesnoteffecthe
comparmonbetweenthinresult __ 0 of Sl
andthemeanchargesofnorm]
flares, since both measure- Qr
mentshavethesamesystematm 10_Zerror
4 Discussion We will
concentrateon hecomparmonf
the measurementswith the 5
imphcetmnsof Fink's:5model
for thepreferentmlheatingof _..
3He Fore discussionof the =._ _He,n=1-
other processessee 12 Fisk I I -
employsresonantheatingby °O 11 l 12t 1'3wlg_=-,,-
electrostaticion cyclotron _=02 _=0/*wavesm connectionw_tho
second stage acceleratmnFig3 Allowed ranges of the ionic charge for
processas describedm the resonant heating byHe-cyclotron waves
introductiontoaccountfor the asa functmn of the wavefrequencyw/J?_
SHeenrichmentfactorsobservedThecondltmnfor resonantmteractmnof anmn(massml,
chargeo_,velocityvuparalleltothemagneticf eldB, gyrofrequencyO=o_B/mlc)withawaveof
frequency_ andparallel wavenurnberkll is givenby
I((o-nO)/(k=lVtt)l= 1 (I)
nisthenumberoftheharmomcoftheinteractmnTobem resonancewiththefirst harmonmof
theoyrofrequencyof:3HerequiresHe-cyclotronwaveswithafrequency_~I 2 0=, 0= bruno
thegyrofrequencyof 4HeTodeterminethechargestatesofheavyionswhichinteractresonantly
withthewave,wefollowMasonetal 13insettingvJl= (kBT/3m,)v2andrequiringevalueofku
suchthatthebulkof thewave-supportmo4Hedmtrlbutiondoesnotfulfill theresonance
condition( I ) WethanobtainthefollowingexpressionfortheresonantQ/Aratio(Q=chorgein
unitsofe,k=atomicmassnumberoftheion)
, )]
51 shows h1gher charge states 1n 
3 e-rich flares fig 2 gives 
t  c nfidence in r als o  t  
mean charges for 5i end Fe 
together ith results from 
n al flares It ould b  n ted 
t t  1Dj1tlOn t  t  s tlstlcal 
errors QUoted above, the ean 
charges are subject to a 
systematic error of 51 
ever t  es n t a ect  
comparl5On between thlS result 
and the mean charges of normal 
flares, smce both measure- Or 
20 
5 
ments have the same systemahc 10 
ror 
.. iscussion e il  
concentrate on the compar1son of 
t  asurements lt  t   
imphcatlons of Flsk's 3 model 
for the preferenhal heat10g of 
3He F or a discussion of the 
other processes see 12 Fisk. 
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Q of 51 
l-=========t====1===~3~He,n=1 
13 employs resonant heattng by 010 11 t 12 t 
electrostatic ion I:.yClotron ~=O 2 ~= 04 
aves  c nnection lth a P P 
second stage acceleratlon Flg 3 Allowed renges of Ihe IOniC cherge for 
process as descrlbed 10 the resonent heetlng by He-cyclotron weves 
troouctlon  fIDlunt r e 858 io    W8ve requency fla 
3He ennchment ftK;tors observed he condltlOn for resonant tertK;tlOn of an 10n ( ass l, 
charge <1J, velocity Vu parallel to the magnetlc held B, gyrofrequency O=<1JB/mlc) with a wave of 
frequency wand parallel wavenum ber kg is gIVen by 
\(w- nQ)/( .\\V\I)\   (1) 
 i  t e umber f t e armomc f the i tertK;hon o e 10 resona ce lth t e l t armomc f 
the gyrofrequency of 3He requlres He-cyclotron waves wlth a frequency w .... 1 2 001 ' 001 be10g 
the gyrofrequency of 4He To determ1ne the charge states of heavy 10ns wh1ch mtertK;t resonantly 
tth the ave, e follow asonetal 13 in sett1ngvII  (kBT/3ml)~ and requ1r1ng a value of kll 
such that the bulk of the ave-support1Og 4He dlstrlbution does not fu1f1ll the resonance 
condlt1on (1) e then obta1n the follow1ng express10n for the resonant /A rat10 ( =charge 1n 
un1ts of e, A=atomlc ass number of the lon) 
2 0'01[1 - k (1- 4w~nOl)] ( n ~ (2 O'J1 + k (1- 4w~nOl)] (2) 
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InFig3 weplottheallowedrangeof theresonantchargeQr,satisfying(2), 8safunctionof the
wsvefrequencyThehatchedvertical bars representthe regionsof Qr colculetedfrom a
numemcelsolutionof thedmpermonrelationfor an electrostatictoncyclotronwavein e
Hydrogen- Hehumplasmafor twodifferentvaluesof therelatweHehumconcentrationncx/np
14.Shadedregionsmark the95% confidenceintervalfor theobservedoveragemeancharges
ResonantheatingofFeviathesecondharmonicwouldrequirechargestatesofmpprox16to 18,
whereasfor SI onewouldexpectchargestatesaround8 to 9 (seealso13) Despitethe poor
countingstatmttcsforSt,8 meanchargeof8 to9 is notcompatiblewiththeobservatmnsFor
Fe toothemeasuredmeanchargeis higher thanthat requiredfor resonantnterectmn
However,thewidthof thechargedmtmbutmnis Wideenoughto extenddownto theresonant
chargestates.Onemaythereforeconcludethatif indeedtheFiskmechanismIs actingas8first
stageheatingmechanism,it cannotbetheonlyoneSignificantportionsofthesourceplasmaof
theenergebcparticlesmuststemfroma different,asyet unspecifiedinjectionprocessThe
highchargestatesofbothFeand81implyetemperatureof~ 107Kmthesourceregionof 3He-
rich flaresThe tsslgmfmantlyhigherthantemperaturesof ~3-106Kderwedfrom$1andFe
chargestatesmnormalflaresOAhightemperatureat thesourceregionof3He-richflaresalso
excludesselectweheatmgbytonacousbcturbulenceasproposedbyKocherov4, becausem the
modeltheheatmgate m locatedat theupperchromospherewith anambmntemperatureof
~lOSK(e)
5 _know]edqementsWearegrotefu]tothemanymdlvldua]sat theMex-Planck-Insbtutfur
extraterrestrischePhysikandtheSpacePhymcsgroupof the Departmentof Phymcsand
AstronomyattheUmvm'mtyofMaryland,whodevelopedthehardwareandsoftwarefor our"ISEE
expemments
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In fig 3 we plot the allowed range of the resonant charge Or, sat1sfYlng (2), as a funct10n of the 
wave frequency T e hetched vertical ba s pr sent th  regions of Or alculated from a 
numer1cal solut10n of the d1spers1on relation for an electrostatic ion yclotron wave 10 a 
Hydrogen - Hehum plasma for two d1fferent values of th  relahve Hehum concentratio  ncx/np 
14. Shaded regions mark the 951 confidenc  interval for the observed average m~n charges 
Resonant he8ting of Fe via th  second harmonic would requIre charge states of approx 16 to 18, 
whereas for Sl one would expect charge states around 8 to 9 (see also 13) Despite the poor 
counting stat1stics for Si, a mean charge of 8 to 9 is not compatible wit  the observahons For 
Fe too the measured mean charge 1S Igher than that required for resonant interf£hon 
However, the width of the charge d1str1butlon 1S W1de enough to extend down to the resonant 
charge states. One may therefore conclude that If Indeed the Fisk mechanis  Is f£t1ng as 8 first 
stag  heat g mechanism, it cannot b  the only one Significant portions of the source plasma of 
the energetic particles must stem from a different, as yet unspecifIed injection process The 
1g  charge states of both Fe and S11mply a temperature of,., 1 07K 10 the sourc  reglOn of 3He-
rIch flares ThIS IS slg flcantly Igher than temperatures of ,.,3·1 ()6K derIved from Sl and Fe 
charge states In normal flares9 A Igh temperature at the source reglOn of 3He-rlch flares also 
excludes selechv  heating by Ion (£Oushc turbulence as pr posed by Kocharov4 , because In th1s 
model t  heatmg s1te 1S located at the upper chromosphere w1th n amb1ent temperature of 
-lOSK (6) 
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ON THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE 3He-ENRICHmENT AND SPECTRAL
INDEX 0P SOLAR E_ERGETIC PARTICLES
L.G.Kocharov
Leningrad Polytechnical Institute,Leningrad, 195251 ,USSR
Ya.V.Dvoryanchikov
Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute of the Academy of Sciences
of the USSR, Leningrad 194021,USSR
A model is presented which can explain the observed
tendency of events with large _He/4He ratios to
have steeper spectra Ill.In this model preferential
injection of _He, acceleration by Alfven waves and
Coulomb deceleration of ions are considered simul-
taneously. The observed tendency may be obtained
as a result of competition between injection and
acce leration pro cesses.
I.Introduction
It was shown that preferential injection (preaccelera-
tion) of 3He by plasma waves can provide high 3He-enrichment
levels observed in some solar energetic particle events (see
f[2]or,and references there in) .All proposed theoretical models3He enrichment consider a two-stage accele a on pr c s :
a preacceleration (injection) stage due to wave-particle in-
teraction at low energies and an acceleration process requi-
ring a threshold injection velocity such as Permi type acce-
leration by Alfven waves.The high ZHe/#He ratio is proposed
to arise at the first (preacceleration) stage,at the second
stage the observed spectra are formed.Up to now these two
stages were investigated separately [2,3].Recently the ten-
dency of events with large 3He/4He ratios to have steeper
spectra was found[1]. It is possible only if injection and
acceleration processes are connected by some way. The model
taking into consideration such connection will be presented
here.
2. The Model.
The equation for the ion distribution function has the
form-
! ,,Vz a.,-" ./ + € a3_ - V2 o_V 3V T(V) If_ 3V
Here the diffusion coefficient D = D(A)+D(C)+D (in) where
D (A) describes the acceleration by Alfven waves,D (C) is due
to Coulomb collision, D (in) is the injection diffusion co-
efficient due to wave-particle interaction at low energies.
The second term in right-hand side of equation (I) describes
diffusive escaping of particles;it plays role only at high
velocities V>>VA , where T (V)= J/-_rA)/_V_
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 odel  r sented hich  plain t  s r ed 
te e cy f ents it  l r  3 e/4 e r ti  t  
e t er ectra[1].  t i  odel referential 
injection of ~H~ acceleration by lfven waves and 
oul b celerati n f   si ered ul-
ta e usly. he ser ed te e c  ay be tai e  
  sult f petiti n t een i j ti   
cel r ti  r cesses. 
1  t uction 
t as s  t t referential i j ti  ( r celera-
tion) of 3 e by plas a aves can provide high 3 e-enricb ent 
l ls s r ed i  s  l r ergetic arti l  nts (s  
[~ and references therein).All proposed theoretical models 
or 3 e enrich ent consider a t o-stage accelerati n pr cess: 
a r acceleration (i j ti ) st  e t  ave-particle i -
t ti  t lo  er ies   elerati n ess ui-
ri  a threshold i jecti  el citl such as Fer i type acce-l ti   lf en aves. The i  e/4 He ti  i  r sed 
t  ris  t t e fir t ( r celerati n) st e,at t e sec  
stage the observed spectra are for ed. p to no  these two 
stages ere investigaDed separately[2,3].Recently the ten-
dency f e ents ith lar e 3 e/4 He r ti s t  have stee er 
spectra as found!1]. It is possible only if injection and 
acceleration processes are connected by so e ay. he odel 
taking into consideration such connection ill be presented 
. 
2. he odel. 
The equation for the ion distribution function has the 
: 
£L -~ ~9)v~af - f + VI~ adv (FV<I). (1) at - y2 av BV r(vJ '"' J 
ere the iff si n c efficient   ( )+D(C)+D(in), here 
( ) escri es the accelerati n by lfven aves, (C) is due 
to Coulo b collisiop, (in) is the injection diffusion co-
ffi i t due t  ave-particle i teracti  at low e ergies. 
The second ter  i  right-hand side of equation (1) desddbes 
diffusive escaping of particles;it plays role only at high 
veloci ties V »V A ' where T (V)= 3i..<.fb{A) / ~< V..2 
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oY_ is the Alfven velocity and L is a typical length scalethe acceleration region.The last term in(l) describes
the deceleration of particles by Coulomb collisions, If we
are interested in the injection problem the velocities from
thermal up to observed in the interplanetary space should
be considered.That is why we will use the diffusion coeffi-
cient Don'in the form [4] which is valid for arbitrary velo-
city of test particle: Kr.a_
"- "V//"" _D/(,X.) CaA.2/z.!p_ ' (2 )
_<,
' {E,o o (3)
Here Ze and Am are the charge and the mass of accelerated
ion,K is the wave numberj G)_=ZeH/A_pC ,H is the magnetic
field strength, _K o_ K V is spectral density of Alfven
waves,Koand K_axare the minimum and maximum wave numbers of
wave spectrum.The diffusion coefficient D{eJand deceleration
coefficient F due to Coulomb collisions are given by
expressions 15S :
_(c)- ;_e28JP_me _ EGAm_V (U) + _ G_Nz/ )7..__ - ' (4)
z_ea"''2J_-J!-_. To )]<-"P_ (u) + G(Wu .r:2 A.,;v/ g ,
,?,iAa '
II
Here Ve= _2K8 e/me is the thermal velocity of electrons,To
and Tp- electron and proton temperatures, 6dpe is electron
plasma frequency. For simplicity at thermal velocities the
injection diffusion coefficient was proposed to be constant.
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VA is the Alfven velocity and L is a typical length scale 
of the acceleration region.The las  term in(1) describes 
the d celeration of particles by C ulomb collisions. If we 
are interested in the injection problem the velocities from 
thermal up to observed in the interplanetary space should 
be consi~ered.That is why we will use the diffusion coeffi-
cient Dr in the form~] which is valid for arbit ary velo-
city of test particle: Kmal 
/7) (A) 4§..l..?e< ~2 Jdl< WK m /. ) . 
;;L../ = V(I-t v.t2/ C<) ~J!A..? m R K ':f:-/ ccl,j3 , (2) 
A ~ 7< 
o 
- I { 
cfJ(at.,)3) =JdltJ dxcos (clUX) rs2cosu -J(I-.;r')sllz~lIlx 
o 0 L J (3) 
x i.Slflj,t3S) _ cos{J3S) ') + SLIl(,AS) (f-X<-)SLil<U} l jJ.l,s5" JJS4 J S~ , 
cS - j~( 1- ,x2)SLttU + lj<,x.a \ eX - I< VA jJ - xV 
- t2 J - (JH ) - WH' 
Here Ze and Am are the charge and the mass of acc lerated 
ion,K is the wave numberv' (JH==Zell/AhZpe ,H is the magnetic 
field strength, WI( ex: K- is spectral density of Alfven 
waves,Koand ~ re the minimum and maxi um wave numbers of 
wave spectrum. The diffusion coefficient D~)an  d celeration 
coefficient F due to Coulomb coll sions are given by 
expressions [5] : 
rJ\(C) :z<-e~{J. 2 In tIz.A. ~ T ~ 
C;U:: A~2* 6(U)+ ;e 6-{jIU) J 
'P 'p (4) 
F' =2 z2e2CJp~ tn A ~G(U) + Te G/ 1I)~ . A m.G V:.G TD c'fl , per 
<d 
tL = vr /lre , LL I lim'" I £-/11) = ez,t{tI)-u lfiTez; (ti) . / VI. d - = I11p e e 'p, l1(u 2u2 ' 
11 
ezj(u) = ~le-~x. {Jr'lJ 
(5) 
Here Ve= {2/(0 !eline' is the thermal velocity of lectrons,Te 
and Tp- lectron and pr ton temperatures, GJpe is lectron 
plasma frequency. For simplicity a  thermal velocities the 
injection diffusion coefficient was pr posed to be constan~ 
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To obtain preferential injection of _He the diffusion coef-
ficient D _) for it must be gre__t_: _eJ/_e_-3 At higher
energies it was proposed that _ increases sharply and
then it decreases as V-3 (Pig.l).
_ Pig. 1.The diffusion coeffici-
ents D_e and used in
calculat ions.Kmax_O. 356J_-_-_TT = 6.106K, I.5v
cA.)
W_G 4 LOW loss case: n=4. 1010cm-3,
/_-J L=5.108cm,H=70 Gs, _o=lHz,
W
_e =0.35,GI=2, G2=3.3
4He ,/0-J High loss case : n=5. I011cm-3,
L=2.109cm, H=260 Gs, _o=IHz.
W 0.35, G1=I G2=0.11,6 ,o" t u = '
Such form has the diffusion coefficient for ion-sound t_rbu-
lence _sed earlier in _He-enrichment problem [4].
The solution of equation (1) has been found by the method
described in 16] ,but at high energies we have obtained
q_asistationary solution. Theoretical parameters has been
selected basing on observational data (for details see [7]).
3. Results and disqussion
Calculations show that high 3He/4He ratio is formed at the
energies from 100 eV up to 10 keV due to injection and the
ratio changes slowly at higher energies where the accelera-
tion mechanism wor_s. As can be seen from experimental data[3] for some 3He-rich solar particle events He/4He ratio
decreases with increasing of energy at E _2 MeV/N. Pot
another events such decrease is not seen.To explain the
_H_/411edecrease at E >_2MeV/N we have proposed that the plas-
ma density in the acceleration region is high.In this case
higher Coulomb losses for SHe leads to steeper spectra of
this heliu_n isotope.As a result 3He/4 He ratio decrease with
increasing of energy.For this high loss case the obtained
parameters of acceleration region are:density n _ 10f_cm-3,
L = 10Vcm, H _250 Gs, T_6-10 6 K and if the lowest frequency
of Alfven wave spectrum _o=lHz the wave energy density
_/nKsTe _ 0.2. For events without SHe/_ He decrease at
>_ 2_eV/N lower values of n and H have been obtained
_low loss case): n_3.10/°cm , H=70 Gs.
Calculations show that the higher turb_len_ energy
density I_/tzKST_(shorter acceleration time) is, the lower
energy particles may be accelerated. But at lower energies
the _//e/_Heratio is lower too (due to the injection mecha-
nism). On the other hand, the shorter is the acceleration
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 ain~r tial i j ti  f )  t  i si n ef-
ficient D( ) for it must be gre§.ji~r: fZ).3~; I fiiJ./J:;J :::3. At higher 
energies it was proposed that W(Ul}increases sharply and 
t e  it ecreases as -  (Fi .1). 
""" I Col) 
Ifl 
..,. Fi . 1. he iff si n c effici-
Vl (In.) fA ) N ents D~e and V· used in 
~~ calculations·Kmax=0.J5~HP 
~~ 6 ~ A ~I~Q)   .  , v = 1.  
Low loss case: n=4. 1010cm- 3, 
10-2 1=5·108c , =70 s, "o=1 z, 
 
'iiK:T = 0.35,G1=2, G2=.3· j B e 
10-J High loss case: n=5.10 11 cm-.3, 
1 2· 109c , =260 s, Y = 1 z. 
W nx:T = 0.35, G =1, G =0.1 
B e 
  s  i i  effi i nt   u -
l  us  arlier i  J e- ri ent r l  [ ]. 
e s l ti  f ati  ( ) s ee  f   t e et  
escri ed i  ~] , t t i  e er ies e have tai e  
quasistationary solution. Theoretical para eters has been 
selecte  asi  on servati nal ata (f r etails see [7]) • 
.3. esults and discussion 
alculati ns s  t t i  e / e r ti  i  f r e  t t  
e er ies fro  100 e  up t  10 ke  due t  i j ti  and t e 
r ti  es slo l  t i er r ies here t  el ra-
tion mechanism works. As can be seen from experimental data 
[~ for some 3 e-rich solar particle events 3He/4 He ratio 
r ases it  i r si g f r  t  ~  e / . F r 
t er nts  r s   t .  plai  t  
3H'J/4f1e decrease at E 1! 2MeV/N we have proposed that the plas-
a sit  i  t  celerati n r i  i  i .I  t i  case 
higher oulo b l sses f r 3 e leads to stee er s ectra of 
t is helium isotope. s a result 3 e/ 4 e ratio decrease ~ith 
i creasi  of energy. or t is high l ss case the obtained 
para eters f accelerati n region are : ensi t  n ~ 10 12 c -J, 
L~109cm, H~250 Gs, T~6.106 K and if the lo est frequency 
f lf en ave trum~=1Hz t e ave e er  sit  
W/ .K8 Te ~ . . r ents it ut 3 e/ 4 e r s  t 
E ~ Me /  o er ~  and    t  
(lo  loss case): n f:: 3-10 '0 em,  ~ 70 s. 
alculati ns sho  t t t  i er t r ul t e er  
densi t  Wjnks Te (s rter accelerati n time) is, the lo er 
r  rti l s a  e el r t d. ut t lo er r i s 
the 'He7.f-lfe rati  is lo er too (due to the i jecti  echa-
is ). n t  t r , t  rter i  th  elerati n 
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Pig. 2. _e-speotral index
%_ 4 (at 2MeV/N)vs. 3He/_e
_N ratio ; solid llnes-calculated
for _/_KS _ varied
i 6 4 . from O.I to O.5;
I- high loss case;
8 , , 2- low loss case (see Fig. I).
0.1 I YO
He/4
tlme,the smaller is the power low index• In figure 2 the
result of varying of wave energy density _JJ_sTe is shown•The experimental scatter plot of event-averaged He-spec-
tral index versus 3He/4He ratio is shown too 11]. It is
seen that the experimental tendency conforms the tendency
obtained by varying the acceleration time.Thus the observed
tendency may be explained as a result of competition bet-
ween injection and acceleration processes at the interme-
diate energy region (_0.3 in figure I ).
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Fig. 2. ~e-spectral index 
{at 2MeV/N)vs. )He/4se 
ratio; solid lines-calculated 
for W / fLKS Te varied 
from 0.1 to 0.5; 
1- high loss case; 
2- low loss case {see Fig.1~ 
time,the smaller is the power low index. In fi~ure 2 the result of varying of wave energy density W/fLI<8Te is shown. Th  experimental scatter plot of event-averaged 3He-spec-tral index ver us J HelfHe ratio is shown too [1]. It is seen that the experimental tendency conforms the tendency obtained by varying the acceleration time. Thus the observed tendency may be explained as a result of competition bet-ween injection and acc leration processes at the interme-diate energy region (U ~o.) in figure 1 ). 
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THE PLASMA MECHANISM FOR PREFERENTIAL ACCELERATION
OF HEAVY IONS
L.G. Kocharov
Leningrad Polytechnical Institute ,Leningrad, 195251
USSR
A.V.Orishche nko
Ioffe Physico-Technical Ins titute,Leningrad, 194021,
USSR
The induced scattering of ion-acoustic waves on
ions is considered for preferential preaccelera-
tion of heavy elements.The reconsidered diffusion
coefficient in velocity space is used. If the
threshold velocity for the main acceleration is
linear in charge-to-mass ratio,the induced scat-
tering can account for the observed heavy element
abundances in solar cosmic rays.
I. Introduction.
In the paper 111 induced scattering of Langmuir waves
on ions was considered as a mechanism by which heavy ion
enrichment could be produced in solar cosmic _ays.I_ was
proposed that the threshold velocity for the main accele-
ration is linear in charge-to-mass ratio (Vth=(Z/A)VI)
and the diffusion coefficient in the velocity space due
scattering of Langmuir waves on ions D_Z4/A 2.to induced
Recently the dependence of diffusion coefficient of ions
DL on charge Z and mass A has been reconsidered by L.Ko-
charov 12] and J.Weatherall _3]. It was shown that for
Langmuir waves the factor Z4/A 2 taken from 141(expressions
5.107-5. 109) should be replaced by factor Z2/A 2. For ion-
acoustic waves more complioated dependence on Z and A
takes place (see below).As a result of this reconsidera-
tion J.Weatherall 131 concluded that induced scattering
cannot lead to enrichment of 3He and heavy elements. For
ion-acoustic waves this conclusion was based on examina-
tion of diffusion coefficient Dia at thermal velocity for
a very high ratio of the number of helium nuclei to p_otons
in solar plasma: _He)/_CH)-0.2 _according to 15]_He#/_=_0_
On the contrary in the paper _21 the attention was drawn
3 
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,The induced scattering of ion-acoustic aves o~ 
ions is considered f r referential reaccelera-
o    ents. The si ered fwnon 
effi i nt i  l cit   i  .  t  
l  l cit   h  ai  elerati n  
lin r i  r e-t - a s ti ,t  in  t-
t ri  ca  acc nt f r the ser e  ea  ele e t 
dances i  l r s ic r . 
1. I tr cti n. 
I  t  er [1] i  tt ri  f a g uir aves 
  as si ered   echani   hi    
e ric ent c l  be r ced i  s l r c s ic ~ t as 
r sed t t t  t r l  l cit  f r t  ai  el -
ration is linear in charge-to-mass ratio (V =(Z/A)V1 ) 
and t e iff si  c efficient i  the el cit  space due 
 ed scattering of Langmuir waves on ions DL«z4/A2. 
ecently  ence  i  e ficient f  
DL on charge Z and mass A has been reconsidered by L.Ko-
rov~] a  J. eatherall [ ]. It as sho n t t f r 
angmuir aves the fact r 4/ 2 taken fro  [4] (e ressi s 
. - .1 ) s l   r l   f t r 2/ . r i -
ustic aves ore plicated e e ence   a   
t  l  (s  l ). s  lt f t i  r nsidera-
ti  J. eatherall [3] concluded t at induced scatteri  
cannot lea  to enrich ent of 3 e and heavy ele ents. or 
- coustic aves  clusi n a  s d  ina-
tion of diffusion coefficient Di  at thermal velocity for 
a er  i  r ti  f t e ber f eliu  clei t  r t s 
in solar plasma: n(HeJ/n(#) =0. 2 (according to [5]n(He)/n(H)=aO~ 
 t  ntrary i  t  aper ~] t  tt ti  as r n 
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to the fact that in the significant for 3He-enrichment
problem nearest superthermal region and for moderate
tt(He)/_ (H) ratio the diffusion coefficient Dia is greater
for the lighter helium isotope.Thus the preferential acce-
leration of helium-3 can be explained on the base of the
ion-acoustic heating as it was proposed earlier (see 141).
Here we will show that the induced scattering of ion-acous-
tic waves can produce observed enrichment of heavy ions too,
while Lengmuir healing leads to a normal abundances of
elements.
2. The model.
We propose the ion-acoustic turbulence to be excited
in a region with coronal temperature for a short time. As
a result of interaction between waves and particles veloci-
ty distribution function of ions _( _ ) is altered. The
change of /(_) is described by the diffusion equation in
velocity space. At low velocities where the induced scat-
tering of waves plays the main role the diffusion coeffici-
ent has the form:
_ J -" /VK, --_
- _ (2_)6 (I)
.-m. ,,..m.
where _ is a wavevector, K__=_-K_ ,NK is a wave occupation
number, (Amp) is iou mass, _ is ion velocity, ZJv_ ,A'_) is
probability for scattering a wavevector _ into a wavevec-
tor /(_by a particle with velocity V [21 :
ze*r Jf (g. :Fz ,., -K_.v)"-" (2)
Here (_e) is ion charge, _)_is a frequency of wave with
-4b
wavevector K , _~ =W_-PJ_, _)pp is proton plasma fre-
quency. At low velocities V << Vs ( Vs : /Te/r_p
is ion sound velocity):
, v:
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to the f t t t i  the si ifi t f r e-e ric ent 
r le  r st s ert er al re i  a  f r oderate 
n (He)/ n (H) ratio the diffusion coefficient Dia is greater 
f r the li t r eliu  is t . hus the r f rential -
l r ti  f liu -    l i   the s  f th  
io -ac ustic eati  as it as r sed rli r (see [4]). 
ere e ill sho  t t the in ce  s tt ri  f i -ac us-
tic waves can produce observed enrich ent of heavy ions too, 
hil  uir ti  le  t   r al ances f 
ents. 
  odel. 
e se th  - coustic t l    it  
   it  r nal e perat re   rt im . s 
a r lt f i t r ti n et een aves a  arti l s l ci-
ty distribu tion function of ions I ( V) is altered. The 
change of I ( V) is described by the diffusion equation in 
el cit  e. t lo  el citi s her  t  i  t
 f aves l s t  ai   t  i i  e fici-
t s  : 
t/~ J - - (K... V /. d i1; d ~ 
..ela = AZ m02 Wv (1<11K,:2)NK,NKc V2 (2.Jl) 6 
- p - - -where k is a wavevector, )C = Hf -K,z ,N  is a wave occupation 
number, (Am ) is ion mass, V is ion velocity, lif (i<;,K.z) is 
p -robability f r s tt ri  a avevector K i t  a avevec-
tor X; by a particle ith velocity  [2] : 
ZIL /j( K) = Z e '2.J!) (1(.,./(,2) z (1_ Kt"V)- -I t/lt) -;. V) (2) t2 4- :5 - -- 2 [ - - .,2 ~2 y(' (,.2 fTlp GJA kji k} A W/(f (I - -
Here (Ze) is ion charge, WI( is a fre quency of wave with 
... 
wavevector K , w- = tdl(1 - UJ~, WI'P is proton plasma fre-
quency. At low velocities V« Vs ( Vs = Ire / I1lp 
  d elocity): 
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Here _/_/_Te is a ratio of wave energy to thermal one,
AK/K is relative width of wave spectrum, _e is electron
temperature. Similar to [I,4] the distribution function of
ion species "i" at time t can be found as:
,f ,2 4 -2 ._ .Z 2
where _:__p is proton thermal velocity, _,_-'V_('4_#)-_
Tp is initial proton temperature. If the threshold velocity
for the main acceleration is linear in charge-to-mass ratio
f_ then the enrichment factor of ion species "i"
relative to ion species "j" can be found:
v& v.
3. Discussion and summary.
From calculations of enrichment coefficients using
different values of _o, VI and ion ionization state it is
seen that good accordance with experiment is possible when
_o =0.2-0.3, VI _ 6 VTp and ionization state is equilibrium
conforming to temperature T,=5.106K .Calculated and observed
enrichment factors for different elements relative to o_ygen
are shown in figure.The coincidence seems to be satisfactory.
{02 Figure. Enrichment factors
_,o 1 relative to oxygen.
I Circles-observed for10_
A_i ! • Triangles -calculated for
Sept. 24,1977 event [6].
iO0 _,, •( _o=0.25,VI/VTp=6,
T_- 5.I06K.
0 "_ _ , I • I . I , I • I , I , | , I i I i I , | * | .6 8 I012141618;022;4;6 _0
c_oiVeg85_S m m m
Thus the reconsideration of scattering probability [2,3]
is not crucial for induced-scattering mechanism of heavy
95 
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ere Wtal It Te is a ratio of ave energy to ther al one, 
AK/K is relative idth of wave spectru , Te is electron 
te perature. Si ilar to D,4] the distribution function of 
i  s ecies i  t ti e t  e f  s: 
" (v, t) = (.Jig, "ri '!xp(- V,/6/); 42= '4-: {~ ~ £;'" ~ (/- ~ )12 } C4J 
where v", = /27pjmp i8 proton thermal v.loci ty. ;;to" = V: (40"tr~ 
Tp is initial proton temperature.If the threshold velocity 
r t  ain celerati n  li ar i  ar e-t - a s ti  
( ~ = t VI ),   r ent t r f  ecies  
relative to ion ecies jlt n  found: 
(5) 
 l lati ns f i ent e ficients i  
different values of ~o, V, and ion ionization state it is 
seen t at good accordance ith experi ent is possible hen 
~o =0.2-0.3, V, 'Z 6 V Tp and ionization state is e quilibriwn 
conforming to temperature T~~5.,o6K .Calculated and observed 
ent t rs r i r nt ents   x  
are sho n in figure. The coincidence see s to be satisfactozy. 
f(J2 i re. ri ent f t r  
relative to oxygen. 
ir l served  
Sept.24,1977 event [6]. 
ria gles -calc late  
~o=O.25, V,/VTP=6, 
T = 5.106K. 
'* 
f r 
s t e r sideration f s tt ri  r abilit  ~ 
i  t r i l f r in ced-scatteri g ec anis  f ea  
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ion enrichment. Comparing to our previous model [1] now
better agreement of theory and experimeut is attained. In
present model enrichment of heavy elements is a result of
two reasons: (1) the induced scattering heats heavy ions
up to a greater temperature (To<_{I-_)_);(2) the thre-
shold velocity Vth is lower for heavier ions.
Note that induced scattering of Langmuir waves used
in [11 combining with V_ :_V_ leads to the normal abun-
dances of elements even when the portion of accelerated
particles is small (while equilibrium Maxwellian distri-
bution at coronal temperature leads to a great depletion of
heavy ions).Thus the model [I] is suitable for events with
normal abundances of ions.
In conclusion, the mechanism of preacceleration by
induced scattering has the sensitivity to ion charge and
mass needed to account for observed solar cosmic-ray abun-
dances.The contrast conclusion made by J.Weatherall [3]
probably derives from an incorrect applicatiou of plasma
theory to solar cosmic-ray problems.
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I. INTI_ODUCTION The Space Environ- T,bi_I. Ob.,r..Uon,lit,,,,orU,,G_IS/_*_'_.
ment Monitors (SEM) on board the _,s-L,SUl _s-21sU,
Japanese geostationary meteorological Cho,,.elPor_hhImr,y,o.9,etc..elPorflc*,_ ,,y,o._,
satellites (GMS-I and GMS-2) observed ,i_ |v_ ll,ev_tlo_ lyoc IIleYI
energeticprotons, alpha particles and rl ,mo.s1.2-_ rl _,o_o,,s0a. ,
electrons continuously for February r_ ,tonG,,_- a n Drolo,,,- l
1078 to September 1984. The satellites r) prOnG.,i- aG r_ D_o,o,,,. I_
were at 6,6 earth radii above 14O_E ,, _ro,o,,i_-_ _ _ro,0,,_- _0
equator. Observationalitems are shown P_i _rHo.s Y. - _0 P5 Dro|o._ )0 - &O
in Table 1 [i]. rs _,0,o,,_0._00 _ _ro,o.,- -i_
In the propagation studies of
solar energetic particles,statistical _ ,ro_on,_w-_00 - _
^l _lt,l,oJ _- ;'0 ^] olohos !. _g
analyses for many events revealed on
averaged picture of the propagation ^_ oI_I_,)0- _0 ^_ ,I,_,,,n- _
such as was reported by Reinhard et _ oi_, _ -I_0 _ ol_im_,,.I_0
el,[2] and Van Hollebeke et el.[3]. ^" oI_,_,I_0-_0 ^,, oi,,,o,I_0-_,,0
They showed the existence of the _ast ^_ o_ho,_0-_0 ^_ ,i,_,o,_0-_0
propagationregion (FPR:45"_/_+_6@0, on _L ,i,c.o,,,> _ i:1 ,hc,r0n,>
an average)or thepreferredconnection Ib.4a_,were ob_a|oed by %be C)IS-I/SE}{for
bee.lg81 to l'_b 1983,
heltolongttude. We tried to study some
characteristicsof the propagationpro- _o_o
tess of solar energetic particles by _' ,_/-__._/_.,
using the data provided by the
GMS/SEM's for February 1978 to February _8_! _ _i _'
ig8S. Some preliminaryresults of the _ k_-k_<'_qjk I
data analyses are reported in the -_'11\'.-,__<',,.Z.apresentpaper, i
2. DISTRIBUTION OF TIlE SEP EVENTS ' I_,,_-T-'---_,__'_'
Sometimes, the GMS/SEM's observed the __ _
solar energeticparticle (SEP) events
at their synchronousorbits. Two exam- P------_--_.!- _ ,
plea of the SEP events are shown in - a_ ,o
Fig.l(a) and l(b). As seen in the fig- L_,_0
urea, there was apparent increase in , , - , ,
each channel, except for the Pl and EL (_) I_. _ _
channels. These two channels are omit- _____
ted from our analyses because they are _ _ . ____contaminateddominantlyby the g om g- . ; ,
netically trapped or quasl-trappedpar- -_ r_____
ticles. _0- .. r,About 50 SEP events were observed __--_1%-._____
by the GMS/SEM's for the period _ • _---_
(Fig.2), llourlyplots of the SEM data, -_ "__
first, indicate that the time profiles ,,,,
of flux intensitiesof the SEP events ,0 ,0 ,o
are different from event to event. I% _"'"'
rig I Two exa,_ples oi _be _;[iP eve.ts Ilourl-
seems, however, that they are able to averat_4 S_ data _r_ plotted lot _ay _970 (a)
be classified roughly into two groups, ,.aJ.,,_?0 _ _, ._,,to__o_ ,,_,a i_
One of them is the short rise time _o_i.d a. _.s,,r a_,,,t, _.d J_,,n,io,_eve.t: oS an L_T event Each cha.l, el Is
(SRT) event group. The rise time of .epara_.dlror, other,by_ul_lplyi._/actor1_
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1. INTRODUCTION The Space Environ-
ment Monitors (SEM) on board the 
Japanese geostationary meteorological 
satellites (GMS-1 and GMS-2) observed 
energetic protons, alpha particl@s and 
electrons continuously for February 
1978 to Septemb@r 1984. Th@ saiellites 
were at 6.6 earth radii above 140'E 
equator. Obs@rvational items are shown 
in Table 1 [1]. 
In the propagation studi@s of 
solar energetic particles, statistical 
analys@s for many events revealed on 
averaged picture of the propagation 
such as was reported by Reinhard @t 
al.(2) and Van Hollebeke et al.[3]. 
They showed the existence of th@ fast 
propagation region (FPR: 45°~ ± N60°, on 
an average) or the preferred connection 
region (PCR:20°W 80°'11) in ihe 
heliolongitude. ~e tried to study some 
characteristics of the propagation pro-
cess of solar energetic particles by 
using the data provided by the 
GMS/SEM's for February 1978 to February 
1983. Som  preliminary results of the 
data analyses ar@ reported in the 
present paper. 
2. DISTRIBUTION OF THE SEP EVENTS 
Sometim@s, the GMS/SEM's observ@d the 
solar en@rgetic particle (SEP) events 
at their synchronous orbits. Two exam-
ples of th@ SEP ev@nts are shown in 
Fig.l(a) and l(b). As seen in the fig-
ures, there was apparent incr@ase in 
@ach channel, @xcept for the Pl and llL 
channels. These two channels are omit-
ted from our analyses b@cause they are 
contaminat@d dominantly by the geomag-
n@tically trapped or quasi-trapped par-
ticles. 
About 50 SEP events were observ@d 
by the GMS/SEM's for the p@riod 
(Fig.2). Hourly plots of the SEM data, 
first, indicate that th@ tim@ profil@s 
of flux intensities of the SEP @vents 
ar@ different from event to event. It 
seems, however, that they ar@ able to 
b@ classified roughly into two groups. 
One of them is the short rise time 
<SRT) event group. The rise time of 
Toblo I Observotlonal Ite»e or the GHS/Gun's 
GlIS-IISEJI GlIS-liSUI 
Chonnel Porllcl. Enerqy ftonve ehonn.1 Porllcl. En·;,,~v~or19' lIune IYD. IIleVI lIane hD. 
rl IJrotons 1.2 - , rl protons o a • q 
rz "rolons q • I rz Drolons q • I 
rJ Drotonl I . 15 rJ brotolll I . 15 
rq DrU'ons 16 • )q rq Drotons 15 • 30 
rs Druto", )11 • 10 rs Droton, )0 • 50 
r5 Plotons 10 - '00 r5 Drotons 50 - 100 
rl protons 200 • 500 
- - -AI loho. , . 10 AI OIDhol I . 56 
Al OIDhol )0 - 10 AZ OIDhol II - 6G 
Al olphos 65 • 110 Al OIDhol 61, - 1'0 
All olohol 1)0 • 250 All olohos 1'0 • 1"0 
AS olohru )20 - )10 AS aloho! 210 - )10 
IL elecHOII. > I EI. .lecHDnl > Z 
Tbe deto war. obteloed by tbe C~S-I/SEM {or 
r.b 1078 to Dec.1981 and by tba CHS-2/SEH lor 
Ooc.l081 to tab 1083. 
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an SRT event iB relatively short. It has a clear peak, as shown in
Fig.l(a). (Here the rise time is defined as the time from onset to max-
imum flux intensity.) The other group i9 composed of several "-_ven%s, al-
ternatlvely, which do not belong to the SRT event group (such as in
Fig.l(b)), that is, it includes long rise time events, those which have no
clear peak, and those which have somewhat complex time profile_. We
called the second group the long Flee time (LRT) event group. The dlstrl-
butions of the SRT and the LRT events are shown in Fig.3. These flgures
indicate that the SRT events distribute dominantly on the western hemi-
sphere and many of the LRT events on the eastern.
3 CO_RELATION BETWEEN THE SRT EVENTS AND THE P_ECEDING SSC's Temporal
situation of the inierplanetary space will become a very important factor
in addition to the steady and averaged configuration of the space, when we
consider %he interplanetary propagation of solar energetic particles.
Shock waves are one of the most dominant sources which affects %he tem-
poral situation of %he space such as %he IMF. Shocks also disturb the
geomagnetlo situation as sometimes observed as storm sudden commencement(SSG).
We examined the correlation between the SEP events and preoedlng
SSC's. Fig.4 shows the frequency distribution of events which were accom-
panied by the SSC several days prior to onset of event. In the figure,
_0{S bhe time needed for the sun 1o rotate 18@°i it is considered to be
nearly double scale of the broadness of interplanetary shocks [5]. It can
been seen in the figure that a reasonable correlation exists between the
SRT events and their accompanied preceding SSC's, while no correlation ex-
ists for the LRT events. And _ is considered as a limit of the correla-
tion.
4 TIME VARIATION OF P/_ -RATIO It would be interesting to find ten
dencles of time variation of the proton-alpha ratio in the context of pro-
pagatlon study, because it is expected that there are some qualitative
differences in the effects suffered during the propagation. We plotted
a •• 
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an SRT event is relatively short. It has a clear peak, as shown in 
Fig,l(a). (Here the rise time is defined as the time from onset to max-
imum flux intE'nsity,) The other group i.s compos€'d of seve'ral --avents, al-
tE'rnatively, which do not belong to the SRT event group (such as in 
Fig,l(b», that is, it includes long rise time events, those which have no 
clear peak, and those which have somewhat complex time profiles. We 
called the second group the long rise time (LRT) event group. The distri-
butions of the SRT and th@ LRT events are shown in Fig.3. These figures 
indicate that the SRT events distribute dominantly on the western hemi-
sphere and many of the LRT events on the eastern, 
3 CORRELATION BETWEEN THE SRT EVhNTS AND THE P~EChDING SSC's Temporal 
situation of the inierplan€'tary space will become a very important factor 
in addition to the steady and averaged configuration of the space, when we 
consider the interplanptary propagation of solar energetic particles. 
Shock waves are one of the most dominant sources which affects the tem-
poral situation of the space such as the IMF. Shocks also disturb the 
geomagnetic situation as sometimes observed as storm sudden commencement 
(SSC) . 
We @xamined the correlation between the SEP events and prpceding 
SSC's. Fig.4 shows the fr@quency distribution of events which were accom-
panied by the SSC several days prior to onset of event. In the figure, 
~ois the time n@eded for th@ sun to rotate 180°j it is considerpd to be 
nparly double scale of the broadness of interplanptary shocks (5). It can 
been seen in the figure that a reasonable corr@lation exists between the 
SRT events and th€'ir accompanied preceding SSC's, while no correlation ex-
ists for the LRT events. And ~ is consid@red as a limit of the correla-
tion. 
4 TIME VARIATION OF P/oc -RATIO It would be interesting to find ten 
dencips of time variation of the proton-alpha ratio in the contE'xt of pro-
pagation study, because it is @xpect€'d that th@re are some qualitative 
differences in the effects suffered during the propagation. We plotted 
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three r_tlos corre_pondln_to thr_e _n- 5o,_
orgy (per nucleon) ranges, R(L), R(M) N _G
and R(II)defined as _o_ Snl iR(L;t) = [P2(t)IPS(t)]/Al(t), , , ,
R(M;t) = P4(t)/A3(t), 'i1"-I '
Examples of these plots for an SRT and r"l i
an LRT events @re shown in Fig.5. In I : 20 ,:i ',:, I "the figure, plots of R(H), which is the ' ' _--_ .........2! , _ tl
i i i 0,
i _ , t i i t Ione of highest energy, fluctuate signi- l I m , t........ _-----.
flcantly,because of poor statisticson _ i , ! II IP5 and A4. From the plo s of many ! . ,....
events, we may be able to say that R(L) _ 0 o _ j 4 s 6 7 8 9_t_s3°
has a constancy in its value during a I_av.)
event for both the SRT and the LRT _o "I. N]_
I
events but the values are different . _
from event to event. And, for the SRT ]s0 LRI :t
events, R(M) and R(H) have a tendency I I _o_6
to decrease with time, while they were ' ' I
nearly constant for the LRT events. : :L0 i I
]hess tentativelyidentified tendencies ,:: 2_'
ii i ....... %
are represented in Flg.5 by broken ' ,3c I ::
I I _ I i
lines. ' : ' I '"
, , :2( , II
5.DISCUSSIo ' :: ;--" I----l!'5.1 Coronal Pr pagation: The SEMI I .' r'] .
data are h°urly averaged °nee and can I ill;(:--_/-j: i 1',, , _--' "--III [Jnot provide any information about an- ' *. ' : 'isotropy. Hence, it is not possible to [ :'' ' ',I II [ I ! _ I . , . 1 n
discuss coronal propagation in detail No 0 I 2 3 _ _ _ 7 _ _._s "• (day l
However, we can draw some suggestionsFig 4 Correlationbetween the SEP events and
about coronal propagation from the theiraccompaniedpreoedl_gSSC'G The
data. It is not natural that the freque.cydistributionissho_ _he a_eclsse
in the figure represents how many days does
mechanism of solar flare responsibleoccur SSC prior to SEP event And _ is a
for particle accelerationand releaselimit Of the correlation Diagr_ indicatedby
would change depending on the broken llne with right hand side ordinaterepresentsthe distributionof eventm_oer,
heliolongitude of flare position.
Therefore, Fig.S suggests as follows. SRT LRT
The differences between the SRT and the P3
differences of the propagationeffects .......
suffered during the propagationbetween_ s I0
the sun and the earth for each group._'°'IIH_II_ _
As is well known, the region o_ good }°,.iill_ll_ R(L)
connection is 40° - 50 ° W in the
hel olongitude. Accordin to Reinhar I__I_P'I, ,
et el., the predominantlywell guided ,i_ i_" L
region is not so narrow, in fact, it is a(M)
rather more wide; that is the FPR has a _ |
size of _100° In section 2, we found_ ,°,
that the width of distributionof the
SRT event was about 100e This may im-"
ply that the solar energetic particles, ""
generated by the flare at a heliolongi-
tude A , fill up the region with a
center of _ and radius of _50 ° ino
heliolongltude, and when the root of_
the IMF passing the earth is lying in
this region, that event will be ob-_
served as an SRT event at IAU. Fig.3
is an evidence of the existence of the
PPR. fhus, we would be able to state
that the SRT events are distributing in _Ig.5lt,.ever|.%lano_r/a-re_Io Three
the FPR and man_ of the LRT events are rot|as oarresoon_i,,_to three energy rsn@e,orel)|Otked le.totlvely Ide.tifled _e.de._|es nrefar from this region. We should, here, _r...b__,°,dos_ro_e,,_tnee
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R ( Lit) = [P2 ( t ) I P3 ( t ) ) I Ai ( t ) , 
R(Mit) = P4(t)/A3(t), 
and R(H;t) = P5(t)/A4(t). 
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an LRT ev~nts 9re shown in Fig. 5. In : . 
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one of high~st energy, fluctuate signi- : : m 
ficantly, because of poor statistics on rl 
P5 and A4. From the plots of any ~ 
~ nts,   ~     (  ~ 
  tancy in ts lue ing  
  h    he  
events but the values are different 
from event to event. And, for the SRT 
~vents, R(M) and R(H) have a tendpncy 
to decrease with time, while th~y w~re 
parly c stant f r t e L T e e ts. 
lhesp tentatively identified tendencies 
are rppresented in Fig.5 by broken 
lines. 
5. DISCUSSION 
.1 r l o tion:  M 
data are hourly averaged ones and can 
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note the fact that there are a few exceptionsfez both groups, and the
statement is valid in the sense of averaged picture.
5.2 InterplanetaryPropagation: Let us consider the space with dis-
tance less than IAU when a shock has Just passed, i.e., immediatelyafter
an occurrenceof SSC. Observationsshow that, when a shock has passed in
the space, the solar energeticparticles propagatein the interplanetary
space; %hen these particles are observed predominantlyas an SRT event.
This means that, for such an event, most of the energeticparticles have
suffered only little scatteringthrough their propagation in the space.
Therefore, the result is that mean free path, hence diffusioncoefficient,
is large for the energeticparticleswith energy (or rigidity) under con-
sideration. And this may suggest the number density of scatteringcenters
in the spice decreased after passage of shock. When a shock wave that
triggered off an S$C has propagatedthrough the space, the irregularities
of magnetic field which are scahterlngcenters were swept out. Thus the
density of scattering centers is minimized within several days after an
occurrenceof a SSC. At this time, lh is consideredthat some region of_
the interplanetary space which has been swept out by a shock is a "clean
space". The cleanness of the space will decay in two wa_s. One is due to
the rotation of %he sun . The other is due to the random motion of the
roots of the IMF on the solar surface. _herefore, it is inferred that an
upper limit in time between the SRT events and precedln£ SSC's. According
to the statistics in Fig.4, this upper limit is 7-10 days.
We should, however, remember the followingargument. If the inter-
planetary shock that is observed as a precedingSSC and the solar flare_
that generatesan SRT event occur in the same active region, then another
possibility may exist other than the above mentioned. The active region
that is responsiblefor a SRT event has been in the eastern hemisphere
several days before. At this time, it is possible 1o imagine that such
active region has generated a shock wave that is responsible for a SSC.
In this case, the correlationbetween a western hemisphere event and its
precedingSSC necessarilyexists. Then, the essential condition of the
occurrence of SRT events is that the parent flare occurs in the western
hemisphere;and %he correlationbetween SRT events and their preceding
SSC's is not the cause but a result If it were a result, it becomesmore
interestedbecause subsequent occurrencesof shock ejection and flare pro-
vides inlormations of predictionof an occurrenceof _lare and o_ flare
mechanism itself. Continuousmeasurementsof the power spectrum of the
IMF will be able to solve this problem.
The time profiles of the LRT events significantly differ from each
other Moreover it is no% possible that the LRT events can be understood
by using one propagationmodel only (e.g.,anise%topic diffusion model).
These two facts may suggest that the interplanetarypropagation effects
modulate significantlythe time profile. For example, when we tried to
fit the time profiles by using an anisotropicdiffusionmodel (e,g.,
Burlaga's ADB model [5]), fit%ins curve was in good agreement with the ap-
propriate parameters for the SRT events, but for the LRT events, no rea-
sonable agreementwas obtained. In the case of the SRT event, time varia-
tions of P/_ -ratio for R(L),R(M)and R(H) are able to be understood by
introducingappropriateenergy (or rigidity)dependenceof the mean free
path of particles. On the other hand, for the LRT event, i1 is not possl-
ble to explain the time variation of P/< by using diffusion theory only
because it is consideredthat this kind of events was suffered the propa-
gation effects other than diffusion effect, Though, it seems that con-
stancy in P/_ restricts these effects such as that protons and alphas were
modulated in a same manner.
The SEM data used in the present study were provided from the
MeteorologicalSatellite Center, the JapaneseMeteorologicalAgency.
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CORONALPROPAGATIONOF SOLARFLARE PARTICLES
OBSERVEDBY SATELLITE
TsuyoshzKOHNO,NarzaklNITTA,MasamzWADA and TomoshzgeSUDA*
Instltuteof Physlcaland ChemzcalResearch
7-13, Kaga-1,Itabashl,Tokyo |73,Japan
MeteorologzcalResearchInstltute*
I, Nagamlne-|,Yatabe,Tsukuba,Ibarakl305, Japan
Abstract
Propagatlon of solar flare partlcles in
coronawas studleduslngthe satellztedataat the
geostatzonaryorblt. By selectzngveryfast rlse
tlmeeventsonly,the znterplanetarypropagatzon
were assumed to be scatter free arrlval The
resultsshow thatthe propagatzonin corona does
not depend on partlcle energy in 4 - DO0 MeV
protons,and the tlmedelaysfromoptlcalflaredo
not dependon the dlstancebetweenthe flareszte
and the base of the interplanetarymagnetlc fleld
whlchconnectsto the earth
1. Introductlon
Energetzo partzcles accelerated zn a solar flareplay an Important
role zn the £1are energeflzcs.Because of the propagatloneffects,
however, It is very dlfflcultto know the totalenergyof all particles
in a flare uslngpartlcledataobservedat Interplanetaryspace. There
are two propagatloneffects; one is coronalpropagatlonfrom the flare
slte to the polnt where they are released from the sun to the
interplanetaryspace , and the otheris interplanetarypropagationfrom
that polnt to the earth.Many studzeshave beendone for bothpropagatlon
processes (Ma Suns et. al. Ig75,Schattenand Mullah1_-/7,MullahI_3
for coronalpropagatlonand JoklpplIg71,Earl Ig76, Ma Sung and Earl
Ig-/8,Owens |_ for _nterplanetary propagatzon). Uslns _ solar flare
data,Ma Sung et. al. showedthatparticlepropagatlonis Independentof
both rigidity and energy Thlsis very hard to understandwlth normal
dlffuslonprocessessuchas proposedearllerby Reld 1_4. Schatten and
Mullan proposed a magnetic bottle model to interpret the fast non
dlffuslvepropagatlonIn the corona
2, Observatlonand data presentatzon
The solar proton data were obtazned from Japanese Geostatlonary
Meteorologlcal Satellite (GMS-I,GMS-2). The contznuous data are available
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Abstract 
PropagatIon of solar flare partlcles ln 
corona was studled uSlng the sateillte data at the 
geostatIonary orblt. By selectlng very fast rlse 
tIme events only, the lnterplanetary propagatlon 
were assumed to be scatter free arrIval The 
results show that the propagatIon In corona does 
not depend on partIcle energy In 4 - 500 MeV 
protons, and the tIme delays from optlcal flare do 
not depend on the dIstance between the flare sIte 
and the base of the Interplanetary magnetIc fIeld 
WhlCh connects to the earth 
1. IntroductIon 
EnergetIc partIcles accelerated In a solar flare play an Important 
role In the flare energetIcs. Because of the propagatIon effects, 
however, It IS very dlfflcult to know the total energy of all partIcles 
In a flare USIng partIcle data observed at Interplanetary space. There 
are two propagatIon effects ; one IS coronal propagatIon from the flare 
sIte to the pOlnt where they are released from the sun to the 
Interplanetary space ,and the other IS lnterplanetary propagatIon from 
that pOInt to the earth. Uany studles have been done for both propagatIon 
processes (Ua Sung et. al. 1975, Schatten and Mullan 1977, Mullan 1983 
for coronal propagatIon and JOklPPl 1971, Earl 1976, Ma Sung and Earl 
1978, Owens 1983 for interplanetary propagatlon). USlng 80 solar flare 
data, Ua Sung et. al. showed that partIcle propagatlon lS Independent of 
both rlgldlty and energy ThlS lS very hard to understand wIth normal 
dIffusIon processes such as proposed earller by Reld 1964. Schatten and 
Mullan proposed a magnetlc bottle model to lnterpret the fast non 
dIffusIve propagatIon In the corona 
2. ObservatIon and data presentatlon 
The solar proton data were obtalned from Japanese GeostatIonary 
MeteorologIcal SatellIte (GMS-1,GMS-2). The contlnuous data are avaIlable 
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from February 1978 GMS-I was switched to GMS-2 on December 21, 1981. The
energy range of data used here Is 4 - 500 MeV and 4 - I00 MeV for GMS-I
and -2, respectlvely. The dlfferentlally dlvlded energy channels are
seven and five for each.
We assumed that the coronal propagation effect can be separated from
interplanetary one by selectlng very fast rise tlme event only, whlch can
be considered as scatter free propagation In the interplanetary space. We
have chosen 18 events in the period from September I_T-/to December I_Y32.
The crlterlon of "fast rlse" _s not so severe but we selected havlng a
rise time (from start of increase to the maxlmum) of less than a few
hours We assume the tlme proflles at the base of the garden hose llnes
of interplanetary magnetic field whlch connect to the earth can be seen
from these so-called scatter free events which means the modulatlon
during the propagatlon in space can be neglected
Table 1 Scatter free arrlval events observed by GMS-I, -2.
Date G Ha flare SID SWV IMF p
onset location imp onset imp km/sec des deg
Sep 19 77 G 0955 NO8 W57 3B 1028 8 830 W69 12
Sep _ 77 G 053_.
Apt 11 78 1334+8 N22 W56 8 1401 8 505 45 80
Sep ._3 78 G 1944+3 N35 W50 3B 0945 2+ 840 66 82
Feb 17 79 1905 N16 W28 SB I_K)5 I- 310 78 50
Aug 21 79 G 0550 N17 W40 2B 0607 I- 600 88 10
Apt 10 81G I_ NO8 W36 2B 1642 8 _ 59 27
Apt _ 81 13A_6 N20 WSO 2B 1348 2+ 780 29 82
May 10 81 0715 NO6 W73 1B 0717 1 340 66 11
Jul 20 81 1310 SL:_ W75 1B 1810 1 410 55 87
Jan.81 82 O020E $13 E08 2N 2829) 3 (380) 59 66
Mar. 7 82 0308E N17 W53 2B 0803 2 870 61 25
Jul._2 82 1648 N16 W89 1F 1645 2+ 55 85
Nov.22 82 1741 Sll W@_5 IN 1742 2 55 28
Nov 26 82 0230 Sll W86 2B 0235 2 55 33
Dec.17 82 1820 S07 W20 3B 1820 3 55 85
G: Ground level enhancement, SWV. Solar Wind Veloclty
p: angular distance between flare slte and the base of IMF
Fzg 1 glves intenslty time profzles of typical example of a flare of
August 21, 1979 Time A means the Ha flare start. The two llnes In the
each energy channel indicate the time delay band from optical flare
observation assuming the travelllng distance of 1 2 AU with the partlcle
speed correspondlng to each energy band In the bottom of Fig.l, we can
see that the intenslty time proflles and the onset tlmes of Increase of
all channels nearly colnclde after correctlon of the propagatlon tlme
For the other events, nearly the same tendency can be seen wlth two
exceptlons ( May 7, 1978 and Dec 7, I_31 ), although the average shape of
tlme profiles and the onset tlme delays from the optical flare are
dlfferent from flare to flat- These 16 flare characterlstlcs are
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from February 1978 GMS-1 was sWItched to GMS-2 on December 21, 1981. The 
energy range of data used here IS 4 - 500 MeV and 4 - 100 MeV for GMS-l 
and -2, respectIvely. The dIfferentIally dIvIded energy channels are 
seven and fIve for each. 
We assumed that the coronal propagatIon effect can be separated from 
Interplanetary one by selectIng very fast rIse tIme event only, w Ich can 
be consIdered as scatter free propagatIon In the Interplanetary space. We 
have chosen 18 events In the perIod from September 1977 to December 1982. 
The crIterIon of "fast rIse" IS not so severe but we selected havIng a 
rIse tIme (from start of Increase to the maxI um) of less than a few 
hours We assume the tIme profIles at the base of the garden hose lInes 
of Interplanetary magnetIc fIeld w Ich connect to the earth can be seen 
from these so-called scatter free events whIch means the modulatIon 
durIng the propagatIon In space can be n gl cted 
Table 1 Scatter free arrIval events obs rved by GMS-l, -2. 
Date G Hex flare SID SWV IMF 
onset locatIon Imp onset Imp km/sec deg 
Sep 19 T7 G 0955 N08 W57 38 1028 3 330 W69 
Sep 24 T7 G 05397 
Apr 11 78 1334+8 N22 W56 3 1401 3 505 45 
Sep.23 78 G 1944+3 N35 woo 38 0945 2+ 340 66 
Feb 17 79 1905 N16 W28 S8 1905 1- 310 73 
Aug 21 79 G 0550 N17 W40 2B 0607 1- 600 38 
Apr 10 81 G 1632 N08 W36 2B 1642 3 380 59 
Apr 24 81 1346 N20 woo 2B 1348 2+ 780 29 
May 10 81 0715 N06 W73 1B 0717 1 340 66 
Jul 20 81 1310 S26 W75 18 1310 1 410 55 
Jan.31 82 0020E S13 E08 2N 2329) 3 (380) 59 
Mar. 7 82 0308E N17 W53 2B 0303 2 370 61 
Jul.22 82 1648 N16 woo IF 1645 2+ 55 
Nov.22 82 1741 SII W36 IN 1742 2 55 
Nov 26 82 0230 S11 WOO 2B 0235 2 55 
Dec. 17 82 1820 S07 W20 38 1820 3 55 
G: Ground l vel enhancement, SWV. Solar WInd VelOCIty 
p 
deg 
12 
30 
32 
50 
10 
Z7 
32 
11 
37 
66 
25 
35 
23 
33 
35 
p: angular dIstance between flare SIte and the base of IMF 
FIg 1 gIves IntensIty tIme profIles of tYPIcal example of a flare of 
August 21, 1979 TIme A means the Hex flare start. The two lInes In the 
each energy channel IndIcate the tIme delay band from optIcal flare 
observatIon assumIng the travellIng dIstance of 1 2 AU wIth the partIcle 
speed correspondIng to each energy band In the bottom of F g.l, we can 
see that the IntensIty tIme profIles and the onset tImes of Increase of 
all channels nearly COInCIde after correctIon of the propagatIon tIme 
For the other events, nearly the same tendency can be seen wIth two 
exceptIons (May 7, 1978 and Dec 7, 1981 ), although the average shape of 
tIme profIles and the onset tIme delays from the optIcal flare are 
dIfferent from flare to flar~ These 16 flare characterIstICs are 
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summarlzedIn Table ]. We understandthe two exceptlonsare speclalcases
which can be Interpretedby some Interplanetarymodulation as already
reportedby Kohnoand Wada 1979.
Aug.21, 1979
Fig I Examples of
mlnutes averaged data
normallzed to the maxlmum
j I 1 I I/ flux.TimeA showsthe H_---'_ start,two verticallines
I_ in each channel Indlcate
2 the tlme delay from
optlcal observatlon
]_ ependlng on particles
velocityof each channel
I Iii r' 8o-2ooMeV
'rA
_-- .._::_-:--_-._-___-
In order to see the dependence of the onset tlme delays from the
optlcal flare on the dlstance between the flare slte and the base of IUF
which connects to the earth, we used the observed solar wlnd veloclty
data ( King 1977, 1979 ) If available and mean value of 4|0 km/sec if not
available These distances thus obtained are shown In the last column of
Table |. In Fig.2, the relation of thls distance vs the onset tlme delay
from optical flare Is plotted. It Is clear that there is completely no
relation between the two parameters The mean value of the onset time
delay from optical flare Is about 80 minutes
8. Discussionand conclusion
What we have shownherecan be summarizedas I ) When the travel
timesbetweenthe sun and the earth are adjusted, the intenslty tlme
profiles and the onset timesof 4 - 500 MeV protonsare almostsamein a
flare,n ) Distributionof onset tlmedelaysfrom optical flare has a
mean value of 80 minutesand thereis completelyno relationwlth the
distancebetweenthe flareslte and the baseof the IUF Thlsis another
proof of energy-rlgldlty}ndependentpropagationin coronain additionto
the resultsof Ua Sunget. al. 1975.Schattenand Uullan have proposed
the magnetic bottle model to Interpretthe rlgldlty-energyIndependent
aoa 
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sum arIzed In Table 1. We understand the two exceptIons are specIal cases 
whIch can be Interpreted by some Interplanetary modulatIon as already 
reported by Kohno and da 1979. 
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FIg 1 Examples of 
tIme profIles of two 
Inutes averaged data 
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flux. TIme A shows the Ha 
tart. two rtIcal lInes 
In each channel IndIcate 
the tIme delay from 
tI al servatIon 
dependIng on partIcles 
locIty f ach hannel 
In order to see the dependence of the onset tI e delays from the 
t1cal    1st ce t een   1t     f M  
hIch connects to the earth, we used the observed solar Ind velocIty 
data ( Ing 1977, 1979 ) If ava1lable and ean value of 410 k /sec If not 
aIl le hese I t es t  bt I  r  s  I  t  l t lu  f 
Table 1. In FIg.2, the relatIon of thIS dIstance vs the onset tIme delay 
fro  opt1cal flare IS plotted. It 1S clear that there IS co pletely no 
r l t10  t een t  t  ar eters  ea  l  f t  set t1  
el  o  pt1cal  IS about 3  lnutes 
3. l slon  lUSIon 
hat e ha e s own r  ca  be s arlzed as . 1 ) hen t  travel 
tImes between the sun and the earth are adJusted, the IntensIty tIme 
r flles and t e onset times of 4 -  e  r tons are al st same I  a 
flare. II ) IstrIbutIon of onset tIme delays from optIcal flare has a 
ea  val e f 3  ln tes a  t re IS pl tely  r latlon It  t  
1stance b tw en t  fl e s1t  a  t  ba  of t  IM  hl  IS a ther 
pr f f e er -rlgidity I e endent pr a atIon I  c r na I  a ItIon t  
the results of Ma Sung et. al. 1975. Schatten and Mullan have proposed 
the agnetIc bottle odel to Interpret the rIgldlty-energy Independent 
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propagation in corona The bottles produced by flares serve as temporary
traps of partlctes. They may have the dlmenslon of half angle near 60°
whlch result in fast azlmuthal propagation inside, and rather slow
leakage from the bottle The present results of analysis may match to
thls model. Our mean tlme scale of particle release from that bottle Is
30minutes whlle their model suggests about 60 minutes
@
Fig 2
Relatlon of particle
Increase onset tlme _ 40°
delays from optical _ @
flare vs the _ @ •@
dlstance between the _ • •
flare slte and the _ @
base of IMF As 20°
shown in Table 2, no
appropriate flare • • •
was found for one
sample out of |6.
0 t _ | ! | A I
0 20 40 60
mln
onset timedelay from
optical flare#
Mason et al (1984) also showed that there is no correlation
between the relative abundances and separation angle, nor is there a
slgnlflcant correlation between the slzes of the relatlve abundance
fluctuations. They proposed from thls results the possible large scale
shock acceleration model. Our results also support their assumption
We acknowledge the Meteorological Satelllte Center for providing the
data.
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CORONALPROPAGATIONOF FLAREASSOCIATEDELECTRONSANDPROTONS
Schellert, G., Wibberenz, G., Kunow, H.
Institut fur Reine und Angewandte Kernphysik, Universit_t Kiel
Olshausenstr. 40- 60, 2300 Kiel, FR Germany
ABSTRACT
A statistical study of characteristic times and intensities of
36 solar particle events observed between 1977 and 1979 by the
Kiel Cosmic Ray Experiment on board HELIOS-I and -2 has been
carried out. For _ 0.5 MeVelectrons we order the times of
maximumand the absolute intensltles with respect to angular
distance from the parent flare. Discussion of coronal para-
meters in terms of Reid's model leads to, typical time constants
for coronal diffusion and escape.
I. Introduction. Particle intensities observed in interplanetary space
are a superposition of coronal and interplanetary propagation effects
which are difficult to separate. In this paper we use statisticalstudles
of a large number of events to investigate the properties of solar trans-
port of flare particles.
2. Coronal angular dependence of maximumtimes. Assuming only diffu-
sive propagation in interplanetary space it can be shown that the maxi-
mumtimes of solar particle events can be approximated by (I)
ipl
Tmax = tmax + cm (2.1)
in good agreement with the full numerical solution of the convolutional
integral. Cm is the time-to-maximum of the coronal injection and tmaxIpl
would describe the interplanetary propagation for _-function injection.
Using the model of Reid (2) for solar particle transport anda simple
model for interplanetary diffusion leads for sufficiently large angular
distances @ to
tmaxipl t_ct _Tmax = + _ ' (2.2)2
In this case cm increases linearly with angular distance @.
Maximumtimes versus @for _ 0.5 MeVelectrons with diffusive time
intensity and time anisotropy profiles are shown in Figure 1. Only events
were selected for which the coronal magnetic connection point of the space-
craft is west of the corresponding flare. TheHa-onset has been chosen as
acceleration time. Apparently the nearly constant propagation times for
small angular distances @are described by a fast propagatlon region (3)
with a meanextension of _ 26o . The time constants seem to increase lin-
early for larger angular distances as predicted in (2.2). Aleast squares
fit to the data results in a geometrical meanof the two time constants
for coronal diffusion and escape of
_ctk _7.5 h
Coronal transport effects can be neglected within the fast propagation
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CORONAL PROPAGATION OF FLARE ASSOCIATED ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 
Schellert, G., Wibberenz, G., Kunow, H. 
Institut fur Reine und Angewandte Kernphysik, Universitat Kiel 
Olshausenstr. 40 - 60, 2300 Kiel, FR Germany 
ABSTRACT 
A statistical study of characteristic times and intensities of 
36 solar particle events observed between 1977 and 1979 by the 
Kiel Cosmic Ray Experiment on board HELIOS-1 and -2 has been 
carried out. For ~ 0.5 MeV electrons we order the tlmes of 
maximum and the absolute intensltles with respect to angular 
distance from the parent flare. Discussion of coronal para-
meters in terms of Reid's model leads to, typical time constants 
for coronal diffusion and escape. 
" 1. Introduction. Particle intensities observed in interplanetary space 
are a superposition of coronal and interplanetary propagation effects 
which are difficult to separate. In this paper we use statistical studles 
of a large number of events to investigate the properties of solar trans-
port of flare particles. 
2. Coronal angular dependence of maXlmum times. Assuming only diffu-
sive propagation in interplanetary space it can be shown that the maxi-
mum times of solar particle events can be approximated by (1) 
T - t ipl + 
max - max cm (2.1) 
in good agreement with the full numerical solution of the convolutional 1 
integral. C is the time-to-maximum of the coronal injection and ~axlP 
would descri~e the interplanetary propagation for c-function injectlon. 
Using the model of Reid (2) for solar particle transport and a simple 
model for interplanetary diffusion leads for sufficiently large angular 
distances ¢ to 
T t ipl+f~' 
max = max 2 c L (2.2) 
In this case cm increases linearly with angular distance ¢. 
Maximum times versus ¢ for ~ 0.5 MeV electrons with diffusive time 
intensity and time anisotropy profiles are shown in Figure 1. Only events 
were selected for whi ch the coronal magnet; c connection poi nt of the space-
craft ;s west of the correspondi ng fl are. The Ha.-onset has been chosen as 
acceleration time. Apparently the nearly constant propagation times for 
small angular distances ¢ are described by a fast propagatlon region (3) 
with a mean extension of ~ 260 . The time constants seem to increase lin-
early for larger angular distances as predicted in (2.2). A least squares 
fit to the data results in a geometrical mean of the two time constants 
for coronal diffusion and escape of 
ItctL'~7.5h 
Coronal transport effects can be neglected within the fast propagation 
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reglon,so thatmeasuredmaximumtimeswould only be determinedby inter-
planetarypropagation.For a radiallyindependentdiffusioncoefficient
K we obtainwith ipl _ r2
tmax 6K
an upperlimitfor the mean free path parallelto the averageinterplane-
taryfieldof _0.12AU for r--1AUin goodagreementwith earlierwork (4).
3. Coronalangulardependenceof maximumintensities. In the 1977-1979
periodwe were able to obtainmaximumintensitiesfromboth spacecraft
HELIOS-1and -2 for 12 events. Differencesdue to interplanetarypropa-
gationare correctedby assumingan r-2 dependenceof the absoluteinten-
sities. Althoughthe actualradialdependencecan be derivedonly if co-
ronaland interplanetaryeffectsare taken intoaccountin a combined
propagationmodel,our statisticalanalysisshows thatthe coronaldis-
tancedependenceis muchstrongerthan the effectsof differentnormali-
zationfactors(r/rE)n for 2 < n < 3. Radiallynormalizedmaximumin-
tensitiesare thereforea measure-ofthe numberof particlesat the in-
jectionmaxlmumI....for the respectiveangulardistance. UsingReid's
• _QA
model in the rangeof large@ Imax is controlledonlyby the ratioof the
time constantsfor coronaldlff_Ton and escape:
1
Imax = l(Cm)_ _ exp { - @ } (3.1)
Sincethe exponentialtermw111 dominatethe @'{-dependence,thisleads
to
Imax _ exp { -!tc'¢ } (3.2)
tL
Comparingthe normalizedmaximumintensitiesfor the sameevent as ob-
servedby two spacecraftat differentcoronalconnectiondistancesfrom
the flareallowsto determinethe ratio tc/tL:
Imax (¢2) -F
,=exp { (@2 - @1)} (3.3)
Imax (@1) tL
Figure2 showsthe amplitudevariationswlth coronalangulardistancefor
_0.5 MeV electrons. In order to disregardthe differentevent sizesw_
normalizethe respectivemaximumamplitudesto obtainImax= 1 for @ = 0 .
The slope variesconsiderably,apartfrom a groupof fourevents
with similarbehaviour. It is not usefulto describethlsamplitudeva-
rlationwith angulardistanceby an averagevalueof tc/tL. Regarding
indivldualeventsobservedby at leasttwo spacecraftat aifferentsolar
longitudewe alwaysfind intensltyvariationslargerfor protonsthanfor
electrons. Figure3 showsan examplefor the eventof April 11, 1978,
as observedby HELIOS-1and -2. The largedifferencein temporaldelays
for protonsas comparedto electronsis immediatelyevident. In general
the differencein amplitudevariationbetweenthe two particlesis more
pronouncedthan in thisexample(seee.g. 1).
4. Conclusions. For non-relativisticprotonsNg and Gleeson(5)found
tc=50-100h and tL=10- 15hbetween 1-50 Mev. Mc Guire et al. (6)
derivedtc _ 90 h and tL _ 9 h for 3- 60 MeV protonstakin_intoaccount
a typicalextensionof _he fast propagationregionof _25u.
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reglon, so that measured maximum times would only be determined by inter-planetary prop gation. For a radially independent diffusion coefficient K we obtain with 
t ipl = ~ 
max 6K 
dn upper l mit for the mean free path parallel to the average interplane-tary field of 'V0.12 AU for r= 1AU in good agreement with earlier work (4). 
3. Coron l angular d pendence of maximum intensities. In the 1977 - 1979 period we were able t  obtain maximum intensities from both spacecraft HELIOS-1 and -2 for 12 vents. Differences due to interplanetary propa-gation are corrected by assuming an r- 2 dependence of the absoluteinten-s ties. Although the actual radial dependence can be derived only if co-ronal and interplanetar  effects are taken into account in a combined propagation model, our statistlcal analysis shows that the coronal dis-tance d pendence is much stronger than the effects of different normali-zation factors (r/rE)n for 2 ~ n ~ 3. Radially normalized maximum in-tensities are therefore a measure of the number of particles at the in-jection maXlmum Imax for the respective angular distance. Using Reid's model in the range of large ¢ Ima~ is controlled only by the ratio of the time constants for c ronal dlffuslon and escape: 
I = I (c ) I\, 1. exp { -~ c/> } max m ¢ tL (3.1) 
Since th  exponential term wlll dominate the c/>-l-dependence, this leads 
to I I\, exp { - /Tl <1> } 
max tL (3.2) 
Comparing the normalize  maximum intensities for the same event as ob-served by two spacecraft at different coronal connection distances from the flare allo s to deter ine the ratio tc/tL: 
Imax (<1>2) ~ 
-=----,  exp { - I ~- (<1>2 - <1>1)} Imax (¢1) tL (3.3) 
Figure 2 shows the amplitu  variations wlth coronal angular distance for 1\,0.5 MeV electrons. In order to disregar  the di ferent event sizes ws normaliz  the respecti  maxi u  amplit es to obtain Imax= 1 for <1>=0 . The slope varles considerably, apart from a group of four events with similar behaviour. It is not useful to describe thlS amplitude va-rlati  with angular dista c  by an average value of tc/tL' Regarding indivl  events observ  by at least two spacecraft at aifferent solar longit  we al ays find intenslt  variations larger for protons than for electr  Figure 3 sho s an example for the event of April 11, 1978, as obser  by HELIOS-  and -2. The large difference in temporal delays for protons as compare  to electr s is i mediately evident. In general the di f  in amplit  variation bet een the two particles is more pronou  tha  in this exampl  (see e.g. 1). 
4. Conclusi . For non-relati istic protons Ng and Gleeson (5) found tc = 50 - 100 h d tL = 10 - 15 h betw en 1- 50 Mev. Mc Guire et al. (6) deri ve  tc ~ 90 hand tL ~ 9 h for 3 - 60 Me V protons tak i ng into account a typi  extensi  of the fast propagation region of 'V 25 . 
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The valuefrom (6) for protonstctL_810112incontrastoour value
tctL_ 55h2 quotedabovefor electronsshows thatcoronaltransportoccurs
much fasterfor electronsfor which the averagerateof increaseATm/A@
is almosta factorof 4 smaller. From the coronaltransportmodelswe
can excludeelectricfielddrift. This processproposedin (7)wasbased
on (a) a linearrateof increaseATm/A@with @ and (b) the suggestedin-
dependenceof coronaltransportfromparticletype (8). The simpleReid
model leadsto the observedllneardependence,basedon the combination
of coronaldiffusionand escape,whereasdiffusionalonewould lead to
Tmax _ @2. We alsofind clearevidencethatelectronsare transported
fasterthroughthe corona.
Any otherprocessleadingto coronaltransportindependentof par-
ticletype is alsoexcludedby our observation(birdcagemodel (9) and
coronalshock).
The considerablespreadin the amplitudevariation(Figure2) pre-
cludesany slmpleclassificationschemewith coronaldistanceonly.
There is no apparentassociationof the sizeof the variationwith the
locationof the coronalconnectionpoint insideor outsidethe fast pro-
pagationregion. The observationsuggestthatwe haveno universal
processfor coronaldiffusionas e.g. inherentin the Fiskand Schatten
(10)model,but a processwhich varieshighlywith individualcoronal
magneticfieldstructures.
5. Acknowledgements.The authorsappreciatethe collaborationand sup-
port fromthe _thermembersof the HELIOS-teamfrom the Kiel University.
Thiswork was partlysupportedby the GermanBundesministerfbr Forschung
und Technologie.
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The value from (6) for protons tctL~810 h2 in contrast to our value 
tc tL ~ 55 h2 quoted above for electrons shows that cor al transport occurs 
much faster for electrons for which the average rate of increase 6Tm/6~ 
is almost a factor of 4 smaller. From the coronal transport models we 
can exclude electric field drift. This process proposed in (7) was based 
on (a) a linear rate of increase 6Tm/6~ with ~ and (b) the suggested in-
dependence of coronal transport from particle type (8). The simple Reid 
model leads to the observed llnear dependence, based on the co bination 
of coronal diffusion and escape, whereas diffusion alone would lead t  
Tmax ~ ~2. We also find clear evidence that electrons are transported 
faster through the corona. 
Any other process leading to coronal transport independent of par-
ticle type is also excluded by our observation (bird cage model (9) and 
coronal shock). 
The considerable spread in the amplitude variation (Figure 2) pre-
cludes any slmple classification scheme with coronal distance only. 
There is no apparent association of the size of the variation with the 
location of the coronal connection point inside or outside the fast pro-
pagation region. The observations suggest that we have no universal 
process for coronal diffusion as e.g. inherent in the Fisk and Schatten 
(10) model, but a process which varies highly with individual coronal 
magnetic field structures. 
5. Acknowledgements. The authors appreciate the collaboration and sup-
port from the other members of the HELlOS-team from the Kiel U iversity. 
This work was partly supported by the German Bundesminister fur Forschung 
und Technologie. 
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GEOMETRYOF THE DIFFUSIVEPROPAGATIONREGIONIN THE
AUGUST14, 1982,SOLARELECTRONEVENT
Paul Evenson
Bartol Research Foundation of the Franklin Institute
University of Delaware
Newark, Delaware 19716 USA
ABSTRACT On August 14, 1982, relativistic electrons arrived
promptly after an impulsive gamma-ray flare, indicating
that very little scattering was taking place in interplan-
etary space. By ignoring anisotropy data the time profile
of the event is well described by interplanetary diffusion
except for the derived particle injection time. This dis-
crepancy provides independent evidence that the particles
are diffusing in a volume close to the sun rather than In
interplanetary space. The flux at maximum method of deter-
mining the number of particles produced is still a good ap-
proximation when appropriately applied.
1. INTRODUCTION With the recent availability of high resolu-
tion gamma ray data from the solar maximum mission accurate
counting of particles emitted by solar flares has assumed a
new importance. Gamma ray fluences yiela e-_timates for the
number of particles interacting in the target which have been
used to calculate the fraction of particles escaping the tar-
get by comparison with interplanetary observations (Von Ro-
senvinge et al. 1983, Evenson et al. 1984). To date these
comparisons have been made using the time to maximum method
(Parker, 1963) to estimate the number of escaping particles.
It is well recognised that this method removes most sensitiv-
ity to the interplanetary diffusion coefficient but depends
explicitly on the assumption that the particles are diffusing
isotrcpically in interplanetary space and that the distance
_-- from the source to the obser-&.
vet is known.
® 8L _ _ I W l I'
I I Z. THE 198z AUGUST14 ELEC-
0 I _ Ele©fronm> 4 MeV TRON EVENT On the 14th of
m 6-i {_ ISEE-3-MEH- August, 1982, a solar flare
I r_ located at a longitude of N66r_ I _ produced an intense, highlyE 4
0 I impulsive burst of radiation
I _ (x-rays through MeV gamma
(n I rays) at 05"07:30.earth
2 receivedtime (Kane et al.o FI" 1985). The time profile of a0- relativistic electron event0 • * -a) which followed this flare is
-- 05:00 06:00 07:00
shown in figure 1, where the
1982 Augusf 14 (UT) dashed line gives the time of
the photon impulse. A large
FIGURE 1 anisotropy is evident -- the
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GEOMETRY OF THE DIFFUSIVE PROPAGATION REGION IN THE 
AUGUST 14, 1982, SOLAR ELECTRON EVENT 
Paul Evenson 
Bartol Research Foundation of the Franklin Institu~e 
University of Delaware 
Newark, Delaware 19716 USA 
ABSTRACT On August 14, 1982, relativistic electrons arrived 
promp~ly after an impulsive gamma-ray flare, indicating 
tha~ very li~~le scat~ering was ~aking place in interplan-
e~ary space. By ignoring aniso~ropy da~a ~he ~ me profile 
of the even~ is well described by interplanetary diffusion 
except for the derived particle injec~ion ~ime. This dis-
crepancy provides independent evidence that the particles 
are diffusing in a volume close ~o ~he sun ra~her ~han In 
interplanetary space. The flux at maximum method of deter-
mining the number of particles produced is still a good ap-
proximation when appropriately applied. 
1. INTRODUCTION With the recent availability of high resolu-
tion gamma ray da~a from ~he solar maximum mission accura~e 
coun~ing of particles emit~ed by solar flare  has ass med a 
new impor~ance. Gamma ray fluences yiela e=~imates for the 
number of particles in~eracting in the ~arge~ which have been 
used to calculate ~he fraction of particles escaping the tar-
get by comparison with in~erplanetary observatio s (Von Ro
senvinge e~ al. 1983, Evenson e~ al. 1984). To date these 
comparisons have been made using the time to maximum method 
(Parker, 1963) to estimate the number of esc ping par icles. 
It is well recognised that this method removes most sensitiv-
ity to the interplanetary diffusion coefficien~ bu~ depends 
explici~ly on ~he assumption tha~ the par~icles are diffusing 
iso~ropically in interplanetary space and that the dis~ance 
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ver is known. 
2. THE 1982 AUGUST 14 ELEC-
TRON EVENT On the 14th of 
Augus~, 1982, a solar flare 
located at a longitude of W66 
produced an in~ense, high~y 
impulsive burst of radiation 
(x-rays ~h ough MeV gamma 
rays) at 05:07:30 e rth 
received time (Kane et al. 
1985). The time profile of a 
relativistic elec~ron event 
which followed ~his flare is 
shown in figure 1, wh re the 
dashed line gives the time of 
~he pho~on impuls . A large 
anisotropy is evident -- the 
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upper trace gives the flux from the direction of the sun
along the interplanetary magnetic field line and the lower
trace gives the flux back toward the sun. When the observed
anisotropy is considered it is obvious that isotropic diffu-
sion in the interplanetary medium cannot be the source of the
shape of the time profile. Kane et al. (1985) conclude that
the time profile of this event can be explained by impulsive
production of all electrons at the time of the photon im-
pulse, followed by coronal diffusion (Reid, 1994) and inter-
planetary focused diffusion (Biebez et al., 1980).
3. VOLUME OF THE DIFFUSION REGION The combination of two di-
mensional diffusion with escape in the Reid model is in fact
similar to three dimensional diffusion (Ford et al., 1977).
Therefore if one ignores the anisotropy and models the aver-
age electron flux as a function of time by interplanetary rs"-
otropic diffusion a very good fit is obtained with an estima-
ted mean free path of 0.15 AU. It is interesting to note
that one can deduce that the particles have not in fact dif-
fused in interplanetary space without reference to the aniso-
tropy information. This conclusion is reached by considering
plots of
ln(I. (t-t@)_) versus I/(t-to)
(e.g. Cline and McDonald, 1968). Data scaled in this manner
lie on a straight line if and only if the correct choice for
the origin time (t@) of the particles is made. The slope of
the line then gives the diffusion coefficient and the inter-
cept gives the total number of particles released, deter-
mining the particle number in this manner is exactly equiva-
lent to using the time of maximum method. By stepping the
assumed origin time in small
increments and fitting a2O
_ j i i l t straight line to the rescaled
+ data for each time one can16 + - generate the plot in figure 2which shows the value of
12 1_Jl_ ++ chi-squared for the best fit
I + straight line at each time
step. The estimated origin
_< 8- time of the particles is thus
' _ 05:15, the time at which the4 scaled data are best repre-
sented by a straight line.
_<'_Photon impulse In generating this figure She
i I i J t I fit was done to the sum of
05:00 05:10 05:20 05:30 the two curves in figure i.
1982August14(UT) A minimum chi-squared of
greater than one is a result
F_SURE 2 of scatter in the data
introduced by fluctuations in the magnetic field direction at
the spacecraft rather than a systematic deviation from a
diffusive shape.
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assumed or gin time in small 
increments and fitting a 
straight line to the rescaled 
data for each ~ime one can 
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which shows ~he value of 
chi-squared for the best fit 
straight line at each time 
step. Th  es~ima~ed or gin 
time of the particle  is thus 
05:15, ~he ~ime at which the 
scaled d a are best repr -
sented by a straight line. 
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The time axis of figure 2 has been adjusted to correspond to
the arrival time at the spacecraft of a photon emitted from
the sun at the time of the supposed acceleration of the par-
ticles. The time of the photon impulse is indicated with a
vertical line. Not only is the time derived from the diffu-
sion fit much later than the gamma ray flash, it actually is
later than the arrival of the first electrons at the
spacecraft. This seemingly absurd finding is actually the
desired result; it indicates that the observer is not
embedded in the diffusion volume but rather is seeing the
diffusion process as reflected in the continuous escape of a
small fraction of the diffusing particles which then
propagate to the spacecraft nearly unimpeded by scattering in
the interplanetary medium.
The error in the acceleration time estimate immediately
provides a limit on the volume of the diffusion region.
Since the transit time of an electron along the Parker field
is eleven minutes it can be shown that an eight minute error
implies that the radius of the diffusion region cannot be
larger than 0.3 AU. Actually the situation is more complex
than this because interplanetary scattering is influencing
the shape of the time profile. Using the profile of the
outward flux (upper trace of figure 1) yields a larger time
error whereas a fit only to the backward flux interestingly
gives an origin time very much closer to the gamma ray flash.
This backward flux profile of course is produced
predominantly by interplanetary scattering. In conjunction
with other work (Bieber e% al., 1985) I have done a detailed
fit to this event with the conclusion that the time evolution
is consistent with diffusion in the solar corona, although a
diffusion region with dimensions as large as 0.1 AU probably
can not be excluded.
4. NUMBER OF PARTICLES ACCELERATED The pitch angle
distribution of the electrons at the spacecraft can be deter-
mined from the data, integrated over time, and projected in
_he radial direction to obtain the electron fluence at the
spacecraft, 25200 electrons per square centimeter. Reid
(1964) shows that the net outflow from any point on the
surface can be determined analytically given the distance
from the flare to the foot of the field line, the loss time
constant and the diffusion coefficient. Using the solar wind
speed (Bame, private communication) of 280 km/sec I estimate
that the flare occured 25 degrees from the best connection
field line and then obtain a loss time constant of 1/hr and a
mean free path of 500 km from the fit to the data. Scaling
the spacecraft fluence to the solar surface by t:,esquare of
the distance 1o the center of the sun and using the Reid
expression for the fluence from the solar surface implies the
production of 3.1x10 electrons. This may be compared with
an estimate of 6.2x1031 obtained using the directionally av-
eraged flux and the time of maximum method.
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The closeness of these two numbers is not completely
fortuitous. As Reid (1964) points out, the fluence of parti-
cles leaving the sun is not nearly so strong a function of
distance from the flare as is the maximum intensity. In the
limit of slow escape the escaping fluence becomes independent
of position. With the parameters derived for this event the
fluence at a point 25 degrees removed from the flare site is
only a factor of three more than the fluence obtained by
dividing the total number of particles by the surface area of
the sun. (The two fluences are approximately equal 55
degrees from the flare site.) If the subsequent diffusion in
interplanetary space produces a time profile which is long
compared to the duration of the injection then the time of
maximum method can still yield reliable results even though
the diffusion in connection longitude is taking place on the
sun. In the 1982 August 14 event effects of interplanetary
and coronal diffusion on the time profile are comparable.
Therefore the two methods give consistent results. A good
rule of thumb for counting particles from a flare would be
that if the net fluence is easy _o determine, i.e the event
is very anisotropic, use the fluence and the Reid model. On
the other hand, when an event is sufficiently isotropic that
the fluence is statistically difficult to determine it is
likely bha_ the oondibions for the validity of the time of
maximum method are satisfied.
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PECULIARITIES OF PROPAGATION OF C_LARGED PARTICLES
IN SOLAR CORONA
E.1.¾orozova, N.P.Pisarenko, N.A.Mikryukova
Space Research Institute, 117810 _oscow, USSR
V.V.Klimenko, V.E.Timofe ev, Yu. G.Shafer
Institute of Cosmophysical Research & Aeronomy
Lenin Ave., 31, 677891 Yakutsk, USSR
ABSTRACT
The influence of boundaries of the large-scale
unipolar magnetic regions (UN_) on the Sun upon
the charged particle propagation in the solar
corona and interplanetary space is investigated.
Increases of the charged particle fluxes from
solar flares on November 4 and 20, 1978 detect-
ed by "Venera-11" and "Prognoz-7" and on Decem-
ber 7, 1982 by "Venera-13" and "GF_S-2" were
analyzed.
1. The investigations of a large number of solar flares
located at various heliolongitudes revealed some regularity
in dependence of time of the coronal particle transfer from
the flare heliolongitude [1,2 ] • It was shown that out of the
region of fast propagation of particles the speed of coronal
transfer of particles is 17 - 40°/hr [2] • However, it is
still unclear where the deceleration of a flux of particles
propagating in corona occurs and with what the decrease of
transfer speed is associated.
2. To estimate the influence of boundaries of the large-
scale _ upon temporal and spectral characteristics of
charged particle fluxes the increases of fluxes associated
with November 4 and 20, 1978 and December 7, 1982 solar
flares were investigated (Pigure). Each event was observed
simultaneously at two spacecraft located at various azimu-
thal and radial distances from the Sun. In Pigure the synop-
tical maps of photospheric magnetic fields are shown where
mF are places of the flares [3] • Here the projections of
force line bases (injection points) associated with space-
craft are shown. The points of connection on the Sun are cal-
culated taking into account the average speed of solar wind
on Prognoz-7 and I_P-8 data.
The injection moment of particles into the force tube
connected with spacecraft was determined on [5] • On differ-
ence between moments of injection and generation of partic-
les (maximum in H_ ) the speed of particle flux transfer in
the corona is estimated.
For 4.11.78 event the fast arrival of particles to the
point of connection with Prognoz-7 (flare and point of con-
nection are in one U_R) is observed and the transfer speed
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e i l ce f undaries f t  l e-scale 
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1. he i esti ati ns of a large nu ber of s lar flares 
l t d t ri s li l git des r al  so e r ularity 
i  dependence f ti e f the coronal article tra sfer fro  
the flare heliolongitude [1,2]. It was shown that out of the 
region of fast propagation of particles the speed of coronal 
transfer of articles is 17 - 40o/ r [2] • owever, it is 
till clear here t e celerati n f a fl  f rti l s 
propagating in corona occurs and ith what the decrease of 
transfer speed is associated. 
.  ti at  t  i lu e  undaries  thn. l -
scale liMa upon te poral and spectral characteristics o£ 
charged arti l  flu es t e i creases f fl es ass ciate  
it  ove ber   ,   ece ber ,  l r 
fl r s ere i esti ated (Fi re). ach e e t as ser e  
si ultaneously at t o spacecraft located at various azi u-
t l and r i l ista ces fro  the un. I  Fi re the synop-
ti l aps f photospheric agnetic fiel s are sho n here 
sF are places of the flares (3] • Here the prOJections of 
f rce lin  bases (inJecti  i ts) ass ciate  ith space-
craft are sho n. The points of connection on the Sun are cal-
c late  ta i  i t  account t e average speed f s l r ind 
on Prognoz-7 and IMP-8 data. 
he i Jecti  o ent f rti l s i t  the f rce tube 
connected ith spacecraft as deter ined on [5J • On differ-
ence bet een o ents f inJecti  and e erati  f rti -
l s ( aximu  i  ~ ) the s ee  f rti l  flu  tra sf r i  
   i t . 
or 4.11.78 event t e fast arri al f articles to the 
i t f connection ith rognoz-7 (flare and i t f con-
nection are in one UMR) is observed and the transfer speed 
is--145°/hr. At the injection point Venera-11 (a connection
point) a significant delay of particles is observed and an
average particle transfer speed in the corona to the con_ec-
tion point with Venera-11 is only _ 12°/hr. It is obvious
that such a decrease of the average speed is caused by the
particle propagation across the U_R boundary. Since the azi-
muthal distance between injection points Prognoz-7 and
Venera-11 is _ 8° the estimated transfer speed of particles
across the U_R boundary is _ 5O/hr.
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is-145°/hr. At the inJection point Venera-11 (a connection 
point) a significant delay of particles is observed and an 
average particle transfer speed in the corona to the connec-
tion point with V nera-11 is only .-12°/hr. It is obvious 
that such a decrease of the average speed is caused by the 
particle propagation across the UMR boundary. Since the azi-
muthal distance between inJection points Prognoz-7 and 
Venera-11 is - ° the estimated transfer speed of particles 
across the UMR boundary is ~ 5°/hr. 
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In 20.11.78 event (Figure,B] for Venera-11 the _ments
of injection and generation of particles coincide. The in-
jection point Venera-11 is at one _v_ with the flare and the
fast transfer of particles inside _ Is realized. The par-
ticles from the flare into the force tube connected with
Prognoz-7 are in3ected twice. The first moment of the injec-
tion (1525 UT) is delayed with respect to the moment of ge-
neration by N39 r_n which yieLdS the speed of particle
transfer in the corona to the in3ection point Prognoz-7
135°/hr. The second in3ectlon (the arrival of the maln
"mass" of particle flux) occured at 1725 UT and the average
speed particle transfer In the corona to the _njection point
Prognoz-7 is _30°/hr. Since the azimuthal distance between
in3ection points Venera-11 and Prognoz-_ is _ 6° and they
are located at various U_ near the boundary then the esti-
mations of speed of particle flux transfer across the boun-
dary yield _ 2.5°/hr [4] • In 7.12.82 event (_igure, C) the
place of the flare and the in_ection polnt for Venera-13 and
GMS-2 are located in one UNII. The moments of generatlon and
in3ection of particles within measurement errors coinclde,
i.e. the fast particle transfer in the corona is realized.
3. To determine a total number of particles at the in-
jection point and to estimate the efficiency of the _ bo-
undary consider the propagation character of charged partic-
les in the interplanetary medium. The location of force line
bases connected with Venera-11 and Prognoz-7 (F_gure,A,B)
near U_ boundary determlned significantly a complicated
structure of temporal profiles of particle fhuxes. U_R boun-
daries influence not only upon particle propagation In the
solar corona but indirectly upon the character of particle
propagation in the interplanetary medium. For instance, more
complicated than in Prognoz-7 temporal structure of particle
flux increase on Venera-11 was caused by a prolonged particle
injection (for 4.11.78) into the force tube connected with
Venera-11 and by a presence of large-scale interplanetary ma-
gnetic fleld structures near the UI_ boundary (for 20.11.78).
For illustration the temporal profiles of intensities only at
two energy ranges (the average graphs of Pigure,A,B,C) were
chosen.
Temporal profiles of intensity were approxi1_ted by a
solutlon of the diffusion equation [6] . The differentlal
energy spectra of particles at injection points are present-
ed in _igure, A,B,C, bottom. In _igure,A,B the curves I show
spectra at in3ection pomnt located in one _v_ v_th flare
(the fast particle transfer in _he corona). The curves 2 are
the spectra at in_ection point observed behind U_ boundary
(the curve 3 transfer across the boundary). The curve 3 is
the spectrum of partlcles propagatlng fastly across the _;_{
boundary.
A comparison of a total n_nber of particles before and
after the boundary allows to estimate its "transparency".
_or proton energies Ep_ 5 MeV only _ 15% (4.11.78) and _8%(20.11.78) of a total particle flux penetrated across the
boundary, for Ep_ 20 _eV thls value is _ 25% (4.11.78) and
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place of the flare and the inJection pOlnt for Venera-13 and 
GMS-2 are located in one UMR. The moments of generat10n and 
inJection of particles within measurement errors coinclde, 
1.e. the fast particle transfer ln the corona 1S realized. 
3. To determine a total number of particles at the in-jection point and to estlmate the efficiency of the UMR bo-
undary consider the propagation character of charged partic-
les in the interplanetary medlum. The location of force line 
bases connected with Venera-11 and Prognoz-7 (Flgure,A,B) 
near UWffi boundary deterffi1ned significantly a complicated 
structure of temporal profiles of particle fluxes. UMa boun-
daries influence not only upon particle propagat10n In the 
solar corona but indirectly upon the character of particle 
propagation in the interplanetary medium. For instance, more 
complicated than in Prognoz-7 temporal structure of particle 
flux increase on Venera-11 was caused by a prolonged particle 
inJection (for 4.11.78) into the force tube connected with 
Venera-11 and by a presence of large-scale interplanetary ma-
gnetic fleld structureD near the Uuffi boundary (for 20.11.78). 
For illustration the temporal profiles of intensities only at 
two enere.y ranges (the average graphs of ]ligure,A,B,C) were 
chosen. 
Temporal prof'iles of intensity were approximated by a 
Solut10n of the diffusion equation [6J • The differentlal 
energy spectra of particles at inJection points are present-
ed in Flgure, A,B,C, bottom. In ]j'igure,A,B the curves 1 show 
spectra at inJ ection pOlnt located in one Ulv.iR with flare 
(the fast particle transfer in the corona). ~he curves 2 are 
the spectra at inJection point observed behind U~ffi boundary 
(the curve 3 transfer across the boundary). The curve J is 
the spectru.m of partlcles propac;atlng fastly across the illiUi 
boundary. 
A comparison of a total nwnber of particles before and 
after the boundary allows to estimate its "transparency". 
l!'or proton energies E ,..., 5 MeV only ..., 15,:& (4.11.78) and 'V 8/~ 
(20.11.78) of a totalPparticle flux penetrated across the 
boundary, for Ep'V 20 lv'leV th1S value is ": 25/6 (4.11.78) and 
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20% (20.11.78). it is interesting to compare the absolute
partlcle fluxes detected at injectlon points of Venera-11 and
Prognoz-7 20.11.78 propagating fastly in the corona (curves
I and 2, Figure, B). The ratio of these fluxes determines ac-
tually the efficlenoy of fast particle transfer across the
_R boundary. For Ep_ 5 NeV only _ 0.3% of particles is obser-
ved behind the boundary, for Ep _ 20 MeV energies this value
is _ 0.7%.
In the event of 7.12.82 (Figure,C) the absolute particle
fluxes on GNS-2 are by an order of magnitude larger than on
Venera-11. Here there are no influences of U_ boundaries
upon charged partlcle transfer in the corona. Such a differ-
ence in a value of flux confirms the earlier found experimen-
tal fact [_ that on closed force lines of geomagnetic field(L _ 6.6) e measured particle flux is larger than its va-
lues beyond the Earth's magnetosphere due to the isotropiza-
tion effect.
4. Thus, the boundary of the U_ decreases significantly
the effective speed of particle transfer in the corona. Within
the U_ boundary the speed of particle transfer is 2 , 5C/hr.
Only insignificant portion of flare particle flux propagates
across the boundary without the change of the speed and den-
sity. At estimation of absolute values of particle fluxes
from the flare it is necessary to take into account the in-
fluence of not only boundaries of large-scale UN_ on the Sun
but also the peculiarities of processes of interactxon of
particles with interplanetary and geomagnetic fields.
The authors are grateful to Dr.M.Wada for the kindly
presented G_-2 data.
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.-v 20,~ (20. 1.78). It is interestine; to compare the absolute 
part~cle fluxes detected at ~nject~on points of V nera-11 and 
Prognoz-7 20. 1.78 prop gating fastly in the corona (curves 
1 and 2, F~gure, B). The ratio of these fluxes determines ac-
tually the e fic~ency of fast particle transfer across the 
mm boundary. l!'or Ep'"v 5 MeV only ~ 0.3fo of particles is obser-
ved behind the boundary, for Ep ~ 20 MeV energies this value 
is tV 0.7'/0. 
In the event of 7.12.82 (Figure,C) the absolute particle 
fluxes on GMS-2 are by an order of magnitude larger than on 
Venera-11. Here there are no influences of ~m boundaries 
upon charged part~cle transfer in the corona. Such a differ-
ence in a~value of flux confirms the earlier found experimen-
tal fact l7] that on closed force lines of geomagnetic field (L ~ 6.6) tne measured particle flux is larger than its va-
lues beyond the Earth's magnetosphere due to the isotropiza-
tion effect. 
4. Thus, the boundary of the ~m decrea es sign ficantly 
the effective speed of particle transfer in the corona. Within 
the ~m boundary the sp ed of particle transfer is 2 ~ 5°/hr. 
Only insign ficant portion of flare particle flux prop gates 
across the boundary without the change of the sp ed and den-
sity. At estimation of absolute values of particle fluxes 
from the flare it is necessary to take into account the in-
fluence of not only boundaries of large-scale UNffi on the Sun 
but also the peculiarities of proces es of interact~on of 
particles with interplanetary and geomagnetic fields. 
The authors are grateful to Dr.M.W da for the kindly 
presented G~ID-2 data. 
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SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SOLAR FLARE EVENT OF FEBRUARY 16, 1984
H. Debrunner and E. Fl_cklger
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3012, Bern, Swatzerland
J. A. Lockwood
Space Science Center, Universaty of New Hampshare
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R. E. McGuire
NASA Goddard Space Flaght Center
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I. Introductaon In the morning of February 16, 1984 a solar cosmac
ray event (GLE) was recorded by the world-wade network of neutron
monitors (NM). In Fag. 1 we show the countang rate vs. time profale of
the Goose Bay NM (geog. lat. = 53.3°N, geog. long. = 299.6°E) where the
increase is expressed as percent of the countang rate of an equatoraal
sea level NM. The Goose Bay NM was observed to have the maxlmum
response to the solar partlcles. Its countlng rate vs. tlme proflle
exhibits a rapid increase to maximum , has a large amplitude (_ 170%)
and decays rapadly to background an _ 90 mln. In Flg. 1 we also show
the countang rate vs. tlme profile for the Taxie Bay NM (71.6°, 128.9°)
whlch recorded an increase of only a few percent. Slnce the NMs at
Goose Bay and Taxie Bay have asymptotlc viewang darections _ 180° apart
an longatude, we can deduce the anasotropy of the solar partlcle flux
at earth from these stataons using the expresslon:
ANGB _ ANTBA=
ANGB + ANTB "
The anasotropy shown an the lower part of Fag. 1 is _ 1 for the _irst
45 min. of the event.
The sagnature of the GLE on February 16, 1984 is slmalar to that
of the GLE on May 7, 1978 for whlch it has been shown that:
a) the propagation of the solar particles was nearly scatter-free
between the sun and the earth [I];
b) the flare partacles at the sun had relatively easy access to
the footpolnt of the magnetac faeld lane connectang the sun
and the earth [2].
2. Source of the Solar Flare Partacles We have inspected the He and
solar magnetic field synoptic charts and the radio observations in
order to locate the active region responsible for the solar flare in
whach the particles producing the GLS on February 16, 1984, were
accelerated. The solar synoptic charts show three ma3or active reglons
at heliocentrac longatudes between 40°W and 150°W: Regions 4413 at
50°W, 4410 at _ 95°W and 4408 at _ 130°W [3]. No H_ flare was reported
from the observataonsbefore or durang the time of the GLE. We, there-
fore, conclude that the source of the particles was not on the vasible
disk of the sun.
On February 16, 1984 at 0858 UT a type III G, a type II metric and
a mlcrowave burst started. Sance the macrowave spectrum showed the
spectral maxlmum below 3.2 GHZ, the correspondlng active region must
have been behind the lamb of the sun. An analysas of the Nan_ay radio
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ray event (GLE) as recorded by the world-w~de net ork of neutron 
onitors (N ). In F~g. 1 e show the count~ng rate vs. time prof~le of 
the oose Bay NM (geog. lat.  53.3°N, geog. long.  299.6°E) here the 
~ncrease is expressed as percent of the count~ng rate of an equator~al 
sea le el N . he oose ay N  as observed t  have the max~mum 
response to the solar part~cles. Its count~ng rate vs. t~me prof~le 
exhibits a rapid ~ncrease to aximum , has a large a plitude (~ 170%) 
and decays rap~dly t  background ~n ~ 90 m~n. In F~g. 1 e als  show 
t  ~ng r t  . ~  r file f r th  ~    ( .6 , .9°) 
wh~ch recorded an ~ncrease of only a few percent. S~nce the N s at 
oose ay and T~xie ay have asymptot~c view~ng d~rections ~ 180° a art 
~n long~tude, we can deduce the an~sotropy of the solar part~cle flux 
  rom t  ~ons ing t  ess~on: 
l1NGB _ l1NTB 
l1NGB + l1NTB • 
= 
he ~ ropy shown 1n t  lo er rt f 1g. 1 i  ~ 1 f r th  first 
 i .  t  t. 
The s1gnature of the GLE on February 16, 1984 is s1 1lar to that 
f the LE on ay , 1978 f r h1ch it has been shown t t: 
a) the propagation of the solar articles as nearly scatter-free 
 h     h 1]; 
b) the flare part1cles at the sun had relatively easy access to 
the footpo~nt of the magnet~c f1eld l1ne connect1ng the sun 
and the rth [ ]. 
. r e  the l  l e rt1 les e  inspected the a  
s l r agnetic field s tic rts and th  ra io ser ations in 
order to locate the ac1;ive region responsible for the solar flare in 
h1ch the particles producing the GLS on February 16, 1984, ere 
accelerated. he s lar s tic c arts show three aJor active reg~ons 
t liocentr1c lon 1tudes etween 400W a  0 : e ions  t ~ 
500 , 4410 at ~ 95°W and 4408 at ~ 1300  [3]. No Ha flare as reported 
from the rvat1ons f r   r1ng the time  th  . e, th
f re, c clude th t t e s rce f the rticles as t on the 1si le 
sk  he  
On February 16, 1984 at 0858 UT a type III , a type II etric and 
a 1crowave rst started. S1nce the 1crowave spectrum showed the 
spectral max~mum below 3.2 Z, the correspond~ng active region ust 
have been behind the 11mb of the sun. An analys~s of the Naniay radio 
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hellograph data [4] and the hlghest frequencles at whlch the burst was
observed, excludes a flare poslt_on at 40° beyond the west llmb of the
sun correspondang to active reglon 4408.
The possablllty that the actlve reglon 4408 was the source of the
solar partacles can also be excluded on the basls of the antenslty-tlme
(IT) profale of the GLE observed at earth. From an analysas of the
fine-time resolutaon data from the cosmac-ray telescopes on IMP7 and
Helios A for the May 7, 1978 GLE we have shown that the accelerationof
the energetac flare protons can be descrlbed by a _-l_ke process at the
flare sate and that the coronal propagataon of the flare partacles can
be approximated by 2-damenszonal diffusion wath losses. We can wrate
for the (IT) profale of the in3ection of the solar partacles anto the
anterplanetarymedaum [2]:
b2
IE(b,t) = A(E) exp { BEt } (i),
t 4D_twhere:
b = longatudlnal component of the positaon vector on the
DE surface of the sun wath respect to the flare sate;
8B = the solar d_ffusaon coeffacaent for protons of energy E;
= loss rate for protons of energy E;
A(E) = constant factor.
In t_e i_terval 20 < E _5500 MeV t_e daffusion coeffaclent was found to
be D-[c_-/s] _ 4.4 x i0 _E[MeV]} . The loss rate for 90 < E < 500 MeVwas S _ (2.9 ± 0.5)hr--. Usang the re ults of than model for the
flare partacle propagataon at the sun we calculated the expected (IT)
profiles of the solar particles at earth for the GLE on February 16,
1984 assumang the flare posltaon at 95°W in one case and 130°W in the
other case. The dlffuslon of the solar particles in the interplanetary
magnetac faeld (IMF) between the sun and the earth has been neglected
because the high anasotropy of the GLE indacates scatter-free propagaE
tion. D was evaluated by extrapolating the energy dependence to 2 GeV
E _ -I8 was _aken as 2.9 hr , whach as probably too small because there
is evidence that 8 as ancreasang with energy [2]. The positaon para-
meter b depends on the positaon of the footpoant at the sun of the IMF
lane connectang the earth to the sun. Unfortunately, no solar wind
speed (V^.) data were avaalable to us to determlne than footpoant We,
therefore7 evaluated Vew from the tame delay of the sudden commencement
observed on February _b, 1984, most probably produced by the shock
front of the solar flare on February 16, 1984. For the deduced value
of VS _ 400 km/s, the footpoint of the IMF to earth was _ 33° from an
assume_ flare sate at 95°W and _ 68° from a site at 130°W.
The theoretacal (IT) proflles of the solar partacles at earth are
shown an Fag. 2 along wath the NM count rate profale at Goose Bay. From
an anspectaon of Fag. 2 we conclude that a source locataon of 130°W can
be excluded. The only possable source is located at 95°W. Furthermore,
the agreement between the observed and the theoretacal (IT) profanes is
very good af we consider that D was extrapolated, the value of 8 used
for E % 2 GeV was determaned _or lower energy protons and both these
parameters may vary from event to event [2].
3. Energy Spectrum and Pltch Angle Distribution of the Solar Partacles
We recognaze that the GLE of February 16, 1984 shows a normal
signature for a flare event an which the partacles at the sun have
relatavely easy access to the footpolnt of the IMF line connectlng the
8 S 1-7 
he110graph data [4] and the h1ghest frequenc1es at h1ch the b rst as 
erved, ex ludes a flare p s1t1on at 40° beyond the t 11mb of the 
sun correspond1ng to a tive reg10n 4408. 
e ss1b1l1ty that the act1ve reg10n 4408 was the source of the 
solar part1cles can also be excluded on the bas1s of the 1ntens1ty-t1me 
(IT) prof1le of the GLE observed at earth. From an analys1s of the 
fine-time resolut10n ata from the cosm1c-ray telescopes on IMP7 and 
ios  for the y , 978 E  ave shown th  the ac leration  
the enerqet1c flare protons can be descr1bed by a o-11ke process at the 
flare s1te and that the coronal propagat10n of the flare part1cles can 
e a roximated  -d1menS10nal iffUS10n 1th losses. e can r1te 
for the (IT) prof1le of the inJection of the solar part1cles 1nto the 
1 erplanetary 1um [2]: 
here: 
b 
E I ( ,t)  
long1tud1nal co ponent f the sit10n tor on the 
surface of the sun w1th respect to the flare s1te; 
(1) , 
the solar d1ffus1on coeff1c1 nt f r protons of energy E; 
 loss r te for r t ns f rgy ; 
(   or. 
In t~e i~terval 20 < E fsSOO MeV t~e d1ffusion coeff1c1ent was found to 
be DS[c~ Is] ~ 4.4 x 10 _~E[MeV]}. The loss rate for 90 < E < SOO MeV 
as B ~ 2.9  O.S)  • S1  h  s  1s ode   he 
flare part1cle propagat10n at the sun we calculated the expected (IT) 
r files f t  s l r rti les t rth f r the LE on e r ary , 
 sum1   are 1 10   °W 1     0  n he 
other case. The d1ffus1on of the solar particles in the 1nterp1anetary 
agnet1c f1eld (IMF) between the sun and the earth has been neglected 
because the high an1sotropy of the GLE ind1cates scatter-free propaga-t~on. D~ as evaluated by_1xtrapolating the energy dependence to 2 e . 
B as t  s ~ .  r ,w 1  1S r l  t  s all s  t re 
is evidence that B 1S 1ncreas1ng with energy [2]. The posit10n para-
eter b depends on the posit10n f the footpo1nt t the sun of t e IMF 
l1ne connect1ng the earth to the sun. nfortunately, no solar wind 
speed (VSW) data ere ava1lable to us to determ1ne th1s footpo1nt. e, 
therefore, evaluated V&~ from the t1 e delay of the sudden co ence ent 
observed on February-ro, 1984, ost probably produced by the shock 
fr t f t  s l r flare  e r ar  , . or t  e ce  l  
of Vsw ~ 400 km/s, the footpoint of the IMF to earth was ~ 33° from an 
u d  1t  t W a  ~ 0 om   t 0 . 
The theoret1cal (IT) prof1les of the solar part1cles at earth are 
sho n 1n F1g. 2 along 1th the NM count rate prof1le at oose Bay. Fro  
 1 s t1  f 1 .  e cl  t t   l 10  f 0   
be excluded. The only poss1ble source is located at 9So . Furthermore, 
the agreement between the obser~ed and the theoret1cal (IT) prof1ees is 
very good 1f e c nsi er t at s as e tra late , t e value f Bus  
for E ~ 2 GeV was determ1ned for lower energy protons and both these 
ar eters ay ar  fro  e ent t  event [ ]. 
. ner  Spectru   P1t  ngle istri tion f t  olar art1 l  
e recoqn1ze t at the LE of February 16, 1984 sho s a nor al 
signature for a flare event 1n which the part1cles at the sun have 
relat1vely easy access to the footpo1nt of the IMF line connect1ng the 
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earth to the sun and the IMF conditlons are qulet so that the flare
partlcle propagatlon from the sun to the earth is essentlally scatter-
free. In order to determlne the rlgldlty spectrum and pltch angle
dlstrlbutlon of the relatlvlstlc solar protons at earth we followed the
method given by [5]. The response of a neutron monitor to the anlsotro-
plc solar proton flux as a function of tlme, AN(t), can be expressed
[6]:
AN(t) = _ S(P)-I(P,t).F(6[P],t)
P
c
where P is the effective cutoff rlgldity, S(P) is the speciflc yield
c
as a function of rzgldlty, I is the solar proton rzgzdlty spectrum, and
F is the pitch angle distribution assumed here to be independent of
rigidity. The angle 6(P) represents the angular dzstance between the
asymptotic dlrectlon of vertically incldent partlcles at the NM and the
dzrectzon of the IMF near the earth. By a trzal and error procedure we
can determine the apparent source posltlon and I and F whlch glve the
best flt of the calculated to the observed data. We used NM data from
Akad. Kurchatov, Alert, Alma Ata, Deep River, Durham, Goose Bay,
Hermanus, Inuvlk, Irkutsk, Jungfrau3och, Kerguelen, Kiel, Kiev, Leeds,
Magadan, McMurdo, Moscow, Mt. Washington, Potchefstrom, Rome, Sanae,
Terre AdelIe, Tlxle Bay, and Tsumeb and data from [7]. First results
ot the analysis glve the apparent source dlrectlon in a reglon centered
at the geographic coordinates_ 5°S, _ 5°E, which Is 45°W of the earth-
sun llne.
The deduced pitch angle dlstributlon F(6) at the tlme of maximum
intensity, is plotted in Fig. 3. Clearly F(6) is very narrow, demons-
tratlng that the propagation of the relatlvlstlc solar protons in the
IMF from the sun to the earth was practically scatter-free (m.f.p. for
pltch-angle scatterlng > 1 AU). At the t_me of maximum intensity th_
rlgldlty,spectrum is glven by I(P) [p/m ster s GV] _ 7.25 x i0
{P[GV]}-4"Ib for 1 < P < i0 GV, where I(P) is the flux averaged over
4_. The corresponding energy spectrum is shown in Flg. 4 along with
the spectrum at lower energles deduced from the cosmlc-ray telescope
onboard IMP8. The agreement between the two spectra is very good.
Unfortunately IMP8 was in the earth's magnetotall so that no direct
anlsotropy measurements are available for E < 500 MeV.
4. Conclusion If we compare the pitch angle distribution and the
energy spectrum of the GLE on February 16, 1984, with those of the GLE
on May 7, 1978, we recognlze that the two events had slmilar slgna-
tures. Therefore, the NM and spacecraft data for thls event are again
a key to study the acceleratlon of solar flare protons, their coronal
propagation and their in3ection into the interplanetarymedlum.
5. Acknowledgements Thls research was supported by the Swiss NF
(2.206-0.84)and the U.S./NSF (ATM-8324486and INT-8118555). We thank
all the prlncipal investlgators of neutron monltor statlons who made
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earth to the sun and the IMF condit~ons are qu~et so that the flare 
part~cle propagat~on from the sun to the earth ~s essent~ally scatter-
free. In order to determ~ne the r~q~d~ty spectrum and p~tch angle 
d~str~but~on of the relat~v~st~c solar protons at earth we followed the 
method g~ven by [5]. The response of a neutron mon~tor to the an~sotro­
p~c solar proton flux as a funct~on of t~me, ~N(t), can be expressed 
[6] : 
~N(t) 
where P ~s the effect~ve 
()O 
E S(P)"I(P,t)"F(cS[P],t) 
P 
c 
cutoff r~g~dity, S(P) ~s the specif~c y~eld 
c 
as a funct~on of r~g~d~ty, I ~s the solar proton r~g~d~ty spectrum, and 
F ~s the p~tch angle d~str~bution assumed here to be ~ndependent of 
r~g~d~ty. The angle cS(P) represents the angular d~stance between the 
asymptot~c d~rect~on of vert~cally ~nc~dent part~cles at the NM and the 
d~rect~on of the IMF near the earth. By a tr~al and error procedure we 
can determ~ne the apparent source pos~t~on and I and F wh~ch g~ve the 
best f~t of the calculated to the observed data. We used NM data from 
Akad. Kurchatov, Alert, Alma Ata, Deep R~ver, Durham, Goose Bay, 
Hermanus, Inuv~k, Irkutsk, JungfrauJoch, Kerguelen, K~el, K~ev, Leeds, 
Magadan, McMurdo, Moscow, Mt. Washinqton, Potchefstrom, Rome, Sanae, 
Terre Adel~e, T~x~e Bay, and Tsumeb and data from [7]. F~rst results 
ot the analysis q~ve the apparent source d~rect~on ~n a reg~on centered 
at the geoqraph~c coord~nates ~ 5 0 S, ~ 5°E, wh~ch ~s 45°W of the earth-
sun l~ne. 
The deduced p~tch angle d~stribut~on F(cS) at the t~me of max~mum 
~ntens~ty, ~s plotted ~n Fig. 3. Clearly F(cS) ~s very narrow, demons-
trat~ng that the propagat~on of the relat~v~st~c solar protons ~n the 
IMF from the sun to the earth was practically scatter-free (m.f.p. for 
p~tch-angle scatter~ng > 1 AU). At the t~me of max~mum ~ntens~ty th~ 
ng~d~t~4 ~ctrum is q~ven by I (P) [p/m ster s GV] ~ 7.25 x 10 
{P[GV]} • for 1 < P < 10 GV, where I(P) ~s the flux averaged over 
47f. rr:he correspond~ng energy spectrum ~s shown ~n F~g. 4 along with 
the spectrum at lower enerq~es deduced from the cosm~c-ray telescope 
onboard IMP8. The agreement between the two spectra ~s very qood. 
Unfortunately IMP8 was ~n the earth I s magnetota~l so that no d~rect 
an~sotropy measurements are ava~lable for E < 500 MeV. 
4. Conclus~on If we compare the p~tch angle d~str~but~on and the 
energy spectrum of the GLE on February 16, 1984, with those of the GLE 
on May 7, 1978, we recogn~ze that the two events had s~m~lar s~gna­
tures. Therefore, the NM and spacecraft data for th~s event are aga~n 
a key to study the accelerat~on of solar flare protons, the~r coronal 
propaqation and their ~nJection ~nto the ~nterplanetary med~um. 
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CONSTRAINTS ON SOLAR FLARE PARTICLE TRANSPORT
MODELS FROM ANISOTROPY OBSERVATIONS AT VOYAGER 1
D.C. Hamilton, G.M. Mason and G. Gloeckler
Department of Physics & Astronomy
University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742 USA
ABSTRACT
In general a particle transport model for energetic solar flare
particles contains a number of free parameters which are determined by
fitting various features of observed particle events. Frequently the
parameter values are not uniquely determined. In order to place tighter
constraints on the models, we have examined the anisotropy of 1 and 25
MeV/nuc protons and helium nuclei during the 22 November 1977 solar
particle event using data from the LECP experiment on Voyager i at 1.6
AU. We have combined these observations wzth the time-intensity
profiles at Voyager I and at I AU from ISEE-I and IMP-8 to determine the
magnitude and radial dependence of the interplanetary diffusion
coefficient and the required injection duration at the sun. The first
order anisotropy amplitudes for both i MeV and 25 MeV protons are
observed to decrease from maximum values (~i) during event onset at
Voyager I to values consistent with convection in the solar wind at
about 3 days into the event decay phase. The intensity and anisotropy
profiles at 1.6 AU are consistent with predictions of diffusive
transport with a modest mean free path (l ~ 0.I AU). The radial
dependence of Kr which was determined for low energy particles by Mason
et al. (I) from the times-to-maximum intensity of I MeV/nuc helium at i
AU and 1.6 AU (Kr = Korl'3) predicts too rapid an intensity decay for
the 25 MeV protons at 1.6 AU. We are required to abandon a simple power
law radial dependence for Kr in order to fit all the ISEE and Voyager
observations.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by NASA under APL subcontract
601620 and contract NAS5-28704.
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I  eneral a arti l  tra s ort odel f r e ergetic s l r fl r  
particles contains a nu ber of free para eters which are deter ined by 
fitting various features of observed particle events. Frequently the 
parameter values are not uniquely determined. In order to place tighter 
~ nts   odels,   i e   i t y     
eV/nuc r t s  liu  clei ri  t   ove ber  l r 
article event using ata fro  the LE P experi ent on oyager 1 t 1.6 
. e e bined  servati ns ~   e-i tensity 
profiles at oyager 1 and at 1 AU from ISEE-l and I P-8 to deter ine the 
agnitude and ra ial dependence of the interplanetary diffusion 
coefficient and the required injection duration at the sun. The first 
r r i tr y plit es f r t  1 e    e  r t s r  
ser ed  r se o  a i  l s "'1  ri  t set t 
Voyager 1 to values consistent ith convection in the solar wind at 
about 3 days i t  the event decay phase. he i te sit  and anisotropy 
r fil s t .   r  nsistent it  r i ti s f iff si  
transport ith a odest ean free path (A '" 0.1 ). The radial 
dependence of Kr which was determined for low energy particles by Mason 
et al. (1) fro  the times-to-maximu  intensity of 1 eV/nuc heliu  at 1 
AU and 1.6 AU (K  = Kor 1· 3) predicts too rapid an intensity decay for 
the 25 MeV protons at 1.6 AU. We are required to abandon a si ple power 
law radial dependence for Kr in order to fit all the ISEE and Voyager 
servations. 
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LOWENERGYPROTONBIDIRECTIONALNISOTROPIESANDII_EIRELATIONTO
TRANSIENTINTERPLANETARYMAGNETICSTRUCTURES: ISEE-3OBSERVATIONS
R.G. Marsden, T.R. Sanderson, K.-P. Wenzel
Space Science Department of ESA
ESTEC,Noordwijk, The Netherlands
E.J. Smith
Jet Propulslon Lab., Californla Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, CA91109, USA
1. Introduction.It isknownthattheinterplanetarymediumintheperiod
approachingsolarmaximumischaracterizedby anenhancementintheoccurrence
oftransientsolarwindstreamsandshocks[1,2] andthatsuchsystemsare
oftenassoclatedwithloopllkemagneticstructuresorclouds[3,4]. ThereIS
observatlonalevidencethatbidirectional,field-alignedflowsof low-energy
particlescouldbe a signatureof suchlooplikestructures[5,6, 11],although
detailedmodelsforthemagneticfieldconfigurationa dinjectionmechanis_do
notexlstatthecurrentime. Inthlspaperwepresentpreliminaryresultsof
a surveyof low-energyprotonbldirectionalnlsotroplesmeasuredon ISEE-3In
theInterplanetarymedlumbetweenAugust1978andMay1982,togetherwith
magneticfielddatafromthesamespacecraft.
2. InstrumentationandABa]ysis. Theparticlemeasurementsu edinthis
analysiswereobtainedwiththelow-energyprotoninstrumenton ISEE-3[7],
comprlsingthreeidenticalsolidstatedetectortelescopesorientedat30°,60°
and135° wlthrespecttothespacecraftsplnaxis. ParticlesarecountedIn8
logarithmically-spaceden rgychannelsintherange35- 1600keV,andwiththe
exceptlonofthehlghestenergychannel(1000- 1600keV),dataaccumulated
durlngeachspacecraftrevolutionaresortedinto8 equalazimuthalsectors.
Magnetlcfieldmeasurementswereobtainedusingthevectorheliummagnetometer
[8]onboardISEE-3.
Inorderto deteminetheanisotropycharacteristics,theparticledatain
twochannels(35-56and620-1000keV)werefirsttransformedintoa frameof
referencemovlngwlththeinstantaneoussolarwindvelocity.Thesetransformed
datawerethensubjectedto a sphericalharmonicanalyslsinorderto derlvea
seriesexpansionof the3-dimensionalspatialdistribution[9]fromwhichthe
instantaneouspartlcleintensityat0°,90°,and180° relativetothepositive
B-fielddirectlonwascalculatedforeachenergychannel.Theratlosofthe
_armonlcomponentsAlo_Ao'andA20_Ao'whereprimedquantitiesrefertothe solar
windframe,wereusedto defineistand2ndorderanisotropies,respectively.A
bidirectionalf ow(BDF)isseenasa reductloninthefluxat90° ascompared
to thefluxesat0° and180°,whichremainapproximatelyequal;intermsof the
anisotroples,a BDFis characterisedbya positive2nd-orderanisotropy,
togetherwitha 1st-orderanisotropywhichiscloseto zero. Forthepurposeof
thisstudy,sincewe areinterestedinrelativelylargescalephenomena,we have
notconsideredBDFsof lessthan3 hoursduration.
Wehaveexaminedplotsof themagneticfieldmagnitudeanddirectionforthe
sameperlodforevidenceof isolated,large-scale(_0.1AU) structures
convectlngpastthespacecraft,inparticularforsignaturesofmagneticlouds
asdefinedin[3]. Forthosecandidatestructureshavinga rotationalsignature
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UII ENERGY PROTON BIDIRECTI NAL ANISOTROPI S AND lHEI  RElATION TO 
lRMSIENT INTERPlANETARY MAGNETIC STRUCTURES : ISEE-3 WSERVATIONS 
R.G. Marsden, T.R. Sanderson, K.-P. Wenzel 
Space Sci nce Department of ESA 
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The N therlands 
E.J. Smith 
Jet Propuls1on Lab., Californ1a Institute of Technology, 
Pasadena, CA 91109, USA 
1. Introducti . It is known that the interpla ary medium in the period 
approachi  solar maximum 1S ch racter zed by an enhancement in the occurrenc  
of transient solar wind strea s and shocks [1, 2J and that such ystems are 
often assoc1at  with loopl1ke magnet1c structur  or clouds [3, 4J. Th re 1S 
observat1 l evidence that bidirecti l, field-al gned flows of low-ener  
particles could be a signature of such looplike structur  [5, 6, 11J, although 
detailed models for the magnetic field configurat on and inJecti  mechanisms do 
not eX1s  at the current tlme. In th1S aper we pr sent prelimina  results of 
a survey of low-ener  proton b1directi al an1sotr 1 s measured on ISEE-3 1n 
the 1nterplanet ry med1um between August 1978 and May 1982, together with 
magnetic field d ta from the same spa ecraft  
2. Instru ent ion and Analy is. The particle measurement  used 1n this 
analysis were obtained wi h the low-ener  proton instru ent on ISEE-3 [7J, 
compr1sin  three ident1cal solid s ate d tector t lescope  oriented at 30°, 60° 
and 135 0 wlth respect o the spa ecraft sp1n axis. Part1cles are counted 1n 8 
logar1th i lly-spaced nergy channels in the range 35 - 1600 keV, and wi h the 
except10n of the h1ghest nergy channel (10 0 - 1600 keV), d ta accumulat d 
dur1ng each spa ecraft revoluti  are sorted into 8 equal azimuthal sectors. 
Magnet1c field measurement  were obtained using the vector heliu  magnetomete  
[8J onboard ISEE-3. 
In order to d te~ine the anisotr  ch racteri t1cs, the particle d ta in 
two channels (35-56 and 620-1 0 keV) were first transf m d into a frame of 
r ference mov1ng w1 h the instant ous solar wind velocity. Th se transf  
d ta were then subJecte  to a spherical harmonic nalys1s in order to der1ve a 
series expansio  of the 3-dimensi l spatial distri t on [9J from which the 
1nstant ous part1cle intensit  at 0°, 90°, and 180° relative o the pos tive 
B-field direct10  was calculat  for each nergy channel. The rat10s of the 
harmon1c component  A1a/AO'an  A20/Ao'wher  primed quantiti  r fer to the solar 
wind frame, were used to define 1st and 2nd order anisotropi , respective . A 
b1d1recti l flow (BDF) is seen s a reduct10  in the flux at 90° as compared 
o the fluxes at 0° and 180°, which remain approxi at ly equal; in terms of the 
anisotr 1 , a BDF is ch racter sed by a pos tive 2nd-order anisotr  
together with a 1st-order anisotr  which is close to zero. For the purpose of 
this study, since we are interest  in relativel  large scale phenomena, we have 
not consider  BDFs of less than 3 hours duration. 
We have exam1ned plots of the magnetic field magnitude and directi  for the 
same per10d for eV1dence of 1solated, large-scal  ( ~ 0.1 AU) structure  
convect1  past the spa ecraft  in particul  for signature  of magnetic clouds 
as defined 1n [3J. For those can idate structur  having a ro ational signature 
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wherebythemagneticfieldvectorrotatesprogressivelyina plane,a minimum
varianceanalysishasbeenperformedto determinethedegreeof planarlty.
3. Resu]tsandDiscussion.Fromthe45-monthdatasetusedforthisstudy,it
waspossibleto identify66periodsduringwhichBDFswerepresent.Inall
cases,effectsdueto thebowshockhavebeenexcluded.Byexaminingthe
magneticfielddatacorrespondingtotheseperiods,we havebeenabletogroup
theseBDFeventsinto5 classesasfollows:
I. 19eventsassociatedwitha translentmagneticstructurehavinga
rotationalsignaturecharacteristicofa magneticloud,whicharealso
relatedto thepassageof an interplanetaryshock.
II. 12eventsassociatedwitha transientmagneticstructure(non-rotational),
whicharealsoshock-related.
III.8 eventsassoclatedwitha translentmagnetlcstructurehavinga rotatlonal
signature,butnoshock-assoclation.
IV. 9 eventsassoclatedwitha translentmagneticstructurehavinga non-
rotationalsignature,butnoshock-association.
V. 18eventsforwhichno cleartransientmagneticstructurecouldbe
identifled.
Fromtheaboveit isapparenthatthemajorityof theobservedBDFsare
associatedwithtransientfeaturesinthemagneticfleld,althoughnotall
eventsarerelatedto classlcal,shock-assoclatedmagneticlouds.Inaddition,
itshouldbe notedthatwe haveidentifleda numberof examplesof classical
magneticloudswhlchhavenorelatedBDFsignatureintheenergyrangecovered
by ourinstrument.
Itisbeyondthescopeofthispapertopresentexamplesof alltheabove
eventclassesindetail;however,inFigs.1 and2 we showthecombinedparticle
andmagnetlcfielddatafortwo3-dayperiodscontalmnga classI anda class
Illevent,respectively.Intheupperpanelswe haveplottedtheintensityof
the620-.1000keVchannel(Fig.1)andthe35 - 56keVchannel(Fig.2) at0°,
90° and180° withrespectothemagneticflelddirection;thesecondpanel
showstheratioofthe secondharmonicomponentsA2_/AoJlnthesolarwlnd
frame.The threelowerpanelsshowthemagnitude,e_evationandazlmuth(inGSE
coordinates)ofthemagneticfield,respectively.
TheperiodcontainingtheclassI eventstartsat0000UTonSep.28,
1978. At thlstime,thefluxesseeninallchannelsarestillelevatedasa
resultofthe largesolarparticleventwhichstarted5 daysearlier.The
intensltyinthe620- 1000keVchannelshowsanincreasestartingat0700UT,
probablyassoclatedwltha 2B flare,locatedatN27,W19 [10]wlthH_ maximum
on Sep.27,1442UT. An interplanetaryshockwasobservedatthespacecraftat
2040UTon Sep.28;a secondshockpassedtheearthat0301UTonSep.29,but
wasnotseenat ISEE-3dueto a datagap. Theparticlelntensltydecreased
sharplyat0830LIT,coincidentwlththearrival(presumably)of drivergasand
an isolatedmagneticstructurepossessinga clearrotationalsignature,which
persisteduntil0330UTon Sep.30.Throughoutthlsperiod,bidlrectional
particlefluxeswereobserved,asevidencedbythelargepositlve2ndharmonic
H 3. -9 
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whereby the agnetic field vector rotates progress1vely 1n a plane, a min1mum 
variance analysis has been performed to determine the degree of planar1ty. 
. es lts a d iscussion. rom the -month ta s t sed f r t is study, it 
as ss1ble to i entify 66 eriods ring Wh1Ch Fs ere resent. In all 
ses, ffects e to the bow s ock ve een luded. y e am1ning the 
agnetic field data corresponding to these periods, we have been able to group 
hese F ents to  as es s ol ows: 
I. 19 e ents associated ith a trans1ent agnetic structure having a 
r tational ignature racter1stic f  a tic loud, ich re lso 
related to the assage f an interplanetary shock. 
II. 12 e ents associated 1th a tranS1ent agnet1c structure (non-rotational), 
ch e so ck-related. 
III.  e ents assoc1ated ith a trans1ent agnet1c structure aving a rotat1onal 
signature, but no shock-assoc1ation. 
IV. 9 events assoc1ated ith a tranS1ent agnetic structure having a non-
r tational ignature, t o ock-assoc1at1on. 
. 18 e ents for hich no clear transient agnet1c structure c uld be 
dentif1ed. 
From the above 1t is apparent that the aJor1ty of the observed BDFs are 
ssociated ith tranS1ent features in the a etic f1eld, lthough t ll 
nts re related to las 1cal, hock-assoc1ated a tic louds. In ition, 
t ould  ted hat  ve 1 ntif1ed  umber  xamples  las ical 
agnet1c clouds Wh1Ch have no related BDF signature 1n the energy range covered 
by our instrument. 
It 1S eyond the scope f t is aper to resent e amples f ll the above 
event classes in detail; ho ever, 1n Figs. 1 and 2 we show the comb1ned particle 
and magnet1c f1eld data for two 3-day per10ds conta1n1ng a class I and a class 
III event, respectively. In the upper panels we have plotted the intensity of 
the 620 - .1000 keV c an el (Fig. 1) and the 35 - 56 keV chan el (Fig. 2) at °, 
90° and 180° ith respect to the agnetic f1eld direction; the second panel 
shows ~he rat10 of the second harmon1c components A20/Ao'ln the solar w1nd 
frame. e thre  lower nels show the a itude, levation and aZ1muth (in SE 
c rdinates) of the agnetic field, respect1vely. 
e riod nta1ni g the lass I vent starts t 00  UT on ep. , 
1978. At th1S time, the fluxes seen in all channels are st1ll elevated as a 
result of the large solar particle event which started 5 days earlier. The 
intens1ty 1n the 620 - 1000 keV channel shows an 1ncrease start1ng at 0700 UT, 
probably assoc1ated 1th a 2B flare, located at 27, 19 [10] 1th ~ aximu  
on Sep. 27, 1442 UT. An 1nterplanetary shock was observed at the spacecraft at 
2040 UT on Sep. 28; a second shock passed the earth at 0301 UT on Sep. 29, but 
as not seen at ISE -3 due to a ata gap. The article 1 tens1ty ecreased 
sharply at 0830 UT, coincident w1th the arrival (presumably) of driver gas and 
an isolated agnetic structure possessing a clear rotational signature, hich 
ersisted til 0330 UT on e .30. hroughout th1S er1od, id1rectional 
particle fluxes were observed, as evidenced by the large posit1ve 2nd harmonic 
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Pig.1. (left)Protonintensityand anisotropy_ters, and n_gnetic
datafor theBDF eventof 29 Sept. 1978.
Pig._.(right)As for Fig. I, for theBDF eventof 25,26 Nov. 1979.
which domlnated the anlsotropy signature, and the prominent decrease in the flux
at 90° relative to the field-aligned component. The particle data at lower
energies (not here) showevidence for two separate populatlons boundedby the
discontinuity in the magnetlc cloud signature occurring at 1720 UT on Sep. 29.
The 3-day period shownin Figure 2 starting at 0000 LITon Nov. 24, 1979 is
characterised by the appearance of an isolated, stable magnetlc structure at
0230 LITon Nov. 25, accompanledby bidirectlonal fluxes. In this example of a
class Ill event, the magnetic signature is less rotational than In the class I
event described above. As in the previous case, the bldlrectional flow is not
continuous at the same level throughout the event, but is interrupted,
presumably by the passage of a flux tube separated from the cloud.
In addition to the classificatlon described above, we have examined the
statlstlcal characterlstlcs of the complete BDFevent set, with the following
results:
a) 48 events are associated with isolated, transient magnetic structures, of
which 27 showa rotational signature and 10 showa constant field
orientation normal to the nominal spiral direction; the remaining 11, while
clearly separated from the ambient medium, showno specific directional
features. In general, the r.m.s, noise in the fleld seemsto be smaller
when bidirectlonal fluxes are present.
b) The dlstributlon of BDFevent durations is presented in Fig. 3, the average
duration being 15 hours. In 20%of the cases, the BDFpersisted for more
than 24 hours, and the longest event observed had a duration of 50 hours.
In terms of the spatial extent of the structures supporting the flows, the
above data imply an average scale size of _,0.15 AU, with a maximumof
0"5 AU if we assumea nominal solar wind velocity of 400 km/s.
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Pig.l. (1,eft) Pr>oton intensity and anisotropy pammeters~ and rragnetia 
data for the B F event f 29 sept. 1978. 
Pig.2 (right) As for Fig. 1~ for the BDF event of 25~26 Nov. 1979. 
hich l ate  t  ls tropy sl nature, and t  r i e t r s  l  t  flux 
t ° r latlve t  t  field-aligned nent. e rticle t  t l r 
e er ies ( t ere) show e i e ce f r t o se arate latlons bounded by t e 
discontlnuity in the agnetlc cloud signature occurrlng at 1720 UT on Sep. 29. 
The 3-day perlod shown in Figure 2 startlng at 0000 UT on Nov. 24, 1979 is 
characterised by the appearance of an isolated, stable agnetlc structure at 
0230 UT on ov. 25, accompan1ed by bidirect10nal fluxes. In this exa ple of a 
class III event, the agnet1c signature 1S less rotational than ln the class I 
event escri e  above. s in t e prev10us case, t e ldlrectional flo  is not 
continuous at the same level throughout the event, but is interrupted, 
presu ably by the passage of a flux tube separated fro  the cloud. 
I  ition t  t  lassificatlon i  v , e ve l ed t  
st t1stlcal racterlstlcs f t  l t  DF t s t, it  t  f ll ing 
lts: 
a) 48 events are associated ith isolated, transient agnetic structures, of 
hich 27 show  r tational si t r  and 10 show  st t field 
rientation r al t  t  i al iral irection; t  r i i  , il  
clearly se arate  fro  t e a bient edium, show no s ecific irectional 
features. In general, the r. .s. noise in the fleld seems to be s aller 
en idirectlonal fl es r  r t. 
b) The dlstributlon of BDF event durations is presented in Fig. 3, the average 
duration being 15 hours. In 20% of the cases, the BDF pers1sted for ore 
t   rs, a d t  l st t s rv d ad  r tio  f  rs. 
In ter s f t  s tial t t f t  str tures s p rti  t  fl s, t  
above data i ply an average sfale size of ~0·15 AU, ith a maximum of 
·  AU if e assume  i al s l r ind l city f  /s. 
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c) 37eventsfollowedthepassageof an SCALESIZE(AU)
interplanetaryshock,witha separation 01 o2 03 o_ os
I 1 I I L
intimeof,on average,19hours.This z_
statlstlcshouldbe treatedwith z2
cautlon,however,sinceinseveral 2o I-7
otherevents,theobservedBDFmayhave 1816
beenrelatedto a shockwhichpassed w AVG IShi015AUlmm I_ =
thespacecraftmorethan40 hours _ Iz
previously. z 1o
B
d) For41events,the amplitudeofthe2nd e
harmonlcat 35keViscomparableto,or
greaterthan,thatat620keV. °0 8 16 2_ 32 _o _B s6
Taklngintoaccounthe relativepropagation HOURS
tlmesfor35and620keVparticlestogether _.3. _stz,_but1_pnof BDF event
wlthpointd) above,we suggesthat,while _io_m. Scalesizes/_ownfor
undoubtedlyflttingthedatafora numberof soZ_m_n_ndvel.= 400/_n/s.
(inpartlcular)classI events,thecommonly
proposedmodel(e.g.[11])inwhichpartlcles
areconfinedIna simple,large-scalemagneticloopwithmirroringoccurringin
thehigh-fieldregionscloseto theSuncannotexplainallourBDF
observations.Giventheuncertalntyinthe3-dimensionalfieldgeometrywithin
magneticloudswhichstillexists,we cannotruleouteffectsofa more
localisednaturegivingriseto theobservedan_sotropies,particularlyfor
eventshavingrelativelyshortduration.Thequalitativecorrelationbetween
thedegreeof quietnessof themagneticfieldandthepresenceof bidirectional
flowsisclearlyof importance,andwillbeaddressedina futurepaper.
4. _knowlL=<l_ement.Partof theresearchdescribedinthispaperwascarried
outbytheJetPropulsionLaboratory,undera contractwlththeNatlonal
AeronauticsandSpaceAdminlstration.
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c) 37 events followed the passage of an 
interplanetary shock, with a separation 
in time of, on average, 19 hours. This 
stat1st1c should be treate  with 
caut1on, however, since in several 
other events, the observed BDF may have 
been related to a shock which passed 
the spacecraft more than 40 hours 
previously. 
d) For 41 events, the amplitude of the 2nd 
harmon1c at 35 keV is comparable to, or 
greater than, that at 620 keV. 
Tak1ng into account the relative propagation 
t1mes for 35 and 620 keV particles together 
w1th point d) above, we suggest that, while 
undoubtedly f1tting the data for a number of 
(in part1cular) class I events, the commonly 
proposed model (e.g. [llJ) in Wh1Ch part1cles 
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are confined 1n a simple, large-scale magnetic loop with mirroring occurring in 
the high-field regions close to the Sun cannot explain all our BDF 
observations. G1ven the uncerta1nty in the 3-dimensional field geometry within 
magnetic clouds which still exists, we cannot rule out effects of a more 
localised nature giving rise to the observed an1sotropies, particularly for 
events having relatively short duration. The qualitative correlation between 
the degree of quietness of the magnetlc field and the presence of bidirectional 
flows is clearly of importance, and will be addressed in a future paper. 
4. Acknowledgement. Part of the research described in this paper was carried 
out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, under a contract w1th the Nat10nal 
Aeronautics and Space Admin1stration. 
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SECOND-ORDER L-:OMPTON-GETTINGEFFECT ON AF'BITRARY INTENSIY DISTRIBUTIO_N
[.K. Ng
Dept of Mathematics, University of Malaya
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysla
1 INTRODUCTION Theoretical studies of energetic particles in
space are often referred to a special frame of reference. To compare
theory with experlrr,ent, one has to transform the particle distribution
from the special frame to the observer's frame, or vice versa. Various
methods have been derived to obtain the directional distribution in the
o_'.mov_ng frame from the dlr_ctlonal fluxes measured on a spacecraft
(e.g., Erdos, 1981; Sanderson et al., 1985, and references therein).
These methods have become progressively complicated as increasingly
detailed directional particle data become available.
We present here a set of 2nd order correct formulae for the
transformation of an arbitrary differentlal intensity distribution,
expressed as a series of spherical harmonics, between any two frames in
constant relative motion. These formulae greatly slmpllfy the
complicated procedures currently in use for the determination of the
differential intensity distribution In a comovlng frame.
2. THE DESIRED FORM OF THE TRANSFORMATION In the observer's frame,
let the particle dlffer_ntlal intensity w.r.t, momentum (or rlgldlty_ be
expressed in terms of the spherical harmonics C_, S._ as :
n
.5( . i
n=O m=0
We wish to transform this to the frame moving with velocity W relative to
the observer, also 2n ter_s of spher_ca! harmonics :
jp(p,8,¢) --nEm_ {Anm(P)Cm(_'¢) + Bnm(P)Sm(8 '€ )1. (2)
Here cm(8'¢)n = pm(c°Sn 8)cos(me), sm(8,€) - pm(cosS)sin(m¢), (3)
P_( _ = associated Legendre function, p = particle momentum, and (_,_ are
the polar and azimuthal angles of the particle arrlval direction. The
superscript or subscript S indicates that the quantity is referred to the
frar,,eof the observer/spacecraft.
In short, our purpos_ is to find the relation between the coeffl-
cients A.., B._ in the comovlng frame and the coefflclet_ts A_k, B_k
and their p-derlvatlves in the observer's frame, and v_ce versa.
We denote below the cor,,potlentsof _WaJong^and normal to the magnetic
field by WII and _Wi rr-spectlvely, and define WII=Wtl /W, W2 = W_L/W, and
= W/v, with v the particle speed. We choose the polar coordinate axis
to point along the magnetic field, and measure g from the direction of
W]_.Hence, _), i_denote the particle pitch-angle and gyrophase respect-
ively. We will refer to this coordinate system as the standard one.
3. SOME CURRENT SOLUTIONS Gleeson and Axford (1968_ and Forman
(1970) obtained Ist order transformations from (2) to (I), for J_=Aoo(p).
Forman's elegant approach uses the Lorentz Invarlance of the phase-space
dlstributJon function. Balogh et al. (1973) obtained a 2ridorder result
for the Isotropld case and a Ist order result for the anlsotroplc case
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1 I TRODUCTION TheoretEal studies of energetlc partldes It, 
spa~e are often referred to a specIal fr e of reference. To compare 
theory with experiment, one has to t sf r  t e particle distri ution 
fr8  the SPPCIRI fr e to t e 8bserver's fr e, or vice versa. Various 
methods have been deri ed to obtain t e directional distri ution I  the 
comovlng fr e fr  t e dlrp~tlonal fl xes measured on a spacecraft 
(e.g., Erdos, 1981; Sanderson et al •• 1985, and references t erein). 
These mpth8ds have bec~me progre slvply complicated as Increasingly 
detailed directi nal particle data bec e available. 
We present here a set of 2nd ordpr C8 rpct for ulap for t e 
tr nsfor ation of an arbitrary dlffer~ntlal Int~nslty dlstrl utlon, 
exprp sed as a series of spherical har onics, bet en any t o fr es In 
constant r~latlve motion. Th~s~ formula~ gr~atly sl pllfy th~ 
complicated procedures cu rently I  use f r t e deter ination of t e 
dlff~r~ntlal lnt~nslty distri ution I  a co ovlng fram~  
2. THE DESI ED F R  OF THE TRANSFORMATION In t e clbserv€'r' s fra e, 
l t t e particle dlfferpntlal I tensity .r.t. omentu  ( r ri Idit ) be 
e~,pre sed It, t rl .... s ,:of t e sph€'rical har :otHI:s C~  S~ as : 
n 
j8(p ,9 ,. ) = L 
p s S s n=  
~ {A8 (p )Cm(9 ,. )+B8 (p )Sm(9 ,4> )}. 
m=O nm s n s s nm 8 n 8 8 <.1) 
e Wish t  t sf r  t iS t  t e f e moving With velOCity ~ relati e t  
t e observer, also 1n t ms of spher1cal har on1cs 
j (p,9,.) = L L {A (p)Cm(9,.) + B (p)Sm(9,4»}. (2) p n m n  n n  n 
Her~ Cm(9,4» = pm(cos 9)cos(m4», Sm(9,4» = pm(cos9)sin(m4», (3) 
n n n n 
P~( I = assOCiated Legendre f ncti n, p = particle omentu , a d 9, 0 ar  
t e polar a  azi uthal angles f t e article arr1val ir cti n. Th~ 
superscript r subscript S I dicates t at t e quantity IS r ferred t  t e 
f me of th~ observ~r/spacecraft. 
I  short, our purp8sP IS t  fi  t e rplatl n et ppn t p 8e fl-
cients A~M' Bnm i  t e co ovlng fram~ and t e oe fiCient  A~ ' '  
and th~l  -derlvatlves I  t  bserver's f e, a d Vlce ersa. 
We enote bel  t e components of  aJ Q and nor al t  t e agnetic 
h  by!:-lll a d !:-l.L Yf· ctlV(~  a d ehne-W != II / , WJ..  W.J../ ~  
E ~ /v, With  t e article eed. e choose t e olar coordinate aXIs 
t  pOint al g t  agnetlc fi l , a  easure 0 f  t  ir cti n f 
~l.' Hen ~  f), 0 d tV:lt~ t e artlde pi tch-angl~  gyrl::ophase sped-
I el . e il r f r t  t iS oordinate s st  s t  t ard one. 
3. SOME CURRENT SOLUTIONS 131~~son and 'dord 0'358) and For an 
( 0) btai ed 1st order t sf r ations f o  (  t  (1), f r Jp o(p). 
or an's ~l~gant approach ~s ~ Lor~ntz lnvarlanc~ f ~ s~-space 
lstrl utl n f cti n. al gh t l. ( ) btai ed  nd r er sult 
f r t e Isotropl~ case a  a-1st ord~r r sult f r t  ls tr8plc case 
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that In,-ludes the n=1 terms. Ng (1'98,4),z,btalned a 2rid order
transformation for gyrotroplc distributions (jp = _-A_ofp)F'.fcosg)) valid
for relativistic particles, n
Another approach, taken by Sanderson et al. (1985), is based c,na
method by Ipavlch (1974). This is outlined belc,w. One may use eqn
(12) of Ipavlch (1974) to transform ea,zhterm in the series (I_, provided
one pay..-the price of aslng a non-stan,iard coordlnate system in which the
polar axis points along the velocity _W. Denote the non-
standard polar and azimuthal angles by _*, 0". This allows any term
A_(ps')['_(_,O_ for the phase-space density to be transformed to:
As [p(l-2_cose*+_2)½]cm{tan-l[sinO*/(cose -E),@ ]} ¢4_
nm n '
and similarly for B_(pg)E:_(e_,@_). Following Ipavich and Sanderson
et al., otleassumes a power-law spectrum (psdldp,) log A_.,(p,) = - 2r.,
and obtains from f4), -r-i
(l_2_cose*+ 2) n A_nm(P)Cnm[tan-][sine*/(cose* *-E),_]}. (5)
Eqn (5) may be compared to Sanderson et al.'s eqn fall'). There remains
the task of converting (5_ to the form €2), including a change from
@_,_ ba,:k to the standard angular coordinates _,_.
Sanderson et al. accomplish the above by numerically integrat_ng the
transformed intensity obtained from (5")(their eqns (All) and (AI2)) over
each sector, each energy interval and each telescope to produce art
equivalent set of counts _n the como(/Jng frame, and then flttlng (2) to
the equivalent set of counts.
Although the assumption of a power-law spectrum may be avoided by
using (4), the numerical integration and the second fitting are time-
consuming and unnecessary for say, >10 KeV protons, because we are able
to obtai, the transformation posed in Section 2, correct to OCW/v_2 and
for arbltrary direction c,f W.
4. DERIVATION OF THE TRANSFORMATION FORMULAE We begl. with
2 2
jp(p,8,¢)- y.E{vp ASm(Ps)Cm(e ,@s)+ vp BnSm(Ps)Sm(es,@s)}nm _ s _ ' (6)
VsPs VsPs
and consider ea,:h term in the series. First we transf,:,rmthe spherical
harmonics C_(_.,Os). Galilean transformation of momentum gives
cos e = cos e - €(_11 -_; cos e) + ½_2[(3_;2-1)cos e- 2_/11_;] + o(_3) ([7)s
sinmSs cos m@s = slnm8 cos m@ + m_[_ sinm8 cos m@ - WI^ sinm-18cos(m-l)@]+
½£2{[m(m+2)_2-m]sinm8 cos m@ - 2m2Wl _ sinm-18 cos(m-l)@ +
+
^2
+ Wl(m-l)m sinm-28 cos(m-2)@) + 0(£ 3) , (8)
^ ^ ^
where _ = - v.W = W)icos8+ Wl sin 8 cos @, ('9)
m@ = Wllcos 8 cos m@ + ½Wlsine[cos(m-l)¢+ cos(re+l)@], (10)cos
2 ^2 _^2 ^ ^
r. cos me = (WllCOS2e + _W[ sin2£) cos m@+ WIIW[ sin 0 cos e x
27 
 .1 1  
t at It,d udes t e t r s. Ng (1'384) 
transfor ation for gyrotroplc istri ti s (jp 
f r r l ti istic arti l s. 
obtai e  a 2nd r er 
= I A~o(P)Pn(cos9» valId 
n 
nother r ach, t   anderson t I. ( 5), IS s  on a 
ethod by Ipavlch (1974). hiS IS utli e  belo . ne ay use eqn 
( ) f I l  ( ) t  tr sf r  ch t r  I  t  ri s (1), r 1 e  
e ys t e rl  f Sl 9  n-st dard c ordlnate syste  I  hich t  
l r XIs Oints l  t  lOCity ~. enote t  -
sta ar  lar and azi uthal a gles by 9*, 0*. hiS allo s any term 
~m(Pe C~(91,01) f r t e hase-space e s1ty t  e tra sf r ed t : 
s * 2 1 m -1 * * *  lp(1-2£cose t£ )2]C {tan [sine /(cose -£),~ ]}, 
  
and si llarl  for B~M(PS)C~(9~,0~). ollOWing Ipavlch and anderson 
t I.  ne es  er-l  t  e / e  l  ~m(Pe'  r n , 
and obtains from (4), -r -1 
* 2 n c:; m -] * * * (1-2£cose t£ ) A (p)C {tnn [sine /(cose -£),~ ]}. 
nm n 
( 5) 
qn (5) ay be co pared t  anderson t I.'s eqn fAll). here re ains 
t  ~ f nvertl g ( ) t  t  f rm f ', I l i  a c a e from 
9*,0* back to the standard angular coordinates 9,0. 
ders n t I. plish t    erlcalIy l t 9 tl  t  
transfor ed I te sit  obtalned from (5) (t elr eqns ( ll) and (A12» over 
 t r,  r  l t l   t le  t  r ce n 
e a1vaIent s t f c nts 1n t e co ov1n9 fra e, and t e  fltt1n  (2) t  
the equivalent set of cou~ts. 
lt h t  ass pti n f a po er-la  s ectru  ay be aVOided by 
using (4), the nu erlcal Integration and the second flttlng are tlme-
consu ing and unnecessary for say, >10 KeV protons, because e are able 
t  t in t  tra sf r ati n se  I  ti  , rr t t  f /v)  a  
f r lt  ir ti  of . 
. I I    ATI N L E e in Wit  
  
j (p,e,~) = EE{ vp 2 AS (p )Cm(e ,~ )t vp 2 BS (p )Sm(e ,~ )}, 
  p n  s n   m s n s   
v v P 
    
 Sider ch term I  t  ri . ir t e transform t  eri l 
har mucs C!!:(ge , 0e ). alilean transfoYlilahon of o enturn gi ves 
1'. 2 2 ~ 
cos as = cos a - £(w ll -~ cos a) + ~£ [(3~ -1)cos a- 2W lf] 7) 
• m Sl.n e cos m~ = 
s s 
m m ~ m-l 
sin a cos m~ t m£[~ sin e cos m~ - W1 sin ecos(m-1)~]+ 
t !£2{[m(mt2)~2-m]sinma cos m~ - 2m2wl~ sinm- 1 a cos(m-1)~ t 
~2 m-2 3 
t WI(m-I)m sin a cos(m-2)~} + 0(£ ) , (8) 
~ 
where ~ = - ~.~ = WIt cos at WI sin a cos ~, ('3) 
!WIsin e[cos(m-1)~ ~ ~  m~ = WII cos a cos m~ t t cos(m+l)~], (.10) 
2 ~2 2 ~2 2 ~ A ~ cos m~ = (W II cos a t !WI sin a) cos m~ t WI  W1 sin a cos a x 
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i^2
x [cos(m-I)% + cos(m+l)%]+ _W1 sin2O[cos(m-2){ + cos(m+2)_]. (11)
Using (7) - (I0"),and various properties of P_, we obtain
+ 2n(n+l)ymCce,_ ) + 2nCn+ 2 mc)Zn+2(O,@) + O(E 3) €12)n f '
where (2n+l)umCI- _ ½_l(n+m_l)(n+m)cm-__ _ _,, (n+m)cm_l_ _W1Cn_11" m+l , (13)
(2n+l)vm+l i^ m-I ^ (n_m+l)Cm+l ,^ m+l '14)= _Wl(n-m+l)(n-m+2)Cn+1 WI! - _WICn+1 ,
mc- i^2 (n+m)! cm-2 ½Q W1 (n+m)! cm-i(2n-l)(2n+l)Xn-2 8WI (n+m-q)! n II (n+m-3)! n 2 +
I ^2 ^2 (n+m)! cm _l(n+m)cm+l i^2 m+2 (15)+ q(2W11-WI) (n+m-2)! n-2 + ½WII - + _WICn- '
t2n-l)(2n+3)ymCn = q_ll2 (n+m)!(n-m+2)!(n+m_2)1(n_m)!c - n + ½(2m-I)W))WI (n-m+l)(n+m)Cm-l+n
^2 2_I)WI]Cn+_(2m+I)WI$'l_n T_.l_n ..16)_ ½[(2n2+2n_2m2_l)W$1 + (n2+n+m ^2 m I ^ ,] ,_m+l,l,_%2,,m+_
(2n+l)(2n+3 mc = i^2 (n-m+4)l cm-2 ^ ^ (n-m+3)! cm-i)Zn+2 8Wl (n-m)! n+2 + ½WH W1 (n-m)! n+2 +
^2 ^2 (n-m+2)lCm ^ Q_(n-m+l)Cm+l + Iw2cm+2 f17)+ ¼(2WIIWI) (n-m)( n+2 - ½Wll . n+2 _ 1 n+2 '
Note that the fun,:ti,-,ns U, V, X, Y_ and Z are all expressed in terms of
the spherical harmonics C_j (e,O), and that
P-m(8,¢) = (-1)mpm(e,_)(n-m)t/(n+m)!, ¢18)
n n
_C_ me _ Umc (19)= Vn+l n-i '
_[(n_2)UmCn_l + (n+3)Vm+l]_ _lcmn (4-2n)XnC2 -3¥mc+- (2n+6'Zn+2" '2(')
Se,:ondly, we expand A_m(pm) about p =pm :
2 2 2 2 ,,s.AnSm(Ps) = ASm(p)+_PAnmS(p)+ _ [(1- )PAnS(p) + _ p AnmtP)]+O(_). ,21)
.-,(-
Then we multiply (21) and (12), and use _I0), (11), (19) and (-)) to
express A_.(p.)C_(ee, O_) in terms of a series of E._(e,_) correct to
O(E=). This expression actually applies to the transformation of phase-
space distribution function, but will not be exhibited here.
Finally, multiplying
vp2/(VsP_) = i + 3_ - (3_2/2)(1-5L; 2) + 0(_ 3) _22_
into the above expression, and simplifying as before, we obtain
[vp2/(VsPs2)]AnSm(Ps)Cnm(Os,ls) : As Cm +¢[(n-2)A s +pA,S]u me_ +¢[(n+3)A s +nm n nm nm n-I nm
-pA'S_vmCnm] n+l +J[(n-4)(n-2)As +(2n-5)pA'S+p2A"S]xmC"+_2[(n-2)(n+3)AS +nm nm nm n-z nm
+qpA'S+p2A"S]ymC+£2[(n+3)(n+5)ASnmnm n nm-(2n+7)pA'S+p2A"S]zmCnmnm n+2 + O(£3), (_,3.'_
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[ ] 1~2 2 x eos(m-1)~ t eos(mt1)~ t qW
1 
sin 8reos(m-2)~ t eos(mt2)~], (' 11) 
USlng (7) - (10), and varlOUS propertles of p~, we obtaln 
m m mc mc 2 me 
e (8 ,~ ) = e (8,~)te:(n+l)U 1(8,~) t£nV t1(8,~) t£ (n-1)(nt1)X 2(8,~)t 
n s s n n- n n-
2 mc ' 2 mc 3 
t £ n(nt1)Y (8,~) t £ n(nt2)Z 2(8,~) t 0(£ ), (12) 
n nt 
Note tha  the functlons U, V, X, V, and Z are all expr ssed In terms of 
the spherical harmonics C~ (e,0), and that 
-m m m P (9,</» = (-1) P (9,</>)(n-m)I/(n+m)l, fiB) 
n n 
em = vmc _ umc (1'3) ~ n nt1 n-1' 
[ ( mc mc] 1 m mc mc mc ~ n-2)U 1t (nt3)V 1 - -2 e = (4-2n)X -3Y t (2nt6)Z 2' (20) 
n- nt n n-2 n nt 
Secondly, w  expand A~M(PS) about p = ps : 
s s s 2[ 2 s 2 2 s 3 A (p) = A (p)t£~pA' (p) t ~£ (1-~ )pA' (p) t ~ P A" (p)]tO(£ ). (21) 
nm s nm nm nm nm 
Then we multlply (21) and (12), and use (10), (11), (19) and (20) to 
€-~,press A~rn(Pe)C~(ee,0e) I.n terms of a s€-rles of (.~(e,f7) corr€-ct to 
Q(E2 ). ThiS expreSSlon actually applles to the transformation of phase-
space distribution function, but Will not be €-xhlbited h re. 
Finally, multiplYing 
2 2 2 2 3 
vp /(v p ) = 1 t 3£~ - (3£ /2)(1-5~ ) t 0(£ ) 
s S 
Into the above e~presslon, and slmpllfYlng as before, we obtain 
[ vp2/(V p2)]As (p )em(8 ,~ ) = AS em +~[(n-2)As +pA,s]Umc t£[(nt3)As t 
s s nm s n s s nm n nm nm n-1 nm 
A'S] mc 2[ s s 2 s me 2 s 
-P"nm V t1 t£ (n-4)(n-2)A t(2n-S)pA' tp A"]X t£ [(n-2)(nt3)A + nm nm nm n-2 nm 
+4pA' s tp2A"s ]ymc +£2[ (n+3) (nt5)As -(2nt7 )pA' s +p 2 A"s] Zmc + 0(£ 3), (23) 
nm nm n nm nm nm n+2 
"i20 sH .I-1o
the rlght imandslde being evaluated at (p,e,B). Eqns (8"), ('In)- (17),
(19) - (20) and (23) hold when we replace all timecoslnes dependent on 0
('gm)by slnes, C) by S(, U)°, by U)9,, etc. Substltutlng _ into (6), w_
obtaln the desired result in the form (2), as well as the relatlon
between A_,,,and ASk and tlmelr derlvatlves. These, however, are not
exhibited here for lack of space. For tlme inverse transformatlotl, we
merely need to interchange quantitles labelled and unlabelled with S,
and reverse timesigns of WIIand Wi itstimeabove.
g
S. SOME IMPLICATIONS For >I0 KeV protons, once A:,k and their Ist
and 2ridderivatives are experimentally determined, one need only substi-
tute these into time formulae_to obtain timerelevant A,,,in the comovlng
frame, bypassitlg ti_ecomplicated procedures met_tioned ItlSection 3.
The formulae are useful in other regards. For example, we have
As + _[(n+l>/(2n+3> ][n-l+pd/dp] [½WI(n+2)An+I,I-WII (n+l)An+l,O ]+nO =Ano
+ E[n/(2n_l)][n+2_pd/dp][½_l(n-l)An_l,l+Qll nAn_l,O ] + O(_2). _'24)
For highly atusotroplc solar particles, timegyrotroplc terms Ako >> the
non-gyrotroplc term A,,,. Tile former may be ellminated Itl (24) by
choosing timeEx_Bdrift frame (Wll= 0). If In addltlon, A,-_._ and A_,+,._
are negllble, then AnD - A,eo = O(&_').
Next conslder tlme Ist harmonic terms.
s + E ^ ( -' ' -2 ' 5) _ ^ ' + O(t 2)
AIO= AIO WII 3Aoo PAoo PA20/ - WIPA21
-All -All + EWI( - ' ' - ' 5 + 3EWIIPAil/5 + O(e 2) ,s : 3Ao0 PAoo+PA20/5 6pA22/ )
S -
_BiI _BIi + 3E_IIpB_I/S _ 6_iPB__2/S + O(_ 2) . (25)
Even If all the notl-qyrotropic terms vanish, if pASo -_0, time lsf
order" Ist harmonic atusotropy vector is _>otaligned with W_'
6. REMARKS The new formulae are useful in the study of transverse
atusotropies. The derivatlon in SectJon 4 is belng extended to cover
relatlvlst1.: particles (see also Ng, 1984). These and otiler
conslderatlons and a more complete account of the present work will be
presented elsewhere.
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DETERMINATION OF THE PITCH-ANGLE DISTRIBUTION AND TRANSVERSE
ANISOTRDPY OF INTERPLANETARY PARTICLES
C. K. Ng
Dept of Mathematics, University of Malaya
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
I. INTRODUCTION We present a method to determine the directional
differential intensity (d.d.i.), expressed in terms of spherical
harmoni.zs, from sectored particle data, concurrent interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) and solar-wlnd velocity. In Section 2, we show the
relation between the d.d.i, and the mean sector count rates X,. In
Section 3, we show how to estimate the d.d.i, from the measured X, and
the associated errors due to Polsson statistics. In Sectlon 4, uslng the
above method, we determine the pltch-angle distribution and the
transverse anisotropy of the d.d.i ,oflow energy protons for the Day 118,
197B solar particle event. In Section 5, we discuss an interesting
correlation between the transverse anlsotropy and the IMF direction.
2. RELATION BETWEEN DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY AND SECTOR RATES
We express the particle dlrectlonal differential intensity as
j(p,_,_) = _ P_(cos O) A_(p_ cos m_ + B_(p) sin m_ , (I)
nmO _0
where F_ = the associated Legendre functions, p = particle momentum,
(_= pltch-angle and _ = gyrophase in the standard coordinate system (Ng,
1985). When the telescope points in the direction (y,rp, it measures the
dlfferentlal count rates
C(p,Y,_) = C j(p,8,O) S[ _'(Y,_,8,0) ] sin _ d(_dO, (2)J
where, following Sentman and Baker (unpublished manuscript), we express
the angular response function of the particle telescope as
oo o_
S(_') = _- SkPk(cos g') = Z Sk{Pk(cosY)Pk(cos g) +
k_O kmO
k
+ 2 7[(k-m)'/(k+m) _] P_(cos_)P_(cos _) cos m(_-O)} . (3)
It follows from the orthogonallty of the spherical harmonics that
C(p,_,_) = 41T_Esn/(2n+1)] A,_(p)cos mq + B,,(p)sln mr_ P_(cosY ).(4)
nmO
As the telescope sweeps over sector i, we average (4) to obtain X,(p) the
mean differential count rate over sector i,
oo
x,(p)= E ] { P-. cos )cos >,+
1'_0 mmO
+ B._(p')<P_(cosY_sln m_ >,} , (5)
where < >, = (1/AyJ)_ '+I d_, _ = time spacecraft (s/c) spln-angle
measured from the _ projection of the IMF onto tlmespin plane, and
(_,,_!r,._) defines sector i (see the 2ridcoordinate system in Fig. I).
For multlple-telescope systems (Sanderson & Hynds, 1977), eqn (5) should
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1. INTRODUCTION We present a method to determine the dlrectlonal 
differential Intensity (d.d.l.), expressed In terms of spherical 
harmonics, from sectored particle data, concurrent Interplanetary 
magnetic field (IMF) and solar-wind velocity. In Sect10n 2, we show the 
relatlon between the d.d.l. and the mean sector count rates X,. In 
Sectlon 3, we show how to estlmate the d.d.l. from the measured X, and 
the associated errors due to POlsson statlstlcS. In Section 4, uSing the 
above method, we determlne the pitch-angle dlstrlbutlon and the 
transverse an1sotropy of the d.d.1 of low energy protons for the Day 118, 
1978 solar part1cle event. In Sectlon 5, we diSCUSS an lnterestlng 
correlation between the transverse anisotropy and the IMF dlrectlon. 
2. RELATION BETWEEN DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY AND SECTOR RATES 
We express the partlcle dlrectlonal dlfferentlal lntenslty as 
00 ... 
L P~(cos £1) { A",m(P) cos m0 + B",m(P) Sltl m0}, (1) 
m-O 
where F~ = the associated Legendre functlons, p = partlcle momentum, 
a = pitch-angle and 0 = gyrophase In the standard coordinate system (Ng, 
1985). When the telescope pOints In the dlrectlon (Y,~), It measures the 
differential count rates 
C(p,¥,"'j> = f
n
J (p,a,0) S[ a'(y,~,a,0)] sln a da dO, (2) 
wh re, followlng Sentman and Baker (unpubllshed manuscrlpt), we express 
the angular response funct10n of the particle telescope as 
00 oc:> 
S(e') = .L S Pk(COS e') = L Sk { Pk(cos ¥ )Pk(cos e) + 
+ 2 
k 
L [(k-m) '/(k+m)' ] P~(COS II )P~(cos EI) cos m('l.-0)} • (3) 
It follows from the orthogonallty of the spher1cal harmon1cs that 
n 
C(p,'6, rp = 4TI L [S",I (2n+U] L {A",m(P)c,)S m11 + Bnm (P)Sltl mY"(} P~(.:os Y ). (4) 
"-0 m-O 
As the telescope sweeps over sector 1, we average (4) to obtain X,(p) the 
mean d1fferent1al count rate over sector 1, 
00 n 
X, (p) = 4 7T ~ [Snl (2n+l)] ~ { Anm(p)( P~( os '6 )c.;)s mY] >, + 
n-O m-O 
+ Bnm(p'J  P~(cos Y )Sltl mY) >, } , (5) 
whe-re < >, = (1I6P)J)V.+1 d)tr, 'It = the spacecraft (sIc) spin-angle 
measured from the A proJection of the IMF onto th  spin plane, and 
('/f"y.r'+1) dehnes se.:tor 1 (s -e the 2n  c.;).;)rd1nate syste-m Itl Flg. 1). 
For fIlLlltlple--telesc - systems (Satlderson ~ Hytlds, 1977), eqn (5) should 
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be repeated for each telescope.
We now illustrate by specialislng (1_ and (5) to 8-sectored data for
a telescope sweeping in the spacecraft's spin plane:
4
j(p,e,@) = _ A,_oP,_(,:ose) + _- A,_P_(cos e) cos 0, (6)
4 m :3
X, = 4_ _-S._AnoQ_o/(2n+l) + 4TF ?-S,_AnIQ_I/(2n+I), ¢7)
t.'1nO _'Iml
where O_o = < _-_ ag sinJe= cosJyi>_, (8)
JnO
^ _-Onll = <(Wil cos _+ W L= sln yr) b_ slnJt_e ,'osJ_>i, (9)
J--O
ag = coefficient of xj in P_(x), bg = coefflclent^of xj in ^P_(x)/(1-x __
g._= angle between IMF and s/c spln-axls, and (Wi_, Wi=, Wire)denotes a
unit vector in the direction of ExB in the 2nd coordinate system
(Fig. 1). Note that the integrations in (8) and (9) may be performed
readily in ,-losedform.
3. DETERMINATION OF"J FROM MEASURED X_ To simplify notation in the
following, let
D_ = A,_o (n=0,4), D,_= A_-4.1 (n=5,7), (I0"3
R_ = Q,_,o(n=O,4), R_ = Q_-4._ (n=5,7). (11)
7
We least-square fit X_ = _-C,_R_, (i=0,7), (12)
to the 8 measured se,ztorrates X_. This yields
7 7
_- H.jC._=_- R_X_, (n=O,7), (13)
J_O i nO
where Hnj = _'-RnRj__ , (n=O,7; j=O,7). (14)
i
Inverting (13), we have
C.,= _H_ _-Rl_Xl, (n=O,7), (15)
k i
and thence Dn = _-Mn_X_, (n=O,7), (16)
where M,,_is ultimately expressed in terms of Q_o, 3
O_ , and S,_. Using (16), we may determine the _
coefficients A,._in (6) by a matrix multiplication _ ,,.]
into the measured sector rates. When the IMF pro- _ _O_J
jectlon lles on a sector boundary, the symmetric
matrix H_j becomes singular. So we drop the A._o ,,o(_.._.
term in (6) whenever the IMF projection comes _//__'-_ 2wlthln 2° of a sector bounda y. L
Suppose that |(_counts are registered over the 1 ~
time interval t= in sector i. Assuming Polsson F_g. 1
statistics, we estimate
Xi = K,/t=, var(X_) = K,/t_, var(Dn) = _-H_var(X_). (17)
i
If we define the anlsotropy _,_= D,_/Do, then, providing the counts are
not too low,
var(_..)- (1/D_)_- (Mn_ -_ Mo_)= var(X_). (18)
i
Systematic errors are, of course, much harder to estimate.
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rea il  In closed form. 
3. DETER INATION Dr j rRO  EASURED i To Si plify notation in the 
follOWing, let 
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..,-0 
t  t   eas r  ctor t  ,. iS Yi l  
? ? 
L n-, -,  L ~Xf.' (n= ,7) , 
where (n=O,7; J=O,7). 
, 
Inverting (13), we have 
..,  L H;;i! L R~Xi' (n 0,7), 
Ie , 
 then.:  0..,  LM ,X" (n= ,7) , 
to 
here Mnf, IS ultimately expressed In terms of Q~o, 
$.1, and Sn. USing (16), we may determine the 
coeffiCients Anm In (6) by a matrix multiplication 
Int.::. the measured sector rates. When the IMF pro- B 
.]ectl.::.n lies on a sect.::.r boundary, the symmetrIc 
atrix H..,.J beco es Singular. So we drop the A40 
term In (6) whenever the IMF projection comes 
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Suppose that 1(, counts are registered over the 
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statistiCS, we estimate 
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1 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
3 
2. 
F Jg. 1 
(17) 
If we defIne the amsotr.::.py 1;.., = 0..,/00 , then, pr.:;)vldlng the counts are 
not to.::. low, 
varC.;n) :.;: (lID~) L. (M.." ~" ,)2 vadX t ). (18) 
Syste atic errors are, of course, much harder to estimate. 
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Fig. 2: 15-m_nute _tenslty and anzsotrop=es of 1.4-2.5 MeV protons
4. _°PLICATION As an example, we show in Fig. 2 the 15-rnln averages
of Aoo, E,1o, _=o, _=o, and -_11 for 1.4 - 2.5 MeV protons, determined
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Flg. 2: 15-11JlntJ.te lntenslty and anlsotroples of 1.4-2.5 MeV protons 
4. APPLICATION As an example, we sh,:::ow ltl FIg. 2 the 15-mltl averages 
,:::of Aoo, E,10, E,:zo, ;30, and -~11 for 1.4 - 2.5 MeV protons, deterrrnned 
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with the above method using 8-sectored particle data (P.I.: R.E. Vogt,
CalTech), concurrent IMF (P.I.: N.F. Ness, GSFCI, and hourly solar wind
speed (P.I.: H. Bridge, MIT), measured aboard IMP-8 and accessed through
NSSDC. Some typical standard errors due to Polsson statistics only are
indicated by vertical bars.
Estimating the spectral slopes by using the corresponding results
for 4-13 MeV protons, we have found the Compton-Gettlng corrections (Ng,
1985) for transformation to the ExB drift frame to be small, 1.0(]2Aoo,
<.01, <.01, <.02 for Aoo, _o, K2o, and _o respectively. (For transfor-
mation to the solar wind frame, the corrections are of the order of
0.04 Aoo, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 respectively). Thus Aoo, _o, _2o, _=o essen-
tially characterlse the pltch-angle distribution in the E_xBdrift frame.
5. DISCUSSION The Compton-Gettlng correction, _Wi(3 - pA_o/Aoo +
pAio/5Aoo_ to the transverse anlsotropy -_ is indicated by the dots in
Fig. 2. The ,observed anlsotrc,py varies in phase with this correction but
is much larger It_magnitude. The same feature, even more marked, is seen
for 4-13 MeV protons. What is the cause ,0fthis large discrepancy 9
For Fig. 2, IMP-8's GSE coordinates in R_- varies from (21.6, 21.5,
5.5) to (5.7, 29.5, 18. I). The times when the IMF is connected t,0 the
nominal bow shock (BS) are indicated by horizontal bars in Fig. 2 (Ng &
Roelof, 1977). At _1537 UT Day 119, some solar particles with guiding
centres below the IMF through IMP-8 are probably shadowed by the nose of
the BS, resulting in the observed peak value of -_ = 0.53. However BS
connection does not account for the general variation ,of-_ in Fig. 2.
Close inspection reveals that the sector plot of X_ lags behind the
IMF in directional changes. Hen,=e a tentative explanation is that sc,me
observed 15-mln averages contain a substantial fraction of non-gyrotropic
distributions which reside a short distance (~I gyroradlus) beyc,nd a
'kink' in the IMF. An alternative explanation is as follows. When _s
swings rapidly in an averaging interval such that its average value is
close to one end of the range of values, then a fleld-aligned anisoptropy
_o would "induce" a nonzero value of -_, i.e., the apparent value
of -_ is not real. Further studies with smaller averaging intervals
would clarify this matter.
6. CONCLUSION We have shown how to obtain the directional differen-
tial intensity referred to the standard coordinate system (Ng, 1985) from
sectored particle data and concurrent IMF and solar wind data. The
corrections for tran_formatlon to the ExB drift frame are explicitly
calculated and found to be small for these ~1.5 MeV protons. However,
the new correction formulae would be important for < 500 KeV protons. It
is tentatively suggested that the 'observed' transverse anisotropy may in
large part be induced by a rapidly changing IMF in the presence of a
fleld-allgned anlsotropy.
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connection does not account for the general variation of -~11 In Fig. 2. 
lose Inspect10n reveals that the sector plot of Xi lags behind the 
I  I  ir ti al anges. e c   t t ti e planati n IS t t some 
observed 15- ln a erages c ntai  a s stantial fracti  f n-gyrotroplc 
i tri ti ns hic  r Si  a s rt ist  (Nl r r dl s) e o  a 
'~Ink' In the I F. An alter ati e e~planatlon IS as follo s. hen 0& 
sWings rapidly In an averaging Interval such that ItS average value IS 
l  t    f t  r  f l s, t   fl l - llg  ls tr y 
~10 ould "Induce" a nonzero value of -~11' 1.e., the apparent value 
of -~11 lS not real. Further studies With s aller averaging Intervals 
ould clar1f  t 1s atter. 
. CLUSI N e     t i   al l -
tlal Intensity referred to the standard coordlnate syste  (Ng, 1985) from 
sectored part1cle data and concurrent IMF and solar Wind data. The 
r ti ns  tra s ation  t  !;~f! n ft ram   ~;pll l t  
l l t   fou  t   all for t se-l.  e  r t s. o ever, 
the new correction for ulae would be l portant for ~ 500 KeV protons. It 
IS tentat1vely suggested that the 'observed' transverse anisotropy may In 
large part be lnduced by a rapidly changing IMF In the presence of a 
f1eld-allgned an1sotropy. 
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PITCHANGLE DISTRIBUTIONSOF SOLAR ENERGETICPARTICLESAND
THE LOCALSCATTERINGPROPERTIESOF THE INTERPLANETARY
MAGNETICFIELD
Beeck,J., and Wibberenz,G.
Institutfur Reineund AngewandteKernphysik,Universit_tKiel
Olshausenstr.40, D-2300Kiel,FR Germany
ABSTRACT
We discussan approximatesolutionof the Fokker-Planckequation
containingpitchangle scatteringand adiabaticfocusing.For modest
focusingeffectsthe omnidirectionaldensityobeysan ordinary
diffusionequationwith a modifieddiffusioncoefficient.The aniso-
tropicpart of the distributionfunctionis properlynormalizedand
split intoan even and an odd part.The even partis determinedby the
ratiobetweenthe scatteringmean free pathand the focusinglength
and by the degreeof polarisatlonof the magneticfieldfluctuations.
The odd part is determinedby the deviationof the _itch angle
scatteringfrom isotropicscattering_eOu) -_ (1 -/uZ).The method
suppliesa powerfultoolto obtainthe localcharacteristicsof pitch
anglescattering.It is insensitiveto long-lastingsolar injections
and to moderateradialvariationsof the mean freepath. The method
is appliedto solar particleeventsobservedon Helios-1and -2. We
findmarkeddifferencesfromone eventto the other_Resultsare
presentedfor the solarparticleeventsof March 28, 1976;Nov 22,
1977;April 8, 1978;April 11, 1978.In general,the pitchan_le
coefficienthas a pronouncedmlnimumfor pitchanglesnear 90v. The
firstthree eventsare characterizedby a smalllocaldegreeof
scatterlng,w_th the mean freepath rangingfrom0.5 to 1.0AU,
whereasthe April 11, 1978,eventis of a morediffusivenature
with_0.12 AU.
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We discuss n approximate solution of the Fokker-Planck equation 
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diffusion equation with a modified diffusion coefficient. The aniso-
tropic part of the distribution function is properly normalized and 
spl t into an even and an odd part. The even part is determined by the 
ratio between the scattering mean free path and the focusing length 
and by the degree of polarisatlon of the magnetic field fluctuations. 
The odd part is determined by th  deviation of the ~itch angle 
scattering from isotropic scattering ~) ~ (1 -1U2 ). Th  method 
supplies a powerful tool to obtain the local characteristics of pitch 
angle scattering. It s insens tive to long-lasting solar injections 
and to moderate radial variations of the mean free path. Th  method 
is applied to solar particle events observed on Helios-1 and -2. We 
find marked differences from one event to the other: Results are 
presented for the solar particle events of March 28, 1976; Nov 22, 
1977; April 8, 1978; April 1 , 1978. In general, the pitch ansle 
coeff cient h s a pr nounced mlnimum for pitch angles near 90 . The 
first thr e events are characterized by a small local degree of 
scatterlng, wl h th  mean free path ranging from 0.5 to 1.0 AU, 
whereas the April 1 , 1978, event is of a more diffusive nature 
with A~0.12 AU. 
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EXPONENTIALANISOTROPYOF SOLARCOSMICRAYS
J. W. B1eber, P. A. Evenson, and M. A. Pomerantz
Bartol Research Foundation of The Franklln Institute
Unlversity of Delaware, Newark, Delaware 19716
ABSTRACT
On 16 February 1984 a flare on the sun's Invislble
dlsk produced a large, hlghly anlsotroplc solar
particle event. A novel technique, in whlch inter-
planetary scattering parameters are determined purely
from the form of the partlcle anlsotropy, is here
applled to energetlc partlcle data from neutron
monitors and the ICE spacecraft.
i. Introductlon. Recent theoretlcal investigations (Roelof, 1969;
Kunstmann, 1979; Earl, 1981) Indlcate that the cosmlc ray anisotropy
may appropriately be expressed as an exponentlal functlon of pitch
angle:
f = Co + ClB exp {!J_-_ _Jull-q} • (1)
Here, f is the phase space denslty, cO and cI are constants, _ is
the coslne of pitch angle, B is the magnetlc field magnitude, _ is the
scattering mean free path, L is the magnetlc fleld scale length, and q
is a parameter which, according to quas111near theory (Jokip11, 1971),
is related to the slope of the power spectrum of magnetlc fleld
fluctuatlons. Provided that q and the ratlo x/L do not change with
distance, (i) is an exact solution of the steady-state Boltzmann
equation in arbltrary gulding field configuratlons, includlng the
Parker fleld. Solar partlcle anisotroples are, of course, not
preclsely steady-state. Nonetheless, it mlght reasonably be expected
that (I) constitutes a better approxlmatlon to actual anlsotroples than
the often utillzed first-order anlsotropy (f : co'+ c1'_) which is
a solution of neither the steady-state nor the tlme-dependent Boltzmann
equation.
On 16 February 1984, a flare on the invislble disk of the sun
produced an unusual solar partlcle event that was recorded by neutron
monltors on Earth (Pomerantz et al., 1984) and by the MEHinstrument
aboard ICE, which at that time was located on nearly the same nomnal
Parker fleld llne as Earth at a distance of 0.07 AU upstream. The best
tlming of the parent flare is given by the sudden onset of radio
emisslon at 0858 UT (Earth-recelved tlme) from beyond the western limb
of the sun. This hlghly anlsotroplc event provides an ideal
observatlonal basls for testlng whlch of the alternate forms of pltch
angle dlstributlon -- flrst-order or exponential -- best descrlbes
energetic solar particle anlsotroples.
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(1) 
ere, f 1S the phase space dens1ty, Co and cl are constants, ~ 1S 
the COS1ne of pitch angle, B 1S the agnet1c field agnitude, A 1S the 
scattering mean free path, L 1S the magnetlc f1eld scale length, and q 
is a parameter which, according to quas1l1near theory (Jokip11, 1971), 
is related to the slope of the po er spectru  of agnetlc f1eld 
fluctuat1ons. r ided t at  a  t e rat10 AI  do t c a e ith 
distance, (1) 1S an exact solution of the steady-state Boltzmann 
equation 1n arb1trary gU1ding field configurat1ons, includ1ng the 
Parker f1eld. Solar part1cle anisotrop1es are, of course, not 
prec1sely steady-state. Nonetheless, 1t m1ght reasonably be expected 
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a solution of neither the steady-state nor the t1 e-dependent oltz ann 
equation. 
On 16 February 1984, a flare on the invis1ble disk of the sun 
produced an unusual solar part1cle event that was recorded by neutron 
on1tors on Earth (Po erantz et al., 1984) and by the MEH 1nstrument 
aboard ICE, hich at that ti e was located on nearly the same no 1nal 
r r f1eld 11ne as rt  t  istance f .  U str . e st 
t1ming of the parent flare is given by the sudden onset of radio 
e iss10n at 0858 UT ( arth-rece1ved t1 e) fro  beyond the estern li b 
of the sun. This h1ghly an1sotrop1c event provides an 1deal 
observat1onal bas1s for test1ng Wh1Ch of the alternate for s of p1tch 
angle d1stribut1on -- f1rst-order or exponential -- best descr1bes 
energet1c solar particle an1sotrop1es. 
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2. Neutron Monitor Observatlons. To determlne the form of solar
particle anisotropy in this event, the fractional increases recorded by
8 polar neutron monitors during the interval 0900-1000 UT were
corrected to sea level pressure. An effectlve value of _ was
calculated for each statlon. The data were then fltted to a
first-order anlsotropy and to the exponential anlsotropy (1) wlth the
parameter q set equal to unity. Separate determinatlon of q from the
avaulable neutron monutor data was not feasible for thus event.
40
Results of thus analysis appear
un Figure i. It is immeduately ap- (a)
parent that 'the exponential anisot-
ropy provides a substantually better 20
descruption of the data than the __flrst-order anlsotropy. The
goodness-of-fit parameter ×2, is ®' m 0
nearly 10 times larger for the
first-order fit than for the expo- ®
nentlal fit, Even this poor fit for u
the furst-order case us accomplushed _ 40 _l::l:_IIlIII::_:
only by resort to the unphysical
artifice of assuming negatlve densl- m (b)
ties for u less than -0.4. Changes
m 20in p appear between the two fits be-
cause the best-flt symmetry axis
differs slughtly for the two
assumptions, 0
The value of x/L corresponding
to the exponential plotted in Figure
1 is 2.8. However, comparable
agreement was obtained for _/L in -1.0 -0.5 0 +0.5 +1.0
the range 2-10. The value of L at
this time, as calculated for a
Parker magnetic field corresponding Fig. 1. Two alternate forms of
to the ICE-observed solar wind speed pitchangle distribution are fitted
of 280 km/s, was 1.4 AU. Hence, at to hourly-averagedneutron monitor
neutron monitor energies (> 400 MeV) data from Thule (o), McMurdo (e),
the scattering mean free path in • Alert(o), Inuvik (m), Goose Bay (&),
this event was 3 AU or larger. Mawson (_), Apatlty (0), Oulu (0).
3. Spacecraft Observatlons. Measurements of the flux of protons wlth
energles 35-145 MeV from eight equally spaced arrival directions are
made every 97 seconds by the MEH instrument on the ICE (formerly
ISEE-3) spacecraft (Meyer and Evenson 1978). Since the magnetlc fleld
is also measured at the spacecraft (E. Smith, private communicationvla
ISEE common datapool tape), a representatuvepitch angle for each
viewing direction can be computed durectly by averaglng the magnetic
field observatlons over the period of the particle flux measurement.
This is in contrast to the neutron monitor analysis wherein the
direction of the field was a free parameter. Figure 2 shows the
35-145 MeV ICE data (10 minute average) at approximately0955 UT on
16 February 1984, near the maximum of the event at these energies. The
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sectoreddataobviouslydo not followa straightllne(flrst-order
anisotropy) but the exponential (1), with a choice of q=1.2 and
L/L=2.8,providesan excellentfit, as shownby the plottedcurve.
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Fig. 2. SectoredICE partlcledata (circles)are comparedto an
exponentialanisotropy(curve)with L/L = 2.8 and q = 1.2.
The persistenthigh anisotropyof the eventand the longmean free
pathdeterminedfrom the shapeof the pitch angled]strlbutlonsuggest
thatthe entiretime proflleis a reflectionof contlnuedinjectionat
or nearthe sun. We havemodeledthe t]me profi]euslngcoronal
diffusion(Reid,1964) and interplanetaryfocuseddiffuslon(B1eberet
al.,1980) and flnd excellentagreement. A key resultof this analysis
is that the flow at the posltionof the spacecraftis at all tlmes
approximatelysteadystate. Changeswlth time are nearlyall due to
changesin the sourcestrengthat the sun.
Such a steadystateflowmay be used to lookfor changesin the
scatteringparameterswhich determinethe shapeof the pltch angle
distribution.A relatedanalysisconductedby Bieberand Pomerantz
(1985)uses longterm averagesof neutronmonitordata. The shape of
the pltch angledistributionmay be characterizedmany ways,one of
which is to considerratiosof the amplitudesof harmoniccomponents
determinedby Fourieranalysisof the countingrate as a functlonof
arrivaldirection. Figure3 showsthe averageflux,ratioof secondto
first harmon]cr2/rl,and ratioof third to firstharmonicr3/r1
as a functlonof time. Note the dlstinctlydifferentvaluesof the
harmonicratiosbeforeand afterthe datagap. Thls jump impliesa
reductionin the mean free path for scatteringby almosta factorof
two,while q remainsnearlyunchanged. It is likelythatthis change
is relatedto the changein the propertiesof the solarwind whlch is
indicatedby the increasein the magneticfieldmagnitudealso shown in
Figure3.
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path determined from the shape of the pitch angle dlstrlbutlon suggest 
that the entire time proflle is a reflection of contlnued injectlon at 
or near the sun. We have modeled the tlme profile uSlng coronal 
diffusion (Reid, 1964) and interplanetary focused diffuslon (Bleber et 
al., 1980) and flnd excellent agreement. A key result of this analysis 
is that the flow at the posltion of the spacecraft is at all tlmes 
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ENERGETICSOLARPARTICLEEVENTS
K.B.Fenton, A.G.Fenton and J.E.Humble
Physics Department, University of Tasmania
Box 252C, G.P.O., Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 7001
I. Introduction. Studies of the arrival directions of energetic solar
particles during ground level enhancements (GLE's) observed by neutron
monitors have shown that, in general, in the first hour of the event most
of the particles arrive with a distribution of pitch angles peaked about
the garden-hose field direction in the vicinity of Earth (e.g., McCracken,
1962, Maurer et a1.,1973, Duggal,1979). During the first hour some of the
particles arrive from the anti-solar direction, while in later stages of
the event the intensity becomes more nearly isotropic as a result of
scattering of particles in interplanetary space.
In this paper an attempt is made to determine the arrival directions of
the particles during the early stages of the GLE of 16 February 1984
using the data currently available to us from high latitude neutron mon-
itors near sea level where the cut-off is essentially atmospheric (_IGV).
2. Data. In this event the first particles arrived at Earth during the
interval 0905-0910 UT and the data we have used for this interval are
listed in Table I together with the asymptotic viewing directions assumed
for the neutron monitors for 2 GV particles (Shea and Smart, 1975). We
also list the percentage increases observed in the next five minutes.
These figures are expressed as the percentage above the level prevailing
in the hour 0800-0900 UT.
TABLE i DATA FOR GLE OF 16 FEBRUARY 1984
ASYMPTOTIC DIRECTION AT 2GV PERCENTAGE INCREASE
STATION LATITUDE LONGITUDE,0E 0905-0910 0910-0915
Goose Bay -8 0 42.4 94.2
Deep River -22 i0 39.5 71.9
Mawson -13 56 36.6 49.3
Kerguelen 26 152 5.5 Ii.0
Thule 68 324 0 8.4
Terre Adelie -53 170 0 5.0
Inuvik 16 233 0 1.5
Alert 83 8 0 0
McMurdo -67 275 0 0
3. Analysis. It was expected that during the first five minutes
virtually all the particles would arrive from the garden-hose direction
or from small angles relative to that direction, since the time would not
be available for receiving scattered particles, except those scattered
very close to Earth.
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1. I tr duction. Studies of t e arri al irecti ns of energetic solar 
particles during ground level enhancements ( LE's) observed by neutron 
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scattering of particles in interplanetary space. 
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Following earlier authors, we use the symbol _ to represent the angle
between the asymptotic mean direction of arrival of the particles and the
asymptotic viewing direction of a neutron monitor, calculated in most
instances for 2 GV particles.
In spite of the apparent simplicity of this event, we have so far been
unable fully to understand the pattern of arrival directions. At 0910 UT
on 16 February 1984, the Sun was overhead at (-120,42.50), implying0that
if the solar wind speed were such that the garden-hose angle was 45 W of
the Earth-Sun llne, the mean arrival direction of the particles should
have been (-120,357.50). However, the fact that the increases observed
in the first five minutes at Goose Bay, Deep River and Mawson were so
nearly the same would appear to require a near e_uality of the 6 values
for these stations instead of the 50, 160 and 57v calculated for this
case. By trial, we have found that if, instead, the mean arrival direc-
tion were (50,250) the 6 values for Goose Bay, Deep River and Mawson
would have been 280 , 310 and 360 respectively, values consistent with the
progression towards slightly smaller intensity increases for these
stations. This arrival direction, however, implies a garden-hose angle of
less than 200W of the Earth-Sun llne which would appear to be unacceptably
small.
There is the further problem that for a mean arrival direction of (50,250 )
Kerguelen has a 6 value for 2 GV particles of 1200 and would not therefore
be expected to receive prompt particles. However, a 5.5% increase occurr-
ed in the first five minutes, and the profile has the appearance charac-
teristic of prompt particles. If it is assumed that, say, 4 GV particles
were responsible for the increase at Kerguelen, the _ value would be 740.
Although less than 900 , this value seems to be still too large for prompt
particles. In any case Thule and Alert have _ values of 740 and 780 res-
pectively but registered no increase in the first five minutes. At this
stage, we have not found a satisfactory solution to these problems.
A similar analysis of the next five minute interval, during which scatter-
ed particles were received at several monitors, has also failed so far to
yield an orderly progression of percentage increase versus 6. It is inter-
esting to note that Pomerantz et al. (1984) found by analysing the hourly
average data for this event that a smooth function of the percentage in-
crease versus cos 6 could be obtained. Whether this is due to the effect
of smoothing fine structure is a matter to be investigated.
4. Comments. As with previous analyses which we have made of five min-
ute data, e.g., the event of 7,8 December 1982 (Fenton et al., 1983), we
believe that a more detailed treatment may be necessary in which the act-
ual asymptotic directions at the time of the event are used and in which
the over-simplificatlon is eliminated of assuming that a single asymptotic
direction can be used for each station. In a more detailed analysis, the
responses of high altitude, as well as non-polar, monitors should also be
taken into account. It should be possible to extend the analysis to one-
minute data, at least for large GLE's for which accurately timed data are
available, and thus obtain additional information on the scattering
environment in the nearby interplanetary space.
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Following earlier authors, we use the symbol 0 to represent the angle between the asymptotic mean direction of arrival of the particles and the asymptotic viewing direction of a neutron monitor, calculated in most instances for 2 GV particles. 
In spite of the apparent simplicity of this event, we have so far been unable fully to understand the pattern of arrival directions. At 0910 UT on 16 February 1984, the Sun was overhead at (-12°,42.5°), implying that if the solar wind speed were such that the garden-hose angle was 45 0W of the Earth-Sun line, the mean arrival direction of the particles should have been (-12°,357.5°). However, the fact that the increases observed in the first five minutes at Goose Bay, Deep River and Mawson were so nearly the same would appear to require a near equality of the 0 values for these stations instead of the 5°, 16° and 57° calculated for this case. By trial, we have found that if, instead, the mean arrival direc-tion were (5°,25°) the 0 values for Goose Bay, Deep River and Mawson would have been 28°, 31° and 36° respectively, values consistent with the progression towards slightly smaller intensity increases for these stations. This arrival direction, however, implies a garden-hose angle of less than 200W of the Earth-Sun line which would appear to be unacceptably small. 
Th re is the further problem that for a mean arrival direction of (5°,25°) Kergu len has a 0 value for 2 GV particles of 120° and would not therefore be expected to receive prompt particles. However, a 5.5% increase occurr-ed in the first five minutes, and the profile has the appearance charac-teristic of prompt particles. If it is assumed that, say, 4 GV particles w re responsible for the increase at Kerguelen, the 0 value would be 74°. Although le s than 90 0 , this value seems to be still too large for grompt particles. In any case Thule and Alert have 0 values of 74° and 78 res-pectively but registered no increase in the first five minutes. At this stage, we have not found a satisfactory solution to these problems. 
A similar analysis of the next five minute interval, during which scatter-ed particles were received at several monitors, has also failed so far to yield an orderly progression of percentage increase versus o. It is inter-esting to note that Pomerantz et al. (1984) found by analysing the hourly average data for this event that a smooth function of the percentage in-crease versus cos 0 could be obtained. Whether this is due to the effect of smoothing fi e structure is a matter to be investigated. 
4. Co ments. As with previous analyses which we have made of five min-ute data, e.g., the event of 7,8 December 1982 (Fenton et al., 1983), we believe that a more detailed treatment may be necessary in which the act-ual asymp otic directions at the time of the event are used and in which the over-simplification is eli inated of assuming that a single asymptotic direction can be used for each station. In a more detailed analysis, the responses of high altitude, as well as non-polar, monitors should also be taken i t  account. It should be possible to extend the analysis to one-minute data, t least for large GLE's for which accurately timed data are available, and thus obtain additional information on the scattering envir ent in the nearby interplanetary space. 
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CHANNELED PROPAGATION OF SOLAR PARTICLES
K A Anderson* and W M Dougherty
Space Sciences Laboratory
University of Gahforma, Berkeley, CA 94720
USA
1 Introduction Bartley et al (1966) and McCracken and Neon (1966) ldentffied bundles of
interplanetary magnetic field (1MF) lines that differed in direction from the interplanetary
field lines m which they were imbedded These bundles, called filaments by the authors,
differed m direction by as much as several tens of degrees from the surrounding field The
filaments were first noticed due to the large and sudden change in flow direction of highly
anlsotroplc solar flare protons in the energy range 1 to 13 MeV Passage of the filaments
over the spacecraft required a few hours, implying a diameter for the filaments of approxi-
mately 3 X106 km at a distance of 1 AU from the Sun In 1968, Jok_pu and Parker used
Le,ghton'n hypothesis of random walk of magnetic field lines associated with granules and
supergranules (1964) to develop a picture of an interplanetary medium composed of a tangle
of field lines frozen into the solar wind, but whose feet were carried about by the random
motions at the solar surface Jok_pn and Parker noted that using a correlation length of
15,000 km -- about the radms of a supergranule -- the magnetic structure would be 3 XI06
km in size at 1 AU This is close to the size of the filaments as determined by Bartley et al
and MeCracken and Nenn These workers did not find changes m the solar particle intensity,
anmotropy ratio or energy spectrum as the spacecraft entered the filament
In this paper we analyze further the phenomenon of interplanetary filamentary struc-
ture We have Identified about 50 such well-defined structures in 1978 and 1979, mainly on
the basis of intensity changes m fluxes of solar electrons of energy 2 to 10 keV Ion inten-
sity changes are often found to accompany the changes in electron intensity We have made
use of simultaneous observatmns of solar wind plasma and magnetic field on the ISEE-3
spacecraft in order to further characterize interplanetary filament structure
2 Discussion Figure 1 shows a solar flare particle event as seen at 1 AU on the ISEE-3
spacecraft After the impulsive phase, the electron intensity decays and the slower moving
ions begin to appear at about 1800 UT At 2000 UT the low energy electrons and the ions
abruptly increase In intensity About 6 hours later the particle intensity suddenly decreases
In this case, there axe no well-defined changes m the solar wind or IMF parameters with
which to associate the particle intensity changes Of further interest is the small solar flare
particle injection which begins at about 0100 UT on 21 May From the observed velocity
dmperslon in the higher energy channels, we would expect the arrival of 2 keV electrons
sometime after 0200 UT The absence of a new mjectmn of electrons at this time in the
lowest energy channels could be simply due to the absence of low energy electrons in the
flare This seems unlikely to as since, m the many such flare events observed on ISEE-3,
we almost always find a rising spectrum down to the lowest energies We prefer to interpret
the effect as being due to location of the small flare within the regina of field lines which
define the filament After the filament passes over the spacecraft, electrons from the small
flare can no longer reach the spacecraft The presence of particles from the earlier flare for
many hours before and after the passage of the filament implies that the particles from this
flare were injected into a much larger spatial region than was the case for the smaller flare
Figure 2 shows that the angular distribution of the low energy electrons differs slgmficantly
from that in the surrounding IMF Just before entry into the filament, the pitch angle dis-
tnbutaon was nea'ly motropie (I m Figure 2) Inmde the filament, the percentage of the
* Also Department of Physics
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L IntroductIOn Bartley et al (1966) and McCracke  and Ness (1966) IdentIfied bundles of 
mterplanetary magnet c field (IMF) hnes that dIffered m dIrectIOn from the mterplanetary 
field hnes In whIch they were Imbedded These bundles, called filaments by the authors, 
dIffered m dIrectIOn by as much as several tens of degrees from the surroundmg field The 
filaments were first notIced due to the large and sudden change In flow dIrectIOn of hIghly 
anIsotropIc solar flare protons m the energy range 1 to 13 MeV Passage of the filaments 
over the spacecraft reqUIred a few hours, Implymg, a diameter for the filaments of apprOXI-
mately 3 XI06 km at a dIstance of 1 AU from the Sun In 1968, JOk1p11 and Parker used 
Leighton's hypothesIs of random walk of magnetic field hnes associated With granules and 
supergranules (1964) to develop a picture of an Interplanetary medIUm composed of a tangle 
of field hnes frozen mto the solar WInd, but whose feet were carried about by the random 
motIOns at the solar surface JoklplZ and Parker noted that usmg a correlatIO  length of 
15,000 km - about the radIUS of a supergranule - the magnetic structure would be 3 Xl06 
km In SIze at 1 AU ThiS IS close to the SIze of the filaments as determmed by Bartley et at 
and McCracken and Ness These workers did not find changes m the solar particle mtenslty, 
anisotropy ratio or energy spectrum as the spacecraft entered the filament 
In thiS paper we analyze further the ph men n of mterplanetary filamentary struc-
ture We hav  Identified about 50 such w ll-defined structures m 1978 and 1979, mamlyon 
the basiS of mtensity changes m fluxes of solar electrons of energy 2 to 10 keV Ion inten-
sity changes are often found to accompany the changes m electron mtensity We have made 
use of SImultaneous observatIOns of solar wmd plasma and magnetic field on the ISEE-3 
sp cecraft m order to further characterize mterplanetary filament structure 
~ DIscussIOn FIgure 1 shows a solar flare particle event as seen at 1 AU on the ISEE-3 
sp cecraft Af er the ImpulSIve phase, th  electron m ensity decays and the slower movmg 
Ions begIn to ppear at about 1800 UT At 2000 UT the low energy electro s and the IOns 
ahruptly Increase In Intensity About 6 hours later the particle IntenSIty suddenly decreases 
In thIS case, there are no well-defined changes In the solar WInd or IMF parameters WIth 
whIch to asSOCIat  the particle mtensity changes Of further mterest IS the small sol  flare 
partIcle InjectIOn which begms at about 0100 UT on 21 May From the observed velOCIty 
dISperSIOn In the hIgher energy channels, e would expect the arrival of 2 ke V electrons 
sometIme after 0200 U  The absence of a new InjectIOn of electrons at thIS tIme m the 
low st energy channels could be Simply due to the absence f low energy electro s In the 
flare ThIS seems unhkely to llS sInce, m the many such flare event  observed on ISEE-3, 
we almost always find a rISIng spectrum down to the low st energIes W  prefer to Interpret 
the effect as bemg due to l catIOn of the small flare WIthIn the regIOn of field hnes which 
define the filament After the filament passes over the spacecraft, electrons from the small 
flare can no longer reach the spacecraft The presence of particles from the earher flare for 
many hours before and after the passage of the filament Implies that the partIcles from thIS 
flare were mjected mto a much larger spatIal regIOn than was the case for the smaller flare 
FIgure 2 shows that the angular dIstrIbution of the low energy electrons dIffers sIgmficantly 
from that In the surroundmg IMF Just before entry Into the filament, the pItch angle dIS-
tribution was nep-Iy IsotrOP C (I In FIgure 2) InSId  the filament, the perc ntage of the 
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Flgure 1 A broad filamentinterruptsthe decayof a solarflareparticleeventfor
about 6 hours The filamentevldentlyconnectsthe spacecrafto a placeIn the
solaratmospherewhere the emlsslonof solarparticlesIsgreaterthan inthe sur-
roundingregions
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Figure2 The pitchangledistributionf the low energyelectronsIn the filament
shows a strongflowof particlesaway from the Sun The energyspectrum of the
electronsinsideand outsidethe filamentdo not differmuch, perhapsindicating
the particlesm the filamentalsocome from the flarewhich began at1107UT
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electrons directed back toward the Sun is very small After passage of the filament, the flow
becomes much less amsotropzc The propagation conditions are very different for the low
energy electrons inside the filament than for those in the sunoundmg interplanetary
medium
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate some of the features of filaments in the IMF as seen in low
energy solar electrons In this example, and in many others, there is little change in the
solar wind and 1MF parameters Therefore, we will refer to particle effects such as those
shown in Figures 1 and 2 as being due to particle propagation channels
Figure 3 illustrates several features of these propagation channels During the 24-hour
interval shown, at least three of these can be zdentffied First, there are strong correlations
with solar wind and IMF parameters Perhaps the strongest of these is with solar wind
number density
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Figure3 Particlepropagatmnchannelsoftenoccurin clusters In this exampleat
least three such channelscan be identified There are well-definedcorrelations
withsolar wind densityandmagneticfieldchanges
Although not as clearly defined, solar wind speed changes appear to be spatially coin-
cident with the particle channels It is quite remarkable that the relative magnetic field
decreases are so large The sequence of particle channels shown in Figure 3 illustrates the
tendency for them to come in clusters Several may occur in one day, but then several days
may go by without their appearance
We have selected 37 of the most clearly defined examples of particle channels and,
using solar wind velocity and IMF direction, calculated the spatial extent of each channel
The result is 3 7 4- 2 3 ×10 o kin, where we have given the average and the average devia-
tion We have not attempted to correct these numbers for geometrical effects based on
assumed cross-section shapes for the channels Our average value is somewhat higher than
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electrons dlrected back toward the Sun lS very small After passage of the filament, the flow 
beco es uch less alllsotroplc The propagatlOn condltIons are very dlfferent for the low 
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Figure 3 Particle propaga.tion cha.nnels often occur m clusters In thiS example at 
l .  t   c . ls c .   I tified e a e l- efined c relatIOns 
ith solar md denSity a.nd agnetic field changes 
Although not as clearly defined, solar wmd speed changes appear to be spatlally com-
cldent wlth the partlcle channels It lS qUlte remarkable that the relatIve magnetlc field 
decreases are so large The sequence of partlcle channels shown m Flgure 3 Illustrates the 
tendency for them to come m clusters Several may occur m one day, but then several days 
ay  by Wlthout thelr appearance 
We have selected 37 of the most clearly defined examples of partlcle channels and, 
usmg solar wmd veloclty and I F dlrectlon, calculated the spatlal extent of each channel 
The result lS 3 7 ± 2 3 XI06 km, where we have glven the average and the average devla-
tlOn e have not attempted to correct these numbers for geometrlcal effects based on 
assumed cross-sectlOn shapes for the channels Our average value lS somewhat hlgher than 
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that obtmned by Bartley et al, but the agreement is nonetheless good
3 Conclusions Finally, we summarize a few of the results obtained to date
1) Particle propagation channels tend to come in clusters separated by a few hours
Intervals of days may elapse wxthout the appearance of these features There m a strong ten-
dency for the particle channels to appear m populations of solar particles which are relatively
young Conversely, the channels are relatively rare near the end of long-hved streams of
solar particles
2) Particle propagation channels are defined by particle decreases as well as increases
The channels may contmn ions as well as electrons In some channels, the ions may show
an increase while the electrons decrease, and mc_ versa
3) The angular distribution of electrons inside the particle channels often differs
greatly from the angular distributions outside the channel. This implies a considerable
difference in the amount of magnetic turbulence in the frequency range 1 to 10 Hz, the fre-
quencies most effective in scattering the pitch angles of low energy electrons
4) We believe that particle channehng characterizes much of the interplanetary
medmm Whale the average rate of occurrence of clearly defined ("square wave") particle
channels may be on the order of only one per day, there appear to be many more channels
which are less well-defined
5) Correlatmn with solar wind and IMF parameters is highly variable Sometimes the
channel is distinctly defined by several of these parameters, at other times one parameter
may mark the channel In one case, a tangential dlscontmmty marks the edges of a particle
channel ( Tsnrutans, Personal Commnnlcation, April, 1985)
6) The particle propagataon channels consist of magnetac field hnes which trace back to
a dmtmctly different place in the solar particle source region, presumably in the solar atmo-
sphere, than do field hnes adjoined to the propagation channels
4 Acknowledgements This work was supported by NASA grant NAG5-376
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that obtamed by Bartley et al , but the agreement IS nonetheless good 
L ConcluslOns Fmally, we summarize a few of the results obtamed to date 
1) PartIcle propagatIon channels tend to come m clusters separated by a few hours 
Intervals of days may elapse WIthout the appearance of these features There IS a strong ten-
dency for the partIcle channels to appear m populatlOns of solar partIcles whIch are relatively 
young Conversely, the channels are relatIvely rare near the end of long-hved streams of 
solar particles 
2) PartIcle propagatIon channels are defined by partIcle decreases as well as mcreases 
The channels may con tam Ions as well as electrons In some channels, the Ions may show 
an mcrease while the electrons decrease, and vIce verBa 
3) The angular distnbution of electrons inSIde the partIcle channels often dIffers 
greatly from the angular dlstnbutlOns outsIde the channel. This Imphes a conSiderable 
difference in the amount of magnetlc turbulence in the frequency range 1 to 10 Hz, the fre-
quenCIes most effective m scattering the pItch angles of low energy electrons 
4) We beheve that particle channehng charactenzes much of the mterplanetary 
medIUm WhIle the average rate of occurrence of clearly defined ("square wave") particle 
channels may be on the order of only one per day, there appear to be many more channels 
which are less well-defined 
5) CorrelatlOn with solar wmd and IMF parameters IS hIghly varIable SometImes the 
channel is distinctly defined by several of these parameters, at other times one parameter 
may mark the channel In one case, a tangentIal dlscontmUlty marks the edges of a partlcle 
channel ( TBUnttam, PerBonal Communication, April, 1985) 
6) The particle propagatlOn channels conslst of magnetic field hnes whlch trace back to 
a dlStInctly dlfferent place m the solar particle source region, presumably m the solar atmo-
sphere, than do field hnes adjOined to the propagation channels 
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THE PROPAGATION OF SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLES
IN MAGNETIC CHANNELS
*F. B. McDonald
NASA Headquarters
L. F. Burlaga
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
The existence of interplanetary flow systems produced by
the entrainment of interplanetary transients - consisting of
flare-produced shocks, high-speed solar wind streams and coronal
mass ejection - has been established by Burlaga and co-workers.
This entrainment process produces enhanced regions of the interplanetary
magnetlc field that should be connected back to the solar corona.
These compressed regions can provide a preferred magnetic channel
for the propagation of solar cosmic rays. The characteristics
of these events appear to be different from those previously
reported by the NASA/Universlty of New Hampshire team and the
Unlversity of Chicago in their study of a large number of events
in the reglon beyond 1 AU. These new events have a very flat
energy spectra (with 7 = 1.5) that frequently extend to energles
above I00 MeV and have a significant enhancement of MeV electrons.
The combined data of Pioneer ii and Voyagers 1 and 2 make it
posslble to separate temporal and spatial variations. The particle
anlsotropies are modest (<10% at 12 MeV). Because of the field
compresslon, adlabatlc energy losses appear to be significantly
reduced. This effect should be of general astrophysical significance
slnce it provides a mechanism for injecting particles accelerated
near a star into the interstellar region without large energy
losses.
Frank B. McDonald
NASA Headquarters/Code P
Washington, DC 20546
*Presented by
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RADIAL TRANSPORT OF ~i MeV/nucleon IONS DURING THE 22 NOVEMBER 1977
SOLAR PARTICLE EVENT
G.M. Mason I, D.C. Hamilton I, G. Gloeckler I and B. Klecker 2
IDept. of Physics & Astronomy, Unlv. of MD, College Park, MD 20742 USA
2Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Exterrestrische Physik, 8046 Garchlng, FRG
i. Introduction. Time-intenszty profiles of solar flare energetic par-
ticle events carry information on the particle injection processes at
the sun, as well as the transport of partzcles in interplanetary space.
_wever, in order to help identify the individual processes of injection
versus transport it is necessary to use observations taken at more than
one radial location. We present here results of such a study co_icerning
the 22 November 1977 solar particle event, observed wlth instruments at
1.0 and 1.55 AU. The observations are for particles of energies near I
MeV/nucleon, considerably less than the ~10-20 MeV/nucleon energies
typical of previous radial transport studies (e.g. 2,10). Thus, in the
present work we are able to examlne the validzty of transport models to
considerably lower energies than in previous work.
2. Observations. The 22 November 1977 event began at 0945 UT with a 2B
flare at N24 W40. From this location it is reasonable to assume that
particles had prompt access to the interplanetary magnetic field Izne
connected to Earth. This solar particle event has been widely studied
(e.g. references in 7). Figure i shows the time-intensity profzles for
several species observed at i AU with the ISEE-I ULEWAT sensor (5).
Gaps in the profile are due to data removal around radiation belt pass-
es. For He, the time of maximum (M) was about 36 hours after the flare
(F), well before the passage of the flare-associated shock (S) late on
November 25. Figure 2 shows time-intensity profiles for the same set of
speczes observed at 1.55 AU (3) with the Voyager-2 LECP instrument (6).
During this flare the Earth-Sun-Voyager angle was about 5° , and so this
spacecraft was also well connected to the flare site. Although the
Voyager profiles show some disturbance during the onset phase between
0000-1200 on November 23, it appears that the times to maxzmum can be
identified, with a value of about 48 hours for He.
3. Model Fits. In modeling the time to maxzmum for low energy parti-
cles such as those in this study, it is essential to include the effects
of convection and adiabatic deceleration (e.g. 9). Accordingly, we have
used a model based on the spherically symmetric Fokker-Planck equation
including diffusion, convection and adzabatic energy loss, numerically
solved using the code of Hamilton (2). In the calculation we used a
constant solar wind velocity typical for this period, an injection time
at the Ha onset, and an assumed particle number density in the form of a
power law in energy/nucleon with spectral index derived from the observ-
ed spectra at I and 1.55 AU. The interplanetary diffusion coefflcien_
had the functional form typical in radlal propagatlon studles: K = _or-
= Vnar_icle_/3. Finite injection time proflles used the form I = l^exp
(-t_c_5 Following reference (7) it was assumed that KO scale_ as(A/Q) " for this particle event.
With the model so specified, the adjustable parameters are %r' b,
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Figures 3 and 4 show families of curves in the Xr - b plane which
provide the required Tma values at both sites: notice the wide range
of values which are poss:_ble with an observation at 1 or 1.55 AU only.
Overlaying Figures 3 and 4, an intersecting llne is obtained, shown in
Figure 5, which has the Xr - b values which yield the observed Tmax
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ties in the values are based on an estimated uncertainty of ± 20% in m.
Table i
Fit Parameters for 0.6-1.0 MeV/nuc Helium
= 0.I0 _+ 0.02 AU at 1 AU
b =1.3+0.1
ot = 12 _4"3 hours
Time intensity profiles for all
, , _ _ species using the Table i values for
Tmox=36 hoursat IAU _ He, and assuming scaling in Xr as
(A/Q) 0-55, are shown in Figures I and
=48hoursatI55AU 2. Considerlng the i AU data in
// Figure I the fits are generally sat-
X=O I AU "J
O b=13 _------_/VI isfactory for He, C, O and Fe up
_T =12hrsJ / " through the early decay phase, and
/ they reproduce the temporal varia-
_ tlons of the heavy ion ratios such as
<
Fe/O seen in this event (7). Pro-
tons, however, have a fast rise time
which is not fitted by the assumed
o¢ Tio/oofmax=lOhours scaling. This may be indicative of
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l i L l I protons, which, as the lowest rigid-
-2 -i o +t +2 ity particles in the set would be
b expected to be the most susceptible
85-16 to such effects. The 1.55 AU fits
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Figure 5 imum and the decay phases, although
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of course the model does not fit the previously noted distortions in the
rise phase. As is the case at 1 AU, the protons observed at Voyager
have a fast rlse-time which does not follow the (A/Q) 0"55 scaling used
for the A/Z=2 species.
4. Discussion. Although the value of Xr found here is similiar to
previous studies (e.g. review in 8), the values found for b and c are
rather different from the higher energy studies (e.g. 1,2), whichthave
generally yielded b ~ 0 and at =0 (delta function injection). If we
were to force such a choice on the present observations at 1AU, it is
possible to find the required _ value from the curves in Figure 3--
however the resulting value (Xr =0.015 AU) yields a Tmax of 66 hours at
Voyager: 18 hours beyond the observed value, and well outside the
experimental uncertaintles. It is possible that this result represents
a disagreement with the previous work. More likely, it is due to the
fact that the particle energies are lower, and also that the two space-
crafts are relatively close to 1AU and thus the observations are more
sensitive to ct and the behavior of X_ Out to i AU than the previous
studies at generally much larger radia_ distances. It should be pos-
sible to resolve these uncertainties by considering additonal data such
as anlsotropies (4) and by analyzing additional particle events.
5. Acknowledgements. We are grateful to the MPE, UMD, Johns
Hopklns/APL individuals responsible for the success of the ISEE and
Voyager instruments. One of us (G.M.) wishes to thank the Max-Planck-
Institut, Garchlng, for its hospitality during a visit when most of this
study was carried out. This work was supported by NASA under contract
NAS5-28704, grants NGR 21-002-224/316, and NAGW-101, by the NSF under
grant ATM-84-07546, by NASA/APL subcontract 601620, and by the
Bundesmlnisterlum fur Forschung und Technologfe, contract RV 14-B8/74.
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ENERGETIC SOLAR PARTICLE FLUXES OUT TO 3 AU DURING THE
MAY 7, 1978 FLARE EVENT
Lockwood, J.A.
Space Science Center, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824, USA
Debrunner, H.
Physikalisches Institut, University of Bern, 3012 Bern, Switzerland
Simultaneous solar proton flux measurements on IMP 7 and by the
world-wide neutron monitor network during the May 7, 1978 flare event
led us to conclude that in the energy range from 50 MeV to 10 GeV:
1) the propagation of the flare particles in the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) between the sun and the earth was nearly scatter-
free; and 2) therefore, the intensity-time (IT) profiles of the solar
proton fluxes observed at earth for about one hour after onset re-
present the solar injection profiles even to energies as low as 50 MeV
(Debrunner et al., 1984). Observations of the IMF at Helios A indicate
that the IMF was undisturbed between the sun and Helios A at the time
of the May 7, 1978 flare event; and, therefore, we infer that the solar
particle propagation was also scatter-free from the sun to Helios A. We
then made a detailed study of the acceleration and coronal transport of
the flare particles and their injection into the IMF using the fine-
time resolution data from IMP 7 and Helios A (Lockwood and Debrunner,
1983, 1985). The relative positions of IMP 7 and Helios A spacecraft
along with the solar flare location are shown in Fig. 1. The IMF lines
are drawn for a solar wind speed _ = 480 km/s. As an example of thesolar particle fluxes observed at 7 and Helios we show in Fig. 2
the responses of the energy channel with E _ 90 MeV. The coronal
transport was then analysed by assuming ame_ke acceleration of the
protons at the flare site and by using the Reid (1964) and Axford
(1965) model of two-dimensionaldiffusion with losses. Comparing the
(IT) profiles from_IMP _ and Helios A_we found that the coronal diffu-
sion coefficient D_ [cmZ/s] _ 4.4_.I0'_ (E [MeV] )_ _for 20 MeV < E <
500 MeV and that t_e loss rate 6 _ _ (2.9 ± 0.5) hr-" for 90 MeV < E <
500 MeV. To test the validity of the model used and the deduced
parameters we then calculated the ratios of the maximum solar proton
fluxes at IMP 7 and Helios A for the energy channels E _ 90 MeV
.median
and _ 350 MeV. The calculated ratios agree with the ooserveo ones to
within a factor of 2 which is good agreement. The constancy of the
factor with energy further confirms the results of this analysis.
Here we apply the same model to interpret the solar proton fluxes
observed on the Voyager (V) spacecraft, the locations of which are also
given in Fig. 1. The solar particle fluxes for the two high energy
telescopes (HET) from 70 MeV < E < 500 MeV (E .. _ 107 MeV) at V1
• . me lad .
and V2 are combined and shown zn Fzg. 3. The com_znatzon of the data is
valid because the counting rates of the four HETs agreed within
statistical fluctuations. In Fig. 3 we also show the (IT) profile
(shaded area) expected at V according to our model of only coronal
transport without IMF diffusion. Comparing the onset time and (IT) _
profile of the theoretical response (no IMF diffusion) with the
observed ones it is clear that the propagation of the solar protons was
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proton fluxes observed at earth for about one hour after onset re-
present the solar injection profiles even to energies as low as 50 MeV 
(Debrunner et al., 1984). Observations of the IMF at Helios A indicate 
that the IMF was undisturbed between the sun and Helios A at the time 
of the May 7, 1978 flare event; and, therefore, we infer that the solar 
particle propagation was also scatter-free from the sun to Helios A. We 
then made a detailed study of the acceleration and coronal transport of 
the flare particles and their injection into the IMF using the fine-
time resolution data from IMP 7 and Helios A (Lockwood and Debrunner, 
1983, 1985). The relative positions of IMP 7 and Helios A spacecraft 
along with the solar flare location are shown in Fig. 1. The IMF lines 
are drawn for a solar wind speed V = 480 km/s. As an example of the 
solar particle fluxes observed at I~W 7 and Helios A we show in Fig. 2 
the responses of the energy channel with E . ~ 90 MeV. The coronal transpo~t was then analysed by assuming ame~:r~ke acceleration of the 
protons at the flare site and by using the Reid (1964) and Axford 
(1965) model of two-dimensional diffusion with losses. Comparing the 
(IT) profiles framE IMP 2 and Helios A1~e found tha~ the coronal diffu-
sion coefficient Os [cm Is] ~ 4.4E·10 (E [MeV] ) _1for 20 MeV < E < 500 MeV and that tne loss rate S ~ (2.9 ± 0.5) hr for 90 MeV < E < 
500 MeV. To test the validity of the model used and the deduced 
parameters we then calculated the ratios of the maximum solar proton 
fluxes at IMP 7 and Helios A for the energy channels E d. ~ 90 MeV 
and ~ 350 MeV. The calculated ratios agree with the ob~~rO~8 ones to 
within a factor of 2 which is good agreement. The constancy of the 
factor with energy further confirms the results of this analysis. 
Here we apply the same model to interpret the solar proton fluxes 
observed on the Voyager (V) spacecraft, the locations of which are also 
given in Fig. 1. The solar particle fluxes for the two high energy 
telescopes (HET) from 70 MeV < E < 500 MeV (E . ~ 107 MeV) at V1 
and V2 are combined and shown in Fig. 3. The c~ffig!~Qtion of the data is 
valid because the counting rates of the four HETs agreed within 
statistical fluctuations. In Fig. 3 we also show the (IT) profile 
(shaded area) expected at V according to our model of only coronal 
transport without IMF diffusion. Comparing the onset time and (IT) 
profile of the theoretical response (no IMF diffusion) with the 
observed ones it is clear that the propagation of the solar protons was 
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diffusive beyond the orbit of the earth. In order to include the
effects of the IMF diffusion we must determine the extent of the region
over which the diffusion took place. We examined the plasma and
magnetic field data on Helios A from April 25 to May 7, the Kp data at
earth from April 29 to May 10, and magnetic field and solar wind data
on VI and V2 from May 7 to May 17. The shocks and/or disturbed regions
found on May 7, 1978, at 0300 UT are indicated in Fig. 4. In this
figure we have also shown the IMF limes to Voyager for VS = 420, 455,
and 490 km/s. We infer that the propagation of the so_ar particles
along the IMF lines to Voyager was scatter-free for r < 1.6 AU and
diffusive for r _ 1.6 AU.
To describe the diffusive propagation of the flare protons for
r _ 1.6 AU we assume as explained in Fig. 5 one-dimensional diffusion
along the IMF lines with a constant mean free path _ , an "absorbing"
barrier at x = -2 X , and a 6-like injection of N particles at
x = O, t = O. The presence of an "absorbing" barrier at x = -2 I is the
equivalent physical description of the transition of the flare protons
from the undisturbed to the disturbed region. The density of solar
particles is then:
n(x,t) : N . { exp ( x24Dt ) - exp ( [x+4X]24Dt)} (l)
2(_Dt)I/2
where D = X v, X = mean free path for scattering and v is the particle
velocity. If x >> X , then
2
N x
B
X
n(x,t) : • • exp ( ) (2){), Dt,V2 vt 4Dt
which exhibits the same time dependence as 3-dimensional diffusion. The
best fit of equation 2 to the Voyager data is found for X = 0.04 AU in
the range 1.6 AU _ r _ 3.0 AU. The theoretical data were normalized to
the observations at the time of maximum and shown in Fig. 3. The
agreement of the onset times and of the (IT) profiles over 3 days is
excellent. From the solar transport model and the data from IMP 7
(Lockwood and Debrunner, 1985) we can estimate the value of N and
predict the absolute maximum intensity at Voyager if we include the
effect of the divergent IMF (Parker, 1963). The ratio of the observed
to the predicted maximum fluxes at_these large distances from the sun
is strongly dependent upon the detailed structure of the IMF and
VS . For example, we find that for V_. = 420, 455 and 490 km/s the
ra_ios are 1.5, 5 and 15 respectivelg_ If we include the effect of
solar particles escaping from the diffusive region into the undisturbed
region (r < 1.6 AU), then being reflected in the undis£urbed region,
and later returning to the disturbed region, the ratios are reduced by
about a factor of 3. The resulting ratios of 0.5, 1.7 and 3
respectively are in very good agreement using such a simple physical
model.
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the range 1.6 AU ~ r ~ 3.0 AU. The theoretical data were normalized to 
the observations at the time of maximum and shown in Fig. 3. The 
agreement of the onset times and of the (IT) profiles over 3 days is 
excellent. From the solar transport model and the data from IMP 7 
(Lockwood and Debrunner, 1985) we can estimate the value of Nand 
predict the absolute maximum intensity at Voyager if we include the 
effect of the divergent IMF (Parker, 1963). The rati  of the observed 
to the predicted maximum fluxes at, these large distances from the sun 
is strongly dependent upon the detailed structure of the IMF and 
VSu/' For example, we find that for VSW = 420, 455 and 490 km/s the 
ratios are 1.5, 5 and 15 respectively. If we include the effect of 
solar particles escaping from the diffusive region into the undisturbed 
region (r < 1.6 AU), then being reflected in the undisturbed region, 
and later retur ing to the disturbed region, the ratios are reduced by 
about a factor of 3. The resulting ratios of 0.5, 1.7 and 3 
respectively are in very good agre ment using such a simple physical 
model. 
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We conclude that the coronal transport model developed in Lockwood
and Debrunner (1985) and the description assumed here for the IMF diffu-
sive propagation predict the observed solar proton fluxes at Helios A
(r = 0.35 AU), near earth, and at the Voyager spacecraft (r = 3 AU) for
the May 7, 1978 solar flare event•
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THE LOCAL CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION
OF INTERPLANETARY PARTICLE PROPAGATION
G. Green and W. SchlUter
Instltut fur Relne und Angewandte Kernphysik
Unlverslt_t K1el
Olshausenstr. 40
2300 Klel, W-Germany
ABSTRACT
We deflne an easily measurable intenslty functlon whlch characterlzes the
interplanetary propagation of charged solar flare partlcles. This
function is nearly time invarlant durlng a solar event desplte the large
variations of intenslty and anlsotropy, but varies from event to event.
It characterlzes the systematlc and stochastlc forces of the
interplanetary magnetic fleld which focus and scatter the partlcles in
pitch angle. The model of focused transport shows that this functlon is
essentlally determined by the local shape and amplltude of the pltch
angle dlffusion coefflclent _(_) and by the local value of the focuslng
length. The tlme proflle of the solar partlcle injectlon is typlcally of
negllglble influence. The local characterlstlc functlon may be used as a
powerful new tool for a systematlc analysls of flare particle angular
dlstrlbutlons. Examples are glven.
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INVESTIGATION OF COSMIC RAY PROPAGATION
IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE
Chebakova E.A., Kolomeets E.V., Sevast'yanov V.N.
Kazakh State University,Timiryazeva St. 46,
Alma-Ata 480121, USSR
It was established experimentally that propagation of
solar cosmic rays (scr) in interplanetary space up to I A.U.
in most cases was of diffusion character ( Palmeira R.A.R.,
et al., 1971) .
In present paper we describe solar cosmic ray events on
the basis of equation give. in the paper of Dolginov
A.Z.,Toptygin I.N.,1966):
-_- _ ._ _.p. _j (1)
where n is density of particles in unit interval of kinetic
energy 6 ,r - heliocentric distance, _ and P -total energy
and momentum of p_rticlecorrespondinly, V - speed of solar
wind, _r- coefficient of radial diffusion, _, -coefficient
of diffusion in space of energy,_:(am,C_ff_+_where m,C" -
energy at rest. Equation (I) describes process of diffusion
propagation of charged component of solar cosmic rays
including convecton, adiabatic cooling and statistical
acceleration. Numerical solution of equation (I) was based
on the grid technique ( Krylov ¥.I.,et ai.,1977 ).
Boundary conditions were taken in the for_: n(r,_ ,t)ffiO;
CnV - _,_ =Q(_.t)at r=_ . whereQ is functionof source.C
-Compton-Oetting fact%r," n(r& ,_,t)-O, r_ [_ ,_]
n(r,_pt}=O, n{r,_,t}~_ "'° , _{[_i,_] • _. --r
AS a test problem we solved equation (I) by Monte Carlo
technique using transit moments of the first and second
orders of the equation (I) which is equatloa of Fokker-
Planck type ( Jokipii ,I.R.,Levy E.H., 1977). Figure 1 shows
calculated ti.Qe-intenslty profiles at II MaY at r=l A.U..
Solid line represents the results of calculation by grid
technique, hlstogram-Monte Carlo technique for the case of
instantaneous injection of solar cosmic rays at point ._.0.01
A.U. for _:3.5. _ =6 A.U.,_=O,2 MeW, _2=50MeV,_-_._ _,
=const(r)_(_=ll MeV)=Iml6xl0a'cma/s, V=400km/s. , o
Figure 2 shows calculated energy spectra Itm obtained "
on the basis of maximum intensity at r=l A.U.,when t_tm and
histogram represents the results of Monte Carlo technique,
solid llne -calculations by grid technique, dotted llne shows
the form of energy spectrum at source. The solid llne at the
bottom of figure 2 represents dependence of exponent _ on
,when I_m is approximated with the function o_ the _orm
"_'_ ,dotted llne is value of _ Hardening of scr energy
prevailing action of adiabaticspectrum at 1 A.U. i_ d_e to
cooling, when D_f&_a.-g_ ( Dolginov A.Z., Toptygin
I,N,,1966), where AUffig_km/s - speed of alfven waves in solar
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i  ost s s as f iff i  r ct r ( l eir  . . ., 
 I.   • 
In rese t paper e escri e s lar cos ic ray events on 
t e sis f uation iven i  t e aper f lginov 
. ., pt gi  . .,1 ): 
~ = ~ . .! [rl·c~,.·an -n,.V)] +.!..{ !.Y .c£.£.n + D [an _ nC.E 2..,p2)1} (1) 
en r" a,. ar Be, r £ 8£ ! . l 
here n i  sit  f rti l  i  it i t r l f i eti  
energy t ,r - li entri  ista ce, E and P -t t l energy 
a  o ent  f ~ ticle rr s ndinly,  - s eed f l r 
wind, ~r- coefficient of radial diffusion, p.~ -coeffiiient 
of iff si  i  space of energy,cL=(2m.Ca..,e>/<m.t+E),where .c -
e er  t r t. quati  (1) s ri s r cess f iff si  
propagation of charged co ponent of solar cos ic rays 
i l i  c ectOR, i ati  li  and t ti ti l 
l rdti . umerical l ti  f ati  (1) as s  
on t  ri  t i  ( r l  V.I., t l.,19  ). 
~~  diti. s ere t  i  t  forlll: (r,e ,t).Of 
CnV - ~~6E - (f.t) at r.~ • where Q is function of source. C 
-Compton-Getting factor, n(r" ,e,t).O, rE trs ,r,,) ; 
n(r,ef,t}- , n(r,Ga,t}",e-lo • EE[ct,£a] • 
s a t t r le  e s l e  e ati  (1) by onte arl  
t i  i  t sit oments f th     
orders of the equation (1) hich is equatioq of ~okker­
Planck type ( Jokipii J.R., Levy . ., 1977). igure 1 sho s 
calc late  ti~e-inten9ity r fil s t 11 eV t ral .  •• 
oli  li  re resents the r s lts of calc lati  by ri  
t i , istogram- onte arl  t i  f r th   f 
instantaneous injection of solar cosmic rays at point A~O.OI 
A.U. for 1 .... 3,5, r" =6 . ., e, ... 0,2 eV, ea=so eV,ae .. -aeo£"'-_ sea 
aconst(r), ae..(e=l1 MeV)=1,16xlOlf cml/s, V=400 km/s. '0 
Figure 2 shows calculated energy spectra It", obtained 
 t  si   a im  i  t r=1 . .,  t-tm  
isto ra  r r s ts t  r s lts f onte arl  t i , 
li  lin  - l l ti s  ri  t i e, tt  lin  s s 
t  f rm f e er  s ectru  t s r . he s li  lin  ~ t  
bottom of figure 2 represents dependence of exponent I on e 
,when Itm is approxi ated ith t e [ cti  f the form 
~t-l ,dotted line is value of ~ • Hardening of scr energy 
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wind plasma at r-l A.U..
The dotted line in figure I is a result of solution of
the equation (I) for all similar paramete_ and conditions
except suggestion that _e_)=const=l,16xlO--c_/s. This
condition is equvalent to _ sconst{%). Good agreement in
behaviour of _) was obtained for t>tm when _ gconst(_ )
for_e#const(6 )°
Usually when propagation of cos_slc rays is investigated
it is suggested that _r(r,_)ffif(r)_(_). To study validity of
this suggestion we described experi,meutal solar cosmic ray
time-intensity profile for 28,05.67 and 02.11.69 events. The
data were taken from the paper of Lanzerotti L.J. ,1975.
Description was carried out by minimization the difference
between experimental value of I (t) and theoretical ones.
Minimization was carried out for scr at given energies in
suggestion of Instantaneous injection of particles andl9 _ =20
A.U., w_len _rf_r at ranges Rr(r=l A.U.) 6 [_.75x10 c_/s;
3,75xlO_acm'/s], b _[-2,2] with steps 4_o= O.l'_g, bb=0.5 ,
where _,-prevlous value oleo. Figure 3 shows obtained by
_,tntmization dependences _r(_), b(_) for 28.05.67 event and
dependences At(R), b(R) for 02.11.69 event, where Ar -radial
mean free path, R- rigidity of particle ( Ar=3Rr/ff , ff
-particle speed ),
Figure 3a show_ values of _,(_) and _(6) obtained by
minimization of _(circles) and by least square method
(rectangles) for _offi3for protons at energy _ : 1.2-2,4
MeV,2.5-4.3 MeV, 4.4-5.0 MeV; 5.0-9.4 MeV; 9.4-17.4 MeV;
16,5-19.7 MeV. Figure 3b shows _r(R) and b(g) for 02.11.69
obtained by mininmizatton using least square technique for
electrons at energies: >0.35 MeV; >0.6 _av; >1,1 HeY; for
protons at energies: 1,1-2.5 MeV; 2.5-4.3 HeV; 5.0-8.8 MeV;
5.9-8.8MeV, 8.8-16.7MeV, 17.0-19,7MeV; for alfa-partlcles
at energies: 3.8-6.2 MeV; 6.2-8.5 MeV, 8.5-17.5 MeV,
17.5-24,5MeV, 24.5-42.5Me¥, 42.5-83.5MeV. Rhombs,circles
and rectangles in the upper part of figure 3b are values of
_rfor electrons,protonsand alfa-particles correspondlngly.
Analysis of figure 3 reveals that _r_R_ _,0,6
K-0,27 for events 28.05.67 and 02.11.69 correspondingly and
_R>O. Solid smooth curves in figure 4 show the results of
of scr protons fordescription of time-lntenslty pr,of_le
28 05.67 for _0=2.3, Rrf_.Pe_ , _=0.8, b=0.75"_ ,
[_J = MaY. Coordinate axis for the given curve is shown
with the help of arrow. Figures near curves are energy
ranges of registration of solar cosmic rays. Solid line in
figure 5 is description of energy spectrum of proton
intensity It_8)for the given event.
Frgo_ounc ed softening of _tm (_) at r=IA.U.
(It_(_)_" ".._ with respect to scr spectrum at source where
l(_'_O;r.5)~_ _"should be noted.
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between experimental value of I(t) and th oretical ones. 
Minimization was carried out for scr at given nergies in 
suggestion of insiantaneous injection of particles andl9 ~=20 A.U., w~en Z,"Zor at ranges ~,.(r=l A.U.) € [3.75x10 c"rl/s; 
3,75xlOR .CI1l2js], b E[-2,2] with steps AZo= 0.1--:, Ab ... O.5 , 
wh re Zo-previolls v31lle offfo. Figure:1 Iclhows ohtained by 
minimization d p dences Ar(f), bee) for 28.05.67 ~v~nt and 
d pe (iences Ar(R), b(R) for 02 11.69 vent, where ?t r -r dial 
lIean free path, R- rigidity of particle ( Ar -3l£,./U' , 0" 
-particle speed ). 
Figure 3a shows values of ~,.(e) and & (8) obtained by 
m n mization of l l (circles) and by least square method 
(rectangles) for ro.3 for protons at energy 5: 1.2-2,4 
MeV,2.5-4.3 MeV, .4-5.0 MeV; 5.0-9.4 MeV; 9.4-17.4 MeV; 
16,5-19.7 MeV. Figure 3b shows ~,(R) and b(R) for 02 11.69 
obtained by min nmization using least square technique for 
lectrons at energies: >0.35 MeV; >0.6 KQv~ >1,1 MeV; for 
protons at energies: ,1-2.5 MeV; 2.5-4.3 MeV; 5.0-8.8 MeV; 
5.9- .  MeV, 8.8- .  MeV, 17.0- 7 MeV; for alfa- ar icles 
at energies: 3.8-6.2 MeV; 6.2-8.5 MeV, 8.5-17.5 MeV, 
17.5- 5 MeV, 24.5- 5 MeV, 42.5- 5 MeV. Rhombs, cir l  
and rectangles in the u per part of figure 3b are values of 
~rfor electr s, r t s and alfa-parti l s correspondingl . 
Analysis of fi ure 3 reveals that ~r N R-' , .L1II0,6 , 
~·~  for events 28.05.  and 02.11.  co r s di l  and 
aSfoR>o. Solid smooth curves in figure 4 show the results of 
description of ti e-intensity p~o~le of scr protons for 
281°5.67 for 10=2.3, 2 r • aeor t ,claO.B, b=O.75-tgf, , [8 • MeV. Coordinate axis for the given curve is shown 
with the help of arrow. Figures near curves are energy 
ranges of registration of solar cosmic rays. Solid line in 
figure 5 is description of energy spectrum of proton 
intensity ItJ~)for the given event. 
Pr.0lounced softening of It'" (E,) at r=lA. U. (It (t)-e-~ l with respect to scr spectrum at source where 
I (i.o; rar,)"'tf. should be noted. 
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F I G U R E  3 .  
F I G U R E  2. 
F I G U R E  4, 
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Analysis of abovementioned results shows that
suggestion of instantaneous injection allows to describe
propagation of scr when function @r(r,R) can. not be
£actorized with respect to r and R and of Zr_P&R_ ,then
_8_£>0 and at r=l A.U. _=0.3-0.6 that is in good agree,0ent
with the data on frequency power spectrum of interplanetary
magnetic field fluctuation.
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Analysis of abovementioned re ults shovs that 
suggestion of instantaneous injection allovs to describe 
prop gation of scr when function m  (r,R) OlD, not he 
fHctorized with respect to r nd R and of z~-r R£ ,then 
a&jaR>O and at r .. l A.U. ce.-O.3-0.6 that is in good agreement 
with the data on frequency power spectrum of interplanetary 
magnetic field fluctuation. 
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DI_USION-CONVECTION FUNCTION OF COSMIC RAYS
Gongliang Zhang and Guang Yang *
Institute of Space Physics, Academia Sinica
Beijing, China
ABSTRACT
This paper presents the fundamental properties
and some numerical results of the solution of the
diffusion equation of an impulsive cosmic-ray point
source in an uniform, unbounded and spherically
symmetrical moving medium.
!. INTRODUCTION The diffusion-convection(D-C_ function is
an elementary composite function of the solution of the D-G
equation for the particles injected impulsively from a diffu-
sive point source into a uniform, unbounded and spherically
symmetrical medium. It is the analytic solution derived by
the dimensional method for the propagation equation of solar_e
cosmic rays in the heliosphere, i.e. the interplanetary space.
Because of the introduction of convection effect of solar
wind, a nonhomogeneous term appears in the propagation equa-
tion, it is difficult to exuress its solution in terms of
the ordinary special functions. The research made so far has
led to a solution containing only the first order approxi-
mation of the convection effect. Undoubtedly it is insuffi-
cient to study only t_le propagation of the particle wi_1 not
too high energy. The solution we get with the dimensional
method, up to date, is the most general solution of propa-
gation equation in a uniform, unbounded and spherically sym-
metrical medim,,. It includes the higher orders of approxima-
tion for the convection effect, and has been used in discus-
sing various kinds of propagation effects of solar cosmic
ray, making propagation corrections and evaluating the equi-
valent diffusion coefficients$ '_ The solution raay also have
its value for reference in the discussion of the diffusion
in _he ordlnary moving medium.
It is necessary to ooint out that this solution is
valid only in the case of a constant K. For the low energy
particles, the energy of particles and also their diffusion
coefficients change as a result of the adiabatic expension
loss and other processes. In this case, such limitations
can be retrieved by the equivalen_ diffusion coefficient
reflecting the average nature of pl.opagation space.
Th_ diffusion equation in a uniform, unbounded and
spherically sy_maetrical medium is
m-_U r_U __ Vr_aU ,+ 2CVr
where U is the number density of diffusing particle, C is a
constant relating to the energy spectrum index. In the space
far from the source, the solution satisfyin£ condition
* Presently at Department of Physics, University of New
Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824, U.S.A.
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U(r,t=o)=,_A/-__--_..(r-r._and Eq. (I.i_ist'_
U (r,%)- (_, ),& 4 _%
where € is tdiffusion-convection function I which the paper
is going to discuss in detail. It can be expressed as a func-
tion of two dimensionless parameters as follows: Diffusion
parameter Z- rZ_(4Kt), Convection parameter for time
x=(2c-l_V_t_K):_.Disregarding_,solutio_(1.2_isllk_
a kind of the diffusion caused by a source moving outward
with the convective velocity V. The equation of 4 is
-- r ++ p, +" _.<I,. ')_ 4 )
In case of no convection, V=O and_-----l,solutlon(l.2_ is a
function of a single parameter Z. When convective effect is
not too strong, $ can be expanded into a cower series of
power series of parameter X: _(X,Z_ _X_F(I,Z _, (t4)
F(1,Z_ is called the 1-th order influence functlon of con-
vection, and its equation is
Seeing that the solution must be finite at the origin, Z_O,
expression of F(1,Z_ can be taken as
_ t,__.£._-,.7_._,..._ _ ' ,.,,,, ,,-,,,, _,.+,>
If. MAIN HETHODS A(n,m,k) is a multiple series relating
to m,and k, the lowest recurrence values for m and k are
all zero. For the derivation of the general recurrence
formula of A(n,m,k), it is instructive to evaluate first
from the lower-order coefficient A(n,m-l,k_ the next one
_(n,m_k_ byrecurring k. Then, the general formula of A(n,m,k_
can be yielded as: [++L,IA_.,,, ,_) - A(.,) a.(,, - ) -_[.}.[_,
• a(o,,oj-.-I
S(,..._)-Z _+,3)
S(n,m.,_)=l,_:% .,_,--.,_--o, n_o, _o--I,n-o,(_-4)
whore oooffioien_ A(n) is de_orminod by the initial con-
dition.
The multiple series s(n,m,k% can be transformed into
a series composed of the higher-order I" function (function
_snd G).
From the initial condition at t_ o and the as]nnptotic
value (± _ ) of function as Z_- , the recurrence formula of
coefficient A(1) can be yielded :
_' "_z'..._._-_)_')C_ " "_+.",-) _+A¢+_(-_)_'' s(o, i,) --o, ,:_--,, A(,.I (."_)
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U(r,t=o)= /'/b(r-r.' and Eq. (1.1' ist '1 
~ L 
U(r,t)=(:"lJ/Z lJ/;telC,r-~~~) J '*(1,1), (1.2,) 
where ~ is 'diffusion-convection function' which the paper 
is going to discuss in detail. It can be expressed as a func~ 
tion of two 'dimensionless parameters as follows: Diffusion 
parameter Z = rZ ,<4Kt).. Convection parameter for time 
X=(2C - l')V(tiK): • Disregarding4>, solution (1.2) is likA 
a kind of the diffusion caused by a source moving outward 
with the convective velocity V. The equation of ~ is 
r2'a
1
';' +r~·(2_L)_L~4- == (2C_ 1) Vr 4 ~ ,,' ~ yo let K -:at K 
In case of no convection, V = 0 and4> = 1, solution(1.2\ is a 
function of a single parameter Z. When convective effect is 
not too strong, 4> can be expanded into a nower series 01' 
power series of parameter X: c:P(X, 7,\ = !X"F(l,Z', (1.4) 
F{l,Z) is called the I-th order influence function of COD-
vection, and its equation is ~ 
f " ( 1,) l ) "" [ - I l' -i r'J 1=' (l, 'l ) - ii-If( l. i) == i r H L-I J ~ ) (t. 5" ) 
Seeing that the solution must be finite at the origin, Z - 0, 
expression of F(l,Z' can be taken as 
f(l,'i),.t.'l ... ,·flt<. ••• ,\C.)l'" n."~-"". 
Ma. t--- ' 
II. MAIN l1ETHODS A(n,m,k) is a multiple series relating 
to m,and k, the lowest recurrence values for m and k are 
all zero. For the derivation of the general recurrence 
formula of A(n,m,k), it is instructive to evaluate first 
from the lower-order coefficient A(n,m-l,k\ the next one 
~(n,m,k) byrecurring k. Then, the general formula of A(n,m,k) 
can be yielded as: ..q.. "" 
A(ft, .. ,~) _A(II)(t<'II,,,,q[ "~l, ~11< ~<,I\~ 'M,,\<) ('2.1) 
t~)", a(\\\-I) \ 
') • n~Oj 1.\.(0,"'1= (~,,",) J"'~O; ('1.1) (l"Cl,'" = (M+I)! ll(o,O) =, 
k 'fa' II, ... -I J "-d 
S ( 1\, ... , ~) ,. ~ WI 
"' .. (-\ ~Io\-I""~')('"'i'+"") 
s(n",\t\,.I¥.) 1:' J 1<= 0" IJ 3. ..... , ,"0: 0 ) n~oJ ,"0.:1./ r\:.o, (2.4) 
where coefficient A(n) is determined by the initial con-
dition. 
The multiple series s(n,m,k) can be tl->ansformed into 
a series composed of the higher-order~ function (function 
'" and G). From the ini tial condition at t - 0 and the asymptotic 
value (1 T ) of function as z~ - I the recurrence forLnula of 
coefficient A(l) can be yielded! 
h' A <. " ) .. I L-t ) ) 6', .. 1: -'L (t) ':)<'''J __ ) .... 1\(0)(') S(OI ~ =0 n:l.-""J A(6)_, (2." 
.... l'(,;;) } 
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The hig_B(_rorder coefficient A is difficult to express
in a sim_le form. floweret, it is quite convenient to calcu-
late A(1 _ with the recurr(Bnce formulae (a._ and (z.5) by
computer. It can be show_ that A(1) is an alternative seq-
uence, and its absolute value decreases when 1 increases.
Formula ( I._ ) is a nonhomogeneous equation. Its non-
homogeneous terms are composed of the same functions of lower
order. The formula of function Ftl,Z) can be derived from
formulae (t 6 ) and (2.t):
The asymi_totic value of f(n,m,Z) when t = o or Z_-is
Therefrom the recurrence formula ( :2.5 _ of coefficient A(l_
can be formulated.
III. DIFFUSION-_0NVECTION FUNCTION _(X.Z)
For convenience of discussion, function @ can be re-
written as
where Y is another dimensionless parameter, namely, the con-
vection parameter for space: y_ (2C - 1)-_-Vr _ XZ_ (_ _
Fig. 1. illustrates the value of n for calculation of
as a function of Y and T, when the relative magnitude of
the last term os less than l0 . It can be seen that the
term number of converEence increases with the value of Y
and T. _unctlon _ is probably divergent as X > 3._oo. So, we
often restrict our discussion to propagation problem within
the range X _ 3.oo.
30 2S
Abee_s_a is the d_mensionless time r, ordinate _ 30
is the number o_ terms summing up the funvt_on
o os Io 1._ o _5
D_memmnle_ 11m€ T
IV, VARIATION OF D_NSI_ U Variation of _-C function
_ith 'the 'convection p_eter for space Y and thedimenston-
less time _(-----4Kt/r*) have already been shovm in Fig. i.
ofEz] . Plotted here is the variation of diffusing particles
density U with T under the different conditions of solar
wind convections (Fig. 2.). A set of curves on the left
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'rho hir;llcr order coefficient A is difficul t to express in a simple form. HOl-leVer, it is qui te convenient to calcu-late A(l \ wi th the rOCUl~ronce formulae (2.~) and (2,..5 ) by computer. It can be shown that A(l) is an alternative seq-u nce, und its absolute value decreases when 1 increases. Formula ( ,.S ) is a nonhomogeneous equation. Its non-homogeneous terms are composed of the same functions of lower order. The formula of function Fil,Z) can be derived from formulae (,., ) and ('2.' ): 
F ( L, 'l ) = Eo l "'I. G\ ( n, 10\) A {'" f ( r\, "', ~ ) 
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~he efrom the recurrence formula ( 2·5 ) of coefficient can be formulated. 
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A(l) 
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side are the results calculated by Formula (t.Z), taking
2C - 1- 4, or the differential-momentbu_-spectrum index of
oarticles to be 5.5. quch case corresponds to that of the
isotro_)ic propagation. But in fact, propagation of cosmic
rays particles in interplanetary space is anisotropic,the
diffusion coefficient along the magnetic line K,/ is diffe-
rent from the transverse one K_ . In this case, propa_a-
tlon equabion becomes
(€'0
where is the magnetic azimuth of observation point from
Vr (4,)
the source, and H is the modulation parameter, H-- 2N_
Substitute k,, for K when Z is calculated.
Solution (4.1) of the anisotroDic propagation equa-
tion is drawn by a set of curves of the right side of Fig2
when e = o'. It can be shown that the intensity of diffu-
sing particles decreases and the maximum time moves uo as
the convection effect intensifies. Besides, the time scale
of the isotropic D-_ prooagation is longer than that of
the anlsotropic one._Hence, it is possible to form an over
estimation of equivalent diffusion coefficient if obser-
vational data is fitted merely by the former. However, bet-
ter results can be got by using the model of anisotropic
propa_ation, oo _o 2o 30 oo os _o _.s 20
ISOtTOpIC dt|_USlOlt-cohvec(lo- [ Anmotropl¢ dl_u41on-€ol[IveCtlOn
10° 1 10'],
°° !! 1'
€
i.:Z ,o-, ,o-,
o
•_ 10"_ 20 '2.0 10-2
°
O0 )0 20 30 O0 05 10 I._ 20
Dimenstonlem t|me
(a) Iso_pie D-C (b)aniso_opM D.-C
[ 11 Zhang,Gongliang, (1978), HTGI{ _TERGY =HYSICS AND NUC-
LEA PHYSICS, 200.
[2_ Zhm_g, Gongliang, S_,IENTI_ STNICA, 22(1979), 934.
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MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS OF RELATIVISTIC SOLAR
PROTON PROPAGATION IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE
M.Lumme, J.J.Torsti, E.Valnikka, J.Peltonen,
M.Nieminen, E.Valtonen, and H.Arvela
Department of Physical Sciences, University of Turku, and
Wihurl Physical Laboratory, Universlty of Turku
SF-20500 Turku, Finland
ABSTRACT
Particle fluxes and pitch angle distributions of
relativlstic solar protons at 1 AU have been determlned by
Monte Carlo calculations. The analysls covers two hours
after the release of the partlcles from the Sun and total
of 8.10_ particle trajectories were slmulated. The pitch
angle scatterlng was assumed to be isotropic and the
scatterlng mean free path was varied from 0.i to 4 AU.
As an appllcation, the solar injection time and Inter-
planetary scattering mean free path of partlcles that gave
rise to the GLE on May 7, 1978 were determined. Assuming
exponential form, the in]ectlon decay time was found to be
about II minutes. The m.f.p, of pltch angle scattering
durlng the event was about 1 AU.
I. INTRODUCTION
When a relativistlc charged particle is injected into the
interplanetary space from the Sun It becomes under the influence
of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Due to the divergence
of the IMF, the pitch angle, _, of the particle decreases and the
propagatlon becomes almost field-allgned. The nominal IMF is
disturbed by small-scale irregularities, which act as scattering
centers of the partlcles during their propagatlon. In these
scatterlng processes the energy of the partlcle is conserved and
the displacement of the guiding center is only of order of the
gyroradius but the pitch angle of the partlcle changes.
When the scatterlng m.f.p., _, is very small compared wlth the
scale lenght of the IMF, the propagatlon is dominantly stochastic
and the particle flux density can be described by a diffusion
equation. But when l increases, the deterministlc role of the
focusing magnetic field becomes more important. Durlng highly
anisotroplc events a general description of the interplanetary
propagation of relativistic solar particles is possible only by
using the Monte Carlo method.
Lockwood et al. (1982) have applled the particle distribu-
tions calculated by Monte Carlo method in an analysis of the GLE
on May 7, 1978. They found an average scatterlng m.f.p, of 5 AU
during thls event.
2. PARTICLE PROPAGATION IN THE IMF
2.1. Magnetic Focusing. In this work we have approximated the
interplanetary magnetic field by the classical Archlmedean spiral
field. The angular velocity of the Sun was 2.865-10-6 rad/s and
the solar wind speed was 450 km/s, which is slightly above its
average qulet time value.
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ABSTRACT 
Particle fluxes and pitch angle distributions of 
relativ1stic solar protons at 1 AU have been determ1ned by 
Monte Carlo calculations. The analys~s covers two hours 
after the release of the part1cles from the Sun and total 
of 8'106 particle trajectories were s~mulated. The pitch 
angle scatter1ng was assumed to be isotropic and the 
scatter1ng mean fr e path was varied from 0.1 to 4 AU. 
As an appl1cation, the solar injection time and 1nter-
planetary scattering mean free path of part~cles that gave 
rise to the GLE on May 7, 1978 were determined. Assuming 
expo ential form, the ~nJect~on decay time was found to be 
about 11 minutes. The m.f.p. of p1tch angle scattering 
durIng the event was about I AU. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When a relativist1c charged particle is injected into the 
interplanetary space from the Sun 1t becomes under the influence 
of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Due to the divergence 
of the IMF, the pitch angle, ~, of the particle decreases and the 
propagat1on becomes almost field-al1gned. The nominal IMF is 
disturbed by small-scale irregularities, which act as scattering 
centers of the part1cles during their propagat1on. In these 
scatter1ng processes the energy of the part1cle 1S conserved and 
the displacement of the guiding center is only of order of the 
gyroradius but the pitch angle of the part1cle changes. 
When the scatter~ng m.f.p., A, is very small compared w~th the 
scale lenght of the IMF, the propagat~on is domi antly stochastic 
and the particle flux density can be described by a diffusion 
equation. But when A increases, the determinist1c role of the 
focus1ng magnetic f~eld becomes more ~mportant. Durlng highly 
anisotropIc events a general description of the interplanetary 
prop gation of relativistic solar particles is possible only by 
using the Monte Carlo method. 
Lockwood et al. (1982) have appl1ed the particle distribu-
tions calculated by Monte Carlo method in an analysis of the GLE 
on May 7, 1978. They found an average scatter~ng m.f.p. of 5 AU 
during th~s event. 
2. PARTICLE PROPAGATION IN THE IMF 
2.1. Magnetic Focusing. In this work we have approximated the 
interplanetary magnetic field by the classical Arch1medean spiral 
field. The angular velocity of the Sun was 2.865'10- 6 rad/s and 
the solar wind speed was 450 km/s, which 1S slightly above 1ts 
average qu~et time value. 
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The conservation of both the magnetic moment and the momentum
of a particle during its propagation in a magnetic field of
strength B, states that sin_/B remains constant.
2.2. Pitch Angle Scattering: The scattering of a particle from
magnetic irregularities depends, in additlon to the rigidity of
the particle, also on the strength and structure of the scatterlng
centers. If the distribution is forward with respect to the
direction of motion before scattering, there is less back-
scattering and consequently the total particle flux decreases
faster, than if the scattering were isotroplc. In thls work we
chose the pitch angle scattering to be isotropic.
2.3. The Monte Carlo Method. The particles were injected iso-
tropically from the solar corona at a dlstance of 0.02 AU from the
center of the Sun. The distance to the first scatterlng along the
field line was taken to be _s = -kln x, where x is a random number
evenly distributed between 0 and i. After the scattering, a new
pitch angle was given by _= arc cos(l - 2x), where x is a new
random number. Then the distance_s to the next scattering center
was determined as above. During two hours after the injection, the
time elapsed and the pitch angle were recorded every time the
particle passed 1 AU in either directlon.
The number of trajectories calculated in this analysis varied
from 5.10 s (A=0.1 AU) to 2'106 (A=4 AU).
2.4. Anisotropy. Let us denote by F(m) the pitch angle distribu-
tion and by I(_o) the average density of particles having the
pitch angle _ _o, and by l(_-a) the average density for _ >_o. The
anlsotropy of the solar particle flux is conventionally defined by
either
F(0°) - F(180°) or A = I(90°) - I(_6_)
A = F(0 o) + F(180 o) i(90 o) + i(9-0-_)
During solar particle events, the detectors at Earth, having their
asymptotic directions of approach near the IMF field llne, receive
the majority of solar particles from a very narrow but flnite
cone. Therefore, we defined the anlsotropy between two stations as
I_ - IL
A = I, + I_
where I_ and Iz are the average particle densities in the
asymptotic cones to whlch the stations 1 and 2 mainly respond.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Intensity at 1AU. The intensity-tlme profiles of particles
at 1 AU after a delta-llke injection are shown in Figure i. The
particles arriving during the first minute are, in addition to the
unscattered particles, also those which are scattered either near
the Sun, where the focusing is very rapid, or near 1AU, where the
distance to be travelled at large pitch angles is short, and also
those scattered almost in the forward direction. Thus, the
relative number of particles arriving during the first minute is
higher than exp(-l.13/l), whlch represents the theoretical
unscattered component.
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2.4. nisotropy. et us denote by F(~) the pitch angle distribu-
tion and by I(~o) the average density of particles having the 
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Dur~ng solar particle events, the detectors at arth, having their 
asymptotic directions of approach near the IMF field l~ne, receive 
the ajority of solar particles from a very narrow but f~nite 
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here 11 and I~ are the average article densities in the 
asymptotic cones to which the stations 1 and 2 mainly respond. 
3. ES LTS AND ISC SSION 
3.1. Intensity at I AU. The intensity-t~me profiles of particles 
at I AU after a delta-like injection are shown ~n F~gure 1. The 
particles arriving during the first minute are, in addition to the 
unscattered particles, also those hich are scattered either near 
the Sun, where the focusing is very rapid, or near 1 AU, where the 
distance to be travelled at large pitch angles is short, and also 
those scattered almost in the forward direction. Thus, the 
relative nu ber of particles arriving during the first inute is 
higher than exp(-1.13/A), wh~ch represents the theoretical 
unscattered co ponent. 
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3.2. The Ma[ 7, 1978 Solar
Particle Event: On May 7,
10° :f 1978, an increase in the
'_ counting rates of ground
o.i level neutron monitors was
10-'- - recorded starting in the
E time interval 0335-0340 UT.
E The increase exceeded 50 %
at several stations At10-' o,Au_ •
Kerguelen, which had its
o 2s AU
o.A. asymptotic directions of
L ,A. approach ideally connected
10" 2Au_ with the apparent source
4Au dlrection, the increase
was more than 200 %.
The apparent source
I l I | ,I I direction, which is the
20 40 60 80 100 120 direction of the IMF line
Tlme(m|n) at Earth, was chosen to be
5 N, 90 E. This was estl-
Fig. i. Intensity-tlme profiles at mated using data from the
1 AU for various scattering mean world-wide network of neu-
free paths, tron monitors (Shea et al.
1979). The co-rotational
acceptance cone of Kerguelen was calculated by trajectory tracing
method. The rigidities ranged from 3 to i0 GV, and also non-
vertical dlrections were included.
Due to the large fluctuations
,- at stations recelvinq only back-
scattered particles, we introduced
a fictive station "-DRI",where both
the counting rate increase and the
v-h asymptotic directions are averages
] of the stations Deep River andF-]
I I [- Inuvlk. The increase at this sta-
b _'t_!----- tion is shown in Figure 2. Thepitch angle interval it responds to4- was taken to range from 120@to 160@
during the entire event.o • An observed intensity profile
_ _ _ can be related to several injectionTLme I_Ln]
profiles depending on the scat-
Flg. 2. Increase at "DRI". terlng mean free path. By in-
creasing _, also the injection time
has to be increased, since the particle flux decreases faster (see
Fig. i). In the following we illustrate a method, where both
injection time and mean free path of pitch angle scattering are
deduced simultaneously.
We first parametrlze the injection profile as exp(-t/r). At
each of the scattering mean free paths, 0.5, i, 2, and 4 AU, we
then calculate the theoretical intensity profiles at Kerguelen for
various values of T. By comparing these profiles with the observed
intensity profile we deduce the proper injection profile for each
>. In Figure 3 we show this comparison for _ = 1AU. The best fit
of the ( A ,r ) pairs deduced in this way are (0.5 AU, 9 min),
(i AU, ii min), (2 AU, 12 min), and (4 AU, 13 min).
Using these ( X, _ ) pairs we then calculate the anisotropy
Kerguelen vs. DRI. In Figure 4 we show these anlsotropy curves
together with the observed anlsotropy. The figure indlcates that
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3.2. The May 7, 1978 Solar 
Particle Event. On May 1, 
1978, an increase in the 
counting rates of ground 
level neutron monitors was 
recorded starting in the 
time interval 0335-0340 UT. 
The increase exceeded 50 % 
at several stations. At 
Kergu len, whic  had 1ts 
asymptot1c directions of 
approach ideally connected 
with the apparent source 
dlrection, the increase 
was more than 200 %. 
The apparent source 
direction, which is the 
direction of the IMP line 
at Earth, was chosen to be 
5 N, 90 E. This was esti-
mated using d ta from the 
world-wide network of neu-
tron monitors (Shea et al. 
1979). The co-rotational 
acceptance cone of Kerguelen was calculated by trajectory tracing 
method. The rigidities ranged from 3 to 10 GV, and also on-
vertical dlrections were included. 
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Due to the large fluctuations 
at stations rece1ving only back-
scattered particles, we introduced 
a fictive station II·DRI ", where both 
the counting rate increase and the 
asymptotic directions are averages 
of the stations Deep River and 
Inuvik. The increase at this sta-
tion is shown in Figure 2. The 
pitch angle interval 1t responds to 
was taken to range from l20D to 1600 
during the entire event. 
An observed intensity profile 
can be related to s veral injection 
profiles depending on the scat-
terlng mean free path. By in-
creasing A, also the injection time 
has to be increased, since the particle flux decreases faster (see 
Fig. 1). In the following we illustrate a method, where both 
injection time and mean free path of pitch angle scattering are 
educed simultaneously. 
We first p rametrize the injection profile as exp(-t/T). At 
each of the scattering mean free paths, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 AU, we 
then calculate the theoretical intensity profiles at Kerguelen for 
various values of~. By comparing these profiles with the observed 
intensity profile we educe the proper injection profile for each 
). In Figure 3 we show this comparison for A = 1 AU. The best fit 
of the (A,1:') pairs deduced in this way are (0.5 AU, 9 min), 
(1 AU, 11 min), (2 AU, 12 min), and (4 AU, 13 min). 
Using these (A, '() pairs we then calculate the anisotropy 
Kergu len vs. DRI. In Figure 4 we show these an1sotropy curves 
together with the observed anisotropy. The figure indlcates that 
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k = 1AU and that the decay
ii _ tlme of exponentlal injection
is Ii mlnutes. This scattering
x=IAu mean free path is signifi-
cantly smaller than the pre-
' vlously publlshed 3 - 5 AU
(Debrunner and Lockwood, 1980;
Lockwood at al., 1982).
4. CONCLUSIONS
The intensity profiles of
_=10m.n_t__ ' the particles after a delta-
like injection from the Sun
o show that th_ int_rplanetary
0 _ _ _ _ propagatlon Is dlffuslve only
TLme(mLn} at scatterlng mean free paths
below 0.5 AU.
Fig. 3. Comparison between ob- The scatterlng mean free
served increase at Kerguelen path durlng the May, 7, 1978
(solid line) and increases de- solar partlcle event was about
duced from Monte Carlo dis- 1AU and represented by expo-
trlbutions at 1AU (dotted, nential form, the injection
normallsed at max Increase). had a decay tlme of about ii
mlnutes.
o
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ON REFLECTING BOUNDARY BEHIND THE EARTH'S ORBIT
AT PROPAGATION OF FAST PARTICLES FR0_ SOLAR FLARES
A.S .Niskovskikh, A.T .Filippov
Institute of Cosmophysical Research & Aeronom_,
Lenin Ave., 31, 677891 Yakutsk, USSR
I. Introduction. The flares of solar cosmic rays (SCR)
associated with the presence of shocks in interplanetary
magnetic field amd with their propagation at significant
heliocentric distamces were always of great interest 1,2 .
Here we consider some events and problems concerning
the peculiarities of propagation of flare CR in the inter-
planetary medium. The distinguishing feature of such events
is the presence of shock front behind the Earth's orbit
having formed either directly in the process of shock ge-
neration on the Sum or at large heliocentric distances as
a result of the interaction of fast and slow quasistatio-
nary recurrent solar wind (SW) streams. Based on the expe-
rimental material we show here that the significant non-
linear disturbances in IMF behind the Earth's orbit can
yield the occurence of the additional SCR flux from shock
front region as a result of the interaction of flare flux
with shock and a partial reflection from it.
2. Method and Results. For the analysis on the avai]-
able data of sluperneutron mo_mitor net from all the solarproton events (SPE) for 1968 1984 were selected two main
groups: the events at Forbush-decrease recovery phase asso-
ciated with the passage of shock from the Sum and the
events at GCR decrease phase associated with the passage of
the interacting recurrent BW streams. The first group:
18,11.68, 07.08.72, 07.05.78, 12.fl0.81, 26.11.82; the se-
cond one: 25.02.69, 24-25.01.71, 30.0_.76, 23.09.78. The
identification of recurrent streams with small-amplitude
Forbush-decreases was carried out on [3]. 0nly the events
with reliable observational data were considered. In Figure
are shown the examples from each group. Here are given the
hourly intensity values for Alert (top) and 5-minute values
for two stations having the oppositely directed "receiving
cones" . Also are shown the asymptotic directions of parti-
cle arrival [_] for the following stations: Ap-Apatit-2,
MG-Magadan, NS-Novosibirsk, Ya-Yakutsk, CAL-Calgary, D-R -
Deep River, G-B -Goose Bay, CH-Churchill, D-Dallas, T-B -
Tixie Bay, R-B - Resolute Bay. The length of vector is pro-
portional to SCR increase amplitude. At the bottom is shown
the qualitative picture of the reflecting boundary of two
types. For all the events were built the analogous graphs
and "receiving cones". The examples in Figure are typical
for each group. In the Table are presented the onset time
of increase (tons) for pairs of stations; the maximum ampli-
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rude (A, %); the vertical _._o.......
mean angle between asymptotic AL ............ "
longitudes of energetic parti-
cles arrival for pairs of s_a-
tions ( A f ) and the mean_mz / 15"I.angle between the direction of
"Receiving cone" and the mean MAY 1978
IMF direction in helioequator '',' ',' ',' ',' '. _ _, . - _, .
plane (OX-axis is sunward di- _._....
rected) for the station having 1_
the earlier time of increase I
onset. As is seen from the AP(IT[T¥
Table tons difference for the _ _ _ /IPATIT_J_l_,
stations"I6okimg" field-aligned "/]
sunward and in the opposite _._ ,direct£on is significant and it _- _,
reaches 30-40 rain (for the I, .m_'r_ 4event not under consideration T_X_E T_X_E
here 16.02.84 it is -_ 60 min). _._ "_ 2s_9_sj
The differences in A, % are _
also available. GB
SUN
SUN
. Discussion. Similar de- Dk __.
a 'sforp tlcleswith
E > I GeV can hardlybe ex-
plalned by the diffusionpro- c. G
cess within the Earth's orbit. D R5
Therefore one can assume that
shocks accompanying all these _8N6_ 2_0978
events are responsible for the SUN SUN
eoeos
sity increase onset. I.e. the ! ._ .
delay was caused by the fact i
that after the passage of shock "-- : --
beyond q a.u. the IMF becomes
a regularone[5 ]and flare s_ocK"-_/ ,
SCR in_ectedin such a medium S_OCK
being not inclined in the
Earth's magnetosphere pass be- a _)
hind its orbit and be reflected
from the shock reverse front
(for recurrent streams a higher regularity degree of IMF was
shown in [6]). In favour of the _uch argument is a positive
correlation between the duration of delay of SCR increase on-
set and the time between Forbush-decrease onset and flare on-
set (i.e. the farther is shock behind the Earth's orbit, the
longer is the delay time). The calculations [ 1 ] show that on
the average the reflected particles change their pitch-angle
by _ 20° . This value mainly is independent of the initial
particle velocity or of shock parameters. We can conclude
that the most SCR streams and shock interactions (reflections)
are with no particle isotropization. If to try to recover the
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07.08.72 Samae 1525 8 0.91Irkutsk 1555 1.5 3.56 ~170° "15°
Apatity 0330 120 0,6 -I80° ~15°07•05•78 McMurdo 0355 4 0.0
Irkutsk 0610 4 3,56
12.10.81 Magadam 0640 7.7 2.11 "70° -
Moscow 0250 4 2.39 ~180o -
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Goose Bay 0920 16 0.6 .170o .15°25.02.69 Tixie Ba_ 0950 2 0.45
Inuvik 2330 14 0.16 ~1#0o ~20o
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30.04.76 Kerguelen 2125 11 1.1Oulu 21#0 4 O.77 -110° -@5°
23.09.78 Apatity 1030 14 0.6 .150o _Novosibirsk 10@0 5 2.78
i , .........
picture of intensity increase cham_e on SPE at the station
"looking" autl-sunward direction taking into account the pre-
sence of shock behind the Earth's orbit, one can obtain the
following result: the particles of direct 8CR stream from the
Sun trapped by the Earth's magnetosphere (if their number Is
sufficient) wlll produce the insignificant "diffusive" inten-
sity increase during the dela_ of two oppositely "looking"
stations, then will occur a sharp intenslt-_ increase caused
by the arrival of SCR stream reflected from the shock. The
above view point explains qualitatively both groups of
events. For more convincing evidence of existence of the ref-
lected SCR component the energy spectrum of reflected parti-
cles is of great interest. But its finding is impossible yet
because of lack of data on stations "lookim_" strictly in
the direction of the arrival of the reflected component.
At a detailed investigation in groups of each event
were found the peculiarities which can be explained not ozLly
by the presence of shock behind the Earth's orbit, but also
by the existence of "corks" near the Sun caused by thicken-
ing of IEF force lines in the direction towards photosphere.
The similar peculiarities were manifested in "two-humped"
change of SCR intensity increase. The first increase corres-
ponds to the reflection from shock behind the Earth's orbit
and has a delay N 20-25 rain and the second one corresponds
to the secondary reflection _rom the "cork" already with the
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delay N 50-60 min (such a phenomenon was observed for Tixie
Bay on May 7, 1978).
4. Conclusion. From the above analysis one can conclude:
it is most probable that for the peculiarities of SCR inc-
rease change in SPE on ground-based data (the delay of SCR
increase onsets with E > I GeV at various stations; the sig-
nificant difference in amplitudes; "two-humped" structure of
' increase etc) are responsible strong non-linea_ IMF distur-
bauces (shocks) playing a role of the reflecting boundar2
for energetic particles.
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THE DISPERSIVE EVOLUTION OF CHARGED-PARTICLE BUNCHES
IN RANDOM MAGNETIC FIELDS
J.A. Earl
Dept. of Physics & Astronomy, Unlv. of MD, College Park, MD 20742
ABSTRACT
Shortly after a strongly anlsotropic beam of charged
particles is injected along a guiding magnetic field on which
is superimposed a small random component, the particle
density can be represented by a Gaussian profile whose center
moves with the coherent velocity V, and whose width increases
with time at a rate controlled by the coefficient of
dispersion D,. Both parameters depend upon the mean free
path I, which characterizes scattering by the random fields,
and the focusing length L, which characterizes spatial
variations of the guiding field. These dependences are known
explicltly for V,. _ormulae for D, are available only in the
limits of very weak and very strong focusing. This paper
presents a new expression for D_, whlch spans thls gap.
i. Introduction. The equation which describes particle transport
along a guiding field under the comblned influences of scatterlng
by magnetic turbulence and focusing by spatial inhomogenieties of
the guiding field is
_f _f i G _ -G _f
_-_+ _V_ = _ e -_e -_, (I)
where f is particle density in phase space, z is distance along
the guiding field, _ is the pitch-angle cosine and V is particle
velocity. If the coefficient of pitch-angle scattering is given
by the standard form
• 3(V/X) (i_ 2)l_lq-I
= (2-q)(4-q) ' (2)
where q is an index that measures the anisotropy of scattering,
then the odd function G is given by
G{z,_} = V _B _ i-} (4-q) 1
B _z _ +_7_} dv = 3 L _l_ll-q, (3)
where L is the focusing length and B is the guiding field.
Throughout this paper both I and L will be assumed to be constant.
Even with these assumptions, it is not posslble to solve
the transport equation in closed form. However, there are
approximations that provide considerable insight into phenomena,
such as those outlined in the abstract, that do not fit into the
familiar picture of purely diffuslve transport. A first-order
analysis (Earl, 1981; Kunstmann, 1979) leads to simplified
transport equations which describe coherent propagation in terms
of infinitely narrow pulses, but which do not include the
dispersive spreading of these disturbances. This paper presents a
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second-order analysis which includes this effect.
In the context of new possibilities for numerical solutions
opened up by advances in computer technology, the phenomenon of
dispersion takes on special slgniflcance, for there is an
artifact, which I call "numerical dispersion", and which can
obscure the physical effect. (See Paper SH 4.1-4) Numerical
dispersion is an artifact of the Boltzmann operator that appears
on the left hand side of equation (I). Consequently, it is not
affected by focusing. To avoid inaccuracies, it is necessary to
specify sufflaiently fine spatial resolution in the numerical
implementation so that the numerical dispersion coefficient is
much smaller than the physlcal one. This paper provides the
quantitative knowledge of D, needed to make this specification.
2. The Coefficient of Dispersion. The second approxlmation to
the distribution function takes a form
BeGH_ _F_ _ BeGw{__} _Hf = F_{z,t} + {z,t} + W{_} _z _z#, (4)
in which the first two terms represent supercoherent and
pseudodiffuslve components that appeared in the first-order
approximation and the second two are anisotropic components that
are proportional to the spatlal gradients of F_ and H_. Both of
these additions involve the same function W{_}, but the sign of
its argument is different in the two new terms. This relationship
reflects a fundamental symmetry of focused transport that I call
the "principle of complementarity". When equation (4) is
substituted in the transport equation, and when the first-order
transport equations are satisfied, the following equation for W is
obtained:
i _ e-G _W{_} V#K V_K -G V#K
---- W_-U} = _uV + --) e , (5)
2 _ _ L(K2_I) (K2_I) (K2_I)
where
i r +leG d_, (6)K =_ -i
is a normalization constant that goes from K = 1 in the limit of
weak focusing (I/L << i) to K = _ in the limit of strong focusing,
and
V 1+1 Gv# =ii (7)
is a characteristic velocity that I call the pseudodiffuslve
velocity. Note that this is not the coherent velocity V,, which
is given by
V#K
V, (K2_I)I/2 • (8)
Although the presence of the term in W{-B} complicates
equation (5), it can be solved for W with the aid of the method of
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eigenfunctions. In fact, because this term is relatively small, W
can be evaluated fairly accurately by a slmple double integratlon.
When the additional terms in f are taken into account, the
second-order transport equatlons take the forms
_F_ _ B _H§ _2F_
_--_---V# _+ K _ - D, (9)
_z2 '
and
_I_ _H_ 1 _FT _21_
_--_--+V# _+ B-K_t-- = D, -- (i0)
_z2 '
in which the left hand sides reproduce the first-order transport
equations and the right hand sides are second-order terms• Here,
the coefficient of dispersion, given by
1 +i V#K 2 V#K
--- _i d_ ((_V +-- -G _ __) W{_}, (Ii)
D, = 2K K2-I) e K2-I
determines the size of the new terms, which involve the second
spatial derlvatives of the supercoherent and pseudodlffuslve
components. They describe the dispersive aspect_ of coherent
propagation, in which the delta function pulses of the first-order
description are more accurately described as Gaussian disturbances
whose centers move with the coherent veloclty V, while thelr
widths increase with time at a rate controlled by the coefficlent
D •
In the I.O .......... ..•..._
• I I|_ I I I I I II
figure, separate
curves show how D, "'" q =1.5
depends upon (I/L) D# "'..
when the function -- t
W{_} is evaluated D
in three different
ways. The dashed
curve gives the O.I
exact result, in
which the term in
W{-_} is retained ---.... __..____
in equation (5). _ "_
The solid curve
gives a much simp-
ler result obtain-
ed from an approx-
imate evaluation O.O1-
in which this term
is ignored. For
most applications,
in which its _20% .00_I , , , i ,,,,I i , , , , l,,
deviation from the O.I ;.0 I0.0
exact result is _/
not important,
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this approximation is adequate. In contrast, the dotted curve, which
gives a result obtalned by Kunstmann (1979) and by Bieber (1977_
deviates by a factor of ~20 at small values of (%/L). These results
grew out of an analysis which describes correctly the strong focuslng
regime, but which does not take into account the coupling between
components embodied in equations (9) and (i0). Unless focusing is very
strong, this neglect leads to a large overestimate of the dispersive
effect.
3. Summary. The coefficlent of dispersion given by equatlon (ii) is a
basic parameter needed to implement numerical solutions of the transport
equation. In this context, where great accuracy is not required, the
limitations of the present analysis to constant % and L are not
important.
4. Acknowledgements. This research was supported by the Natlonal
Aeronautics and Space Administration through grant NGR-21-002-066.
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ABSTRACT
The behavior of energetic particles in the solar system is
descrlbed by a well known Fokker-Planck equation. Although
analytic methods yield insight into the nature of its
solutions, especially in the diffusion regime, ealculatlons
that go beyond diffusion are very complicated. Under these
circumstances, numerical computatlons offer the only feaslble
way to obtain concrete results. However, the reliability of
these calculations is of concern, because numerlcal methods
are notorious for their errors and artifacts. To address
this concern, the well known Milne problem of classical
transport theory has been analyzed with the aid of three
different numerical methods. These are:
I. The method of eigenfunctions in which the distribution
function is approximated by a sum of eigenfunctions of the
scattering operator. Its complexity limits the practicality
of this approach, but it is closely related to the analytic
and classical approaches.
2. Numerical solutions of a finite-difference equation.
This is the most practical approach, but it is subject to
subtle errors.
3. Direct simulation of the scattering and streamlng of
individual particles with the aid of Monte Carlo methods.
The accuracy of this approach is limited by statlstlcal
considerations, but it is closely related to the physics.
If proper precautions are taken to ensure its validlty, the
second method gives results that are in precise quantitative
agreement with those of the first. Results of Monte Carlo
calculations are not accurate enough to define non-diffusive
effects, but in the diffusion regime, they are conslstent
with diffusion theory.
I. Introduction. According to Weinberg and Wigner (1958), the Milne
problem is "the touchstone of classical transport theory". It is in
this traditional role as a test for new developments that thls famous
probl_n is addressed here. More specifically, the steady-state
d_ffusion of particles to a free escape boundary from a planar source
deep within a one-dlmensional medium, which is the configuration assumed
in the Milne problem, is treated under the further assumptions that the
diffusing medium is magnetic turbulence superimposed upo_l a uniform
guiding field and that the particles are cosmic rays whose pltch-angles
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3. Direct simulation of the scattering and stream1ng of individual particles with the aid of Monte Carlo methods. The accuracy of this approach is limited by stat1st1cal considerations, but it is closely related to the physics. 
If proper precautions are taken to ensure its valid1ty, the 
second method gives results that are in precise quantitative agreement with those of the first. Results of Monte Carlo cal~ulations are not accurate enough to define non-diffusive effects, but in the diffusion regime, they are cons1stent 
wlth diffusion theory. 
1. Introduction. According to Weinberg and Wigner (1958), the Milne problem is "the touchstone of classical transport theory". It is in this traditional role as a test for new developments that th1s famous problem is addressed here. More specifically, the steady-state d1 ffusion of particles to a free escape boundary from a planar source deep within a one-dimensional medium, which is the configuration assumed in the Milne problem, is treated under the further assumptions that the di fusing medium is magnetic turbulence superimposed upon a uniform guiding field and that the particles are cosmic rays whose pitch-angles 
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relative to the guiding field undergo scattering that is described by
the Fokker-Planck formalism. Within this framework, the algebra needed
to obtain analytic solutions in terms of eigenfunctlons becomes
manageable, because temporal variations are absent. These solutions,
which embody non-diffusive effects, provide a convenient and well
understood standard for judging the accuracy with which numerical
methods describe these effects.
Some basic aspects of this picture are outlined within these
proceedings in Paper SH4.1-4, and this paper deals with the same
transport equation, invokes the same definitions and notation, and
insofar as possible, uses the same numbers.
2. The Method of Ei_enfunctions. This approach follows exactly the
classical treatment in terms of spherical harmonics (Case and Zweifel,
1967, sec 8.4), except that the distributlon function is expanded in
terms of the scattering eigenfunctlons tabulated by Bieber (1977) rather
than in terms of Legendre polynomials. In the diffusion approximation,
the distribution function f{z,_ is approximated essentially by the
first two eigenfunctions. In this case, the isotropic density is finite
at the surface, and if it is extrapolated beyond the boundary along the
same uniform slope that applies to diffusion deep within the medium, it
reaches zero at a distance of (2/3)I outside the boundary. This result
is exactly the one obtained from the classical P1 approximation. To
obtain a better description, assume that solutions of the form
T{_} exp {-z/A}
can be expanded as a finite sum of four or more scattering
eigenfunctions. Then the matrix form of the transport equation can be
solved only for certain specific values of A that correspond to a
distinct set of transient elgenfunctions. (Note that the term
"transient", which derives from classical transport theory, has nothing
to do with temporal variations.) These are summed in such a way that
the returning intensity at the surface is as near as possible to zero
over the outward facing hemisphere. In practice, only the first
transient is significant. For the examples computed with q = 1.8, which
are discussed below, the first characteristic length is A = 1/40.
3. Numerical Solutions of a Finite-Difference Equation. These
computations invoke the same formulation and scattering operator as in
Paper SH4.1-4, except that steady injection was accomplished by
specifying at a fixed value of z a constant angular distribution.
Starting from the diffusion solution, computations were carried out for
a time sufficient to allow a particle moving in a straight llne to
traverse ten times the distance between injection point and boundary.
At this time, the flux was essentially independent of z, which means
that the solution was very close to the steady state. (See Earl, 1974b,
eq. 24.)
In the figures below, results are plotted for two different
values of the spatial increment, Az = %/21 (solid curves) and Az = _/210
(dotted curves), which are, respectively, substantially larger and
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smaller than the characteristic length A. Note that both increments are
much less than the value (3/4) X derived by Kota et al. (1982) as a
condition for validity of the diffusive picture. The analytical
solution described above was computed separately, but it cannot be
plotted, because its deviations from the dotted curves are smaller than
the dots. In the figure at the left, the curves at the top glve the
isotroplc density and those below glve ten times the coefficient f2 of
the second scattering eigenfunctlon, which was obtained by expanding
computed angular distributions as a series of four eigenfunctions. The
surface density predicted at z = 0 by the solid curve is ~8% larger than
expected. This discrepancy can be attributed to inae_uracles in the
description of non-diffusive effects that can be seen in the curves
below, which describe an even component that appears in the transient
anisotropy, but not in the diffusion approximation. Here, the dotted
curve follows exactly the expected exponential dependence characterized
by A = X/40, while the solid curve, whose spatial resolution is too
coarse to describe this strong gradient, follows instead an exponential
whlch has only 40% of the amplltude expected at the surface, and whose
decay is characterized by Az = X/21.
In the figure to the right, the intensity at the surface is
plotted as a function ot pitch-angle cosine p. The eigenfunction
solution is again indistinguishable from the dotted curve, whose rms
deviation from expected values is 2.2%. Except for the point nearest to
U = 0, the intensity predicted by the dotted curve wlthln the hemisphere
> 0 is essentially zero, while in contrast, the solid curve, which
refers to an inappropriate choice of Az, exhibits here a small but
finite intensity. Because scattering cannot turn back escaping
particles beyond the boundary, no returning intensity is expected, and
its degree of absence can be taken as a figure of merit for comparison
of different calculations.
4. The Monte Carlo Method. The Fokker-Planck formalism derives from a
statistical model in which scattering results from many tlny deflections
of particle trajectories by turbulent fields. With the aid of
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smaller than the characteristic length A. Note that both increments are much less than the value (3/4) A derived by Kota et al. (1982) as a condition for validity of the diffusive picture. The analytical solution described above was computed separately, but it cannot be plotted, because its deviations from the dotted curves are smaller than the dots. In the figure at the left, the curves at the top give the isotropic density and those below give ten times the coefficient f2 of the second scattering eigenfunction, which was obtained by expanding computed angular distributions as a series of four eigenfunctions. The surface density predicted at z = 0 by the solid curve is ~% larger than expected. This discrepancy can be attributed to inaeeuracies in the description of non-diffusive effects that can be seen in the curves below, which describe an even component that appears in the transient anisotropy, but not in the diffusion approximation. Here, the dotted curve follows exactly the expected exponential dependence characterized by A = A/40, while the solid curve, whose spatial resolution is too coarse to describe this strong gradient, follows instead an exponential wh~ch has only 40% of the ampl~tude expected at the surface, and whose decay is ch racterized by f:,z = A/21. 
In the figure to the right, the intensity at the surface is plotted as a function ot pitch-angle cosine ll' The eigenfunction solution is again indistinguishable from the dotted curve, whose rms deviation from expected values is 2.2%. Except for the point nearest to ~ = 0, the intensity predicted by the dotted curve with~n the hemisphere ~ > 0 is essentially zero, while in contrast, the solid curve, which refers to an inappropriate choice of /:'z, exhibits here a small but finite intensity. Because scattering cannot turn back escaping particles beyond the boundary, no returning intensity is expected, and its degree of absence can be taken as a figure of merit for comparison of different calculations. 
4. The Monte Carlo Method. The Fokker-Planck formalism derives from a statistical model in which scattering results from many tiny deflections of particle trajectories by turbulent fields. With the aid of 
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computers, these random
• 4e
deflections can be _ _o_
simulated directly, and the •
history of individual o _
particles can be traced o _o_
through space and tlme.
Two crucial points of this ¢ _s_
• _k
approach are to choose the o _oi
amplitudes of the '
deflections to be o Is_
consistent with the Fokker- _ ooi " , a , i
Planck coefficient _, and o oo ' i'_s 2'_o 3 7s
to adjust time increments
so that the systematlc * .._._.w_
drift in pitch-angle is I
compatible with the random I
spreading.
o _oi
Because of the
o
limitations on accuracy
imposed on this method by o
statistical considerations,
o
it is very difficult to
study the non-diffusive o
effects consldered above. -_ oo -o so o oo o _o
However, the figures to the
right show results obtalned in the diffusion regime from a Monte Carlo
simulation of the Milne problem. Plotted above is the isotropic density
as a function of distance, which shows the expected uniform slope
downward to a finite density on the boundary at the right. The arrow
here designates the point at which the angular distrlbution plotted
below was obtained. This angular distribution is in good agreement with
the one expected from diffusion theory, whose points are designated by +
symbols.
5. Conclusions. The non-diffusive effects discussed above are
miniscule, but the precision with which they are described numerically
leaves little doubt that finite-difference calculations can give valid
results, provided that their parameters are chosen appropriately. In
the diffusion regime, Monte Carlo methods offer a useful alternative.
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NUMERICAL AND ANALYTIC DESCRIPTIONS OF COSMIC-RAY TRANSPORT
J.A. Earl
Univ. of MD, Dept. of Physics & Astronomy, College Park, MD 20742
ABSTRACT
It is not trivial to solve the equations that describe
charged particle transport with the aid of computers, fo_
instabilities, inaccuracies, and subtle artifacts are well
known afflictions of numerical analysis. Two specific points
are:
i. To avoid gross inaccuracies, pitch-angle scattering must
be treated with great care. In particular, slightly inappro-
priate numerical formulations give rise to mean free paths
that are in error by large factors.
2. A previously unrecognized artifact, "numerzcal disper-
sion", is very similar to the physical phenomenon of dis-
persion. To avoid misinterpretations arising from this
similarity, the spatial increment of the finite-difference
grid must be a small fractzon of the mean free path.
These points are illustrated by calculations based upon
finite-difference approximations to the transport equation.
I. Introduction. The diffusive idealization, which has been almost
universally invoked in discussions of cosmic-ray transport is easy to
treat analytically. However, many observed phenomena give clear evi-
dence for the presence of non-diffusive effects. One example is the so-
called "scatter-free" propagation of kilovolt solar electrons whzch is
inconsistent with diffusion, but which can readily be interpreted in
terms of the coherent mode of propagation. Although the qualitative
features of these effects have been outlzned (Earl, 1974a, 1976), the
theory is very complicated. Consequently, there is a need for reliable
numerical computations which bypass these complexities and yield con-
crete results that are well suited for comparison with observations.
This paper explores such methods within the Izmited context of
rectilinear propagation of cosmic-ray along a uniform guiding field on
which are superimposed random fzelds.
Under these circumstances, transport is described by
_f _f _ _f
(i)
in which f is particle density in phase space, _ is the pitch-angle co-
sine, and z is distance parallel to the gulding fzeld. _e parameter
s = Vt, where V is particle velocity, plays the role of a temporal vari-
able. The coefficient of pltch-angle scatterzng is given by
_i_° (3/2%) (I-_2) E_Iq-l, (2)where % _eq)_4a_ ) free path, and q Is an index that measures the
anisotropy of scattering.
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Diffusion refers to a configuration of slow temporal variations
of the anisotropy and weak spatial inhomogenities of the isotropi¢ den-
sity Fo (Earl, 1974b), which act as the source of a diffusive anisotropy
given by
@FO 1.2 '''l ' ' ' ' ' '''
F1 = -V _ g, (3) . q=I0
where I0 .... _--"'_-w_e •
g{u} = [(4-q)_/3] .lul1-q (4) 0.8-
is a solution of 0.6
¢ _ = -.. (s) " q:1.90.4
2. Finite-Difference Approximations _./"
to the Scattering Operator. In the .2 -
discrete formulation, the continuous
variables are replaced by a three-
dimensional grid whose spacings are O , ,,I
Az, A_, and As = VAt, and the deriv- 6 lO 30 lO0
atlvesappearingin equation(I) are [V_m_x
replaced by their flnlte-dlfference
analogs. A test of the relationships implied by diffusion can be made
without extensive calculations by replacing the differential operator
in equation (5) by its finite version and solving numerically for the
diffusive anisotropy. This procedure should give an answer consistent
with equation (4), and if it does not, the effective mean free path is
given by
+i
= (3/2) '-i _ du. (6)
Kota et el. (1982) gave an explicit flDite-difference form for the scat-
tering operator. Although this derivation seems eminently reasonable
from the standpoint of both mathematics and physics, the resulting scat-
tering operator does not pass this test near the threshold at q = 2 for
pure coherent propagation.
Mean free paths derived from this operator are given in the
figure above, where the ratio of the actual value of I obtained from
equation (6) to the nominal value that appears in equation (2) is
plotted against the number M = 2/A_ of increments in pitch-angle. The
correspondence is clo_e for q = I and fairly close for q = 1.5, but for
q = 1.9, I is a factor of ~2.5 too small and shows little indication of
converging to the nominal value as M increases. These inaccuracies are
a consequence of the fact that weak scattering near _ = 0 gives rise to
large deviations from the analytic behavior. To avoid these deviations,
I use a finite operator constructed so that equation (5) is satisfied
exactly when g is described by the analytic expression. Far from B = O,
this operator behaves the same as Kota's operator, but it also gives the
correct diffusive aniso_tropy and makes the actual mean free path
identical to the nominal one.
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3. Numerical Dispersion. In a configuration of weak scattering, parti-
cle bunches propagate coherently in a moving Gaussian profile given by
F = I/(4_D,t_/2exp{-(z - V,t)2/4D, t} (7)o
where V, is a characteristic velocity, which corresponds to an angular
distribution that is nearly isotropic in one hemisphere and zero in the
other, and D, is the coefflcient of dlspersion, which describes the
broadening of the Gausslan that arises from statistical fluctuations of
individual velocities within this distribution. (Earl, 1974a).
The finite-difference implementation leads to a very similar
effect which can be described by equation (7) with D, replaced by
The total dispersion is a superpositlon of the physical effect described
by D, and the numerical effect described by D_. To ensure that physics
dominates, the condition D, >> D_ must be satisfied. In the examples
presented below, where q = 1.8, this condition translates into a re-
quirement that Az < _/40. This condition is similar in concept to the
condition derived by Kota et al. for the validity of calculations of
diffusion, which is Az < 3%/4. However, the required spatial resolution
is much finer in the coherent regime that it is in the diffusion regime.
4. A Specific Example. To illustrate the points made above, two calcu-
lations were made which had identical values of % and AB = 0.22, but
which had values Az = %/21 (plotted as solid lines) and Az = k/210
(plotted as dotted lines) that are, respectively, well below and well
above the required spatial resolution. In the figure to the left,
snapshots of the density profiles at the instant s = 0.19%, display the
familiar coherent pulses followed by small but perceptlble wakes. At
this time, the dotted peak has moved a distance of 0.I05% to the right
of the point indicated by a vertical dotted llne at which a localized
coherent angular distribution was injected at s = 0. This corresponds
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4. A Specific Example. To illustrate the points made above, two alcu-
lations were made which had identical values of A and t:.~ = 0.22, but 
which had values t:.z = A!21 (plotted as solid lines) and 6.z = A/210 
(plotted as dotted lines) that are, resp~ctively, well below and well 
above the required spatial resolution. In the figure to the left, 
snapshots of the density profiles at the instant s = O.19A, display the 
familiar coherent pulses followed by small but percept1ble wakes. At 
this time, the dotted peak has moved a distance of O.105A to the right 
of the point indicated by a vertical dotted line at which a localized 
coherent angular distribution was injected at s = O. This corresponds 
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to a coherent velocity V_: 0.55V that is in good agreement with the
corresponding velocity of 0.53V tabulated by Bieber (1977). Simzlarly,
the FWHM width of the pulse 0.135% is in good agreement with the wzdth
0.125% expected from a combination of physical dispersion with
D, = 0.0064_V and numerical dispersion with D_= 0.001_V.
The coherent velocity of the solid line peak is less than that of
the dotted one and its dzspersion, which is dominated by the numerical
effect, is larger. To the right of point A, slgniflcant solid density
appears in regions where the dotted density is zero. This discrepancy
is relevant to descriptions of the early onset phase of solar partzcle
events, for it means that the numerical dispersion can bring particles
from the sun faster than the physzcs can, and thzs could lead to signi-
ficant errors in the timing of flare events.
The angular distributions in the figure that appears at the right
above add weight to this point. They refer to point A where the two
profiles have equal densities and, consequently, can be directly com-
pared without normalization. The dotted distribution is much more
collimated in the forward direction near B = i than the solzd one is.
It is clear that any attempts to interpret observed angular distribu-
tions of the first few particles arriving in a flare event should take
rigorous measures to exclude the effect of numerical dispersion.
5. Conclusions. Before non-diffusive transport can even be considered,
the scattering operator must be carefully tailored to give valid results
in the diffusion regime. Once this has been done, calculations that
take proper account of numerical dispersion give results in good agree-
ment with those expected from the theory of coherent propagation, but
not with those calculated with inadequate spatial resolution. This sit-
uation can lead to insidious errors, for the invalid results appear to
be qualitatively reasonable, and can be detected only by quantitative
tests.
6. Acknowledgements. This research was supported by NASA under Grant
NGR 21-002-066.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last decade our understanding of modulatlon of the galactic cos-
mic rays has considerably progressed by the exploration by space probes of
mayor heliospheric structures, such as the Coratating interaction Regions,
the neutral sheet, and the compression regions of intense heliospheric ma_
netic fields. Also relevant in this context were the detections in the --
outer hellosphere of long lasting Forbush type decreases of cosmlc ray in-
tensity (I,2,3).
In this paper we shall present the results of our recent theoretical --
studies on the changes in intensity and energy, at different locations --
from the sun, induced by the passage of shocks across the heliosphere. In
this short version of our research we shall deal mainly with the simplest
cases of modulation of IGV and 2GV particles by single or several shocks
during periods of positive and negative solar field polarity.
We shall report here the results of the theoretical aspects of our re--
search. The comparison of the theoretical predictions with space probe --
data (4,5) will allow us to draw conclusions on the role of shocks on the-
modulation on both the 11 and 22 year galactic cosmic ray cycles in the --
outer heliosphere and on the plausibity of the models and parameters used.
METHOD AND MODELS
The modulatlon that the galactic rPlativistic cosmic rays undergo during
their propagation across the hellosphere all the way to the observer, is--
studied by means of Liouville's theorem that states that the slx dimension
al phase space density f(_,2) it conserved alon_ the particle trajectorie-s.
In order to follow the past history of a partlcle of momentum 2, detected
at _, one must trace the trajectory of the particle all the way to the - -
boundary.
The method which we used in our studies of shock induced Forbush De....
creases (6,7),(the FdM method), consists of integration of full differen-
tial equation of motion d2/dt = e(E+vxB/_) of a large mumber of particles
moving in both Parkerian and magnetic field shock model, scattered also -
by small irregularities achieved by random angular deflection corresponding
to a chosen diffusion coefficient. The trajectory of each individual parti
cle is integrated back in time,all the way from the observer at r to the --
chosen spherical boundary, keeping all along a detailed account,--of the - -
changing particle2momentum. Tne intensity of the particle is inferred from
the relation j_p . We determine the associated intensity at the boundary-
by a power law in total particle energy of spectral index -2.6.
The FdM method allowed us to prove that the principal mechanism of
Forbush decreases is simply the additional adiabatic coolinq of the rela-
tivistic cosmic rays durinq their prolongued containment by magnetic field-
between the shock and the sun.
In the present research we use a method designed by B. Thomas (the BTM -
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method wich saves much computer time. It differs from FdM in that in---
stead of solving the full differential equation we now solve the Boltzman
equation and deal with the GC. We compute the focussing and all the drift
velocities and evaluate the diffusion and the energy loss by the FdM met_
od. Just as in FdM we impose a kll and k_and follow the trajectory int_
gration of 50 particles, back in time, from the position of the observer-
all the way to the boundary; at every step size of the integration we com
pute the "average particle" position and pitch angle.
The momentum ._o at the boundary, averaged over all individual particles
estimates is used to compute the intensity and particle energy loss at _.
(For better understanding of FbM and TBM methods we refer the reader to -
reference 7)
We use the semispherical shock model of Dryer's type (8), a Parkerlan-
magnetic field model autside the shocks, and a magnetic field model inside
the shock, given by B = Bo/r2 ; B_=(B.o/r)V _sinO{3+3cos.. _(r-r.o)/d }, where
d is,_the width of the shock and r is the _ellospherlc distance of the --
shock interface, o
In our elementary studies on the shocks influence of cosmic ray modula
tion we asume that all the shocks propagate with the same velocity of 40_
klm/sec_its width changing with the position of the shock, given by
d=O.2xr • . The shocks are placed at sufficiently large distance - --
(20AU),°from each other to avoid shock-shock interaction. Moreover'the -
shock's loss of energy is not considered. A flat ecliptic neutral sheet-
model is used; we place the observers at X:0,_:0 and X:5°,_=O °, for po_
itive and negative polarity periods, respectively.
RESULTS AND COMMENTS
Figure IA exhibits the 22 years modulation of IGV protons in the outer
heliosphere induced by the diffusive propagation in a merely Parkerian --
magnetic field; k,,:.219x102_cm2/sec and 7.68x1021rcm2/sec, for I and
2GV respectively. As seen by observers located at different r, the inten-
sities for negative polarity are not only higher that for positive polar!
ty, but exhibit a relatively constant radial gradient. In the table-
below we list some of the modulation characteristics.
I 2 3 - 4 + I. Proton rigidity.
2. The % ratio of negative to posi
80 UA: 42% tive polarity intensities at 80
IGV 20 UA: 2.4% 0.7%/AU 25% 41.9% and 20 UA
3. Average intensity gradient of -
80 UA: 30% 20<r< 80 AU (negative polarity)
2GV 29 UA: 21% .16%/AU 3.5% 9.1% 4. % of total energy (ET) loss by-
adiabatic cooling for 20 AU ob-
seEyer,
Obviously the theoretical data on propagation in Parkerian _ield is --
rather elementary as it does not include the effects induced by large ma_
netic heliospheric structures. Sti]} it serves as a uselful] tool, as a _
first approximation, to which the effect of shocks, CIR or inclined neutral
sheet can be separately added.
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Fig.lA: Intensity of 1GV protons, detected by observers located along the
cliptic at different distances from the sun, for A- and A+ periods.
Fig.lB: The computed intensities of 1GV protons for 1976-2002 period. The
sign of solar field polarity is marked.
Finally we shall discuss the modular(on of cosmic rays induced by - --
shocks. Using the BTMmethod and the shock and shock associated magnetic-
field models, se have computed the intensities of 2 GV protons for the --
cases of 1, 2, and 4 shocks propagating across the outer heliosphere. - -
Notice that it takes aproximately 1_ months for the shocks to propagate -
from the sun to the boundery. For the period of positive solar field po-
larity. An observer located at 17 AU will detect as illustrated in Fig.2A
a similar pattern of intensity vs time, for the three cases mentioned. A-
typical Forbush type 15% intensity decrease, lasting aproximately 100 days
of equal decrease and recovery t_fme, followed by a 40 days period of 5% -
intensity increase above the Parkerian propagation intensity level (which
we shall call here PI). This increase :. due to an acceleration,during --
the temporal trapping of particles between the shocks is followed by a re
covery to practic_ly PI level. 0nly in the case of 4 shocks one detects _
as slow intensity decrease of less than 4%.
Thes intensity vs time pattern, during A- period is very different frcm
the one described above, which obviously implies an important 22 years --
cosmic rays intensity cycle.
As seen in figure 2B, the observer at 24 AU, sees a slightincrease of-
intensity, lasting 40 and 80 days for 1 shock and 2 shocks, respectively;
this is probably due to the typical PI increase during the A- periods.
This increase is followed by an abrupt 50% decrease that occurs at 30-
AU for the case of 1 shock and at 50 AU for 2 shocks propagating across -
the outer heliosphere. Necesarily the intensity level will rise as the -
particles aproach the vecinity of the boundary.
One must keep in mind that the pattern I vst used, corresponds to a --
rather simple model of shocks, described before. We plan to continue - -
this research using a much more realistic shock models.
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ig.1A: Intensity of lGV protons, detected by observers located along the 
cl iptic at different distances fro  the sun, for A~ and A+ periods. 
Fig.1B: The co puted intensities of lGV protons for 1976-2002 period. The 
sign of solar field polarity is arked. 
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Fig.2Aand 2B show the intensityvariationsduring340 daysof observations
by an observer located along the ecliptic at fi'xeddistance from the sun.
The variations are induced by one(a),two(b)or four(c)shocks. The abcissa-
marks the position _ of the most advanced shock; it also provides the --
time:(t)x4.33 _^ day_, measured from the day of emision of the mentioned-
shock. (Fig.2A:Vobserver at 17 AU, A-; Fig.2B observer at 24 AU, A+)
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THE INTENSITY RECOVERY OF FORBUSH-TYPE DECREASES AS A FUNCTION OF
HELIOCENTRIC DISTANCE AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE II-YEAR VARIATION
Lockwood, J. A. and W. R. Webber
Space Sclence Center, Unlverslty of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire 03824 USA
Jokapli, J. R.
Department of Planetary Sciences, Unlverslty of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 95721 USA
I. Introduction. Recent observations of the cosmlc-ray modulation,
includlng partlcularly interplanetary radial gradient studies, have
helped to identify two key questions which need to be answered in order
to understand the cosmlc-ray modulation process. One question is
related to the Importance of cosmlc-ray particle drifts in both the
short-term and ll-year modulation process. The other question is
related to the degree to which the ll-year modulation process repre-
sents a superpositlon of transient (Forbush) decreases. Recent data
Indicating that the solar modulation effects are propagated outward In
the heliospherlc cavity [i,2,3,4] suggest that the ll-year cosmlc-ray
modulatlon can best be described by a dynamic tlme-dependent model.
In thls context an understanding of the recovery characterlstlcs
of large translent Forbush-type decreases is important. Th_s includes
the typical recovery tlme at a fixed energy at 1 AU as well as at
larger hellocentrlc radlal distances, the energy dependence of the
recovery tlme at 1 AU, and the dependence of the tlme for the intenslty
to decrease to the minimum in the transient decrease as a function of
distance. We characterize these transient decreases by their
asymmetrical decrease and recovery times, generally 1-2 days and 3-10
days respectively at _ 1 AU. Near earth these are referred to as
_orbush decreases, associated with a shock or blast wave passage. At R
- I0 AU, these translent decreases may represent the comblned effects
of several shock waves that have merged together.
2. Observations. About thirty transient decreases from 1972-1984
observed at 1 AU (Fig. I) for whlch data were available from the IMP
spacecraft (P median _ 1.7 GV) and the Mt. Washington neutron monitor
(P median % 5 GV) were analyzed to determine the characteristic reco-
very tlme t at earth. Certain selectlon crlterla were applled too
these decreases: a) magnitude - 3% as seen in daily average count rate
of the Mr. Washington neutron monitor; and, b) effects of solar
partlcles in the IMP cosmlc-ray data should be small or negligible.
The fractional decrease (AN/N) was calculated from the logarlthmlc
difference of the daily average counting rates recorded for three days
before the decrease and at the minimum. For the recovery it Is assumed
that n = n exp (-t/to),where n = £n N - £n N and n = £n N - £n N .
No is the _-day average intensity befor°ethe event, _ Is the°intensl_y
on day t and N is the mznlmum intensity (for details see [5]). In all
m
cases the recovery could be fltted well by thls form.
In Flg. 2 we have plotted the characteristic recovery tlme, to,derived in the manner described above for the IMP detector versus that
for the neutron monitor at Mr. Washington. Clearly the data are fitted
by t (MW) = t (IMP) wlth an average s 5 days which Implies that the
deca_ tlme in° these events is on the average the same for the two
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instruments dlfferlng by a factor of 3 in the rlgldlty of thelr mean
responses. We also observe that: i) there is no slgnlflcant dlfference
in recovery tlmes for events classed as Co-rotatlng Interactlon Reglons
(CIR), having a more symmetrlcal decrease and recovery tlme, and the
classlcal Forbush-type translents; 2) t does not depend upon the
magnltude of the decrease; 3) t does no_ change slgnlflcantly before
and after the solar magnetlc fl_Id reversal in 1980; and 4) t is the
same in the decreaslng phase of the solar cycle (before 1981-i_82) and
in the recovery part of the cycle.
we have investlgated the hel_ocentrlc radial dependence of t foro
19 translent decreases, of whlch 16 were included _n the analysls of
the energy dependence of t above, utlllzlng addltlonal data from
cosmlc-ray telescopes (E > 60°MeV) on Voyagers 1 and 2, and Pioneer i0.
An additlonal crlterlo_ Imposed for this latter study is that (AN/N) of
the transient must be _ 10% as seen In the dally average count rate of
the IMP detector at 1 AU. Th_s latter crlterlon enables the translent
events to be more clearly identlfled _s they move outward and posslbly
coalesce w_th other decreases at R - i0 AU [6]. For 13 of the 19
events examlned we belleve that there is llttle doubt about the asso-
clat_on at various radlal d_stances. For only one transient decrease
is t less at larger R. In Fig. 3 we show an example of a translento
decrease whlch has been traced from 1 AU to 21 AU. The dependence of
t upon hellocentric radlal dlstance for the ensemble of all 16 eventso
is shown In Flg. 4. It is evldent that on the average the magnitude of
t becomes much longer as R increases [see 7]. The data shown is Flg. 4
o
can be fltted by to(R)/to(1) = 1.26 exp (0.090R),where R is the radialdlstance in AU.
From a comparlson of the magnltude of the "same" event (AN/N) at
dlfferent R we flnd no strong dependence of (AN/N) upon R. A posslble
reason for thls behavlor as opposed to a more rapld decrease in
magnltude expected for 9 sangle shock is that, as suggested by [6], the
translents seen at R - i0 AU probably represent the coalescence of
several smaller translents seen at 1 AU.
For i0 out of 19 translent decreases we also determlned the t_me T
from onset to the mlnlmum intens_ty as a functlon of R. We f_nd
T(R)/T(1) = i.i0 exp (0.055R)where T(R) Is the value at R and T(1) at
earth. This means that at R _ i0 AU zt takes about twlce as long to
reach mlnlmum. We f_nd that from 1 to 30 AU the ratio (t /T) increases
slowly, due to the longer recovery tlme at larger R. _he fact that
thls ratlo Is >> 1 clearly Indicates that we are observlng asymmetrlcal
transient decreases at large R, however.
3. Ph_slcal Model for the Observed Energy and Spatlal Dependence of
the Recovery Time. A physlcal model based upon a tlme-dependent,
two-dlmenslonal numerical solution to the cosmlc-ray transport wlth a
single shock weakening wlth dlstance has been developed by one of us
(JRJ) to study these translent events [8]. The transient is
represented by a dlsturbance propagated into the steady-state cosmic-
ray d_strlbutlon. The _ntensltaes at several rad_l and energies are
studied. Thls model predlcts that there should be only a small depend-
ence of t upon energy at a glven R as is observed. The varlatlon ofu
Intensity wath R depends mainly on the decay of the disturbance as it
propagates through the hellosphere. For an e-foldlng distance of 5-7
AU for the weakenlng of the shock, the varlatlon of the recovery tlme
wlth energy and heliocentric radlus is glven in Table i.
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is t less at larger R. In F1g. 3 we show an example of a tranS1ent 
o decrease wh1ch has been traced from 1 AU to 21 AU. The dependence of 
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1~ shown 1n F1g. 4. It 1S eV1dent that on the average the magnitude of 
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o 
can be f1tted by t (R)/t (1) = 1.26 exp (0.090R), where R 1S the rad1al 
d1stance 1n AU. 0 0 
From a compar1son of the magn1tude of the "same" event (AN/N) at 
d1fferent R we f1nd no strong dependence of (AN/N) upon R. A poss1ble 
reason for th1S behav10r as opposed to a more rap1d decrease In 
magn1tude expected for ~ s1ngle shock 1S that, as suggested by [6], the 
tranS1ents seen at R - 10 AU probably represent the coalescence of 
several smaller tranS1ents seen at 1 AU. 
For 10 out of 19 tranS1ent decreases we also determ1ned the t1me T 
from onset to the m1n1mum 1ntens1ty as a funct10n of R. We f1nd 
T(R)/T(l) = 1.10 exp (0.055R) where T(R) 1S the value at Rand T(l) at 
earth. This means that at R ~ 10 AU 1t takes about tW1ce as long to 
reach m1n1mum. We f1nd that from 1 to 30 AU the rat10 (t /T) 1ncreases 
slowly, due to the longer recovery t1me at larger R. <;fhe fact that 
th1s rat10 1S » 1 clearly 1nd1cates that we are observ1ng asymmetr1cal 
transient decreases at large R, however. 
3. Phys1cal Model for the Observed Energy and Spat1al Dependence of 
the Recovery T1me. A phys1cal model based upon a t1me-dependent, 
two-d1mens10nal numer1cal solut10n to the cosm1c-ray transport w1th a 
s1ngle shock weaken1ng W1 th d1stance has been developed by one of us 
(JRJ) to study these trans1ent events [81. The trans1ent 15 
represented by a d1sturbance propagated 1nto the steady-state cosmic-
ray d1str1but10n. The 1ntens1t1es at several rad11 and energ1es are 
studied. Th1S model pred1cts that there should be only a small depend-
ence of t upon energy at a g1ven R as is observed. The var1at10n of 
o 1ntens1ty w1th R depends ma1nly on the decay of the d1sturbance as 1t 
propagates through the he110sphere. For an e-fold1ng distance of 5-7 
AU for the weaken1ng of the shock, the var1at1on of the recovery t1me 
w1th enerqy and he11ocentr1c rad1us 1S g1ven 1n Table 1. 
Table 1: Var la t lon  of Recovery Tlme t Wlth Enerqy and H e l i o c e n t r l c  
0 Radlus. 
Energy Distance 1.7 3.3 5.0 
IGeVl [AUI 
1 .3  5.3 7.5 9.7 
3.6 5.0 7.0 8.6 
9.1 4.5 5.9 7.6 
These p r o p e r t i e s  a r e  i n  e x c e l l e n t  q u a l l t a t l v e  agreement wl th  t h e  
observa t ions  repor ted  here.  P r e c l s e  quantitative agreement i s  n o t  
expected a t  t h l s  s t a g e  glven t h a t  t h e  model 1s only two-dlmenslonal and 
t h e  evolution of t h e  dxsturbance 1s q u i t e  slmple. 
We conclude that f o r  the translent decreases  observed here:  
1) t h e  average recovery t lme t from t r a n s i e n t  decreases  a t  1 AU i s  
0 
energy independent and t 1s % 5 days; 
0 
2) t i s  essentially t h e  same before  a s  a f t e r  t h e  s o l a r  magnetlc 
fPeld  reversed I n  1980; 
3) t 1s cons tan t  throughout t h e  s o l a r  modulation cycle ;  
4 )  tRe r a t l o  of recovery t lmes  t ( ~ ) / t  (1) i n c r e a s e s  wl th  R and IS 
about 5 t lmes  longer  a t  20 ~u ' than g t  1 AU; 
5 )  t h e  t lme f o r  t h e  decrease  t o  reach minimum, T, increases about 
10%/AU o u t  t o  20 AU; s o  t h a t  a t  20 AU lt 1s % 2 t lmes longer  than 
a t  1 AU; 
6 )  t h e s e  r e s u l t s  a r e  w e l l  descrxbed by a two-dimensional numerxcal 
s o l u t l o n  t o  t h e  cosmic-ray t r a n s p o r t  equat ion which i n c o r p o r a t e s  an 
outward movlng weakening shock. 
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Figure  Captions 
Fig. 1 M t .  Washington neutron monitor monthly average count r a t e .  
Upper pane l  xnd ica tes  t r a n s l e n t  decreases  > 3% observed a t  M t .  
Washington. 
Flg. 2 t f o r  IMP vs.  t f o r  M t .  Washington neutron monltor. 
Fig.  3 ~ 8 u n t  r a t e  of 1&8, Vl,V2, and PI0 f o r  t r a n s l e n t  decrease  
on J u l y  12,  1982. 
Fig. 4 Ra t lo  t o ( R ) / t o ( R  = 1) vs.  r a d l a l  d l s t a n c e  R. 
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CUMULATIVE EFFECT OF FORBUSH DECREASES IN THE HELIO-
SPHERIC MDDULATION DURING THE PRESENT SOLAR CYCLE
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A.P.S. University, Rewa (M.P.) 486003, India
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ABSTRACT
We generate a monthly Forbush decrease index (Fd-l) and
compare it with the observed long-term changes in the cosmic
ray intensity near earth at energies > 1 Gev over 1976-83.
Significant correlation is observed between the two except
for 1978. Such an effect is also seen in the correlation
plot between the solar flare index (SFI) and Fd-l.
I. Introduction. Characteristics of the long term variation of cosmic
ray intensity have been obtained in the past using neutron monitor data
(e.g. Lockwood and Webber, 1984). Recent studies from spacecraft have
determined the radial gradient of cosmic ray intensity to a distance of
up to 30 AU (e.g. Venkatesan et al., 1984; Van Allen and Randall,
1985). Furthermore specific cosmic ray intensity changes such as
Forbush decreases have also been studied to large heliospheric radial
distances (Van Allen, 1979; and references therein). The purpose of
this paper is to explore the role of the short-term cosmic ray intensity
decreases in generating the profile of the cosmic ray long-term
variation.
2. Analysis and Results. The percent deviation has been calculated for
each month for the interval 1976-83, using the cosmic ray intensity
maximum for the months of Sept.-Nov. 1976 as 100%. The Forbush decrease
index (Fd-l) is computed from the hourly data of Deep River neutron
monitor after examining the plots of a number of stations as well. The
magnitude of each Fd is added to form a cumulative total of all the Fd's
observed in a month; such a total is the index, Fd-l. Similarly, the
solar flare index (SFI) has been computed by using all solar flares
(importance > I) and by assigning a weight according to the numerical
importance of the flare and the relative brightness of each solar
flare. Such objective criteria give proper weight to the energetic
flares, which generally produce much larger decreases in cosmic ray
intensity (Shukla et al., 1978).
The long-term modulation has been reported to be a direct
consequence of large number of solar flares (e.g. Hatton, 1980; Agrawal,
1983; and references therein). Similarly, the Fd effects are also the
consequence of energetic solar flares (Shukla et al., 1978). We
therefore suggest that the long term modulation is the cumulative effect
of large number of small and big Fd's, the validity for which is
examined in Figure 1. Note that the cosmic ray intensity reaches a
maximum in 1976, and a minimum in 1982. However, the Fd-I changes very
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(e.g. Lock ood and ebber, 1984). Recent studies froll) spacecraft have 
deter ined the radial gradient of cos ic ray intensity to a distance of 
up to 30 AU (e.g. Venkatesan et al., 1984; Van Allen and Randall, 
1985). urther ore s ecific cos ic ra  i t sit  changes such as 
r ush ecreases have als  been st ie  t  large eli s eric r i l 
distances ( an llen, 1979; and references t erei ). he purpose of 
this paper is to explore the role of the short-ter  cos ic ray intensity 
decreases i  generating the r file of the cos ic ray long-ter  
ri t . 
. nalysis and esults. he ercent e iati  has been calc late  f r 
each month for the interval 1976-83, using the cosmic ray intensity 
axi  f r t  onths f pt.- v.  s . e r s  r s  
index (Fd-I) is co puted fro  the hourly data of Deep River neutron 
onitor after exa ining the l ts of a nu ber of statio s as ell. he 
agnitude f        ulati e t l  l   d's 
observed in a onth; such a total is the index, Fd-I. i ilarly, the 
s l r fl r  i e  ( I) as ee  c pute  by si  ll s l r fl r s 
(i portance) 1) and by assigning a eight according to the nu erical 
i portance of the flare and the relative brightness of each solar 
flare. Such objective criteria give proper eight to the energetic 
flares, which generally produce III.1ch larger decreases in cos ic ray 
i t sit  ( kl  t l., 8). 
he l -ter  odulation has been re rte  t  be a ir ct 
consequence of large number of solar flares (e.g. atton, 1980; Agrawal, 
1983; and references therein). i ilarly, the Fd effects are also the 
consequence of energetic s lar flares ( hukla et l., 1978). e 
t eref re suggest t at the long ter  odulation is t e cu ulative effect 
of large nu ber of s all and big Fd's, the validity for hich is 
exa ined i  i ure 1. ote t at t e cos ic ray i t sit  reac es a 
axi u  in 1976, and a ini u  in 1982. However, the Fd-I changes very 
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abruptly, with a very large peak in 1978, and with a conspicuous minimum
in 1980. The anomalous behavlour of low Fd activity during 1980 is
being investigated separately in a paper (SH 5.1-15). Moreover, the
peak value of Fd-I in 1978, is of considerable interest, and will be
discussed further.
Note from Fig. I that both Rz and SFI are still increasing during
1978, while Fd-I shows a very large peak in 1978. Geomagnetic
disturbance index Ap also shows moderately low values till 1981, after
which it increases, (probably associated with the dominating effect of
coronal holes).
The correlation between the long term cosmic ray variations and the
Forbush decrease index, is investigated by a cross-plot (Fig. 2) using
monthly values for the two quantities during 1976-83. Note that in
spite of significant correlation, many points lle close to X-axls.
Opposite is true for the year 1978, when most of the points lie close to
y-axls, indicating large Fd-I without any associated cosmic ray
decreases. Nevertheless, correlated changes observed during other
periods show that the long term modulation of cosmic ray intensity can
be understood in terms of the _Jmulative effect of Fd's. We believe
that the exception during 1978 of Fd-I on %-deviation of cosmic rays is
perhaps attributable to the faster recovery of cosmic rays during
1978. This needs further investigation as also why during certain
months of high solar activity no Forbush decreases are seen.
The correlation between Fd-I and percent cosmic ray deviations,
with SFI during 1976-83, is shown in Figure 3(a) and (b). Note again
that large Fd-I's are associated with small SFI during 1978. Reverse is
true for certain months in 1980. The correlation is poor in 1980 and
during the recovery of cosmic ray intensity in 1983, when large cosmic
ray intensity deviations are observed for low values of SFI. Neverthe-
less, Figure 3(a) indicates a correlated variation in the cosmic ray
intensity with the observed changes in SFI. Thus, from Fig. 3(a) and
3(b), we observe the effect of SFI on both Fd-I and cosmic ray intensity
(except for certain specific periods mentioned earlier), which also in
turn Justify the correlation shown in Fig. 2. It is therefore, reason-
able to presume that the long term cosmic ray variation is generated by
the cumulative effect of Forbush decreases, and the departure is quite
significant during 1978 and 1980, in the present sunspot cycle.
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Figure 1 Yearly means of the solar flare index, sunspot number, Ap
index, Forbush decrease index (Fd-I) and the cosmic ray
intensity deviations from its maximum value, for 1976-84.
The annual average values for 1984 are derived from limited
number of monthly values. A larKe peak in Fd-I in 1978 is
clearlyevident.
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Figure 1 Yearly means of the solar flare index, sunspot number, Ap 
index, Forbush decrease index (Fd-I) and the cosmic ray 
intensity deviations from its maximum value, for 1976-84. 
The annual average values for 1984 are derived from limited 
number of monthly values. A large peak in Fd-I in 1978 is 
clearly evident. 
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Figure 2 Cross-plot of monthly values of % deviation of cosmic ray 
tntens i ty  and Fd-I during 1976-83 with various symbols f o r  
d i f ferent  years. 
Figure 3 (a ,b)  Crossplot of monthly values of SF1 and (Fd-I)/percent 
deviat ion of cosmic rays during 1976-83. Symbols are the 
same as  used i n  Figure 2.  
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COSMIC RAY MODULATION AND MERGED INTERACTION REGIONS
L. F. Burlaga, and M. L. Goldstein
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Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics
Greenbelt, MD 20771
F. B. McDonald
NASA Headquarters, Washington, DC 20546
ABSTRACT
Beyond several AU, interactions among shocks and streams give
rise to "merged interaction regions" in which the magnetic field
is turbulent. The integral intensity of > 75 MeV/Nuc cosmic rays
at Voyager is generally observed to decrease when a "merged
interaction region" moves past the spacecraft and to increase
during the passage of a rarefaction region. When the separation
between interaction regions is relatively large, the cosmic ray
intensity tends to increase on a scale of a few months. This was
the case at Voyager I from July I, 1983 to May I, 1984, when the
spacecraft moved from 16.7 to 19.6 AU. Changes in cosmic ray
intensity were related to the magnetic field strength in a simple
way. It is estimated that the diffusion coefficient i_ merged
interaction regions at this distance is _0.6 × 10_- cm_/s.
I. Introduction. Variations in the intensity of galactic cosmic rays >
75 MeV/nucleon near 11AU on scales ranging from approxlmately a day to a
year were found to be related to the interplanetary magnetic field in
observations from Voyagers I and 2 from June, 1982 to August, 1983
(Burlaga et al., 1985a). The long-term variation of cosmic ray intensity
was related to the strength and separation of interaction regions. It
decreased or remained relatively low when interaction regions were strong
and closely spaced, and it increased when the interaction regions were
weaker and widely spaced. These results are consistent with the idea
that modulation is caused by diffusion in turbulent magnetic fields
(Morrlson, 1956) and the observation that modulation effects propagate
outward from the sun at the solar wind speed (McDonald et al., 1981). A
non-steady model of the 11-year variation which incorporates diffusion
and propagation of shells of disturbances has been constructed by Perko
and Fisk (1983).
The purpose of this paper is to extend the analysis of Burlaga et
al. (1985a) to examine the relation between cosmic ray intensity and the
interplanetary magnetic field from July I, 1983 to May I, 1984, using
Voyager I data. During this interval the spacecraft moved from a
heliocentric distance of 16.7 AU to 19.6 AU and from a heliographic
latitude of 2_ to 29.
/
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ABSTRACT 
Beyond several AU, interactions among shocks and streams give 
rise to "merged interaction regions" in which the magnetic field 
is turbulent. The integral intensity of > 75 MeV/Nuc cosmic rays 
at Voyager is g nerally observed to decrease when a "merged 
interaction region" moves past the spa ecraft and to increase 
during the passage of a rarefaction region. When the sep ration 
between interaction regions 1S relatively large, the cosmic ray 
intensity tends to increase on a scale of a few months. This was 
the case at Voyager 1 from July 1, 1983 to May 1, 1984, when the 
spa ecraft moved from 16.7 to 19.6 AU. Changes in cosmic ray 
intensity w re related to the magnetic field strength in a simple 
way. It is estimated that the diffusion coeffici2~t i~ merged 
1nteraction regions at this distance is "'0.6 x 10 cm Is. 
1. Introduction. Variations in the intensity of g lactic cosmic rays> 
75 MeV/nucleon near 11 AU on scales ranging from approx1mately a day to a 
year w re found to be related to the interplanetary magnetic field in 
observations from Voyagers 1 and 2 from June, 1982 to A gust, 1983 
(Burlaga et al., 1985a). The long-term variation of cosmic ray intensity 
was related to the strength and sep ration of lnteraction regions. It 
decreased or remained relatively low when interaction regions w re strong 
and closely spaced, and it increased when the interaction regions were 
weaker and widely spaced. Th se results are con istent with the idea 
that modulation is caused by diffusion in turbulent magnetic fields 
(Morrison, 1956) and the observation that modulation effects propagate 
outward from the sun at the solar wind speed (McDonald et al., 1981). A 
on-steady model of the 11-year variation which incorporates diffusion 
and prop gation of shells of disturbances has been constructed by Perko 
and Fisk (1983). 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the analy is of Burlaga et 
al. (1985a) to examine the relation between cosmic ray intensity and the 
interplanetary magnetic field from July 1, 1983 to May 1, 1984, using 
Voyager 1 d ta. During this interval the spa ecraft moved from a 
heliocentric distance of 16.7 AU to 19.6 AU and from a heliographic 
lati tude of 20° to 23° • 
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2.Observations.The intensityof cosmicrays> 75MeV/nucleon,measured
by the CalTeCh/Unzversityof New Hampshzre/GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
experiment is shown in Figure I, together with the strength of the
interplanetary magnetic field measured by the GSFC magnetometer (N. Ness,
Principal Investigator). The magnetic field strength _a_/_or_alized by
the spiral magnetic field strength, B = 4.75 x (I + r_) "" /r . Thus,
the magnetic field fluctuations in Figure I are perturbations on the
large-scale average magnetic field, which are produced by dynamical
interplanetary processes.
Figure _ shows a
correlation between VOYAGER I
B/B and the cosmic o_ ,
ray p intensity C: C INTEGRALRATE
24 HR AVG
generally decreases
during the passage of
an interaction region _o55
or merged interaction
region (B/B > I) and
it increases during
the passage of a rare-
faction region (B/B < o45
I). A similar _e-
lation was observed
near 11 AU by Burlaga
et al. The net effect
in the period shown in AUG! OCT] DEC] FEB! APR!
FigureI is an overall |98B 1984
increase in cosmic ray
intensity. The cosmic Fig. I Intensity of cosmic rays > 75
ray intensity profile MeV/nuclel versus tlme (top) and magnetic
is the result of a field strength relative to the spiral
competition between field strength versus time (bottom).
the effects of
interaction reglons and those of rarefaction regions. In this interval,
the interactionregionswere relativelyweak (B/B)ma _ 2.5 and the
corresponding decreases in C were relatively smal_, _ile the rarefaction
regions were large in extent, allowing more than enough time to recover
from the individual decreases.
3. Model. Burlaga et al. (1985a) modeled the variation of cosmic ray
intensity observed near 11AU from July, 1982 to August, 1983 with the
following set of equations:
dC = - D (B/B -I) when B/Bp > I (I)t p
dC
= R when B/B < I (2)
dt p -
where D and R are constants and B/B is the measured magnetic field
strength as a function of time. Using the 24-hour averages of B/B (t)
shown in Figure I, choosing D = 0.004 (counts/see/day) and R = 0.0_2
(counts/see/day) and taking the initial value of C at July I, 1983, these
397 
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. odel. urlaga t ale (1985a) odeled t e ariati  f cos ic ra  
intensity observed near 11 AU fro  July, 1982 to ugust, 1983 ith the 
f llo i  t f uati ns: 
dC 
t = - D (B/B -1) P when B/B > 1  (1) 
 
dt = R 
here     nstants  
tr t  s  f ti  f tim . 
s  i  i re 1, si    
(counts/sec/day) and taking the 
 /   1  - 2  
/  i  t  easur  agnetic i l  
~  t  - r r es  / B(t) 
.  ( ts/ c/ y)    .   
initial value of C at July 1, 1983, these 
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equations were inte-
grated to obtain the VOYAGER 1
model cosmic ray in- 0.7 I
tensity profile shown I NUCLEI >75 MeV /in Figure 2. The ob- / 24 HR AVG _ _a-_VI
served 24-hour aver- _ O6 _ ""i_ _._._
ages of C(t) for > 75 m __ _ _4k C
MeV/nucleon eosmzc
rays are also plotted z
in Figure 2, for tom- _ 05 -OOS
parison. Note that
the model curve has u _ v -M _._-
been plotted with a I _ DAYS'-
constant offset of O4
0.03 (counts/see/day) JULY I,1983 MAY 1,1984
for the sake of elarl-
ty, but its initial
value can be ehosen to Fig. 2 The result of a model (see text)
be identical to the together with a plot of the observed
observed value for the oountlng rates.
integratlon of (I) and
(2). Between March 10 and March 20 there was a decrease in cosmic ray
intensity which is not predicted, because there was no large increase in
B/B at this time (see Figure I). Except for this anomaly, the model
pro_ides a very good approximation to the cosmic ray observations
throughout the 10-month interval.
A theoretical basis for the model given by (I) and (2) has recently
been given by Chih and Lee (1985). They found that under certain
assumptions
2
dC V V 6B
_-_=- _ (c-co) -_-Co_-, (3)
o
where K is the diffusion coefficient, V is the solar wind speed, _ is a
characteristic length and 6B is a measure of the fluctuations of B. It
has been observed th_36B{B _0.3 between I AU and 5 AU, varying slowly
wlth distance as _r (_urlaga et al., 1982), so it is reasonable to
take _B/B = 0.3 B/B in (3). In this case the second term on the BHB of
(3) has t_e same for_ as (I), and one can use our value of D to estimate
the diffusion coefficient K. With D = 0.004 (counts/see/day), Vg_ 4_0 1
km/s, C = 0.55 counts/see and 6B/B = 0.3 one finds K = 0.6 x 10-'cm-s-'.
This is°somewhat smaller than the value chosen by Chih and Lee (because
we used 6B/B = 0.3), but it is close to the value for the diffusion co-
efficient used by Perko and Fzsk (1983) to describe the 11-year varia-
tion. Identifying the first term on the RHS of (3) with R in (2), and
taking C-C^ = 0.03 counts/see, one finds that R = 0.002 (counts/see/day)
implies L _ 4 AU.
In Figure 3 we show spectra of the components of B (upper curve), the
magnitude of B (lower curve) and the magnetic helicit_ times frequency
(fHm) computed from one hour average Voyager I data from July I, 1983 to
May I, 1984, using the fast Fourier transform method with 26 degrees of
freedom, without detrending or filtering the data (Matthaeus and
equatlons were inte-
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model cosmlC ray In-
tensi ty profile shown 
in Figure 2. The ob-
served 24-hour aver-
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In Flgure 3 we show spectra of the components of ~ (upper curve), the magnitude of B (lower curve) and the magnetic helicity times frequency (fH
m
) computed from one hour average Voyager 1 data from July 1, 1983 to May 1, 1984, using the fast Fourier transform method with 26 degrees of freedom, without detrending or filtering the data (Matthaeus and 
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Goldstein, 1982). Posltive values of magnetlc helicity are denoted as
circles, negative values as triangles. Assuming that plasma is convected
past the spacecraft at the mean solar wind speed in the interval, _, the
frequency f corresponding to the correlation length L, is f = V/L, and
this is sho_n by the arrow in Figure 3. e
The spectrum of :05
power in the com-
ponents _3_ has thef rm f-_ expected 1°4
for homogeneous turbu-
• ..:_
lense in the range 4 _ :os _.
10-v Hz to 2 × 10-_ _
Hz, corresponding to 0 2
periods from 14 hours _ * :-_.'--__
to 3 days. This is _
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earlier results show- .._ ,
ing that the fluctua-
tions in interaction 1°°
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days and 15 days, the 1°-7 1°-6 1°-s 1°-4
spectrum of power in Frequency (Hz)
the components of 9 --
was el-', which is Fig. 3 Power spectra of the magnetic field (see
probably either a text).
remnant of the spec-
trum of fluctuationsintroduced at the source (Goldstein et al., 1984;
Burlaga et al., 1985b) or evidence of an inverse cascade of magnetic
helicity expected in fully developed MHD turbulence (Frlsch et al., 1975;
Montgomery and Matthaeus, 1981). If the former interpretatlonis cor-
rect, its presence is another indlcatlon that turbulence dld not develop
sufficientlyto modify the inltial spectrum in thls quasi-statlonaryflow
system, despite the long time available for evolution, viz. e18 AU/400
km/s . 78 days.
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ABSTRACT
The phase of the 11-year galactic cosmic-ray variation,
due to a varying rate of emission of long-lived,
propagating regions of enhanced scattering, travels
faster than the scattering regions themselves. The
radial speed of the 11-year phase in the quasi-steady,
force-field approximation is exactly twice the speed of
the individual, episodic decreases. A time-dependent,
numerlcal solutlon for 1-GeV protons at I and 30 AU
gives a phase speed which is 1.85 tlmes the propagation
speed of the indivldual decreases.
1. Introductlon. Sudden decreases in cosmic-ray intensity
have been observed to propagate outward in the ecliptlc plane at
about 400-500 km/s, the solar wind speed [McDonald et. al.,
1981; McK1bben et. al., 1982; Van Allen, 1979; Venkatesan et.
al., 1984; see-Fevi_ by Burlaga, 1983]. These decreases ar----e
related to regions of enhanced magnetic field strength and
turbulence, which strongly suggests enhanced reflection and
scattering of cosmic rays. Although these regions are very
promlnent near the ecllptic plane, it is not clear that all
modulation can be ascrlbed to them. We do not know how thelr
effects extend out of the ecliptic, nor how they may modify the
expected modulation due to large-scale drlft and the neutral
sheet [Joklp11 & Davila, 1981; Kota & Jokipii, 1982].
If the 11-year modulatlon cycle is due to an 11-year
cycle in the emlssion of such propagatln9 regions, as suggested
in the references above and by Perko & Fisk [1983], then how
would the phase of the 11-year modulation propagate? Venkatesan
et. al. [1984] have remarked that "an unexpected result of [our]
s-t-udy is the apparent simultaneity (to within one solar
rotatlon) of the occurrence of solar minimum at [I and] 10
AU." Thls implles a phase speed of >700 km/s, which is
dlstlnctly fas'ter than the 500 km/s of the observed episodlc
decreases. We show In thls paper that the simplest eplsodlc
model of modulatlon predlcts that the phase speed of the 11-year
modulation moves outward at up to twice the speed of the
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individual intensity decreases.
2. Heuristic Model. We consider propagating, episodic
modulation in a quasi-steady, "Force-field" model [Gleeson &
Axford, 1968]. The modulatlon parameter is defined as
¢(r,t) = rSR V dr'/K(r',t)
where "V" is the solar wind speed and "K(r',t)" Is the radial
diffusion coefficient for the cosmic rays. Since I/K is
proportional to the amount of turbulence, and regions of
turbulence propagate at speed V,
¢(r,t) = rSR V dr'/K(O,t-r'/V)
€ then varies with the solar cycle because of the changing rate
of emission from the Sun of scattering regions which propagate
outward at speed V to a boundary at R, where their effect
ceases.
A scatterlng region emitted from the Sun at time to
causes a cosmic-ray decrease to begin at radius rI when the
reglon passes at time t1=tn+rl/V. At r2>r 1, it begins at
to=t^+r2/V. The end of the e_fect at both rl and r_ occurs near
the _lme tF=to+R V_hen the reglon leaves tf_e_du_ating sphere
at radius R. For various reasons, the end is not clearly seen
in observations. St111, the mlddle of the lasting effect on
modulation at rI occurs at time tm1=(t1+tr)/2=to+(r1+R)/2V, and
llkewlse at r?, tm2=to+(r2+R)/2V. Thus, _because tile beglnnlng
of the effect-travels at speed V, but the end of it occurs at
the same tlme everywhere, the overall lasting effect of each
scattering region propagates at speed 2V.
Alternatlvely, the solar cycle can be modelled by
, varying the averaged level of turbulence _n the solar wind and
propagating It outward. Then the modulation parameter ¢(r,t) is
the integral from r to R of V/K at the Sun at tlme (t-r'/V). If
V/K varles as cos(_t) at the Sun, then ¢ varles wlth time as
cos[_(t-(R+r)/2V)]. Agaln, this shows that the phase veloclty
of the var_atlon in modulatlon Is 2V.
3. Numerical Results. Perko & Fisk [1983] modelled an 11-year
cycle in modulation based on eplsodlc events. They assumed the
Sun emlts spherically-symmetric reglons in whlch scatterlng is
enhanced by a maxlmum factor of 10 over a band 2 AU wide. The
regions travel outward at a speed of 400 km/s untll they reach a
boundary at 100 AU, where they dlsappear. The rate of emlsslon
was made to vary from one every 4 months at solar minlmum to one
every 2 weeks at solar maxlmum. The recovery phase of the cycle
was modelled by reversing that behavlor. The dlffusion
coefflc_ent in the undlsturbed solar wlnd (outslde the dlscrete
scattering reglons) was set at
401 
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K - 4.3B(2 + p2) 1021 cm2/s
where "B" is the ratio of particle speed to the speed of light
and "P" is particle rigidity. For boundary conditions and other
detalls of the calculation, see Perko & Flsk [1983]. The result
(Fig. 1) of their numerical integration of the time-dependent
transport equations reproduces many of the features of the 11-
year modulation. In partlcular, the episodic decreases
propagate at the same speed as the scattering regions (see solid
bar at the base of Flg. 1, which shows the propagation tlme of a
scattering region and Its accompanying intensity decrease going
from I to 30 AU). The general level of modulation increases as
the rate of emission of these regions increases; but as the rate
decreases, the total number of regions In the heliosphere goes
down, and there is a cosmic-ray minimum and recovery.
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Fig. 1. Numerical calculation of flux
(arbltrary units) of I-GeV protons over the
solar cycle, from one sunspot minimum to the
next, at I and 30 AU. Individual decreases
in Intensity propagate from 1 to 30 AU in
125 days, shown by the bar at the base of
the figure, but the time delay between
cosmlc-ray minima is only 68 days, shown by
the vertical lines.
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The smooth curves superposed on the numerical results
are sine functions fitted to the results by a least-squares
algorithm. The fitted parameters of the sine curves yielded the
tlmes of cosmic-ray minimum at 1 and 30 AU. These are indicated
by the vertical lines connecting the curves with the abscissa.
It is a remarkable new result that the cosmic-ray
minimum at 30 AU shown in Figure 1 occurred only 68 days after
the minimum at I AU, which implies a propagation speed of 740
km/s, 1.85 times faster than the 400 km/s speed of individual
decreases.
4. Conclusions. This simple model demonstrates that the
phase of the --11-year cosmic-ray cycle, including recovery,
propagates outward even under the simplified assumption of
spherical symmetry. This outward propagation may not,
therefore, be considered as a signature of models that allow
preferential access to the solar cavity via the polar regions.
Furthermore, this modulation phase moves at approximately twice
the solar wind speed because the flux at a given radius depends
on the average state of the hellosphere in the region between
thls radius and the outer boundary.
5. Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the Solar-
Terrestrial Theory Program of the National Aeronautics and Space
Admlnistratlon.
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LkTITUDKVARIATIONOF RKCURRENTFLUXES
IN THE OUTERSOLARSYSTEM
S P Christan anti E C Stone
(_lifmm_ I,nstieu2e of Tachrmlogy, USA
(Conflrrfang Abstract)
Recurrent low-energy (;_ 05 MeV) proton flux enhancements, rehable
mdmators of corotatmg plasma interaction regions, were observed on the Voyager
1 and 2 and Pioneer 11 spacecraft m the hehographm latitude range 2°S to 28°N
and the hehocentnc radml range 11 to 20 AU [Chnston and Stone, 1985] After a
period of rather high correlation between fluxes at different latitudes m early
1983, distract differences developed m the fluxes during an overall flux decrease
The flux mtensdles returned to higher levels m early 1984 and differences in both
the recurrence frequency and flux mtenmty persmted into 1985, as Voyager 1
traveled to 23 AU and 25°N labtude latercompanson of data from the three
spacecraft mdmates that the flux differences are most hkely due to labtudmal,
ratherthan radlalortemporal,variations
Referentes
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(Confirrrnng Abstract) 
ecurrent lo -energy (~ 0 5 eV) proton tiux enhancements. reliable 
dicators of corotatmg plasma mteraction reglons. ere observed on the oyager 
1 and 2 and Ploneer 11 spacecraft  the heliographic latitude range 2°S to 23°  
and the heliocenlnc radial range 11 to 20 AU [ hnston and Stone. 1985] fter a 
nod f r ther I h rrelallon tw en fl es t ifferenl l tItudes 10 rly 
1983. dIstmct dIfferences developed 10 lhe fluxes dur10g an overall flux decrease 
The flux tenslhes returned to lugher levels 10 early 1984 and dlfferences in both 
the recurrence frequeucy and flux tensity persisted mto 1985. as oyager 1 
traveled to 23 A  and 25°  latltude Intercomparison of data fro  the three 
spacecraft dicates thal the flux dIfferences are ost llkely due to latttudmal, 
rather than radial or temporal. VariatIons 
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ABSTRACT
The longitudinal distribution of cosmic ray intensity has been
examined during the years 1974-ig76 when the persistent high
speed solar wind stream structures produced a well-ordered
inner heliosphere. Solar wind velocity is mapped back to the
sun and compared with cosmic ray intensity which is repre-
sented relative to the solar rotation average. Low solar wind
velocity is observed to be a necessary, but not sufficient,
condition for the occurrence of higher cosmic ray intensities
at I AU. These relative enhancements cover a restricted range
of heliographic longitudes and persist for several solar
rotations. The observed solar wind and cosmic ray intensity
relationships are consistent with a simple model suggested
here in which cosmic ray modulation is very weak in the inner
heliosphere, sunward of the first shock crossing on each field
line and more intense in the outer heliosphere.
i. Introduction. The extremely well-ordered and persistent high speed
solar wind stream structure during the years 1974 through 1976 provide
us with a unique opportunity to compare cosmic ray intensity with solar
wind velocity. Earlier studies [i, 2, 3, 4] have shown that no simple
relationship exists at 1 AU; but, direct correlations between velocity
and intensity may hold only over restricted time periods. The very
persistent streams in the ecliptic plane that resulted from extensions
of the solar polar coronal holes in the years 1974-76 provide us with a
new perbpective in which the relative cosmic ray intensity changes over
restricted longitude ranges may be compared because the average cosmic
ray intensity was only changing slowly over the time scale of many solar
rotations. This quasi-equilibrium in the cosmic ray intensity is dis-
turbed during the rest of the solar cycle by transient phenomena related
to solar activity; hence the choice of this period for study.
2. Observations. The solar wind data used in this study were from the
near-earth observations in the Omni Tape of J. King (NSSDC) supplemented
with the isolated data points available from Pioneers 6 through 9. The
solar wind observations were mapped back to the sun using the approxima-
tion of radial propagation at constant velocity as described in [5,
6]. Each solar wind observation is assumed to have originated at the
subsolar point and propagated to the spacecraft with the observed speed.
The emission longitude from the sun is therefore _E = @o - Q_R/V
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ABSTRACT 
The longitudinal distribution of cosmic ray intensity has been 
examined during the years 1974-1 CJ76 when the persistent high 
speed solar wind stream structures produced a well-ordered 
inner heliosphere. Solar wind velocity is mapped back to the 
sun and compared with cosmic ray intensity which is repre-
sented relative to the solar rotation average. Low solar wind 
veloci ty is observed to be a necessary, but not sufficient, 
condition for the occurrence of higher cosmic ray intensities 
at 1 AU. These relative enhancements cover a restricted range 
of heliographic longitudes and persist for several solar 
rotations. The observed solar wind and cosmic ray intensity 
relationships are consistent with a simple model suggested 
here in which cosmic ray modulation is very weak in the inner 
heliosphere, sunward of the first shock crossing on each field 
line and more intense in the outer heliosphere. 
1. Introduction. The extremely well-ordered and persistent high speed 
solar wind stream structure during the years 1974 through 1976 provide 
us with a unique opportunity to compare cosmic ray intensity with solar 
wind velocity. Earlier studies [1, 2, 3, 4] have shown that no simple 
relationship exists at 1 AU; but, direct correlations between velocity 
and intensity may hold only over restricted time periods. The very 
persistent streams in the ecliptic plane that resulted from extensions 
of the solar polar coronal holes in the years 1974-76 provide us with a 
new perbpective in which the relative cosmic ray intensity changes over 
restricted longitude ranges may be compared because the average cosmic 
ray intensity was only changing slowly over the time scale of many solar 
rotations. This quasi-equilibrium in the cosmic ray intensity is dis-
turbed during the rest of the solar cycle by transient phenomena related 
to solar activity; hence the choice of this period for study. 
2. Observations. The solar wind data used in this study were from the 
near-earth observations in the Omni Tape of J. King (NSSDC) supplemented 
with the isolated data points available from Pioneers 6 through 9. The 
solar wind observations were mapped back to the sun using the approxima-
tion of radial prol'agation at constant velocity as described in [5, 
6] • Each solar wind observation is assumed to have originated at the 
subsolar point and propagated to the spacecraft with the observed speed. 
The emission longitude from the sun is therefore ~E = ~o - Q@R/V 
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where __ is the subsolar longitude at the time of observation,Q^ is the
solar s_dereal rotation rate, R is the heliocentric radial dls_ance of
the observing spacecraft and V is the solar wind velocity. Each of the
observed velocities was assigned to the mapped longitude, which is also
the foot point of its field llne, and plotted in Figure 1 at the emis-
sion time (tE) resulting from the constant velocity approximation tE =
tOBS - R/V9 where rOBS is the observation time. The near-earth cosmic
ray intensity was determined from the CPME experiment on IMP-8. The M
scintillator channel responds to all ions _ 35 MeV/nuc. Details of the
CPME experiment are contained in [7]. Each M gclntillator observation
was associated with the mapped hellographlc longitude of the solar wind
observed at the same time. These cosmic ray intensities were then
plotted in Figure 2 as a function of @_ and tE. The intensities are
represented as the ratio to the average in_enslty at all longitudes with
the same emission day (i.e., each vertical cut through Figure 2 averages
to a value of 1.0).
3. Discussion and Conclusions. The cosmic ray intensity in Figure 2
shows relative enhancements over restricted ranges of hellographlc
longitude that extend over several months in 1975. The largest in-
creases are seen between 150-240° in April through ,Juneand 270-330° in
September through December. These correspond to the regions between the
high speed streams seen in Figure I. Similar periods are found in the
1974 and 1976 data as well. The 1975 data are shown here because they
are free of large solar flare effects and Forbush decreases which
disturb some of the solar rotation averages during high activity periods
in 1974 and 1976. However, there are well defined cosmic ray enhance-
ment periods during each of the years in the study period. During each
of the cosmic ray enhancements, the observed solar wind velocity is
low. These enhancements tend to fall in the gaps between the high speed
streams and near the edges of the stream seen at 1 AU. However, low
solar wind velocity is not always associated with enhanced cosmic ray
intensity on the corresponding field lines within the study period.
Thus, low solar wind velocity appears to be a necessary, but not
sufflclentp condition for relative cosmic ray enhancements of restricted
azimuthal size that persist for several solar rotations.
The relationship between solar wind velocity and cosmic ray
intensity during the interval 1974-76 can be clarified by referring to
the solar wind mapping in Figure 3. This is an R-_ plot with radial
distance increasing downward and hellographlc longitude increasing to
the right, modulo 360°. The llne at the top shows the approximate solar
wind velocity profile at the high corona that would produce a stream
configuration llke that observed between April and July 1974. The
mapping was constructed using the observed velocities in May 1974. The
CIR boundaries in the figure were determined by connecting the appropri-
ate points in the mapped solar wind data from near-earth and Pioneer
II. The field lines were drawn by extrapolating the near-earth velocity
outward until it encountered a CIR boundary. The CIR's are shaded and
note that beyond N i0 AU all field lines from the inner heliosphere have
intersected at least one shock. The region of enhanced cosmic ray
intensity in May 1974 is shown as the heavy bar at 1 AU centered near
180°. The enhanced cosmic rays are seen on field lines that extend to
406 
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where ~ is the ubsolar longitude at the time f observation, Q@ is the 
solar s~dereal rotation rate, R is the heliocentric radial distance of 
the observing spacecraft and V is the solar wind velocity. Each of the 
observed velocities was assigned to the mapped longitude, w ich is also 
the foot point of its field line, and plotted in Figure 1 at the emis-
sion time (tE) resulting from the constant velocity approximation tE = 
tOBS - R/V, whe e tOBS is the observation time. The near-earth cosmic 
ray intensity was determined from the CPME experiment on IMP-8. The M 
sc ntillator channel responds to all ions> 35 MeV/nuc. Details of the 
CPME experiment are contained in [7]. Ea~h M 'lcintillator observation 
w  associated with the mapped heliographic longitude of the solar wind 
observed at the same time. These cosmic ray intensities were then 
plotted in Figure 2 as a function of ~E and tEo The intensities are 
represented as the ratio to the average intensity t all longitudes with 
the same emission day (i.e., each vertical cut through Figure 2 averages 
to a value of 1.0). 
3. Discussion and Conclusions. The cosmic ray intensity in Figure 2 
shows relativ  e hancements ove  restricted ranges of heliographic 
longitude that xtend over several months in 1975. The largest in-
creases are seen b tween 150-240° in Apri.1 through .June and 270-330° in 
S ptember through Dec mber. These correspond o the regions b tween the 
high speed streams seen in Figure 1. Similar periods are found in the 
1974 and 1976 data as well. The 1975 data are shown here because they 
are free of large solar flar  ffects and Forbush d creases w ich 
disturb some of the solar rotation averages during igh activity periods 
in 1974 and 1976. However, there are well defined cosmic ray e hance-
ment periods during each of th  years in the study period. During each 
of the cosmic ray enhancements, the observed solar wind velocity is 
low. These e hancements tend to fall in the gaps b tween t e igh speed 
streams and near the dges of the stream seen at 1 AU. However, low 
solar wind velocity is not lways as'lociated with enhanced cosmic ray 
intensity on the corresponding field lines within the study period. 
Thus, low solar wind velocity appears to be a necessary, but not 
sufficient, condition for relative cosmic ray e hancements of restricted 
azimuthal size that persist for several solar rotations. 
The relationship b tween solar wind velocity and cosmic ray 
intensity during the interval 1974-76 can be clarified by referring to 
the solar wind mapping in Figure 3. This is an R--<I> plot with radial 
distance increasing downward and heliographic longitude increasing to 
the right, modulo 360°. The line at the top shows the approximate solar 
wind velocity profile at the igh corona that would produce a stream 
configuration like that observed between April and July 1974. The 
mapping was constructed using the observed velocities in May 1974. The 
CIR boundaries in the figure wer  determined by connecting the ap opri-
ate points in the mapped solar wind data from near-earth and Pioneer 
11. The field lines were drawn by extrapolating th  near-earth velocity 
outward until it encountered a CIR boundary. The CIR's are shaded and 
no e hat beyond ~ 10 AU all field lines from the inner heliosphere have 
intersected at least one shock. The region of enhanced cosmic ray 
intensity in May 1974 is shown as the heavy bar at 1 AU centered near 
180°. The enhi:lflced cosmic rays are seen on field lines that xtend to 
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_arge radial distances before they intersect a shock. This suggests a
very simple model for relative variation of cosmic ray intensities in
the inner heliosphere.
In the outer heliosphere, from the heliopause all the way
inward to the innermost shock boundary, a]l of the plasma has been
through a shock. Now imagine that this "shocked" plasma defines a
uniformly modulating region for cosmic rays. This is the shaded region
in Figure 3 and it determines the long term intensity variations
throughout the heliosphere. Let the inner heliosphere (where the field
lines are visible in Figure 3) modulate the cosmic rays only very
weakly. Then we would expect a general pattern in which the relative
intensity within a solar rotation at I AU would be enhanced on field
lines that extend far out into the heliosphere before they encounter a
CIR shock boundary. This condition is generally found in the trailing
edge of large solar wind streams where the velocity is relatively low.
The theoretical implications of this model are discussed by Roelof [8]
in this conference.
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Fig. i. Solar wind
velocity during 1975
expressed as a _rey
shade from 250-800 km/
sec. The data are
plotted at the helio-
graphic longitude of the
foot point of the field
line on which they were
observed and at their
emission time from the
sun.
Fig. 2. Cosmic ray in-
tensity (_ 35 MeV) from
the M scintillator chan-
nel of the CPME experi-
ment on IMP-8. The data
are plotted at the same
coordinates as the solar
wind velocity observed
at the same time. In-
tensity is expressed as
a ratio to the average
over all longitudes for
the corresponding emis-
sion time. Thus any
vertical stripe in the
figure will average to
unity.
Fig. 3. A radius-
longitude plot of the
solar wind streams dur-
ing May 1974. The line
at the top is the ap-
proximate velocity pro-
file at the sun that R (AU)
would produce the ob-
served speeds at 1 AU. _--_ 180 270 0
The field l_:les are 1................. T ........._...... 0
extrapolated from the
observed solar wind 2
speeds at i AU. The
shaded area is CIR. The j4
CIR boundaries are re-
constructed from Pioneer 46
11 and near-earth data.
The cross-hatched area
at I Ab near 180 ° shows j
the region of enhanced
cosmic ray intensity. 10
12
Fig. 1. 
velocity 
Solar 
during 
wind 
1975 
expressed as a grey 
shade from 250-800 km/ 
sec. The data are 
plotted at the helio-
graphic longitude of the 
foot point of the field 
line on which they were 
observed and at their 
emission time from the 
sun. 
Fig. 2. Cosmic ray 1n-
tensi ty C.G 35 eV) from 
the M scintillator chan-
nel of the CPME experi-
ment on IMP-S. The data 
are plotted at the same 
coordinates as the solar 
wind velocity observed 
at the same time. In-
tensity is expressed as 
a ratio to the average 
over all longitudes for 
the corresponding emis-
sion time. Thus any 
vertical stripe in the 
figure will average to 
unity. 
Fig. 3. A radius-
longitude plot of the 
solar wind streams dur-
ing May 1974. The line 
at the top is the ap-
proxi ate veloci ty pro-
file at the sun that 
would produce the ob-
serve  speeds at 1 . 
The fi e ld li 'les are 
extrapolated from the 
observed solar wind 
speeds at 1 AU. The 
shaded area is eIR. The 
CIR boundaries are re-
constructed from Pioneer 
11 and near-earth data. 
The cross-hatched area 
at 1 A'u near 180 0 sho s 
the region of enhanced 
cos ic ray intensity. 
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THE 1973-1984 aOLAlMODULATION01 COSMICE_YNUCLZI
M. Garcia-Munoz, E.R. Pyle and J.A. Simpson
Enrico Fermi Institute, University of Chicago
Chicago, IL, USA
ABSTUACT. As a continuation of our program of solar modulation
studies we have carried out new measurements, with the University of
Chicago cosmic ray telescope on the Earth satellite IMP-8, of the
intensity time variations and the energy spectra of galactic cosmic
ray protons, helium, carbon and oxygen from 1980 through 1984 in-
cluding the recent solar maximum. In order to test the applicability
of a steady state model of solar modulation during a period which
includes times of rapidly changing modulation, we have compared
these fluxes with the predictions of a conventional model of solar
modulation which assumes equilibrium between modulation mechanisms.
It is found thatfor a reasonablerangeof variations of the diffu-
sion coefficientthe model predictionscan be made to agreewith the
measurementsat essentiallyalltimesduringthe studiedperiod.The
model can account also for the observed hysteresis effects between
cosmic rays of different rigidities.
1. Introduction. It has been observed that during the recent solar
maximum the decreases and increases in cosmic ray intensity due to
modulation level variations propagate outward from the Sun at ap-
proximately the solar wind velocity. (McDonald etal., 1981; McKibben,
Pyle, and Simpson, 1982, 1985; Filllus and Axford, 1985). This fact
together with the evidence that the radius of the modulation region is
certainly greater than 30 A.U. and possibly as large as 50 to 150 A.U.
implies that it takes to the disturbances responsible for these varia-
tions 8 time of the order of one year or more for propagation to the
outer limits of the hell,sphere. Therefore, at times of rapidly changing
modulationj the modulation mechanisms may not be in equilibrium.
This work is a study of the modulation of cosmic ray nuclei in a
time interval from 1973 through 1984, including the recent solar maximum.
Measurements of the intensity time variations and differential energy
spectra during this period are interpreted in the frame of a conventional
model of solar modulation which assumes steady 8tare (i.e. equilibrium)
and absence of drifts. By using empirical diffusion coefficients and
their time variations it is found that the model can reproduce at 1 A.U.
the main features of time intensity variations and differential energy
spectra of cosmic ray nuclei through the entire solar modulation cycle.
2. The Modulation Model, The model is described in Evenson etal.
(1983). In it the solar wind velocity, V, is constant, and equal to 400
km/sec, and the diffusion coefficient is given by
k = _ P_ k(r); k(r) = k exp [(r-1)129] (1)o
Q
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'.STRACT. As a continuation of our program of solar modulation 
studies we have carried out new measurements, with the University of 
Chicago cosmic ray telescope on the Earth satellite IMP-8, of the 
intensity time variations and the energy spectra of galactic cosmic 
ray protons, helium, carbon and oxygen from 1980 through 1984 in-
cluding the recent solar maximum. In order to test the applicability 
of a steady state model of .olar modulation during a period which 
includes times of rapidly changing modulation, we have compared 
these fluxes with the predictions of a conventional model of solar 
modulation which assumes equilibrium between modulation mechanisms. 
It i. found that for a reasonable range of variations of the diffu-
sion coefficient the model predictions can be made to agree with the 
measurements at essentially all times during the studied period. The 
model can account also for the observed hysteresis effects between 
cosmic rays of different rigidities. 
1. Introduction. It has been observed that during the recent solar 
maximum the decreases and increases in cosmic ray intensity due to 
modulation level variations propagate outward from the Sun at ap-
proximately the solar wind velocity. (McDonald et al., 1981; McKibben, 
Pyle, and Simpson, 1982, 1985; Fillius and Axford, 1985). This fact 
together with the evidence that the radius of the modulation region is 
certainly greater than 30 A.U. and possibly as large as 50 to 150 A.U. 
implies that it takes to the disturbances responsible for these varia-
tions a time of the order of one year or mo·re for propagation to the 
outer limits of the heliosphere. Therefore, at times of rapidly changing 
modulation, the modulation mechanisms may not be in equilibrium. 
This work is a study of the modulation of co.mic ray nuclei in a 
time interval from 1973 through 1984, including the recent lolar maximum. 
Measurements of the intensity time variations and differential energy 
spectra during this period are interpreted in the frame of a conventional 
model of solar modulation which assumes steady state (i.e. equilibrium) 
and absence of drifts. By using empirical diffusion coefficients and 
their time variations it is found that the model can reproduce at I A.U. 
the main features of time intensity variations and differential energy 
Ipectra of cosmic ray nuclei through the entire solar modulation cycle. 
2. The Modulation Kodel. The model is described in Evenson.!!. .!l. 
(1983). In it the solar wind velocity, Y, is constant, and equal to 400 
km/sec, and the diffusion coefficient is given by 
k • e pa k(r); 
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tial spectrum is Figure 1 Year
as deduced from
synchrotron radiation by Cummings e..!ta_!l.(1973). Comparison with
measured differential nuclear and electron spectra at I A.U. during solar
minimumleads to the local interstellarnuclear spectra. In this model
the depth of modulation at a point r is given, for a heliosphere of
radiusR, by the force-fieldparameter,or modulationparameter
4'(r) =½ ) dr (2)
and thus it is independent of the specific functional form of k(r).
Therefore, other k(r) functionsdifferentfrom the one selectedin (I)
could leadalso to the samemodulationdepth.
Perko and Fisk (1983)havedevelopeda time-dependentmodel of solar
modulationin which the parametervaryingwith time is th_ frequency of
outwardpropagatingdepressionsin k(r) which simulatezonesof increased
scatteringassociatedwith solarflare shocks. In our calculations of
cosmicray intensitiesat I AU, k(r) appearsonly in integralform in the
determinationof the modulationdepthS.
3. Measurementsand Calculationat Figure1 shows the time dependence
from 1973 through1984..IO'
of the 70-95 MeV/n_
_uiet time cosmic ray_l flux measured t
IA.U., averaged in_ 10°
solar rotation i
intervals. The data_
are fromthe University_,10-I
of Chicago instrument
_4
onboard the IMP 8_
spacecraft. Note _hat
the 70-95 MeV/n He_ io-_
flux does not contain.<
anomaloushelium, even×
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synchrotron radiation by Cummings ~ Al. (1973). Comparison with measured differential nuclear and electron spectra at 1 A.U. during solar minimum l ads to the local interstellar nuclear spectra. In this model the depth of modulation at a point r is given, for a heliosphere of radius R, by the force-field parameter, or modul tion parameter 
1 JR V ¢ (r) "" 3" r k(r) dr (2) 
and thus it is independent of the specific functional form of k(r). Therefore, other k(r) functions different from the one selected in (1) could lead also to the same modulation depth. 
Perko and Fisk (1983) have developed a time-dependent model of solar modulation in which the parameter varying with time is th~-frequency of outward propagating depressions in k(r) which simulate zones of increased scat ering associat d with solar flare shocks. In our calculations of cosmic ray in ensities at 1 AU, k(r) appears only in integral form in the determin tion f the modulation depth 9>. 
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MeV/n. We have continued measuring the Rlgldlty Dependence at I AU of the Diffusion
differential energy spectra of 10-95 MeV/n Coo_flclenlfrom1977Through1981
protons and helium from 1980 through 1984, 102
adding to our previous measurements which ................' ' '''_i
extended up to 1979 (Evenson et al., 1983). ////_
Figure 2 shows the 1977 differential energy _ 1977:7__..'!
spectra at solar minimum, as reported by_"_
Evenson etal. (1983), and the 1981 spectra le7S
at solar maximum, where we have added thews i0' /_//_/\,979_
a_!., 1983). The curves in the figure are _ //1.1// ",1981
the fluxes predicted by the modulation_
model. Spectral measurements and theoreti-
cal fits have been obtained in this way
from 1977 through 1984. The corresponding
diffusion coefficients from solar minimum I°° .................102 103 _ 104
1977 through solar maximum 1981, as the P(MV)
adjustable parameters, are shown in Figure Fzgure 3
3. Each of these diffusion coefficients corresponds to a modulation
depth _ and gives a modulated helium spectrum with a value for the 70-
95 MeV/n helium flux. Therefore, there is a one-to-one relationship
between _ and the 70-95 MeV/n helium flux.
The next step is to
' ! ' I ' I ' I ' I ' ! ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I '
use this relationship and
use as input the 70-95 Comporison of Meosured ond
MeV/n He flux, from 1973 Predicted Intensity
through 1984, in order to
deduce the model predic- Sohdsymbols Measurements
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recover faster that lo' --rm_n_-7_n_q---r_n_--_,F_-n_--T_m_--_m_
lowerrigiditiesas can_ 1983 f°1984 !
by seen clearly in> Io
Figure 4 during the
recov ries of the years g I_°
1982and 1984.However,_ :o eroton,_hysteresis can be
easilyincorporatedin_ oo ?// _I
our simplifiedmodel by_ 10-'
raising the high_
rigidity part of the_O
diffusion coefficient _ 1o2
relative to the low<
rigidities during the x
recovery phase. In
this way a good fit to = i0-_-io___-_i0___0 _-_I 104
t h e 19 83 a n d 1984 K,NET,CENERGY (MeV/N) wo,o¢_
spectra is obtained, as Figure 5
i8 shown, for the particular case of protons and helium, in Figure 5.
4, Conclusions. Empirical diffusion coefficients can be obtained by
assuming at all times steady state in the heliosphere and fitting simul-
taneously the differential energy spectra of protons and helium at 1 AU
in successive years from solar minimum 1977 through solar maximum 1981.
These diffusion coefficients define a simple relationship between 70-95
MeV/n helium flux and depth of modulation. This relationship can be used
to predict the main features at i AU of the intensity time dependence of
other cosmic ray nucleons in different rigidity intervals from 1973
through 1984. The hysteresis effects can be accounted for by modifica-
tion of the diffusion coefficients in selected rigidity intervals.
5. Acknowledgements.We thank JamesBeattyfor data analysisand Scott
Marusak for assistingin the preparationof the data. Thisresearchwas
supported in part by NASA Grant NGL 14-001-006 and NASA Contract NAS 5-
28442.
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OOS_IO RAY MODULATIC_ IN A RANDOM ANISOr_ROPIO _A_ETIO
FIELD
L .I.Dorman
Institute of Terrestrial _agnetism, Ionosphere and Radio
Wawe Propagation of the US_ Academy of Sciences, 142092
Troitsk, Moscow Region, USSR
Yu.I.Fedorov, M.I.Katz, S.F_osov, B.A.Shakhov
The Astronomical Observatory of the Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences, 252127, Kiev, Goloseevo
Inhomogenelties of the interplanetary magnetic field
can be divided into small-scale and large-scale ones/I,2/,
as may be required by the character of the problem of cos-
mic ray (OR) propagation. GR propagation in stochastic
magnetic fields is of diffusion character. The main contri-
bution into the scattering of GR particles is made by their
interaction with inhomogeneities of the magnetic field
H(r,t) which have characteristic dimensions 1 of the order
of Larmor radius R=cp/eH of particle (p is the absolute
value of particle momentum, e is particle charge, c is
velocity of light). Scattering of particles on such inhomo-
geneities leads to their diffusion mostly along a magnetic
field with characteristic dimensions of variation in space
exceeding the mean free path _ of particles before their
scattering. In view of this fact the inhomogeneities of the
interplanetary field can be divided into small-scale (1 )
and large-scale (i<_) ones, and the random magne_.ticfield
can be represented as a sum of the small-scale _ (r,t)
and the large-scale _ (r,t) fields. The boundary value l_
of the inhomogeneities can be determined by several length_
of the mean free path of particles and i_ can be taken
as the principal scale of the small-scale turbulence. The
choice of the scale L_ of the large-scale turbulence de-
pends on a concrete fSrmulation of the problem.
It is necessary to divide a random field into small-
scale and large-scale parts because one cannot describe the
whole of the magnetic field turbulence spectrum on a single
basis in terms of the local isotropy. As the scale of fluc-
tuations increases, the statistic distribution of these
fluctuations becomes, apparently, nonisotropic in space.
The diffusion coefficient along the large-scale field
H for R_<l o can be written in the form /2/
3 SH 4.1-20 
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can be i i e  i t  s all-scale and lar e-scale es/I,2/, 
as ay e re ire   t e c aracter f t e r le  f c s-
i  r  ( ) r pagation. O  r agati n i  t astic 
agnetic fiel s is of iff si  c aracter. he ain c ntri-
bution into the scattering of OR particles is ade by their 
i t r ti  it  i ogeneities f t e agnetic fi l  (r,t) hich  aracteristic i ensions  f t  r r 
f ar or r i s =cp/e  f rti l  (  i  t  s l t  
value of article o entu , e is article charge, c is 
el city f li t). catteri g f rti l s on s c  in o-
geneities leads to their diffusion ostly along a agnetic 
fi l  it  aracteristic i ensions f ri ti  i  s ace 
ceeding t  ea  fr  t ./\ f rti l s f r  t ir 
att ri g. I  i  f t i  t t  i ogeneities f t  
interplanetary fi.l  can be divided into s all-scale (1 ) 
a  l r -s ale (l A) es, a  t e ran  agnjltic fi l  
c~n be represented as a sum of the s all-scale ~1 (r,t) 
and the large-scale JjC (r, t) fields. The boundary value 1 
f t  i ogeneities ca  e eter i ed  s eral le t 2 
-A f t e ean free at  f arti l s and 1 can be ta e  
as the ri cipal scale of the s all-scale turBUlence. he 
choice of the scale LS of the large-scale turbulence de-
pends on a concrete f r ulation of the proble . 
It is necessary to divide a rando  fiel  into s all-
~  c  ~ ~e rt  ause ce ccot scri e t  
hole of the agnetic fiel  turbulence spectru  on a single 
asis i  ter s f t  l al is tr . s t e s l  f fl -
t ti s i r ses, t  t ti ti  i tri ti  f t  
fl t ati ns beco es, a parently, nisotr pic in s ace. 
he iff si n effi i nt al  t e lar e-scale fi l  
H for R<'<lo can be written in the form /2/ "'-Iv 
vll v(Vt9v)r(~) ,/ ~-YOY-l H .~>1 
ef,,= 3") J1/1=31{:iT(V+j)r(,,/~/CP/€) 1tD ( 1Jlt) , (1) 
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where H= l_ =IH @ a regular magnetic field,
is the index _ the z eque cy spectrum of the small-scale
turbulence, (x) is gamma-function, V is particle veloci-
ty, _lh is the mean free path of e particle along the field
H before scattering. N
The transport equation in the case of the field H
has the form /2,3/
where g(r,p,t) is CR particle concentration, u is solar
wind velocity, __ _ __&_is tensor diffusion coeffi-
cient which for a strong field _><_ R<<./I H , canbe _ritten as
(3)
where _= _/_._ If the field H is represented by a sum
of the random _ end the regular H o fields, the expression(3) for<_><< _oca_bere_ittenas
W,4.
-- "" " If r,,,-'t)
:h.:o:=HoIHo, a,/ H°+"
The,,_coefficient_ in (2) depends on the random
field _(r,t) and, hence, the function N_ (r,t)] ;
(r,p!t)]itself is a functional of the random field, and if
e q. (2) is averaged over a large-scale random field, we
can use the standard averaging procedure /%/. As a result,
we are led to the following equation for the mean OR con-
centration <II>
where
414 
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where H.: 1m =IH +ffll, H is a regular magnetic field, ~ is the index o~ the fre~uency spectrum of the small-scale 
turbulence, (x) is gamma-function, V is particle veloci-
ty, ~\I is the mean free path of a particle along the field 
H before scattering. ,...., 
-The transport equation in the case of the field H 
has the form 12,31 tV 
~l:~~?i -CUV)N j.(VU)~~/O (2) 
where N(r,p,t) is OR ~ticle concentration, u is solar 
wind velocity, Vorv =.'0(0 ~g(", J afo\,~is tensor diffusion coeffi-
cient which for a strong field 'H~ »< '<Jl"Q.> R« J\" ' can 
be wr tten as 
ef",,1. == 2f" k,J 1 (3) 
--- --- ;:;-
where h = 1i' IR'.", If the field H i~represented by a sum 
of the random j{ and the regular Ho fields, the expression 
(3) for <1Jt,'l.>« Ho can be rewritten as 
cf.;, ~:=. ~~ ( VL-".}'~ Pi + ilL-<i. f!Lj. J.I;~ I-t ~ YJi", I-I:~ (V -.2 ) itA 1< f-/~( 4) 
where 0 = l\, IRo' Bf~' = ~I H -~ / H~ .. 
The~oefficient ~~ in (2) depends on the rando~ 
field ~ (r,t) and, hence, the function N(..tJl (r,t)j ; 
(r,p,t)] itself is a functional of the random field, and if 
eq. (2) is averaged over a large-scale random field, we 
Can use the standard averaging procedure /4/. As a result, 
we are led to the following equation for the mean OR con-
centration <N> -
(i) <N).. =- 'V 'qo v<N >- ciZV-><tV> + EVUro <Nl ,<5l 
ro i ~ oIv~ ~ 3 ro f 
where 
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(8)
Here _o_iC_c) is a Fourier-transform of the correlation
tensor of a random magnetic field. When deriving (5), we
used the hypothesis of frozen turbulence.
For an isotro_ic probability distribution of fluctua-
tions of the field.(r ,t) we have
Here Lo is the maximum dimension of large-scale inhomoge-
neities.
The coefficient _L describes particle transport
across a regular magnetic field under the action of a large-
scale random field. Its expression for the isotropic case
agrees with the analogous expression obtained in the papers
by Toptygin /2/ in the averaging of the kinetic equation
for _,_=8/11 . In our case, however g_j, depends on the
random field _ , and to compare it with the value of _o
one should average _i/ over an ensemble of a large-scale" ,,
ranom ield.Asaresult wehave< -#,?
/Ho ). Such a renormalization of the diffusion coefficient
will not affect noticeably the values of _ and _'t _
in which _ is replaced by <_u> without an essential _
change in their values, but the coefficient of longitudinal
diffusion changes the form. So, for the expression (9)
we have
from which one can conclude that an isotropic large-scale
turbulence changes particle diffusion along the regular
field if the spectrum of small-scale turbulence does not
fall very rapidly, namely, if the index of the spectrum
is not larger than _64 _.8. Usually V = I - 2/2/.
Large-scale turbulence of a magnetic field in interpla-
netary space is apparently anisotropic, i.e. spatial probabi-
lity distribution of a random magnetic field has a distin-
guished direction e. As working models of anisotropic tur-
15 
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iJ'.l -= of 0 (!.l Vt-ll J1, ~ + 6. Vi" fb /tt~ ') \ o!I J6 tb i' c f") (8 ) 
0. ~ ,~cIv ~ 0 ~~ I .) I tJ 
Here .. ~,/).(..tc) is a Fourier-transform of the correlation 
tensor of a rando  agnetic fiel . hen deriving (5), we 
used the hypothesis of frozen turbulence. 
For an isotro.ec probability distribution 
tions of the field~ (I', t) we have 
~ =10@+(»'-1)\~~) 
1/ II 3 1-1 ~ , 
~l. = 19/0 <YJL~> 6. °u ~f~L-=O 
dv~ 3 II 1-1; r{ oV~' O(,~ ) 
Ii <~((l>==2J;- SeUckOv:Jo-c~) ~ 
Lo 
Here Lo is the maximum dimension of large-scale 
eities. 
of fluctua-
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
inhomoge-
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agrees ith the analogous expression obtained in the papers 
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f or at,~ -= 8/" • In our case, however ~, depends on the 
random field ~ , and to compare it wl.th the value of ~o 
one should average ~II over an ensemble of a large-scale /I 5t 
random field. As a result we have < fi,,). =<I,~ (1+ V < -YttJ.>/1{ 
IRo ). Such a renormalization of the diffusion coefficient 
will not affect noticeably the values of 9/;:1 and Bf"Jl-
in whichef,~ is replaced by e(,/') ithout an essentialc:;oV~ 
change in their values, but the coefficient of longitudinal 
iff si  changes the for . o, f r the expression (9) 
we have _ 4 <1JlCJ.> ~ 
<t" -= <9f,,>-{1-"5 IJ;' (3V-CV-i)) i) (12) 
ro  hi    l    s i  a l  
turbulence changes particle diffusion along the regular 
fi l  if the s ectru  f s all-scale turb le ce es t 
fall very rapidly, na ely, if the index of the spectru  V 
is not larger than ...J ~ 4.8. sually V = I - 2121. 
ar e-scale turbulence of a agnetic fiel  in i ter la-
netary space is apparently anisotropic, i.e. spatial probabi-
lity distribution of a random magnetic field has a distin-
guished direction e. As orking odels of anisotropic tur-
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bulence we take its two limiting cases: two-dimensional
and one-dimensional fluctuation distribution. In the case
of two-dimensional turbulence, the correlation tensor_will be written in the form
and for the one-dimensional model we have
where _I and_It are corresponding spectral functions.
For two-dimensional turbulence with a distinguished
direction e'[ln- the values of the diffusion coefficient are
L_oiS t o e direc-
In the model of one-dimensional turbulence with a dis-
tinguished direction along the solar wind velocity, _'II_,
we have
_ _c_,= C,_ ) _ _ o/
where u_, and u_ are a parallel and a perpendicular compo-
nents of the solar wind velocity vector relative to the re-
gular magnetic field direction Lu is the or" _in_1 _n_1_
...... , ,, ._ in __ .......
o_- inaomogenel_ies along, u. In t_is case the cross diffu-
szon coefficient _J_ _s nonzero, whereas in all the
rest of the consid_*ed cases it is equal to zero. The latter
model of large-scale turbulence is apparently a most realis-
tic reflection of the situation in interplanetary space
with fluctuations going radially from the Sun, with systems
of discontinuities and waves following one another in the
far regions of solar wind.
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90 11 (.[ =_Q...II L9.. 1.9.. _ •. -:- - _ -_-- (14) 
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EVIDENCE FOR REGIONS OF NEGLIGIBLE COSMIC-RAY MODULATION
IN THE INNER HELIOSPHERE (< 10 AU)
E. C. Roelof
The Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory
Laurel, Maryland, 20707, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
Gold and Venkatesan [I] report observations of periods during
1974-1976 when extended regions of hellolongitude that emitted
lower-than-average solar wind velocities at i AU also exhibit-
ed higher-than-average cosmic-ray intensities as measured b_
the E > 35 MeV CPME anti-coincldence scintillator (28 cm
omnidirectional geometric factor) on IMP-8. Their observa-
tions can be reproduced by a simple model, based on the
observed steady solar wind structure, wherein there is little
modulation of cosmic rays in the inner heliosphere until they
reach the shocked plasma beyond the stream interactions in the
outer heliosphere (_ 5-10 AU). Beyond the interaction bound-
ary, the intensity exhibits a constant radial gradient (N 2%/
AU). The model also offers an explanation for the irregular
behavior of the rotation-averaged radial gradients observed by
inside I0 AU, as well as the significant, but often ephemeral,
latitude gradients observed by Voyagers I and 2 and IMP-8 [2].
I. Introduction. Gold and Venkatesan [I] present correlated IMP-8
observations of integral cosmic ray intensity (> 35 MeV) and solar wind
velocity during the previous minimum in solar activity (1974-6). The
use of the anti-coincidence scintillator of the JHU/APL Charged Particle
Measurements Experiment (CPME) as a cosmic ray detector was described in
detail by Roelof, Decker and Krlmigis [2]. They note that long-lived
recurrent regions of enhanced cosmic ray intensity fall within recurrent
regions of low speed solar wind (although they state that the converse
is not necessarily so). They offer a qualitative explanation based on a
sketch (reproduced here in Panel (b) of the Figure) of the quasl-stable
solar wind structure deduced by extrapolating solar wind velocities out-
ward with constant speed from IMP-8 and Pioneer-ll, a technique observa-
tionally validated for this period in the study of Mitchell, Roelof and
Wolfe [3]. The cosmic ray intensity enhancement of May 1974 occurred on
extrapolated stream lines that intersected the furthest reaches of the
"cavity" formed by the reverse shock of the preceding co-rotatlng inter-
action region (CIR) and the forward shock of the succeeding CIR. Gold
and Venkatesan therefore suggest that the modulation is weaker in the
"cavity" than in the shocked plasma beyond its boundary.
2. Analysis. Suppose the cosmic ray modulation beyond the cavities
formed by the CIR's is described by a uniform radial gradient g (%/AU)
so that the intensity J may be written j = Jo exp (gr). Here Jo would
be the intensity at the sun if the modulation region extended uniformly
inward to r = 0. However, we shall assume that g = 0 inside the
17 
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cavities; we could chose a small, but non-zero value of g inside the
shocks, but the simplicity of the suggested model calls for a simple
treatment. We assume that the cosmic ray populations are ordered along
field lines in the inner heliosphere, as was demonstrated by the Voya-
ger/IMP comparisons in 1977-8 [2]. In a steady solar wind structure,
the large-scale interplanetary magnetic field lines follow the solar
wind stream-llnes, as viewed in a frame co-rotating with the sun. Then
the intensity at the Earth when its heliolongitude is _ should be the
intensity at the cavity boundary where the solar wind stream, extrapo-
lated outward from 1 AU, intersects the forward or reverse shock
bounding a CIR. Call the helioradlal distance of this intersection
rs(_). Then the cosmic ray intensity at Earth at heliolongltude _ is
simply j(_) = Jo exp [rs(_)].
The calculation of rs(_) is not difficult; the values could
actually just be scaled off Panel (b) of the Figure. An extrapolated
idealized field llne has the equation r(__) = a + V(_) (_ - _)/Q, where
is the heliolongitude of the line at 1 AU (r = a), V(_) is the veloc-
ity there, and Q is the solar sidereal rotation rate. The CIR bound-
aries can be parametrlzed by a pseudo-field line with the velocities of
the forward (VF) or reverse (RR) shock and the extrapolated crossings of
those lines at 1 AU ( _ and _.). The lines in the rarefaction between
high (VH) and low (VL) speed regions can be idealized as a "dwell" in
which the lines appear to emanate from a single coronal longit..de
(__): r(_')= a (_o -_)/_o -_)" We computers(_)for the four regions
of°the idealized stream structure shown in Panel (c) of the Figure: I,
V(@) = VH, intersection of high speed solar wind with reverse shock V =
VR; II and III, rarefaction,as shown in Panel (b); and IV, V(@)= VL,
intersection of low speed solar wind with forward shock V = VF. The
resulting formulas are:
_R-_
rs(#) = a + (VHVR/Q) VH -Vm Region I
1 + (VR/Qa)(# R -@o )
r (_) = a Region II
s 1 - (VR/Qa)(#o -@)
The corresponding formulas for Regions III and IV are obtained by
replacing VR with VF, VH with V and _R with __. The result of the cal-
culation is plotted in Panel (L) of t]he Figu{e with dashed lines indi-
cating the regions where the over-simplification of the model is most
extreme.
3. Comments. As could have been seen directly from Panel (b), the
cosmic ray enhancement falls in the longitudes of high values of
rs(@) shown in Panel (a); not so evident in Panel (a) is the sharpness
of the peak within the rarefaction region. Since d_/dt = -Q', the
synodic rotation rate, the rs(@) plot is just a time plot running
backwards (see lower scale). The intensity history, if treated as a
fractional change, is in (J/jl) = g(rs - a) where Jl would be the
minimum intensity predicted by the model. A peak radial distance of 9
8 
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AU beyond the Earth with a radial gradient of 2%/AU would give a frac-
tional enhancement oE ]/Jl = 1.20. This is within the range of
maximum/mlnimum intensities presented in Figure 2 of [I]; note that
Figure 2 and Figure 3 of that paper are from different years. Also, the
longitude used in Figure 2 of [I] is not the Earth heliolongltude used
here, but rather the estimated source longitude of the observed solar
wind stream. The latter longitude is inappropriate for galactic cosmic
ray studies - for example, it would compress the entire rarefaction
region of Panel (a), with its attendant intensity enhancementg, into a
glngle longitude on their plot. A more appropriate longitude for
labelling field lines in the outer hellosphere is the heliolongitude of
the innermost spacecraft being used, as was done here and was discussed
in [2].
The exercise of this paper is intended mainly to illustrate
the very plausible circumstance that cosmic ray modulation in the inner
heliosphere (r ! I0 AU) may be quite variable (_ependlng on stream
structure evolution) with radial gradients much smaller than in the very
different plasma/field regimes of the outer hellosphere. An extremely
significant result from the VGR/IMP high time resolution (i h) intensity
comparisons [2] was that there were entire solar rotations devoid of
significant gradients between i and 3-5 AU! Equally important were the
ephemeral latitudinal gradients _ l%/deg lasting _ I rotation (which
would go essentially undetected if gradients are computed from 25-day
averages as in other measurements done with less sensitive instruments).
Our present study suggests an intr]_ulng explanation for latitude gradi-
ents in the inner hellosphere. Suppose we compare intensities on two
field lines passing through the same longitude (_) at 1 AU, but at
different latitudes (e); this was the technique by which fleld-aligned
latitudinal gradients were found in [2]. If the boundaries of the
"cavity" were inclined to the solar equatorial plane owing to latitudi-
nal shears described by terms like (DV/Se) or (5#o/De) in solar wind
velocity structure, then we would have a latitudinal intensity gradi-
ent D(in j)/De = g[(Sr /DV.)(_V_/58) + (Dr /D__)(D__/Se)] where, for
example, Vi = VH' VR a_d #i = _j, # . A she_r o_ 5V/{_ = (I00 kin/s)/(10
deg) is not unreasonable _3], and _rom Panel (a), we see that Dr /SV =
(5 AU)/tlO0 km/s) in the peak. Consequently, a latitudinal g£adient
D(In j)De = (2%/AU)[(5 AU)/(100 km/s)][(lO0 km/s)/(10 deg)] = l%/deg, as
observed [2], could be produced by shears in the stream/shock structure.
4. Acknowledgements. This work was encouraged by my valued colleagues
R. E. Gold and D. Venkatesan, and supported in part by the Air Force
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NOTESON DRIFT THEORY
R.A. Burger, H. Moraal PU-CSIR Cosmic Ray Research Unlt, Dept. of Physlcs,
Potchefstroom Unlverslty, Potchefstroom, 2520
South Afrlca
G.M. Webb: Dept. of Planetary Sclences, Unlv. of Arizona, AZ 85721, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
It is shown that there Is a s_mpler way to derlve the average guiding
centre drift of a distrlbutlon of partlcles than via the so-called
"slngle partlcle" analysls. Based on thls derlvatlon it is shown
that the entlre dMft formallsm can be conslderably slmpllfled, and
that results for low order anlsotroples are more generally valid than
is usually appreciated. Thls drlft analysts leads to a natural al=
ternatlve derlvatlon of the drlft velocity along a neutral sheet.
Full derlvatlons are glven in Burger, Moraal and Webb (1985; re=
ferred to as BMW), of which coples w111 be avallable at the Conference.
I. Alternative Derlvatlon of Drlft Veloclty. A partlcle at posltlon x, with
momentum1_, velocity v, in a magnetic field B has a gyroradlus R = b x p/q,
where b : _B/B2. Its guiding centre is at XQ -X- R. D1fferentlatlon of
_xa w.r-_t, tlme in the steady state (_/_t=O), wlth employment of the Lorentz
f6rce I_ = q(E + v x B) then gives
< v > < > + E x b + < iZ x (v.V)b >/q, (I)
-g = _-, ....
for the Instantaneous, average drlft veloclty of partlcles inslde a volume ele=
ment d3x around x. For a partlcle dlstrlbutlon functlon F(x, _, t) wlth den=
slty N, this average is deflned as
<-..> = (I/N)J--. Fd3p = (I/N)I dpp2 I "" Fd_, (2a)
where d_= slnOdOd@. We shall also use dlfferentlal (omnldlrectlonal)
averages in momentum space in the interval (p, p . dp) denoted by
<'">_ = I "" Fd_II Fd_ (2b_
In terms of directlons in momentum space, _may be wrltten as
p = p(cosOel + slnocosqse 2 + sin(i) slndpe3) , (3)
wlth(_ the pltch and @ the phase angle relatlve to_B. In index notatlon the
last term of (I) is EIj p3v_k < > bk,_/q and determlnat_on of<_Vg> or<_Vg>s_
only requires f_ndlng the components< p3v_>of the< pv> tensor, g_ven a par=
t_cular F. In BMW_t _s shown that the most compl_cated F which g_ves a
tractable expression for v _s
F[x,p,t)=Foo+{FIoCOSO+F 11s_nOcos@+Fl,_Is_nOsln@}+ Z FzoP_(cosO), (4)Z=2
where P_ are the Legendre polinomals. The < _ v > tensor _s of the form:
i! >0:]<< P_LV_L> _<P_LVL>: <P2V2> : < pjV3 >I F200 ½<p±v±> = <pv (I - _)> (5)
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momentum Q., velocity y, in a agnetic field ~ has a gyrorad1us B. = Q x Q/q, 
here Q = ~/B2. Its gU1d1ng centre 15 at ~g = X - R. 1fferent1at10n of 
Xg w.r. t. t1me 1n the steady state (dldt = 0), wlth employment of the Lorentz 
force Q = q(l + Y x Q) then glves 
 Yg  =  ~II   I  Q   Q.  y·y)Q /q, ( 1 ) 
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Slty N, thlS average lS def1ned as 
< ••• > = (liN) J ... Fd3 p = (liN) f dpp2 J ... Fdn, (2a) 
r  n = l e t/l. e all lso  lff rentlal ( n1dlrectlOnal) 
averages 1n momentum space 1n the lnterval (p, p + dp) denoted by 
<"'>n = f··· Fdnlf Fdn l2b) 
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1th 0 the pltch and <j> the phase angle relat1ve to~. In 1ndex notat1on the 
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only requlres flndlng the components < pJve > of the <E~> tensor, glVen a par= 
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tractable expresslOn for ~ 15 00 
FlK,Q.,t)=FOO+{F10cOS0+F11s1nocos<j>+F1 _1s1n0S1n<j>}+ L FeoPe(COS0), (4) 
, e 2 
where P
e 
are the Legendre polinom1als. 
o 
The < Q. Y > tensor 15 of the form: 
1 2 F20 
, < p v > = -3 < pv ll+ 1: "F7rn") > II II :J ruu <.I2. Yo > = < p II VII> o 
~<P..Lv..L>= <P2v2> = <P3v3 > o ~<p v > 0 
..L..L 
= ~< pv (1 - t~) > (5 ) o o ~<pv> 
..L..L 
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For thls form of F, the average drlft veloclty (I) becomes
> = <_ +_EEx__b+_[½<pv >_xb+(<p,, ,, -½<p v > ½_x_<_g ,,> v > ) (v )_] (6)
There are slx noteworthy polnts aboutthls seemlngly fam111ar result: (i) It
IS the instantaneous average guld_ng centre veloclty of partlcles in the volume
element d3x in terms of the fields E and B _ns_de d_x. The usual "slngle par=
tlcle" derlvatlons (e.g. Rossl and Olbert, 1970) glve a slmllar result, but for
the t£m_ (gyroperlod) averaged drift veloclty in terms of the flelds E_ and Bq
at t_e #u_d_ng centre8. (11) Our analysls does not need the usual "_ingle_ar:
tlcle condltlon that R<<L (where L Is the smallest scale length of varlatlon of
and B). But, thls does not mean that (6) is valld for any ratlo R/L, as is
dlscussed In Sectlon 3. (111) The result (6) is usually Interpreted to hold
only for gyrotroplc dlstrlbutlons, in whlch F11=FI _I=0 in (4), (e.g. Rossl anu
Olbert, 1970, Lee and Flsk, 1981). Thls too strict condltlon on F stems from
lmpr en mlxlng of the <_ v> tensor wlth the pressure tensor P=N(<p v>-<p><v>).
(iv)UdlftF is of the slmple form F=(1+cos_) _, the underllned t_rm I_T6)_xc_eds
the f_rst one _n [] only _f Y_3.56. Th_s represents a much h_gher an_sotropy
than usually found in Astrophysical appl_cat_ons, because then fully 95% of the
particles have p_tch angles in the forward range 0>8>R/2. (v) For f_rst order
an_sotrop_es, FZj(Z_2)=O, the exact guiding centre velocity _s form (5):
<y_g> : <v_H> + E x b + (P/qN) __x _b (7a)
or <_V_g>_= <v_,,>_ + ....E x b + (pv/3q) _ x b (7b)
where P = (N/3)<pv> _s the scalar pressure. Because of the error mentioned _n
(_1), th_s _s usually quoted as an approximate result, strictly val_d for _so=
tropic distributions only. (Vl) S_nce
_ _ B_- + Z x , (8)
the last term in (7) _s the sum of the usual gradient and curvature dr_ft.
2. Average Particle Velocity <v> and Nomenclature. From the f_rst moment of
the Vlasov Equation 8F/_t+v.__F+__._VpF=O, _t _s readily shown that _n the steady
state the average particle velocity for a d_str]but_on of the form (4) _s
I
The underlined term _s _dent]cal to the one _n (6). For f_rst order an_sotro=
pies this reduces to the well-known form
<v> = <v > + E x b + I/(qN) _b x VP, (10a)
--II
or _n the differential case
<v>_ = <v_>_ + CE x b + pv/(3qU) __bx q__U (lOb)
where U =p_(I/4_)%Fd_ _s the d_fferent_al number density _n (p,p+dp), and
C = 1-(I/3U)_/_p(pU) the Compton-Gett_ng factor. The results (10) are standard
_n cosmic ray literature.
From the def_n_t_on_q=_-R it follows that <_g> = <_> - <dR_R/dt>. The average
c_rculatlon velocity _dR/dt> _s usually calle_ the d_amagnet_c dr_ft, and to=
gether with <v>, these two velocities are frequently referred to as eo_eet_ue
p_a_ma d_t_-[ Th_s is in oppos_tlon to the guiding centre dr_ft which _s cal=
led a "s_ngle particle drift". The average guiding centre dr_ft seems equally
collect_ve to us. We also argue that the guiding centre dr_ft _s the om_w dr_ft,
because _t _s designed to tell you where the distribution goes after the trouble=
some, typically domnant c_rcular motion of each particle has been subtracted.
In BMWthese arguments are extended to the non-steady state (_/_t=O). After
mult_pl_cat_on of all velocities w_th qN it _s easily shown that for f_rst or:
der an_sotrop_es
2 
 4.2-3 
For th1S for  of F, the average dr1ft veloc1ty (1) beco es 
<)L > = <v > +EXbJ..[ ~<p v >l1xb+ «p V > - ~<p v > )-B' ('7xi) ] 9 -II - - q J. J. - II II .L.L - 0 J. (6) 
r  r  SlX t orthy 01nts tth1.5Seem1 gly f l r r sult: (1) t 
l  t e instantaneous a era e gU1d1ng ce tre eloc1ty f art1cles 1n t e volu e 
l ent 3  1n t r s f t e f1elds I .!!. 1-ns1-de 3 .  l 1ngle r  
t1cle" derlVat10ns (e.g. ROSS1 and lbert, 1970) glVe a sl 1lar result, but for 
the time (gyroper1od) averaged dr1ft veloc1ty 1n ter s of the f1elds ~ and Bg 
at the gU1-d1-ng oentres. (11) ur analys1s does not need the usual "s1nglepar= 
t1cle cond1t1on that «L ( here  lS the s allest scale length of var1at1on of 
I and .!!.). But, th1S does not ean that (6) 1S val1d for any rat10 / , as 1S 
d1scussed 1n ect10n 3. (111) he result (6) lS usually 1nterpreted to hold 
only for gyrotrop1c d1str1but1ons, 1n Wh1Ch Fn =F, _,=0 1n (4), (e.g. ROSS1 anu 
lbert, ,   1Sk, ). 1S t  tr1ct 1t10n   t  fr  
1mprude t 1x1ng f t e <Q Y> te sor 1th t e ressure te sor ~ «  -<p><v». 
(lV) If F lS f t  sl ple f r  ~ l+ ose)Y  t e rl1ned ter  1n T6) exceeds 
the f1rst one 1n rJ only 1f 2.3.56. Th1S represents a uch h1gher anlsotropy 
t  ally dr1  strophys1cal l1cat1ons, ~  t  ully 5% f t e 
art1cles a e 1tch a les 1n t e f rward ra e 0 8 IT/2. ( ) r f1rst r er 
an1sotrop1es, FeJ(e~2)=0, the exact gU1d1ng centre-veloc1ty lS form (5): 
<v > = <v > + E x b + (P/qN) 11 x b (7a) 
-'-9 -II - - - -
or <~>Q = <~II>Q + f x E. + (pv/3q) y x E. (7b) 
ere   ( / ) pv> 1S t e scalar ressure. eca se f t e error e t10ned 1n 
(1 1), t 1S 1S sually te  as an a r 1mate r sult, str1ctly al1d f r lS0  
trop1c 1str1but1ons ly. ( 1) l  1 [B x .:IB BJ 11 x b = -B =---= + 11 x 'f5" , 
- - B2 - 0 (8) 
t e last ter  1n (7) 1S t e su  f t e s al ra 1ent and c rvature r1ft. 
. verage art1cle eloc1ty v  a  enclature. ro  t e f1rst o ent f 
the Vlasov Equat10n aF!at+Y'1F+i'2pF=O, 1t 1S read1ly shown that 1n the steady 
state the average part1cle veloc1ty for a d1str1but1on of the for  (4) 1S 
<)L>=<)L > +IXQJ..[¥.x.2(N<~P v »+«p V >-~<p V »-B'(.2X=BB) ] (9) II q I~ J. J. " " J. J. J. 
 erl1ned t r  1S 1 t1cal t  t e  10 ( ). r f1rst r er 1 tro= 
1es t 1S r ces t  t e ell-known f r  
<Y>  <Y
II 
  I x Q  l/(qN) Q x .2 , (lOa) 
r 1  e 1ff rent1al  
<Y>Q = <YII>Q + CI x Q. + pv/(3qU) Q. x .2U (lOb) 
here  =p2n/4~)fFdQ lS the d1fferent1al nu ber dens1ty 1n (p,p+dp), and 
  -(1/3U)a/ap(pU) t e pton-Gett1ng factor. he results ( ) are sta dard 
1n cos 1C ray llterature. 
From the def1n1t10n xg=x-R 1t follows that <Yg> = <Y> - <dBJdt>. The average 
c1rculat1on veloc1ty-<d /dt> lS usually called the d1a agnet1c dr1ft, and to= 
ether 1th , t ese t  eloc1t1es r  frequently r ferred t  as oolleot1-~e 
plas a dr1-fts~ Th1S lS 1n Oppos1t1on to the gU1d1ng centre dr1ft Wh1Ch 1S cal= 
led a "s1ngle part1cle dr1ft". The average gU1d1ng centre dr1ft see s equally 
collectlve to us. e also argue t at the gU1d1ng centre dr1ft 1S the only r1ft, 
because 1t lS des1gned to tell you here the d1str1but10n goes after the trouble= 
so e, tYP1cally do 1nant c1rcular ot10n of each part1cle has been subtracted. 
In BMW these argu ents are extended to the non-steady state (a/at=O). fter 
ult1pl1cat1on f ll eloc1t1es 1t   1t lS 1ly s o n t at f r 1rst r= 
er an1sotrop1e~ 
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J = J +_b + J : J + V x M + _R/_t, (11)
- -g -p -g -
where M=-N<_p_v >b Is the dlamagnetlc moment per unit volume and _=b_xN<_> the po=
larlsa_lon veCtOr--of the plasma. The total plasma current density is therefore
the sum of the guldlng centre (or free) current density, the dlamagnetlc (or
bound) current density and the polarlsatlon current density. When standard
"single partlcle" drlft analyses are used, the equivalent result for (11) can on=
ly be wrltten down readily for the perpendlcular components (e.g. Parker, 1957).
Northrop (1961, 1963) also included the parallel components but he needed the in:
troductlon of a dlstrlb_tlon function FQ for guldlng centres In addltlon to F,
and elaborate algebra to do it. By contrast our result is essentially true per
deflnltlon.
3. Neutral Sheet Drift. Standard drlft theory breaks down at neutral sheets
(B=O) because the condition R/L<<I Is violated. Our derlvatlons are Independent
of thls ratio but they st111 break down. The reason follows from Figure I which
shows a fleld B:B(x)ez , with B(x) homogeneous in x, and dB/dx any arbitrary large
posltlve value. The drift of particles such as (a) and (b) is perfectly well
descrlbed by the last term of (7), independent of the maqnltude of dB/dx. How=
ever (8) shows that at x=O, v__xb_-_o,while Figure I suggests that Indlvldualsdrlft
wlth flnlte velocity. Consequently <Vq> cannot be infinite (as It was used by
Joklp11 and Thomas (1981, and references therein)). The obvious reason for thls
breakdown IS that the drlft velocity at x=O depends on the phase angle at the
point of aro_s_ng.
The drift in and around a neutral sheet is readily calculated if B is given by
B(x)=[2H(x)-I]B e , where Bo is a constant and H the unit steD _unctlon at x=O.
Figure 2 shows th_rblt of a partlcle with velocity _:(v,@,_), projected onto
the plane @:_/2. It last crossed the sheet at Do1nt a under phase anale @c, and
will again do so at point b after having completed a projected arc length
s_2Ro(_-@c)SlnO, where Ro=p/(qBo). At that time the guldlng centre abruptly
jumps a dlstance £=2Rosln@sln@c in the direction of -ey. Therefore the comoonent
of the (time averaged) guiding centre veloclty in the-direction -e_y may be taken
as
Vgy = £1At = (_Is) v sine : [vl(_-_c)]Sln@ sln _c (12)
From the relation cOS_c=COS_+x/(Rosln9 ) it follows that of all the Dartlcles mo=
mentarlly lnslde d3x, at a distance x from the sheet, only those with
01<0<_-01 and ¢i<_<2_-_i, where slnO1:x/(2R o) and cos_z=1-x/(RoSlne) (13)
can cross the sheet before completing a full orbit. Therefore the dlrectlonally
averaged drift velocity over an lsotroplc particle distribution inside dJx ms
<_g>_= -e_y(V/4_) I d®s_n_® _ d_s_n_c(_,_)/[_-_c(®,_)] (14)
The x-component of the dr_ft velocity oscillates and does not contribute to the
average, while the z-component of the average ms zero for an lsotroplc d_strlbu=
tlon. The _ntegral (14) can be evaluated as a series at x=O to give <v__>=-O,463ev
while its numerically calculated value _n the range -2R_<_2R o ms shown In Figure 2.
Th_s Interpretation of guiding centre dr_ft at a neutral sheet differs consldera=
bly from prewous ones. F_rstly, there _s no sheet current density of the form
_(x)=Jo6(x)e W as _s sometmes suggested. In fact the assumed lsotropy lmDl_es
J=O everywhere, even _n a volume element d_x at x=O. Secondly, the dlstrlbutlon
_n the entire range -2Ro<x<2Ro progresses (dr_fts) _n the dlrect_on -ey, instead
of the infinite sheet drlft current _g=Jgo6(X)ey derived by Jok_p_l et al. (1977)
from the ? x B/B_ term In (F).
As an example we consider the motion of cosmc rays _n the _nteralanetary magnetlcfield.
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where ~=-N<~p~v~>~ 1S the d1a agnet1c moment per unlt volume and ll=QxN<Q> the pO= 
larlsatlon vector of the plas a. The total plas a current dens1ty 1S therefore 
the sum of the gU1dlng centre (or free) current dens1ty, the dla agnetlc (or 
nd) c rrent e slty and t e larlsatlon c rrent e slty. hen sta ard 
"s1ngle art1cle" r1ft a al ses are se , t e e 1valent r sult f r ( ) ca  on= 
ly be rltten down readlly for the perpend1cular co ponents (e.g. Parker, 1957). 
rthrop ( , ) als  1 c1uded t e arallel c e ts t he eeded t e In= 
troductlon of a d1strlbutlon funct10n Fg for gUld1ng centres In add1tlon to F, 
and elaborate algebra to do 1t. By contrast our result 1S essent1a11y true per 
ln1tlOn. 
. tr l t r1ft. t rd r1ft t r  r s own t tral ts 
)   t1on «1 1S 101ated. r 1vat1ons  1ndependent 
f t 1S rat10 t t e  st  rea  do n. he reas  f llows fro  1gure 1 Wh1Ch 
shows a f1e1d ~=B(x)~z' w1th B(x) ho ogeneous 1n x, and dB/dx any arb1trary large 
pos1tlve value. he dr1ft of partlc1es such as (a) and (b) is erfectly ell 
descr1bed by the last ter  of (7), 1ndependent of the agn1tude of d /dx. How= 
ever (8) sho s that at x= , £x~~, h11e 1gure 1 suggests that 1nd1v1dua1s dr1ft 
wlth fln1te veloc1ty. Consequently <Yg> cannot be 1nf1n1te (as It was used by 
O 1p 1  as ,  erences ere1n)).  O V10US  r 1S 
breakdo n 1S that the dr1ft veloc1ty at x=O depends on the phase angle at the 
"  f c ? "ng. 
he r1ft 1n and ar  a e tral s eet 1S rea 11y calculated 1f ~ 1S g1ven by 
~(x)=[2H(x)-1]B ez ' here Bo 1S a constant and  the Unlt step funct10n at x= . 1gure  s s h~orb1t f a art1cle 1th eloc1ty y=(v,0,¢), r Jected t  
the plane 0=n/2. It last crossed the sheet at p01nt a under phase angle ¢c, and 
w111 aga1n do so at p01nt b after hav1ng co pleted a proJected arc len9th 
s: (n-¢c)s1n0, ere o p/(q o). t t at t1 e t e gU1d1ng ce tre a ruptly jumps a d1stance t=2Ros1n0s1n¢c 1n the d1rect1on of -~y. Therefore the component 
of the (t1me averaged) gU1d1ng centre ve1oc1ty 1n the alrect10n -~y may be taken 
 
(12 ) 
Fro  t e re1at1on cos¢c cos¢+X/( s1n ) 1t f llows t at f all t e artlcles o= 
entar11y 1ns1de d3 x, at a d1stance x fro  the sheet, only those 1th 
G1<G<IT-01 and ¢1<¢<2IT-¢1, where s1n01=x/(2R ) and cos¢1=1-xj (Ros1ne) (13) 
can cross the sheet befor2 co plet1ng a full orb1t. Therefore the d1rect1ona11y 
averaged dr1ft veloclty over an 1sotrop1c part1c1e d1str1but10n 1nslde d3 x 1S 
R-01 2II-¢1 
<Yg>Q= -~y(v/4II) ! d0s1n20 ! dJ;sln¢c(0,¢)/[II-¢c(0,¢)] (14) 
8 1 (h 
 -co ponent f t e r1ft elor1ty lllates   t ntrlbute t  t  
average, h11e the z-co ponent of the average 1S zero for an 1sotrop1c d1str1bu= 
tlOn. The 1ntegral (14) can be evaluated as a senes at x=o to glVe <Y.o>=-0,463~y' 
wh1le 1tS numer1ca11y calculated value 1n the range -2R~~~2Ro 1S shown~1n Flgure 2. 
1S 1nterpretat1on f Uld1ng entre rlft t  tral s t 1ffers s1dera= 
bly fro  preV10US ones. F1rst1y, there 15 no sheet current dens1ty of the for  
~(x)=Joo(x)~y as 15 so et1mes suggested. In fact the assu ed 1sotropy 1mpl1es 
~=O everywhere, even In a volu e ele ent d3 x at x= . Secondly, the dlstr1butlon 
1n the ent1re range -2Ro<x<2Ro progresses (dr1fts) In the d1rectlon -~y, 1nstead 
of the lnflnlte sheet drlft current Jg=Jgoo(x)~y der1ved by JOklpl1 et al. (1977) 
fro  e ~  2 t  1n ). 
As an example we conslder the mot10n of cosm1C rays 1n the 1ntern1anetary magnet1c 
f1e1d. 
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= Bo(ro/r)2[er - (_r sln O/V)__][I - 2H(0-_/2)], (15)
where _ Is the angular velocity of the Sun, V Is the radlal solar wind veloclty
and the function (I-2H) models a flat neutral plane at G:_/2. The neutral sheet
drlft (14) w111 be experlenced by cosmlc ray partlcles wlthln an angle AO=2Ro/r
from the plane. If V=400 kms-I, _=(2_/27) day-I, r:l A.U., and Bo:5//2 nT
(i B I = 5 nT at Earth), It is readlly shown that
AO _ 0.72 (P/Po)r(r 2 + ro2) -½ degrees, (16)
where P is partlcle rlgldlty with Pn=l GV. Typlcal cosmlc ray protons wlth klne=
tlc energy T:250 MeV, P=0.75 GV are therefore convected along the neutral plane
In a reglon with thlckness 2A®=I degree. Thls neutral plane drlft effect is not
Included In exlstlng drlft models of cosmlc ray modulatlon. Joklp11 and Thomas
(1981, and references therein) used the 6-functlon type drlft veloclty at the
neutral plane, derlved from the Vx_B 2 term. Potgleter and Moraal (1985) used a
flnlte neutral plane drlft veloclty pattern, slmllar to that of Figure 2, but not
based on the fundamental arguments used here. In thelr model the angular reglon
A® In (16) could 1.a. be varled in an emplrlcal and unjustlfled way, and It is
slgnlflcant that cosmc ray observatlons were better exolalned wlth flnlte neu:
tral plane drlft in a reglon AO_ I ° , than wlth a _-functlon type drlft at
0:_/2 only. vs,,e
Y __ €
xB/8 2 Imf_te) x
! "
2 , tT
® CZ_ 0 g" - Bog, .t------_'J
® _ 0 B : Bo_,
"I0
> °® ® ® 0 _0 0
VB (aSSU_U) _ x B (f_nite) V_ {assumed)
Figure 1 -2R o -R o 0 RO 2RO
)- X
F_gure 2
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where II lS the angular veloc1ty of the Sun, Y lS the rad1al solar wind veloc1ty 
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DRIFT AND OBSERVATIONS IN COSMIC-RAY MODULATION. I.
M. S. Potgieter!
Space Science Center, Unlversity of New Hampshlre,
Durham, NH 03824, USA
i. Introductlon
Gradlent and curvature drlft, whlch are expllcltly contalned in
standard cosmlc-ray transport theories, were neglected untll the
mid-1970's. It was then reallzed that the sector structure of the
interplanetarymagnetic fleld (IMF) observed _n the ecliptlc plane does
not pervade the whole heliosphere (e.g., Smith et al., 1978), but has a
topology correspondlng closely to that of a dipole at the Sun. Since
then, several drlft models based on the numerlcal solutlon of the
cosmlc-ray transport equation were publlshed (Joklpll and Koprava,
1979; Kota and Jokipii, 1983, and references thereln). These models,
mostly concerned wlth proton modulataon, illustrate the general fea-
tures of drlft and show that drlft has a rather domlnant effect on
solutlons over a wide range of parameters.
The independently developed drift model of Potgleter and Moraal
(1983, 1985) in general conflrms these results, accordang to whlch the
four basic effects - convectlon, diffusion, drlft and energy change -
each contribute to the modulation of cosmlc rays in the hellosphere.
The relative importance of draft has, however, not yet been establash-
ed. In order to do so, observatlonal evldence of effects prlmarlly
dependent on drlft are required.
The change in polarlty of the large-scale IMF is of fundamental
importance in drlft models. A ma3or implication of thzs reversal in
polarlty as that protons and electrons should, due to draft, exhablt
dlfferent behavior during consecutlve solar actlvlty cycles. A charge-
slgn dependent effect should therefore be observable, the magnatude of
whlch may indicate the relative contrlbution of drlft to the modulatlon
of cosmic rays.
In this paper we report on our investlgatlon of thls effect uslng
observed solar minimum spectra (Webber et al., 1983) and on the change
in phase and amplitude of the dlurnal anisotropy observed after the IMF
polarlty reversals in 1969-71 and 1980 (Potgleterand Moraal, 1983).
2. Model Calculations
We solved the steady-state transport equatlon numerlcally assumlng
azimuthal symmetry. The solar wind is assumed to increase rapldly as a
functaon of radlal distance r to 400 km s-I in a spherical heliosphere
with an outer boundary at r. = 50 AU. The anterstellar input spectra,D .
boundary condltlons, the spatlal and energy dependence of the dlffuslon
coefficlents are given and motlvated by Potgieter and Moraal (1985).
The IMF _s assumed an Archimedean splral with reversal of polarlty
across a flat neutral sheet. The reversal can be made e_ther abrupt or
smooth uslng a transltion parameter 8_ = 90° and 85° - 8_ < 90° res-
pectively. The drlft velocity fleld calc%lated with 8_ = 86 is schema-
tically presented for protons in Fig. I.
I Also: Dept. of Physics, Potchefstroom Unlverslty, South Afrlca
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1. Introduct~on 
SH 4.2-4 
Grad~ent and curvature dr~ft, wh~ch are expl~c~tly conta~ned ~n 
standard cosm~c-ray transport theories, were neglected unt~l the 
mid-1970's. It was then real~zed that the sector structure of the 
interplanetary magnet~c f~eld (IMF) observed ~n the ecl~pt~c plane does 
not pervade the whole heliosphere (e.g., Smith et al., 1978), but has a 
topology correspond~ng closely to that of a dipole at the Sun. Since 
then, several dr~ft models based on the numer~cal solut~on of the 
cosm~c-ray transport equation were publ~shed (Jok~p~~ and Kopr~va, 
1979; Kota and Jokipii, 1983, and references there~n). These models, 
mostly concerned w~th proton modulat~on, ~llustrate the general fea-
tures of dr~ft and show that dr~ft has a rather dom~nant effect on 
solut~ons over a wide range of parameters. 
The independently developed drift model of Potg~eter and Moraal 
(1983, 1985) ~n general conf~rms these results, accord~ng to wh~ch the 
four basic effects - convect~on, diffusion, dr~ft and enerqy change -
each contribute to the modulation of cosm~c rays ~n the hel~osphere. 
The relative ~mportance of dr~ft has, however, not yet been establ~sh­
ed. In order to do so, observat~onal ev~dence of effects pr~mar~ly 
dependent on dr~ft are required. 
The change ~n polar~ty of the large-scale IMF ~s of fundamental 
importance in dr~ft models. A maJor ~mp1ication of th~s reversal in 
polar1ty 1S that protons and electrons should, due to dr1ft, exh1b1t 
d~fferent behavior during consecut~ve solar act~v~ty cycles. A charge-
s~gn dependent effect should therefore be observable, the magn~tude of 
wh~ch may indicate the relative contr~bution of dr~ft to the modulat10n 
of cosm~c rays. 
In this paper we report on our invest~gat10n of th1s effect uS1ng 
observed solar minimum spectra (Webber et al., 1983) and on the change 
~n phase and amplitude of the d~urnal anisotropy observed after the IMF 
polar~ty reversals in 1969-71 and 1980 (Potg1eter and Moraa1, 1983). 
2. Model Calculations 
We solved the steady-state transport equat~on numer~cally assum~ng 
azimuthal symmetry. The solar wind is assumed to ~ncrease rap~dly as a 
funct10n of rad1al distance r to 400 kID s-l in a spherical heliosphere 
with an outer boundary at rb = 50 AU. The ~nterstellar ~nput spectra, 
boundary cond~t~ons, the spatial and energy dependence of the d1ffuS10n 
coeffic~ents are given and mot~vated by potgieter and Moraal (1985). 
The IMF 1S assumed an Archimedean sp~ral with reversal of polar~ty 
across a flat neutral sheet. The reversal can be made either abrupt or 
smooth us~ng a trans1tion parameter e = 90 0 and 85 0 - e < 90 0 res-
pectively. The dr~ft vel city f~eld calc\lated with e~ = 86~ is schema-
tically presented for protons ~n F~g. 1. 
1 Also: Dept. of Physics, Potchefstroom Un1vers~ty, South Afr1ca 
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Fig. l: Drlft velocltles for protons in the merldional plane wlth the
transltlon parameter _ = 86°. D(+): _ 1970-1980. D(-): % 1959-1970;
1980-1991. The drlft Velocltles reverse dlrectlon for electrons.
Accordlng to F_g. 1 posltlvely charged particles are transported
from the polar reglons to the inner hellosphere during the D(+) epoch
(includ_ng 1976-77) but from the outer equatorial reglons to the inner
hellosphere durlng the D(-) epoch (lncludlng 1965). Thls effect is
quantltatlvely illustrated _n Fig. 2 of Part 2 (Paper SH4.2-5). In
contrast wlth the no-drlft case, protons and electrons reachlng Earth
should traverse dlfferent reglons of the hellosphere during consecutive
solar mlnlmum perlods, causlng a charge-sign dependent effect.
3. Results and D_scusslon
No-drlft models have become less successful to simultaneously fit
proton and electron spectra observed before and after IMF polarlty
reversals, e.g., the 1965 and 1977 spectra (Evenson et al., 1983).
Thls ind_cates that the detailed behavlor of low energy electrons and
protons cannot be fully understood wlthln the framework of numerlcal
solutlons to the spherlcally symmetrlc transport equatlon (see e.g.,
Rockstroh, 1977).
Recently, _enson and Meyer (1984) reported that although protons
and electrons responded to the onset of less modulation zn much the
same way in 1981-82, there _s a systematlc dlfference between the two
sets of data. The electrons recovered more rapldly than the protons and
were not as strongly modulated with increased actlvity In late 1982.
Moreover, thls effect is totally dlfferent from that observed by
Burger and Swanenburg (1973) in 1968-72 when the electron recovery
lagged behind that of protons. Perko (1984) used a tlme-dependent
spherically symmetrlc model, dozng calculatlons for an entlre solar
cycle, to establlsh to what extent the dlfference in rigidlty between
the data sets of Evenson and Meyer could produce the observed hystere-
sls. He found that the hysteresls went _n the sense of the Burger-
Swanenburg data. No-drlft models can therefore nelther explain the
observed effect nor the hlgher electron intensltles, but lower proton
Intens_t_es,observed_n 1965 compared to that observed in 1976-77.
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F1g. 1: Dr1ft ve1oc1t1es for protons 1n the mer1diona1 plane w1th the 
trans1t10n parameter e~ = 86°. D(+): ~ 1970-1980. D(-): ~ 1959-1970; 
1980-1991. The dr1ft ve1oc1t1es reverse d1rect10n for electrons. 
Accord1ng to F1g. 1 pos1t1vely charged particles are transported 
from the polar reg10ns to the 1nner he110sphere dur1ng the D(+) epoch 
(1nclud1ng 1976-77) but from the outer equatorial reg10ns to the inner 
hel10sphere dunng the D(-) epoch (1nclud1ng 1965). Th1S effect 1S 
quant1tat1vely 111ustrated 1n F1g. 2 of Part 2 (paper SH4. 2-5) • In 
contrast w1th the no-dr1ft case, protons and electrons reach1ng Earth 
should traverse d1fferent reg10ns of the he110sphere during consecutive 
solar m1n1mum per10ds, caus1ng a charge-sign dependent effect. 
3. Results and D1SCUSS10n 
No-dr1ft models have become less successful to simultaneously fit 
proton and electron spectra observed before and after IMF polar1ty 
reversals, e.g., the 1965 and 1977 spectra (Evenson et al., 1983). 
Th1S 1nd1cates that the deta11ed behav10r of low energy electrons and 
protons cannot be fully understood w1th1n the framework of numer1cal 
solut1ons to the spher1cally symmetr1c transport equat10n (see e. g. , 
Rockstroh, 1977). 
Recently, Evenson and Meyer (1984) reported that although protons 
and electrons responded to the onset of less modulation 1n much the 
same way in 1981-82, there 1S a systemat1c d1fference between the two 
sets of data. The electrons recovered more rap1dly than the protons and 
were not as strongly modulated with 1ncreased act1vity 1n late 1982. 
Moreover, th1s effect 1S totally d1fferent from that observed by 
Burger and Swanenburg (1973) in 1968-72 when the electron recovery 
lagged beh1nd that of protons. Perko (1984) used a t1me-dependent 
spherically symmetr1c model, d01ng calculat10ns for an ent1re solar 
cycle, to estab11sh to what extent the d1fference in rigid1ty between 
the data sets of Evenson and Meyer could produce the observed hystere-
S1S. He found that the hysteresl.s went l.n the sense of the Burger-
Swanenburg data. No-dr1ft models can therefore ne1ther explain the 
observed effect nor the h1gher electron 1ntens1t1es, but lower proton 
1ntens1t1es,observed 1n 1965 compared to that observed in 1976-77. 
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Our model, based on the assumptlon of steady-state and a flat
neutral sheet, is applzcable only to perzods of mlnlmum solar actzvlty.
Th_s is, however, also the tlme for the best ordered,large-scale IMF
and the most llkely perlod for drzfts to occur. We therefore concen-
trated on a szmultaneous f_t to the observed 1965 and 1977 proton and
electron spectra compzled by Evenson et al. (1983).
In contrast wzth the no-drlft models, we could flt the mentloned
spectra using,one szngle set of modulatzon parameters, except for a
change in the polarlty of the IMF. Our result is best Illustrated when
compared to the ratlo of the 1977 and 1965-66 data for protons and
electrons res )ectlvely (Webber,et al., 1983). Thls is shown in Fig. 2.
! ! i
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2 0 _ -- Moqlel
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1 0 "€'c0
rr
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Fzg. 2: Drzft model calculatlons compared to proton and electron
ratlos for 1977 relatlve to 1965-66 (Webber, et al., 1983). The
parameters used are glven by Potgleter and Moraal (1985).
We want to emphasize that, other than perhaps less sophlstlcated
equlpment, there is no reason to doubt the valldlty of the 1965-66
electron data (Webber, prlvate communlcatlon). We therefore znterpret
the result of Flg. 2 as a charge dependent effect due to drlft, causlng
a factor of _ 2 dzfference at 500 MeV between consecutlve solar mznzmum
electron spectra.
An observatlon which is also unamblguously related to the reversal
of the IMF polarlty, zs the shlft zn phase and amplztude of the dlurnal
an_sotropy observed zn 1969-71 and agaln in 1980-81 (Swlnson, 1983).
Fzg. 3 shows, on a harmonlc dzal, the observed geomagnetlcally correc-
ted anlsotropy vector, calculated from the dzurnal variation zn the
Hermanus neutron monltor (4.55 GV) countlng rate. The vectors are
averaged for 1964-66 and 1975-77; also for the entlre perlod between
polarlty reversals, i.e., 1959-70 and 1971-79 respectzvely. These are
compared to the calculated anlsotrop_es at 1 GeV, uslng the same single
set of modulatlon parameters used _n Fig. 2. Our model is at least
conslstent wlth the observed shlft zn both phase and amplltude of the
dzurnal anlsotropy followlng the 1969-71 polarzty reversal, an effect
whzch cannot be slmulated by conventzonal spher_cally symmetrlc models.
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Fzg. 3: The observed dlurnal anasotropy (Hermanus,4.55 GV), compared
to the computed anasotropy vectors at 1 GeV. The observed values are
averaged for the tame perzods zndzcated.
4. Summary and Concluszons
We have zllustrated that a relatlve sample draft model can, an
contrast wath no-draft models, simultaneously fat proton and electron
spectra observed an 1965-66 and 1977, uszng a slngle set of modulatlon
parameters except for a change zn the IMF polaraty. We anterpret thas
result, together wath the observataon of Evenson and Meyer (1984) that
electrons are recoverzng more rapldly than protons after 1980, an
contrast wlth what Burger and Swanenburg (1973)observed an 1968-72, as
a charge-szgn dependent effect due to the occurrence of draft an
cosmic-ray modulatzon. The same set of parameters produces a shaft an
the phase and amplztude of the dzurnal anzsotropy vector, conszstent
wzth observatzons an 1969-71 and 1980-81.
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DRIFT AND OBSERVATIONS IN COSMIC-RAY MODULATION. II.
M.S. Potgleter
Space Sclence Center, Unlverslty of New Hampshire,
Durham, NH 03824 USA
i. Introductlon
In Part 1 (SH4.2-4) we have quantltatlvely shown that our drlft
model can slmultaneously flt the observed 1965-66 and 1977 electron and
proton spectra, in contrast wlth spherlcally symmetrlc models. We
interpret thls result as evldence of a charge-slgn dependent effect due
to partlcle drlft. Uslng the same set of parameters, we could also
simulate a shlft in the phase and amplltude of the diurnal varlatlon in
the cosmlc-ray (CR) intenslty by reverslng the polarlty of the
interplanetarymagnetlc field (IMF).
In thls paper, agaln uslng the same set of parameters, we show
that drltt can cause signlficant dlfferences in the radlal and latitu-
dlnal dependence of cosmic rays for consecutlve solar mlnlmum perlods.
We also searched the llterature for addltional modulatlon features
related to the IMF polarlty reversal and therefore relevant to deter-
mlnlng the role of particle drlft in the modulatlon of cosmic rays.
2. Model Calculatlons
Oslng the parameters of Part i, we calculated the radlal and latl-
tudlnal dependence of the i00 MeV proton intenslty for two consecutlve
solar mlnlmum perlods. The radlal dependence, wlth the radlal gradlent
G in %/AU, is shown in Fig. la. The latltudlnal dependence, wlth the
l_tltudlnal gradlent G In %/degree, is shown for 1 AU and 20 AU In
Flg. ib and Flg. ic _espectlvely. For the D(+) perlod (1976), G
remalns almost constant for most of the hellosphere wlth a fapl_
increase near the boundary, and G almost _dentlcal at 1 AU and 20 AU.
For the D(-) perlod (1965), G i_ overall larger and decreases towardr
the boundary, whlle G dlffers slgnlflcantly for the two dr_ft cases at
1 AU, and at 20 AU. 0(Note the dlfference in the intenslty for the two
dr_ft solutlons at 1 AU and 20 AU). The general behavior of the
density gradients displayed in Flg. la-c is a feature of all drlft
models.
One of the best manlfestatlons of the effect of drlft becomes
apparent when the transport equation Is solved uslng 8-(polar angle)
dependent Gausslan spectra at the outer boundary Instead of the full 8-
independent interstellar spectrum. By shlftlng these spectra (half-
wldth of i0°) consecutlvely in i0° intervals from the hellospherlc
poles to the equator, the results shown in Fig. 2 were obtazned.
Protons reachlng Earth from a partlcular reglon on the outer boundary
are expressed as percentage of those that would have reached Earth if a
full interstellar spectrum was used. The calculatlons were repeated
for increaslng values of the parallel dlffus_on coefflcient K,,wlth
other parameters unchanged. Solution (b) in F_g. 2 corresponds to the
solutlons in Fig. la-c. (Note that (K.) is a constant _n the expres-
sion for K, given by Potgleter and Mortal, 1985). These results show,
in contrast with the no-drlft case, that drift causes posltively
charged partlcles reachlng Earth to predominantly come from the outer
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We also searched the ll.terature for addl.tional modulatl.on features 
related to the IMF polarl.ty reversal and therefore relevant to deter-
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remal.ns almost constant for most of the hell.osphere wl.th a rapl.a 
l.ncrease near the boundary, and G almost l.dentl.cal at 1 AU and 20 AU. 
For the D(-) perl.od (1965), G l.~ overall larger and decredses toward 
r the boundary, whl.le G dl.ffers sl.gnl.fl.cantly for the two drl.ft cases at 
1 AU, and at 20 AU. 0(Note the dl.fference l.n the intensl.ty for the two 
drl.ft solutl.ons at 1 AU and 20 AU). The general behavl.or of the 
density gradients displayed in Fl.g. 1a-c l.S a feature of all drl.ft 
models. 
One of the best manl.festatl.ons of the effect of drl.ft becomes 
apparent when the transport equation l.S solved uSl.ng 0- (polar angle) 
dependent GaUSSl.an spectra at the outer boundary ~nstead of the full e-
independent interstellar spectrum. By shl.ftl.ng these spectra (half-
wl.dth of 10°) consecutl.vely l.n 10° l.ntervals from the hell.ospherl.c 
poles to the equator, the results shown l.n Fl.g. 2 were obtal.ned. 
Protons reachl.ng Earth from a partl.cular regl.on on the outer boundary 
are expressed as percentage of those that would have reached Earth l.f a 
full interstellar spectrum was used. The calculatl.ons were repeated 
for l.ncreasl.ng values of the parallel dl.ffusl.on coeffl.cient K" wl.th 
other parameters unchanged. Solution (b) in Fl.g. 2 corresponds to the 
solutl.ons l.n Fl.g. la-c. (Note that (K,,) is a constant l.n the expres-
sion for K" given by Potgl.eter and Moraoal, 1985). These results show, 
l.n contrast with the no-drl.ft case, that drift causes posl.tively 
charged partl.cles reachl.ng Earth to predominantly come from the outer 
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equatorlal reglons durlng a D(-) perlod (1965), but from the outer
polar reglons when the IMF changes polaraty. A factor 3 increase in K,,
extends thls reglon to include mid-latltudes, while the sltuation
remalns vlrtually unchanged for the D(-) period. In general these
calculations show that oppositely charged partlcles should traverse
dlfferent regions of the hellosphere (Part i). Another ampllcation is
that the (ant_) correlatlon between variations in the CR _ntens_ty and
solar actlvlty parameters should exhibit a 22-year cycle.
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Fig. 1: (a) The radial dependence Fig. 2: The calculated percentage
"inthe equatorial plane (8 = 90°), of 1 GeV protons reaching Earth
(b) the latitudinal dependence at 1 from a partzcular reglon at the
AU and (c) at 20 AU, of the i00 MeV outer boundary for the two drlft
proton intenszty. (The dlfferen- cases compared to the no-drlft
tlal gradlents are in %/AU; -latl- sltuatlon. The equatorial ,plane
tudinal gradients are in %/degree). is at 8 = 90°.
3. D_scusszon of Results and Observatlons
Fzg. la-c show that drzft can cause signlflcant dlfferences zn
the radlal and latitude dependence of cosmic rays durlng consecutive
solar m_n_mum periods. Compared to our results, the observed integral
lat_tudlnal gradient (Decker et al., 1984) is as yet _nconclus_ve about
the role of dr_ft. Joklpzl (1984), however, by carefully slmulatzng the
exact observatlonal condlt_ons near the neutral sheet uslng a
three-d_menszondrlft model, found excellent agreement wlth the results
of Newk_rk and Flsk (1985), who studzed the statistzcal dependence of
CR lntenszty on the distance from the neutral sheet.
Less encouraglng are observed integra! radlal gradients recently
reported by Webber and Lockwood (1985) and McKibben et al. (1985). The
radlal gradient seems to decrease s_nce 1981, which ls not expected
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equatorlal regl0ns durlng a D (-) perlod (1965), but from the outer 
polar regl.ons when the IMF changes polarl.ty. A factor 3 increase in K" 
extends thl.s reglon to l.nclude mid-Iatl.tudes, whlle the sl.tuation 
remal.ns vl.rtually unchanged for the D (-) period. In general these 
alculatlons show that pposltely charged partl.cles should traverse 
dl.fferent regions of the hell.osphere (Part 1). Another l.mpll.cation is 
that the (antl.) correlatl.on between varl.atl.ons l.n the CR l.ntensl.ty and 
solar actl.vl.ty parameters should exhibit a 22-year cycle. 
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3. D1SCUSSlon of Results and Observatl0ns 
Flg. 1a-c show that drlft can cause signl.fl.cant dl.fferences l.n 
the radl l and latltude dependence of cosmic rays durl.ng consecutlve 
solar mlnl um perl0ds. Compared to our results, the observed l.ntegral 
latl.tudl.nal gradl.ent (Decker et al., 1984) is as yet l.ncOnCluslve about 
the role of drlft. Jokl.pl.l. (1984), however, by carefully sl.mUlatlnq the 
exact observatl.onal Condl.tl0ns near the neutral sheet USl.ng a 
three-dlmenSl.On drl.ft model, found excellent aqreement wl.th the results 
of Newklrk and F1Sk (1985), who studled the statistlcal dependence of 
CR lntenslty on the distance from the neutral sheet. 
Less encouraglnq are obs rved lntegral radlal gradlents recently 
reported by Webber and Lockwood (1985) and McKibben et ale (1985). The 
radlal gradlent seems to decrease Slnce 1981, WhlCh l.S not expected 
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from a drlft polnt of view. It also appears that our model predlcts
the radlal gradlent too small for the 1976 solar mlnimum period.
Since both the radlal and latltudlnal gradlents are rather insensltlve
to parameter varlatlons in drlft models, these observatlons may become
an interestlng challenge to these models. It is also a compllcatlng
factor in explalning the role of drlft concernlng the anomalous compon-
ents. However, the near constancy of the integral radlal gradlent
observed before 1980, despite large changes in solar actlvlty (Webber
and Lockwood, 1985), is conslstent with our model, but not wlth
tlme-lndependent spherlcally symmetrlc models. In these models a
dlrect relatlon exists for var_atlons in K,,and the radlal gradlent.
Potgleter et al. (1980) calculated neutron monltor dlfferentlal
response functlons from latitude survey data for 1954, 1965 and 1976,
and found that the 1965 response functlon devlates slgnlflcantly from
those for 1954 and 1976. Uslng the parameters of Part i, whlch flt the
low-energy 1965-66 and 1977 proton and electron data, we could not
slmulate the observed large dlfference between the correspondlng
response functlons, although we obtalned a spllt in the rlght dlrec-
tlon. The compllcatlng factor here is that the low-energy proton
fluxes were hlgher in 1976-77 than in 1965, while the neutron monltor
countlng rates were lower In 1976-77 compared to 1965.
Another relevant observatlon is the change in dlrectlon of the
annual wave vector, derlved from the yearly varlatlons in CR intens_ty,
in 1958-59 and again in 1968-69 (e.g., Antonuccl et al., 1978; Nosaka,
et al., 1984). Whether drlft effects are the predomlnant cause of thls
observatlon, is not yet clear and has to await more detailed studles.
From 1972-77 the CR intenslty was an extended, rather flat plateau
preceded by a fast recovery over 2 years In 1970-72. (See the
correlatlon study of Akasofu et al., 1985 regardlng thls perlod).
Durlng the 1965 solar mlnlmum the Intenslty was peaked, preceded by an
extended recovery perlod of _ 7 years. This behavlor is conslstent
wlth the feature of drlft models that the proton intenslty is less
sensltave to varlatlon In modulatlon parameters durlng a D(+) cycle
(1970-80) compared to the ll-years before and after th_s perlod
(Joklpll and Thomas, 1981; Kota and Joklpll, 1983; Potgleter and
Moraal, 1985).
Shea and Smart (1981) found a correlatlon coefflclent of -0.86
between the geomagnetlc aa-lndex - a measure of dlsturbance in the
ecllpt_c plane - and the CR intenslty for the years around 1965. For
thls perlod Aldagarova et al. (1979) found that the CR intenslty cor-
relates best to coronal green llne (CGL) intenslty in the -20° to +20°
hellolatltude range. However, for the years around 1976, Shea and
Smart found a correlatlon coefflclent of +0.28 and Aldagarova et al.
the best correlatlon for +30° to +50°, and to a lesser extent for -20°
to -30° hellolatltude. In comblnatlon these observatlons indlcate that
durlng a D(+) cycle (1976), varlatlons in the CR intenslty correlate
better w_th solar act_vlty parameters _n a much wlder hellolatltude
range compared to a D(-) perlod (1965) when cosmlc rays are predomln-
antly transported to the inner hellosphere vla the equatorlal reglons.
(see also Joklpll, 1981). The same concluslon can be reached from the
observatlons of Nagashlma and Morlshlta (1980), Pandey et al. (1983)
and Vernov et al. (1983), desplte dlfferent data and technlques used by
them. These observatlons are conslstent wlth our calculatlons shown in
Fag. 2 and the drlft velocities shown in Part i.
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4. Summary and Conclusaon
In Part 1 we dascussed two key observataons relevant to
determlnlng the relatlve amportance of drlft in cosmlc-ray modulatlon.
In the present paper, uslng the same set of parameters, we have
111ustrated the slgnaflcant effect of drift on the radlal and
latatudlnal dependence of cosmac rays for consecutlve solar mlnlmum
peraods. Compared with the integral radlal gradient observed in 1976
(Webber and Lockwood, 1985), the calculated value seems too small. A
detaaled comparlson wall however have to await the forthcomang solar
manamum. The same applaes to the latltudinal gradient whlch is as yet
inconcluslve about draft effects.
Searchlng the literature for observataons related to the IMF
polarity reversal (in addltlon to Part I), we found dastanct dafference
an neutron monator response functaons for consecutlve solar mlnlmum
peraods, and also In the annual varaataons of cosmic rays observed
before and after polaraty reversals. Whether drlft as the predomlnant
effect as however not yet clear. We also found several reports whlch
Indlcate better correlatlon between varlataons an the cosmac-ray
antenslty and solar actavity parameters (e.g., the corona green llne
intensaty) over a much wader range of hellolatltude during 1970-80
compared to before thas peraod. These observataons are consastent wlth
draft models accordlng to whlch cosmlc ray protons primarily come vaa
the polar reglons during a D(+) perlod (1970-80),but prlmaraly vla the
equatorlal regions during D(-) periods. The observed peak vs. plateau
an cosmac-ray intensity for the years around 1965 and 1976 respectavely
as also conslstent wlth the general feature of drlft models accordlng
to which the proton intensity as more sensitive to changes in
modulatlon condltions durang 1970-80 compared to before 1970.
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COSMICRAY NORTH-SOUTHANISOTROPY1961-1983
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USA
ABSTRACT
Measurements from neutron monltors in Thule
(Greenland) and McMurdo (Antarctica) have been
used to determine yearly values of the cosmic
ray north-south anisotropy over the period
1961-1983. The results strongly suggest that
superposed upon the mean anlsotropy of 0.05% is
a solar cycle variation of amplitude 0.03%. No
evidence for a dependence of the anisotropy upon
polarlty of the solar pololdal magnetic field is
found.
1. Introduction. Detailed informatlon on the spatial dlstributlon of
cosmic rays in the hellosphere is essential for testing theorles of the
solar cycle modulation of galactic cosmic rays. An invaluable tool for
probing the spatial distributlon is the steady-state north-south
anisotropy of cosmic rays, which has been found to be intimately
related to the cosmic ray radial gradient (Swinson, 1969; Bercovitcn,
1970; lucCl and Storlni, 1972; Yasue, 1980; Pomerantz et al., 1982).
Most investigations of thls effect, however, have been limited to
intervals of a few years, or else have comblned data from many years,
such that yearly variations were not evldent. As a result, possible
solar cycle or solar polarity dependences of the north-south
anisotropy, and hence of the radial gradient at > i GV rlgldltles, are
not well determlned.
With the avallability of neutron monitor data from north and south
polar stations from 1961 to the present, an interval of more than 2
solar cycles, a comprehensive analysis of long-term changes in the
north-south anisotropy is now feasible. The Information gained through
this analysls will provide important observatlonal constraints that
models of cosmic ray modulation must satisfy.
2. Results. Previous investlgations of the steady-state north-south
anlsotropy have typlcally reported magnitudes ~ 0.1% or less. In order
to extract this exceedingly small signal from the neutron monltor data,
the method of analysls was designed with tnese goals in mlnd: (i) to
reduce the effect of unrelated cosmic ray variations of much larger
amplitude, (2) to take into account possible systematic variations in
the relative efficiencles of the north and south polar detectors, and
(3) to obtain rellable error estimates, which are essentlal for proper
interpretation of the results. In essence, the method involved calcu-
lating, separately for toward and away polarity of the interplanetary
magnetlc field, the ratio of counts recorded at Thule to counts
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recorded at McMurdo. The anisotropy was calculated for each solar
rotatlon period from these ratios and from the relative efflclency of
the two detectors, which was also determlned separately for each solar
rotation period. Finally, a yearly average of the anlsotropy and an
error estimate were calculated from thls set of solar rotatlon values.
Results of the analysis appear in Figure i, where yearly averages
of the north-south anlsotropy _NS are plotted wlth • la error bars.
By convention, _NS is taken to be the value determined for toward
sector polarity, with a posltive value indicatlng that the observed
cosmic ray intensity was larger at the north polar station than at the
south polar station. With thls convention, a positlve value of _NS
is expected if the anisotropy arises from a positive radlal gradient.
S N N,S
+0.15 '1' i' I" I ' I ' I '1' I ' I' I ' I '
+O.lO+ + tt
-0.05 ' ,. I , I , I , I , I. , J , _ , J , I , "
62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82
Year
Fig. 1. Cosmic ray north-south anlsotropy over a perlod of two
solar cycles, as determlned from neutron monltor observations at
Thule and McMurdo. Arrows Indlcate years in which the sun's
north (N) and/or south (S) pole changed magnetic polarity.
Note that there Is no a priori reason that the method of analysis
would preferentially yield positive values of anisotropy over negative
ones. Thus, Figure 1 provides strong support for the interpretation
that the steady-state north-south anlsotropy results from a positive
radial gradient via the B x v n drift, with most points indicating
positlve values of anlsotropy that d4ffer slgnificantly from zero.
3. Discussion.
Solar Cycle Variation of _NS:
The value of the steady-state north-south anisotropy averaged over
the 23-year period of thls study is _NS = 0.052%. However, a
possible solar cycle variation with p/eriod ~ 10 years is strongly
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suggestedby FigureI. To test thispossibilityquantitatively,the
data of FigureI were assumedto be describedby a constantplus a
10-yearsinusoidalvariation,with the phaseand amplitudeof the
10-yearwave and the constantto be determinedaccordlngto goodness-of-
fit. The resultingconstantterm and wave amplitudewere 0.053%and
0.028%,respectively,withthe wavepeaklngin 1968and 1978.
Statlsticaltests indicatethat there is only a 0.6% probabilitythat a
wave of this amplitudewould occurby chance. Thus, a solarcycle
variationof the cosmicray north-southanisotropyis establishedwith
a highdegreeof confidence.
Effectof Drlftsin CosmicRay Transport:
As illustratedin Figure2, modulationmodelsin which driftsplay
a predominantrole predictthatthe radlalprohle of cosmicray
densitywill differsubstantiallybetweenepochsof positiveand
negativepolarityof the solarpololdalmagneticfield (Joklpliand
Kopriva,1979). At a radialdistanceof I AU, the radialgradient--
i.e.,the slopeof the curvesin Figure2 -- is predictedto be
substantiallylargerduringepochsof negativesolarpolarity(A< O)
thandunng epochsof positivesolarpolarity(A > 0). This, in turn,
would implythat the north-southanisotropyshouldshow a corresponding
dependenceuponsolarpolarity.
1.7 GeV PROTONS
1o A<o''
J Fig. 2. Predictedrelativein-
U I_ _--A>O tensityof cosmicrays as a
U'-oO.5 I functionof radialdistance(r)
I from the sun. Adaptedfrom
I Figures8 and 9 of Jokipiland
I Kopriva(1979).I
0 I ' ' ' ' i i ' '
0 5 I0
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The data of Figure1 are inconsistentwiththis theoretical
expectation.The averagevalueof {NS for the period1961-1968,an
epochof negativesolarpolarity,was foundto be 0.053%. Simlarly,
the valuefor the period1972-1979,an epochof posltlvesolar
polarity,was found to be 0.055%. A solarpolaritydependenceof the
north-southanisotropyis not evident.
t
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The data of Figure 1 are inconsistent ith this theoretical 
expectation. The average value of ~NS for the period 1961-1968, an 
epoch of negative solar polarity, was found to be 0.053%. Simllarly, 
the value for the period 1972-1979, an epoch of posltlve solar 
polarity, was found to be 0.055%. A solar polarity dependence of the 
rth-south anisotropy is t e ident. 
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Cosmlc Ray Radial Gradient:
The equatlons of cosmlc ray transport permit lnformatlon on the
cosmlc ray radlal gradient to be Inferred from a measurement of the
north-south anlsotropy. Since the relevant technlque has been
discussed by other lnvestlgators (e.g., Yasue, 1980), only results w111
be presented here. The average value of north-south anisotropy (0.053%)
determlned above corresponds to a radial gradlent of 1.7%/AU at a
rigldlty of 10 GV, whlle the lO-year varlatlon of the anlsotropy
suggests that the gradient actually osc111ates between values ~ O.8%/AU
and ~ 2.6%/AU, the peaks occurring in 1968 and 1978. These inferred
values of radial gradient appear to be generally conslstent with recent
spacecraft determnations of the Integral radial gradlent and its
variatlon at lower energles (e.g., McKibben et al., 1985; Van Allen and
Randall, 1985).
4. Acknowledgments. C. H. Tsao contrlbuted slgnlficantly to the
extensive computer analysls involved in thls work. This research was
supported by the Natlonal Sclence Foundatlon under grants ATM-8303758
and DPP-8300544.
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INTRODUCTION. One method of detecting a perpendicular
cosmic ray density gradient (VN_) Is to make use of the
contribution of the drift term B x VNp to the solar cosmic
ray dlurnal varlatlon. This method has been descrlbed by
Swlnson [_970, 1976] and by Hashlm and Bercovltch [1972].
The B x VNp term produces a flow In the ecllptlc plane
perpendicular to the IMF B& wlth the sense of the flow de-
pending upon the sense of B; thls fleld-dependent flow adds
vectorlally to the usual azimuthal streaming which produces
a cosmlc ray Intensity maximum at 18 hours solar tlme (after
correction for geomagnetic bending). In the case of a
southward perpendicular gradient, when the IMF Is away from
the sun, the resultant dlurnal variation should have a
larger amplitude, and the tlme of maximum should occur a
llttle earller, whereas If the IMF Is toward the sun, the
resultant dlurnal varlatlon should have a smaller amplltude
wlth a later tlme of maxlmum. Swlnson and Kananen [1982]
have used this method to analyze neutron monitor and under-
ground muon data, separated according to IMF sense, from
1965 to 1975, to show that there Is a perpendlcular cosmic
ray gradlent that polnted southward prlor to 1969, and a
suggested northward pointing gradlent after the reversal of
the sun's polar magnetlc field in 1969-71.
DATA. In this paper we will consider data from four under-
ground cosmic ray telescopes, two in the northern and two in
the southern hemisphere. The telescopes are Embudo Cave
(35.20°N, threshold rlgldlty 19 GV, medlan rlgldlty 132 GV),
Socorro (34.04°N, threshold rigidity 45 GV, median rigidity
305 GV), Bolivia (16.31°S, threshold rlgldlty 16 GV, medlan
rlgldlty 125 GV) and Hobart, (42.85°S, threshold rlgldity 30
GV, median rigidity 162 GV). The data presented are for the
periods 1965-83, 1968-83, 1965-76 and 1965-83, respectively.
The yearly average solar diurnal variatlon for each tele-
scope has been determined for days when the IMF was toward
(T) and away from (A) the sun. The amplitude data are
presented (the A amplitude should exceed the T amplitude for
a southward gradient).
In Figure 1 the annual A and T amplitudes for each
station, for all available data, are plotted for 1965 to
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1983. The A amplitude points , . , ............ i
are 3olned by solid lines and ,, J
the T amplltude points by ,Msuoo
dashed lines; shading occurs ,0
when A amplitudes are greater
than T amplitudes, indicatlng
a southward perpendicular gra- 0s
dlent. The vertical lines on _ Aik_ ' soco,,o I '_!the d iagram indlcate the end ,[_JL_.,_, .."-._.l"of the solar po ar field re- ,0
81. Prior to 1971 there is a z
consistent predominance of A _,5_ A_ Z_
amplitudes over T amplitudes _ / Ill['!!''_ %l"h'_,'°''v'"
in both hemlspheres, which Is : ,V' " _perpendicular gradient dur ing _
this period. After 1971, the A A
(Embudo and Socorro) show some !11:',',ii,
domlnance of T-amplltudes,
whlle the southern hemisphere IA_ _'-/j',OAR,
it" \" vtelescopes (Bolivia and l I i i l I l I I ! I I I I I i i , * i
Hobart) show little change ,AR 656 , , _70,2 _ 4 s 6 , , 9 ,0,2 3
from the pre-reversal sltua- Figure I. Yearly average
tlon. The average annual amplitudes of away polar-
errors for the amplltudes polarlty days (solld llne)
plotted In Figure 1 are and toward polarity days
±.014% for Embudo, +0.165% (dashed llne) for under-
for Socorro, ±0.16% for ground muon telescopes in
Bolivia and ±0.125% for Hobart. Embudo, Socorro, Bolivia,
In order to look for a and Hobart, 1965-1983.
possible cause for a perpen- The shaded areas occur
dlcular cosmic ray gradient when the amplitude for the
we have examined data on away polarity exceeds that
the N-S asymmetry In activity for the toward polarity.
on the sun. One might expect
that when activity is greater on the sun's northern hemis-
phere, that activity might be more effective in sweeping
cosmic rays out of the heliosphere above the ecliptic plane
or in preventing galactic cosmic rays from entering, leading
to a S-polntlng perpendicular gradient. Here, we extend a
study by Roy [1977], which used the "major" flares as
defined by the comprehensive flare index, CFI, [Dodson and
Hedeman, 1971] to show that between 1959 and 1970 there was
a greater frequency of flares in the northern hemisphere of
the sun than in the southern hemisphere; this northern
hemisphere asymmetry was not evident from 1971 to 1974.
This paper extends the results of Roy through 1980.
The number of flares in each hemisphere was counted as a
function of month and year, using observations from the
worldwide network of solar optical and radio patrol
stations. From these data, an annual average for the per-
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Figure 2(a) The percentage of "ma3or" flares, as defined by
the comprehensive flare index, that occurred in the northern
hemisphere of the sun from 1955 through 1980, and (b) the
percentage of flares wlth Type [I radio emission that
occurred in the northern hemisphere of the sun from 1955
through 1980. See text for further explanation.
centage of major events in the northern solar hemisphere was
determined, and these annual averages are displayed as solid
dots in Figure 2(a). The data have also been arranged into
groups of years, and the average for each group of years
falls within the shaded regions in Figure 2(a). It is clear
that there is a strong, statistically significant dominance
of solar northern hemisphere activity from 1959 to 1970,
with an essentially even distribution of activity between
the two solar hemispheres before and after that period.
This same method was applied to a sub-set of these
"major" events -- the events for which metric Type II solar
radio emission has been associated. These events were
selected primarily because a Type II radio burst is
Indicative of a shock passing through the corona between 1.5
and 2 solar radii, which could subsequently effect the
cosmic ray intensity in the Inner heliosphere, particularly
at that latitude. This sub-set of Type II events is
displayed in Figure 2(b), where the results are comparable
to those In Figure 2(a). Data in Figure 2 are preliminary;
a complete analysis will be published later.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION: The marked N-S asymmetry In
solar activity (with predominant activity In the sun's
northern hemisphere) during the 1960's could certainly
account for a S-poant/ng cosmic ray gradient. It ,s also
clear from the data in Figure I that the response to thls
change in solar activity asymmetry, and the related change
in the perpendicular cosmic ray density gradient, is
different for cosmic ray telescopes in the earth's northern
and southern hemispheres. Northern hemisphere detectors see
a S-polnting gradient in the 60's and a N-pointlng gradient
after 1971, while southern hemisphere telescopes see a S-
pointing gradient both before and after the reversal.
These results can be accounted for by a combination of a
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N-S symmetrical gradient, and a significantly larger N-S
asymaetr lcal gradient that is present only dur lng the 1960's
(dashed llnes and solid lines, respectlvely, In Figure 3).
The N-S symmetrlcal gradient arlses naturally as the result
of cosmlc ray tra3ectorles In the hellosphere [Erdos and
Kota, 1981; Kota and Joklpli, 1983]; for these symmetric
gradients, the cosmic ray intenslty decreases wlth increa-
slng helio]atltude before the 1969-71 reversal, and in-
creases wlth increasing hellolatitude after the reversal as
shown schematically in Figure 3. The N-S asymmetrical gra-
dlent Is greater In magnitude than the symmetrical gra-
dlents, and zs S-polntlng above and below the equator before
the reversal, as shown schematlcally by the solld llne in
Figure 3; the asymmetrlcal gradient is attrlbuted to the N-S
asymmetry in solar actlvlty demonstrated in Figure 2. After
the reversal there is no N-S solar activity asymmetry and
therfore no N-S asymmetrlcal cosmic ray denslty gradient.
Cosmic ray telescopes in the northern hemisphere therefore
see a density gradient above the ecllptic plane that Is S-
polntlng before the reversal and N-pointing after it, while
telescopes In the southern hemlsphere see a gradient below
the ecllptlc plane whose resultant effect is S-polntlng
before and after the reversal, leading to the cosmic ray
effects seen in Figure i.
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N-S sy metr1cal gradlent, and a sIgn1f1cantly larger N-S 
asymmetrlcal gradlent that 1S pr sent only dur1ng the 1960's 
(dashed llnes and SOlld llnes, respectlvely, In Flgure 3). 
The N-S symmetr1cal gradlent arl es naturally as the result 
of cosmlC ray traJectorles 1n the hellosphere [Erdos and 
Kota, 1981; Kota and JOklpli, 1983J; for th se symmetrlc 
gradIents, the cosmic ray Intenslty decr ases wlth increa-
slng he1iolat1tude before the 1 69-71 r versal, and in-
creases w1th 1ncreas1ng hellolatitude after the reversal as 
shown schem tically in Flgure 3. The N-S asymmetrlcal gra-
dlent 1S greater 1n magnltude than the sy metrlcal gra-
dlents, and IS S-pol tlng above and below the equator before 
the reversal, as shown schematlcally by the SOlld llne in 
Flgure 3; the asymmet~lcal gradlent is attrlbuted to the N-S 
asy metry 1n solar actIv1ty demonstrated 1n Flgure 2. After 
the reversal there 1S no N-S solar act1vity asy metry and 
therfore no N-S asy metrlcal cosmIC ray denslty gradlent. 
Cosm1c ray telescopes in the northern hemlsph re therefore 
see a denslty gradlent above the ecllptic plane that IS S-
p<Jlnt1ng before the reversal and N-pointing after it" wh1le 
telescopes 1n the southern hem1sph re see a grad lent below 
the ecl1ptic plane whose resultant effect IS S-polntlng 
before and after the reversal, leadlng to the cosmic ray 
effects seen 1n Flgure 1. 
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ABSTRACT
Recent publications have related long-term varlations In
cosmic ray intensity at the earth with long term varlations
in the tilt of the neutral sheet In the inner helzosphere.
In this paper we compare the tilt of the neutral sheet from
1971 to 1974 with the cosm/c ray intensity at earth, recorded
by the Mr. Washington neutron monitor. The remarkable large
decreases in cosmic ray intensity which occurred zn 1973 and
1974 correlate well with excursions in the t11t of the
neutral sheet which occurred earlier durlng these same two
years.
INTRODUCTION= Recently Hoeksema et al. [1982, 1983] have
determined the structure of the heliospheric current sheet,
computed on a source surface at 2.35 solar radii, using solar
magnetograph data from the Stanford Solar Observatory. They
note that the extent in latitude of the neutral sheet slowly
increased from _15 ° near sunspot minimum in 1976, to _50 ° by
1978, and extending nearly to the poles by solar maxlmum.
Simllar behavior has been noted earlier by Saito [1975,
1984]; in Figure 1 examples of the neutral sheet
configurationnear solarminimum (1954)and closeto solar
maximum (1968-69) are shown. The sheet is obtaired by
drawing the Parker spirals from the interplanetary neutral
llne on the solar source surface (the central sphere), where
the source surface sphere with real radius of 2.6 solar radii
Is exaggerated in the figure to a radius of 30 solar radii
for clarity. The outer sphere, which has a radius of one
astronomical unlt, shows the neutral sheet configuration near
the earth.
The neutral sheet, as dlsplayed In Figure I, w111 of
course extend well beyond the earth, presumably to the limits
of the helzosphere, and will therefore Influence the
trajectorles of Incoming galactic cosmic rays which w111
eventually be detected at the earth. It would seem probable
that a greater inclination of the current sheet (from its
position at solar minimum), with its accompanying enhanced
warping, would present a potentially longer path for galactlc
cosmic rays between the heliopause and the earth, and would
lead to a reduction in cosmic ray intensity at the earth.
Kota and Jokipii [1983] have calculated particle trajectories
in a 3-dimenslonal IMF, incorporating a wavy neutral sheet,
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t r ined t  tr ture f t  eli spheric rrent et, 
co puted on a source surface at 2.35 solar radii, using solar 
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increased om~l ° near sunspot ini u  in 1976, t  N50° by 
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i llar behavior has been noted earlier by aito [1975, 
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axi um (1968-69) are sho n. The sheet is obtaired by 
dra ing the arker s irals fro  the interplanetary neutral 
line on the solar source surface (the central sphere), here 
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eventually be detected at the eazth. It ould see  pzobable 
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osition at solaz ini um), ith its acco panying enhanced 
azping, ould zesent a otentially longez ath foz alactlc 
s i  z  t  t  liopause  t  zt ,  ould 
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FIG. i. Neutral sheet configuration between the sun and the
earth near solar minlmum (1954) aand near solar maximum
(1968-69).
for both polarltles of the sun's polar magnetic field. They
flnd that, when the field Is away from the sun in the sun's
northern hemisphere (qA+), cosmic rays enter the heliosphere
preferentially by way of the poles, while for the opposlte
magnetlc conflguratlon (qA-) cosmic rays enter preferentially
via the neutral sheet. By Incorporating a tilt angle for the
neutral sheet that is small near solar minimum and larger at
solar maxlmum, they are able to account for th_ variation in
cosmlc ray intenslty at the earth during the two solar cycles
from 1958 to 1980.
Smith and Thomas [1985] have used the data of Hoeksema et
al. [1982, 1983] to determine the inclinatlon of the neutral
sheet from 1976 to 1982, and they have compared the
lncllnatlon with cosmlc ray intensity at earth measured by
the Deep River neutron monitor, and with cosmic ray intensity
measurements In space made by Pioneer I0 as it proceeded from
i0 to 30 AU. They note, as was predicted by Kota and Jokipii
[1983], that the sensitivlty of the cosmic ray intenslty to
changes In the tllt of the neutral sheet was signlficantly
dlfferent before and after the reversal of the heliospheric
magnet zc field. They observed a good correlation between
increaszng tzlt angle and decreasing cosmic ray intensity,
wlth the sensitlvity being enhanced when the field was inward
in the northern solar hemlsphere (qA-).
In this paper we examlne the correlation between the
incllnatlon of the neutral sheet between 1971 and 1974 and
the cosmlc ray zntensity at the earth as measured by the Mt.
Washlngton neutron monltor dur Ing that per iod.
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FIG. 1. Neutral sheet configuration between the sun and the 
earth near solar min1mum (1954) aand near solar maximum 
(1968-69) . 
for both polar1t1es of the sun's polar magnetic field. They 
f1nd that, when the field 1S away from the sun in the sun's 
northern hemisph re (qA+), cosmic rays enter the heliosph re 
preferentially by way of the poles, while for the Oppos1te 
magnetlc conflgurat1on (qA-) cosmic rays enter preferentially 
via the neutral sheet. By lncorporating a tilt angle for the 
neutral sheet that is small near solar minimum and larger at 
solar maX1mum, they are able to account for tHe variation in 
cosm1C ray lntens1ty at the earth during the two solar cycles 
from 1958 to 1980. 
Smith and Thomas [1985] have used the data of Hoeksema et 
al. [1982, 1983] to determine the inclinat10n of the neutral 
sheet from 1976 to 1982, and they have compared the 
1ncl1nat1on with cosm1C ray intensity at earth measured by 
the Deep R1ver neutron monitor, and with cosmic ray intensity 
measurements In space made by Pioneer 10 as it proceeded from 
10 to 30 AU. They note, as was predicted by Kota and Jokipii 
{1983], that the sensitiv1ty of the cosmic ray intens1ty to 
changes 1n the t1lt of the neutial sheet was sign1ficantly 
dlfferent before and after the reversal of the heliospheric 
maqnetlc field. They observed a good correlation between 
1ncreaslng t1lt angle and decreasing cosmic ray intenSity, 
w1th the sensit1vity being enhanced when the field was 1nward 
in the northern solar hem1sphere (qA-). 
In this paper we exam1ne the correlation between the 
1ncl1nat1on of the neutral sheet between 1971 and 1974 and 
the cosm1C ray 1ntensity at the earth as measured by the Mt. 
Wash1ngton neutron monltor dur1ng that period. 
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FIG. 2. (Top) Mr. Washington Neutron Monitor monthly average
counting rate for 1971-1975, with intensity scale inverted,
and (bottom) the average inclination of the neutral sheet for
each solar rotation for 1971-1974.
DATA: K-Corona data have been used to determine the con-
flguratlon of the hellomagnetospherlc neutral sheet, and the
incllnatlon has been obtained for every Carrington rotatlon
from 1971 to 1974. The basic data are the synoptic charts of
K-corona intensity from 1971 to 1974. The latitude of the
neutral llne A (_) for a certain longitude _ Is obtained as
AA(_) = 1/2 o{A (_) + A (_)), where A. and A_ indicate the
l_tztudes of N S sthe northern and southern borders of the bright
K-coronal belt at longitude _. We define the tllt of the
neutral sheet as the angle between the plane fitted to the
various values of A° (_), for one rotation, and the hello-
graphic equator. The average inclination angles for each
rotation are displayed at the bottom of Figure 2. At the top
of the Figure the monthly average Mt. Washington neutron
monitor counting rate is displayed [Lockwood and Webber,
1984], wlth the scale inverted i.e., intensity increases in
the downward dlrection. The rate is normalized to 100 =
2506. In addition to the general correlation between the
cosmic ray Intenszty and the inclination angle over the
entire period, we note two very marked decreases in cosmic
ray intensity In 1972; these are labeled 1 and 2 in Figure 2.
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r tat10  are d1splayed t t e botto  of igure 2. t t e t  
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on1tor countlng rate 1S displayed [Lock ood and ebber, 
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. I  iti  t  t  eral rr l ti  et ee  t  
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ray 1ntens1ty 1n 1972; these are labeled 1 and 2 1n Figure 2. 
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These decreases are due to events on the sun, and are not
related to any changes in the neutral sheet. The most marked
of these decrases (#2) occurred zn August 1972 and was so
energetlc that It was observed even by underground muon
telescopes at Embudo and Socorro (wzth threshold regldltles
19 GV and 45 GV), as well as by neutron monltors [Swlnson,
1973].
The other two notable cosmlc ray intenslty decreases
occurred in 1973 and 1974 and they have not thus far been
accounted for. They are labeled A and B in Flgure 2. These
two large intenslty decreases were preceded by two large
excursions in the Incllnatlon of the neutral sheet, also
labeled A and B in Flgure 2. In llght of thls, as well as
the prevzous observatzons, It seems reasonable to ascrlbe the
intenslty decreases to the excurslons In the incllnatlon of
the neutral sheet. The delay between the maxlmum Inclination
of the neutral sheet and the subsequent mlnzmum In cosmlc ray
intensity can be accounted for by noting that.the incllna-
tlons noted In Figure 2 are observed at the solar source
surface, and this pattern has to be carried out to the outer
hellosphere at the solar wlnd speed before incomlng galactic
cosmic rays realzze its full effect.
These correlations between cosmlc ray intensity and the
incllnatlon of the neutral sheet provlde further support for
the gradlent drift model of cosmlc ray modulatlon.
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These dec~eases a~e due to events on the sun, and a~e not 
~elated t~o any changes In the neut~al sheet. The most ma~ked 
of these decrases (#2) occu~~ed In August 1972 and was so 
energetIc that It~ was obs ~ved even by unde~ground muon 
telescopes at Embudo and S co~~o (wIth th~eshold ~egldlties 
19 GVand 45 GV), as well as by neut~on monlto~s [Swlnson, 
1973). 
The othe~ two notable cosmlC ray Intenslty dec~ea es 
occu~~ed In 1973 and 1974 and they have not t~hus fa~ been 
accounted fo~. They a~e lab led A and B ln Flgu~e 2. These 
two la~ge IntensIty dec~ea es w ~e p~ c ed by two large 
excurSions In the InclInatIon of the neut~al sheet, also 
lab led A and B In FIgu~e 2. In lIght of thIS, as well as 
the p~evious obse~vatlons, It seems ~easonable to asc~lbe the 
Intenslty dec~eases to th  eXCU~Slons ln the Inclinatlon of 
the neut~al sheet. The delay between the maXl um lncllnatlon 
of the neut~al sheet and the subsequent mlnl um In cosmlC ~ay 
Intens ity can be accounted fo~ by notlng that~ t~he lncllna-
tlons noted ln Flgure 2 are observed at the solar source 
surface, and thlS patte~n has to be ca~~led out to the outer 
hellosphere at the sola~ wlnd speed befo~e Incomln  galactlc 
cosmIC rays ~ealize Its full effect. 
These cor~elatlons between cosmIC ray lntenslty and the 
lncllnation of the neutral sheet provIde further support for 
the gradient drlft model of cosmlC ray modulatlon. 
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DIFFERENTIAL MFASURE_ OF COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT
WITHRESPECT TO INTERPIANETARY CURRENT SHEET
S P ChT"_ston,A C Ourn.zn._ngs,and E C Stone
Cal_fo77_ Institute of Technology
K. ;f Behannon, and L F tFurlaga
Goddard Space Flzght Center
ABSTRACT
Simultaneousmagnetm fieldand charged particlemeasurements from the Voy-
ager spacecraft at hehographm lahtude separations from 10° to 21 ° are used to
determine the latitude gradmnt of the galactic cosrmc ray flux with respect to the
interplanetary current sheet By comparing the ratio of cosrmc ray flux at Voy-
ager i to that at Voyager 2 during periods when both spacecraft are first north
and then south of the interplanetary current sheet, we find an estimate of the
latitudinal gradient w_th respect to the current sheet of approxurnately -0 15 _:
0,05 %/deg under restricted Interplanetary conditions
1. ]ntroducUon. Orgamzatlon of cosrmc ray flux about the hehographm equator
should result from symmetries m the Interplanetary magnetic field produced by the
sun's rotation However, if particle drifts are important m cosnmc ray transport, the
cosrmc ray flux should be organized with respect to the interplanetary current
sheet. T_s symmetnzmg property of the current sheet has been demonstrated in a
three-dimensional model of cosrmc ray transport including particle drifts [Kota and
Joklpn, 1983] At 1 AU, gradients with respect to the current sheet G_ of up to ~
-0 38 %/deg have been identified for cosrmc ray protons with energms >100 MeV m
varmus integral energy ranges [Newlark et al, 1984, Newlark and Flsk, 1985]
The Interplanetary current sheet is a surface
separating regionsof magnetm field pointinggenerally cmmm.__
toward or away from the sun In its least complicated "--J h
conf!guratlon,the near-sun currentsheet ls essen- t v, ,m\ ,,.. /, \
tlally a circle tilted with respect to the hehographm
equator As the rotating sun's magnetic field is drawn _ v.
out by the solar wind, warping of the current sheet
ensues, thus allowing two spacecraft separated m lati-
tude to sample fluxes on either rode of it (Figure 1) _._mm.-->
The near-sun current sheet extends up to ~60 ° north
N and south S of the equator and produces an rater- Fig 1 Schematic top-
planetary sector pattern that vanes between two and resentahon of NN and SS
four sectors during the period of thin study configuration[Hoeksema, 1984]
We deterrmne G_ using spacecraft trajectory mformatmn, the ratm of cosrmc
ray flux, and observations of the current sheet (magnetic field sector boundames) at
Voyager 1 (V1) and Voyager 2 (V2), separated in lat,tude by 10° to 21° Such a
dffferentml measurement has mgmficantly smaller non-latitudinal intensity varla-
tmns than a tangle-point measurement such as the type employed by Newklrk et al
and Newklrk and l_sk The cosrmc ray flux at an observatmn point in the heho-
sphere Ls j = Jb exp(Gr(r'Rb))exp(Ge(8-Scs)), where Gr m the radial gradmnt, Ge is
the colatltude gradient with respect to the current sheet, Rb is the radius of the
boundary of the hehosphere, 3b m the cosn_c ray flux at Rb, assumed constant, 0=_
,s the colatltude of the current sheet, and r and $ are the radius and colatltude of
the observatmn point Hehographm colatltudes (9 from 0° to 180 ° correspond to
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SI ultaneous agnetlC field and charged part1cle easure ents from the oy-
r cecraft t ltograph1c l lltude arallons fr  0 t  0 r  d t  
determme the latltude grad1ent of the galact1c COSffilC ray flux Wlth respect to the 
mterplanetary current sheet By co parmg the ratIo of COSffilC ray flux at oy-
a er 1 t  t at t ager  rmg nods en th s acecraft are first rth 
and then south of the mterplanetary current sheet, e find an est1mate of the 
lat1tudmal grad1ent With respect to the current sheet of approxunately -0 15 ± 
0.05 /deg der restrIcted mterplanetary condit1ons 
1. Introduction. rgan1zallon of COSffilC ray flux about the heltograph1c equator 
should result from sy metnes  the mterplanetary agnet1c field produced by the 
sun's rotatlon o ever, 1f partlCle dnfts are 1 portant  COSffilC ray transport, the 
COSffilC r y fl  s ould  rgamzed Wit  r spect t  t  mterplanetary rrent 
sheet. hls sy metrlzmg property of the c rrent sheet has been de onstrated m a 
three-dlmenslOnal odel of COSffilC ray transport mcluding partIcle dnfts [ ota and 
Joklpn, 1983] At 1 AU, grad1ents w1th respect to the current sheet G." of up to '" 
-033 /deg have been ldenltfied for COSIDlC ray protons With energIes >100 e  In 
varIOUS mtegral energy ranges [ e kirk et al , 1984, e kirk and FISk, 1985] 
he mterplanetary c rrent s eet 1S a s rface 
separatlng regIons of agnetIc field pomtmg generally 
t ard r a ay fr  t e s n I  Its least c pltcated 
configuratlOn, the near-sun current sheet IS essen-
bally a cIrcle tilted With respect to the heltographlc 
equator As the rotatmg sun's magnellc field IS drawn 
ut  t e s lar Wind, arpmg f t e rrent s eet 
ensues, thus alloWing t o spacecraft separated  latI-
tude to sample fluxes on eIther SIde of It (F1gure 1) 
 ar-sun urrent h et tends  t  "'600 rth 
N and south S of the equator and produces an mter-
planetary sector pattern t at vanes between t o and 
four sectors durIng the penod of th1S study 
[ oeksema, 84] 
t _VI __ ~ ____ ~~ ____ -4_ 
~ --V2-i-----f---+ 
!5 
LQNGITUDE_ 
FIg 1 Schemallc rep-
sentatlOn   d  
configuratIon 
e eterIDlne ." smg spacecraft trajectory formallon, t e ratlO f COSffilC 
ray flux, and observatIons of the current sheet ( agnetIc field sector boundanes) at 
Voyager 1 (Vl) and Voyager 2 (V2) , separated m lat1tude by 100 to 21 0 Such a 
ttIerenttal easurement as sl ficantly s aller on-lalttudmal mtens1ty var1a-
tlOns than a slngle-pomt easurement such as the type e ployed by NewkIrk et 0.1 
and ewkIrk and Fisk he COSffilC ray flux at an observat1on pomt m the hel1o-
sphere IS J  Jb exp(Gr(r-Rb»exp(Ge(C~)-(~cs»' here  IS the radIal gradIent,  1S 
the olatItude radIent With respect to the urrent s eet, b 1S t e radIus f t e 
oundary of the eltosphere, Jb 1S t e c snue ray flux t , assumed c nstant, 0cs 
IS e ola Itude  e u rent eet, nd a  e re e dIus nd ola ltude  
the observation pomt Heltographlc colat1tudes e from 00 to 1800 correspond to 
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hehographlclatitudesfrom 90°Nto90°S Timeseinesofslmultanecuscbservat_cn_
attwopolntsininterplanetaryspacewellseparatedinlatitudeallowestimatesofGO
tobe obtainedforeachintervalIntheseriesThese[ndlvldua[estlmatesofGe =
(hLP-Gr (r,-Te))/(@,-®e),wherethesubscrlpts1 and 2 refertoV1 and\-2,respec-
tively,andFIstheratiofthefluxatV1 tothatatV2,areindependentofvarlatlons
m theseparatlonoftheobservationpointsStatisticallyweightedaveragescf
_-_%uej),wheret(j)runsfrom 1 tonNN(_SF),thenumber ofobservatlonswhen both
J
spacecraftarenorth(NN)orbothsouth(SS)ofthecurrentsheet Thefirstcharac-
terofthetwocharacteridentifierrepresentsthemagnetlcfieldregionforVI,the
secondforV2 DataforNS and SN conflguratlonsarealsocollectedand areused
Independently,and[ncombinationwlththeNN andSSdata,toestimateGr
2. Data Se|ecUon.
Tirosstudycoverstheperiodfromday240,1981untHday190,1983,whiletheVI-V_
separationI creasedfromI9to4 7AU inradialdistancefromthesunandfromI0°
to21QinlatitudeV1 traveledfromIIto17AU andfrom8=Nto20=N Vl--V'_longi-
tudeseparationwasKI8° Dailysamplesofcountingratesofprotonswithenergies
>75 MeV and a median energy_iI GeV measuredby thenearlyIdenticalHigh
EnergyTelescopesoftheVoyagerCosmicRay Subsystem[Stone tal,1977],and F
theratiofV1 toV2 countingratesamplesareplottedinFigure2 Calendardays
fortheNN and SSdatasetsarehlghhghtedintheupperpanelby underscorlngV_'e
havecomparedmeasurementstakenatbothspacecraftonthesame dayunderthe
assumptionsthatconvectiveeffectsareunimportantontheaverage,conslstentwlth
long-intervalaverageobservatlons[Venkatesanetal,1988],and thatlocalvarla-
t,onsinthecosnmcraymtenslty,afterehrmnatlngsolarflaretransienteffects,are
duetovariationsInthedistancetothecurrentsheet[NewktrkandFIsk,1985]
13O
F_ 2 Daffysam-
ples of the _"
counting rates
of>75 MeV pro-
tons from V1 ,oo
and V_ (VI is
> 7_ MeV PROTONS
offsetfor cl=_r- o_o
Ity)and F the o,o+voY"G_.,
rat*ofV1 toV2 _ o4_{n
counting rate _ 040
samplesUncer- o
taIntlesare due 8 o35
to counting o3,
statistics
O2 235 285 535 20 70 120 !70 220 270 520 5
1982 1983
OAT OF YEAR
The eotLntmgratesof>75 MeV and ~I MeV protonswere usedtoehrmnate
periodspossiblycontaminatedby solarflareparticlesandForbushdoc;eascsPro-
tonenergyspectrand elementalabundancemeasurementsatlowerenergieswere
alsousedforthlspurpose Hourlyaveragesoftheinterplanetarymagneticfield
azimuthand elevationangles(Figure8)measuredby theVoyager_agnetlcField
Experimentwereusedtodeterminethelessactivemagneticfieldperiods,sector
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hehographic latItudes from 900 N to 90 0 S TIme series of simultanec'.ls observatlO~s 
at two pomts m mterplanetary space well separated m latttude allow estimates of Ge 
to be obtamed for each mterval m the senes These mdlVldual estImates of Ga = 
(lnT' -Gr (Tl-r2»/(0c02)' where the subscnpts 1 and 2 refer to V1 and \-2, respec-
tively, and r 1S the rat10 of the flux at V1 to that at V2, are mdepend0i:t of '.7anatlOns 
m the separatlon of the observatlOn pomts StattstlCally we1ghted ave~ages of 
<Ge>NN(SS) = L: w91,u ) Ge\(j)l L: w91,u) and <G,,>= t>:W91, G91, - L:w 9, Ge,)/ (L:'UJ9\ + 
1U) 'U) l7 J \ 
L:WeJ) , where l(J) runs from 1 to nNN(nss). the number of observallOns when both 
i 
spacecraft are north (NN) or both south (SS) of the current sheet The first charac-
ter of the two character 1dent1fier represents the magnet1c field reglOn for V1, the 
second for V2 Data for NS and SN configuratlOns are also collected and are used 
mdependently. and m combmatlOn WIth the NN and SS data, to estImate Gr 
2. Data Selection. 
This study covers the perlOd from day 240, 1981 until day 190, 1983, wh1le the V1-V2 
separatlOn mcreased from 1 9 to 47 AU m rad1al d1stance from the sun and from 10° 
to 21 0 m latttude V1 traveled from 11 to 17 AU and from 6°N to 20 c }J V1-v-Z long1-
tude separatlOn was ~16° Dally samples of countmg rates of protons w1th energIes 
>75 MeV and a medlan energy -1 1 GeV measured by the nearly IdentlCal Hlgh 
Energy Telescopes of the Voyager COSmiC Ray Subsystem [Stone et al. 1977], and r 
the ratlo of V1 to V2 countmg rate samples are plotted m F1gure 2 Calendar days 
for the NN and SS data sets are hlghhghted m the upper panel by underscormg We 
have compared measurements taken at both spacecraft on the same day under the 
assumptlOns that convectIve effects are ummportant on the average, conSIstent WIth 
long-mterval average observatlOns [Venkatesan et aI, 1983]. and that local vana-
bons m the COSmlC ray mtenslty. after ehmlnatmg solar flare trans1ent effects. are 
due to var1atlOns m the d1stance to the current sheet [Newklrk and F1Sk, 1985] 
Fig 2 Daily sam-
ples of the 
countmg rates 
of >75 MeV pro-
tons from V1 
and V2 (V1 1S 
offset for cldr-
lty) and r the 
ratio of V1 to V2 
countmg rate 
samples Uncer-
tamtles are due 
to countmg 
stat1stics 
VOYAGER I > 75 MeV PROTONS 
I 30 r = VOYAGER 2> 75 MeV PROTONS 
115 
050 
~045~ 
~:::A~ 
030 
o 25 235 285 335 20 70 120 
1982 
105 155 
DAY OF YEAR 
The countmg rates of >75 MeV and -1 MeV protons were used to ellmlnate 
penods poss1bly contammated by solar flare part1cles and Forbush decLeases Pl"O-
ton energy spectra and elemental abundance measurements at lower energles were 
also used for thls purpose Hourly averages of the mterplanetary magnetIC field 
aZlmuth and elevatlOn angles (Flgure 3) measured by the Voyager ~\1agnet1c FIeld 
Expenment were used to determlne the less act1ve magnetIC field penods, sector 
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polarities,and transitionreglons between sectors Tmne blocks of de.ta_'Tere
identifiedwhen Vl and V2 were m regions of magnet.c fieldpolnhng generally
toward or away from the sun along the expected fielddmechon, whlch isgenerally
perpendlcular to the radialdirectionin the outer solarsystem and parallelto the
equatorialplane near the equator The rmmmum sectorlength used hereto is4 5
days,so thatV1 and V2 were most hkely m fieldreglon_associatedwithplasma flows
from the sun'spolar coronal holes Thlsproduced Data Set (DS) I Then days vath a
poorlydefined tranmtlon region at eitherend of the magnetic sector and days with
ammuthal turbulence were ehrmnated in order to produce DS II Finally,days wlth
elevationangles pointing away from the equatorialregion and days wlth elevation
angle turbulence were collected into subset DS Hb When the elevationangle
changes by a large amount in less than a day or two as in DS lib,itis hkely to
represent a dynarmcaI effectsuch as the passage of transientmaterial or perhaps
reconnectlon at a sectorboundary, eitherof which could alterthe cosrrucray gra-
dlent Those quletestdays remalmng are subset DS lla
F_ 8 Magnetic
field azimuthand _ 4_-' .......................
elevation angles _ 4_.__ _-__.v/.,f "_" . "_" ""_ "-_
from V1 and V2 3,_ ;-, .....
The azimuth,_,is "_ "'I :I "I" '0°when thefieldis 4s . --_.A .-"_• _":.o_...;. --dmectedawayfrom 2 -4_"" i";" ._-'-"
the sun and the -,3_
-Z2S
elevation,_,Is 0° -.... -- ... ~-
when the field is _ .5 ' .........
along the space- .,,_ .-." _ . "
craft-sunllne Two " ', ', :. ', _ : ', _ : "1', r_,-' t _ _ _ _ _ _ : ,, :
cycles of k are ,.s
plotted Arrows _. ,3s ._. ROAD IhJghhght transition ; 4_ ..... -_....-45
regions inter- _,_ "_-- " • _ "-- _ ....-:,. -
preted as current -_
sheet crossings -_'_ "_""''""" -'_"" "
Thoselabeled"SB" ,_ ,_ , ,_o
NN NN NN _
areslrmlartosee- DAYOF1983
torboundariesat1
AU
3.Observationsand DiseusmonDeterrmnatlonof<G_> requiresknowledgeofthe
valueofGr,whmh can be estimatedfromNS and SN datasets,sincethelatitude
gradients,wh!chhaveoppositesignsinthetwohermsphereshouldaveragetozero
Averaged over NS and SN, <Gr>NssN = 2 21 ± 0 ii _/AU, consistentwlth radialgra-
dmntsreportedby[Venkatesanetal,1983] Grcanalsobedeterminedbyaverag-
ingtheNN andSS datasets,assumingthatGeisnegligibleThlsresultsIn<Gr>mVss
= 2 29+ 0 13_/AU,consistentwlth<Gr>_SSNand_uggestmgthatthebesteshmate
Istheaverageoverall152daysofdatawhichyields<Gr> = 2 25+ 008%/AU Note
thatanuncertaintyof0 1%/AU intheassumedGrintroducesan errorofonly001
Z=/degInthederived<Gg>
<GB> and <Gg> havebeencalculatedbothwithoutrestrictionson spacecra[t
position(unrestrictedaverage),and wlthrestrlctmnson spacecraftpos_honwlth
respectothecurrentsheetbasedupontlmetoorfromtheclosestsectorboun-
darycrossing(restrictedaverage)RequiringV2 tobeclosertothecq_rentsheet
thanV1 forNN dataandV1 closerthanV2 forSS data(seeeg,F_gurei),should
enhancethemeasured<G_>
S  4.2-  
47 
polantles, and transItIon reglOns between sectors TlIDe blocks of data wer~ 
l e tIfied hen i and V2 ere  re lO s of agneLc field pomtmg generally 
toward or away fro  the sun along the expected field dlrectlOn, WhICh IS generally 
perpendIcular to the radlal dIrectIOn m the ol...ter solar system and parallel to the 
equatorIal plane near the equator The rmmmum sector length used herem IS L,. 5 
days, so that Vi and V2 were most llkely In field reglOn'3 assocIated vT~th plasma fim"s 
from the sun's polar coronal holes ThIS produced Data Set (DS) I Then days WIth a 
poorly defined tranSItIon reglOn at eIther end of the magnetIC sector and days ;nth 
aZImuthal t r l  ere li mated m or er t  r uce S II m lly, a s "'tilt  
elevatlOn angles pomtmg away from the equatonal reglOn and days WIth elevatlOn 
angle turbulence were collected mto subset DS IIb hen the elevatlOn an61e 
changes by a large a ount m less than a day or two as m DS IIb, It IS hkely to 
represent a dynaffilcal effect such as the passage of tranSIent matenal or perhaps 
reconnectlOn at a sector boundary, eIther of WhICh could alter the COSffilC ray gra-
dIent Those qUletest days re a mg are subset DS IIa 
Fig 3 agnellc 
field aZImuth and 
elevallon angles 
from Vi and V2 
The aZImuth, A, IS 
0° when the field IS 
dIrected away from 
t e   he 
elevatlOn,6, IS 0° 
when the field IS 
along the space-
craft-sun lme o 
cycles of A are 
plotted Arrows 
highhght tranSItIon 
regIons mter-
preted as current 
sheet crossmgs 
se labeled  
are slffillar to sec-
tor nes t  
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3. servatIons a  isCUSSIOn. eterrmnatlOn of ~> reqUlres knowledge of the 
value of Gr , which can be estImated from NS and SN data sets, smce the latitude 
gradIents, which have OppOSIte SIgns m the two heffilspheres should average to zero 
veraged over NS and SN, <Gr>NSSN  221 ± 0 11 %/ AU, conSistent With radial gra-
dIents reported by [Venkatesan et aI, 1983] Gr can also be deterIThned by averag-
Ing the NN and SS data sets, assuffilng that Ga IS negligIble ThIS results m <Gr>NNSS 
 229 ± 0 13 %/ AU, conSIstent WIth r>"S,s,v, and suggestmg that the best ~stlmate 
IS the average over all 152 days of data WhICh YIelds <Gr>  225 ± 008 /AU Note 
that an uncertamty of 01 %/ AU m the assumed Gr mtroduces an error of only 001 
%/deg m the derived <G'6> 
<Go> and <G'6> have been calculated both wlthout restrIctlOns on spacecraft 
posltlOn (unrestricted average), and wlth restrIctlOns on spacecraft pOSltlOn WIth 
respect to the current sheet based upon tune to or from the closest sector boun-
dary crossmg (restncted average) Requmng V2 to be closer to the cqr;rent sheet 
than i for  ta nd i loser than  for S ta (se  e g , Igure 1), should 
enhance the easured < '6> 
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Table I <Go> and <G._>(# days ofobservatlon)
unrestrictedaverage
DS <Ge>m_ <Ge>ss <G_>
(Z/de_) (Z/de_) (Z/de_)
] 002±003(_2)# -002+004(2_) 002_003(74)
n 0 o3 ± 0 o4 (29) -0 01 .- 0 o4 (i9) 0 o2 _-0 o3 (48)
]la-002_005(21)-006_003(6)-001_004(27)
Ilb 0 14.-009 (8) 001 ±005 (13) 006±005 (_!)
restrictedaverage
DS <Ge>._ <Ge>ss <G,_>
(Z/deg) (Z/deg) (%/deg)
I -0121004(81) 009±007 (7) -011+003(88)
n -01s+005(10) 012+009 (5) -016 + 0 04 (15)
I]a -0 18 + 0 05 (10) -0 06 _ 0 011(1) -0 15 _ 0 o,5(11)
nb (0) 0_0+009 (4) -020+009 (4)
I
TableIlistsvaluesof<Ge> and <G_> forbothposl- o ' ! _ ;
tlonalcrlterla(thelouvercasesubscmptisforthespace- m DSHNn
craftclosertothecurrentsheet)usingGr = 2 25Z/AU _ "--]
for theradla[gradientcorrectionNotethattheunres- 8 [trieted<G_> displaysno observablegradient,whde the I_.restricted<G_> isstatisticallysignificantdisapproxl-
rnately-0 15± 0 05Z/deg Sincedifferencesbet_veenDS --']
Ha and DS libare statisticallyinsignificant,we haveno
ewdence thatfieldelevationturbulenceaffectedour
measurements F_ure 4 showstheseparatzonftheNn
andSSsubsetsforDSl] wlththerestrictedaverageNote 0.4-o_ /o o., 0.4o_
that,evenwlthsuch a smalldataset,a separationof G_('/./_,q)
means andmodesoftheNn andsSdistributions,attribut-
ableto a small,negativelatltudegradient,isevident Fig 4 <G_> forDS
Furtherstudlesarerequiredtodeterminewhethersuch If,restrlctedaver-
gradientsaretypicalofothertlmeperiods age
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Table 1 <Ge> and <G-J> (# days f observatIOn) 
unrestn ted average 
DS < Ge>NN 
(%/deg) 
I a 02 ± a 03 (52)# 
II a 03 ± 0 04 (29) 
IIa -0 02 ± a 05 (21  
Ilb 0 14 :t: 0 09 (8) 
restncted average 
DS < Ge>Nn 
(%/deg) 
I -0 2±004(21) 
II -018±0 5(10) 
IIa -0 18 ± 0 05 (10) 
lIb ------------- (0) 
<Ge>ss 
(%/deg) 
-0 02 ± a 04 (22) 
-001:t:004(19) 
-  06 ± 00  (6) 
o 01 ± 0 05 (: 3) 
< Ge>ss 
(%/deg) 
009 ± 007 (7) 
o 12 ± 009 (5) 
-006 ± 001 (1) 
2 ±009 (4) 
<Gv> (%/deg) 
o 02 ± 0 03 (74) 
o 02 ± 0 03 (48) 
-001 ± 0 04 (27  
0 6 ± 0 05 (21) 
<G",> 
(%/deg) 
-0 11 ± 0 03 (28) 
-0 16 ± 0 04 (15) 
-015 ± 0 05 (11) 
- 2 ±009 (4) 
os II sS 
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Table 1 hsts values of <Ge> and <G",> for both POSI-
tIonal crIterI  (the lower case subscnpt IS for the space-
craft closer to the current sheet) usmg Gr = 225 %/ AU 
for the radIal gradIent correctlO  Note that the unres-
trlCte  <G",> dIsplay  n  observabl  gradIent, while the 
restn ed <G",> IS statI tlCally slgmf cant and 1S approxI-
matel  -0 15 ± 005 %/deg Smce dIffer nces betwee  DS 
IIa and DS lIb are stat1 tlCally mS1gm icant, we have no 
eVldence that field elevatlOn turbulence affected our 
measurements Figure 4 shows the separatlO  of the Nn 
and sS subsets for DS II w1th the restn ted average Note 
that, ven With such a small d ta set, a separatlO  of 
means and modes of the Nn and sS dIstnbutlOns, attn t-
able to a small, negat1ve latit  grad1ent  1S eVldent 
Further stud1es are reqUlred to d termme whether such 
grad1ents are typlCal f other tIme penods 
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SPATIAL VARIATION OF COSMIC RAYS NEAR THE HELIOSPHERIC CURRENT SHEET
J. R. Jokipii
Universityof Arizona,Tucson,Az.
and
J.Kota
CentralResearchInstitutefor Physics,Budapest
ABSTRACT.We reporta quantitativecomparisonbetweentheoreticalpredic-
tlons and observationsof the intensityof galacticcosmicrays near the
interplanetarycurrentsheet. Comparison of our model calculationsis
made with a statisticalanalysisof observationsof galacticcosmicrays
at Earth and the simultaneouspositionof the currentsheet. We use an
ensemble of differentcurrentsheet inclinations,in order to make the
analysisof the computationsapproximatethe methodused to analysethe
data.
1. INTRODUCTION.The transport of cosmic rays in the interplanetary
magnetic field is the consequenceof four basic effects - diffusion,
convectlon,coolingand gradient and curvaturedrifts. The resulting
transportequationfor the distributionfunctionf may be written:
L "_r,. (1)
- V, ) - V. • 9.V
where P is momentum,_ is wind velocityand _ is the diffusiontensor.
A varietyof solutionsof this equation_'hasappearedin the litera-
ture. A straightforwardapplicationof the equationleadsto a situation
in which the particledriftsplay a very importantand perhapsdominant
role in the modulation of galactic cosmic rays (see, e.g.Jokipii and
Kopriva, 1979, Jokipii and Davila, 1981, and Kota and Joklpii, 1982).
The problem of the intensitynear the interplanetarycurrentsheet was
first addre6sedobservationallyby Newkirkand Lockwood(1981). Subse-
quently, Kota and Jokipii (1982)showed that the Newkirk and Lockwood
resultswere consistentwith theirthree-dimensionalcode.
More-sophisticatedanalysesof the observationswere reported by
Newkirkand Fisk (1985)and Newkirk,Asbridgeand Lockwood(1985). Here
we determinethe agreementof theseobservationswith our model.
2. The Model Calculations.We have developeda 3-dimensional code to
solve the full transportequation. We use a straightforwardextrapola-
tion of observationstaken near the eclipticplane. The model is static
in a coordinateframe corotatingwith the Sun. The numericaltechnique
and detailsof the model are describedelsewhere(Kotaand Joklpii1982).
The interplanetarymagneticfieldis the same as thatused by Jokipiiand
Thomas (1981).The field at the solar surface is assumed to be uniform
and radial, with opposite signs on either side of a magnetic equator.
This magnetic equator is a tilted plane at the sun, which is a wavy
neutralsheet at largerheliocentricradii in interplanetaryspace (see
Figure 2 of Jokipiiand Thomas 1981). The degreeof wavinessincreases
from a minimum near solarminimum to a largevaluenear 90 near sunspot
maximum. The fieldon eithersideof the currentsheetis an Archimedean
spiral. The case in which the northern hemisphere field is outward
corresponds to the field parameter A bein_ positive. The _olar wind
speed was taken radialand constantin magnltudeat 400 km s-'. We are
not yet able to use a spatially-varyingsolarwind speed.
The paralleldiffusioncoefficient,_i, was assumedto be Inversely
proportionalto the magneticfield strength,B ,
I_q = J_"O'_{O(Bearth/B) (2)
with P being the particle rigidity in GV, is the particlevelocity in
units of velocity of light, and Ko is a normalization constant in the
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range 1021 - 1023 if is expressed in cm2/sec (see, eg.,Jokipii and
Davzla,1981). The ratioof perpendicularand paralleldiffusioncoeffi-
cients was kept constant at _j./KI, ffi0.05-0.10. To reduce computing
requirements the outer boundary was set at r = 15 AU, with some runs
carried out for a 30 A.U. boundary. The general features of the
solutions have been discussed in detail elsewhere (Kota and Joklpii,
1982), and their discussion will not be repeated here, except to re-
iterate that the solutions are clearly affected by the particle drifts.
Of most interest here is the dependence of the intensity on the structure
of the interplanetary current sheet illustrated in the contour plot in
figure (I). It is clear that the magnetic field organizes the cosmic-ray
intensity in a characteristlc manner relative to the current sheet, and
that this organization is different for the two signs of the interplane-
tary magnetic field. Note also, for future reference, that the intensity
is not simply dependent on the distance from the current sheet.
,so
Fig. 1 Computed contours of
-- equal intensityat a radius
of 1 A.U., for protons of
energy 2.36 GeV. Inclina-
_,too tion of current sheet = 45°.
z_ K0=1.0xI022cm2/sec,and the
< outer boundary was at 15
o= 60
< A.U. All other parameters
as in Jokipii and Kota,
1982.
90 180 270 360
LONGITUDE(DEG)
3.ComparisonWith Observations
a.The Data.
Given the above, it is of interest to stud_ observationallythe
relationshipbetween the current sheet and cosmlc rays. The analyses
carriedout by Newkirkand Lockwood(1981)and Newkirkand Fisk (1985a)
and Newkirk,Asbridgeand Lockwood(1985)attackedthis problemstatisti-
cally, in order to minimize the problem of transient, tlme-dependent
effects. They studied the dependence of the intensity of the Mr.
Washington neutronmonitor (to protons of about 5.3GeV energy)on the
distance from the current sheet,for data obtained in the years 1973-
1978.Data from the years aroundsunspotmaximum were not included.The
determined the positionof the current sheet from coronalwhite light
data,which has _een determined to be quite accurate.Their figure (9)
shows a scatterplot of the daily intensityvs. the heliomagneticlati-
tude at the point of observation (definedas the angular dlstance in
degreesalonga meridianto the currentsheet,which definesthe helioma-
gnetlc equator). The data show considerablescatter, which is to be
expectedsinceeffectsof transientdisturbances,etc.may be expectedto
disruptthe pattern. Nontheless,there is a clear trendin the data,and
the solid linegives the bestfit of the function
I = a0 + aI sin2(_._ (3)
the data, where _,_%isheliomagneticlatitude. The fit to theto data,
with aO=_%7 and a! =-11"7 is quite well-determined. In a subsequentpaper, _ewkirk, Asbfidge and Lockwood examined the energy dependence or
the ratio ala by analysing data from a variety of other sources. Thes.edata show t_/at 0 the e_rect depenos inversely on energy, scaling approxi-
mately as T-0.8. It should be noted, however, that this obser-
vational result is still consistent with there being no instantaneous
latitudinal gradient. For, since all of the observations are taken near
the solar equatorial p_lane, the large values of an_m_occurred when thecurrent sheet was far _rom the equatorial plane, the inclination of
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the current sheet was large. Hence, if the intensity of cosmic rays
_loballv were small when the current-sheet inclination was large, then a
scatterisobserved.Pl°tOfwe m_l_S notintensitYdiscussW°uldthistendpossibllitytObe loweranyfurtheratlargeher_,m_,asaS
it does not affect the analysis•
b• The Model Calculations.
In order to compare these data with the model, it is important to
simulate the methods used to analyse the data very accurately.
First, we note that the inclination of the current sheet varied
considerably over the time period spanned by the data set, so it would
not be appropriate to use only one simulation, with one current sheet
inclination. Second, the orbit of the Earth carries the point of obser-
vation sinusoidally seven degrees above and below the heliographic equa-
tor. Since the maximum value of mg in the data set shown in figure (9)
of Newkirk and Fisk is approximately 55°, a maximum current sheet incli-
nation of 45° would give a maximum _ _. of 52°. The work of Jokipii and
Thomas (1981) suggesEs a minimum incl_bnation of the order of 15° Hence,
three different inclinations, 15, 30, and 45 degrees were computed for
each parameter set. A fourth inclination of 0 degrees was also used in
some of the runs, with little change in the results. Then, to simulate
the motion of the Earth in its orbit, the intensity was determined at a
number of points, which were spaced in heliographic latitude and longi-
tude just as the Earth is in its orbit. For each such point, in addition
to the computed intensity,j, the heliomagnetic latitude mgaS defined byNewkirkand Fiskwas calcu_lated.
2500 , , , , , , _ , , , . , ,
240o _,___!;/,_ _"_'_'_'_""'_ Fig• 2 a. Scatter _lot
..... ,' of intensity vs /tm_
_- summed over three incll_
e_0c nations 15, 30 and 45=.
" degrees, for the para-b-
z meters of fig I. b,c,d
--220C : ! : : _ _ i i i : : :
>_ I _' c d give the individualcon-,,,,_,,., ,,,, tributionsfor the three
2400 .,,,,_,-. ,, inclinations
....;;.,-_,,_ _,,,.,;_
[ t I I _ ,, I I I
,o 5'o,o
Xmq [DEG) ,.
The resultingset of points(j,_m@), for threeinclinationsand
along the Earth'sorbit is illustrated:infigure (2a)for one set of
parameters. Note that there is considerable scatter in the points,
reflectingthe facr_that the computedintensitydependson other para-
meters as well as _ _... Nontheless. the calculated values show a trend
toward decreasingint-g_nsityas _ m_ increases,similarto that found in
the databy Newkirk and Fisk. FigEres(2 b,c,d) show the scatterplot
obtained for the individual inclinations.
Finally, a least squares fit of equation (3) to the synthesized
scatterplotwas made to obtainthe"theoreticalvalue"of thecoeffi-
cientsa0 and alfor each given set of parameters. This procedurewas
repeated_or each set of parameters(diffusioncoefficientnormalization,
energy,etc).As mentionedabove,the absolutevaluesare irrelevant,so
the ratio alian is used in what follows. Illustratedin figure(3)gives
the _ariation_f thisratio for a range of diffusion-coefffcientormal-
izations for particlesof energy 2.36GeV, together with the value for
this energy given by Newkirk, Asbridge and Lockwood (1985). Clearly,
there is a broad range of plausiblediffusioncoefficientsfor which the
computed value is close to that observed.
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We also studied the energy dependence of the ratio at/ao. We found
that although the calculated value does indeed decrease w-lib-increasing
article energy, and agrees well with the data at a few GeV energy, the
unctional dependence is not the simple power law seen in the data. We
expect that changing the energy dependence of the diffusion tensor could
improve agreement here, but have not been able to verify this.
4. Summary and Interpretation The analysis presented above demonstrates
that a mode_of modulation, in which the dominant physical effect is the
large-scale structure of the interplanetary magnetic field_ is quantita-
tively consistent with the analysis of the data reported by Newkirk and
Lockwood (1981) and Newkirk and Fisk (1985a,b). At present the only
significant dlscrepancy appears to be in the somewhat different energy
dependences obtained from the data and from the model, and it appears
likely that modifying the diffuslon coefficlent may improve this. Taken
together with other comparisons of the theory with data, including the
prediction of 22-year solar magnetlc cycle effects (Jokipli and Thomas,
1981, and Kota and Jokipii, 1982), and detailed comparison wlth the
inclination of the current sheet (Smith and Thomas, 1985), this suggests
that many features of the solar-cycle modulation of galactic cosmic rays
are a consequence of the model, and that drifts may well be a dominant
process in solar modulation.
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We also studied the energy dependence of the ratio all ao. We found 
that although the calculated value does indeed decrease w1th increasing 
particle energy, and agrees well with the data at a few GeV energy, the 
functional dependence is not the simple power law seen in the data. We 
expect that changing the energy dependence of the diffusion tensor could 
improve agreement here, but have not been able to verify this. 
4. Summary and Interpretation The analysis presented above demonstrates 
that a model of modulation, in which the dominant physical effect is the 
large-scale structure of the interplanetary magnet1c field, is quantita-
tively consistent with the analysis of the data reported by Newkirk and 
Lockwood (1981) and Newkirk and Fisk (1985a,b). At present the only 
signif icant d1Screpancy appears to be in the somewhat different energy 
dependences obtained from the data and from the model, and it appears 
likely that modifying the diffus10n coeffic1ent may improve this. Taken 
together with other comparisons of the theory with data. including the 
prediction of 22-year solar magnet1c cycle effects (Jokip1i and Thomas, 
1981. and Kota and Jokipii. 1982). and detailed comparison w1th the 
inclination of the current sheet (Smith and Thomas, 1985), this suggests 
that many features of the solar-cycle modulation of galactic cosmic rays 
are a consequence of the model, and that drifts may well be a dominant 
process in solar modulation. 
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EFFECTSOFA WAVYNEUTRALSHEETONCOSMICRAYANISOTROPIES
J. K_ta (1,2)and J.R.Jokipii(I)
(I) The Universityof Arizona,Tucson,Arizona,USA
(2) CentralResearchInstitutefor Physics,Budapest,Hungary
Abstrpct.We presentthe first resultsof our 3-D numericalcodecalcula-
ting cosmic ray anisotropies.The code includesdiffusion,convection,
adiabaticcooling,and drift in an interplanetarymagneticfield model
containinga wavy neutralsheet.Wefind thatthe 3-D model can reproduce
all the principalobservationsfor a resonableset of parameters.
Introduction.In the last decade, the effectsof curvatureand gradient
driftsbecamea centralissuein the theoryof cosmicray transport.It
has been suggestedthat drift may play an important,and perhapsdomi-
nant, role in cosmic ray propagationin the heliosphere,and it may be
responsiblefor the asymmetriesappearingin consecutivell-yearcycles
• !
(Jokipii,Levy and Hubbard 1977; Jokipii and Koprlva 1980; Kota 1979;
Jokipii and Thomas 1981; K_ta and Jokipii 1983)oThe first success of
driftmodelsin explaininggalacticcosmic-rayphenomenawas the explana-
tion of the phase shiftof the solardailyvariation(Levy1976)observed
in the years of the seventies,following the polarity reversal of the
solarmagneticfield.The firstquantitative2-dimensional(2-D)calcula-
tionwas carriedout by Jokipiiand Kopriva (1980).In this work, howe-
ver, the too smallvalue of the diffusioncoefficient,_, led to unrea-
sonableanisotropiesin some cases.K_ta (1981)derivedan approximate
force-field solution with a virtually perfect isotropyoThis model,
however,reliedupon the too simplepictureof lhard-sphere'scattering.
The well known phase shift of the solar daily variation(Duggaland
Pomerantz, 1975) is naturally explained by 2-D models (Levy 1976,
Kadokuraand Nishida1984).The magneticconfigurationof the seventies
(A>0)yields a smallerradialdensitygradientwhich cannotbalancethe
convectionby the solarwind and thusresultsin a net outwardstreaming.
Another well establishedobservation is the presence of the polarity
dependent N-S anisotropy associated with the B_ x _n streaming
(Bercovitch1970, Pomerantz and Bieber 1984).In the seventies(A>0),
this streamingis directedaway from the neutralsheet.In a 2-D model,
this pattern of streaming is hard to reconcile with the div S_< 0
requirement, thus 2-D models are bound to encounter difficulties in
explaining both observations.
The basic difficulty, in principle at least, may be removed if, viola-
ting the axial and N-S symmetries, a wavy neutral sheet is included. It
is the purpose of this work to demonstrate that a 3-D model is indeed
able to reproduce all components of the observed anisotropies. We present
the first anisotropy results of our 3-D code incorporating a wavy neutral
she et.
Th_._fieModel. We used a 3-D numerical code to solve the modulation equation
including diffusion, convection, adiabatic deceleration and drift. The
model and the scheme of calculation were described in detail elsewhere
(K_ta and Jokipii 1983, see also the preceding paper SH-4.2-10 in this
issue). Briefly, a usual spiral field is adopted, the magnetic equator is
a tilted plane at the sun, which then evolves into a wavy sheet (Jokipii
and Thomas 1981). The case of A>0 corresponds to outward polarity above
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J. K6ta (1,2) and J.R. Jokipii (1) (1) The University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, USA (2) Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hungary 
Abstract. We present the first results of our 3-D numerical code calcula-ti g cosmic ray anisotropies. The code includes diffusion, convection, adiabatic cooling, and drift in an interplanetary magnetic field model contai ing a wavy neutral sheet. We find that the 3-D model can reproduce a l the pri ci al observaticns for a resonable set of parameters. 
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the sheet and inward polarity below the sheet while A<O corresponds to
the opposite configuration (sixties and eighties). Steady state is
assumedin the frame corotatingwith thesun.The most seriouslimitation
of the code is that it assumes constant solar wind speed thus many
phenomena,like shocks,are precluded.
Calculationswere carriedout for protonsin the 1 - I0 GV range.The
parallel diffusion coefficient,_,, was assumed to be inversely
proportionalto the magneticfieldstrength,B,
_, = KoPl/2_(Bearth/B)
with P being the particlerigidityin GV, _ is the particlevelocity
in units of velocity of _ght_ and Ko is a normalization constant in
the range of I0Z_ - I0Z_ cmZ/secoThe ratio of the perpendicularand
paralleldiffusioncoefficientswas kept constantat _/_, -0.05-0.20.
Results and Discussion. Anisotropies were calculated at three
heliocentric distances (0.5, I, and 5 AU) over the full range of
heliographiclatitudesand longitudes.Here, we presentthe resultsnear
the earth. The anisotropies to be reported are obtained at the
helioequator,at I AU, and averagedover longitudesin a magneticsector.
The eclipticcomponentsof the anisotropy responsible for the solar
daily variationare given in FiguresI and 2 (P-2.3GV; w._/_, -.05).It
shouldbe noted that the anisotropiesobtainedfor a flat sheet (dashed
lines)show sharp changesat the neutralsheet.The actualvalues(dots)
may considerablydifferfrom the averagesover a (-5°, 5°) latitudeband
(open circles).Inmost cases,A>0 gives an earlierphase and a smaller
amplitudewhich is in generalagreementwith observations.Similarre-
sults were obtained for other rigidities,too.At large values of Ko,
understandably,drift effectsdiminish and a near perfect corotatlon
applles.The breaks in the lines in the K_ = 1.5-5.1022cm2/sec rangeU .
indicatethat corota_ionshouldbe reachedsomewherein this interval.
Figure 3 shows _, the zenith angle componentof the averagenear
earth anisotropyabove the neutralsheetfor P - 2.3CV. Considerfirst
the caseA>0, when the 'observed'value of_ is negative in accordance
with the sense of theB_xyn streaming.Curve(a) correspondingto_,
= .05and o_= 15° yieldsthe correctsignfor_. Largertilt angle (o_=
30°, curve (b)),however, may alreadygive positivevalues,too. If we
take,on the otherhand, a larger perpendiculardiffusion (curve(c):
_ /_-.20,o1=30o)_ willagain point in the proper direction for all
values of Kn. The underlying physical picture is that, in the case of
largetilta_glesand small perpendiculardiffusion,most particlesreach
the earth without having interactedwith the neutralsheet. Being too
far from the earth,the neutralsheetbecomesirrelevantfor A>0. As for
A<0, particles intersect the sheet several times before reaching the
earth. As a result,the calculated_ always shows the propersenseand
is fairlyindependentof the tiltangle,co.
Figure4 indicatesthat the magnitudeof_ increasesand its sign
becomes more distinctivewith increasingrigidities.This finding can
also be anticipated since drift effects are expected to be more
pronouncedat higherrigidities.
The typicalazimuthaldependenceof the N-S anisotropyis presented
in Figure5. In most cases,we cannotfind a one-to-onecorrespondence
betweenthe signofj_ and the polarityof the field. In general,smal-
ler tilt angle, and larger _-_ results in a better correlation; the
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correlation also improves at higher rigidities. At 5 AU heliocentric
distance, virtually all our runs gave a I00 percent correlation. To
interpret this, we note that the waves in the neutral sheet become rela-
tively tighter at larger distances from the sun. Thus we expect the
effects of waviness to be more direct there.
Conclusion. Our numerical results demonstrate that the inclusion of a
wavy neutral sheet may explain all components of the observed anisotro-
pies. We find a general agreement between 'theoretical' and 'observed'
anisotropies for a wide range of parameters. At high latitudes, veil
above or below the sheet, however, we predict the anisotropy to point
toward the equator in the case of A>0. This is in contrast to the
poleward direction expected from the B_x _n term only.
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EFFECTSOF SOLARMAGNETICF£ELDON COSMIC RAYS
Gon_herG.A., KoqemeetsE.V.,
Lyskhova A.Kh.p Slyunyaeva N.V., Stekol'nlkov H.V.
Kazakh State Unlverslty, Tlmlryazeva St. 46,
Alme-Ata 480121,0SSR
The paper is devoted to sere @_pects of problem of
galactic ce_tic ray (gcr) propagation including inversion
of solar total m&ene_ic field (stmf,) and to analysis of
experlmental f_ct_ r_lated te hellomsgRetic cycle.
It is ksown't (Jokipii l.R.,et ai,,1977, Krainev
M.V.,1979,Erkhov V.I.,et ai..1983) that the global strecture
ef solar tot_l m_gne.ttc field ( Parker's field) results in
additional flux of gcr generated by curvature and gradient
drifts. Velocity of charged particles drift is
d
vhere_i_ _- antlsymmetric part of diffusion tensor. It can bewritten for atmf in the f_rm
where _'_'£ is reg,ular part and _a- s&nBular part Of velocity,
Delta function is cennected with the fact of existence of
boudary between inward and outward lines of force of magnetic
field of the S_n that is neut,ral cur_rent sheet.
The main equation including diffusion, convection,
energy changes end drifts in helioce_tric system of
coerdiaste is of the form: (_)
ehere_:_ _ Is density of galactic cosmic rays, _ -
kinetic eaergy -- Te analyse effects related to
redistribution of &alactic cosmic r_ys due to drift motion
let's consider the equation including only convection.
diffusion along lines of force of magnetic field and drift.
We obtain
Int_r_tion of equation (4) over _ within the limits
of _/R-_ and _/2._ and approaching _ to zero gives foll_wing
condition_
_herofl_(_)-density of 8_lactic cosmic _ays out of modulation
r$_ion t,hatia fo_ r_r o •
It sho_d be noted that on the basis of general
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It ia kaown'.. (Jokif)U I.R. ,e-t al., 1977. Krainev 
H.V.,1979,Erkhov V,I.,et 81.,1983) that tbe global struct~re 
of aolar tot-e-l lIlagnetic fie-Id ( Parker' s field) results in 
additional flux of gcr generated by curvature and gradient 
drifts. Velocity of charged particles drift ia 
~L= o~LiA) (1) 
(A) a)(J 
wh re ~li. - anti8y •• etric part of diffusion tensor. It can be 
wri tten for ittllf in the for. 
--... r --?;)=:l)J.. +o(9-!li/2)~2 (2) 
.here ~.L is re-i·ular part and ~z. - s.ingular part of velocity. 
Delta fUAction is cooRected with the f·act of existence of 
boudar, between inward and outward lines of force of magnetic 
field of tbe Su.n that is neut·ral cur·rent she-et. 
The lIlain &quatioB iBCludiR~ diffusion. cORvection, 
energy changes and drifts in heliocentric system of 
coordinate is of the for.: 
iI-M 'l'(~R-f1.JJ -~"hi"8le[si"9(ifto8e- -n9J.)]+ j~le(,W~) }! 
.here oL: rZ~~fI , n. is density of galactic 
kinetic energy. T0 analyse effects 
redistr1btlti.01l of g.alactic c0slltic rays due 
let's cGne14.r the equation including 
diffusion along lin~s of force of sagnetic 
We ebtain 
cos_ic rays, £ -
related to 
to drift .otion 
only convecti~n. 
field and drift. 
4Jt.[~~;t~-nu-n.1)'l)1-.~~[~6n.!DD] = 0 (4) 
Inte.1Jration of equation (4) over " 
of !/i/2. -E and $/2 -1-£ and approaching So to 
condition: 
/7..( 'l,E,(}=Ji/2)::' It,,(e) 
within the limits 
zero gives follGwing 
( 5) 
where l1o(t)-density af galactic COSII);i..c r.ays out of modulation 
r&&ian tlla t ie fe,r r~ro • 
It shOQd be noted that on the b.&is of general 
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mathematical considerations (Nors F.M.,Feshbach C.,1958)
condition(5) has sense only for odd cycles of solar activity.
In order to solve parabolic equation (4) we used traditional
boundary conditions for this kind of the problems ( Ashirov
R.R. et al.,1979,Krylov V.I.,et a1.,1977)
where (- parameter, =
The set of boundary conditions (5) and (6) allows to
solve equation (4) correctly. Grid technique and Crank
Nicholson schemes (Krylov V.I.,B_bkov V.V**Nonastyrsky
V.I,,1977) were employed for solution. Equation (4) was
solved for the energy range 8>lGeV.Figure 1 shows radial
variation o£ _/f_o at the heliolatitude -7 for energies 1
and 10 GeV. Figure 2 illustrates latitudinal variations of
_/_or the energies. Following values of latitudinal
gradient of gcr were obtained st the orbit of the Earth:
Hence including iu the equation of gcr
propagation the term describing drift of particles results
in redistribution of density sappearance of latitudinal
gradient and reduction of modulation depth.
Letts consider and analyse exp_rimental data connected
with hell,magnetic cycle. As follows from abovementioned
facts latitudinal gradient results in N-S asymmetry (
Kolomeet$ E.V..et alo.1977) Let I
cosmic rays end solar activity, s eonsider asymmetry ofFigure 3 shows mplitude f
north-south asymmetry in the stra_osphere date of _irny end
Murmansk at the depths of 20 g/sm (a) and 480 g/s_ (b). One
can see that amplutude of the effect grows with the depth in
the atmosphere, this fact demonstrates rigid energy spectrum
of the effect.
The investigation of solar activity during the last
magnetic cycle reveals pronounced _-S asymmetry st ell
hell,latitudes. Figure 4 shows north-south asymmetry for the
ranges of heliolatitudes (20-30) (a); (30-40) (b); (40-5e)
(c). One can see 22-year wave in $-S asymmetry. The change
of the sign of north-south asymmetry occurs during the
periods of inversion of solar total magnetic field. Periods
of inversion are shaded.
In order to study nature of 22-year variation of
neutron component of. cosmic rays we analysed continuous set
of the data of neutron monitors of the worldwide network for
the last magnetic cycle. The wave averaged over two
eleven-year cycles was substructed from original data to
exclude ll-year variation. Figure 5(a) shows obtained 22-year
variation for Deep River station,
Taking into account 22-year wave in solar activity we
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a them tieal onsiderations (Mors .  •• Fe& baeh G.,1958) 
condition(5) has sense only for odd cycles f solar ctivity. 
In rder to solve arabolic equation (4) e used traditional 
boundary conditions for this kind of the problems ( shirov 
.R. t l.,1979,Krylov .I.,et l.,1977) 
n..(Z='lo,t,e)=nc(t); [6'n.+(1-6)f,}J(=O (6) 
where 6' _ parameter. '2.=0 
The set of boundary conditions (5) and (6) allows to 
solve equation (4) correctly. Grid technique and Craak 
ich lson schemes (Ir lov .I.,Babkov .V.,Monastyrsky 
.l.,1977) ere e ployed for solution. quation ( ) as 
solved for the energy range £>lGeV.Figure 1 shows radial 
variation of n.ino at the heliolatitude -7 for ener8i~s 1 
and 10 e . igure 2 illustrates latitudinal ariations f 
~/~or the enar-gies. Following values of latitudinal 
radient of gcr ere obtained at the orb~t of the arth: 
~ l/)(c = 1 GeV):::1.9%/()..u ~ ¥o(E =lOGeV)=D.16%/o...u 
ence including in the equation of gcr 
propagation the term escribing rift of articles results 
in r distribution f ensity . pe rance f latitudinal 
gradient and reduction of odulation depth. 
et's onsider and nalyse pxpprimental ata c nected 
ith eliomagnetic cycle. s f llows from abovementioned 
facts latitudinal radient r sults i  -S asymmetry ( 
olomeets g.  •• et a1 •• 1917). et's eonsider asymmetry of 
eos ic rays and solar activity. igure  ows a plitude of 
north-south asymmetry in the stratosphere data of MirnJ and 
urmansk at the depths of 20 g/sm1 (a) and 480 S/sJ ( ). ne 
can see that a plutude of the effect grows ith the depth in 
the atmosphere. this fact demonstrares rigid energy spectrum 
f t e fect. 
Tbe investigation of solar activity during the last 
magnetic cycle reveals pronounced I-S asvmm~try At ell 
beliolatitudes. igure 4 shows north-south asymmetry for the 
ranges of heliolatitudes (20-30) (a); (30-40) (b): (40-50) 
(c). One can see 22-year wave in N-S asy metry. The change 
of the sign of north-south asy metry occurs during tbe 
periods of inversion of solar total magnetic field. Periods 
f version re aded. 
In order to study nature of 22-year variation of 
neutron component of' cosmic rays we analysed continuous set 
f e ta f utron onitors f e rldwide twork r 
the last agnetic cycle. The ave averaged over t o 
eleveD-year cycles was substructed from original data to 
exclude II-year variation. Figure 5(a) shows obtained 22-year 
ariation f r eep iver station. 
Taking into account 22-year wave in solar activity we 
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Fig.3. Temporal variation of amplitude of N-S asymmetry
stratosphere data of r41rny and _urmansk).
Fig.4. Temporal variation of N-S asymmetry of solar activity
at various hellolatltude regions.
Fig 5. 22-year variation of cosmic ray intensity, observed at
Deep River. (a) -22-year wave in cosmic rays expected due to
corresponding variation of solar activity. (b)- variation of
cosmic ray intensity due to drift effects,
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Fig.3. Temporal variation of amplitude of N-S asymmetry 
stratosphere data of Mirny and Murmansk). 
Fig.4. Te poral variation of N-S asy etry of solar activity 
at various heliolatitude re2ions. 
Fig 5. 22-year variation of cos ic ray intensity, observed at 
Deep iver. (a) -22~year wave in cos ic rays expected due to 
corresponding variation of solar activity. (b)- variation of 
cos ic ra  i t sity due to rift eff ts. 
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determined contribution of the _ve to cosmic ray intensity.
22-year wave in cosmic rays expected due to 22-year variation
o£ solar activity was found on tile basis of empirical
relation between solar activity and cosmic ray intensity.
The result is given in figure 5 (b). One can see that
obtained change in cosmic rays due to solar activity is in
opposite phase with the observed variation of cosmic rays.
Substructing from obtained 22-year wave wave expected _ee to
corresponding variation of solar activity we obtained
variation of cosmic ray intensity produced by other
mechanisms and among them drift of particles in solar total
magnetic field. So corresponding variation o£ solar
activity, inversion of solar total magnetic £ield, drift
effects and other space distributions contribute to the
observed 22-year variation.
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{Fig.1. Radial dependence of gcr density at heliolatitude
at energy_ 10 GeV.
Fig.2. Latitudinal dependence of gcr density at energies 1
and 10 GeV.
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etermined c ntribution f t e W&v~ t  cos~tc ra  i tensity. 
22-year ave i  cos ic ra s expected du~ t  -year ariation 
of s lar tivity as found on the asis f e pirical 
relation bet een s lar activity and cosmic ray i tensity. 
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DETEE_INATION OF GALACTIC COSMIC RAY LATITNDINAL
GRADIENT USING EARTH BASED DETECTORS
Badruddin and R.S.Yadav
Space Science Group,Dept. of Phys.,A.M.U.,Aligarh(India)
ABSTRACT
Using cosmlc ray intensity data of Deep River Neutron
monitor and relation between solar wind veloclty and hello-
magnetlc latitude,an attempt has been made to evaluate quan-
titatively the latltudinal gradient of cos_aicray intensity
durlng the perlods domlnated by a two sector pattern. Assuml_g
a constant orlentation of the heliosphermc current sheet on
a time scale of the order of a year,arelationshlp is determ-
ined between the cosmic ray intensity and the hellomagnetlc
latitude.
I,Introduction. Galactic cosmic ray intenslty gradlents play
an important role in guidlng theoretical models of cosmlc ray
transport in the heliosphere. The behavmour of radisl and
latitudinal intensity gradients wlth tlme and hellocentrlc
radial distance is of interest for the overall understanding
of the cosmlc ray modulatlon.Most of the earller studles of
latitudinal gradments were made with respect to hellographmc
equator or the ecllptlc plane.However,wroth the reallzatlon
of the importance of heliospheric current sheet,two recent
studies(Badruddin et al.,I985;Newkirk & Fisk,I985)have addre-
ssed this problem by assuming the heliospheric current sheet
to be the hellomagnetlc equator.
In this extenslon,of our earlier analysms,we shall _mve
a quautitatlve relationship for determing the helmomagnetlc
latitudinal gradient at IAU durlng a permod (I974) domlnated
by two sector pattern.
2.Method. We have calculated the heliomagnetlc latltude(e)
using the relationshlp,given by Zhao and Hundhausen(I98I),
between the solar wind veloclty and hellomagnetlc latitude
both before and after the earth's crosslng of the hellosph-
eric current sheet (sector crossmng),assumlng the mlnmmum
velocity near the current sheet.Th_s knov_ng the heliomag-
netic latltude on da_s before and after the sector crossing.
the latltudmnal gradlent of cosmlc ray intenaity v_th respect
to zero latitude is calculated.Since the heliospheric currea_
sheet(sector boundary) is thought to constltute a baslc'plane'
of symmetry (Smith and Barnes,I983),the distance of the
observations above or below the current sheet was consldered
more appropriate to a search for latitude dependence than the
distance from the solar eqaator.
3.Results and Discussion, In Fig.I we have shov_ the average
latitude gradient in I974 v_th respect to hellomag_aetlc
equator, which we have assumed to be the heliospheric current
sheet.We have not considered the solar rotatlons in which
there was any sharp increase or decrease of cosmic ray
intensity.It can be seen from Fmg_I that the cosmmc ray
81 
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si  lC  n i  t    i r t.r  
Onltor  r l tio  t  l r \an  l lt   ll -
agnetlc l titu ,  atte t as been ade to e al ate quan-
titativ l  th  l tltu i l r i t f COSrLllC r  l t sit  
rl  th  rl s lnat    tw  t r ttern.As umln  
a c sta  t rle  t tio  f the eli s erlc c rre  t s eet on 
a time l  f th  r r f a r, r l tio l  IDS eterm-
i  tw  th  i  r  i t l t   th  llo agneh  
 t . 
I,Intro cti . alactic cos ic ra  i t slt  ra le ts play 
an i portant role i  guidlng theoretical odels of cosTlnc ray 
~lD  i  t  li ere. e Vl ur f r ial  
itu l l sit  i t  Wlt  hm   l entn  
i l i t    I  t r st  t  erall erst i  
  COs l   odulah o st  h  rl  tudJ..es  
l ti tudlnal gradlen ts ere ade Wl th respect to hellographlc 
at r r t  ll tl c l . owever, WJ. th th  r ll ah  
of the l portance f eli s eric c rre t sheet,two rece t 
t i ( r din t l •• I985;New irk  fisk,I985)  r -
ssed t is proble  by assu ing the eli s eric c rre t sheet 
t   t  ll agnetlc at r. 
In this extenslon,of our earlier analYSJ.s, e shall gLve 
a antitah e relationship for deter ing the hellolJlagnehc 
l titu i al r i t t IA  rl  a rl  (1 ) lnate  
 t  t r tt r . 
2. ethod. e have calc late  the helio agnetlc latltu e(e) 
using the relationshlp, gi ven by Zhao and undhausen(I98I), 
bet een the solar ind velocl ty and hello agnehc l ti tude 
t  ef re and ft r t e rt 's crosSJ.ng f t e ll s -
ri  rr t s et (sec t r cr sSJ.ng), ass lng t e lnJ. u  
velocity near the current sheet. hus knova.ng the helio ag-
etic l tl tude on da¥s before and after the sector crosSJ.ng. 
the latltudlnal gradlent of cos lC ray lntensity vuth respect 
t  zer  l ti tude i  calc late . i ce t e eli s heric current-
sheet(sector boundary) is thought to constl tute a baSJ.c 'plane' 
of sy etry (S ith and arnes,I983),the distance of the 
servati ns  r l  t  rr t et as nsl er  
ore appropriate to a search for l ti tude dependence than the 
ist  fro  t e s l r ~  
3. Resul. ts and iscussion. In fi .I e have shown the average 
l ti tude gradient In 1974 Wl th respect to hello agnehc 
equator, hich we have assu ed to be the heliospheric current 
.We a e t nsi er d  l r t h s I  hic  
t ere Was any s ar  l crease r ecrease f cos lC ra  
i tensity.It can be seen fro  F:i.gO-I that the COs lC ray 
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mntensmty decreases as the hellomagnetmc latltude of the
earth from tae hellospher±c current sheet increases. The
relatlon between the gradment and the latltude for I974 can
be expresseo as:
Ge (%) =-0.036 lel for 0° _ 1st_30 _
Further, the maxmmum gradment from -I% to -30% has been found
in dmfferent solar rotatlons.
The hellomagnetlc latltude determlned on different days
uslng the relatlon between the solar wlnd veloclty and
helmomagnetmc latmtude(Zhao & Hundhansen,I98I) before and
after the sector crosslng and the correspondlng gradlent in
cosmmc ray mntenslty and solar wmnd veloc±ty variatlons are
shown mn Fig. 2. It is seen that durmng thms perlod the cosmla
ray gradment closely follows the solar wlnd veloclty whlch
mncreases away frou the current sheet. The presence of such a
latmtuomnal gradment of cosmlc ray mntenslty mndmcate that
some of the tmme varmatmons observed at the earth are caused
by the spaclal varmatmon of solar wmnd velocmty v_th respect
to helmomagnetm c latm tude (current sheet). Hakamada and
_lunakata(I984) suggested that solar v_nd speed depend on the
angular dmstance from the magnetmc neutral llne(current shee_)
and does not depend on the helmograp_c latmtude of the Earth.
Roelof et al. (I983) uslng the data from IMP-8 aud the
closely spaced Voyager-I and 2 spacecrafts found helmolatmtud-
renal gradmen_ in _35 "iev protons of_2% -_% per degree in
short lmved (I0-30 days) structures,and I% -2% per degree mn
structures recurrmng over a few solar rotations. From an
analy_s of I_P-8 and Voyager-1 and 2 data from I972 through
early I982, Venkatesan et a1.(I984) concluded tnat_whe_
corrected for radmal gra_ents of 3% per AU, the mntens_ty
dlfference between emther Voyager-I or Voyager-2 and IMP-8
was consistent v_th a helmolatltudmnal gradment 0.00% per
degree for_7OMev protons. In another study,Decker et a1.(I984)
exam±ne_ the mntegral com_±c ray mntensmtles (proton energy
_70_ev) between Voyager-I and Voyager-2 mn the 8-I3 AU
helmoradmal range and over 5_- I6 helmolatltude separation
durmng the flrst I7 months of the cosmmc ray recovery mn I98I
-82. These data are also cosmstent wlth the hellolatmtude
gradment_O to--0.4% per degree. They admlt that thls null
result ms apparently stroll at least cosmstent w_th emther
model of Flsk(I976) or Kota and Jokmpmm (I983),however_due to
non avs_labmlmty of the locatmon of Voyager-I & 2 relatmve to
the helmosphermc current sheet a detailed comparmslon _th
either the F_sk or Kota & Jokmpmm model ms not possmble. A
prelmmlnary analy_s by Lockwood and Webber(I984) uslng the
26 days average Voyager-I and 2 countmng rate glves less th_
-0.I% per degree hellolatmtudmnal gradment during I981-82
permod for more than 60Mev partmcles.
From neutron monmtor observatmons _n I975,Newk_rk ana
Lockwood(I98I) found a value of about-O.04% per aegree at
5Gev for lat±tudmnal gradient. The theoretmcal pred_ctmon,
mncludmng a warped current sheet ymeld about -0.06% per degree
(_ota an_ Jokmp±m,I982).For IO70-79 permod the symmetrmc
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I  tenSl ty ecreases  t  ell lnagnetlc tl tude f t  
arth o  t  e l ospherl c rren t eet l r ases.1'  
r l tl n e t een t  r dlen t d t  l tl tude f r 1 74  
e pre sea s: 
G  ( )  - 0.036 fet for c! ~ lei ~ 30u 
urther, the an U,1l gradlent fro  -1  to -3% has been found 
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he ell agnetlc l tl tude t r lned  lff rent s 
Slng t e r l tl n bet een t e s lar Wlnd eloclty and 
ell agnetlc l tltu ( hao  undhansen,I98I) ef re  
fter t  ctor r sslng  t  rr spondlng radlent I  
COS'11lC ra  I  tensl ty and s lar Wlnd el cl ty aI'iatlons are 
s n I  lg. . t lS s  t at n g t lS en d t  COS 1c. 
r  radlent l sely f ll s t  lar Wlnd eloclty hlch 
l creases ay n t  rrent eet. he r sence f h  
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e f  h  arlatlons served t  art  r  sed 
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and does t depend on t e ell grapluc l tl tude f t e artb. 
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~ 70,,;ev) between Voyager-I and Voyager-2 In the 8-13 AU 
ell radlDl ra e and er 30.. 100 ellolatl tude se aration 
url g t  l t 1  onths f t  c s lC r  r ery I  1 1 
. hese at   l  slsten t Wl t   e lolatl tude 
gradlentv-O to-O.lt?:' per degree.They adrut t at tms ull 
result lS apparently tlll at lea6t c slstent Vilth elt er 
odel f ls (I 76) r ota a  JOklpll (I ), wever,due to 
non a rulablll ty of the locatlon of oyager-I & 2 relatl ve to 
t e ell sphenc rrent s eet a etmled c panslon Vil th 
8lt er t e F'J..sk r ota 8- JOklpll odel lS t sslble.A 
r hrnlDary al Sl f,  od  e ber(IC;84) Sl g t  
26 da~:s average oyager-I and 2 countlng rate gl ves less thro 
-0.1  pel' degree eh latl. tudlnal radlent n  1981-82 
erl d f r ore t a  60 ev artlcles. 
r  tr n onl tor servatlons .Ln , ewklrk  
10ckwood(I98I) found a value of about- .04  er aegree at 
5 ev f r lat.L tud:Lnal ra l en t. The t eoretlcal redl ctlon, 
lYlcludlnE, a arped rrent s eet Yleld ut -0.06'js r e ree 
(Kota aDll JOIUpll, I?82). For 10 70-79 penod the syltlmetrlc 
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latmtu__Inal gract_entaway from the current sheet is estlmated
to be -.06% per degree (Newklrk and Flsk,I985) whlch is not
much chfferent from our estlmate of __-.04% per degree for
the year I974.
4.Concluslon: It has been found that the cosmic ray ±ntensl-
ty decreases as the angular olstance of the earth from the
helmospherlc current sheet( helmomagnetmc equator)mncreases.
During I974 (for solar rotations in whlch there ms no
translent decrease of large amplltude) the maxlmmn(ncbatmve)
gradlent from -I% to -3% has been founa in chfferent solar
rotatmons assumlng the hel±ospherlc current sheet to be the
helmomagnetmc equator.The relatlon between the cosmmc ray
gradlent and the hellomagnetlc latmtude can be expressed as:
o, 0_[81{30_Ge (_o)= -0.36 181 for
The presence of such a lat]tudlnal gradlent indlcates that
some of the tlme varlatmons of cosmmc rays observed at the
earth are caused by the spacmal var±atlon of bhe solar v_nd
velocmty _th respect to current sheet.It may be possable
that mt ms the helmosphermc current sheet and not the helmo-
equatorlal plane that ms of physmcal slgnmfcance when one is
calculatmng _he helmolatmtudlnal gradments of galactmc cosmmc
ray(Venkatesan et al.,I984).Smnce tilerelatmon between cosnmc
ray mntensaty and the hel±omagnetmc lat,tuoe may vary _urmng
the course of a solar cycles, aclear p±cture of hel±omagnetzc
latitudinal [_'aomentv_ll eme±'gewhen the preclse knowledge
of hellospher]_c current sheet posltlon durmng different
epoch o± sola_ actmvmty cycle ms avamlable .
5.Acknowledgement. One of the authors(Badrudaln)acknowleuges
the flnanclal support from C.S.I.R.,_\ew Delhi.
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Fig.l shows the average 
heliomagnetic latitude 
gradient calculated 
from Deep River neutron 
intensity for 1974. 
Fig.2 shows the varia-
tion of heliomagnetic 
latitude, the cosmic ray 
gradient and the solar 
wind velocity on the 
days before and after 
sector crossing for 197~ 
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THE EXPECTED COSNIC RAY DENSITY AND STREAM DISTRIBUTIONS
AT THE HELIOLATITUDINAL ASYNHETRY OF SOLAR :VIND
Alanza N.V., Aslamazashvllz R.G., Oorman L.I., Iskra K.
Enstztute of Geophysics, Georgzan Academy of Sczences USSR,
EZNERAN, Moscow Region, USSR, Agriculture - Teacher
University, Physics and Biophysics Oep., Siedlce POLAND
ABSTRACT
The results of the spatial distribution of cosmic ray den-
s_ty, gradients and anisotropy obtained on the bas_s of
the n_merzcal solution of the anzsotropzc dzffuszon equa-
tion with an account of solar wind velocity chanqeedepen-
ding on the latitudinal angle _ of the form_:_nd the
diffusion coefficient depending on the spatial coordina-
tes and the particle rigidity are presented. It zs shown
theat the Increase of the solar wind _elocity and the di-
ffusion coefficient with the helzolat_tude leads to the
gradient distributions that' are in accord with the expe-
rimental data observation zn cosmic space. In the paper
the results of the energetic spectrum od 11 and 22-year
cosmic ray variations obtained with an account of direc-
tion o,f-the general magnetzc field of the Sun are presen-
ted.
1. Introduction. The measurements by radio-astronomic methods
Show that Solar wind velocity remains almost stable at medium
heliolatitudes and increases zn hzgh areas. /1/
In all probability this zs connected with coronal holes zn
the sun, which occur predominantly at medium and high hello-
latitude. /2/ The open structures of the m_gnetzc f_eld zn
coronal holes contributes to the free exit of solar wznd pla-
sma from these areas and zs thus a cause of high speed stre-
ams. Furthermore the strength of the mmgnet_c znhomogeneztzes
in these streams decre_sand because of this the cosmic ray
diffusion €oefficient increases.
2. The theoretical model. Cosmic ray diffusion zn interpla-
netary _pace Zs= described by the equation. /3/
_Ve assumed that solar wznd ve_oczty [J_changes dependzng on
heliolat_tudes as_fpllov_s:
_/_ /j,m (_,_ (_,ot. (e _-)j where _ : 0.44 and
zs zndependant of radial distance within the modulation
boundaries. The diffusion coefficient _ depends on particle
rigidity R and spatial cgojrdinates as follows:
where R1 = 0.05 GV. R2 = 3 GV, r is dzstance frem the sun,
 -0uo:.ooc,),,oo,vo, o0,o ,oo,o0,oo oofor a ste_Sdy state sztuatzonfgqZ r_ (94_:0u_ -=_
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THE EXPECTED COSNIC RAY DENSITY AND STREAH DISnUSUTIONS AT THE HELIOLATITUOINAL ASYMMETRY OF ~OLAR \,nND 
Al n1a f'1.V., Asl mazashvil1 R.G., Dorman L.I., Iskra 1<. Instl ute of Geophy iCs, Georglan Academy of SClences USSR, IZMIRAN, Moscow Region, USSR, Agriculture - Teacher University, PhYS1CS and BiophYS1CS Oep •• Siedlce POLAND 
ABSTRACT 
The results of the spatlsl dlstrlbution of cosmlC ray den-Slty, gradients and anisotropy obtained on the basls of the n~mer1cal Solutlon of the anlsotroplc dlffuslon equa-tion wlth an account of solar wlnd veloc1ty chaQ~eadepen­ding on the latl tud1nal angle e of the form Ii: qJfl'and the diffuS10n coeff1cient d pendlng on the spatlal coordlna-tes and the particle r1g1dlty are presented. It lS shown theat the lncr ase of the solar wind ~locity and the dl-ffuslon coefflclent w1th the hellolatltude leads to the gradlent distr butions that' are in accord with the expe-rlmental d ta observat10n In cosmic space. In the paper the results of the energetlc spectrum od 11 and 22-year cosmlC ray v rlations obtained with an account of dlrcc-tion Olf-- the general magnet1.c fleld of the Sun are presen-ted. 
1. Introduction. The measurements by rad10-astronom1.C methods show that solar wind veloclty remains almost stable at med1um he iolatitudes and l.ncreases l.n h1gh areas. /1/ In all pro abil1ty th1S 1S co nected w1th coronal holes 1n the sun, WhlCh o cur predomlnantly at medlum and hlgh helio-latitude. /2/ The open structures of the magnet1c f1cld 1n coronal holes contrlbutes to the free eXlt of solar w1nd pla-sma from these areas and lS thus a cause of hlgh speed stre-ams. Furthermore the strength of the m'~net1c lnhomogeneltlcs in these streams decreaaesand because of thl.s the cosmlC ray diffuS10n coefflcient increases. 
2. The theoret1cal model. CosmlC ray d1ffus10n 1n 1nterpla-netary space 1S descr1bea by the equatlon. /3/ 
'%1 = Vi (ac LK \71< n) - \7~ (it· U;) .~ .J"R~lR. (R3n). \7; U( (1) W  assu ed that solar w1nd velOCl ty U changes dependlng on heliolat1 tudes aScl/f~lOrt): U = Ua (1v - e -f:; where <£ = 0.44 and 1S 1ndependant of rad1sl dlstanco w1th1n the modulat1on boundaries. The diff s10n coefficlent X depends on part~cle ri i 1ty R  spat1al c~~  as follo s: de::: Xo ( ./j ~ ,,) " e 111< (Rz. + R)"l·· (1 +- P( 1- j/YL (9) 
where R   0.05 G . R2  3 GV, r is d1stance from the sun. R = 19. Equat10n (1) 15 solved wlth ~rher~cal coor~1nates tr'. a . ..0 for a stea  state S1. tuat10n 'd'12._ 0 ~ ~ ~ - 01'\ r 'df - ) gf d 'f2 - Ij 
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The definedassumpt_ons are valid for long-period varzatlons
when the galactic cosmic ray d_ffuezon time zs conazderably
less than the tzme needed for a change _n the surrounding
condltzons. Equation (1) _s solved by a network method for
boundary conditions where €3--_ and r is the distance from
the sun, r o the radzuo oJf t_e extent of modulatzon. B=_._where n and noare the cosmic ray particle density in znt_
planetary space and _n the galaxy.
3; Results. Equation (1) _s solved with regard to the anti
symetrica_L part of tedzor d_ffuszon= that is to say with
regard to the particle drzft in a regular interplanetary
f,eld of the sun under two conditzons: a/ When the l_nes of
force of the magnetzc fzeld go from the northern hemisphere
of the sun to the southern hemzsphere /H./ and b/ when the
opposzte is true /H'/.
Fig.! shows the distribution of radial gradients of cosmic
rays on dependzng to the distance for 10 Gev energy parti-
cles.
VrBTo
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Fzg. 1
F_g.2 shows the expected energy spectra for the 11-year var-
zatzon in the event of /H+/ and /H-/ and also the 22-year
variation caused by cosmzc ray particle drift. /H + - H'/
4. Dzscusszon and conclusion. For all other conditions being
...... ray ......equal the cosmic density is greater for an 11-year cycle
solar activity when the lines of force go from the northern
hemzsphere of the sun to the south /H+/. In this event the
hemzsphere sucks zn cosmic-ray particles znwards from its
external surroundings. It is interseting to compare the ex-
pected radial grand_ent distributzon with the experimental
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The dofinedassumpt10ns are valid for long-period var1ations 
when the galact1c cosm1C ray d1ffus10n time 1S cons1derably 
less than tho t1me needed for a change 1n the surround1ng 
condit10ns. Equation (1) 1S solved by a network method for 
boundarv condit10ns wHere f.::~ and r is the distance from 
the sun. r0 the rad1u8 of tne extent of modulat10n. B=~. 
where nand noare the cosmic ray particle ensity in 1ntef-
planetary space and 1n the galaxy. 
3. Results. Equatlon (1) 1S solved with regard to the anti 
symetrical part of tenzor d1ffus10n, that is to say with 
regard to the particle dr1ft in a regular interplanetary 
f~eld of the sun under two condit10ns: a/ When the 11nes of 
force of the magnet1c fleld go from the northern hemlsphere 
of the sun to the southern hem1sphere /H+/ and b/ when the 
oppos1te is tr.ue /H-/. 
Fig.l shows the distr1bution of radial gradients of cosm1C 
rays on dependlng to the distance for 10 Gev energy parti-
cles. 
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F1g.2 shows the expected energy sp!ctra for the 11-year var-
lat10n in the event of /H+/ and /H / and also the 22-year 
varlatlon caused by cosm1C ray particle drift. /H+ - H-/ 
4. D1Scuss10n and concluslon. For all other conditions being 
equal the cosmic ray density 1S greater for an 11-year cycle 
solar actlvity when the lines of force go from the northern 
hem1sphere of the sun to the south /H+/. In this event the 
hem1sphere sucks 1n cosmic-ray particles 1nwards from its 
external surroundings. It is interseting to compare the ex-
pected rad1al grandlent distribut10n with the experimental 
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data obtalned from the Amerzcan space statzon. /4/
At a distance of 1-5 AU sufficzently good co,ncidence can
be observed. Zt is especially worth noticzng the exzstance
of the max,mum rad,aZ gradient zn the reg,on of 2-5 AU
wh,ch coincides w, th the observed experzmental data.
In the data of Pzoneer /0 and Zl no max,mum was observed
in the radial grad,ent d-stributzon in the reg,on of 2-5 AU
/5/ and in relation to thzso a d-vergence from the expected
distribution can be not,ced, obta,ned on the basis of a so-
lution of the anizotropic_d;kffusion equation type _) wzth
the boundary cond, t,ons o '_::_l_j=o=_ /6/
so_on st squat,on [l_')w-th boundary condztzons of the
type _?l_.O _ 0 shows a small max-mum, /7/
In th-s way it appears that the expected rad,al grad-ent
distribut,on w_th d,stance depends on the choice of bounda-
ry conditions near the sun, that zs to say on the_yszcal
conditions around the sun. The boundary condit,on___ 0
actually corresponds with the symmetr, cal d, stribS_n of
density B, when for _ =^_0, B = m,nimum.IThe boundar condit,on _Y i_:o _ 0 does not -mpose any de-
mands on the d£strlbution _B, ,t results from the fact that
all cosm-c ray partlcle streams are at an equal zero for
=Oo Accordingly. it is seen that the anizotropic dzff-
u_zon squat,on type _1). describes the behavzour of cosm-c
ray particles>/2-3 GV in _nterplanetary space, however znsolov_ng ,t the phys,cal condztzon= around the sun must be
taken lnto cons_deratzon as these are effected conszderably
by the boundary condit,ons for _ = 0o It ,s espec,ally
worth notlc_ng the fact the energy spectrum for an 11-year
varlat,on zn the case of H+ ,s softer than for H'. Apart
from th_s zt would be an unusually _mportant exper,mental
conf,rmatlon of 22-year variat,on spectrum caused by par-
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data obtained fro  the er1can space statlon. / / 
t a istance of -5  s ffic1ently good cOlncidence can 
be observed. It is especially orth not1clng the eXlstance 
of the aX1 u  rad1al gradient 1n the reglon of 2-5 AU 
Wh1Ch incides lt  t e served e er1mental ta. 
n e ta  l er 10  11  X1   rved 
in the radial grad1ent dlstr1butlon in the reglon of 2-5 AU 
/ / a  in r lation t  t lS, a l ergence fr  t  ected 
istribution   tlced, talned  t  sis   -
lution of the anizotropic~1nffusion equation type ~) wlth 
the boundary condl tlons ~.~q,..:= 0 /6/ 
A sol~~ron of equatlon ~1 Wlt~ boundary condltlons of the 
type 1f1~0 , 0 shows a small maXlmum. /7/ 
In thlS ~ay it appears that the expected radlal gradlent 
istr1butlon lth d1stance depends on the chOice of bounda-
ry conditions near the sun, that 1S to say on the#hYS1Cal 
conditions around the sun. The boundary condit10nog ~~ 0 
actually corresponds ith the sy metrlcal 1stribut on of 
density B. when for s> = 0, B = m1nimum. 
 oundary ndit10n ~ I~::o , 0 does not 1m pose any de-
a s  he istribution 8, lt esults ro  e act at 
all cos 1C ray particle streams are at an equal zero for 
~ a O. Accordingly. it is seen that the anizotropic d1ff-
US10n equatlon type (1) describes the behavlour of cosm1C 
ray particles ~2-3 GV in lnterplanetary space. however 1n 
solovlng 1t the phys1cal condlt1ons around the sun ust be 
taken into cons1deratlon as these are effected conslderably 
by the boundary condit10ns for ~ = O. It 1S especlally 
worth noticlng the fact the energy spectrum for an 11-year 
variat10n 1n the case of H+ lS softer than for H-. Apart 
fro  th1S lt ould be an unusually l portant experlmental 
conf1rmation of 22-year variat10n spectrum caused by par-
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tzcle drzft durzng a perzod of 2 consecutive 11-year cycles
of solar actzvlty.
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t~cle dr~ft dur1ng a per~od of 2 consocut~ve li-year cycles 
of solar act~v1ty. 
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LATITUDINAL GRADIENTS OF COSMIC RAYS AND THE POLARITY REVERSAL OF THE
HELIOSPHERIC MAGNETIC FIELD A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
G Newklrk, Jr
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado
J A Lockwood
University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshare
M Garcla-Mufioz
and
J A Simpson
University of Chicago, Chicago, Illlnom
1 Introductwn A central uncertainty in understanding the propagation and modulation of galac-
tic cosmic rays is whether or not the cross-field drift of particles in the large-scale hehospherlc
magnetic field plays an lmpoItant lole (Burlaga, 1983, Jones, 1983) Studies of measured
differences in various cosmic ray properties between epochs having positive and negative polarity
of the hehospherlc field have led to inconclusive lesults A major uncertainty is the Interpretation
to be placed on differences in behavior between successive solar cycles separated by approxtmately
I1 years, accidental differences from cycle to cycle may be confused with differences which are
truly dependent upon the polarity of the field
Since theoretical models of cosmic ray propagation including drifts predict the presence of
an unambiguous latitudinal gradient of particle flux with respect to the hehospherlc current sheet,
one might expect that observation of this parameter could provide a means of resolving the ques-
tion However, neither analyses of the latitudinal gradient at one rigidity (Newklrk and Fmk,
1985) nor of the rigidity dependence of this parameter during the last ¢olar minimum (Newkirk et
al, 1985) have done so The reason for this failure is that models both with and without large-
scale drifts can be adjusted within reasonable limits to provide agreement with the observations
However, if drift effects are significant, the gradient of cosmic rays with respect _o the
current sheet should exhibit a strong sensitivity to the polarity of the large-scale magnetic field in
the hehosphere (JokIpn and Kopnv% 1979, Kota and Joklpn, 1982) For example, at 2 GV and
an inclination of the current sheet to the solar equator of 30°, the latitudinal gradient should
increase from -3% AU -1 in the 1969-80 cycle to -13% AU -1 in the 1980-90 cycle Even though
the current sheet IS usually more complex than a plane mchned to the solar equator and the
observations represent the average of a variety of inclinations, this four-fold Increase in the mag-
mtude should provide unambiguous evidence for the importance of drifts Naturally, models
without drifts are insensitive to the polarity of the large-scale field
This investigation provides preliminary answers to the questions (1) Does the latitudinal
g, adient change as predicted by the drift-dominated models? and (2) Does the rigidity dependence
of the latitudinal gradient display any sensitivity to the polarity of the field?
2 Data Analys_s Our approach m to examine the gradient of cosmic ray flux in ecliptic latitude
with respect to the current sheet at 1 AU for equivalent epochs before and after the reversal of
the large-scale solar magnetic field in late 1980 We use synoptic K-coronameter observations to
locate the position of the coronal current sheet, which we assume projects radially out to 1 AU
according to the locally observed solar wind speed The methodology is described In detail in
Newkirk and Flsk (1985) and Newkirk et al (1985) Cosmic ray fluxes between 0 9 GV and 35
GV (see Table) provide the basic data The epochs chosen for the comparison are DOY 1 1971 to
DOY 250 1972 and DOY 1 1983 to DOY 140 1984 Both periods include the early recovery stage
of cosmic ray modulation and occur when the configurations of polar coronal holes and the
current sheet were roughly similar (Figure 1) Daily mean fluxes were used throughout the study
and, since we are concerned with the steady-state distribution of cosmic rays, days when the
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LATITUDINAL GRADIENTS OF COSMIC RAYS AND THE POLARITY REVERSAL OF THE 
HELIOSPHERIC MAGNETIC FIELD A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION 
G Newknk, Jr 
NatIOnal Center for Atmospheflc Research, Boulder, Colorado 
J A Lockwood 
Umverslty of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire 
M Garcla-Mu"noz 
and 
J A SImpson 
Ulllversity of ChIcago, Chicago, IllInOIS 
1 IntroductIOn A central uncertaInty In understandIng the propagatIOn and modulatIOn of galac-
tIC cosmIC rays IS whether or not the cross-field dflft of particles In the large-scale hehospherlc 
magnetic field plays an 1m pOl tant lOle (Burlaga, 1983, Jones, 1983) StudIes of measured 
differences In vaflOUS cosmic ray propertIes between epochs haVIng POSItive and negative polarity 
of the helIospheflc field have led to mconclusive I esults A major uncertaInty IS the InterpretatIOn 
to be placed on differences In behaviOr between successive solar cycles separated by approximately 
11 years, aCCidental dIfferences from cycle to cycle may be confused WIth dIfferences whIch are 
truly dependent upon the polaflty of the field 
SInce theoretical models of cosmic ray propagatIOn mcludmg dflfts predict the presence of 
an unambIguous latitudInal gradient of partIcle flux With respect to the hehospheflc current sheet, 
one might expect that observatIOn of thiS parameter could provide a means of resolVIng the ques-
tIOn However, neither analyses of the latitudInal gradient at one flgidity (Newkirk and Fisk, 
1985) nor of the flgldlty dependence of thIS parameter durIng the last <'olar mInimum (Newkirk et 
at, 1985) have done so The reason for thiS failure IS that models both With and Without large-
scale dflfts can be adjusted WithIn reasonable lImits to provIde agreement With the observatIOns 
However, If dflft effects are slglllficant, the gradIent of cosmIC rays WIth respect 'to the 
current sheet should exhIbIt a 8trong senSItIvIty to the polaflty of the large-scale magnetIc field m 
the hehosphere (JokIpu and Kopflva, 1979, Kota and JokIpu, 1982) For example, at 2 GV and 
an InclInatiOn of the current sheet to the solar equator of 30' , the latltudmal gradient should 
Increase from -3% AU-I In the 1969-80 cycle to -13% AU-I In the 1980-90 cycle Even though 
the current sheet IS usually more complex than a plane InclIned to the solar equator and the 
observatIOns represent the average of a vaflety of mclmatIOns, thIS four-fold mcrease m the mag-
llltude &hould provIde unambIguous eVIdence for the Importance of dflfts Naturally, models 
wltl,out dflfts are InSenSitIVe to the polaflty of the large-scale field 
ThIS InvestigatIOn provIdes prelImmary answers to the questIOns (1) Does the latitudmal 
gi adIent change as predIcted by the dflft-dommated models? and (2) Does the rigidity dependence 
of the latItudmal gradIent dlsplay.any sensitIvity to the polaflty of the field? 
2 Data Analy8~8 Our approach IS to examme the gradIent of cosmIC ray flux m eclIptiC latItude 
WIth respect to the current sheet at 1 AU for eqUivalent epochs before and after the reversal of 
the large-scale solar magnetIC field m late 1980 We use synoptIC K-coronameter observatIOns to 
locate the positIOn of the coronal current sheet, which we assume projects radIally out to 1 AU 
accordmg to the locally observed solar wmd speed The methodology IS descflbed m detail m 
Newknk and FIsk (1985) and Newkirk et al (1985) CosmIC ray fluxes between 09 GV and 35 
GV (see Table) provIde the basiC data The epochs chosen for the compaflson are DOY 1 1971 to 
DOY 250 1972 and DOY 1 1983 to DOY 140 1984 Both peflods mclude the early recovery stage 
of cosmIC ray modulatIOn and occur when the configuratIOns of polar coronal holes and the 
current sheet were roughly SimIlar (FIgure 1) DaIly mean fluxes were used throughout the study 
and, SInce we are concerned WIth the steady-state dlstflbutIOn of cosmic rays, days when the 
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Fig 1 S_ )ptlc contour maps of the polamzatlon-bnghtness product of the K-col ,.a allow the
"t) _l_d of coronal streamers" and the assumed location of the coronal <.rrent sheet
(heavy dashed) to be located for typical rotat]ons m 1972 and 1983 For clarity only
two contour levels are shown Cross hatched and stippled areas indicate pomtlve and
negative magnetic polarities of the dominant magnetic field m the polar coronal holes
as inferred from either a potential extrapolation of the photospheric fields or the polar-
lty of the interplanetary field Dullng both epochs, the current sheet extends up to 35'
from the equator
interplanetary medium was disturbed or when solar energetic particles contaminated the record
wele excluded from the analysis For the purposes of this study we have defined as disturbed any
day mfiuenced by a classical Folbush decrease m the Mt Washington neutron momtor data
Days contaminated by solar energet]c particles were identified m the IMP (1> 106 MeV) channel
and, to insure homogeneity, the same days were ehmmated from all three records
3 Results Figure 2 contains an example of the profile of cosmic ray flux w]th respect to the hellos-
phenc current sheet The scatter of the individual da]ly values indicates that considerable varm-
tlon unrelated to the separation of the earth from the current sheet is present However, a least-
means-square fit of the form
U=a o + a 1 Sln2"_kmg ,
u
2300 Mt Washington
. I, 1983 to 140, 1984
• • • • ," N =238
•*. ,$_ $.,:,..*
• Q• . *
'. ".:. "' .,,. • ._.ti?... ... _
:. :
t _ . .2100 "''" "''
, * e
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60
LATITUDINALDISPLACEMENT
Fig 2 An example of the latitudinal vamatlon detected m the individual dally values of cosmic
ray flux (*) and m the means of each 10 ° interval (e) Range hnes give the standard
devmtlons of the means The smooth curve is the least-mean-squale fit of the equation
to the dally values For this example ao =2179 +3, ai=-56:i: 13
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as mferred fro  eIther a potentlal extrapolatlOn of the photosphenc fields or the polar-
Ity of the mterplanetary field Ullng both epochs, the current sheet extends up to 35 ' 
fro  the equator 
mterplanetary medIUm was dIsturbed or when solar energetIc partIcles contammated the record 
ele excluded fro  the analYSIS For the purposes of tIllS study e have defined as dIsturbed any 
day mfluenced by a clasSIcal FOl bush decrease m the t ashmgton neutron mom tor data 
ays contammated by solar energetIc partlcles ere IdentIfied  the I P (  106 e ) channel 
and, to msure homogeneIty, the sa e days were eh mated from all three records 
3 Results FIgure 2 contams an example of the profile of cosmIC ray flux WIth respect to the hehos-
phenc current sheet The scatter of the mdlvldual dally values mdlcates that consIderable vana-
tlOn unrelated to the separatlOn of the earth fro  the current sheet IS present o ever, a least-
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TITUDINAL ISPLACEMENT 
n exa ple of the latltudmal vanatlOn detected  the mdlvldual dally values of cos IC 
ray flux (*) and m the means of each 10' mterval (.) Range hnes gIve the standard 
devlatlOns of the eans he s ooth curve IS the least- ean-squal e fit of the equatlOn 
to the dally values For thIS exa ple ao = 2179 ± 3 , a 1 = -56 ± 13 
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where kma is the inferred separation in ecliptic latitude between the Earth and the current sheet,
IS able to define the parameter a 1 with a precision of 20 to 30% for most cases Of course, longer
data mtervMs containing more points would produce a more precise result, however, the addi-
tional data are not yet available for the post-1980 interval and the pre-1980 interval has been hm-
1ted deliberately to include approximately the same number of data points in both sets The rela-
_, I1.3 I I I
0 o I, 1971-250, 1972
,1983-140,1984
_J
_z
o
23,I.-
oo_
<_
- \o
o
0001 I I ) _ I
0 I 0 I0 I00
PM(GV) MEDIAN RIGIDITY
Fig 3 The llgldlt) dependence of the relative latitudinal gladlent -a 1/ao _hows no slgmficant
dzfference between the 1971-72 and the 1983-84 intervals
latitudinal gradients a 1/a o appeal in the Table along with PF, the probablhty that the coefficient
a 1 is zero according to Flsher's F-test of the deviations of the daily points from the curve (Bev-
lngton, 1969) Although the data are noisy, all except the Huancayo value for 1971-72 are reason-
ably well established The rigidity dependence of the latitudinal variation is displayed graphically
in Figure 3 Vertical range lines indicate the standard error of estimate of the quantity al/ao
while horizontal range hnes delineate the hmlts within which 50% of the cosmic ray counting ray
is generated The strmght line indicates the varmtlon p-072 estimated from a larger rigidity
range for the four year period 1974-77 (Newklrk, et al 1985)
Table
Parameters of the Cosmtc Ray Momtors
and
Relative Latitudinal Gradmnts
Detectol Refelence PM (GV) 1971-72 1983-$4
System -a l/a, Pt_ -a l/a, Pr
Huancayo Sm_pson and Wang, 35 0 OOl + 0 002 6 X I0-_ O 008:1:0002 8 X 10.4
197o (is-70)
Mt Washington Lock_ood and 13 0 026:1:0 008 1 X 10 -s 0 024:1:0 006 104
Webber, 1067, 1979 (6-30)
l]k4P-S(106 MeV) Garcm-Mu_oz et at, 0 9 0 23 + 0 07 5 X 10 -( 0 14 _ O 0_ 2 X 10 _
1975 (0 5-1 7)
PM = median rlg,d,ty (Newknk, _t al, 1985), ( ) = 50°"/orange
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The lIgldlt) d pendence of the relative latItudmal gIadIent -a Ii ao "hows no slgmficant 
difference between the 1971-72 and the 1983-84 mtervals 
latItudmal gradIents a Ii a 0 appeaI m the Table along WIth PF , the pro abilIty tha  the coeff Cient 
a 1 IS zero accordmg to Fisher's F-test of the deV atIOns of the dally pomts from the curve (Bev-
mgton, 1969) Although the d ta are nOISY, all excep  the Huancayo value for 1971-72 are reason-
ably well establIshed The rIgidIty dependence of the latJtudmal varIatIOn IS dIsplayed graphically 
m Figure 3 Vertical range lInes mdlcate the standard er or of estimate of the quantIty a Ii a 0 
whIle hOrIzontal range lInes delIn ate the hmlts withm which 50% of the cosmic ray cou tmg ray 
IS g nerated The straIght lme mdlcates the varIatIOn p-O 72 estimated from a larger rIg dity 
range for the four year perIod 1974-77 (NewkIrk, et at 1985) 
DetectOi 
System 
Huancayo 
Mt Washmgton 
IMP-S(10G MeV) 
Table 
Paramctels of the Cosmic Ray ]'.lomtors 
and 
Relative Latltudmal Gradients 
Refelence PM (GV) 1971-72 1983-84 
-alia, PF -ada, PF 
Simpson and Wang, 35 0001 ± 0002 6 X 10-1 0008 ± 0002 8 X 10-3 
1970 (18-70) 
Lod." ood and 13 02G±0 08 1 X 10-3 024±0 06 10'" 
Webber, 1967, 1979 (6-30) 
GarcIa-i~vlunoz et a' , 09 023 ± 0 Oi 5 X 10'" 014 ± 0 O~ 2 X 10-'> 
19i5 (05-1 7) 
PM = median rigidity (Newknk, ot ai, 1985), ( ) = 50% range 
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5 Concluswns and D_scusswn Within the statmtlcal hmlts imposed by the currently available
data and the noise inherent in the determination of the latitudinal gra&ent, no evidence for the
expected change m the latitudinal gra&ent from pre-1980 to post-1980 epochs can be found In
addition, the rigidity dependence of the gradient appears to be the same in the two epochs Thus,
we can find no evidence for a sensitivity of the latitudinal gradient to the polarity of the large-
scale helIosphemc magnetic field such as has been predicted by models incorporating particle
drifts
5 Acknowledgements The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National
Scmnce Foundation The research of J A Lockwood was supported In part by the National Sci-
ence Foundation under Grant ATM-8304486 while that of M Garcla-Muuoz and J Simpson was
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THEINFLUENCEOF NONSTATIONARITYOF THE SOLAR
ACTIVITYAND GENERALSOLARFIELD ON MODULATION
OF COSMICRAYS
ZusmanovichA.G.tKryakunovaO,N.,ChurunovaL.F.,
Shvartsman Ya,E.
Instituteof Ionosphereof AN KazSSR,480068,
Alma-AtaiUSSR.
ABSTRACT.It was conductednumericalmodel of the
propa6ationof galacticcosmicrays in the inter-
planetaryspace for the case when the modulation
depth determinedby the level of the solar acti-
vity chan6edin time.Alsothe contributionof the
particlesdrift in the regularfield was calcula-
ted and it was shown the agreementwith experime-
ntal data about the ratio of protons and electro-
ns in two solar activityminima.
The stationary spherical-symmetric approach of weak mo-
dulation was applied for the investigation of galactic cos-
mic ray modulation /1-3/.For the cosmic rays intensity at
the Earth's orbite we write _o
R
where U is the solar wind velocity, _ is the diffusion co-
efficient,_o is the dimensionof modulationregion.We'Ll
consider the simple modellin_ problem.Letus break the in-
tegral_n(I) for N equalparts assuming_,/_< is constant
for each interval A_.Then we have for K-moment in case,
when _ =const(r)
[__ ] u,___=A_ (2)rl.K_ e_p <7,. _.<= _,,<
and for gradient gik
7,J<= :_P , - ezp _ 7, exp _ ,__ , <_ t (3)
In case when _~r
li'"f ++6 ] , = <,, ('+)nT ;:; Z'/+da+_).l ' i!'x-_z_<
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ABSTRACT. It was conducted numerical model of the propagati  of galactic cos ic rays in the inter-planet ry space for the case when the modulation dept  deter ined by the level of the solar acti-vit  cha g  i  ti e. lso the contribution of the particl  drift i  the regular field was calcula-te  an  it was s  the agree ent with experime-ntal data about t e ratio of protons and electro-ns i  t o sol  acti ity mini a. 
The stati nary spherical-sy metric approach of weak mo-dulation was a plied for the investigation of galactic cos-mic ray modulation /1-;/. or t e cos ic rays intensity at t e arth's orbite we rite ~o 
n ('t,t)= no exp [-f ~;~~ d'l ] ) 
"t 
(1) 
here  is t e solar ind velocity, ~ is the diffusion co-eff e 70 i  t  i e sion of odulation region.We'~l consider t e si ple odelling roblem.Let us break the in-t ralSin (1  f   l parts assuming 1.1./ /~, is constant f r c  i terval ~.Then e ave f r X- oment in case, he  ~ c st(r) 
&::: exp [- f. YIK ] U == U,,( Ll "l no 1=0' (ILK QeIK (2) 
and f r adient i  
9<K={exp Il Y'1 exp f~ y .. ]) f !-Fy,,]·1, l ~1 
 s  hen a:' 'V r 
n" =nNj 1+ 6i jilt'l< fI Llt'K 7: 
 1 6 () ) II( - (Jf) II< 1 I o 1=0 + i+ 1 Ol. (4) 
n /+6; iilK n 1+61 JIK En + I Nf; JU loll )U} [. N! / 6' ] 'ilK }-1 ~IK =(+1 {+ 6(t + I) -1-1 11'6{t+I) x, 1+6(l+.f) 47 
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The interval _ r was chosen equal to 6 a.u.The values Yik
were generated as follows: for t=O (i.e. k=O) the sum
of all terms of Y,K sub i was filled up by numbers a0 which
were chosen so as their sum is equal to 1.8 (that corres-
pond to modulation coefficient at solar activity maximum).
Hence it follows ao=O.q6_.For the first column YoK = ao-k_
to k=15 then YoK =Y_5+k6 (15< k_30) and again Yo_ =Y_ -k_
(k > 30).The value b was chosen equal to O.01.Thus the va-
lues Y0K (in Fig.qa) represent the solar activity cycle.The
results obtained from (2) and (4) have been shown in Fig.
qa. One can see that the lag of cosmic rays intensity inc-
rease is bigger in case when the diffusion coefficient is
independent on the distance from the Sun.The results of
nK
no
o.5 Y.6 },.-_.....K-0 " _ K--._O
-_x__.1.._.K-_90
0.3 0.8 ___._Y9 _ .."_K_g
0.'1
i , | i I i i t
0 4 8 42 16 20 24 28 52 36 40 44 K 2 3 4 5 6 g 8 9L
a Figure q. 6'
the calculations of radial gradient for _ =const (r) (dot-
ted line) and_~r (solid line) have been shown in Fig.lb.
We have constant gradient for uniform filling of modulation
region (k= O ).Then gradient increases with distance at dec-
r:aasedd"_°L%a_kti;oi_Y.;hbrc_eandfigtrd_re_s:st_tdith_icn e
has complicated form at transition period (k=q9).Introdu-
cing the dependence n,/no on the particle rigidity R thro-
ugh the dependence _ (R) in the form /4/
(R)=_of(R),where f(R)= R"_('_.R°Y's(_.RoI'_(R*_O.SS)°.5' (6)
we have for _ =const(r)
/2o
and for _ ~r
'_--_= I"1l<+s(,.# (8)/'_0 l=O
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The interval ~ r was chosen equal to 6 a.u.The values Yik 
 r t   fo lo :  t=O  =  th  sum 
f ll terms f ,K su  i s ille    bers aD i  
er   o  i  um  l o .  t -
 to odulati  ffi i t t l r ti it  a i ). 
e c   f llo  o = .1 4. r th  i t lum  YOK  00 -k6 
to  th  YOK YfS ~ (15<  ~ 30)  i  YOK Y30 -kll ( > ) .  l   as  l to . . s th  -
l s Y~ (i  i .1 ) r r s t th  l r ti it  l . he 
res lts obtained from (2) and (4) have been sho n i  ig. 
1a. ne can see that the lag of cos ic rays intensity inc-
r   i er i   he  th  i i  effi i nt  
n dent   a  rom  . h  lt   
& 
no 9,%/au 
0,9 
2.4 
Q7 
0.5 1.6 
0,3 O/( 0,8 
0.2 
,1 0.1 
o   1    N P  3      1 
 i ure 1. 
K=O 
----------:;; 
_ ...... ....... K=9 
- ...... 
2 
....... ....... 
....... ....... 
....... .-<. ....... 
..... -
...... KaO - ....... K=30 
K=90 ....... 
K"g 
K::19 
5 
8 
6 9l 
t  l lati ns f r ial r ient f r ~=c  (r) ( t-
ted line) and~"'r (solid line) have been sho n i  Fig.1b. 
e have constant gradient f r unifor  fillin  of odulation 
i  .T  r ient r ases it  i e t c-
reased Itsolar activitytt branch and it decreases at the in-
crease  branch (k=30).The change of gradient with distance 
as plicated f r  t t siti  eri  19).Introdu-
cing the dependence nK/nO on the particle rigidity R thro-
h t  e dence a? ( ) i  t  f r  / / 
R "oS (R + Ro)1,5 ~ =a>  e ) , here )  1.5 2 0.5 
O+Ro) (R + 0.88) (6) 
e e r ~ const(r) 
n K ! -( N ] n: = exp - !(R) fo Y(K 
 r 
(8) 
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Energy spectra of the cosmic rays intensity normalized at
the solar activity minimum have been shown in Fig.2.The
solid lines correspond to the case _ =const(r),dotted li-
nes -_r,symbols are values k-different moments of "solar
activity" cycle.The curves with k=O and k=30 correspond to
the same "solar activity" level,however the curves differ
greatly in appearance.Analogously the curves with k=7,37
n,mn-nH and k=23 correspond to the
nm,, same "solar activity" level.The influence this factor
on the lag time modulation
0 effects relatively to chan-
ges of the solar activity i_
08 ST vel is showninFig.3(solid
SO lines for case • =const(r),dotted lines for the case
46 • ~ r,symbols are values k).
30 The values of the lag time T_
0._ .73_ were calculated with methodd scribed in /5/,then total
23 leg time =d_termined£t.by 7=
Thus one can see that
0,2 the nonstationarity of modu-
lation properties of the so-
_0 lar wind and its distribu-
Y 3 5 iO 20R,6vtion with distance from the
Sun essentially influencesFigure 2.
on the energy spectra of par-
ticles,gradients of cosmic
days rays intensity in the inter-
250 planetary space and the lag
time of modulation effects
Y00 relatively to changes of the
C0 0 solar activity level obser-
20 7,$7 ved near the Earth when thedimension of the cosmic ray
Y0 modulation region is greater
than 50 a.u.
_ioreover the particles
2 drift in the regular magnetic
I field connected with general
0._ solar field /6-8/ gives cer-
0.2 tain contribution to the
Y 2 _ ,I0 ,_040 _'00200,R,6V break of the relation bet-
ween cosmic ray intensity and
the observed solar activity
Figure 3. level.
In /9/ the values of the absolute coefficients of "usual_
convective-diffusion modulation (determined by the solar
activity level) K4 and effect of the influence of general
solar fields K2 w@re determined by investigation the con
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Energy spectra of the cosmic rays intensity normalized at the solar act vity minimum have been shown in Fig.2.The solid lines correspond to the case ~ =const(r) ,dotted li-nes -x""r,symbo1s are values k-different moments of "solar act vity" cycle.The curves with k=O and k=30 correspond to the same "solar activity" level,however the curves differ greatly in appe rance.Analogously the curves with k=7,37 
o 
0.8 
Q6 
and k=23 correspond to the 
same "solar activity" level. The influence this factor 
on the lag time modulation 
effects relatively to chan-ges of the solar activity l~ 
vel is shown in Fig., (solid lines for case ~ =c(Jnst( r) , dotted lines for the case 
if '" r, symbols are values k). The values of the lag time ~ 
were calculated with method described in /5/,then total lag time determined by 't = 
::::ft, 
Thus one can see that 
the nonstationarity of modu-lation properties of the so-L-__ ~ __ ~~======~~~ lar wind and its distribu-ao -( 3 5 10 20 R,GV tion with distance from the Sun essentially influences 
days 
250 
100 
40 
20 
Figure 2. 
on the energy spectra of par-
ticles,gradients of cosmic r~s intensity in the inter-planetary space and the lag 
time of modulation effects 
relatively to changes of the 
solar activity level obser-
ved near the Earth when t e di ension of the cosmic ray 
modulation region is greater 
t an 50 a.u. 
Moreover the particles drift in the regular magnetic field connected with general 
solar field /6-8/ gives cer-
t i  contribution t  the break f t e r l ti n bet-
een cosmic r~ intensity and Figure 3. the observed solar activity level.  / / t  al es of the absolute coefficients of "usuar onvective-diffusion odulation (deter ined by the solar cti it  el) 1  ff ct f the influence of general solar fiel s 2 ere t i ed  esti ati n t e con-
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nection between the cosmic ray intensity and HL-index of
solar activity.On the whole the observed intensity is de-
termined in this model by
?TRT+ ' (9)
where f(R) is the same that in (6),f2(R)=_p/( A_ +p2 ),
p is Larmor radius, A is determined from (6),( _ =_g/3).
n_g_7 The sign before K2 is posi-
a 16566 tive for 1954 and 1976,and
negative for 1965.1n /9/it
45 was found that KI=0.21±0.O8;
p_ot0ns 0.32±0.10 and 0.3510.I0 for
1954,1965 and 1976 respecti-
vely,the values K2°are equal
+0.14±0.03;-O.09mO.O4 and
_0 _ +0.1110.O3 for the same pe-
riods.Hence we have:
(lO)7
I The results of the calcula-tions using (10) for Ro=15
GV have been shown by curves
....... in Fig._ for protons and ele-
gY _2 _5 _ 2_>_eVctrons.In this figure we ha-
ve presented the direct ex-
Figure 4. perimental data from /10/
for these ratios in the energy interval 0.1 - 2 GeV.It is
seems a good agreement between our calculations and the ex-
perimental ratios.
We have shown that the effects connected with nonstati-
onarity of the modulation properties of the solar wind
and the particles drift in the regular field exerts es-
sential influence on galactic cosmic ray modulation.
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ecti  et een t e cos ic ~ i t sit  and L-index f 
l r ti it . n t  hole t  s r  i t sit  i  -
t r i ed i  t i  odel  
[ K1 K2] 1(E,K1,K2 )=Jo (t)exp -/(R) + J2 (R) , (9) 
here fe ) is the sa e 
P  r or i s, ;) 
nHI'17 
n1965-66 
1.5 
'lotons 
1.0 
0.1 0.  0.5 1 
that in (6),f2( )=ilP/( ;.,2 +p2 ), 
i  t r i ed fro  ),  ~ ~~  
e si  f r  2 i  si-
ti  f r   6, d 
gati e  5. n /'it 
as f  t t 1=0. 1%0.08; 
~ 10 a  . . .1  f r 
, 65   ecti-
el ,t e values 2'are equal 
. %0.03;-0.09±0.04  
. *0.03 f r t  sa e -
o ce e : 
d1977 =expf- 003 + ~] (10) 
']1965 j(R) f;(R) 
The results of the calcula-
tions using (10) for o=15 
     s 
in Fig.4 for protons and ele-
2E,GeV ctrons.In this figure we ha-
 r t d t  i t -
i ure . ri ental t  fro  / / 
f r these rati s i  the energy i ter al 0.1 - 2 eV.lt is 
see s a  a ree ent et een r l l ti s a  t  -
peri ental rati s. 
e   t  t  ect  it  nstati-
onarity of the odulation properties of the solar ind 
a  t  arti l s rift i  t  r l r fi l  erts s-
se tial influence on alactic cos ic ray odulation. 
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THE EPFECT OF THE NEUTRAL SHEET STRUCTURE 0F THE
INTERPLANETARY mAGNETIC FIELD ON COSMIC RAY
DISTRIBUTION IN SPACE
Alania M.¥., Aslsmazashvili R.G.. Bochorishvili T.B.
Djapiashvili T.¥., Tkemala_ze V.S.
The Institute of Geophysics, Georgian Academy of
Science, Z.Rukhsdze str.1, 380093, Tbilisi
ABSTRACT
I.The results of the numerical solution of the
anisotropic diffusion equation are presented
in the paper. It is shown that the modulation
depth of galmctlc cosmic rays is defined by
degree of curvature of the neutral current
sheet in Heliosphere. 2.The effect of the re-
gular interplanetary magnetic f_eld (I_) on
cosmic ray anisotropy in the epoch of solar
activity minimum (in 1976) is analysed by the
data of the neutron super-monitors of the
world network and the heliolatitudinal gradient
and cosmic ray diffusion coefficient are defined.
The theoretical model. The recent investlgations/1,2/
show _ha_ t_e neutral current sheet changes its range sig-
nificantly for ll-year period of the Sun's cycle and can be
one of the reasons of cosmic ray modulation. Really, the
curvatures of the interplanetary magnetic field lines of
forces(I¾F) correspond to the waved structure of the neut-
ral sheet that is identical with the appearance of high-va-
lue zenithal component of I_F, Hz. The experimental obser-
vations in space show that Hz component of I¾_ is, in the
mean t a high value _ _0-_ _T /8/ and therefore, its ac-
count in solution of comic ray anisotropic diffuslon equa-
tion is of necessity.
The snisotropic diffusion equation /4/ for the statio-
nary case is used:
0
where _ -the tensor coefficients of diffusion, _ amd
-the density and the rigidity of the partlcle,an_ _-so-
lar wind velocity. It is suggested in equation solution
(1) t_st the radius of the modulation volume is 50 a.u.,
_-4.10_m/s, the diffusion coefficient along the magne-
tic field has the form
where _o =I022cm21se I. _I =0,05G¥, _,=3GV, _(0_ _ rchamged in the range I 5 from the helioequator to he a -
polar region, and _(_)= I+4 (_/To) , where _ =0,1, _o
-modulation region radius.
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lania .V., sla azashvili R. . l ochorishvili T. ., japiashvili .V., Tke alattze .S. 
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I. e sults f t  umerical l ti  f t  
a is tr pic iff si  e uati n are resented 
i  t  aper. t i  s  t t t  odulation 
depth of alactic cos ic rays is defined by 
e ree f c r at re f t e eutral c rrent 
eet i  eli sphere. .  t f t  -
lar i t r l etary agnetic fi l  (IMF) on 
cos ic ray anisotropy i  the epoch f s lar 
ti it  i i  (i  I ) i  l   t  
t  f t  utr n er~ rs f t  
orl  t ork  t  li l ti inal r i nt 
a  c s ic r  iff i  effi i nt r  fi . 
e t retical odel. e r t i estigations/l,2/ 
 t t th  eutral rr t et es   -
ifi ntly f r II- r ri  f t  n's l     
one of the reasons of cos ic ray odulation. eally, the 
curvatures f the i ter la etary agnetic fiel  lines of 
forces(IMF) correspond to the aved structure of the neut-
l et t t  i ti al it  t  ear ce f i - a-
l  it l c ponent f IM , z. e eri ental ser-
vations i  space sho  that z co ponent of IMF is, i  the 
mean a high value rv Q 10-9 n r /3/ and therefore, its aC-
c nt i  s l ti  f co ic ra  is tr ic iff si  e a-
ti  i  f cessity. 
he a is tr ic iff si  e ati  / / f r the st ti -
nary case is used: 
VL(3eil<.Vt<.n)-Vi (n Ul}+ 3~~ ~(R3Y1)V; Ui =  (1) 
here Gei/( -the tensor coefficients of diffusion Yl and R 
-t  sit  and t e ri i it  f the rti le,anA Ui-SO-
lar ind velocity. It is suggested in equation solution 
(1) that the radius of the modulation volume is 50 a.u., 
, U =4.IObm/s, the diffusion coefficient along the magne-
ti  i l   t  f r  
ge /I = aeo EX P (Y< 4/ R ). (R 'l. + r< ) ~ <P (e)- cP ( rt ) (2) 
where CJeo _I022cm2/sec Ri :::0, 05GV, ~'l..c3GV, epee} is 
c aDged in the range 1-5 fro  the helioequator to the nea -
polar region, and <'P('t)=1+~(t"(/1.o) f where q=O,I,l(o 
~odul  re i  r i s. 
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The range of the waved structure of the neutral current
sheet is given in the form
(3)
and _ are chosen so that _he neural current sheet on
the Earth's orbit (_=1,5"I01_cm) i_ at the heliolatitude
IO° . In this case _ =5 and _ =lO_.
The equation (1) is solved by the net method for the two
dimensional case ( _, _ ) _=_ = 0 and the re-
sults are presented in Fig. la,b. The curve(a)shows the
change of the relative density of IO Gev energy cosmic rays,
when the curvature (8) is defined by the parameter _EO,5,
i.e. the maximum removal 6f the neutral sheet from the equa-
tor of the Sun on the Earth's orbit is _=2,5 "I0_ cm.The
curve(b) shows the case, when _=0 and L=0 . It is
seen that, really, with the increas_ of neutral current
sheet range, the significant cosmic ray modulation is expec-
ted, which by its value is compared with the amplitude of
ll-year variation in the energy region 10-20Gev.
The experimental data on cosmic ray anisotropy.
I_ _as been s_own in our previous paper /b/ _het the
particle drift effect at the expense of the gradient and the
curvature of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMP) is re-
vealed slnglevaluedly, especially in the epoch of solar ac-
tivity minimum. It is known that the particle drift effect
in distribution of cosmic ray density and anlsotropy can be
calculated with the antisymmetric part of the anisotropic
diffusion tensor /6/. but , in our opinion, this problem is
not always clear, and therefore, sometimes the incorrect
interpretation is made. _.g. as it has been done in the re-
port 77/ while reviewing paper /5/, where the epoch of solar
activity minimum I_65- has been considered.
Four neutron super-monitor stations: Kiel,Norikura.
Lomnitsky Stif and Khafelakar have been chosen for revealing
the effect of the particle drift in cosmic ray anisotropy
(I976). The data of these stations were free from the
trends with the periods more than 24 _urs and the harmonic
coefficients _ and _ for every day were defined.Then
they were averaged depending on the Earth's location in
"+" and "-" sectors of IMP.("+" corresponds to the direction
of the magnetic lines of forces from the Sun, and "-" to-
ward the Sun). Then, the values _ and _ have been de-
fined in cosmic space taking into account the drift into
the Earth's magnetic field and the coupling coefficients /8/
and the means by all four stations were found. The results
are presented in Fig._, where the solid vectors correspond
to the theoretical results, dud the dashed ones- the experi-
mental data of observation.
It can be seen that_ good accord is existed there.
Having the values _ and _ for "+" and "-"
sectors of IMP the algebraic equations have been constituted
of the form:
78 
  
  f  a e  t r   t  eutral r t 
s et i  i  i  t  f r  
'6 = II- Do (rt/rro) GO~ (16 fTrt/rtc) (3) 
Ir and 00 are chosen so t at the eutal current sheet on 
t e arth's r it ~ I,5·I013cm) iB t t e eli l tit e 
100 • I  t is Case A  5 and "0 =10 • 
The equation (1) is solved by tie net method for the two 
dimensional case ( 1(, e) ~,:. ~(f't :. 0 and the re-
sults are presented in Fig. la,b. The curve{a)sho s the 
change of the relati e density of 10 ev energy cos ic rays, 
hen the curvature (3) is defined by the para eter ~ =0,5, 
i. . the axi u  re oval of the neutral sheet fro  the equa-
tor of the Sun on the arth's orbit is ~ ::2,5 • 10~2. c . The 
r e( ) s s t  s , he  .JI= 0 a  ),,::.0 • It i  
seen that, really, ith the increase of neutral current 
s eet ra e, t e si ifi nt cos ic ra  odulation i  e ec-
ted, hich by its value is co pared ith the a plitude of 
- r Variati n    i  D-ZOGev. 
he ex eri ental data on cos ic ray a is tr  • 
s ee  s   r r  s er at t  
arti l  ri t t  t  s   t  r i nt  t  
curvature of the interplanetary agnetic field (IMF) is re-
vealed s~glevsluedly, especially i  the epoch of s lar ac-
ti it  ini u . It is kno n t at t e arti l  rift effect 
i  i t i ti   i   sit   $ i t y   
l l t  it  t  a tis metric art f t  is tr ic 
diffusion tensor /6/ t but, in our opinion, this problem is 
not always clear, ana therefore so eti es the incorrect 
i t retati n i  ade. B. .      i  t  
port 17/ hile revie ing paper /5/, where the epoch of solar 
ti it  i i  19 5- s  si ered. 
Four neutron super- onitor stations: iel, orikura 
omnitsky stif and hafelakar have been chosen f r re eali  
the effect of the particle drift in cos ic ray anisotropy 
(1 6). e t  f t s  st ti s ere fr  fro  t  
tr s it  t  ri s ore t   hours a  t  ar onic 
c efficients Ai and 8. f r every day ere defined. hen 
t  ere r d n~  t  arth's ~on i  
tt+,. and t1_,. sectors of I F.\"+" corresponds to the direction 
of the agnetic lines of forces fro  the Sun, and "_It to-
ward the Sun). Then, the values 11'( and A", have been de-
fi  i  s ic s  t i  i t  nt t  rift i t  
the arth's agnetic fiel  and t e coupling c efficients / / 
a  t  eans  ll f r st ti s ere f . e r s lts 
are presented i  ig.2, here the s li  vectors correspond 
to the theoretical results, and the dashed ones- the experi-
ental t  f servati n. 
It can be seen that p good accord is existed there. 
aving the values If~ and Jl tt for "+ II and It_" 
s t rs f I F t e al e raic e uati ns have ee  nstit t d 
f  : 
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Solving the system-of equations (4) the mean solar
wind velocity is found, and the retieus _=_Z/_ll and
_=3_,/_, lare estimated. ( _Lz , _ and 96,1 -the
transversal! Hall and parallel diffusion coefficients)
and the hellolatitudinal gradient and the diffusion coeffi-
cient are estimated.
Discussion and conclusion
I. T_e degree oi curva_u#e of the IMF neutral layer in-
fluences appreciably cosmic ray modulation. The modulation
depth is large during the extend of the waved neutron lay-
er and can be compared with the amplitude of ll-year varia-
tion in the energy region 10-20 Gev.
2.The particle drift effect st the expense of the gra-
dient and the curvature of IMF is revealed singlevaluedly
in Cosmic ray enisotropy in the epoch of solar activity mi-
nimum in 1976.
3. The inverse problem is solved by the equation (4).
The solar wind velocity . _=455km/s ( the direct observa-
tions by /9/ give _ =450) and ratio _ of the trans-
verse diffusion coefficient _ to the parallel one _Lu
( _ =0,3) are defined.
It is of interest to note that the same value has been
obtained for 1965 too.
4. The heliolatitudlnel gradient end the diffusion coe-
fficient have been estimated from (4) with the given
radial gradient of cosmic rays
constituting
respectively.
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Jl 1: ~ f)f) () n + ~ 
Jr If - (]{Cf'C fJ't - ae<f~ e;fJ 
(4) 
Solving the system-of equations ( ) the ean solar 
ind elocity is found, and the ::'eti0us c{ = de;./ dell and 
q1=O€u/d€" are esti ated. , 9t.l. , ~,,.,  'de-II -  
t sversal! a l s d para lel iff si n oe ficients) 
and the hel~olatitudinal gradient and the diffusion coeffi-
cient are esti ated. 
Discussion and conclusion 
t. Tfie degree of curvature of the I F neutral layer in-
fluences appreciably cos ic ray odulation. he odulation 
depth is large during the extend of the aved neutron lay-
er and Can be co pared ith the a plitude f II- ear varia-
tion in the energy region 10-20 Gev. 
2. he article rift ef-fect at the expense of the ra-
dient and the curvature of I F is revealed singlevaluedly 
i  os ic ray anisotropy i  the epoch of solar act-ivity i-
nimum in 1976. 
30 he inverse proble  is solved by the equation (4). 
he solar wind velocity U=4 5lon/s ( t e irect bserva-
tions by / / give U =450) and ratio c{ of the trans-
erse iff si n oefficient Gel t  t  arallel e '£/1 
( 0(  0 3) ar  efi ed. 
, It Is of interest to note that the same value has been 
obtained for 1965 too. 
4. he eliolatit dinal gradient and the diffusion coe-
ffi i t ave been esti ated fr  ( ) ith t  i en 
radial gradient of cos ic rays ~n=( 1-2) % / a.u. 
constituti g ~ . 
r spectively. 
~n==-(o,Q-O,4)%/C(U ) ge,,::;.(O,6-1,3) 1023 cm1./s 
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ABSTRACT
The suggestion Is substantiated that the
periphery of the heliomagnetosphere - the
region which properties depend on both solar
wind and interstellar space parameters -
play much more important role in the solar
modulation of the galactic cosmic rays than
usually believed.
I. INTRODUCTION.
As a rule the electromagnetic fields in the galactic
cosmic ray modulation region are specified by the extrapola-
tion of those known at r_ 30 AU. Clearly the restriction
imposed on the possible modulation region characteristics
in this scheme also limits the range of the explicable by
means of it galactic cosmic ray phenomena. Let us call the
galactic cosmic ray modulation accomplished In conformity
with the above scheme the "Inte1_al"modulatlon.
The mentioned extrapolation is valid only in the case
when the whole modulation region is inside the supersound
and superalfvenlc solar wlnd which properties are control-
led entirely by the Sun. In thls work the suggestion is
substantiated that the galactic cosmic rays should (and pro-
bably do) undergo considerable transformation In the transi-
tion region between the supersound solar wlnd and the undis-
turbed by the Sun galactic space.
2. THE THEORETICAL REASONS.
Plrst of all note the discrepancy of the "internal" mo-
dulation scheme during the periods when the large-scale mag-
netic field distribution in the quiet (l.e.und_urbed from
the outside) solar wlnd is a dipole-like one. In this case
because of the space charge the potential of the inside of
the modulation region boundary surface considerably depends
on the heliolatitude while the exterior of the same surface
conforming to the undisturbed galactic space Is equlpoten-
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ABSTRACT 
The suggestion is substantiated that the periphery of the heliomagnetosphere - the 
region which properties depend on both solar 
wind and interstellar space parameters -play much more important role in the solar 
modulation of the galactic cosmic rays than usually believed. 
1. I ODUCTION. 
As a rule the electromagnetic fields in the galactic cos ic ray odulation region are specified by the extrapola-ti n of t ose kno n at r~30 AU. Clearly the restriction i posed on t e possible odulation region characteristics i  t is s e ls  li its the range of the explicable by eans f it galactic cosmic ray phenomena. Let us call the galactic cos io ray odulation accomplished in oonformity ith the above soheme the tfinte:Pa.ltfmodulation. he entioned extrapolation is valid only in the case hen t e hole odulation region is inside the supersound  peralfvenic solar wind which properties are control-l  ntirely y the Sun. In this work the suggestion is bstantiated t at the galactic cosmic rays should (and pro-ably do) undergo considerable transformation in the transi- r i n bet een the supersound solar wind and the undis-t r ed by the Sun galactic space. 
. E RETI AL SONS. 
First f ll note the discrepancy of the "internal" mo-ulati n sche e during the periods when the large-svale mag-etio fi l  distribution in the quiet (i.e.und~urbed from  t i ) solar wind is a dipole-like one. In this case use f the space charge the potential of the inside of  odulation region boundary surface considerably depends on the heliolatitude while the exterior of the same surface f ing t  the undisturbed galaotic space is equipoten-
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tial. To settle this contradiction the transition region
should be included in the galactic cosmic ray modulation re-
gion/ 1,2/.
In /3-5/ the processes in this transition region are
considered for the explanation of some galactic cosmic ray
effects. It is important that for these explanations the
fundumental difference of the modulation parameters from
those of the Quiet solar wind is neeessary: the nonradial
flow of plasma /4,5/ and the large latitude component of
the interplanetary magnetic field /3-5/.
At the same time the qualitative character of /3-5/
should be noted as well as the obvious ins"fficiency of the
method suggested in /1,2/ to allow for the transition re-
gion influence on the galactic cosmic rays. This method us-
ing the Liuville theorem and the potential difference bet-
ween the inside points of the quiet solar wind and the in-
finity (so ca_led the "external" modulation of the galactic
cosmic rays) takes into account only the charge distributi-
on in the quiet solar wind and completely disregard the ga-
lactic space characteristics: the presence of the galactic
magnetic and electric fields, the movement of the solar sy-
stem through the interstellar matter and so on.
3. THE EXPERIMENTAL REASONS.
A. The most dramatic feature of the galactic cosmic rays
w_-_ch is evidently beyond the scope of the "internal" mo-
dulation is their behaviour in the low energy range (E_80
MeV/n) during 1971 -1978 - the "anomalous component" (AC},
/6/. The characteristics of these particles - their elemen-
tal and isotopic compositions, energy spectra - so differ
fromthe expected ones that there are many advocates of the
hypothesis /7/, according to which the source of the anoma-
lous component is the interstellar neutral gas, i.e. AC
does not have any bearing to the galactic cosmic rays. Yet
some features in cosmic ray behaviour force us to regard
the "anomalous component" as the natural part of the com-
plex galactic cosmic ray phenomenon taking place during
this period:
I) The time behaviour of the anomalous component fluxes
is very simillar to that of the protons and helium
nuclei of higher energy;
2) The very important fact, connecting anomalous compo-
nent with the protons, is the simillar (and anomalous)
behaviour of their radial gradients. With the growth
of the solar activity in 1979-1980 the gradients of
both anomalous component and protons of E:29-67 MeV
sharply drop off /8/.
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In Fig. 1 the behaviour of
the anomalous component
,,, _,, _ r, r,,,' _ I (Hg spectral index: dJ/dE _ADDITIONALCOMPONENTINSTRATOSPHERE,
_0- _ MURMANSK I E o, /8,9/,_) is correla-
--R>0.SGV ted with that of so called
_j_mrm n ,., "the additional component
____ in stratosphere", (_),
105 which, as shown in /10/, is
due to the primary H and
_.oo He nuclei in the energy
range 100-500 MeV/n.
The likeness of the
0_ behaviour of the anomalous
component and of protons05
H,SPECTR^L,N0eX(_ ~E r) is rather difficult to un-
fair_.: i derstand from the viewpo-0 _ ,_.-" --_6-55_ int of the current hypothe-
/ ._J":."'.:_,_,._O-20_-Q see on their origin /6/,In /2/ we suggested the
0.5 _'ik,_!+ scheme of AC formation
by
a the acceleration of low
4.0 i.I-I++ energy galactic cosmic rays
I in the process of their+ "ex ernal" modulation. The
, , , J J _ z , _ _ , _ J , , same process results in the
_970 75 _980,.,VE_R& considerable increase of
FIGURE 1 higher energy particles.
B. The unusual from the viewpoint of the "internal" modu-
la--_ionthe galactic cosmic ray phenomena take place during
the periods of the inversion of the general magnetic field
of the Sun (GMFS).
In /11-13/ we subdivided the galactic cosmic ray beha-
viour during GMFS inversion into two phenomena:
I- Due to the supposed attenuation of the interplanetary
magnetic field strength the decrease of the galactic cos-
mic r;y modulation so much the greater (and the more pro-
longed) the greater the particle energy is. This explana-
tion of the "energetic hysteresis" is entirely in the sco-
9e of the "internal" modulation scheme.
II- The phenomenon depending on the type of GMFS inversi-
on (characteriz@d by the sign of the dM /dr, where M_ is _the projection of the general magnetic field of the _un ma
gnetic dipole moment on the Sun rotation axis) delaying
with respect to the first phenomenon by I-2 years. We re-
late this delay to the location of the process responsible
for the second phenomenon on the periphery of the hello--mag-
net osphere.
Fig.2 shows the galactic cosmic ray behaviour accor-
ding to the stratospheric data (M_rmansk, R^--O°5GV) during
the periods of GMFS inversions in 1969-71 (_dMz/dt>O,a)
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In Fig.  the behaviour of 
the anomalous component 
( e spectral index: dJ/dE~ 
E-6, /8,9/,8) is correla-
ted with that of so ca led 
"the a ditional component 
in stratosphere", (a), 
which, as shown in /10/, is 
due to the pri ary H d 
He nuclei in the energy 
range 1 0-5 0 MeV/n. 
The lik n ss of the 
behaviour of the anomalous 
component and of protons 
is rather difficult to un-
derstand from the viewpo-
int of the current hy the-
ses on their origin /6/. 
In /2/ we su gested the 
scheme of AC formation by 
the a celeration of l  
energy galactic cosmic rays 
in the process of their 
"external" modulation. The 
sa e proce s results in the 
considerable increase of 
higher energy particles. 
B. The unusual fr  the viewpoint of the "internal" modu-
lation the galactic cosmic ray phenomena take place during 
the periods of the inversion of the general magnetic field 
of the Sun ( MFS). 
In /11-13/ we subdivided the galactic cosmic ray beha-
viour during GMFS inversion into t o phenomena: 
I - Due to the su posed a tenuation of the interplanetar,y 
magnetic field strength the decrease of the galactic cos-
mic rJY modulation so much the greater (and the more pro-
longed) the greater the particle energy is. This explana-
tion of the "energetic hysteresis" is entirely in the sco-
pe of the "internal" modulation scheme. 
I - The phenomenon depending on the type of GMFS inversi-
on (characterized by the sign of the dM /dt, where M is 
the projection of the general magnetic field of the Sun ma-
gnetic dipole moment on the Sun rotation axis) delaying 
with respect to the first phenomenon by 1-2 years. We re-
late this delay to the location of the proce s responsible 
for the second phenomenon on the periphery of the he io~ ­
netosphere. 
Fig.2 shows the galactic cosmic ray behaviour a cor-
ding to the stratospheric data (~urmansk, Rc=0.5G ) during the periods of GMFS inversions in 1969-71 ( dMz/dt.> 0, a) 
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and 1980 (dMz/dt<O,b) mar-
_-4--STPATOSPHERE, R>O,5GV _. J ked by the t_ick section on
. _:_oF×P(Aq08_2) /_ _ t-axes. The periods of I andIT phenomena are shown as
a _r__tl well. A dashed lines indica-
3o te the galactic cosmic ray
intensity according to the
expression
'kf\ / f'"V' 'VlJ j=J6exP (_A. r_0.8 ' _-1.2),
25 _A _ I t-_ I' _ where _ and _ are the nt_-
_d \J bet of sunspot groups andtheir mea heliolatitude,re-
t------I ,I, ll-------I t spectively. This expression
u ! K I I I M I l/ is thought of as describing
_-)_ _970 Y[ARS due to the Sun alone (i.e.
"internal") and normal (i.e.
3o /o in the absence of the "ener-
getic hysteresis") galacticI\ ?i_ / cosmic ray modulation. It is
seen from Fig.2 that in the
25 r" initial stage of the inver-sion anomaly (the first phe-
nomenon) intensity quickly
increases for both types of
the inversion, this increase
persisting during the second
20 phenomenon in (dM_/dt > O)-in-
version, but changing into
_980 YEARS decrease in (dMz/dt _ O)-in-
FIGURE 2. version.
4. THE CONCLUSION. To understand the galactic cosmic ray
behaviour it is necessary to develope much more real model
of the heliomagnetosphere than used now.
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SPATIAL DIS_RIBUTI_ OF GOSMIG RAYS IN MAG_TIG GYGLES
OF THE S_
.V.Alaniya
Instituteof Geophysicsof the Academy of Sciences of
GeorgianSSR, Tbilisi,USSR
R .T.Gushchina,L.I.Dorman
Instituteof TerrestrialMagnetism,Ionosphereand Radio
Wave Propagation,USSR Academy of Sciences,1_2092Troitsk,
Moscow Region, USSR
Space-time distribution of OR density B is determined
from the solution of anisotropic diffusion equation (Dot-
man, 1965). The boundary problem is solved in a quasista-
tionary (the delay of OR relative to cyclic variations of
solar activity is takes into account) axisymmetric case
under the following boundary conditions
where r is the distance from the Sun, ro is the dimension
of the modulation region, R is particle rigidity. The
specificity of our modulation model is the use (in line
with the works by Alaniya et al., 1981, 1983) of the empiri-
cal dependence of the free path of particles for scattering
on the observed latitudinal distribution of solar activity.
Another specific feature of the m@del is an account of an
additional effect due to the drift of charged particles
towards the helio-equator plane or backward, depending on
the direction of the total magnetic field of the Sun.
The intensity of coronal radiation (-% = 5303A) and
the area of solar spots were chosen as indices of helio-acti-
vity. Out of many observed manifestations of solar activity
these characteristics have been chosen in the assumption that
their cyolic variations are a reflection of a corresponding
manifesbation of poloi_al and toroidal components of the
magnetic field of the Sun. Such interdependence was also
pointed out by Parker (1982). To confirm this assumption,
the behaviour of the north-south assymetry of the chosen
indices of solar activity was studied in detail in 18-2.,%
cycles in the 9oEiods of inversion of the total magnetic
field of the Sun. It has been shown (Alaniya etal., 1983)
that inversion of magnetic fields in high-latitudinal regions
of the Sun starts in the hemisphere where the activity is
maximal, and the most convivcing proof of it is given by the
intensity variation of the green coronal line. Thus, deter-
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Space-time distribution of OR density B is determined 
from the solution of anisotropic diffusion equation (Dor-
man, 1965). The boundary problem is solved in a quasista-
tionary (the delay of OR relative to cyclic variations of 
solar activity is taken into account) axisy metric case 
under the following boundary conditions 
~ ~/ -= 0 ; lJ/ -=1 ~ Jr= 3 S 0 rl y =/ 
,y.-::o ~ -=1 T ) 
where r is the distance fro  the Sun, ro is the dimension 
of the modulation region, R is particle rigidity. The 
specificity of our modulation model is the use (in line 
with the works by Alaniya et al., 1981, 1983) of the empiri-
cal dependence of the fr e path of particles for scattering 
on the observed latitudinal distribution of solar activity. 
Another specific feature of the _Idel is an account of an 
additional effect due to the drift of charged particles 
towards the helio-equator plane or backward, depending on 
the direction of the total magnetic field of the Suo. 
The intensity of coronal radiation (.::A = 5303A) and 
the area of solar spots were chosen as indices of helio-acti-
vity. Out of many observed manifestations of solar activity 
these characteristics nave been chosen 1n the assumption that 
their C70l1c variations are a reflection of a corresponding 
manifestation of poloidal and toroidal compo ents of the 
magnetic field of the Suo. such interdependence was also 
pointed out by Parker (1982). To confir  this assumption, 
the behaviour of the north-south assymetry of the chosen 
indices of solar activity was studied in detail in lB-2l 
cycles in the per10ds of inversion of the total magnetic 
field of the Sun. It has been shown (Alaniya et al •• 1983) 
that inversion of magnetic fields in high-latitudinal regions 
of the Sun starts in the hemisphere where the activity is 
maximal, and the most convivcing proof of it is given by the 
intensity variation of the green coronal line. Thus, deter-
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_Aning the variation of the free path for particle scatter-
in_ by means of the dependence which takes into account
simultaneously the change in the solar spot areas and in
the coronal radiation intensity (_ = 5303 A) and the de-
lay of CR, one can associate the observed cyclically va-
ryin_ solar activity on the entire sphere and the spatial
distribution of the diffusion tensor.
Under the above boundary conditions and under the
assumptions concerning the dependence of the free path on
the distance and rigidity (see Alaniya et al., 1981) the
numerical solution of the OR transport equation makes it
possible to estimate an additional effect induced by par-
ticle drift from poles to the equator and backwards depend-
ing on the direction of the large-scale magnetic field of
the Sun. Figure I presents the latitudinal distribution
of the expected modulation depth B for two different con-
figurations of the total magnetic field of the Sun, as
well as the modulation depth calculated for the case where
the drift effect is disregarded.
B _69
0,9" r_=t061/"
#8
0,?'
Oj_1
0 20 ,_0 _0 80 100 120 f40 f60 _JO°
s /v
Fig° I The expected relative density of OR with a rigidity
o% i0 G¥ in 1969 at a distance r = Z a.e. versus
the heliolatitude with an account of drift flu-
xes (N-S-- towards the ecliptic plane, N-S- - back-
ward and without an account of the drift x).
The calculations show that an account taken of this effect
may increase or decrease (depending on the direction of the
background magnetic field of the Sun) the modulation depth
about by I/3.
According to our calculations for some periods in
19-21 cycles o_ solar activity, the expected amplitudes of
long-term variations of OR with a rigidity of lO G¥ (in the
determination of which the drift of charged particles is
taken into account)are in a good agreement with the ones
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~~Ding the variation of the free path for particle scatter-
ing by means of the dependence which takes into account 
simultaneously the change in the solar spot areas and in 
the coronal radiation intensity (~ = 5303 A) and the de-
lay of CR, one can associate the observed cyclically va-
rying solar activity on the entire sphere and the spatial 
distribution of the diffusion tensor. 
Under the above boundary conditions and under the 
assumptions concerning the dependence of the free path on 
the distance and rigidity (see Alaniya et al., 1981) the 
numerical solution of the OR transport equation makes it 
possible to estimate an additional effect ioduced by par-
ticle drift from poles to the equator and backwards depend-
ing on the direction of the large-scale magnetic field of 
the Suo. Figure I presents the latitudinal distribution 
of the expected modulation depth B for two different con-
figurations of the total magnetic field of the Suo, as 
well as the modulation depth calculated for the case where 
the drift effect is disregarded. 
B 
0.9 
0,8 
D.7 
0,6 9 
o ro ~ ~ ~ • ~ ~ ~ • 
S N 
Fig. I The expected relative density of OR with a rigidity 
of 10 GV in 1969 at a distance l' = I a.e. versus 
the heliolatitude with an account of drift fl~ 
xes (N-S-- towards the ecliptic plane, N-S- - back-
ward and without an account of the drift x). 
The calculations show that an account taken of this effect 
may increase or decrease (depending on the direction of the 
background magnetic field of the sun) the modulation depth 
about by I/3. 
According to our calculations for some periods in 
19-21 cycles of solar activity, the expected amplitudes of 
long-term variations of OR with a rigidity of 10 GV (in the 
determination of which the drift of charged particles is 
taken into account)are in a good agreement with the ones 
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observed on neutron monitors (which register particles
with the effective rigidity of lO GV).
From the obtained space-time distribution of the re-
lative OR density we have determined the expected trans-
verse gradients, which are the measure of nonsphericity
of the modulation process. Increasing in the activity ma-
xima, the latitudinal gradients whose value depends on the
epoch of the solar activity cycle must show up the features
of spatial distribution connected with the specificities
of the OR modulation model under consideration (Fig.2).
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S 80° 60 _o 20 o° 20 4o 6o SO'N
Fig. 2. The expected transverse gradient in the maxima of
19-21 cycles of solar activity for different con-
figurations of the total magnetic field.
For the configuration of the total magnetic field of the
Sun, where the magnetic field lines leave the North pole
and enter the South pole (N-S'), the maximum of the_traRs-
verse gradient must be observed at helio-latitudes Z(lO--
15v), and for the iavers_ co_figu_ation it shifts towards
aigaer helio-latitudes (-(#0 - 50 ) ). Besides, for both
field configurations on the Sun, at low hello-latitudes the
transverse gradient is sig_ffVariable,which confirms the
results of meteauite studies (Lavrukhina, Ustinova, 1981).
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ig. . e pected transverse radient i  t e i a f 
-21 cles f s lar tivity for iff rent c -
figurations f t e total agnetic ield. 
or t e c nfi urati n f t e t t l agnetic fi l  f t e 
Sun, where the magnetic field lines leave the North pole 
and enter the South pole ( -S-), the axi u  of the traBs-
e£se r dient ust e bser ed t eli -latit es ±(l  -
15 ), and for the invers~ cosfig~ation it shifts towards 
higher helio-latitudes (-(40 - 50 ) ). esides, for both 
fi l  onfigurations  t  un, t l  eli -latit des t  
tra s erse radient is i~ariable, hich confir s t e 
results of mete~ite studies (Lavrukhina, stinova, 1981). 
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Note that the agreement between the expected trans-
verse gradients and those observed on cosmic epps_ates
(according to Lockwood and Webber, 1984)is only of a qua-
litative character because one should bear in mind the
difficulties in the interpretation of space measurements,
which ere connected with the fact that the angle of cosmic
apparatus declination from the hello-equator plane is at
the present time not large, and the problem of separation
of radical and transverse gradients has not yet been
clearly solved.
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1I- AND 22-YEARVARIATIONS0P THE COSMICRAY DENSITY
ANDOFTHES0LAElIND5PEBD
N.P.O_irkov
Instituteof OosmophysicalResearch& Aerono_7
LeninAve.,31, 677891Yakutsk,USSE
ABSTRACT
Cosmicray densityvariationsfor 17-21solar
activitycyclesand the solarwind speedfor
20-21onesareinvestigated.The 22-yearsolar
wind speedrecurrencewas foundin even and
odd cycleswhichallowsto forecastit.
The 22-year variations of cosmic ray density
opposite to the solar wind speed and solar
activity were found. The account of solar wind
speed in 11-year variations significantly
decreases the modulation region of cosmic rays
with _ = 10-20 GeV.
I. Introduction. Many authors _I-41 to investigate the
nature of 11-year variations of cosfLicray density use solar
activity and obtain the large sizes of modulation region.
But according to the equation of transfer the agent modulat-
ing cosmic rays should be proportional to the solar wind
speed. If the latter Is not proportional to the solar acti-
vity then the conclusions on large sizes of cosmic ray modu-
lation region will be incorrect.
2. Results. To study the regularities of the solar wind
speed the geomagnetic activity (aa-index) was used taking
into account their close relationship [5,6] • The averaged
picture of geomagnetic and solar activzties is presented in
Pig.1 [7] where data for 1868-1977 were used. In the left
the odd solar cycles, in the right the even ones are shown.
Prom Pig.1 it is seen that on the average in odd cycles
a close correlation with solar activity is observed and in
even cycles - a bad one. Both in even and odd cycles the two
maxima of geomsgnetic activity are observed. The first maxi-
mum coincides with the solar activity maxzmum, the second one
delays by I year in odd cycles and by 4 years in even ones.
The solar wind speed should have the similar regularity which
in 20 and 21 solar cycles was observed _8,9] • The second
maximumof geome_neticactivityhas 22-yearrecurrenceeither
in even or odd cycleswhichallowsto forecastit [6,7]• .
The next secondmaximaof geomagneticactivityand solarwina
speedshouldbe observedin 1996and2004.
Presentedin Pig.1pictureof behaviourof geome_neticactivi-
ty and solarwi_d speedshouldsi_aificantlycomplicatethe
lJ-yearvariationof cosmicraydensityas it is was observed
_1oj.
- -Here we continue the investigation of |10J for more
L @
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1  2-YEAR ATIONS OF E O IO  ITY 
, . D  E OLAR IND S UD 
.P. .hirkov 
Institute of os ophysical Research  eronomy 
in ve., , 77891 a tsk, R 
TRAOT 
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ti it  ere f . e acc nt f s l r i  
 i  - ear ri ti s i ifi ntly 
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it  E   e . 
1. Introduction. Many authors (1-41 to investigate the 
t r  f - ear ri ti s f c smic r  nsit  s  l r 
ti it   t i  t    f odulation i . 
ut according t  t e equation f tra sfer t e agent odulat-
i  s ic r s l   r porti nal t  t  l r i  
d.  t  t r i  t orti nal t  t  l r ti-
it  then t e conclusions on lar e sizes f cos ic ra  odu-
l ti  r i  ill e i rrect. 
2. esults. To study the re ularities f the s lar ind 
s ee  t e e agnetic ti it  (aa-in e ) as se  ta i  
into account their close relationShip [5,6] • The averaged 
i t r  f e agnetic a  l r ti 1ti s i  r s t  i  
Fig.1 f7] where data for 1868-1911 were used. In the left 
t  a l r l s, i  t  ri t t   s r  s n. 
Fro  Fig. 1 it is seen that on the average i  odd cycles 
a l s  rrelati n it  l r ti it  i  ser ed a  i  
 cl s -   e. ot  i     l  t  t  
axi a f geo agnetic acti it  are observed. he first axi-
u  c i ci es it  t e s l r ti it  8X1 u , t e second one 
l s  1 ar i   l s a    ars i  e e  es. 
The solar ind speed should have the si ilar regularity hich 
in 20 and 21 solar cycles as observed (8,9] • The second 
aximum f geo agnetic tivity as - ear recurrence ither 
in even or odd cycles which allows to forecast it [6,1] • 
he next second axima of geo agnetic activity and solar ind 
eed ould  served  96 d 4. 
Presented in Fig.1 picture of behaviour of geo agnetic activi-
ty and s lar ind speed should Significantly co plicate the 
11-year variation of cosmic ray denSity as it is as observed [10~;  e continue the i esti ati n f L 1 f r or  
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extend energy range of
(l(l the observed cosmic ray
25 variations. The ioniza-
tion chamber data for 17-
21 solar cycles and the
20 neutron and balloon data
for 19-21 ones were used.
Correlation and regres-
sion coefficients a,b in
W the equations of type
where 41, A_A/ , & (kO, are
deviations from mean va-
40 lues and are presented in
the Table. The values of
a total correlation coef-
ficient R. and values of
2 6 Io 14 m 22 g= 2
Pig.1. 22-year averaged are also presented. From
data of aa-index and of Wolf the Table it is clear that
numbers for 1868-1977 the account of the solar
wind speed significantly
improves the relationship.
The correlation coefficient is 0.89 - 0.96. The calculated
and observed values of I are shown in Pig.2 from which their
good agreement is evident. As it is seen from the Table
for ionization chamber is 0.2 - 0.4%, for neutron monitors
_'= 1.3 - 2.7%, for balloons _=3.7 - 5.9% which is better
by several times than obtained by other methods.
Table
i ii,i i i i i irllllr II
Cycle ri,W ri,s_ rw,aa R a b
iiin iii il i,Nil IIIilL II II I II I I I I I
Ionization chamber, AI"
17 -0.88+0.08 -0.34+0.32 -0.03 0.95 -0.014 -0.083 0.2
18 -0.8470.09 -0.6670.17 0.39+0.26 0.92 -0.014 -0.098 0.4
19 -0.91¥0.05 -0.9370.04 0.8570.08 0.96 -0.006 -0.107 0.3
20 -0.82_0.09 -0.35¥0.25 -0.15-T-0.28 0.95 -0.012 -0.056 0.2
21 -0.79_0.14 -0.54T0.24 0.09- 0.92 -0.010 -0.073 0.3
Neutron monitor, AIm
19 -0.84+0.09 -0.91+0.05 - 0.92 -0.024 -0.865 2.7
20 -0.9270.04 0.05- - 0.93 -0.090 -0.081 1.3
21 -0.70__0.14 -0.56_+0.28 - 0.89 -0.066 -0.607 2.4
Balloons, AI c
19 -0.95+0.04 -0.92+0.05 - 0.97 -0.096 -0.051 5.1 •
20 -0.91¥0.050.06- - 0.92-0.25¢-0.249 3.7
21 -0.78+_0.14 -0.45+0.28 - 0.89 -0.182 -1.222 5.9
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6'   • .3 - .7 , r ll ns (5=.3.7 - .9  hich  etter 
 eral ti s t  t i d  t er ethods. 
able 
Cycle r I,W , R a b 
I nization ber, a K 
17 -0.88 0.08 -  • .34+0 • .32 -0.0.3 0.95 - .  -0.08.3 .  
18 -0.84+0.09 -0.66+0.17 0 • .39+0.26 0.92 -0.014 -0.098 0.4 
19 - . +0.05 -0.9.3+0.04 0.85+0.08 .  - . 6 - . 1 0 • .3 
0 -0.82+0.09 -0 • .35+0.25 -0.15+0.28 .95 -0.012 -0.056 .2 
21 -0.79+0.14 -0.54+0.24 0.09- 0.92 -0.010 -0.07.3 0 • .3 
- - rM eutron onitor,  
 - . 0.09 - . 0.05 .  - . 4 - . 5 .1 
20 -0.92+0.04 0.05- 0.9.3 -0.090 -0.081 1.3 
21 - .1 ± .1  - . ± .  .  - . 6 - . 1 .  
"Ic alloons, Q 
19 -0.95+0.04 -0.92+0.05 
20 -0.91+0.05 0.06-
21 -0.18±0.14 -0.45±0.28 
. 1 - . 6 - .  .  . 
.  - .254 - .249 .1 
0.89 -0.182 -1.222 5.9 
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The solar wind enhancement at solar activity decrease
caused the delay of recovery of cosmic ray intensity by I-
2 years in 19 cycle and by_3 years in 21 cycle caused alsothe repeated decreases of _in 18 and 20 cycles in 4 5 years
after the solar activity maximum.
A good agreement (within 6 months) of calculated and
observed values _ _ allows to estimate the sizes of cosmic ray
modulation region _ 30 AU. The use of monthly values of
smoothed for a year Z , _ and aa-index allows to decrease
the sizes of modulation region up to _ 10 AU.
In [11] the 22-year variations of solar and geomagnetic
activities were found. The even and odd cycles being closely
related than odd and even ones. The similar dependence was
found in _12_ for cosmic ray density and it is expected in
solar wind speed. The 22-year variations of cosmic ray den-
sity are opposite to 22-year variations of solar activity
and of solar wind speed.
1 
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 l r i  ent  l r ti it  cr ase 
s  t  l  f r er  f s ic r  i t sit   1-
2 years in 19 cycle and by 3 years in 21 cycle caused also 
the repeated decreases of li  18 and 20 c cles in 4-5 years 
ft r t  l r ti it  axi . 
 good agre~ment ( ithin 6 onths) of calculated and 
ser ed l esAL llo s t  ti ate t  i  f s i  r  
odulation region N 30 A . he use of onthly values of 
s oothed for a year I, W and sa-index allo s to decrease 
the sizes of odulation region up to ~ 10 A . 
In [11] the 22-year variations of solar and geo agnetic 
ti iti s ere f . e    cl s i  l l  
relate  than odd and even ones. he si ilar dependence as 
found in [121 for cos ic ray density and it is expected in 
s l r ind s ee . he - ear ari ti ns f cos ic ra  e -
sit  are opposite t  22-year ariati s f s lar acti it  
a  f s l r i d s ee . 
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EVEr PND ODD ll-YEAR
CYCLES IN COSYlC RAY INTENSITY
J.A. Otaola, R. P_rez-Enr_Quez and J.F. Vald6s-Gallcia
f*
Instltuto de Geof_slca, UNAM, Mexico 04510, D.F.
ABSTRACT
Cosmic ray data for the period 1946-1984 are used
to determine the run of the cosmic ray intensity
over three complete solar cycles. The analysis
shows a tendency towards a regular alternation of
cosmic ray intensity cycles with double and single
maxima. Whereas a saddle-like shape is characteristic
of even cycles, odd cycles are characterized by a
peak-like shape. The importance of this behaviour
is discussed in terms of different processes
influencing cosmic ray transport in the heliosphere.
i. Introduction. The anomalous behaviour of the cosmic ray
intensity after the 1968 solar maximum in the 20th solar
cycle has been described by several authors. This was
characterized by the softenning of the spectra (Evenson et
al., 1983), the sudden recovery of the intensity (Kuzmin
et al., 1977), a poor correlation of the cosmic ray intensity
with solar activity (Akopian et al., (1981) and the sudden
appearance of anomalous components in the cosmic rays
(Garc_a Mufioz et al., 1981; McDonald et al., 1981).
The purpose of this study is to show that the
1946-1957 ll-year cycle in cosmic ray intensity also presents
this characteristic behaviour and that this seems to be the
result of a similar behaviour in solar activity during even
sunspot cycles. A possible physical internretation to this
phenomenon is given in terms of different contributions of
drift, convection and diffusion to the whole modulation
process.
2. Data. The basic data used in the present study are the
monthly values of the cosmic ray intensity and the smoothed
sunspot fiumbers over the period 1946-1984, thus covering
three complete ll-yr cosmic ray intensity cycles. As the
cosmic ray data are derived from the ion chamber at Huancayo
(1946-1957) and the neutron monitor at Deep River (1958- 1984),
and they represent two different kinds of data, we integrated
them following the method described by Nagashima and
_iorishita (1980) which, from the point of view of long term
modulation, is permissible as a first approximation.
In Figs. la. and lb. the smoothed sunspot number and
the integrated cosmic ray intensity over the period 1946-1984
are shown. The cosmic ray intensity is expressed in percent
decrease with respect to the maximum intensity level
3 
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(1946-1957) and the neutron onitor at Deep Iver (1958- 1984), 
and they represent two dIfferent kinds of data, we integrated 
t e  f ll Ing t  ethod escrIbed  agashIma d 
N ris ita (1980) WhICh, fro  t e pOInt of VIe  f long ter  
odulatIon, i  ermissible as a fir t a proxImation. 
In FIgS. 1a. and lb. the s oothed sunspot nu ber and 
the integrated cos IC ray i tensity over the perIod 1946-1984 
are shown. The cos IC ray intensIty IS expressed in percent 
decrease WIth respect to the axi um Intensity level 
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established zn May, 1965. The cosmzc ray Intenszty, on
the other hand, was smoothed using an ultra lowpass filter
which essentzally gives the trend of the input function and
effectzvely removes the rapid fluctuations (Behannon and
Ness, 1966). The smoothed intensity is shown as the dashed
curve in Fig. lb.
In these curves the hatched regions represent the
times of reserval of the solar magnetic field and the
notation Mf¢_ and _1+_ indicates the magnetic moment parallel
and antl-parallel to the angular veloclty axls of rotatlon
of the Sun, respectively.
Fig. i. a) Zurlch sunsoot number, b) Integrated cosmlc
ray intensity (solid line) and smoothed curve (dashed
line), c) Time lag of lntenslty behind sunspot number
for II years from t-10 years to t.
3. Results and Discussion. From the smoothed curve of cosmic
ray intensity shown in"Fig, ib, one can see that the shape
of the _ff_ cycles differs systematically and markedly from
the shape of the _t_ cycle. Whereas the shape of the _$_
cycle in characterized by a simple and relatively smooth
increase to the maximum (_ 7.5 yr), the _¢1_ cycles, on the
average, are characterized by a two maxzma structure in
which the first maxima is reached relatlvely rapid after the
previous mlnlmum in the cosmlc ray intensity (_ 3-4 yr) and
the sedond, the main and also more developed, tends to occur
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at the same time in the cycle that the maxlmum of the _¢_
cycle.
_t cyclesThls dlfferent behavlour between _,t¢_ and _
is also shown in the tlme lag T of cosmlc ray intensity
behlnd solar activity, as measured by the smoothed sunspot
number. This 22-yr variation in the tlme lag, already
found by Nagashlma and Morlshlta (1980), in which _ is
greater in _ cycles than in _i t_ cycles_ as can be seen
in Fig. ic, clearly shows that particles reach the Earth
more easely when their access route is by the hellosmherlc
polar regions than when they gain access alon_ the current
sheet (Kota and Joklpp11, 1982), In thls case as the route
of access becomes longer due to the waviness of the neutral
sheet the tlme lag _ is also longer as one would expect
from theoretical considerations.
However, what thls model does not explain is the
two maxima structure during the _1_ cycles. Thls behavlour
is, in fact, also present _n solar (Dodson and Hedeman,1975)
and in geomagnetlc activity as measured by the aa-lndex
(Halenka, 1983). Accordlng to the Dodson and Hedeman's
results the solar actlvlty during even sunspot cycles are
characterlzed by two well deflned "stlllstands" in the
level of actlvlty during the decllnlng phases of such cycles,
On the other hand, Helenka shows that the aa-lndex during
even solar cycles also presents this character1_tlc whlle
the odd cycles do not.
Therefore, the results shown here clearly
establl_h a marked distinction between even and odd solar
activity cycle_ which in turn are reflected both In
geomagnetic actlvlty and cosmic ray intenslty.
4. Conclusions. The results presented above _o_nt out
towards a modulation mechanlsm_ during even cycles,where
convection plays a more important role than during odd
cycles, where d_fusslon dominates, while the effect of
drifts only determines how the particles gain access to
the observation point. That is, charge dependent effects
are not the dominant processes in cosmic ray modulation.
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THE DEPENDENCEOF SOLARMODULATIONON THE SIGNOF THE
COSMICRAY PARTICLECHARGE
M. Garcia-Munoz,P. Meyer , K.R. Pyle and J.A. Simpson
EnricoFermi Instltute,Universityof Chicago,Chicago,Illinois
and
P. Evenson
Bartol Research Foundation, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware
ABSTRACT
We compare the solar modulation of galactic cosmic ray helium and
electrons at 1AU, within the 600-1000 MV magnetic rigidity inter-
val, from 1965 through 1984. The time-intensity variatlons during
the two solar maxima around 1970 and 1981 show that after 1970 the
helium intensity recovers earlier than that of the electrons,
whereas after 1981 the electron intensity recovers earlier than that
of helium. The flux ratio of helium to electrons (He/e) undergoes a
major increase during the 1969-1971 period and a major decrease
during 1979-83. These experimental results can be interpreted as
due to a dependence of the solar modulation of galactic cosmic rays
on the sign of the particle charge, possibly as a consequence of
drifts due to gradients and curvatures in the interplanetary mag-
netic field. However, the comparison of the shapes of the intensity-
time curves of helium and electrons in the period 1970-1981 does not
support a major specific prediction of the drift model.
I. Introduction. The perception that the interplanetary magnetic field
is a distorted dipole, coherent in large scale, suggests that drifts due
to field gradients and curvatures may play a significant role in solar
modulation (Jokipii et al., 1977).
Because the drifts of particles of opposite charge move in opposite
directions, the modulation effects on nuclei at a given point in the
interplanetary space will be different from those on electrons.
This paper addresses the problem of the importance of drifts - trying
to detect differences in the modulation of nuclear and electron cosmic
rays that could be in principle attributed to the presence of drlfts.
We study the modulation of 70-95 MeV/n (739-866 MV) cosmic ray helium-4
and 600-1000 MeV cosmic ray electrons from 1965 through 1984 with special
emphasis on the intervals around the two consecutive solar maxima in 1970
and 1981 in which the interplanetary magnetic field changed polarity.
2. The Experimental Data. Most of the experimental data used in this
work have been obtained with the University of Chicago cosmic ray tele-
scopes flown on balloons or aboard satellites.
Figure 1 shows the time dependence, within the 1960-1984 period of:
(A) 27-day averages of the Climax neutron monitor counting rate, and;
(B) 2-day averages of the 70-95 MeV/n helium-4 flux measured mostly by
the U. of Chicago telescopes on IMP-3, 4, 5, 6 and 8. The open circles
and Departmentof Physlcs.
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are derived from
the differential
energy spectra and _ (A)
the near-continuous
curve is derived
from helium count
rates identified by
pulse height
analysis.
Figure 2 shows ',[uu, 7o-ts_.v/,
the timedependence _ (a)
of the 600-1000MeV -'
cosmicray electron _,al
flux. The open _ o
circles have been
derived from dif- _ °o
ferential energy "_
spectra measured
i i i J I i i i I I i i i J | I___L __ ._L___ L__I .-.L.---L--L
with experiments lgso 196_ lglo 1915 198o 1985
flown on balloons. ._
The 1968-1971 solid Figure 1
curve represents
continuous measurements of 700-1000 MeV electrons measured on the satel-
lite OGO-5 (Burger and Swanenburg, 1973), normalized to the 1968-7|
balloon measurements. The curve of small points from 1978 through 1984
are daily rates of _ 600-1000 MeV electrons measured by the Chicago ISEE-
3 telescope (Evensou and Meyer, 1984). This curve can be normalized
either to the 1982 or to the 1984 balloon measurements (the 1979 balloon
point, measured during a Forbush decrease, cannot _e used for
normalization). Because the 1982 balloon flight data was taken not long
after a sharp cosmic ray decrease we have normalized to the 1984 point.
However, the conclusions reached in this paper are independent of which
point, 1982 or 1984, is used for normalization. The arrows in Figures 1
and 2 point at the times when the solar polar magnetic fields reversed
polarity (Howard, 1981).
3. The RelativeModulationof Nucleiand Electrons. An overviewof the
relativemodulationof 70-95MeV/n helium-4and 600-1000MeV electronsis
given in Figure3, where the ratioHe/e has been plottedas a functionof
time. Someof the
ratios have been 50
calculated using
differential
energyspectra of =
both helium and T
I0 _
electrons (filled
circles), while
others have been
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differential
energy spectra of ,oo
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electrons (semifilled
circles) and, finally, ,0 '''' 'i' r' ' ' ' ' ' # --'i....
others using continuous _ : _ !bot heli m and electrons i,_
(open circles).
The dashed _ertical _
lines mark the times at
which the individual
fluxes of 70-95 MeV/n o s . .s
electrons reached their _o, , _ , , , , , , , , , , , , _ , , , ,
1965 ! 970 I g75 ! 9BO 1985
minimum values during the "_
two consecutive solar Figure 3
maxima. Again the arrows
mark the times of polarity reversal of the solar polar magnetic fields.
Figure 3 clearly shows a difference in the modulation of cosmic ray
particles of opposite charge during the two solar maxima. The ratio He/e
increases from 1968-69 to 1971-72, while it decreases from 1979 to 1982-
93. As can be seen in Figure 2, normalizing the ISEE-3 fluxes to the
1982 balloon point would further decrease the He/e ratio after 1977,
except, of course, the ratio associated with the 1984 balloon point.
Thus the opposite character of the time dependence of the ratios around
the two solar maxima persists, regardless of the balloon point used to
normalize the ISEE-3 data.
4. Discussion and Conclusions. As can be seen in Figures i and 2, the
periods 1971-73 and 1982-84 are similar time intervals in which the
cosmic rays recover from the preceeding minimum intensity and increase
towards the maximum associated with solar minimum activity. During these
periods, in which the interplanetary magnetic field has opposite
polarities, the ratio between the fluxes of cosmic ray helium and
electrons, of nearly the same rigidity but opposite particle charge,
differ by more than a factor 2. The fact that the electrons have higher
velocity than the helium nuclei cannot alone explain the difference in
the ratios, because any effect exclusively dependent on velocity is
expected to be equally present in both compared periods.
The above facts suggest that a modulation process sensitive to the
particle charge is operating in the interplanetary medium and an obvious
candidate is drifts due to gradient and curvature in the interplanetary
magnetic field as proposed by Jokipii etal. (1977).
However, although the results of the present work would be consistent
with a significant role of drifts in solar modulation, they do not sup-
port one of the predictions of the recent drift model of solar modulation
by Kota and Jokipii (1983). Their model predicts that, as a consequence
of the predominant role played by drifts and the simultaneous presence of
a wavy current sheet, the intensity of cosmic ray nuclei during the two
halves of the 22-year magnetic cycle must have a very different time
dependence, being relatlvely sharply peaked during the semicycle in which
drifts bring positive particles from the equator to the heliospheric
poles (e.g., around the 1965 solar minimum) and having a rather broad
plateau during the semi-cycle in which drifts run in opposite direction
(e.g., around the 1976 solar minimum). This is what is actually observed
in the Climax neutron monitor counting rate for the solar minima of 1965
lectrons ( emifilled 
circles) and, finally, 
others using continuous 
satellite measurements of 
both helium and electrons 
(open circles). 
The dashed vertical 
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and 1976 (Figure 1A). Since drifts run in opposite direction for nega-
tive particles, it is predicted that for cosmic ray electrons the shapes
o£ the two semi-cycles should appear interchangedduring the period 1959-
1981. The data assembled in this work allow a check of this specific
prediction for the 1970-1981 semicycle. Figure 4 shows a superpos ition
of the time dependence of 70-95 MeV/n helium and 600-1000 MeV electron
fluxes both normalized to the years 1970 and 1977. Note that from 1970
to 1980 the time dependence of the helium and electron fluxes have very
closely the same shape, in disagreement with the model prediction.
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and 1976 (Figure lA). Since drifts run in o posite direction for nega-
tive particles, it is predicted that for cosmic ray electr ns the shapes 
of the t o semi-cycles should a pear int  during the period 1959-
1981. The data assembled in this work all  a check of this specific 
predicti  for the 1970-1981 semicycle. Figure 4 shows a superposition 
of the ti e dependence of 70-95 MeV/n heli  and 6 0-1000 MeV electr n 
fluxes both normalized to the years 1970 and 1977. Note that fro  1970 
to 1980 the ti e dependence of the heli  and electr  fl xes have very 
closely the sa e shape, in disagr ent with the model predicti n. 
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AN UPDATEONTHECORRELATIONBETWEENTHECOSMICRADIATIONINTENSITY
ANDTHEGEOMAGNETICAA INDEX
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ABSTRACT
A statlstical study between the cosmlc ray Intensity, as ob-
served by a neutron monltor, and of the geomagnetlc aa index,
as representatlve of perturbations in the plasma and inter-
planetary magnetic fleld In the hellosphere, has been updated
to speclflcally exclude time periods around the reversal of the
solar magnetic fleld. The results of thls study show a strong
negative correlation for the perlod 1960 through 1968 wlth a
correlatlon coefflclent of approxlmately -0.86. However, there
is essentially no correlatlon between the cosmic ray intensity
and the aa index for the perlod 1972-1979 (i.e. correlatlon
coefficient less than 0.16). These results would appear to
support the theory of preferentlal particle propagation into
the hellosphere via the ecllptic during the period 1960-1968
and vla the solar polar reglons durlng 1972-1979.
I. Introductlon. The work of Jokipli et al. (1977) and subsequent pub-
llcations has created considerable interest and dlscusslon wlth thelr
suggestion that the modulatlon of the galactlc cosmic ray intensity
should have a component controlled by the state of the interplanetary
magnetic field as transported out from the sun, and hence there should
be a solar cycle effect on the drlft of cosmic rays in the hellosphere.
In this paper we report the results of a study correlating the cosmic
ray intenslty at the earth wlth a solar and a geomagnetlc parameter for
perlods between successive solar maxima.
2. Data Utillzed. For thls study the following data were utillzed:
Neutron monltor data. The monthly averages of the cosmic ray in-
tensity as measured bythe Mt. Washington neutron monltor were selected
primarily because of the long data base (June 1954 to the present time),
the stability of the statlon over this long time period, and the fact
that this statlon, located at a geomagnetlc cutoff of ~ 1.3 GV, monitors
the full galactlccosmic'rayintensity. In addltionthe monthlyaverages
of the cosmicray Intensityas measuredby the Chicagoneutronmonltor
were also utlllzedfor the periodJanuary1953untilthe monitorclosed
in December1971. Thesedatawere used prlmarllyto allowinclusionof
data as far back as 1953. The correlationsreportedhereinwere repeated
using boththe Mt. Washingtondataand the Chicagodata for periodsof
timewhere the datawere both available;the resultswere essentlallythe
same for thosetlme periods.
Geomagneticdata. The monthlyaveragesof the geomagneticaa index
were selectedas the parameterdescribingthe statusof the geomagnetlc
fleldand hence is a measureof turbulentplasmain the eclipticplane.
This index is computedfromthe K indexof two antipodalobservatorles
(lnvariantmagneticlatitude50°) providinga quantativecharacterization
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as represen at1ve of perturbations in the plasma and inter-
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su port the theory of pr f rent1al particle propagation 1nto 
the hel10sph re via the ecl1ptic during the period 1960-1968 
and V1a the solar polar reg10ns dur1ng 1972-1979. 
1. Introduct10n. The work of Jokipli et ale (19 7) and subsequent pub-
llcations has created considerable 1nterest and dlScuss10n w1th the1r 
su gestion that the modulatlOn of the galact1c cosmic ray 1ntensity 
should have a compone t controlled by the state of the interplanetary 
magnet1c field as transported out from the sun, and hence there should 
be a solar cycle effect on the dr1ft of cos 1C rays in the hel10sphere. 
In th1S paper we report the results of a study correlating the cosmic 
ray 1ntens1ty at the earth w1th a solar and a geomagnetlc parameter for 
per10ds betw en su ce sive solar maxima. 
2. Data Util1zed. For th1S study the following data were util1zed: 
Neutron mon1tor data. The monthly averages of the cosmic ray in-
tensity as measure  by the Mt. Washington neutron mon1tor were selected 
primarily because of the long data base (June 1954 to the present time), 
the stab 11 ity of the stat lOn over th is long time peri od, and the fact 
that this stat10n, located at a geomagnetlc cutoff of ~ 1.3 GV, monitors 
the full galact  cos i  ' ay inte sl y. In a d1t n the monthl  aver  
of the cos i  ra  1 nt  1 ty as measur  by the Chi c  neut  mom t  
were als  ut111 d for the peri  Janua  195  until the monit  cl s  
1n Dece ber 1971. Thes  data were use  pr1 ar11y to al o  incl on of 
data as far bac  as 1953. The co rel ions repor ed herei  were repeat d 
usi  bot  the Mt. Washin on dat  and the Chic  dat  for peri  of 
ti e where the data were bot  avail e; the result  were e sent1 ly the 
sa e for thos  t1 e peri  
Geomagnet c data. The monthl  aver s of the geo agnetic a i  
were sel  as the par et  descri ing the stat  of the geo ag 1c 
f1el  and henc  is a measur  of tur l  pl  in the ecli t  pla e. 
This 1nde  is comput  fr  the K i  of t o anti al obser or1es 
(l ar ant magneti  lat tude 50°) provi ng a quantat ve charact ization 
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of the magnetlc activity which is homogenousthroughout the long data
base (1868 to the present). A full description of this index is given by
Mayaud (1973). Wehave utllized the aa Index as belng representative of
the geomagnetic activity at the earth; we consider thls actlvlty to be
the product of the interaction between the earth's magnetic field and the
interplanetary magnetic field carried past the earth by the solar wind.
Cosmlc ray transport in the heliosphere would be affected by turbulence
in the plasma and the Interplanetary magnetlc field. In contrast to the
sunspot number, which may have some relationshlp to the three dimensional
structure of the hellosphere, the geomagnetic aa index should represent
dlsturbances only in the ecliptlc plane at the position of the earth.
Solar data. The monthly averages of the Zurich relatlve sunspot
number, Rz, were selected as a solar parameter. Although the Zurich rel-
atlve sunspot number does not directly control the galactic cosmic ray
intensityobservedat the earth,it is an Indicatorof actlvityon the
sun and is inverselycorrelatedwlth the cosmlcray intensitythroughout
a solarcycle. This is probablybecausethe sunspotnumberreflectsac-
tivityover a rangeof heliocentriclatltudesfrom about45°N to about
45°S,and hencehas somerelatlonshipto the threedimensionalstructure
of the heliosphere.
3. Method. Usingthe methodof leastsquares,linearcorrelationsbe-
tweenthe monthlyaveragesof the cosmicray intensltyand the (a) sun-
spotnumberand (b) aa indexwere calculatedfor selectedtime intervals.
In contrastto an earlierstudy (Sheaand Smart,1981),the results
reportedhereare restrictedto the followingintervals:
January1953 (Chicagodata)throughAugust1956 (44 months);
June 1959throughDecember1968 (I15months);
March1972 throughDecember1979 (94months).
The polarityat the northand southsolar poledoes not changeat the
sametime. For example,the south polechangedpolarityin July-August
1969;the northpole in August1971. Sincewe wantedto restrictthls
analysisto periodswhen the solar polarmagnetlcfieldswere well de-
flned,we excludedthe monthsfrom September1956throughMay 1959 and
January1969 throughFebruary1972from thisanalysls.
Galacticcosmicray particlesobservedat the earthhave propagated
throughthe heliosphereand are affectedby the magneticinhomogeneitles
encounteredon their transit. Sincerecentresultsindlcatethatthe
heliosphereextendswell beyond30 AU and thisdistancecorrespondsto
a solarwind transittimeof fourmonths,correlationswere made between
the monthlyaveragecosmicray intensityand averagesof the aa indexand
the sunspotnumberfor successlvelylongertime periodsprecedingthe
monthlycosmicray intensity. For each specificintervalbeingstudied
the monthlyaveragecosmicray intensity(as recordedby neutronmonl-
tors) for monthN, was firstcorrelatedagainstthe Zurichrelativesun-
spotnumber(orthe aa Index)for the samemonth. Next the samemonthly
averagecosmicray intensityfor month N, was correlatedagainstthe
two-monthaveragesunspotnumber(orthe aa index)for monthsN and
N-l and similarlyfor the three-monthaveragesunspotnumber(orthe aa
index)for monthsN, N-l, and N-2, etc.,to a maximumof 30 months.
Variationsof the cosmlcray intensity,the sunspotnumberand the
aa indexfor the period1954-1979are illustratedin FigureI. For
simpllcity3-monthaveragesare plottedin thisfigurealthoughmonthly
averages were utillzed in this analysls.
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of the magnetlc activity which is homogenous throughout the long data 
base (1868 to the present). A full description of this index is given by 
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the geomagnetic activity at the earth; we conslder thlS actlvlty to be 
the product of the interaction between the earth's agnetlc field and the 
interplanetary agnetic field carried past the earth by the solar lnd. 
CosmlC ray transport in the heliosphere would be affected by turbulence 
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Solar data. The onthly averages of the Zurlch re1atlve sunspot 
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atlve sunspot number does not directly control the galactic cosmic ray 
intensity observed at the earth, it is an lndicator of actlvity on the 
sun and lS inversely correlated lth the cosmlC ray intenslty throughout 
a solar cycle. his is probably because the sunspot number reflects ac-
tivity r  range f liocentric 1 tltudes from bout 5°N to bout 
45°S, and hence has some re1atlonship to the three dimensional structure 
 he 1iosphere. 
3. ethod. sing the ethod of least squares, linear correlations be-
tween the onthly averages of the cosmic ray intenslty and the (a) sun-
pot r nd b) a ndex e e culated or lected lme ntervals. 
In trast to an rlier study (Shea and art, ), the r sults 
reported ere are restricted to the following intervals: 
January 1953 ( hicago data) through ugust 1956 (44 onths); 
June 1959 through ecember 1968 (115 onths); 
arch 72 through ecember 79 (94 ont s). 
The polarity at the north and south solar pole does not change at the 
same time. For exa ple, the south pole changed polarity in July-August 
9; the rth le in u st 1. ince e a ted to r trict thlS 
lysls t  riods n t e lar lar ag tlc fields ere ell -
flned, e excluded the onths from eptember 1956 through ay 1959 and 
January 1969 through February 1972 from this ana1ysls. 
alactic cosmic ray particles observed at the earth have propagated 
through the he1iosphere and are affected by the agnetic inho ogeneitles 
tered  t  a t. l ce ent ts cate  t  
he1iosphere extends ell beyond 30 AU and this distance corresponds to 
 lar i d t a it time   ont , elations e e a e tween 
t  ont ly rage ic r y i tensity d rages f t   index d 
the sunspot nu ber for successlve1y longer time periods preceding the 
onthly cosmic ray intensity. or each specific interval being studied 
the onthly average cosmic ray intensity (as recorded by neutron onl-
tors) for onth , as first correlated against the urlch relative sun-
spot number (or the aa lndex) for the same month. Next the same monthly 
a erage cos ic ra  i tensity f r onth , as c rrelated a al st t e 
t -m nth rage s s ot er ( r t  aa i dex) f r onths  
N-1 and si ilarly for the three-month average sunspot nu ber (or the aa 
i ex) f  ont s , -1, a  - , t , t  a a imum f 3  ont . 
ariations f t e cosmlC ra  i tensity, t e s s ot nu ber and t e 
aa i ex f r t e period 1 -1979 are illustrated i  l re 1. For 
si p11city 3- onth averages are plotted in t is figure although onthly 
averages er  uti11zed ln this analy ls. 
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4. Results and Discussion. The values of the correlation coefficlents
for tlle various data sets studled are shown in the bottom sectlon of
Figure I where the individual dots represent the correlation coefflclent
for successively longer time lags. The relative position of each dot
represents the time lag used for each correlation for the time period
shown. For example, the first dot in each sequence represents the
correlation coefficient when correlating the cosmic ray intensity for
month N with the sunspot number (or aa index) for month N; the second dot
represents the correlation of the cosmic ray intensity for month N with
the sunspot number (or aa index) for months N and N-I (i.e. I-month lag),
the third dot represents the correlation of the cosmic ray intensity for
month N with the sunspot number (or aa index) for months N, N-I, and N-2(i.e., two-month lag), etc. These results show that the cosmic ray in-
tensity is inversely correlated wlth both the sunspot number and the
geomagnetic aa index for the time interval essentlally centered around
the solar mlnimumbetween the 19th and 20th solar cycles. For the tlme
perlod centered around the solar minimumbetween the 20th and 21st solar
cycles, the correlatlon between the cosmic ray intensity and the sunspot
number is approximately the sameas for the earller perlod; however, the
value of the correlation coefflcient between the cosmlc ray intenslty
and the geomagnetic aa index reduces considerably to essentially zero.
These results are consistent with the suggestion that the sense of
the drift of cosmlc rays in the heliosphere is a component of the cosmic
ray propagation as hypothesized by Jokipii et al. (1977), Joklpil and
Kopriva (1979), and Joklpii (1981). Brlefly they suggest that the drlft
component of cosmic rays (i.e., positively charged atomic nuclei) may
have preferential entry into the hellosphere via the helio equatorlal
plane if the northern solar polar magnetic field is negative (I.e., dl-
rection of the field into the northern solar pole as was the case from
1959 to 1968) and that this drift component may have preferential entry
into the heliosphere via the solar poles if the northern solar polar mag-
netic fleld is positive (i.e., directed out of the northern solar pole as
was the case from 1972 to 1980). Thus if the cosmic ray flux has a sig-
niflcant drift component via the helio-equatorial plane an inverse corre-
lation wlth the aa index would be expected, and if the cosmic rays have
preferentlal entry via the solar poles, this correlation should be con-
slderably smaller. This would be consistent with our correlatlon coef-
flcients between the cosmic ray intenslty and the aa index of -0.86 for
June 1959-December1968 and essentially 0 for March 1972-December1979.
5. Acknowledgments. Wewould like to acknowledge helpful dlscussions
with M. Forman, J. Feynman, C. Hatton, R. Joklpli, and M. Lee.
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